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Jan 10-Feb 9
The Los Angeles Philharmonic serves up pre-
mieres to celebrate its 100th anniversary. On
Jan. 10-13 John Adams conducts his Grand
Pianola Music, Gabriela Smith’s Tumblebird
Contrails, and the world premiere of Glass’s
Symphony No. 12. On Jan. 18-20 Susanna Mäll-
ki conducts the US premiere of Saariaho’s Trans
with harpist Xavier de Maistre and Messiaen’s
Turangalila. And Gustavo Dudamel conducts
the US premiere of Tan Dun’s Buddha Passion
Feb 8-9. All concerts are at Disney Hall.

Jan 13
The Boston Symphony Chamber Players and
pianist Gilbert Kalish celebrate composer John
Harbison’s 80th birthday at Jordon Hall, per-
forming his Duo for flute and piano, Deep
Dances for cello and bass, Piano Quintet,
Wind Quintet, and Bach’s Cantata No. 51 with
soprano Amanda Forsythe.

Jan 16-20
Tafelmusik presents the world premiere of The
Harlequin Salon with orchestra oboist Marco
Cera playing the role of 18th-Century Roman
painter and party host Pier Leone Ghezzi,
using Cera’s own visual art as backdrops.
Soprano Roberta Invernizzi joins Music Direc-
tor Elisa Citterio in works by Vivaldi, Pergolesi,
Porpora, and others at Toronto’s Trinity-St
Paul Centre.

Jan 24-26 + Jan 30-Feb 2
From modern to classical, Jaap van Zweden
leads the New York Philharmonic in Stucky’s
Elegy from 4 Aug 1964, Copland’s Clarinet Con-
certo with Anthony McGill, and the world pre-
miere of Julia Wolfe’s Fire in My Mouth (Jan. 24-
26); then Haydn’s Piano Concerto No. 11 and
Stravinsky’s Capriccio, both with Emanuel Ax,
and Mozart’s Symphonies Nos. 1 and 41 (Jan.
30-Feb. 2). Both concerts are at Geffen Hall.

Jan 26-Feb 3
The Minnesota Opera presents The Italian
Straw Hat by Nino Rota. Jonathan Brandani
conducts Andrew Stenson, Lisa Marie Rogali,
Danielle Beckvermit, and Dale Travis in five
performances of the rarely seen 1955 opera
buffa at St Paul’s Ordway Center.

Jan 31-Feb 2
Jennifer Higdon’s new Low Brass Concerto has
another outing [M/J 2018] with Marin Alsop
and the Baltimore Symphony (a co-commis-
sion). They also play the US premiere of Helen
Grime’s Percussion Concerto with Colin Cur-
rie, and Respighi’s Brazilian Impressions and
Pines of Rome (Strathmore Jan 31, Meyerhoff
Hall Feb. 1-2).

Jan 31-Feb 2
Jonathan Biss performs the world premiere of
Caroline Shaw’s Piano Concerto as well as
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 3 with Ludo-
vic Morlot and the Seattle Symphony at Bena-
roya Hall. Also on the program, Shostakovich’s
Symphony No. 1

Feb 1-9
Thierry Fischer and the Utah Symphony record
Berlioz in concert for the Hyperion label: Sym-
phonie Fantastique Feb. 1-2 on a program with
Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 5 & 6; and
Boulez’s Initiale; and Sara la Baigneuse, La
Mort d’Ophelie, and Reverie and Caprice with
violinist Philippe Quint Feb. 8-9 on a program
with Wagner’s Tannhäuser Overture and Tchai-
kovsky’s Symphony No. 6 at Abravanel Hall.

Feb 12
San Francisco Performances bring Leon
Fleisher back to his home town for a 90th
birthday celebration with fellow pianist
Jonathan Biss to perform works by Bach,
Kirchner, Schubert, Dvorak, and Ravel at the
Herbst Theatre.

Feb 21-23
Giancarlo Guerrero leads the Nashville Sym-
phony in a concert recording of Aaron Jay Ker-
nis’s Symphony No. 4 (a co-commission). Also
on the program: Barber’s Cello Concerto with
Alban Gerhardt and Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 7 at Schermerhorn Symphony Center.

Feb 22-23
Los Angeles Opera present The Loser by David
Lang, a monologue starring Rod Gilfrey at the
Theatre at Ace Hotel [world premiere with Gil-
fry, Jan/Feb 2017 p. 33].

Music in Concert
highlights
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Second Season, Interna-
tional Appeal
Lew Whittington

In Heidi Waleson’s new book, “Mad Scenes and
Exit Arias: the Death of the New York City Opera
and the Future of Opera in America”, she inter-
viewed Opera Philadelphia General Director
David Devan for his forward-looking approach
in rebranding an opera company in order to
survive in the 21st Century. She cites Devan’s
pro-active vision of an “urbanized” festival
staged all around Philly, in a two-week show-
case of artistic and conceptual daring that
would attract new audiences outside the Center
City theater district and also keep longtime
fans. 

Five years in, Devan has racked up a string
of successes including Silent Night, Breaking
the Waves, Yardbird, and Cold Mountain.
Among his most ambitious projects was the
O17 Festival, which sought to rebrand the
company as a vital part of Philadelphia’s cul-
tural landscape. It was “on the town” from the
historic Academy of Music to the louche TLA
club on South St, from the Philadelphia Muse-
um of Art to the Kimmel Center and a free
screening of a repertory work on Indepen-
dence Mall. It was an unqualified success for
the company and the city. 

But as Waleson, longtime opera writer for
the Wall Street Journal, also deftly points out,
the second festival, O18, would be a crucial
proving ground. The long-term barometers—
audience building, fiscal security, and expan-
sion (or reduction)—are still to be determined.
Meanwhile, O18 Festival, for all intents, com-
menced on solid artistic ground, starting with
its stunning opening night premiere of Sky on
Swings.

Beecher: Sky on Swings
Perelman Theater, Kimmel Center 

Composer Lembit Beecher and librettist Han-
nah Moscovitch’s Sky on Swings was already
an event because it co-starred mezzo-sopra-
nos Frederica Von Stade and Marietta Simp-
son as patients struggling with Alzheimer’s
disease. The 12-piece orchestra was conduct-
ed with searing clarity by Geoffrey McDonald;
the opera was directed with eloquent sensitivi-
ty by Joanna Settle. 

Beecher’s previous opera, War Stories,
about the effect of wartime PTSD, was ambi-
tious but musically erratic. But Sky on Swings
grabs you by the heart and mind and doesn’t
let go. Beecher’s transcendent musical fusion
dramatizes the characters’ fragmented world
of Alzheimer’s disease and their instinct to
survive. Moscovitch’s libretto is instantly
revealing and brilliantly economic; we know
who these people are, even as they are losing
their outward identities.

Those qualities are all earned through the
character’s truth, portrayed by Von Stade as
Danny, a researcher and professor who is pre-
senting signs of Alzheimer’s. She crumbles
emotionally at the prospect, as her son Ira
makes the hard decision that she must retire to
a facility to be looked after. Danny has lucid
days when she is cognizant of what is happen-
ing to her. Shattering moments come, as when
she and Ira argue and she tells him she is los-
ing her memory but can still see the look on
his face when she gave birth to him.

Von Stade’s acting was more than one for
the books; the physical verisimilitude and
vocal power she achieved will stand as a defin-
ing performance in an altogether illustrious
career.
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Martha (mezzo-soprano
Marietta Simpson) and Danny
(Frederica Von Stade) enter a
surrealist landscape together.



Soprano Marietta Simpson was also mov-
ing as Martha, who connects with Danny; even
though their minds fragment in different ways,
their bond transcends the ravages of the dis-
ease. Simpson had passages of singing super-
fast, sometimes with soaring sustained lines,
sometimes with a whispery mumble as she
spirals into the advanced stages of the disease.
Soprano Sharleen Joynt played Martha’s
daughter Winnie, and tenor Daniel Taylor was
Ira; both made the most of their brief scenes.
Also impressive in the transitional scenes was
the chorus of Elders: Veronica Chapman-
Smith, Frank Mitchell, Maren Montalbano,
and George Somerville.

Andrew Lieberman’s all-too-real, stark,
clinical “facility” set design was offset by
inventive lighting by Pat Collins and video
integration by Jorge Cousineau. A rail of a
squiggly neon line moved horizontally across
the stage, representing the disconnecting
synapses of the brain. And there were
moments of unexpected visual beauty as bolts
of sheer curtains swirled around Martha hud-
dled in the wings. 

Conductor Geoffrey McDonald elicited
chamber clarity from the 11 musicians, which
illuminated Beecher’s abstract, lyrical score.
Among the standout soloists were harpist
Rong Tan, pianist Emily Senturio, and concert-
master Dayna Helper.

Glass Handel
Barnes Foundation, Ben Franklin Parkway

“A mind-bending happening” would be the
only way to describe the premiere of Glass Han-
del at the Barnes Foundation Museum. For
starters, supernumeraries
were continually ferrying
audience members around
on hand trucks that docked
with their chairs in three
staging areas, as Anthony
Roth Costanzo was singing
the music of composers
Philip Glass and George
Frederic Handel, wearing a
red gown (with layers).
Meanwhile, three dancers
were performing on another
too short stage, as a 34-piece
orchestra played, and in
another area artist George
Condo painted a cubist por-

traiture on an illuminated canvas. To top things
off, there were two screens with feeds of Glass
Handel’s companion music videos made by
famed filmmakers. 

Not that it wasn’t interesting, but there was
definite sensory overload.

Costanzo wanted to create a different kind
of opera. It was reminiscent of elaborate staging
in Handel’s era, but it also moved opera forward
in the multimedia sense. His voice was so
remarkable that the other elements were dis-
tracting (at least to me). The musicians were
seated together but split into two ensembles
with 20 playing the Glass compositions and 12
the Handel. Two musicians, Richard Stone (the-
orbo & lute) and Adam Pearl (harpsichord),
performed in both ensembles.  

Costanzo’s interpretive artistry as a coun-
tertenor was entrancing in its immediacy,
especially in the hypnotic scales of Glass’s
Encounter (1000 Airplanes on the Roof) and in
Liquid Days with lyrics by David Byrne and
Ariane Brisson’s blazing lead flute. Or consider
the film noir atmosphere of In the Arc of your
Mallet with Glass’s orchestral vortexes evoking
a torrid relationship. In the classical realm,
Costanzo so illuminated Handel’s ‘Lascia
Ch’io Pianga’ that it seemed like a suspended
musical realm of its own. In the vaulted scales
of ‘Vivi, Trianni’ he shows his more aerated
lower register. His sustained precision and
dramatic presence with these musicians and
audience were simply entrancing. I felt that
the other elements were completely unneces-
sary, but many in the audience were obviously
equally entranced by the films, the painting,
the dancers, and the supernumeraries. 

The evening started with another surprise:
the electricity went out on
the Ben Franklin Parkway
hours before the opening.
Ticket holders who had
arrived early to take in the
gallery collection were
instead milling outside in
the dark with candles. The
lobby was lit with emer-
gency generators as David
Devan dashed behind the
scenes, but he was still the
epitome of the gracious host,
greeting everyone coming
in. Fortunately, the power
went back on half an hour
before performance time.
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Ne Quittez Pas: La Voix Humaine
Theater of the Living Arts, South St

On the first day of autumn in driving rain, a
sold-out audience waited outside Philly’s leg-
endary club, Theater of the Living Arts, for a
reimagining of the Francis Poulenc-Jean
Cocteau opera, La Voix Humaine, starring
soprano Patricia Racette. But the TLA was
refashioned as a French cabaret cum disco,
circa 1979-80, complete with period posters,
druggy atmospherics, and Paris rack couture.
The first act took place after hours with the
club’s pianist, played by musical director
Christopher Allen, who is hanging around,
and the owner complaining about the singer
Elle’s act.

But before Racette sings, there is the open-
ing act, where Paul and Lise, played by actors
Marc Bendavid and Mary Toumanen, come
crashing into the place. They are brother and
sister, and they are playing games with their
pick-up Jeune Homme played by baritone
Edward Nelson.

Harrah is not afraid of presenting explicit
sex on the opera stage (Breaking the Waves),
and this was definitely the time and the place.
Harrah visually borrowed from Cocteau’s films
in these scenes with eroticized abstract visuals
and more than a hint of brother-sister incest a
la Les Enfant Terrible. Meanwhile Poulenc’s
art songs, sung by Nelson, were laced through
the evening of erotic games that included
drugging, homoeroticism, bondage, and gen-
der fluidity—all perfectly at home in the TLA.
Nelson’s powerful voice was unwavering as he
sang while having sex with Liz on the bar. Later
he was bare-chested, hands bound behind his
back, and blindfolded with a scarf for the aria
‘Couplet Bachiques’, which he sang crumbled
on the floor.

Allen, constantly smoking, had a distinct
film noir persona as he continued to weave a
steady stream-of-consciousness musical
improvisation on the piano with Poulenc. It
was intoxicating to a point, but the conceit ran
out of steam.

Themes of eroticized games shaded the
less explicit but equally charged drama of Elle,
the single character of La Voix Humaine, the
show’s second act. Racette, wrapped in a leop-
ard coat over a black lace slip, moved around
the space with commanding presence and
emotional intimacy as she was in the throes of
a complete emotional breakdown talking to

her lover, who is breaking up with her over the
phone.

Allen’s piano playing was, like the music
itself, psychological, mysterious, and with
Poulenc’s sense of spontaneous narrative. The
core of the production’s success was the syner-
gy between Racette and pianist Allen, even as
Harrah’s staging kept her at a distance from
the piano. They were a remarkable musical
duet.

Donizetti: Lucia di Lammermoor
Academy of Music

Grand opera at the historic Academy of Music,
the country’s oldest opera house, this year with
a comfort makeover (all new seats), remained a
centerpiece at the festival. Laurent Pelly’s new
production of Lucia di Lammermoor starred
soprano Brenda Rae, already acclaimed for her
performance in the title role [N/D 2017, p 11].
It was conducted by Music Director Corrado
Rovaris, who both tempered and vamped
Donizetti’s symphonic dimensions.

The set of striking chromatic scrims sug-
gested an ominous estate in Scotland with
snowy hills and a brook taking up most of the
stage, which made for almost comic blocking.
Director Laurent Pelly had characters scram-
bling and skidding for footing. 

The story opens with Lucia waiting for the
return of her true love, Edgardo. When he
appears, it is to tell her that he is going away,
and Lucia starts to fall apart. She has a standoff
with her brother Enrico, who plots to end their
affair and forces her to marry a man she does-
n’t love. In the second act Lucia has a com-
plete mental breakdown after she murders her
new husband.

There was some squirrely direction and
some underpowered singing in the first act,
but Rovaris’s lustrous tempos illuminated
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Lucia’s anger at her brother and her eventual
breakdown.

Baritone Troy Cook, an Opera Philadel-
phia regular who plays mostly heroic roles
quite convincingly, this time took on the role
of cold, calculating Enrico, creating a tricky
balancing act. He was vocally commanding as
usual, and his acting made things seem pres-
ent and true; but, given his rich, warm bari-
tone voice, he could have dialed up his das-
tardly mien a notch. Bass-baritone Christian
van Horn was the heroic Raimondo, and tenor
Michael Spyres bloomed as Edgardo after
seeming a bit too reserved in his early scenes.
Chorus director Elizabeth Braden’s 48-mem-
ber chorus engulfed the Academy with
sonorous clarity. But it was Brenda Rae’s elec-
trifying performance as Lucia that made this a
Lucia to remember.

Dito and Aeneas
Theater of the Living Arts (TLA)

Call it “Queens of the Night”. There were mad
scenes to die for with the pairing of mezzo
Stephanie Blythe as the fierce divo Blythley
(her drag alter-ego) and Dito von Reigersberg
as drag chanteuse Martha Graham Cracker in
Dito and Aeneas ,  the last of three opera
cabaret nights, with members of The Bearded
Ladies cabaret troupe and guest appearances
by opera singers from other O18 productions.
Brenda Rae dropped by in her bloodied dress
for a duet with Blythely.

Blythe in leather and sequin regalia
appeared on the dark side of a moon throne
with a bevy of gender-fluid aides-de-camp.
Blythley belted out a medley of ‘Recondita
Armonia’ from Tosca using Barry Manilow’s
70s hit ‘Could It Be Magic’. The audience was
on its feet for Queen Blythley from then on—
that is, until Martha suddenly appeared on a
fire escape balcony over the dance floor in hip-
pie couture and ginger bouffant wig, explain-
ing that she fell in love with Blythley when she
sang the lead in Opera Philadelphia’s produc-
tion of Tancrazy or Tancreepy, and later that
night they hooked up on Grindr.

Blythe’s bari-mezzo passagio was in fine
form; blues belter Martha could crash her
voice at will, sometimes flailing through
octaves. Martha even took it on the technical
chin singing Mozart’s ‘Queen of the Night’
staccato aria, turning it into a scat-singing riff
that was house-down vocal drag. The duo

even ventured into Beatles territory with
Blythley crooning ‘Martha My Dear’ and Ms
Cracker going to church with ‘My Sweet Lord’.

Their duets had some scorching operatic
growls, especially in Elvis Presley’s ‘Burning
Love’. They brought back operatic disco a la
Barbra and Donna’s hit ‘Enough is Enough’,
nailed a hilarious gender-blended version of
Bernstein-Sondheim’s ‘A Boy Like That’ from
West Side Story, and gave gorgeously honeyed
vocal chemistry (somehow) to ‘One Heart’.

Devan popped out of the crowd during the
stars’ bows, telling the audience that one of
Opera Philadelphia’s commitment to artists is
to let them do what they want to do, and this
was a joyous example. The dance party com-
menced, and Devan was pulling people on the
runway, sans signature bowtie but in club garb
with bedazzling drop earrings and some squir-
relly disco moves.

We Shall Not Be Moved
Independence Mall

The next night Devan was on the podium with
the director of park services in front of Inde-
pendence Hall talking about the importance of
opera reflecting issues of communities and
introducing the Opera on the Mall screening of
Daniel Bernard Roumain-Marc Bamuthi
Joseph’s We Shall Not Be Moved, directed and
choreographed by Bill T Jones. The story is of
black teens fleeing their violent North Philly
neighborhood after their school is suddenly
closed and finding sanctuary in abandoned
buildings, once headquarters for the black
organization MOVE, which was bombed by
Philly police in 1985 resulting in the deaths of
MOVE members and their children. Devan
spoke of the hard truths the opera deals with
and the importance of having free expression
in the birthplace of liberty. In the seven years
the company has been screening Opera on the
Mall, this was the first contemporary piece
they presented. An estimated 4,000 people
attended.

Other initial O18 figures bode well for the
company’s future—36% of O18 ticket buyers
also came to O17. Glass Handel and Dito &
Aeneas were sellouts, as were three of five per-
formances of Ne Quittez Pas. O18 was also a
world event: operagoers from Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Germany, Mexico, Netherlands, Unit-
ed Arab Emirates, and the UK came to Philly
for the festival.



Intelligent, Riveting, Frus-
trating
James L Paulk

What is it about Marnie? She’s terribly flawed,
like every character in the opera by Nico
Muhly. But she is darkly fascinating. And the
same can be said for Muhly’s intelligent, rivet-
ing, occasionally frustrating opera, which had
its US premiere at the Metropolitan Opera on
October 19.

The stakes are always high when the Met
ventures into new opera, especially right now,
when the company is dealing with shrinking
audiences and budgets in an environment
where every decision is harshly debated by
fans and critics. The knives are out in a parti-
san atmosphere that oddly mirrors the politi-
cal climate.

Presenting new works has never seemed to
come easy for the company. Longtime General
Director Rudolf Bing referred to the Met as a
museum and himself as the curator. “We only
do masterpieces here” was his comment on
rejecting Britten’s Billy Budd. Little changed in
the decades after Bing’s departure. In the 40
years that James Levine was music director, it
presented only five commissioned operas. Peter
Gelb, who became General Manager in 2006,
initially followed the same cautious approach.

But Marnie is part of a new emphasis on
creating new works at the Met, a process that
has evolved and accelerated in the five years
since the company gave the US premiere of
Muhly’s other Met commission, Two Boys.
Since Marnie was announced, the company
has commissioned eight new operas from an
enticing list of composers including Matthew

Aucoin, Kevin Puts, Missy Mazzoli, and Jea-
nine Tesori.

Marnie is a Met commission, but the pro-
duction by Michael Mayer was shared with the
English National Opera, where it debuted last
season. Critic Heidi Waleson, in her fascinat-
ing new history of New York City Opera (Mad
Scenes and Exit Arias: The Death of New York
City Opera and the Future of Opera in
America), describes how NYCO in the Paul
Kellogg years used the Glimmerglass Opera,
also headed by Kellogg, to construct produc-
tions and mount initial performances, saving
considerable money because costs were much
lower at the upstate festival. The Met seems to
be doing the same thing, working with the
ENO, which also performed the world pre-
miere of Two Boys.

The opera is adapted from a 1961 Winston
Graham novel that was also the source for
Alfred Hitchcock’s most extreme movie (also
titled Marnie). Nicholas Wright’s libretto for
the opera sticks more closely to the novel than
to the movie. Still, the far better known movie
looms large over this project. Hitchcock’s
Marnie, Tippi Hedren, even managed to show
up and steal the show at the curtain call on
opening night. The movie was something of a
dud at the box office. The original reviews
were mostly grim. Pauline Kael described it as
“Hitchcock scraping bottom” and New York
Times critic Eugene Archer called it “Hitch-
cock’s most disappointing film in years”. More
recent appraisals have been far kinder. Richard
Brody, in the The New Yorker, went so far as to
call it “Hitchcock’s best film”. Graham’s work
has also enjoyed a revival, owing in part to the
success of the “Poldark” television series,
based on some of his novels. The opera
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restores the darker atmosphere and ending of
the novel.

Still, part of the enjoyment comes from
revisiting the movie as preparation. It is Hitch-
cock’s most operatic film. And, with a mise en
scene that has exaggerated colors, intentional-
ly artificial backdrops, and a swooping
Bernard Herrmann score, plus sexual psychol-
ogy, repression, lust, and violence, all revolv-
ing around a femme fatale, it  is also the
“Hitch-iest”.

The opera’s story is of a sexually frigid
kleptomaniac (Marnie) who takes on several
identities. Mark, her wealthy employer, black-
mails her into marriage and tries to rape her
on their honeymoon. He gives her a life of
privilege, but she is deeply unhappy and has a
sort of breakdown during a dramatic fox-hunt.
She finally learns the truth about a nightmar-
ish trauma from her childhood and, in a bit of
pop psychology, breaks free from her demons
just before being arrested for her crimes, leav-
ing her future uncertain.

The opera is in two acts, totally different
from each other in both text and
score. The libretto for the first
act is fast-moving and full
of suspense. But in the
second act things bog
down with a series
of distracting sub-
plots including, for
example, Mark’s
disputes with his
brother, Terry, over
the family business.
But this act also includes
the strongest scenes in the
opera, such as Marnie’s visit to
a psychoanalyst, the fox-hunt (which
functions as a mad scene), and the riveting
final scenes. Wright’s libretto is often poetic,
with lines like “I’ll be there for myself; that’s all
I know for now.” But awkward cliches abound. 

Muhly’s score for the first act is built
around a propulsive minimalism which often
sounds like something from Philip Glass or
John Adams, but with a spikier texture and a
range of gripping sounds, including edgy brass
and exotic percussion and woodwind sounds.
The second act is much more lyrical and neo-
romantic. While the first act often falls into
repetitive patterns that go on too long and
become tedious, the last act has more variety
and color.

Muhly is a master of choral writing, and he
makes extensive imaginative use of the chorus,
ranging from cacophonous office chatter to
ordering drinks at a bar; from gossip reminis-
cent of Benjamin Britten to Anglican ecclesias-
tical sounds at the finale. A quartet of Marnie
doppelgangers (ghosts of her previous identi-
ties) sing madrigal harmonies, adding another
layer to the score. Each major character is
shadowed by a particular instrument, a tech-
nique that is especially effective in the case of
Marnie, paired with an oboe.

The significant flaws in Muhly’s score have
to do with the writing for the singers, much of
which is monotonous arioso that advances the
story but is neither natural nor lyric. This is
partly because there are just too many words
in Wright’s libretto. Muhly’s arias are expres-
sive, but too often they do not show off the
beauty of the voice. Still, the big scenes stand
out partly because so much of the evening is
bland.

This is especially true for Marnie, whose
music is restrained for much of the evening.

Mezzo Isabel Leonard gave a fine-
ly nuanced performance. In

her big scenes, like the
second act monolog as

she removes bandag-
es resulting from a
suicide attempt, she
conveys rich emo-
tional depth. These
monologs, called

“links” by Muhly,
show us her psycho-

logical state, but they are
musically so similar and so

subtle that the music often goes
unnoticed as you concentrate on the

text. Leonard is a charismatic singer and com-
mands the stage, which in this opera she
almost never leaves.

Baritone Christopher Maltman portrayed
Mark Rutland, Marnie’s husband, with power,
finesse, and restraint. He is the cad who black-
mailed Marnie into marriage and then assaults
her, but he tries mightily to protect her. That
this isn’t better exploited in the writing isn’t
Maltman’s fault. Countertenor Iestyn Davies
was ideal as Terry Rutland, Mark’s scheming
brother and rival, turning his voice into a cold,
sharp weapon.
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Hadrian 
Premieres at
Canadian
Opera
Grand Opera in the Mak-
ing
Wayne Gooding

When the Canadian Opera Company
announced in late 2013 that it had commis-
sioned singer-songwriter Rufus Wainwright to
compose what would be its first new full-
length mainstage work in two decades, Cana-
da’s classical-music establishment was aghast.
The commission, said veteran composer John
Beckwith in one of the less vitriolic responses,
“suggests a risk comparable to hiring someone
to remove your tonsils who is not a qualified
member of the College of Physicians”.

When the COC mounted the world pre-
miere of Wainwright’s Hadrian October 13, the
risk appeared to have paid off in a work that,
though not without problems, was dramatically
and musically complex and compelling, suffi-
ciently so to look at Wainwright seriously as an
opera composer rather than just a talented,
opera-loving pop musician playing around with
a different genre. Hadrian is undoubtedly a
huge advance on Prima Donna, Wainwright’s
first opera. Even though flawed (has any opera
composer ever succeeded totally on a second
attempt?), it won over its first audiences in
Toronto and left critics ambivalent rather than
(as with Prima Donna) dismissive and hostile.

Wainwright was inspired by Marguerite
Yourcenar’s Memoirs of Hadrian, a literary
reconstruction of the life of the Roman emperor
best known for building a wall to mark his
empire’s farthest reach in Britain. Wainwright’s
interest, however, is the emperor’s love affair
with Antinous, a Greek youth who, after drown-
ing mysteriously in the River Nile (did he jump
off the imperial barge or was he pushed?), was
deified and became the center of a long-lasting
cult. With a poetic libretto by Canadian writer
and actor Daniel MacIvor, the opera sets the gay
love story in the context of a bigger political
drama. Jews and early Christians are revolting

against Roman rule in Judea, but Hadrian is too
grief-stricken by the death of his young lover to
act. He strikes a deal with the godly or imagined
spirits of his imperial predecessors, the Emper-
or Trajan and the Empress Plotina, to sign an
order to crush the revolt in return for two reliv-
ed days with Antinous—the day of their meet-
ing and the day of his death.

Since the historical facts of the love affair
and related events are sketchy, Wainwright
and MacIvor were free to create what the com-
poser described as a “surreal romp through
time and space” with “historical facts wrapped
up in total speculation and surrounded by the
supernatural”. When Wainwright and MacIvor,
both alpha creative personalities in their fields,
struggled to work in harmony, the COC called
in New York-based dramaturg Cori Ellison to
help break the deadlock and, over the next
four years, shepherd the work to stage.

The device of setting intimate relationships
in the context of large-scale public events is
Grand Opera 101, and in Hadrian it’s deliber-
ate. Wainwright is a strong advocate for the
traditions of Italian and French grand opera,
seeing himself as a keeper of the flame, on a
mission to restore a lot of the elements of
opera that have disappeared or been eroded
over the past century or so. Thus, Hadrian is a
conventional numbers opera with arias and
traditional musical ensembles, a large chorus,
a dance component running through all four
acts (five near-naked young men tastefully
choreographed by Denise Clarke), and a large
orchestra. The sound profile is tonal, often big
and lush, with lots of brass, percussion, and
instrumental coloring. The influences of Wain-
wright favorites—Verdi, Strauss, and Mahler,
especially—are clearly audible, though it can
shift just as readily to Debussy, Gershwin, and
Britten. Sometimes it sounded a little as if the
music was written in homage to earlier com-
posers, but overall they prove to be points of
reference. In his opera, as in his pop songs,
Wainwright strives to find his own voice.

He’s at his best in some of the extended
vocal passages, when he brings his pop sensi-
bilities to areas of rhythm, word setting, and
the cadence of vocal lines. There are numer-
ous examples: Plotina’s ‘You May See Me Cold’
in Act I as she tries to stir Hadrian; the mourn-
ful ‘Our Spring Departed Long Ago’ for Hadri-
an’s wife, Sabina, in Act II; the witty ‘To Truth’
sextet for a cluster of Roman senators and oth-
ers in Hadrian’s court in Act II; Antinous’s
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‘What Sees the Jew?’ in Act III; and the title
character’s ‘In Tibur’ in Act III and his final ‘I
Know This Night’ soliloquy in Act IV. Though
Wainwright is perhaps too fond of pushing
singers into the upper reaches of their ranges,
there is much gratifying vocal music in Hadri-
an, as one would expect from a composer who
regards himself primarily as a singer.

Less satisfying is the orchestral setting,
which is often too dense, too layered, and too
loud. A good part of the outcry over this com-
mission was that Wainwright has no credentials
to write for orchestra (he dropped out of music
school at Montreal’s McGill University after a
year). He has considerably honed his skills in
the use of Sibelius music software since he
wrote Prima Donna, but the orchestration of
Hadrian still often sounds manufactured and
laid on rather than organic. There are points of
real disconnect between stage and pit, as when
a child herald appears to announce that the
Senate has renamed the star Sirius as Antinous;
the youngster navigating the difficult intervals
in the vocal line also has to battle trumpet fan-
fares as big as the ones in the ‘Dies Irae’ move-
ments of requiems by Britten and Verdi. That
was perhaps a simple miscalculation; but else-
where the score would benefit from revision
and simplification of an orchestration that
teeters under its own weight and creates too
momentous a sound for the relatively low-key
dramatic content of some scenes. Sometimes
the weight of the orchestration seems to slow
the narrative down.

The COC made every effort to support the
opera by casting from strength and entrusting
the staging to Canadian theatre director Peter
Hinton and the same creative partners (light-
ing designer Bonnie Beecher, set designer
Michael Gianfranceso, and costume designer
Gillian Gallow) he led for the 50th anniversary
staging last season of Canada’s grandest grand
opera, Harry Somers’s Louis Riel [J/A 2017]. A
simple setting with a highly polished raked
stage with little furniture and few props was
beautifully transformed for Hadrian’s time-
travel from Rome to Greece to Egypt and back
to Rome by Laurie-Shawn Borzovoy’s stunning
video projections. Gianfrancesco’s dark sets
worked well to set off Gallow’s colorful and
varied costuming, which managed to include
togas without descending into kitsch.

The cast, a mix of experienced professionals
and emerging artists, was uniformly excellent.
In the taxing title role, American baritone
Thomas Hampson was in fine vocal and dra-
matic fettle, delivering a riveting portrayal of the
powerful autocrat addled by his grief. Canadian
tenor Isaiah Bell looked the part of the emper-
or’s winsome young lover, and vocally was a
good match for Hampson. There is a sex scene
at the top of Act III where, significantly, Anti-
nous plays the dominant role; kudos to both
singers for bringing this off so believably and
movingly. Finnish soprano Karita Mattila, like
Hampson making her company debut, coped
beautifully with the vocal demands (and the
orchestral underpinning) of the Empress Ploti-
na and seemed to relish camping it up as a
ghost and a soothsaying Sybil. As Sabina, Hadri-
an’s estranged wife, Canadian soprano Ambur
Braid made the most of some of the best music
in the score. American bass David Leigh, as
Hadrian’s militaristic friend Turbo, supplied
sonorous weight for a role that was more
declamatory than lyrical. The remainder of the
large cast of senators and officials, including
tenors Ben Heppner (Dinarchus), Roger Hon-
eywell (Trajan), John Mac Master (Fabius),
Thomas Glenn (Nervous Senator), and baritone
Gregory Dahl (Hermogenes) etched vivid char-
acters vocally. Baritone Samuel Chan (Syco-
phantic Senator), bass-baritone Joel Allison
(Superior Senator), and soprano Anna-Sophie
Neher (Lavia), all young artists in the COC’s
Ensemble Studio, ceded nothing to their more
experienced colleagues.

COC Music Director Johannes Debus
paced things to wring maximum drama from a

Thomas Hampson as Hadrian
and Isaiah Bell as Antinous
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work that is more about soul-searching than
action—and mostly struck the right balance
between voices and the hard-working orches-
tra in the pit. Everyone made the strongest
possible case for a piece that, with some
reworking, could be a welcome return to the
traditions of grand opera.

Garanca &
Alagna as
Samson &
Delilah
Garanca in Recital at
Carnegie Hall
James L Paulk

The first performance of the Metropolitan
Opera season is always a glamorous affair when
wealthy donors arrive in mass for a celebratory
evening. This year the company chose to open
on September 17 with a new Darko Tresnjak
production of Saint-Saens’s Samson and
Delilah with superstars Roberto Alagna and
Elina Garanca, conducted by Mark Elder, with a
real-time transmission to an audience in Times
Square. It was a festive occasion, complete with
the National Anthem and designer gowns. But
the drama that unfolded on the stage was nei-
ther triumph nor disaster; it was an evening
that visually and musically combined heart-
stopping beauty with frustration.

Samson might not be the most popular
opera in the Met’s repertoire, but it’s easy to
understand its appeal as a season opener. It has
all the trappings of French grand opera: big
choruses, sexy dance numbers, major love
scenes, big-time betrayal, and a terrific revenge
finale where Samson becomes a sort of male
Brünnhilde or suicide bomber (take your pick).
Big stuff is what the Met does best, and Samson
can be quite big.

Tresnjak won a Tony Award for A Gentle-
man’s Guide to Love and Murder, and his
Anastasia is currently running on Broadway.
This was his Met debut. Peter Gelb, the Met’s
general manager, had planned Samson as a co-
production with the Paris Opera and Damiano
Michieletto, a very busy, much-lauded Italian
as the director. But Gelb backed out after that
production opened in Paris in 2016, turned off
by the “bleakness” of Michieletto’s approach,
which included modern dress, togas, and guns
and garnered mostly negative reviews.

Tresnjak’s style was definitely not modern,
and there wasn’t a hint of the director-centric
regietheater, so despised by a vocal faction of
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Mezzo Denyce Graves was marvelous in
the meaty role of Marnie’s mother, secure right
down into the contralto range. Tenor Anthony
Dean Griffey was superb as Mr Strutt, Marnie’s
boss and victim before Rutland. Soprano Jan-
ice Kelly brought authority to the role of Mrs
Rutland, Mark’s mother.

This was conductor Robert Spano’s Met
debut, and he was an inspired choice. He is
known for his facility with modern works,
including elaborate choral works (his Atlanta
Symphony has one of the world’s great cho-
ruses). He has extensive experience with the
works of John Adams. In 2009 Los Angeles
Times critic Mark Swed wrote: “Spano’s baton
here acted like a giant broom industriously
sweeping away that clutter.” Swed was review-
ing a performance of Rachmaninoff ’s Sym-
phony No. 3 with the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic, but I thought about that while listening
to Marnie. Spano’s great gift is to concentrate
attention on the critical elements of a complex
score, subtly bringing them forward, and here
he confidently brought order to Muhly’s fre-
quent torrents of sound.

Mayer’s production was elegant, efficient,
and cinematic. Rapid scene changes were
handled with dispatch, thanks to high-quality
projections and a labyrinth of moveable
screens. A team of male dancers was effective,
especially in the fox-hunting scene, tumbling
athletically with the energy of galloping hors-
es. Arianne Phillips’s bright pastel costumes
evoked the 50s with a surreal edge not unlike
the Hitchcock movie.

One reason Marnie works is simply that it’s
a ripping good drama. You want to know what
will happen next, so your attention never flags.
There are stretches in the score that are banal,
repetitive, and even boring. But there is also
brilliant, exciting music, especially for the
orchestra and chorus. Muhly is a major talent.
And here he has been blessed with an ideal cast
and a brilliant production. The opening night
audience was enthusiastic, and rightly so.

Marnie—from page 9



the Met audience. The sets by Alexander
Dodge were functional, colorful, and acousti-
cally helpful. The look was playfully kitschy,
recalling the mix of Orientalism and mod-
ernism that surfaced in the 1950s and 60s in
Las Vegas and Hollywood. Costumes by Linda
Cho were whimsical and luxurious with a
slight surreal edge.

Instead of a curtain we got a scrim with a
filigree pattern suggesting handprints, code for
slavery. As the opera opened, the scrim
remained in place for a bit, slightly obscuring
the action in a way that matched the score,
then lifting for a clearer view just as the chorus
began building to a crescendo. A large steep
staircase spanned the stage between two cir-
cular towers; and the Israelites, in the fore-
ground, were singing of their plight. The whole
act is a series of arrivals and tableaus, so the
set made sense as an efficient backdrop.

Act II took us to a room in Delilah’s palace
with metallic filigree walls, a curving staircase,
and torchieres. Act III took place in a temple
dominated by a gigantic statue of Dagon, the
Philistine god, split into two halves. The back
walls of the temple were designed like an
opera house, with tiered boxes holding the ele-
gantly costumed Philistines. Choreographer
Austin McCormick deployed nearly naked
dancers in a wildly athletic bacchanal scene
with dancers scaling the walls like acrobats.

What kept this production from catching
fire was the old-fashioned, rigid acting between
the key players. This opera begins like an orato-
rio, and that’s what this production sometimes
felt like, owing to the lack of
chemistry. Garanca and
Alagna are both celebrat-
ed for their acting skills,
but they seemed distant,
unable to back up their
vocal characterization
with physical gestures.
Some of this may stem
from the modern-day
Met’s dual role. There’s
the live audience in the
theater. But there’s
another, larger audience
who will eventually see
the performance via HD
telecasts (not to mention
the Times Square audi-
ence); and the needs of
the camera, which can

close in on small facial gestures, are not the
same as those of someone sitting in row BB.
The camera seemed to be winning.

That said, the strength of Samson lies in
Saint-Saens’s luscious score, steeped in Orien-
talism and chromaticism, and it depends on
the strength of the musical forces, especially
the two lovers. In the first act Garanca lacked
the lush sound that is her signature. The high-
er notes were glorious, clear, and unforced; but
she was unable to conceal her effort in the
lower register. I wonder if the role, which is
comparable to Azucena in Verdi’s Trovatore,
might lie a bit low for her voice. Her ‘Print-
emps Qui Commence’ aria was almost inaudi-
ble when a deep chest voice was called for; she
also failed to project the kind of dramatic cer-
tainty that normally is one of her strengths. But
she came into her own in Act II and dominat-
ed the opera in the last act. Her ‘Mon Coeur
S’Ouvre a Ta Voix’ was a tour du force, sensual
yet full of energy.

Alagna’s voice was also
tenuous in Act I. He nailed

‘Arretez, O Mon Freres’
and seemed ready for a
solid night of singing.
Soon, though, he sound-
ed hoarse, his high notes
were pinched, and the
vibrato became a bit too
noticeable. He seemed to
overcome these prob-
lems, and by Act II he
sounded much like the
Alagna of a few years
ago. Like Maria Callas,
he has an uncanny way
of conveying powerful
emotions with his voice,
even if the voice isn’t
always a thing of perfect
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beauty. Here he showed us a tortured hero
being destroyed by his passions, and it was all
quite believable. But the voice betrayed him
again, and by the end of the opera his top
notes were ragged, especially the high C that
concludes the opera.

As the High Priest, bass-baritone Laurent
Naori was a powerful and commanding figure.
Bass Dmitry Belosselskiy was ideal as the Old
Hebrew.

The orchestra was in great form, but
Elder’s decision to take things at a daringly
slow pace robbed the opera of energy, espe-
cially in Act I. Still, his balances and textures
were exemplary, as was the spectacular Met
Chorus.

In the days leading up to
opening night, Gelb and Yan-
nick Nezet-Seguin, the
Met’s new music direc-
tor, talked about reach-
ing a broader and less
affluent audience,
like the one watching
at Times Square.
Nezet-Seguin spoke
of “getting out of our
building” and how
“opera is for everyone”.
Gelb described the efforts
as part of an effort “to make
the Met seem less elitist and
more approachable”. But the vast
sums of money needed to keep the Met going
come mostly from those very elites, the glam-
orous patrons who entered the opera house
via a red carpet complete with paparazzi, and
who attended a swell dinner party following
the opening night performance. The new Sam-
son production, whatever its failures, seemed
aimed directly at these constituents, and they
responded with a standing ovation and bravos
all around.

A few weeks later, Garanca made a concert
appearance at Carnegie Hall, and it was reve-
latory. Poised, magnetic, and highly versatile,
the Latvian superstar has become almost as
popular on the concert stage as in the opera
house. She is one of the few opera stars, and
possibly the only mezzo, who can easily draw a
full house at Carnegie Hall, as she did on Octo-
ber 23.

The program opened with a set of Schu-
mann lieder, sung in the slightly detached, ele-
gant style that is her trademark. Her intonation

was flawless, her voice warm and airy, and she
revealed a rainbow of color. ‘Lied de Braut’
(Song of the Fiancee) was especially tender
and touching. ‘Der Nussbaum’ (The Walnut
Tree) floated elegantly over the room. Kevin
Murphy, a late replacement for Malcolm Mar-
tineau as accompanist, added the ideal mix of
support and interpretation.

Wagner’s Wesendonck Lieder, a psycho-
logically fascinating work that is also exciting
for fragments of what would become Tristan
und Isolde, is a perfect opportunity for virtu-
osic display. Garanca revealed an exciting,
bright top in ‘Der Engel’ (The Angel), then
turned up the temperature for ‘Stehe Still!’

(Stand Still). Things got livelier for
Ravel’s Sheherezade and Falla’s

Seven Songs, though Garan-
ca’s restraint made for a

quirky cool approach
more centered on gor-

geous singing than
on conveying emo-
tion.

Her three en-
cores were the most

thrilling part of the
evening. First came a

simple Latvian song,
‘Close Your Eyes and

Smile’, sung with sweetness
and joy. Then, explaining, “This

is why I wore the red dress” (Garanca
had changed into a sumptuous red gown for
the second half), she launched into a dramat-
ic, perfectly nuanced reading of ‘Habanera’
from Carmen. The restraint that had charac-
terized the scheduled program seemed to dis-
appear, and a new energy took over.

Garanca finished with ‘Mon Coeur S’Ouvre
a Ta Voix’ from Samson and Delilah, and it was
a revelation: all the fire and passion that she’d
held in reserve all evening came rushing forth.
Opera arias always feel different when sung
out of context in concert settings, and often
they lose power. In this case, the sheer beauty
of the song was more apparent. Garanca’s
singing was stronger, more secure, even more
radiant than at the Met a few weeks before. Of
course, everything sounds better at Carnegie
Hall. Still, it was a moment to savor and an
evening to remember.
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New Northrup
Auditorium’s
Restored
Organ
80th Birthday Tribute to
John Harbison
Michael Anthony

But where’s the organ?
The renovation of stately Northrop Auditorium
on the campus of the University of Minneso-
ta—the former home of the Minneapolis Sym-
phony and the place where, until the Met
stopped touring in 1986, the likes of Pavarotti
and Sutherland sang their hearts out in front of
tattered, wrinkled sets that threatened to fall
over—was a rousing success. The project
demonstrated what $88.2 million can do when
accompanied by determination, pluck, and a
smart group of designers.

The new Northrop, unveiled in 2014, was
largely unrecognizable to anyone familiar with
the old facility completed in 1929. The exterior
with its classical columns as well as the three-
story front lobby were retained, but the interior
was new. The creative team, the architecture
firm HGA and the acoustical engineers at ARUP,
reduced seating capacity from 4,847 to 2,700
and replaced the two-level shoebox configura-
tion with a four-level horseshoe-shaped
scheme with curves everywhere (curves are in
vogue among designers and architects these
days), thereby improving sightlines and reduc-
ing the distance that sound waves have to travel
from stage to listener. The sound, so distant and
vague all those years ago, felt intimate and
enveloping the night in May 2014 when, to
introduce what was almost a new facility, Osmo
Vanska led the Minnesota Orchestra in a pro-
gram of Wagner, Liszt, Dvorak, and Tchai-
kovsky.

But where, some people asked, was the
organ? The historic Northrop pipe organ, Aeo-
lian-Skinner’s Opus 892, completed in 1936,
the third largest auditorium-based Aeolian-
Skinner in the US, was in storage. There hadn’t
been enough money in the budget to make the
needed repairs. So in 2011 a team of profes-

sional dismantlers were hired to take the
instrument apart, carefully removing and cata-
loguing the organ’s 7,000 pipes along with a
vast number of bits of wood and metal, and
carting them off to a climate-controlled stor-
age space on campus.

It seemed likely that that might be the end
of the story, but in 2015 a university alumnus (a
lifetime organ fancier) left a bequest of $2.8 mil-
lion for the instrument’s repair. A committee of
pipe organ lovers raised an additional $400,000
and then hired a Connecticut firm, Foley-Baker,
to undertake the restoration. The project, which
involved cleaning and re-voicing thousands of
pipes and adding new keys, pedals, and con-
trols, took two-and-a-half years. The results
were put on display in a pair of concerts Octo-
ber 16 and 17 with Vanska and the Minnesota
Orchestra. The program included a new com-
missioned work by John Harbison along with
the Jeno Hubay orchestration of the Chaconne
from Bach’s Violin Partita No. 2 and—perhaps
not a total surprise—Saint-Saens’s Symphony
No. 3 (Organ Symphony). The soloists were
Paul Jacobs in the Harbison and Dean Billmey-
er in the Saint-Saens. Billmeyer is professor of
organ at the university.

The title of Harbison’s piece, What Do We
Make of Bach?, suggests a rumination on the
baroque master, and the score makes use of
musical forms that are found in Bach: chorale-
variations, a fantasia on “borrowed subjects”, a
pair of cadenzas evoking Bach’s improvisa-
tional side, and, as a finale, a busy and compli-
cated fugue. It is as if Harbison is filling these
venerable forms with his own voice—that is,
with the music of our own time as a way of
pondering the question in the title—and he
does this with great skill and generous wit. His
“borrowed subjects” in the fantasia, for
instance, are Bach themes in retrograde.
(Simultaneous with this premiere, Harbison
released a collection of essays on Bach with
the same title: “What Do We Make of Bach?”)

Harbison resists calling the work a concer-
to. His full title describes the piece as a work
for “orchestra and obbligato organ”, suggesting
that the organ is not always the principal voice
or solo. It often plays a supportive or coloristic
role, acting, in a sense, as a mediator between
Bach and Harbison. The work opens with a
kind of back-and-forth, call-and-response dia-
log between organ and orchestra, rather like
the old tradition in jazz of “trading fours”. The
middle movement, the fantasia, contains a
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brilliant cadenza for organ, followed by a gen-
tle and beguiling aria.

Jacobs played with his customary flair and
clarity. The organ sat on an apron in front of the
stage, looking like the cockpit of a small space
ship waiting for takeoff. Its sound, rich but mel-
low, easily filled the hall. Vanska, to his credit,
enforced a nice balance between organ and
orchestra. Harbison, who was present for the
concert, joined the musicians for bows. After-
wards Jacobs returned to the stage to play a
Bach fugue, employing the kind of super-wide
dynamic range once associated with Virgil Fox.

Vanska maintained that fine balance
between organ and orchestra in the Saint-Saens
as well. The performance stressed the poetic
and ceremonial rather than the melodramatic
and grandiloquent qualities of this often played
work. Billmeyer was an adroit soloist.

Given that this was something like a Harbi-
son weekend in the Twin Cites, the composer
took another set of bows the next afternoon at
Sundin Hall in St Paul, where, near the end of
the concert, he did a little piano playing him-
self, revealing a flair for jazz in two pop songs
of his own, ‘I’m Through’ and ‘All for You’.

This lively program, presented by the
enterprising Chamber Music Society of Min-
nesota and its astute Artistic Director Young-
Nam Kim, was a tribute to Harbison on what
would be (on December 20) his 80th birthday.
With it came an opportunity to hear some of
Harbison’s seldom heard chamber music.
Among the pieces were a Trio Sonata for three
saxophones from 1994 and, as the curtain-
raiser, a work that Harbison composed in high
school, an Andante for cello and piano dated
1955, an early example of the craft and abun-

dant lyricism that have characterized all this
composer’s music for 60-plus years.

A special pairing started the second half.
First up was a graceful arrangement for string
quartet of the famous Air from Bach’s Suite No.
3 in D by Stanislaw Skrowaczewski (music
director of the Minneapolis Symphony-Min-
nesota Orchestra from 1960 to 1979—the
name change took place in 1968), a revered
figure in these parts who died last year at the
age of 93. In 2014 Kim put together a tribute to
Skrowaczewski in honor of his 90th birthday.
One of the six works composed for that memo-
rable event was Harbison’s Four Encores for
Stan for narrator and string quartet. Fred Har-
ris, director of wind and jazz ensembles at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the
author of the much-acclaimed biography of
Skrowaczewski, “Seeking the Infinite”, acted as
narrator, reading the brief quotes from
Skrowaczewski’s writings that serve as inter-
ludes between the “encores”—eloquent little
pieces that might be thought of as haiku for
string quartet. For the finale, a jazz set, Harris
played drums, joining bassist Anthony Cox
and violinist Ariana Kim, Young-Nam Kim’s
daughter, who teaches at Cornell University.

[For a taste of the old Northrup’s acoustics,
the Mercury recordings with Antal Dorati and
the Minneapolis Symphony, and a few with
Skrowaczewski, were made there and have a
peculiar acoustic quality even Mercury could-
n’t overcome. Once when former Music Direc-
tor Eugene Ormandy returned to Minneapolis
and was asked if he had any suggestions for
improving the acoustics, he replied, “Dyna-
mite”. -Editor]
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Vanska, Harbison, and Jacobs.



Indianapolis
Violin Compe-
tition 2018
Solid Soloists, Honest
Judges, Few Surprises
Gil French

The finals of the International Violin Competi-
tion of Indianapolis (IVCI) are always preced-
ed by a concert by the previous competition’s
first prize winner. The limited enthusiasm I
had for Jinjoo Cho, 30, after the 2014 competi-
tion evaporated on September 11 at Butler
University’s Schrott Center for the Arts. What a
difference four years had made. Her accompa-
nist was pianist Hyun Soo Kim, who is also
admissions director for Encore Chamber
Music, a summer training program in Cleve-
land for young talent that Cho founded.

Cho chose a terrific program with which to
“show her stuff”. Though this was an audience
of mainly aficionados (you could hear a pin
drop), I wasn’t the only one who commented,
“I’ve never heard either of the first two pieces”
that made up the concert’s first half. It opened
with Benjamin Britten’s Suite, Opus 6, with a
March, Perpetual Motion, Lullaby, and Waltz.
Simple, you think, like his teenage Simple
Symphony, Opus 4? Hardly! This is very bad
boy Britten—outrageous exaggerations in its
harmonies, melodies, ponticello effects,
abrupt contrasts, playful intersection of violin
and piano, and furious fiddling and doublings.
Its bravado is perfect as an opener—to make
an impression. And impress she did!

The second work was André Previn’s
deceptively titled Tango Song and Dance.
Commas are needed to clarify that it’s in three,
not two, movements. From its almost soap-
opera tango with its filigree recitatives, sultry
low portamento slides, frequent tempo
changes, and lyricism to its whisper-soft ‘Song’
and the concluding meter-shifting Dance, it,
like the Britten, showed off Cho’s mature
strengths: (1) Her bowing yielded a rich varia-
tion of volume from pianissimo to highly
intense with a wide variety of tone color. (2)
She had a solid grasp of form and a gift for
flow; the music never died all evening. (3) She
was a very physical player—never a show-off,

but so involved with what she was playing that
sometimes I could see her restraining her urge
to dance. And (4) her ability to play the many
different styles required in these two pieces
plus the two French works after intermission is
a gift even the most famous artists often lack.

The second half began with Chausson’s
Poeme, the one work that showed her only
weakness. This dark, moody, slowly evolving
work requires lingering over long phrases,
where Cho’s one-style-fits-all vibrato—a slight,
rapid, even, identical wobble on most notes—
was amplified, which contributes little to
expression. If not performed with a chamber
orchestra, Poeme really requires an organ to
draw out its lower tones and seamless har-
monic movement. Kim’s Steinway lacked a
good bass, but more of a problem was the
arrangement he used. Also, the percussive
nature of the piano seemed to drive Cho
toward an overload of intensity. I could also
visually see how her concentration with the
music faded in and out.

What a difference in Faure’s Violin Sonata
No. 1. As with the Britten and Previn, this was
a work that Jinjoo Cho “owned”. The first and
last movements had uninterrupted flow with
ideal use of rubato. From intensity to her abili-
ty to linger tenderly, her touch was infallible.
The Andante was pure soul. Only the scherzo
was misjudged; Kim began at so fast a tempo
that he couldn’t define its rhythm, and Cho
followed. Ignore that. Keep an eye out for Jin-
joo Cho. She was born in Korea, but her Eng-
lish is as American as apple pie. I’d be sur-
prised if IVCI’s four years of follow-up career
assistance doesn’t have her poised to become
a major star.

On to the competition. All contestants’
repertoire was chosen before the competition
began. The order they played was determined
by a drawing, and that was maintained to the
end of the competition as the field was nar-
rowed to the six finalists.

Thus it was that, at the first round of classi-
cal Finals at the Schrott Center, all three final-
ists played the same concerto, Mozart’s No. 5.
Comparisons are odious to the losers, but
comparisons were inevitable. And my choice
for the best was a matter of taste. Richard Lin
(27, Taiwan/US) was “beyond technique”. He
had a sweet lyrical tone and gait with a rich
full-bowed tone in his lowest register. He had
full grasp of each movement’s form, pacing
them with A-major buoyancy that was exquis-
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itely musical, adding perfect rubato, especially
in his interchanges with the orchestra. Indeed,
he veritably “led” the conductorless East Coast
Chamber Orchestra (strings 4-4-4-3-1), which
performs standing.

Especially notable were Lin’s keen, crisp
articulation (more akin to period-instrument
playing) and the nuance he gave to lyrical
phrases. At the end of the first movement he
apparently used his own imaginative yet per-
fectly fitting cadenza. He made the Adagio
extraordinarily sweet. In the Rondo he seemed
to have created his own imaginative but short-
er cadenza. In brief, he not only “owned” the
piece, but his alertness and seeming spon-
taneity left me with the impression that, if he
played the concerto again the next night, it
would be different and fresh all over again.

Ioana Cristina Goicea (25, Romania) was
Lin’s match, but in a more European style. She
had a full romantic approach to the first move-
ment, reminding me more of Perlman or Zuk-
erman than a period-instrument style. The
tone her gorgeous instrument produced was
almost sultry, and her phrases were more
linked than articulated. In the first movement
she used the traditional Joachim cadenza.

Ah, but in the second movement she
seemed to transcend tightly controlled con-
centration. So subtle was her use of vibrato
that I had to concentrate to realize how
superbly she used it for expressive purposes—
no merely habitual wobbling here! Most magi-
cal was the development, where she drew out
every harmonic movement and dissonance to
full suspended effect. She then turned imme-

diately to the Rondo, giving it an extra impetus
to distinguish it from the Adagio. In brief, like
Lin, she too “owned” the piece and “led” the
orchestra; but I had the impression that, if she
played it again the next night, it would be pret-
ty much the same.

The choice between Lin and Goicea was a
matter of taste. I could picture the judges who
favor a more European approach fawning over
Goicea and those preferring a more American
style preferring Lin. One journalist from Japan
strongly preferred Risa Hokamura (17, Japan).
Perhaps it was her more straight-forward
approach that appealed to her fellow country-
man. But I found her playing pedestrian and
uninteresting. I’m sorry, but, once someone is
on the international stage at North American’s
most important violin competition, I give no
favor to age or pedigree. She had little depth of
tone color. Her phrases were not finely tai-
lored. Pacing in the first movement began to
sag ever so slightly. Her pitch was not spot-on.
In the Adagio I began to wonder if one of her
strings was beginning to slip out of tune, and
she had a glaring memory lapse from which
she recovered quickly. Even though she
became more lyrical in the Rondo, she still was
not very nuanced. She also seemed to concen-
trate more on her violin than the orchestra.

All three finalists were required to follow
the concerto with a short piece by Fritz
Kreisler for violin and orchestra. Lin gave far
more color and playfulness to the ‘Chinese
Tambourine’ than Hokamura. As Goicea
began the opening bars of ‘La Gitana’, I imme-
diately thought, “Ah! Gypsy!”. Kreisler then
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L-r: Shannon Lee (6th), Ioana Cristina Goicea (5th), Richard Lin (Gold),
Luke Hsu (Bronze), Risa Hokamura (Silver), and Anna Lee (4th).



moves quickly from sultry Eastern European to
sunny Spain, which Goicea eased into with
evident joy.

The next night began with more compar-
isons: two performances of Mozart’s Violin
Concerto No. 3. After about the first five min-
utes, it seemed that Shannon Lee (26, US-
Canada) would use only one basic tone color
and not much depth of expression. Although it
never dragged, it was never compelling. In
both the Adagio and Rondo, she was accurate
but lacked distinction. In ‘La Gitana’ those
opening few Gypsy-style measures had a
strong sultry sound; the rest of it was nicely
played but without a defining style.

What a contrast to Luke Hsu (28, US). A
short stocky fellow with a broad grin and glis-
tening teeth, he played with attitude. He
played the introduction with the orchestra, his
back to the audience. He then turned with his
right shoulder to the audience, as if playing to
the violas, holding his violin extraordinarily
high. His wiry tone had limited tone color but
unlimited depth of expression. Through lots of
body weaving, he got the long romantic sound
he wanted. His style in the Adagio was sweet
even though his tone was not. Here he appar-
ently played his own cadenza. His gave bright,
alert flow to the Rondo with perfect retards
that gracefully created seamless transition
points with the orchestra.

In all five violin concertos Mozart has the
soloist playing with the first violins whenever
he doesn’t have a solo line. This is something
Hsu took advantage of in the lengthy final
measures of No. 3 that ends with orchestra
alone; Hsu played along, making his mark
right to the end. Some critics felt that show-
man Hsu imposed his personality on the
Mozart, which they preferred to hear “pure”.
Another matter of taste. I thought he was total-
ly engaging, though I didn’t rank him above
Richard Lin and Anna Lee. In the ‘Chinese
Tambourine’ Hsu served up huge showman-
ship, complete with swoops, plucks, sly high
runs, and plenty of rubato. What a romp!

Anna Lee (23, US) was not on the critics’
radar and surprised the life out of them. Utter-
ly poised, dressed in an elegant but simple
dark blue gown with her right shoulder uncov-
ered, a slightly sparking thin accent belt, a tiny
simple pendant hanging from her neck, black
hair pixie style, and facing the audience direct-
ly, she looked 33 and played Concerto No. 1
like she was 43. Her softer darker tone and

subtle expressive depth was in sharp contrast
to Hsu. She was also the only one of the six
finalists who struck me as having absolutely
tight rhythms—not “upright” but right on the
beat, feeling almost ahead of the beat but not.
Her exciting precision led the orchestra in all
three movements. Also, more than any of the
other soloists, she had a strong grasp of each
movement’s form—that is, she always knew
where she was going, how different sections
and phrases fit into the whole.

She played with the orchestra in the intro-
duction, defining its tempo and style of articu-
lation. The opening and closing movements
were buoyant with superb flow; in the Adagio
she was the model of a soloist listening to and
engaging with the orchestra. For the Kreisler
“encore” she was the only one to choose the
‘Viennese Caprice’. Even in this short piece her
swoops, portamentos, and rubatos gave me
the distinct impression that, more than any
other soloist, she engaged the most with the
orchestra, which responded after both works
with vigorous applause and wide smiles.

September 14 and 15 were the two nights
when finalists played their choice from a list of
19th- and 20th-Century concertos. One jour-
nalist, rooting for Richard Lin, bemoaned his
choice of Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy, saying it
wasn’t a showy enough piece. I, a lover of the
work, couldn’t have disagreed more, especially
after hearing the performance. His utterly
sweet purring tone was perfect for the music,
especially as he molded the work into one
flowing whole. So tight and spiky were his
rhythms that he, Leonard Slatkin, and the
Indianapolis Symphony were in perfect
ensemble. He was intense, while giving the
music plenty of breathing space, especially in
the quieter moments. He also chose to play the
original version, unedited.

Risa Hokamura followed with Tchai-
kovsky’s Violin Concerto, where her intonation
was off occasionally (twice in her cadenza)
and the music began to become a bit of a slog
until she had her long break midway in the
first movement and Slatkin re-energized
things. She seemed to be concentrating on
keeping things as planned rather than being
caught up in the music itself, proceeding sec-
tion by section rather than shaping move-
ments into a whole, making it seem very long.
Even a relative with whom I sat said after-
wards, “She seemed to be into herself rather
than with the orchestra.”
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What a contrast to Ioana Cristina Goicea
after intermission in Shostakovich’s Concerto
No. 1. Her demeanor was totally confident,
and she kept a careful eye on Slatkin, especial-
ly in the opening movement with its slowly
shifting, almost amorphous harmonic flow.
She made the Scherzo appropriately brutal—
the few ensemble problems were Slatkin’s, not
hers. The question that nagged me from the
start—”This is a concerto I’ve never fully
understood; will she be able to finally sell it to
me?”—began nagging me more and more as
she moved through the Passacaglia into her
long, slow-building cadenza and finally the
concluding Burlesque. She played to the
woodwinds when they were her accompani-
ment, and her intense concentration never
flagged. But her overall intensity and forcefu-
less seemed so predominant and constant that
she made the concerto sound too unvaried
and so voluminous that I am still questioning
whether Shostakovich wrote a work whose
form speaks a clear message or not. Nonethe-
less, she left an indelible impression.

The next night Shannon Lee began with a
very weak performance of Walton’s concerto.
Her on-and-off projection meant that some-
times I couldn’t hear her even from the fifth
row center. In the first movement she gave no
atmosphere to Walton’s sweetly contrasting
second theme, her rhythms were not tight
(Slatkin’s were), and her harmonics at the end
of the movement were flat. In the Presto her
articulation was not clear, and her rhythms

again were not integrated with the orchestra.
And she failed to weave the Vivace finale into
one continuous whole.

It was like night and day when Luke Hsu
followed with Tchaikovsky’s Concerto by deliv-
ering the performance of a romantic or con-
temporary concerto. He was what I call
“beyond technique”. So absorbed was he not
into his fingers on the strings but into the
music itself that he reminded me of Martha
Argerich who can be so far beyond mere tech-
nique that her brain seems two or three meas-
ures ahead of the music at hand, allowing her
the freedom to be spontaneous and inventive.

Hsu and Slatkin were immediately together
rhythmically; Hsu knew how to “lead”, how to
indicate rhythmic precision purely aurally with-
out conductor and soloist having to even look at
one another. To put it crudely, they clicked. The
continuous flow breathed but never stopped,
especially in the heavenly second movement,
where Hsu made me think of Robert Shaw’s
comment once to a chorus about the need to
maintain an inner intensity in the gentlest
pianissimo moments. In the final movement
Hsu’s quick instincts reminded me of the chee-
tah I had seen early that day at the Indianapolis
Zoo. Hsu always had an ear on Slatkin, even
though he stood apart from him, close to the
edge of the stage. It was a breathtaking triumph
for soloist and orchestra alike.

How does one follow someone like Hsu?
As they say, it’s always easy to follow a loser
but almost impossible to follow a winner. That
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Leonard Slatkin on the
Detroit Symphony & IVCI

Call this “making up for lost time”. In the
Sept/Oct 2018 issue our look back at Leonard
Slatkin’s time as music director of the Detroit
Symphony (2008-2018) was cut short because
his sudden need for heart surgery meant the
cancellation of his last three concerts with the
orchestra. But in September he made his first
foray back to the podium as conductor of the
Indianapolis Symphony for the 19th-20th Cen-
tury finals of IVCI, where I interviewed him.

I was curious how he positioned himself
during the devastating DSO strike in 2010.
Unlike Osmo Vanska during the Minnesota
Orchestra’s lockout that occured shortly there-
after, Slatkin disappeared from the scene. He
said that he learned his modus operandi early
in his career. His music directorship of the St

Louis Symphony began with a strike. His men-
tor at the time advised him, “Get out of town”.
The question was, “Why?”

Slatkin said that the music director is hired
by the board of directors, but he is in charge of
the orchestra, which in a strike places him in
the dead middle, which means, “Get out of
town”. Because the strike was between the
musicians and the board, it didn’t involve him.
Thus, it was vital for him not to take sides.
However, he did meet privately with all sides
and smaller groups who were involved,
because it was important that he be able to
deal with things after the strike had ended,
such as increasing visibility through web
broadcasts, increasing concerts in Detroit’s
neighborhoods, increasing the presence of
young people at symphony concerts, all of
which soon resulted in a 62% increase in ticket
sales and finally a 90% increase. Above all, he
advocated that it is just as important for the



task fell to Anna Lee with Mendelssohn’s Vio-
lin Concerto, where she was wanting. She was
shy of pitch in the opening movement, which
she broke up by ruminating far too much in its
sweet valleys. Unlike Hsu, she did not “lead”,
especially in the Andante, which here was not
at all compelling. I kept asking myself, “What
happened to those really tight rhythms that
made her Mozart so compelling?” Then sud-
denly there they were, back for the finale. Also,
it must be said that Slatkin delivered what
must have been the loudest accompaniment
to the Mendelssohn on record. Whether that
hurt or helped Lee I couldn’t tell.

The jury members were President Jaime
Laredo and fellow violinists Pamela Frank,
Rodney Friend, Dong-Suk Kang, Cho-Liang
Lin, IVCI 1982 gold medalist Mihaela Martin,
Dmitri Sitkovetsky, Arnold Steinhardt, and
1986 gold medalist Kyoko Takezawa. Scores
are weighted in the following manner: at the
end of the semi-finals, the preliminary scores
are given 30% weight and the semi-finals 70%.
At the end of the competition the finalists are
weighted 15% for the preliminaries, 35% for
the semi-finals, 25% for the classical finals, and
25% for the romantic-contemporary finals. It’s
important to remember in the comments that
follow that I heard only the finals.

Richard Lin was gold medalist ($30,000),
Risa Hokamura silver ($15,000), and Luke Hsu
bronze ($10,000). Fourth place went to Anna
Lee ($7,000), fifth to Ioana Cristina Goicea
($6,000), and sixth to Shannon Lee ($5,000).

Many felt that Goicea should have been a
medalist. I was surprised that Hokamura was
one. More important than the money is IVCI’s
follow-up for its laureates with a “holistic
approach to career management of financial
planning, publicity, fashion consultancy,
media relations, and website development”.
IVCI also has a year-long Laureate Series of
concerts that brings past winners back to Indi-
anapolis for solo and chamber concerts.

There were numerous other awards, mostly
of $1,000—not a laundry list but a catalog of
opportunities for a wealth of individuals to
sound their very best for an audience that
included artist representatives and artistic
scouts for orchestras and concert series across
the nation: Luke Hsu for two best performanc-
es, of a Bach work and a Mozart sonata; Lin for
best Kreisler encore and for best 19th-20th Cen-
tury concerto ($5,000); Lin, semi-finalist Elle
Suk (29, US-South Korea), and Hokamura for
three best performances of Paganini caprices or
Milstein’s Paganiniana; Suh for best encore
work; Anna Lee for best Beethoven sonata, clas-
sical concerto ($2,500), and violin-piano sonata
other than Beethoven; semi-finalist Stephen
Kim (22, US) best performance of the commis-
sioned work (Bolcom’s Solo Suite No. 3); Shan-
non Lee for best Ysaye sonata.

The atmosphere was relaxed, the weather
was glorious, and downtown Indianapolis is
alive and thriving with museums and the zoo in
walking distance. The next IVCI will be in 2022.
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board and musicians to ask where the money
is coming from when times are good as when
times are bad. The financial crisis that hit the
US in 2008 began in Detroit in 2006 in the auto
industry. Money and the transparency of its
sources remains a constant subject about
which all parties must be concerned, Slatkin
maintains.

Slatkin worked with the orchestra’s CEO,
who had the allure of an ax murderer at the
start of the strike and remains with the orches-
tra to this day. He also got the orchestra not to
initiate a two-tier salary system for new play-
ers, something which has a deadly effect on
morale.

At the 2017 Van Cliburn Competition
Slatkin, who conducted the finals, told a group
of journalists that the most difficult work in the
finals was Rachmaninoff ’s Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini because it’s really a sym-
phonic work with piano where the conductor

must be aware of everything the pianist is
doing and the pianist must be aware of every
detail in the orchestra. When asked what the
most difficult finals piece would be here in
Indianapolis, he said Walton’s Violin Concerto
because it hadn’t been performed by the Indi-
anapolis Symphony since the 2014 IVCI and
not before that for 25 years. And Slatkin him-
self hadn’t conducted it for about 10 years. But
out of the five concertos in the finals, it is the
one that locks the soloist and orchestra togeth-
er most tightly.

No matter his opinion of the six finalists,
he is the kind of sincere, down-to-earth per-
son, free of airs, who was determined to deal
evenly, fairly, and helpfully in the two
rehearsals each soloist got. Believe me, the
competition and his recovery from surgery
caused him far less stress than current nation-
al politics. 



Banff 
String Quartet
Festival
Prize Winners in Every
Concert
Bill Rankin

The Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity began
a late-summer chamber music festival on the
Labor Day Weekend 2017, a venture that held
little risk for the center and plenty of benefits
for the string quartets who participated, as
well as mostly western Canadian chamber
music fans who know the center for its inter-
nationally renowned string quartet competi-
tion. The idea was to offer a program of quartet
repertoire and other chamber works, anchored
by a string quartet, in the two years between
the triennial Banff International Quartet Com-
petition (BISQC).

Competitors from past BISQCs have had
an opportunity to return to the testing ground
where they bore the pressures of a weeklong
contest and simply perform for appreciative
audiences. In life after BISQC, the center
becomes nurturing ground, where groups
come to take the spotlight or collaborate with
their peers.

In the first incarnation of the Banff Centre
International Quartet Festival, three winning
quartets—the St Lawrence Quartet (1992), the
Jupiter (2004), and the last BISQC laureates, the
Canadian Rolston Quartet (2016)—were pro-
grammed, along with several other musicians,
an opera singer, and a Spanish filmmaker,
whose evocative, rich, archival-like review of
Jewish life before and during the Nazi scourge
accompanied Steve Reich’s Different Trains in
the final concert. (According to BISQC Director
Barry Shiffman, the grim subject of that final
concert was one of the few program choices last
year’s audience complained about; the week-
end ended in a dark place.)

The second festival, August 31 to Septem-
ber 2, was even more artistically varied than
the first; it presented five former BISQC quar-
tets, four of them prize winners, several other
instrumentalists, including an erhu player, a
composer, and an actor who performed a one-
hour play based on letters between Kafka and

his father, musically accentuated by hellish
excerpts from Golijov’s Yiddishbbuk. The cli-
mactic concert was a performance of Elgar’s
Introduction and Allegro where all five quar-
tets—the Calidore (US), Rolston (Canada),
Tesla (US), Dover (US), and Castalian (UK)—
formed a string orchestra that left the audience
in the 225-seat Rolston Hall uplifted and any-
thing but grim as they departed into the chill
mountain air. I doubt there will be complaints
about the finale this year.

The eight sessions, most of them straight
concerts over two and a half days, began with
traditional repertoire, the sort of music many of
the largely elderly audience relish. The Calidore
Quartet, the only participating quartet that took
no prizes at the 2013 BISQC, but who were
$100,000 grand prize winners at the University
of Michigan’s inaugural M-Prize International
Chamber Music Competition in 2016, played
Schubert’s Quartettsatz and Beethoven’s Quar-
tet No. 9. The Calidore have a hard-to-define
character. Its first violinist, Jeffrey Myers, has an
insular demeanor with little personal flair; but
cellist Estelle Choi exuded surplus physical and
musical expressiveness. The net result was a
group technically impressive with a blend of a
staid and extroverted performance style. Even
in the fiery ending of the Beethoven, the effect
was an elevated level of intensity but not edge-
of-your-seat engagement.

The evening concert on August 31 included
the Castalian Quartet, third-place finishers in
2016, performing Fauré’s Quartet in E minor;
and the winners that year, the Rolston Quartet,
performing University of Chicago-based com-
poser Shulamit Ran’s Quartet No. 3 (Glitter,
Doom, Shards, Memory), inspired by the art of
Felix Nussbaum, a painter and victim of the
Holocaust. The four movements are meant to
evoke a variety of reflections on the Shoah.

The Fauré revealed the group’s affinity for
delicate, resonant playing; exquisite, unified
chordal and unison expression; and more gen-
erally, a palpable feeling that they love to per-
form. Every player in the group lent his unique
sound to the whole, and the effect was a
thoughtful and quietly impassioned perform-
ance.

The Rolstons have had a new second vio-
linist, Emily Kruspe, since April; and her inte-
gration into the quartet, according to cellist
Jonathan Lo, was well planned, creating little,
if any, disruption to the group, which had had
the same personnel since forming at the Banff
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Centre in 2013. They play standard repertoire
attractively, but they have also made effective
excursions into new music. Ran’s piece called
for an array of musical moods, occasionally
lyrical, often tinged with irony, but more often
abrupt rhythm changes, angular aggressive
unmelodic lines, and sonic representations of
tortured spirits, which intermittently found
temporary respite from their torment. The
piece ended in a subdued minor harmony
accented with gently strummed cello. The Rol-
stons gave an assured reading.

The other Ran piece was For an Actor:
Monologue for Clarinet, a solo work per-
formed by Israeli clarinetist Alexander Fiter-
stein the next day at a morning concert that
also included the Castalians playing Haydn’s
Quartet, Opus 76:4 (Sunrise), and the Cali-
dores performing Janacek’s Quartet No. 1
(Kreutzer Sonata).

The eight-minute Monologue was often
skittish, the intervals tending toward angular.
The delivery had an improvisatory feel, with
frequent pauses and tentative commitment to
any coherent “spoken” phrasing. In the last
couple of minutes, though, the “actor” had
gained some composure, and the piece found
a settled, more peaceful quality that Fiterstein
delivered warmly.

Fiterstein was also soloist in the day’s sec-
ond concert, playing Brahms’s Clarinet Quin-
tet with the Dover Quartet, winners of almost
every prize offered in 2013. The Dovers had an
impressive polish in 2013 that made them the
best, and they continue to please with that
assured delivery in whatever they play. Fiter-
stein, for his part, fussed with his reed distract-
ingly in the Brahms but contributed firm, ten-
der sound in the Adagio and in the somber
Con Moto ending. The Dovers make beautiful
sound up and down the instrumental range,
and their rich lower registers were impressive,
especially in the opening Allegro.

The Castalians’ Sunrise Quartet was full of
smart expressive elements without veering
toward the romantic. First violinist Sini Simo-
nen spoke volumes with her facial expressions
in all her playing, and in the Haydn she “sang”
the beautiful melody of the Adagio captivat-
ingly. The Calidores were in their wheelhouse
with Janacek’s Kreutzer. The musicians con-
veyed the drama of the piece, the unbalanced
emotion, the restlessness, the impatience
incessantly blocking any confident path for-
ward. Melodies were constantly thwarted, and

the Calidores gave us a very strong interpreta-
tion of the composer’s complex musical por-
trait.

The highlight of the weekend for me—
strategically not placed at the end of the festi-
val, I suspect—was a deeply disturbing but
musically mesmerizing performance of
Schnittke’s five-movement Piano Quintet with
the Rolstons and pianist Andrew Burashko.
Burashko introduced the piece with a brief
biography of Schnittke, emphasizing especial-
ly the physically and emotionally grim state
the composer was in when he composed the
quintet in 1976 after the death of his mother.
The word lodestar befits Burashko’s guiding
presence in this performance. Without con-
ducting per se, he coaxed his quartet partners
through a haunting, agony-filled reading of
music that embodies the profound power of
the wordless medium. The meaning of the
piece was transparent, even if the message was
distressing, until the end, when an unthreat-
ening high-pitched melody on the piano,
repeated 14 times, gradually fades away to
silence—a melody that moved us from horror
and hopelessness to mere sadness.

Before intermission, the Tesla Quartet was
joined by erhu player George Gao in a rollick-
ing rendition of an apparently well-known
Chinese party piece in the tradition of Rimsky-
Korsakoff ’s ‘Flight of the Bumblebee’. The
piece was played for laughs, and both players
and audience enjoyed the musical lark, set in a
program that also included Tesla playing
Debussy’s Quartet and Chen Yi’s Fiddle Suite.
Adding some unconventional elements to the
event was in the spirit of Shiffman’s idea for
the festival. The audience loved Gao’s contri-
bution to the weekend.

Tesla has an affinity for Debussy’s music.
They generated high drama in the opening
movement and a warm cohesive ensemble
sound in the third, marked Andantio Douce-
ment Expressif. Violist Edwin Kaplan’s playing
in exposed passages was especially sweet.

Expect this festival to return two years
from now. Meanwhile, reservations for the
Banff Quartet Competition, August 26 to Sep-
tember 1, 2019, will be accepted beginning in
early December for returning audience mem-
bers. At least 600 people come for the whole
week, and the weekend packages go quickly.
The ten competing quartets will be announced
in mid-spring. For more information go to:
banffcentre.ca/bisqc.
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Norman’s 
Sustain and 
Prokofieff’s R&J
LA Phil Kicks Off Its 100th
Birthday
Richard S Ginell

If you were the Los Angeles Philharmonic and
this was your 100th birthday, you couldn’t
have picked a better time to hold a centennial
bash. The orchestra is flush with cash and
acclaim, and the programming is on a level
beyond the imaginations and budgets of just
about everyone else. Its home, Walt Disney
Concert Hall, is still a tourist attraction 15
years after its opening. And Music and Artistic
Director Gustavo Dudamel remains a celebri-
ty, if now a physically less flamboyant one,
even outside the world of classical music.

To kick off their event-loaded centennial
season, the LA Phil held what they called an LA
Fest—a series of concerts dominated by
Dudamel’s driven mission to unite a symphony
orchestra with as many non-classical idioms as
he can possibly juggle. In consecutive concerts
there were LA Phil collaborations with the pop
star Moby, singer-songwriter Andrew Bird, and
the Phil’s Creative Chair for Jazz, the great key-
boardist Herbie Hancock. A single Green
Umbrella concert had five world premieres by
five youngish composers plus another, Ellen
Reid with Oscillations: 100 Years and Forever,
outdoors on the roof. Dudamel’s attempts at
cross-genre fusion are supposed to be another
branch of the LA Phil’s outreach. But unless the
pop, jazz, or world music performers bring in
charts that give the orchestra something inter-
esting to play, as Natalia Lafourcade did at
2017’s CDMX festival, you wonder whether it
would be a better idea to just give the Phil’s
hard-working musicians the night off and let
each idiom speak for itself.

Yet the first LA Fest concert on October 4
was strictly an all-in-the-family classical affair
with no excursions into the pop world. It start-
ed with a work from the orchestra’s former
music director and conductor laureate that
was inspired by Los Angeles, continued with
Beethoven’s Triple Concerto with three princi-
pals from the orchestra as soloists, and ended

with a large-scale world premiere by the head
of the Phil’s Composer Fellowship Program.

The premiere was Sustain by the now ubiq-
uitously performed Andrew Norman, and it
occupied a prime time spot after intermission
all by itself. Originally estimated to be 45 min-
utes by the composer, in practice it turned out
to be a mere 36. It turned out also to be a
cogently organized single symphonic move-
ment with layers of alluring cascading strings,
rapidly repeated notes, and an outbreak of slip-
pery sliding freeform playing three-quarters of
the way in. There were two pianos on hand, one
of which was detuned into quarter-tones so
that, when played together, the instruments
sounded surreal. Norman writes that his piece
was concerned with conceptions of time, what
audiences might be thinking 100 years from
now at the Phil’s bicentennial, and also the con-
dition of planet Earth itself. I didn’t sense much
of that myself, but I did conclude that this is the
most interesting piece I’ve heard from Norman.

Esa-Pekka Salonen’s LA Variations, a sty-
listic game-changer for its composer, has
become practically a repertory piece for the
orchestra; and Dudamel drove it hard, pushing
its joyful, crowded, sometimes frighteningly
intense rhetoric right into our laps. Beet-
hoven’s Triple Concerto found Concertmaster
Martin Chalifour, principal pianist Joanne
Pearce Martin, and Principal Cellist Robert
deMaine communing collegially and intimate-
ly with each other—no showboating allowed,
which was probably the intent.

Two weeks later Dudamel took the Philhar-
monic on a very different journey, a complete
performance of Prokofieff’s Romeo and Juliet. If
we hear the complete ballet at all, it is usually
from an understaffed band buried in the pit of a
celebrated dance company. Not this time.

Every note of Prokofieff’s score was heard
loud and clear from an excellent orchestra
(playing it complete for the first time) and led
by a conductor who has the brittle, motor-
driven side of the composer in his grasp. It was
a sensational performance, with Dudamel
really pushing the tempos to a warp speed
suitable for dance, getting a sharp rhythmic
response at all times while not slighting the
lyrical elements, pumping up the dynamic
range to massive proportions when Prokofieff
piles on the dissonances that depict the power
of the Prince. It also had the effect of prov-
ingthe viability of performing the entire score,
which is miraculously consistent in quality    
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Kondonassis and the
Rochester Philharmonic
Gil French

Four of the five works played by the Rochester
(NY) Philharmonic at the Eastman Theater
September 20 & 22 were recorded in concert
by the Azica label for release in 2019. Barber’s
Symphony No. 1, Patrick Harlin’s Rapture
(2011), and Jennifer Higdon’s Harp Concerto
with Yolanda Kondonassis and Music Director
Ward Stare will be on the album for sure.
Leonard Bernstein’s Divertimento, for which
there was no time for a patching session,
might yet make the cut. Copland’s four dances
from Rodeo were not recorded.

Higdon’s Harp Concerto is like Maurice
Ravel’s music in one respect: whatever the
inspiration—jazz, Spanish, Gypsy, Hebraic—it

all comes out sounding like Ravel or Higdon
rather than something imitative. Her basic har-
monic sound here is tonal and rather minor
key, based on open fifths with occasional sec-
onds—sort of the basic open-chord prairie
sound many associate with Aaron Copland.
The soloist’s lines have a recitative, rhetorical
flow to them. As the music moves from the
restrained ‘First Light’, the same amorphous
motific material continues into the lively ‘Joy
Ride’, where 2/4 harp work contrasts with most-
ly 6/8s in the orchestra. The same material
develops further in the third movement, ‘Lulla-
by’, where the harp plays ornamental patterns
(which struck me as “noodling”) and the
orchestra has the motifs and pulse. ‘Rap
Knock’ begins with the harpist knocking on her
instrument as she plays against light and lively
percussion before building to the “big finale”
Kondonassis asked Higdon to write, which I
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over its 2-1/4 hours (at Dudamel’s tempos).
It wasn’t entirely an orchestral evening,

though, for there was dance in a few short serv-
ings. Benjamin Millepied, artistic director of the
LA Dance Project, turned some of his dancers
loose in front of the orchestra, and then with
video camera in hand followed them around
the hall and up to the rooftop garden, projecting
the results on a big screen. It reminded me of
the film Birdman where the camera follows the
actors backstage at a theatre in a seemingly sin-
gle take. The dancers were clad in the street
clothes of teenagers and engaged in modern
dance athletics. Uh-oh, here comes another
obvious cinematic reference point—the R&J
update known as West Side Story.

I thought Millepied’s use of the entire Disney
Hall building worked marvelously well. The
dances and fights in the LA Phil offices looked
like they were taking place in a high school hall-
way, which they might well have, had R&J been
set in the present day. The love scene was
placed right where it belonged—in the idyllic
rooftop garden (I could almost hear Bernstein’s
‘Somewhere’ in my inner ear) with Disney
Hall’s claustrophobic stainless steel walls hem-
ming in the two lovers. There should have been
more of this stuff going on, and apparently that
is the plan, since the program referred to
Millepied’s production as “the first iteration of a
forthcoming full-length experience”.

Higdon’s Harp Concerto Recorded

L-r: Azica engineer Bruce Egre, Azica producer
Alan Bise, Stare, Kondonassis, and Higdon.



found rather simple-minded and overblown (it
was often hard to hear the harp).

What kept me at more than arm’s length
from the concerto, however, was Hidgon’s
rhythms: I couldn’t get a rhythmic grounding in
the first three movements. During two orches-
tral rehearsals I refused to look at the score that
Higdon had generously set up in the hall. Harps
inevitably go out of tune during a performance,
so a patching session was set up where Kon-
donassis was able to fine-tune the harp for her
five or six solo passages (there is no cadenza). I
was invited up to the control room. It was then
that I studied the score’s opening eight solo
measures and discovered the elemental har-
monic and rhythmic basis for the whole concer-
to and my problem with Higdon’s rhythms: not
only is the form of ‘Joy Ride’ a mathematical
structure (see Interview side bar), but so are
Higdon’s rhythms—a bewildering mix. For
example, in one measure alone, a dotted 1/8 +
1/16, 1/8 + two 1/16s slurred to an eighth + 1/4.
Other measures mix 16th triplets with 8ths
(some dotted) and 32nd notes, etc. As with
Schoenberg’s 12-tone writing, my eyes can ana-
lyze mathematical constructs clearly on the
page, but my ears simply do not listen in that
way—I cannot hear them. Put another way, to
me the concerto lacks charm because I simply
don’t grasp Higdon’s rhythmic vocabulary.

At the performances Kondonassis’s musi-
cality shaped the flow of the slow first and
third movements, and her unerring rhythms
were the backbone of both fast movements.
Precision with flexibility was her hallmark.
Still, her harp never really broke out from the
orchestral textures during ‘Joy Ride’; I couldn’t
tell whether that was Higdon’s fault or Ward
Stare’s (it certainly wasn’t the harpist’s); the
orchestra lacked transparency all evening. In
the ‘Lullaby’ only orchestral soloists accompa-
ny the harp (the loveliest was Principal Violist
Melissa Matson), but as their rhythms began
to pile up, the charm began to evaporate. Rap
Knock does develop a regular pattern that I
call “the typewriter”: ring, then swoosh goes
the carriage back to the edge; repeat often. I
was able to hear Kondonassis’s swirls and
strong chords clearly, but the orchestra was
again loud, thick, and weighty. As one person
said afterwards, “Wouldn’t it have sounded
better with a chamber orchestra?” I replied,
“Or at least with a lighter one.”

In the control room after the dress rehearsal,
the quality of sound I heard was not at all what I
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From an Interview with
Yolanda Kondonassis

When Yolanda Kondonassis opens any
recital, she always starts with two sonatas by
Scarlatti, the first soft, the second fast, to test
the location’s “space”, especially its capacity
for silence, and to evaluate the temperature
of the audience. Her goal is to make an arena
feel like a living room. Another is to perform
in places where people think classical music
is important but don’t take it for granted—or,
as she said, “where people haven’t become
cynical”.

Kondonassis, born in 1963, said that just
recently she’s crossed over from a “building a
career” mind set to an awareness that she’s
been at it for a long time. Why? Parenthood
did it. Her 16-year-old daughter is the center
of her life. That fits with her other priorities.
She strives to draw an audience not just into
a concert but an occasion. She is impelled to
share all she knows about making music with
her students at the Cleveland Conservatory
and Oberlin.

As a teenager Kondonassis had to choose
between the piano and the harp as a career.
She said she envies pianists who can
approach most new works linearly—with a
sense of horizontal line. But this is impossible
for her to do, given the mechanics of the harp.
The first thing she has to do is create a map of
the work, outlining pedaling, fingering, when
and how to mute the strings. I mentioned the
many harp recordings I’ve reviewed that
sounded cluttered, with the performer not
clearing the palette, or what she called “the
physics of replacement noise”. A bass string
can ring for up to one minute if not silenced,
yet over-silencing results in a dry clinical
atmosphere. She said some works can be so
awkwardly written that sheer technique
rather than artistry absorbs the performer’s
concentration. At times like that she tries to
think linearly like her favorite pianists can do.
After four years, she recently completed a
large book called “The Composer’s Guide to
Writing Well for the Harp”, a notoriously diffi-
cult instrument to tune and to write for.

The harpist said she “got into Jennifer
Higdon’s queue” when they met years ago at
an 8th Blackbird concert in Cleveland. When
Higdon finally decided to write the Harp
Concerto, they met in a room for a full day as



heard in the hall. Not only were the balances

between soloist and orchestra much better, but

transparency in the orchestra was vastly im-

proved. Yes, this can be accomplished by experi-

enced producers and engineers. It’s not just

edits but balances that can cover a multitude of

sins in a recording, so long as the listener cannot

tell when engineers are fiddling with the dials,

which happens often in recordings with soloists
and orchestra. That’s something Azica Producer
Alan Bise and Engineer Bruce Egre refused to
do, making clear that some fixes aren’t possible
without making the distance between soloist
and orchestra seem too artificial. 

The concerto was written for and dedicated
to Kondonassis, who organized the consortium
of orchestras that underwrote it. Rochester took
the lead, performing the world premiere in May
and making the recording. The Harrisburg,
Baton Rouge, and Fargo-Moorehead sym-
phonies followed earlier this season. Coming
up are the Lansing Symphony on January 11
and the Oklahoma City Philharmonic January
26 as Kondonassis returns to her home town.

Stare made the RPO sound thick, weighty,
loud, and without buoyancy in the other works
as well. One person described his take on Bar-
ber’s Symphony No. 1, which opened the con-
cert, as “being shouted at endlessly by your
mother”. I was more generous. Despite a lardy
opening, Stare built powerfully through the
Allegro Molto. Then the Andante Tranquillo
also began rather tediously, but the RPO built
through the Passacaglia to a truly gripping
finale.

The orchestra itself is in fine condition,
and Stare’s new seating arrangement in a left-
to-right arc—first violins, cellos with string
basses behind them, violas, and second vio-
lin—paid off handsomely in all the works,
especially the Barber.

After intermission Stare turned to a work
he first conducted here in 2016, Rapture,
which Patrick Harlin, 34, wrote for his MA the-
sis in 2011. After the performance I discovered
that it reminded both me and a friend of John
Adams’s Short Ride on a Fast Machine, even
though Rapture is twice as long and has a
quiet middle section. Like Adams’s music, the
rhythms you see (2/4 and 3/4 time) on the
page are not what you hear, but close your eyes
and you can enjoy the ride as a long-lined
undertow plays against a jazzy flow that ends
in a rhythmic pileup that made me smile.

Bernstein’s Divertimento, 15 minutes of
tease in eight movements written for the 100th
anniversary of the Boston Symphony, also got
the huge, thick treatment. But ‘Sennets &
Tuckets’ and ‘Blues’ were really hot, the Waltz
was lovely, and in the final March Stare
showed that he can get the RPO to produce
rhythms with a buoyant lift.
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Kondonassis played as far ranging a reper-
toire as possible and Higdon studied what
works and what doesn’t on a harp. The first
movement (‘First Light’) opens with the harp
alone in an introspective, even prayerful
manner. Kondonassis describes ‘Joy Ride’,
which follows, as an effervescent mathemati-
cal structure (in school she found trigonome-
try boring but solving algebra problems fasci-
nating). ‘Lullaby’ was inspired by the
harpist’s relationship with her daughter—a
lullaby with bigger dimensions where the
harp is accompanied by solo orchestral
instruments. For a finale she told Higdon, “I
want to end big!” So harp and percussion
serve as the lead-in to Rap Knock’s conclu-
sion. Still, Kondonassis said that “a harp con-
certo works best when it’s in a conversation,
not a battle, with the orchestra.”

A major harp problem now is the quality
of harp strings. The best were made in Eng-
land from old cows. But after the Mad Cow
disease epidemic, UK law requires that cows
now no longer live long enough to produce
high-quality strings. The best quality these
days comes from material that easily
breaks—indeed, a string did during Kon-
donassis’s world premiere performance of
the Higdon in May, and another broke during
the recorded September dress rehearsal
(none, luckily, during the two performances).
Nylon strings don’t break easily, she said, but
their sound is relatively poor.

Yolanda Kondonassis urges her students
to avoid the contemporary syndrome of “hav-
ing to be original”, thinking that no one ever
thought of “doing it like this before”. She
insists that they absorb all those who came
before them, listening to older recordings
and identifying who’s playing what when
they listen to YouTube. In brief, she absorbs
everything and in turn is a generous outward
person, intent on sharing with others through
her music. As she put it, “I am so grateful for
where I am in life.” An hour talking with her
was as healing as an hour with Mahler.



British conductor Nicholas McGegan, who
turns 69 on January 14, will
retire from the San Francis-
co-based Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra in 2020
after 35 years as its music
director. He has made the
orchestra, which he joined
when it was only five years
old, internationally famous.
He said, “This certainly isn’t
a farewell. I look forward to many more years of
performances as music director laureate, with
fewer administrative responsibilities.”

Music Director Gianandrea Noseda, 54, ex-
tended his contract with the National Sympho-
ny until 2025, lured by $10 million raised in
addition to its annual fund to support new ini-
tiatives: opera-in-concert, recordings, broad-
casts, touring, digital media, and community
involvement. He began at the NSO in 2017.

Andrey Boreyko, 61, will
become music director of
the Warsaw Philharmonic
later this year. He holds
the same position in the
US with the Naples Phil-
harmonic, where his con-
tract runs through 2020.
He was music director of
the Winnipeg Symphony
from 2001 to 2006.

The Cleveland Orchestra fired William

Preucil, concertmaster since 1995, and Massi-
mo La Rosa, principal trombone since 2007, in
October after confirming allegations by
numerous women of sexual misconduct.

New Zealander Gemma

New, 32, signed a two-
year contract to become
principal guest conduc-
tor of the Dallas Sympho-
ny starting next season.
She is currently resident
conductor of the St Louis
Symphony and music
director of the Hamilton
(Ontario) Philharmonic.

American conductor Case

Staglione, 36, will become
music director and princi-
pal conductor of the Ile-
de-France Orchestra in
September, succeeding
Enrique Mazzola, who will
leave after seven years.
Case also became princi-
pal conductor of the Wurt-

temberg Chamber Orchestra in Heilbronn last
September. He had been an associate conduc-
tor of the New York Philharmonic.

Israeli Omer Meir Wellber, 36, signed a four-
year contract in October to become chief con-
ductor of the Manchester-based BBC Philhar-
monic in September, succeeding Juanjo Mena,
who left last season after seven years. 2018 was
a big year for Wellber: he signed to become
music director of Palermo’s Teatro Massimo in
2020 and became principal guest conductor of
Dresden’s Semper Opera last September.

Finnish conductor and cellist Klaus Mäkelä, 22,
signed a three-year contract to become chief
conductor and artistic advisor of the Oslo Phil-

harmonic in August 2020,
succeeding Vasily Petren-
ko, who leaves that sum-
mer following the orches-
tra’s 100th anniversary to
become music director of
London’s Royal Philhar-
monic. Mäkelä is principal
guest conductor of the
Swedish Radio Symphony.

Marek Janowski, 79, will
become chief conductor
of the Dresden Phil-
harmonic (the city’s sec-
ond orchestra) later this
year, succeeding Michael
Sanderling, who declined
to renew his contract.
Janowski held the same
position with the orches-
tra from 2001 to 2004.
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Charles Dutoit will become principal guest
conductor of the St Petersburg Philharmonic,
Russia’s oldest orchestra, in May.

Norwegian Eivind Aadland, 62, signed a three-
year contract to become
chief conductor and artis-
tic director of the Tasman-
ian Symphony in 2020,
succeeding Marko Leton-
ja, who left in 2018 after
seven years. Aadland was
chief conductor of the
Trondheim Symphony
from 2004 to 2011 and

principal guest conductor of Australia’s
Queensland Symphony from 2011 to 2013.

Conductor Bramwell Tovey became artistic
advisor to the Rhode Island Philharmonic and
Music School in September, the largest integrat-
ed professional orchestra and community
music school in the US. He said this model
offers “a template for success. We thrive only if
we serve the communities where we make
music.” He also described Executive Director
David Beauchesne as “one of the most creative
orchestra managers in America”.

General Director Aidan

Lang will leave Seattle
Opera next July for the
same position with the
Welsh National Opera. He
had succeeded the famed
Speight Jenkins in Seattle
in 2014. In his departure
letter he wrote, “WNO
holds a very special place
in my heart. It is where my career in opera
began, and I consider it my artistic home.”

Former mezzo Jennifer Rivera, 43, became
executive director of Long Beach Opera in
October. She joined the company in 2017 as
director of development and major gifts. She
says she was drawn to the company by the
innovative General and Artistic Director
“Andreas Mitisek, who has continually found
new ways to make opera exciting, relevant,
and accessible without compromising artistic
quality”.

Beth Hansen, 46, a former
board member of Opera
Carolina, is the new exec-
utive director of the Char-
lotte-based company. She
is responsible for the orga-
nization’s business side;
Artistic Director James
Meena is responsible for
the production side. Both report to the board
of directors.

Lacey Huszcza, who is in her late 30s, became
executive director of the Las Vegas Philhar-
monic on December 1. Before that she was
associate executive director of the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra for 13 years.

Jennifer Ritvo Hughes, who is in her 30s,
became executive director of Boston Baroque
on November 26, succeeding Miguel
Rodriguez, who left after six years. Hughes
came from Boston’s Camerata Singers where
she was executive director since 2012.

Tommy Phillips became president and artistic
director of the Philharmonic Society of Orange
County on October 1, succeeding John
Mangum, who left in April to become CEO of
the Houston Symphony. Over the past 15 years
Phillips has served as programming consultant
for orchestras across the US, was the San
Diego Symphony’s director of artistic planning
for eight years, and was co-founder of Black
Cats Production, which brings musicians to
China and Chinese performers to the US.

Vanessa Rose becomes the
new president of the
American Composers
Forum in St Paul on Janu-
ary 1, succeeding John
Nuechterlein, who left on
December 31 after 15
years. Before Rose’s
appointment she worked
as a consultant on emerg-

ing composers with the American Composers
Orchestra in New York and was executive direc-
tor of the International Contemporary Ensem-
ble (ICE) for a year starting in 2015. The ACF
was founded in 1973 by Twin Cities composers
Stephen Paulus and Libby Larsen and supports
the careers of living composers in all 50 states.
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General Director Stephane

Lissner will leave the Paris
Opera in 2021 at the age of
68, when his contract will
not be renewed. That will
be three years beyond the
mandatory retirement age
for government employ-
ees. He will have held the
position for seven years,
one beyond the statutory six. He directed the
Theatre du Chatelet from 1988 to 1997, the
Aix-en-Provence Festival from 1998 to 2006,
and La Scala from 2005 to 2012.

Anthony Pappano, 59, extended his contract as
music director of London’s Royal Opera House
an additional three years until 2023, with a
year’s sabbatical during the 2020-21 season, his
first since joining the company in 2002.

Nikolaus Bachler ,  who
turns 68 on March 29, will
become artistic director of
the Salzburg Easter Festi-
val in July 2020. He is cur-
rently president of the
Bavarian State Opera,
which he joined in 2008
and will leave during the
2020-21 season. He suc-

ceeds Peter Ruzicka, 70, who is retiring in June
2020 at the end of his contract.

Swedish-born soprano
Nina Stemme, 55, was
awarded the 2018 Birgit
Nilsson Prize of US $1
million in October for her
interpretations of the dra-
matic soprano repertoire
with her respect for the
composer’s intentions,
noting her tireless dedica-
tion to the dramatic soprano repertoire, and her
being a great Wagnerian soprano.

Georgian pianist Nicolas

Namoradze, 26, became
the prize laureate of the
2018 Honens Competition
in Calgary in September,
winning $100,000 and an
Artist Development Pro-
gram worth $500,000. The
other two finalists, Han
Chen (26, Taiwan) and

Llewellyn Sanchez-Werner (21, US) were
awarded $10,000 each. Namoradze has an MA
from Juilliard and is currently working on his
doctorate at City University of New York,
where he is on the faculty.

Violinist Leila Josefowicz, 41, was awarded the
2018 Avery Fisher Prize on
October 4 in recognition
as a musician at the high-
est level of musical excel-
lence whose vision and
leadership have taken
classical music to an
expanded level. She has
been a strong advocate of
contemporary music, pre-
miering many new concertos and violin works.

Two musicians were named 2018 MacArthur
Fellows (of 25 in various fields). Each “genius
grant” recipient is given $625,000, no strings
attached, distributed over
five years. Composer, con-
ductor, writer, and pianist
Matthew Aucoin, 28, was
named for his “extraordi-
nary originality in his cre-
ative pursuits”. Aucoin
said, “I’m struck not just
by past MacArthur fellows’
brilliance but, in so many
cases, their humaneness and wisdom. I feel a
deep responsibility to use this fellowship to
help make the world a kinder, wiser place.” Los
Angeles Philharmonic violinist Vijay Gupta,
31, was named for providing musical enrich-

ment and human con-
nection to the homeless,
incarcerated, and other
under-resourced com-
munities, including shel-
ters, county jails, and
treatment and tran-
sitional facilities through
the 80-member Street
Symphony that he
founded.

South Korean Composer Unsuk Chin, 57, was
awarded the Kravis Prize for New Music at the
New York Philharmonic in October. The prize
consists of $200,000 and a commission for the
orchestra, which performed US premieres of
her works in 2013 and 2014. Previous winners 
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Catalan soprano Montserrat Caballé, 85, died
on October 6 in a Barcelona hospital to which

she had been admitted
the previous month. If
Maria Callas was “La Div-
ina” and Joan Sutherland
“La Stupenda”, Caballé
was called “La Superba”
for her supple, translu-
cent, lyric voice. She sang
over 100 opera roles (per-
forming 98 times at the
Metropolitan Opera) and

was also in demand for her recitals. Her last
performance was in 2014. She was also known
for something else; as critic Will Crutchfield
put it in 1986, “Mme Caballé is available for
only a limited number of cancellations this
season.” They were caused in part by a number
of serious illnesses.

Italian Conductor Claudio Scimone, 83, died
on September 6 in his home town of Padua. In
1959 he founded I Solisti Veneti, with whom he
made well over 100 recordings for RCA, Erato,
and other labels, reviving many baroque
works. He also directed the first modern pro-
duction of Rossini’s Maometto II.

David DiChiera, 83, founder and general direc-
tor of Michigan Opera Theater from 1971 to
2014 and artistic director until 2017, died at his
home in Detroit on September 18 after endur-
ing pancreatic cancer for several years. He pro-
grammed two contemporary operas every sea-
son and co-commissioned Richard Daniel-

pour’s Margaret Garner,
producing its premiere in
2005. In 2007 he fulfilled a
life’s dream, the premiere
of his own opera Cyrano
[J/F 2008, J/A 2011, M/A
2018]. Another fulfilled
dream was the 1988 pur-
chase of the magnificent
Grand Circus Theatre in

devastated downtown and restoring it as the
Detroit Opera House, opened in 1996. DiChiera
was a warm, hearty man who followed through
on promises to bring the arts to all the people.
Earlier he founded Opera Pacific in Orange
County CA and spent a decade as artistic direc-
tor of the Dayton (OH) Opera Association.

Argentine violinist Ruben

D’Artagnan Gonzalez, 79,
died in Buenos Aires on
August 13 following on a
long illness. He was co-
concertmaster of the
Chicago Symphony with
Samuel Magad from 1986
to 1996. Earlier he became
assistant concertmaster of

the Minnesota Orchestra in 1977 and con-
certmaster of the Houston Symphony in 1981.

Opera director Tito Capobianco, 87, died on
September 8 from cancer at his home in Laud-
erdale-by-the-Sea, FL. The Argentine native
achieved major fame at New York City Opera
in 1966 with his productions of Handel’s Julius
Caesar, which made Beverly Sills a star, and
Ginastera’s Don Rodrigo with a 25-year-old
Placido Domingo, followed by Boito’s
Mefistofele with Norman Treigle and
Donizetti’s Tudor Trilogy with Sills. Starting in
1983 he was general director for 15 of his 17
years at Pittsburgh Opera.

Harold Farberman died in late November at
the age of 89. He subscribed

to ARG starting in 1991,
which is about the time

he spent an afternoon
with our Editor dis-
cussing music and
Mahler. He was a
teacher of conducting,

and his best-known
recordings may very well

be his Mahler symphonies.
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Obituaries

were Louis Andriessen, Henri Dutilleux, and
Per Norgard.

The Toledo Symphony and Toledo Ballet
merged on January 1 into the Toledo Alliance
for the Performing Arts. They will be equal
partners under TAPA, which will also include a
community education component.

Carol Kehoe became executive director of
Toronto’s Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra and
Chamber Choir in November after being
appointed on an interim basis in August.
Before that she was executive director of the
Hamilton (ON) Philharmonic from 2012 to
2016.



American Symphony
New York

Introducing a vast joint program by the Ameri-
can Symphony with the Bard Festival Chorale at
Carnegie Hall on October 17, Music Director
Leon Bostein employed plenty of his usual dry
wit and ideas why the work of a once obscure
American poet would become such fertile inspi-
ration for a wide swath of European composers.
There were many flavors to savor during what
was coyly billed as “A Walt Whitman Sampler”.

While the European cognoscenti of the late
19th and early 20th Centuries saw the US as a
cultural backwater, European artists romanti-
cized the young nation. America was a promis-
ing petri dish offering hope for burgeoning de-
mocracies across the pond, all of them even
younger.

No one has romanticized the promise of
America like Walt Whitman. That makes the
synergy between some of his most celebrated
works and an unlikely quartet of composers—
Othmar Schoeck, Kurt Weill, Franz Schreker,
and Ralph Vaughan Williams—all the more
natural.

Schoeck would eventually become “an
eager Nazi who didn’t have the opportunity to
become one”, as Botstein put it, but this per-
formance of the Swiss composer’s 1915 cantata
Trommelschläge, a setting of Whitman’s “Beat!
Beat! Drums!”, was an aptly pummeling, horror-
stricken antiwar polemic. Through tortured tri-
tones, punishing pedalpoint, and the men’s sty-
gian lows versus the women’s persistent un-
ease, orchestra and choir mightly assert that,
when push comes to shove, even future Nazi
sympathizers find war ugly and terrifying.

Baritone Edward
Nelson gave a judi-
cious, expressive read-
ing to Kurt Weill’s Four
Walt Whitman Songs:
a reprisal of sorts for
‘Beat! Beat! Drums!’,
along with the Abe
Lincoln elegy ‘Oh Cap-
tain! My Captain!’,
‘Come Up from the
Fields, Father’, and
‘Dirge for Two Veter-

ans’. In his pre-concert comments, Botstein
underscored how comfortably Weill the expa-
triate embraced his new life in America, reflect-
ed in the orchestra’s nimble shifts between
idioms. Pastoral wistfulness and moments of
desolation contrasted with more jaunty Gersh-
win-like allusions to swing jazz and cabaret
music, individual soloists punching in strongly
for fleeting turns in the spotlight.

Soprano Angel Blue sang
Franz Schreker’s Vom Ewigen
Leben (From Eternal Life)
with emphatic fervor, Botstein
and the orchestra providing a
pillowy starlit backdrop that
prominently used celeste and
elegant percussion as well as
the silken textures of the
house chamberlain. Schreker,
as Botstein recounted, was a
devotee of the harmonium, to
the extent of specifying which
make and model each of his
opera scores required. Since none of the com-
poser’s favorites are currently in production,
the conductor felt content to go with what was
available.

The night’s big coda was Vaughan
Williams’s Sea Symphony (Symphony No. 1)
with two vocal soloists, choir, and orchestra.
It’s as much an oratorio as a symphonic work.
The composer’s Bartokian musicological
search for source material from the British folk
tradition is especially evident in the first move-
ment, whose stylistic leaps and bounds—
including a couple of sea chanteys—fuel sec-
tions that don’t flow easily, and the orchestra
seemed quick on the trigger to get through
them. But as the piece grew more symphonic,
whether illustrating a rapt nocturnal beach-
side tableau by Whitman or his jubilant salute
to explorers and their discoveries, the many
multitudes on stage came together with a sin-
glemindedness that would have made the poet
proud. Frequent variations on wave motion
and tidal swells were vivid yet understated:
this interpretation seemed to be more about
the lure and romance of the sea than its perils.

ALAN YOUNG

CONCERTS EVERYWHERE
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Nezet-Seguin, Orchestre
Metropolitain
Toronto

Before the Rotterdam Philharmonic, the
Philadelphia Orchestra, and the Metropolitan
Opera, there was Orchestre Metropolitain du
Grand Montreal (OM), which Yannick Nezet-
Seguin took over as music director and princi-
pal conductor in 2000—and shows no signs of
leaving in the wake of his high-flying career.
Founded in 1981, OM is often positioned as
the city’s second orchestra after the Montreal
Symphony. While that has always been true in
terms of the quantity of concerts, under Nezet-
Seguin’s leadership it has become ever less
true in terms of quality. The Montreal native
has built the orchestra into a world-class
instrument, and, as was evident in a flying visit
to Toronto October 5, the musical relationship
between podium and ensemble couldn’t be
closer.

The concert at the Royal Conservatory of
Music’s Koerner Hall paired Rachmaninoff ’s
Piano Concerto No. 4 with Sibelius’s Sympho-
ny No. 1; to open, there was the Toronto pre-
miere of Quebecois composer Nicolas
Gilbert’s Avril (April), a short symphonic poem
commissioned by OM. This proved a colorful
and accomplished warm-up for the orchestra,
but it was soon overshadowed. The piece

would be better served in a lighter, less emo-
tionally fraught musical context. The concert
was the mid-point in a three-night run—Mon-
treal-Toronto-Montreal—where pianist
Nicholas Angelich played Rachmaninoff’s No.
4 on the first two nights, then switched to No. 3
for the final evening. Lucky Montreal for hav-
ing half a Rachmaninoff cycle with these forces
in a weekend.

In brief remarks from the podium Nezet-
Seguin, animated as usual and casual in white
shirt worn outside his black slacks, described
Angelich as one of the best pianists in the
world. That seemed unlikely on first sight as
the pianist’s large frame, dwarfing the conduc-
tor, shuffled nervously across the stage. But
through a performance that was expressive
and clearly articulated from the grand opening
solo statement and was dynamically nuanced
from start to finish, one could appreciate
Nezet-Seguin’s generous assessment. Techni-
cally assured, Angelich showed himself a great
communicator, expressing himself in long
phrases and with a clear feel for the architec-
ture of his subject matter. Silently mouthing
his music, he kept a keen eye on the conduc-
tor, who reciprocated. They kept soloist and
orchestra in perfect synchronization.

Concerto No. 4 is still less readily accepted
than the earlier concertos, in part it seems
because it doesn’t sound enough like them.
But it was written in 1926, when the world and
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the composer himself were in different cir-
cumstances than prevailed for the first three
concertos—and everything had become more
complicated again by the time of the 1941 revi-
sion performed here. Angelich and Nezet-
Seguin made as strong a case for the work as
possible in a theatrical reading that exposed
the beauties of the quietly lyrical second
movement as readily as it did the vigorously
complex, jazz-inflected third. The conductor
favored broad tempos in the first two move-
ments especially; this not only served to clarify
the interplay in the orchestra and between
orchestra and soloist, but it also brought
greater intensity to the dynamic ebb and flow.
The 1,000 seat Koerner Hall is better suited to
recitals and chamber ensembles than full
orchestras, so sometimes the crescendos were
too loud. But the journey Angelich and Nezet-
Seguin plotted was totally engaging, the build
and release of tension in Rachmaninoff’s inno-
vative and intricate scoring palpable and
thrilling.

Nezet-Seguin is a physical conductor, less
emotively showy than Leonard Bernstein, to
be sure, but certainly in the extrovert school. It
was fascinating to watch him in the Sibelius.
His face looking lost in the sound, he seemed
to carve the music out of the orchestra with his
upper body. Compared to the fluttering hands
of Valery Gergiev, his predecessor in Rotter-
dam, Nezet-Seguin’s baton is the line around
his shoulders, down his arms to his hands.
While all the detailed technical work may be
completed in rehearsal, he remains essential
to the shape of every public performance.

In the Sibelius he seemed particularly keen
to draw out the influence of Tchaikovsky, while
also revealing the clear first articulations of the
composer’s own musical voice. The shape of
things to come is audible in this early piece,
from running string lines with brass chorales
to artfully crafted long crescendos and deli-
cately etched passages for woodwind. The per-
formance served as a sonorous testament to
the current status of the OM, from the opening
clarinet solo (gorgeously played by Principal
Simon Aldrich) to the full-ensemble sections
where the harmonics and the musical line had
vibrant breadth and depth. This was a hugely
satisfying concert by a star conductor and first-
rate musicians where the music was always
front and center.

WAYNE GOODING

Van Zweden, New York
Philharmonic
Tao and Bruckner

In his first post-gala performance as the new
music director of the New York Philharmonic,
Jaap van Zweden seemed determined to show
that, despite the fears of many commentators,
he cares about new music. The big item on the
program was Bruckner’s Symphony No. 8, but
he prefaced it with a piece he commissioned,
Everything Must Go, by 24-year-old American
composer-pianist Conrad Tao, whom he had
championed when he was music director of
the Dallas Symphony. He followed the concert
proper with a new late-night series, “Nightcap”,
in the cabaret-like Kaplan Penthouse, where
Tao performed several of his chamber and solo
pieces and spoke extensively about his career.
Everything Must Go is a raucous curtain-open-
er that gradually sheds its kaleidoscopic tex-
tures and collapses. It was designed to lead
directly into the Bruckner symphony so that the
old piece would seem like it was inspired by the
new rather than the opposite—a “reverse rever-
beration”, we were told at the “Nightcap” event.
The problem was that no one told the audience
this, and many applauded loudly after Bruck-
ner’s long first movement as if they’d heard a
single piece—a bizarre moment, to say the
least, since Tao’s non-tonal Varesean sound
mass doesn’t sound remotely like Bruckner. Tao
gleefully remarked that the misdirected
applause was “great”, the kind of disruptive hap-
pening we need more often in our staid, pre-
dictable concert life. Actually, it was not great,
just awkward; and deserves his own space for
his own opening, especially one that is sup-
posed to whisper mysteriously out of silence.

Still, the performance was terrific, exactly
what one would expect from this orchestra
under this conductor. If Van Zweden’s inter-
pretation of Symphony No. 8 lacked the organ-
ic inevitability of Daniel Barenboim with the
Staatskappelle Berlin in the recent Bruckner
cycle at Carnegie Hall [May/June 2017, p. 15],
it nonetheless had superb playing, deft
dynamic shifts, powerful climaxes, and impec-
cable balances. Van Zweden has obviously
mastered Bruckner’s eccentric architecture,
where gathering climaxes suddenly disperse,
then build again toward larger spasms, a con-
tinuing coitus interruptus that thrills some lis-
teners, drives others crazy.
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This is a long symphony, but it went by
quickly. The swift scherzo was lifted by buoy-
ant brass and a ringing sonority from Markus
Roten’s timpani. The luxurious slow move-
ment sounded warm in the cold acoustic of
David Geffen Hall, especially the horns and
lower strings. Best was the epic finale, which
Bruckner regarded as the climax of his career:
the massed brass made a terrifying racket, rip-
ping and ricocheting through the hard
acoustic, a bit unpleasant but undeniably
thrilling. The suspenseful buildup to the coda,
with brass and strings floating from key to key,
was gripping; and the final explosion, a mas-
sive layering of earlier themes, was stunning in
its clarity and sheer volume.

This Bruckner was more visceral than mys-
tical, and the cheering audience responded
accordingly. They actually cheered it twice—
never mind that the first time was for the
wrong piece.

JACK SULLIVAN

Otto Tausk
New Jersey Symphony

Dutch conductor Otto Tausk, who began this
season as music director of the Vancouver
Symphony, made his debut with the New Jer-
sey Symphony in October. [A review of him
conducting the VSO will be in the next issue.
—Editor] This was the NJSO’s second concert
of the season, after Music Director Xian Zhang
led a powerful Beethoven Ninth at the season

opener the week before. Tausk’s big work here
was Dvorak’s Symphony No. 7, which, like the
Beethoven, was commissioned by the London
Philharmonic Society. And Zhang and Tausk
exchanged podiums, with Zhang making her
debut with the VSO in November.

The program opened with Ligeti’s Roman-
ian Concerto, completed in 1951 but not pub-
licly performed until 1971 because of govern-
ment censorship. This fascinating four-move-
ment work owes much to Bartok’s Concerto
for Orchestra in its use of Romanian folk tunes,
which Ligeti transcribed from wax cylinder
recordings. The work is tonal and diatonic,
even with its dissonances. The alpenhorn
melodies were played by horns without their
valves, producing some intervals that were
intentionally flatter than we are accustomed
to. Tausk created an ethereal sound, balancing
the horn with tremolo strings underneath. The
movements, even though played without
pause, divide into two Hungarian folk dances
with slow sections followed by fast ones. The
conductor’s control of tempo changes, espe-
cially the accelerations towards the end, was
clear and effective. The final movement, again
with a nod to Bartok, involved the NJSO’s brass
and Concertmaster Eric Wyrick, both acknowl-
edged by Tausk after an ovation unusual for an
opening work, especially a “modern” work at
New Jersey Performing Arts Center.

In 2011 at the age of 17 pianist Seong-Jin
Cho won third prize at the Tchaikovsky Com-
petition in Moscow. The following year he
moved to Paris to study with Michel Beroff at
the Paris Conservatoire, where he graduated in
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2015. That year he won the gold medal at the
Chopin Piano Competition in Warsaw. He is
now based in Berlin and has an exclusive
recording contract with DG. His first two CDs
(Chopin and Debussy) were very good, and his
New Jersey debut was up to the excellence
promised by the recordings.

In Chopin’s Concerto No. 2 Cho was a
model of grace and elegance, even in the play-
ful and virtuosic final movement. He had
appropriate flexibility in his tempos, with all of
Chopin’s characteristic ornamental melismas
beautifully shaped. Tausk proved to be an
excellent accompanist; there were so many
musical moments where everything just
clicked that I lost count. The orchestra and
piano were perfectly together all the time. Not
that Cho lacked any brilliance when called for,
but it was the highest level of musicality that
brought the audience to its feet at the conclu-
sion. We were then treated to a gorgeous ren-
dition of Chopin’s Nocturne in C-sharp minor
(Op. Post.) as an encore. When Cho called
Tausk out for a final joint bow, the conductor
simply stood to the side and applauded the
pianist with the rest of us.

After intermission, Dvorak’s Symphony
No. 7 was superb. Despite its rousing Scherzo
based on a Bohemian furiant, a dance form
alternating 2 and 3 beat measures, the sym-
phony is considered the most European of the
Dvorak’s large oeuvre. It gave Tausk the oppor-
tunity to work with a very responsive NJSO to
put their own stamp on this big romantic work.
When a conductor is fully engaged in the
music, as he was here, the result is always a
superior performance. His big clear beats with
lots of arm and head cues had to be a pleasure
for the orchestra. He was not afraid to subdi-
vide beats to achieve remarkable precision.
During the slow movement, he often used his
hand rather than a baton to shape the long
lines.

Otto Tausk, now 48, is a conductor I expect
to see more of. Vancouver is quite fortunate to
have him, and I will keep track of how the
orchestra fares under his leadership. If he con-
tinues his guest conducting engagements and
makes a few strong recordings, he could be at
the helm of one of the world’s major orches-
tras in the next decade.

JAMES HARRINGTON

Emerson Quartet with
Shai Wosner
New York

The Emerson Quartet was founded in 1976 in
New York and has been a standard of musical
excellence ever since. Their repertoire and
partnerships with a host of internationally
acclaimed musicians have made their concerts
a high point of each season. It has now been
five years since their one change of members
had cellist Paul Watkins replace David Finkel
(now co-director of the Chamber Music Soci-
ety of Lincoln Center, which hosted this con-
cert). A little new blood does serve to invigor-
ate and renew a group.

In October in Alice Tully Hall they were
joined by Israeli pianist Shai Wosner, referred to
by violinist Eugene Drucker as “our impressive
younger colleague”. At 48 Wosner was the only
one on stage without some silver hair. His con-
cert schedule through the end of this season
rivals the Emerson’s, but only about half of his
engagements are solo piano recitals. He is active
as a concerto soloist and chamber musician.

The powerful opening of Mozart’s Piano
Quartet No. 2 immediately established the
complete integration of all participants. This
piece is mature Mozart, composed only five
years before his early death. Despite the
expected virtuosity of the piano part, the alter-
nation of passages between it and the strings
made for an equality unusual for the time peri-
od. Wosner was the perfect companion to
Drucker, Watkins, and violist Lawrence Dut-
ton, taking the lead when called on and also
providing elegant accompaniments for the
strings. This was music making at its finest.

William Bolcom, who turned 80 last May,
composed his Piano Quintet No. 1 in 2000 on a
request from its dedicatee, Isaac Stern. The
world premiere was played by Stern, three
members of the Emerson Quartet (Philip Setzer,
Dutton, and Finkel) and pianist Jonathan Biss.
The opening took us back to the big romantic
quintets of Schumann and Brahms with, in Bol-
com’s words, “important differences”. The fol-
lowing Larghetto alternates its lyrical sections
with others more reminiscent of a scherzo. A
short, intense ‘Lamentation’ leads directly into
the ‘Rondo Furioso’ finale. While I agree with
Bolcom’s description of the last movement—”a
terribly speeded-up samba gone berserk”—I
also thought the primary motive was like the
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Toccata from Ginastera’s Piano Concerto No. 1.
Bolcom used the infectious rhythm for a bril-
liant ending to a very enjoyable chamber work.
All five musicians had a lot of work here. There
was just about every string technique that I
know of, and the piano part was fiendish. I tend
to think of Wosner as a Beethoven and Schubert
expert, but he had no problems with Bolcom’s
complex rhythms. The variety heard in just 18
minutes made this the most interesting work on
the program.

The second half was filled by Dvorak’s
String Quartet No. 13. It was one of two quar-
tets Dvorak composed after his return to
Bohemia following several years in the United
States. The joy of being back in his homeland
with his family and all of the inspirations of his
earlier life come through in the happiness of
this music, not to mention its virile strength.
After hearing an excellent performance of the
Symphony No. 7 just a week before, I thought
the symphonic nature of this quartet very
clear. Coupled with the glorious sound of the
Emerson group, the folk-inflected work was a
fitting climax to a spectacular concert.

JAMES HARRINGTON

Ying Quartet with Ricardo
Morales
Eastman School, Rochester NY

Ricardo Morales, 46, principal clarinet of the
Philadelphia Orchestra since 2003 and before
that principal clarinet of the Metropolitan
Opera starting at age 21, joined the Eastman
School of Music’s resident Ying Quartet on
October 7 at Kilbourn Hall for the Brahms
Clarinet Quintet. But let’s save the best for last.
The concert opened with leader Robin Scott’s
violin not staying in tune in Mendelssohn’s
Quartet No. 3. Perhaps that caused him to clip
the upbeat to main phrases, making the music
feel impulsive or rushed, even though the
tempo never changed. Careful tuning before
the Minuet largely fixed the problem, but
another tuning before the Andante Expressivo
finally tamed the critter once and for all. That
led to a finely projected slow movement with
lyrically shaped melodies and gorgeous work
by violist Philip Ying, who took full advantage
of Mendelssohn’s wonderful harmonies and
pairings with second violin Janet Ying and cel-
list David Ying. The Presto finale is “off to the
races” on the printed page, but here the play-

ers’ keen articulation of the rapid triplets, fine-
ly balanced instrumental pairings, and beauti-
ful long arching phrases illuminated the com-
plex fugal-like writing in the development with
transparency. Yes, the best started here.

And it continued with Chrysanthemums
by Puccini and the Italian Serenade by Hugo
Wolf, the only string quartet works written by
these composers, two bon bons the Yings had
brought with them on a nine-city tour of China
from which they returned just three days earli-
er. In the Puccini, a lament for a friend, Scott’s
use of a light sweet portamento immediately
set the tone as the other players (especially the
viola) drew out the finely wrought harmonies
and inner rhythms. I never before appreciated
how gorgeous Puccini’s writing is here.

The same was true in the Italian Serenade,
here with terrific rhythm—not driven but buoy-
ant, with just the right amount of air between
notes to give phrases an upturned lift. The lilt
the players created couldn’t help but make my
foot tap and my body swing. Two shorties,
supremely played—as fulfilling as listening to
Richard Lewis, Fritz Reiner, and the Chicago
Symphony perform the five-minute ‘Wine in
Spring’ from Mahler’s Song of the Earth.

Ah! Ricardo Morales! His very opening
tone spoke volumes—so rich, round, and mel-
low (an old-fashioned voice teacher would
describe it as a “round pear-shaped tone”). His
pianissimo filled Kilbourn Hall so beautifully
that he didn’t have to push his tone at all. Add
to that his supreme musicality. Brahms’s Clar-
inet Quintet opens deceptively simply, before
the twos against three, offbeat phrase open-
ings, and hemiolas start piling up. I heard a
bad performance recently that turned the Alle-
gro into a complex, grating jumble. Here
instead were long liquid phrases, transparent
textures, exquisite balances, and an unrushed
pacing gorgeously sustained. At the repeat in
the first movement it seemed that the violist
and cellist were integrated into the clarinet’s
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tone. Indeed, the Yings and Morales were as
one—no soloist, only equal partners, as
Brahms had written.

The Ying’s transparency in the quintet’s
second movement was the perfect background
to reveal Morales’s musicality, as the strings,
playing with mutes, turned the music into a
non-stop slow waltz with plenty of succulent
rubato. In the second theme Morales’s recita-
tive-like solo was, yes, divine. By the third
movement the Yings and Morales were inhal-
ing and exhaling like one body. And in the
final Theme and Variations it was amazing
how Morales could flow right through big fat
rubatos and retards without breaking the line.
In the final measures, as the music eases back
to the first movement’s opening theme, the
voicing of especially the viola and the clarinet
drew out the quintet’s full nostalgia—not a
happy work, nor a sad one, but a melancholic
beauty, here impeccably played.

GIL FRENCH

Juilliard Quartet
Pittsfield MA

The average tenure in the Juilliard Quartet
used to be about 30 years. That figure has gone
down considerably with the turnover of first
violinists in the past decade. Nick Eanet took
the job in 2009, but health problems made him
leave after two years. His successor, Joseph
Lin, recently departed after seven years. 

On September 23 Areta Zhulla made her
debut as the quartet’s first violinist at South
Mountain Concerts in Pittsfield MA, now cele-
brating its centennial season—and where the
Juilliard is a well-established presence. Zhulla
is only the second female member of the quar-
tet in its 62-year history. The first was cellist
Astrid Schween, who joined in 2016 when Joel
Krosnick retired after 42 years.

Only time will tell if personnel matters
have settled down. And it could take a few sea-
sons for a new group sound to fall into place.
Judging from the September concert, the
members are still getting acquainted. The per-
formances were decent, nothing glaringly off,
but nothing particular stirring either.

Beethoven’s Quartet No. 3 was an under-
stated way to start the afternoon. The players
approached it with an attitude that was either
nonchalant or tentative. Subtle music some-
times demands greater concentration, but
there seemed little force or common intent

behind the restrained playing. Zhulla’s sound
often felt dainty; and, when her phrases ended
with upward turns, the effect was squeaky.

Dvorak’s Quartet No. 12 (American) ended
the afternoon in a more vigorous and reassuring
manner. It was appropriately bright and clear.
The Lento movement involved the most co-
herent playing of the afternoon. The fast finale is
the most down-home and country; my foot was
tapping along before I could think to stop it. 

In between Beethoven and Dvorak came a
world premiere by American Lembit Beecher,
37, composer-in-residence of the St Paul
Chamber Orchestra and formerly of Opera
Philadelphia. He was having a good week;
three days before was the premiere of his
opera Sky on Swings at Opera Philadelphia
with Frederica Von Stade leading the cast.

Commissioned for South Mountain’s cen-
tennial, Beecher’s One Hundred Years Grows
Shorter Over Time consisted of three move-
ments of similar content but increasingly small-
er scale. The writing is agitated and disjointed,
with each instrument on a rather independent
and jagged course. Among the many solos, the
cello’s swooping phrases playing pizzicato were
especially beautiful. But the music remained
fixed in an emotional state of longing, loss, and
departure. There were changing and shifting
patterns and snippets of haunting melody, but
each section and each movement seemed to
still be foraging for something. The spaces
between the notes, the composer’s deliberate
misalignments, almost called out, “Couldn’t
these jagged fragments be put back together
and healed?” Beecher’s inspiration for the piece
was a waltz written by his uncle. Finally, as the
quartet faded away, violist Roger Tapping
played the waltz intact and in a distant gray
voice akin to an old phonograph.

A near-capacity crowd of 400 filled South
Mountain Concert Hall, about eight miles
north of Tanglewood. Legendary music patron
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge established the
series and underwrote the construction of the
hall, a tall, unheated Colonial-style building in
a wooded setting. The series presents five
chamber groups (almost always quartets) each
autumn. Speaking of long tenures in the music
business, there have been only three directors
in South Mountain’s 100-year history. The
concert included a salute to Lou Steigler for
his devoted service in the position, 37 years
and counting. 

JOSEPH DALTON
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Dawn Upshaw and
Gilbert Kalish
Eastman School, Rochester NY

At 58 Dawn Upshaw (one of the few sopranos
who doesn’t hide her age) is above all a
supreme story teller. When singing in English,
her diction is so clear that texts aren’t neces-
sary.

Upshaw’s performance with pianist Gilbert
Kalish on October 9 at the Eastman School of
Music’s Kilbourn Hall was in many ways a tour
de force with a total of 25 songs by Schubert,
Ives, Ravel, British composer Rebecca Clarke
(1886-1979), Bartok, and William Bolcom, all
in the original language. All but Ravel’s were
sung from memory. Yes, even Bartok’s!

The five Schubert songs that opened the
concert were a problem. Upshaw’s voice has
gained heft over the years, while still retaining
some of that “girlish” popular-song timbre that
always set her apart. Occasional pitches were a
bit shy in her higher range, which made me
wonder if the Schubert set wasn’t pitched too
high for her now. When she ascended with a
crescendo, her tone quality at the top became
too wide open, losing refinement; but, when
ascending with a diminuendo, it remained as
pure as it was 30 years ago. Her best Schubert
was in dramatically conveying the full bitter-
ness of ‘Gretchen at the Spinning Wheel’. What
a pity that Gilbert Kalish conveyed not an
ounce of atmosphere in the Schubert with his
steely tone and digital, analytic style. His only
virtue there was his ability to move flawlessly
with Upshaw, his long-time partner and
friend.

Love lost was the overall theme of the
Schubert set, which fit well with the deep nos-
talgia of Ives’s ‘Songs My Mother Taught Me’,
‘The Housatonic at Stockbridge’, and ‘Down
East’. How Kalish changed when it came to
Ives, whose piano style he immediately related
to! Here was all the mood and atmosphere
missing in the Schubert, for Upshaw too. The
lower range of these songs seemed more com-
fortable for her. They also were a study—one
might even say a masterclass—in how she tells
a story: no huge drama or pacing, feet quite
securely planted, but with her body leaning,
arms clasped or fully stretched out, face alive,
and always connected directly to the audience
with her flawless diction wrapping itself
around the phrases. In ‘Down East’ she trans-

ported me to another realm; time stood still, as
it can when one is engulfed with memories.

The soprano sat in a cloth-covered chair
near a table and a lamp while Kalish played
‘The Alcotts’ from Ives’s Concord Sonata as if
he were sight-reading it. He wasn’t, but it sure
felt that way—charmless, with halting flow.
What a surprise!

Onward with Histoires Naturelles, five
songs about five animals, each slyly made
anthropocentric as only wicked yet childlike
Ravel could do. Upshaw gave us the clues with
brief remarks, which made them all the clever-
er. Her braying peacock (“Leon! Leon!” he
screeched), consumed with his allure, calling
for sa fiancée—alas, no wedding today; the
cricket obsessed with keeping every detail in
order; the serenely beautiful kingfisher who
mistook a fishing pole for a tree branch; the
ugly guinea fowl who overcompensates by
strutting, screaming, and complaining: all
supreme fodder for Upshaw—stories told per-
haps too slowly but with such rich timbre,
breath control, unpretentiousness, and char-
acterization that I rarely attended to Kalish,
realizing only in the final song Ravel’s bril-
liance in making the text the centerpiece, col-
ored almost unconsciously by the piano. Two
artists, one histoirette. Well, five.

It was in Rebecca Clarke’s song that
Upshaw most brilliantly conveyed her ability
to lean into the apex of a phrase by using cer-
tain vowels at the right time, like the I in
“night”, the E in “sweet”, or the “ow” in “thou”
in ‘June Twilight’. The same was true in ‘Infant
Joy’ and ‘The Cloths of Heaven’. But ‘The Tiger’
(William Blake’s “tiger, tiger burning bright”)
over-dramatized the piano part (Clarke did it,
but so did Kalish), when the text itself needed
only coloring.

Bartok must have been listening to those
five Schubert songs when writing four of his
five filled with lament, love lost, and alone-
ness. Upshaw fully interiorized them with her
ability to modulate timbre and hold long
straight tones to convey the emotion. The four
represented “good boy” Bartok. The fifth was
unbridled Bartok in full folk-song dance mode.

The concert concluded with three of
William Bolcom’s Cabaret Songs. Talk about
story-telling! Both Upshaw and Kalish dug into
‘Black Max’ with full nuance, characterization,
and rhythms a la Sinatra and Garland—
Upshaw singing ahead of or after the beat, not
with the sing-a-long exactitude of Dean Mar-
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tin. ‘Waitin’’ exuded atmosphere, and in the
wicked ‘George’ Upshaw clearly was the mod-
ern-day rival of Joan Morris—Bolcom’s wife,
with whom he recorded so much Americana.
A very brief encore of Ives’s ‘Two Little Flow-
ers’ was a perfect will-o’-the-wisp with which
to exit into a balmy Indian summer evening.

Upshaw dotted the evening with brief
remarks, one to welcome everyone, others to
enable enjoyment of what came next, and one
cleverly spaced to let her “collect herself” after
a particularly emotional song. Kalish also
commented about returning to Eastman,
where he had so many memories with East-
man mezzo Jan DeGaetani, who died in 1989,
with whom he made so many recordings
(including Ives songs). He also let the cat out
of the bag on Upshaw, one of whose memories
is not getting a scholarship to Eastman (as
Upshaw made faces behind him) and headed
instead to the Manhattan School of Music and
studied later with DeGaetani at Apsen. Yes, the
soprano from Nashville TN brought a down-
home feeling to an evening filled with a
remarkable breadth of music.

GIL FRENCH

Maxim Vengerov, violin
New York

Maxim Vengerov, 44, has been performing
publicly on the violin since he was 10. During
a four-year withdrawal from most violin per-
formances (2008-2012) because of an injury,
he studied conducting intensively, got mar-
ried, and started a family. Now six years back
into his solo violin work, he also regularly con-
ducts, teaches, and adjudicates competitions.
His Carnegie Hall recital in October was his
first there in more than 12 years and proved to
be commanding musically and dazzling in its
technical display. The program consisted of
three big sonatas for violin and piano by
Brahms, Enesco, and Ravel, along with very
impressive technical display pieces by Ernst
and Paganini.

Brahms’s Sonata No. 3 was dedicated to
Hans von Bülow, a good indicator of how large
and important the piano part is. Roustem
Saitkoulov (born 1971) proved a strong collab-
orator from the outset. In his hands the big
Steinway, with its lid half open, was in perfect
balance to Vengerov’s ex-Kreutzer Stradivar-
ius. The Sonata is Brahms’s only one in a
minor key (D) and reminds us of his early

Piano Concerto No. 1 in its dramatic mood,
now coupled with full maturity. Set in four
movements, it was a perfect opening work. I
was particularly pleased with Vengerov’s flaw-
less bowing and his wide dynamic range. His
softest sounds were audible, but only barely. I
also took note of his abilities to move back and
forth from straight tones to vibrato in the most
musical ways. Only a ringing cell phone right
at the quietest ending of the gorgeous Adagio
broke the spell both musicians cast.

Enesco and Bartok were born in the same
year, 1881. They were both inspired by folk
music, but Enesco’s training in Paris (Fauré
was one of his teachers) probably influenced
his more melodious and harmonic style. Violin
Sonata No. 2 (1899) was written when he was
17 but shows considerable maturity. He was
already a skilled violinist and an able pianist.
His self-confidence is
conveyed by follow-
ing his own admoni-
tion that a musical
composition must
“have a discernable
line, a melody, or, bet-
ter still, several melo-
dies superimposed on
one another”. This
lesser known work
was the only one
where Vengerov used
the score. His ability
to produce a rainbow
of colors helped sort
out all of the lines, which interacted with the
huge piano part in a very convincing way.
There was an enthusiastic response from the
audience.

After intermission came Ravel’s last cham-
ber music work, his Violin Sonata (1923-27). It
was greatly influenced by American jazz and
blues, which Ravel heard often in Paris. Its pre-
miere was played by Enesco and Ravel. The
memorable second movement, ‘Blues’, begins
with the violin strumming (with left hand pizzi-
catos) and then, when playing the melody, slid-
ing in and out of traditional blues notes.
Although every rhythm and pitch is notated,
there are sections in this work that have quite
an improvisational feel. Vengerov had this just
right; one might think the violinist grew up lis-
tening to Gershwin. Ravel felt that the original
last movement wasn’t the right kind of finale.
He destroyed it but described its replacement
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as “not so good, but it’s a good finale”. The ‘Per-
petuum Mobile’ keeps the violin in fast 16th
notes all the way through, with the piano punc-
tuating. It reminded me of the ‘Toccata’ from Le
Tombeau de Couperin from a few years before;
it made for quite a brilliant ending.

Vengerov alone on stage played a set of
variations on ‘The Last Rose of Summer’, the
last of Six Polyphonic Studies by Heinrich
Ernst (1814-65). Ernst had a friendly extended
rivalry with Paganini, and his studies are con-
sidered as difficult as any either composer
wrote. These variations were a compendium of
violin techniques—and pretty much non-stop
for about eight minutes. Just the combination
of a left hand pizzicato melody surrounded by
continuous bowed arpeggios over the entire
range of the instrument was enough to
astound me. I have heard lots of very high vio-

lin harmonics, but
none as high as in this
piece. The fast triple
stops in harmonics
were incredible.
Three simultaneous
voices in counter-
point was also new to
me. Vengerov’s note
accuracy and perfect
pitches in the double,
triple, and even
quadruple stops were
beyond reproach.

Finally we got to
Paganini (1782-1840),

which, after the Ernst, was not quite as stupe-
fying as it should have been. I Palpiti is a set of
bravura variations on Rossini’s very popular
opening aria from Tancredi. People who enjoy
Liszt should remember that Paganini was his
inspiration and the first to develop the genre of
concert paraphrases. The arrangement
Vengerov played was by Fritz Kreisler. The
piece was predictable: after an opening flour-
ish on the piano, a beautiful melody, simply
played on the violin, then three variations,
each getting more complex, covering more
range with more notes, and ending with a no-
holds-barred coda.

Encores were familiar to all: Caprice Vien-
nois by Kreisler (with just the right amount of
schmaltz), Vocalise by Rachmaninoff, and
Brahms’s Hungarian Dance No. 2, bringing us
back to where it all began.

JAMES HARRINGTON

Labadie & Orchestra of St
Luke’s
New York

Bernard Labadie, the new music director of the
Orchestra of St Luke’s, chose Haydn and Mozart
for his first Carnegie Hall outing with them on
October 25. Joining the orchestra were La
Chapelle de Quebec, the 33-member chorus
founded by Labadie as the choral complement
to the period instrument orchestra he founded,
Les Violons du Roy, along with a choice solo
quartet in two 18th-Century liturgical works.
The concert showed the developing relation-
ship between director and musicians.

In 1798 Haydn wrote his Nelson Mass in D
minor, officially named Missa in Angustiis
(Mass for Difficult Times), while the Eszter-
hazy court was in transition. Extended trips to
London in 1791 and 1794 exposed Haydn to
fresh musical influences, resulting in the cre-
ative innovations heard in his “London” sym-
phonies. By 1796 he was back at Eszterhazy,
though his only formal duty was to compose
an annual mass to celebrate the name day of
his patron’s wife. To cut costs, the new prince
had dismissed most of the musicians, so
Haydn used a light orchestration of strings and
organ, with only 3 extra musicians to hire: 2
trumpet players and a timpanist. The result
was a 40-minute work using minimal forces to
deliver maximum punch.

The Mass opens with a martial flourish of
trumpets and timpani, punctuated by slashing
strings before the chorus’s firmly declaimed
‘Kyrie’. The soprano, Lauren Snouffer, entered
almost immediately with a highly florid pro-
nouncement of the opening text, and the other
three soloists—mezzo Susan Graham, tenor
Lothar Odinius, and bass-baritone Philippe
Sly, all excellent—entered as a trio to reinforce
her text. During the Mass the soprano made
frequent interjections into the choral texture,
the other soloists taking mostly an accompa-
nying role, apart from a short bass solo in the
Kyrie. At first I struggled to hear Snouffer over
the full ensemble, especially in her lower reg-
ister; but, as she warmed up, her filigree of
passage work became more clearly audible.

The Credo opens and closes in a choral
rush of words, embellished with more florid
obbligato by the soprano, though Labadie’s
brisk tempos left no time for fidgeting. Haydn
dramatizes the core elements of the narrative
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with nice contrasts of tempo and dynamics,
but there was a sense of rushing through the
articles of faith, as though, despite the
grandiose brass and percussion flourishes, this
Mass was a duty to be discharged before mov-
ing on to more entertaining celebrations.
Despite Haydn’s fluency and inventiveness,
this Mass wasn’t as interesting as the work that
followed on the second half.

Mozart’s Requiem entered pop culture in
1984 with the movie Amadeus, which drama-
tized Mozart dying in poverty before complet-
ing the Requiem. Even without the Hollywood
treatment, the work has earned its enduring
popularity, and it proved the far more satisfy-
ing half of the concert. Richer scoring (Mozart
added bassett horns, bassoons, and trom-
bones to Haydn’s minimal orchestra), clear
and skillful integration of melodic motifs, and
the intricate but expressive counterpoint made
this work more satisfying.

Listeners familiar with the long-standard
Süssmayer edition would notice several varia-
tions in this version completed by Robert
Levin, among them a more sophisticated com-
pletion of the Lachrymosa movement, fol-
lowed by a fugue on the word “Amen”, and
extended fugues at the “Hosanna” ending the
Sanctus and Benedictus. Labadie teased out
the inner orchestral lines, offering the chance
to hear Mozart’s expressive counterpoint, elo-
quent as any opera score.

The quartet sounded more balanced than
in the Haydn, thanks to Mozart’s more bal-
anced attention to each voice part as well as
Labadie’s more moderate tempos.

Orchestra and chorus played and sang
with assurance, accuracy, and close attention
to the conductor, with clean attacks and sup-
ple dynamics and phrasing; but by concert’s
end the careful perfection began to sound a bit
precious—each delicately placed sectional
cadence was like a carefully set pearl, when
one longed to admire an assembled necklace
(in a church context the movements would
have been separated by spoken liturgy). La
Chapelle de Quebec’s polished blend sounded
a bit light for this orchestra, despite the exten-
sive period band experience of both conductor
and many of the instrumentalists (and A440
pushed the tessitura of the Haydn just a bit too
high for the sopranos). Another rehearsal or
two would most likely have solved balance and
tempo problems. I look forward to marking the

progress of this new chapter of OSL’s history,
which on balance promises to come together.

SUSAN BRODIE

Alexander Kobrin, piano
Rochester NY

I’ve seen Alexander Kobrin twice, once shortly
after he won the gold medal at the 2005 Van
Cliburn Competition and again several years
later. Both times he struck me as technically
perfect but without personality. But many
artists change over the years, like Emanuel Ax
and Murray Perahia, who have become mar-
velously unbuttoned and expressively much
broader. Kobrin’s September 6 inaugural con-
cert (Chopin’s three sonatas) as a new faculty
member of the Eastman School of Music was a
chance to see how he’s developed.

The answer is, “Not at all.” He entered
without a smile, gave a quick bow, and began
Sonata No. 1 before the applause had stopped.
The opening of this sonata is the weakest of all
12 movements—rambling and repetitive with
weak form. Kobrin’s enunciation was minimal;
he rarely lifted his hands from the keyboard
and droned on with an endless legato, even in
one chromatically developed passage to which
he gave no spike, no accents, harmony, or cli-
maxes. Nor did he relish the harmonic clever-
ness between a melody line and its playful
harmonic right-hand partner. Constant rubato
made the nine minutes seem directionless.

In the Minuet Kobrin didn’t project the
triplets that define it. The Larghetto was again
constant rubato. And in the Finale he under-
played the defining bass motto that defines the
movement. In the development the play of
right against left hand was a smudge of legato
sound, and he always accelerated the arpeg-
giated runs as if they didn’t relate to what
came before or after. Worst of all, there were
no established tempos—no grounding—for
any of the movements, just an endless supply
of pastel rubatos that made everything sound
pretty much alike.

Sonatas Nos. 2 and 3 both begin with
unforgettable definition, 2 with an arpeggio
followed by strong chorale-like chords, 3 with
brooding dark harmony followed by a gallop.
But not here: in 2 Kobrin lacked enunciation,
tempos were unsteady, pedaling was clotted,
and there were no big melodic arches. In 3 he
conveyed no nobility, no character, no aware-
ness of where the gallop was headed; the sec-
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ond theme was just more pastel tinkling, the
kind associated with Chopin’s quieter prel-
udes and shorter pieces.

The scherzos in Sonatas 2 and 3 depend on
clear articulation—not what they got here. In 2
the second theme’s melody never stood apart
from its accompaniment ; in 3 the motto
triplets were just a smudge. The ‘Funeral
March’ took forever, and the Largo in 3 was
more pastel arpeggios. The Presto Finale to 2
was a blur except for the final chords (those
were always pounded out at the end of move-
ments). And the crucial left hand in the Finale
to 3 remained undefined under all the right-
hand runs; Kobrin turned the passage into an
over-pedaled homophonic blur. In brief, he
failed to give the sonatas definition, character,
and form.

This being a faculty recital, the audience
was mostly wildly cheering students, who got
Chopin’s 45-second Prelude No. 7 for an
encore plus Bach’s longer Prelude in E-flat
minor from Book II of The Well-Tempered
Clavier, here slow and steady (free of rubato,
for once), with its Two-Part Invention-like tex-
tures free to beautifully work their magic.

To prepare for this concert I finally listened
seriously to an album I’ve had for 18 years, Leif
Ove Andsnes’s recordings of all three sonatas.
Why this one? Because it’s the only recording I
own of No. 1, a rarely recorded work and one
I’ve never seen on a concert. All three full-
range passionate performances display in
spades both the composer’s and pianist’s
grasp of major structures, counter-details,
overarching phrases, and points of climax. As
Andsnes told the New York Times recently
about playing Chopin, “Pianists must find
where to breathe, but also where to maintain
momentum, in music full of emotional
extremes and romantic grandeur.” Andsnes
was 20 and 21 when he made this Virgin
album, one of his very first. Kobrin is 38—still
time to grow.

GIL FRENCH

Sandro Russo, piano
Eastman School, Rochester NY

Italian Sandro Russo, who must be in his 40s
(he seems to hide his age), is a most peculiar
pianist, judging from his concert at the East-
man School of Music on October 19. In
Chopin’s three Mazurkas, Opus 56, everything
came at one volume and plenty of it. There

was little shading to his hard, straight-forward
tone. Above all, there were tons of pedal, lead-
ing to blurred, muddy textures. Right and left
hand were equally loud. Only the melody line
drew my attention; the rest was mere back-
ground.

Three more Chopin works followed but
not in the order printed in the program. It’s
hard to imagine how a pianist can make the
Polonaise-Fantasy, Berceuse (Lullaby), and
Barcarolle sound the same, but he did. They
were played mostly forte and louder. There
was no “cover”—atmosphere, mood, soothing
quality—to his tone. Long stretches of the
Berceuse were metronomic. The pedaling in
the Barcarolle turned it into quasi-tone clus-
ters, and did he pound out the climax!

After intermission as he began Scriabin’s
Sonata No. 10, I once again asked, “Does he
ever play pianissimo?” Here’s a 12-minute
work of a mere 368 measures. It takes until
measure 126 to reach its first crescendo to a
brief forte. In the meantime I never once
attended to the ebb and flow of the many left-
hand arpeggios; Sandro’s heavy pedaling
turned them into mere tone clusters. It’s inter-
esting to note that there isn’t a single pedaling
mark in the score, so each pianist must create
his own interpretation. When he reached the
big central climax, he was triple-loud without
an ounce of mood or atmosphere. I wrote in
my notes, “I can’t wait to hear what he does
with La Valse!”

In ‘Fetes’ (Festivals) from Debussy’s Noc-
turnes Russo made me wonder if his playing
isn’t best in picture-music like this. He drew
out not just the melody line but the colorful
orchestra drama in Vladimir Leyetchkiss’s vir-
tuosic transcription. He also drew out the
tremolos and rippling arpeggios under the
melody line in Debussy’s Prelude to the After-
noon of a Faun and gave a liquid flexible flow
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to Leonard Borwick’s transcription, though it
didn’t have sufficient tenderness because of
Russo’s lack of tone color.

Ravel wrote a knuckle-busting piano ver-
sion of his orchestral ballet, La Valse. Here
Russo played what the program listed as the
version by Ravel-Icharev-Russo. After opening
with a too-cautious tempo and too many
retards, the pianist failed to maintain a set
waltz tempo in the first section. As the music
became more complicated, he had the bliz-
zard of notes in hand but failed to project the
leading voice (this also happened in his
Chopin and Debussy) and missed important
rhythmic lifts in the left hand, finally becoming
merely boisterous. A work as challenging as
this should be attempted only by the greatest
pianists, like Boris Berezovsky. Even Martha
Argerich plays only the version with two
pianists.

Between one-quarter and one-third of Kil-
bourn Hall’s seats were filled. There were the
usual diehard standees during the applause,
which petered out just before Russo was ready
to enter for his second callback.

GIL FRENCH 

New Fisk Italian Organ at
Christ Church Cathedral
Cincinnati

Organists, organ builders, music lovers, and
scholars from far and wide gathered to cele-
brate the installation of a splendid Italian
organ in the Centennial Chapel of Christ
Church Cathedral in Cincinnati. In the three-
day festival in October, jointly organized with
the University of Cincinnati College-Conserva-
tory of Music, we heard the organ alone as well
as with choir, solo singers, cello, strings, and
acting as a flute or bassoon. We also heard it in
liturgical pieces and show-stoppers and used
as a teaching instrument.

Celebrated Italian organist Francesco Cera
played the inaugural recital with elegance and
panache, then taught six CCM students in a
masterclass of Frescobaldi, Pasquini, and
Zipoli all about tempo variation, the best edi-
tions, and how to express “affects” that evoke
joy, grandeur, pathos, and dance.

Presentations by cathedral musicians and
the organ builder (CB Fisk) told the story of how
repeated and ingenious testing and careful lis-
tening in the chapel led to the choice of an Ital-

ian instrument. In 2014 Cera led members of
the cathedral music committee and the Fisk
voicers on a research tour in Italy to hear many
instruments from the 15th to 19th Centuries.
What makes the instrument “Italian” is its stops,
clear sweet sound, and low-pressure wind sys-
tem that breathes so that the organ can attain
the Italian ideal that every instrument should
emulate the human voice. The Cathedral and
Fisk websites have organ specifications and
other information (www.cbfisk.com/instru-
ments/opus_148).

All parts of the conference were engaging,
inspiring, and of exceptional quality. Pamela
Ruiter-Feenstra led an improvisation master-
class ; Michael Unger played Bach arias
arranged for cello and organ; Naomi Gregory
programmed a 1650 Roman vespers service;
and there was much more.

The sound of Fisk Opus 148 is breathtak-
ing; and every concert, class, and lecture gave
us new ideas for ways it will supply benefits in
the future. My own wish is that worshippers
listen with delight, composers write (and
arrange) new pieces for this organ, and organ-
ists play, make recordings, and teach as many
students as they can. There isn’t an instrument
like it in North America.

CATHERINE MOORE
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Mazzoli: Proving Up
Miller Theatre, New York

Missy Mazzoli continues to balance on the
grim divide between life and death. Her two
previous operas offered solitary terror in the
desert and a study of sex and death in a
cramped Scottish town. Proving Up, the dark
side of Little House on the Prairie, takes place
on the bleak plains of Nebraska, where a post-
Civil War family of homesteaders endures the
crumbling of the American Dream.

Mazzoli is having at least 15 minutes of
fame; currently composer-in-residence at the
Chicago Symphony, she is the first woman to
be commissioned by the Metropolitan Opera.
Proving Up was co-commissioned by Wash-
ington National Opera—where its world pre-
miere was last January [M/J 2018, p. 25], Opera
Omaha where it was presented in April, and
Miller Theater in New York, which changed
casting as well as the production values of
James Darrah for two performances in Sep-
tember. Its title comes from the goal for settlers
on government land, who could earn the right
to own by “proving up” to certain conditions—
notably, in this opera, having a house with a
window of actual glass. Procuring a window
before the all-important government inspector
arrived was a crucial effort; neighbor relation-
ships were made and broken as the prized sole
window was begged, borrowed, or stolen.

Loosely based on one of Karen Russell’s
bizarre short stories, Royce Vavrek’s libretto
depicts the miseries of this doomed, well-
meaning family. (Vavrek is also Met-bound,
with a libretto commission for David T Little’s
forthcoming opera.) Earth and weeds are pow-
der-dry on the raised platform that stands for a
field, which is also the burial ground of two
daughters, with a house silhouetted behind it.
With scars on their hands from the plow, the
family is not making a go of it.

Pa (John Moore, hapless and surly) drinks,
the bottle hanging from his hand. Ma (Talese
Trevigne, with a sweetly beautiful soprano
voice) looks after their two sons: Peter (Sam
Shapiro in a silent role) suffers from severe,
unexplained injuries and sits in a washtub;

Miles (well-known tenor Michael Slattery) is
the simple good-natured hope of the family.
(Hope for him? Forget it.)

Mazzoli’s scores are original and interest-
ing. But in contrast to others, this was unwel-
coming—rich in texture but without the lus-
cious harmonic swells typical of her works for
Victoire, her all-female quintet. Miller Theatre
finally has a working orchestra pit, where the
capable International Contemporary Ensemble,
perceptively conducted by Christopher Roun-
tree, managed extras, including seven hanging
guitars sometimes played with a whisk.

Loud and dissonant, like forgettable pas-
sages of Barber or Ginastera, the music con-
tains lyrical moments evoking Britten, ersatz
folk tunes, and eerie effects—in particular, on
harmonicas played by the dead sisters. These
omnipresent spooks (Abigail Nims and Cree
Carrico), dressed in white with high-button
white shoes, wild black hair, and red-rimmed
eyes, sang well in ensembles and cavorted
about the stage, laughing maliciously when
things went wrong for the family, which was
often. But if they’re dead under mounds in
front of the house, how can they run around
doing stuff? It’s one of several holes in the plot;
another is the mysterious, murderous Sod-
buster, sonorously sung—howled, moaned,
falsettoed—by basso profundo Andrew Harris.
Is he Death? A neighbor? A window thief? Is
that snuff he’s taking? Why do the sisters play
harmonicas when he appears? And what
makes Ma drag rotting corpses from beneath
the mounds and embrace them? Not much
here for the squeamish. (Ms Russell men-
tioned unofficially that she had been told lots
of changes would be made in her story.)

Word settings and dialog were sensitive;
but titles, on either side of stage, required fre-
quent head turns. The diction fortunately was
as good as the voices.

The knowledgeable audience responded
with enthusiasm. Curtain calls were the jolliest
part.

With awards and commissions, Mazzoli is
proving up. Her Met work is to be based on
George Saunders’s experimental novel “Lincoln
in the Bardo”, centering on Abraham Lincoln as
he grieves for his deceased son, Willie. Bardo is
the Buddhist “intermediate state” between
death and reincarnation, when the soul is not
connected to a body. Catnip for Mazzoli.

LESLIE KANDELL
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Glass: Satyagraha
Los Angeles Opera

When all is said and done, Philip Glass’s call-
ing card into the pantheon of the great com-
posers—or at the very least the most influen-
tial—of his time will be his “portrait trilogy”,
Einstein on the Beach, Satyagraha ,  and
Akhnaten. That is where his musical inspira-
tion has reached its most consistent peak,
where the ideas he circulates round and round
consistently bear repetition. And, as of Octo-
ber 20, Los Angeles Opera can now proudly
say that they have done them all, closing the
cycle with a borrowed production of Satyagra-
ha from English National Opera and director
Phelim McDermott’s Improbable Theatre.

It is appropriate to say that Satyagraha
came at the right time, arriving at the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion just two-and-a-half weeks
before a crucial mid-term election in America
with reactionaries in ascendence around the
world and episodes of violence and suppres-
sion raging in the news. Satyagraha in Sanskrit
means “truth force”, and the opera is an
episodic impression of Gandhi’s efforts to
evolve a philosophy of non-violent protest
during his early career as a young lawyer in
South Africa.

The kicky, high-energy, electronic repeti-
tions of Einstein have given way in Satyagraha
to more peaceful arpeggios and scales for a
more or less conventional opera orchestra
without brass and with organ underpinning of
the bass line. The text consists of aphorisms
adapted from the Bhagavad Gita (sung in San-
skrit to maintain a certain distance), some of

which were projected in large white letters in
English translation on the semi-circular set.
Sean Panikkar not only sang the part of Gand-
hi splendidly with a now plaintive, now fervent
lyric tenor, but he looked the part, being of Sri
Lankan heritage.

McDermott, who also directed this compa-
ny’s Akhnaten in 2016, stayed mostly faithful
to the original stage directions. He added eye-
catching embellishments like giant ragged
puppets representing the political and finan-
cial establishments of then and now or the
strings of newsprint strewn from left to right
across the wide stage during the scene where
Gandhi is running his Indian Journal newspa-
per. McDermott departs from the Glass urtext
in the final scene where, instead of Gandhi
singing his valedictory number under a “starry
night sky”, he and a silent “guardian spirit”
from the future, Martin Luther King Jr, see dark
clouds clearing into a brilliant blue sky. There
is optimism now for a future where adversaries
can find common ground in non-violence, and
the haunting simple major scale of Gandhi’s
final vocals could have gone on forever into
the evening, as far as I was concerned.

More good news: the LA Opera Orchestra,
which sounded somewhat lost at sea in Glass-
world during Akhnaten, now has the idiom
down, with conductor Grant Gershon really
getting into the swing and sway of Glass’s
rhythms, while settling into a sublime, held-
out Act III. Now that LA Opera has had experi-
ence producing the “portrait operas”, which
are not nearly as easy to perform as some
would think, how about a festival of all three in
a row—which may be a first in America.

RICHARD S GINELL
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J'Nai Bridges (Kasturbai), Mor-
ris Robinson (Parsi Rustomji),
Sean Panikkar (Gandhi), and
Erica Petrocelli (Mrs. Naidoo).



Meyerbeer: 

The Huguenots
Paris Opera

The Paris Opera is celebrating the com-
pany’s 350th anniversary with some
very grand gestures. The fall season
opened with a major revival of Tristan
und Isolde, a newly commissioned
opera based on Racine, and a new pro-
duction of Meyerbeer’s grandest opera,
Les Huguenots, not seen at the Paris
Opera since 1936, 100 years after its
premiere. I saw it September 28.

Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864),
Berlin-born and musically formed in
Italy, enjoyed his greatest successes in
Paris. Les Huguenots was his second
and best received opera. It refined the
formula he had developed with libret-
tist Eugene Scribe for his first French
hit, Robert le Diable (1831). Huguenots
depicts a historical event, in this case the St
Bartholomew’s Day massacre of Huguenot
Protestants, slightly recast for the composer’s
dramatic purposes, plus an invented romance.
Efforts by Marguerite (Queen Margot) to broker
a marriage between Valentine, her lady-in-
waiting, and Raoul de Nangis, a Protestant
nobleman, are undermined by misunderstand-
ings between the lovers, tipping the simmering
antipathy between warring religions into
slaughter (it’s complicated). The work’s
grandiose sweep and plodding stasis suggests
why Meyerbeer’s popularity waned. But the
work offers pretty arias of dazzling virtuosity,
inventive orchestration, ballet, spectacle,
wrenching emotions, and rousing choruses
that fill a long evening.

To underline the timeless persistence of
religious intolerance, director Andreas
Kriegenburg created an abstract white setting
devoid of period references, using reconfig-
urable architectural elements. The overture
was not staged, but (projected) blood trickling
down the proscenium frame foreshadowed the
violence to come. The first and last acts were
set in a white box, with three levels connected
by stairs. In the opening scene, Catholic
courtiers dressed in rich-toned, vaguely renais-
sance costumes enjoyed a rowdy stag party,
while Raoul and his trusty servant Marcel
(prone to break into ‘Ein Feste Burg’ at tense
moments) wore sober gray and brown. Ghostly

robotic waiters in white served the festivities in
ceaseless, surreal slow-motion. In Act 2 Queen
Margot, magnificently dressed in red, held
court in a stylized forest glade, while attendants
in beige negligees lazed around or danced. By
the last two acts rituals grew sinister, with a
synchronized line-up of Catholics suggestively
polishing their swords and then donning cruci-
fix pendants in preparation for a slow-motion
slaughter of Protestants, set to boisterous battle
music. (Sets were by Harald B Thor, costumes
by Tanja Hofmann, lighting by Andreas Grüter,
choreography by Zenta Haerter.)

The Paris Opera assembled a strong and
largely Francophone cast, originally headed by
Diana Damrau (Marguerite), Bryan Hymel
(Raoul), and Ermonela Jaho (Valentine), with
several fine rising French singers including
baritone Florian Sempey (Nevers), mezzo
Karine Deshayes (Urbain), tenor Cyrille Dubois
(Tavannes-First Monk), and Nicolas Testé
(Marcel) in supporting roles. When Damrau
withdrew from the production in August,
Lisette Oropesa agreed to sing Marguerite,
briefly giving the Paris Opera two New Orleans
natives heading the cast. But Hymel withdrew
ten days before opening night. Tenor Yosep
Kang was able to come in from Berlin, where
he had shared the role with Juan Diego Florez.

Oropesa, singing her first-ever Meyerbeer
role, proved to be the evening’s star. Her sec-
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ond act entrance aria, ‘O Beau Pays’, is a tech-
nically challenging 15-minute scene, with
ladies’ chorus, flute, and harp obbligato. The
soprano handled its difficulties with casual
insouciance, while splashing barefoot through
a pool of water and bantering with her atten-
dants. Marguerite’s role in the drama is sec-
ondary, but Oropesa earned the evening’s
biggest ovations and converted more than a
few skeptics.

Ermonela Jaho may have lacked Oropesa’s
effortless limpid tone, but she imbued her role
with gripping intensity. Yosef Kang wasn’t
quite ready for opening night. His difficult first
aria exposed his nerves, and his top notes did-
n’t always cooperate; but his French was very
good, he sang musically, and he was assured
and expressive in his scenes with Marguerite
and Valentine. Deshayes sounded wonderful,
but her talents were underused. Some of the
lower voices seemed miscast. Conductor
Michele Mariotti paced the long evening well,
whipping the climactic scenes to a frenzy but
allowing more idyllic scenes to relax. The cho-
rus had plenty to sing, and they sounded mag-
nificent.

SUSAN BRODIE

Gounod: The Queen of
Sheba
Odyssey Opera, Boston

The ever-enterprising Odyssey Opera in
Boston and its Music Director Gil Rose pre-
sented a concert performance of Charles
Gounod’s grand opera La Reine de Saba in
New England Conservatory’s Jordan Hall Sep-
tember 22, and a grand evening it was.

Rose and a team of Odyssey Opera
researchers went to great lengths to assemble
the performance materials. The instrumental
parts and score had been scattered following
the Paris Opera premiere in 1862. The opportu-
nity to present the first complete performance
since its premiere stirred Rose’s interest. After
several months of toil in dusty archives, a mad
dash ensued to put the components together in
readable-playable shape for a performance. In
the process, it was discovered that the music
published in an early piano-vocal score was
incomplete and that some of the newly discov-
ered instrumental parts had been cut after the
premiere. Much of material Odyssey Opera
would perform was likely to be heard for the

very first time since 1862—quite a coup. The
performance was promoted as the US premiere
of the complete score. To say that the almost
sold-out crowd was excited is understatement.

Was the music worth the wait? Yes. One
tends to forget today how highly esteemed
Charles Gounod was in his day. Hector Berlioz
had praised his early works, Saint-Saens played
organ at his funeral, and Fauré led the choirs. 

Gounod wrote 12 operas, but only two are
heard today: Faust and Romeo and Juliet. Each
of the 12 was reasonably well received when
first heard and established Gounod as a com-
poser of the first rank among the French pub-
lic. He also once contemplated the priesthood
and wrote 20 Masses as if to prove his worthi-
ness. Yet grand opera was his true forte, and
The Queen of Sheba is among the grandest. It
is set in five acts and ran 3-1/2 hours. I was
surprised to find that my attention hardly ever
drifted, so strong was the performance.

The libretto by Jules Barbier and Michel
Carré is based on a tale in a book called Voy-
age en Orient by Gerard de Nerval. The plot is
thick and involves a Queen named Balkis (the
Queen of Sheba), her intended husband, King
Solomon, and his architect-engineer Adoni-
ram, who is also a metalsmith. Adoniram has
called together the public to witness his cast-
ing of a huge metal bowl. Balkis and Solomon
are honored guests.

Intrigue follows as the proud Adoniram is
attracted to Balkis, and King Solomon begins
to question his betrothed’s fidelity. As this per-
colates, three of the metal bowl’s workmen
come to Adoniram asking for a raise in salary.
They are rebuffed and then plot to kill their
boss in revenge and to sabotage the casting of
the great metal bowl. These intrigues ignite
much of the opera’s ensuing music and drama,
among which is a magical repair by Djinns to
the bowl’s failed casting and the three conspir-
ators’ success in murdering Adoniram—all
this leaving Balkis without Solomon, whom
she had earlier drugged and spurned for
Adoniram, who now is no longer alive.

There were very strong singers. Soprano
Kara Shay Thomson was a versatile and multi-
faceted Balkis, whose demanding part was
sung with gleaming tone and believable char-
acterization. Adoniram was heroically sung by
tenor Dominick Chenes, whose stamina was
enviable. Bass Kevin Thompson sang the role
of Solomon with a rich low-end basso profun-
do. The three conspirators, David Kravitz,
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David Salsbury Fry, and Matthew DiBattista,
were wonderfully in character as angry and
vengeful miscreants. Michelle Trainor sang the
pants role of Benoni, Adoniram’s apprentice,
with ardor.

The 70-member orchestra comprised
many of Boston’s finest freelance instrumen-
talists, all of whom played magnificently. The
strong and brilliant chorus of 61 singers was
effectively prepared by their leader, William
Cutter. Gil Rose conducted as if he had led this
music many times before. He was in total con-
trol of the proceedings, constantly supporting
his musicians with clear and demonstrative
conducting.

This was a memorable night. The perform-
ance was recorded.

JOHN W EHRLICH

Britten: Turn of the Screw
Seattle Opera

Enigmatic, creepy, and short on memorable
arias: Benjamin Britten’s Turn of the Screw
can be a hard sell. Seattle Opera’s October pro-
duction, however, made a visually and musi-
cally strong case for this haunted 20th-Century
classic, staged just in time for Halloween.

The company gathered some of its most
effective production people to present a con-
vincingly versatile setting for this modern clas-
sic. Set designer Robert Dahlstrom and projec-
tion designer Adam Larsen supplied quick-
changing and engaging visuals, with doors and
windows suddenly appearing and disappear-
ing and stately-house exteriors melting away
to more intimate interior scenes. The show’s
16 scenes were constantly on the move; noth-

ing was static. Connie Yun’s gauzy, ghostly
lighting was always in perfect partnership with
the sets and the projections, enhancing and
concealing things as if by magic.

The production played heavily on the
ambiguity of the plot: is what we are seeing
real or the product of imaginations and
dreams? Are the two children, Miles and Flora,
innocents or the tools of corruption by the
ghostly Peter Quint and Miss Jessel? Peter
Kazaras, the stage director and also a tenor,
sang the role of Quint in Seattle Opera’s 1994
Turn of the Screw, so he’s an old hand at bal-
ancing unseen menace and unsolvable mys-
teries. In this production, Quint (Benjamin
Bliss) lounged almost casually about the set;
he didn’t have to lift a finger to maintain his
sinister hold on young Miles. Bliss also sang
the opening narration with an effortless ease
that underscored his suave persona.

As the Governess, called by an unseen
guardian to take care of Miles and Flora, Eliza-
beth Caballero used her clear, strong soprano
artfully to show the evolution of doubts, fears,
and finally horror about the children and their
increasing domination by Quint and Jessel.
Young Forrest Wu and Soraya Mafi were first-
rate as Miles and Flora.

Maria Zifchak lifted the secondary role of
the housekeeper, Mrs Grose, to a new level
with her resonant voice and convincing empa-
thy. Marcy Stonikas was both powerful and
subtle in the role of Quint’s sinister sidekick,
Miss Jessel, joining Quint in the unnerving
duet that concludes, “The ceremony of inno-
cence is drowned.”

Conductor Constantin Trinks did a mar-
velous job with the mercurial score, leading
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Caballero as The Governess
(inset). 



the expert 13-piece orchestra with both virtu-
osity and careful attention to nuances.

In an era when audiences are more sensi-
tized than ever to questions of abuse and the
misuse of power, it was clear from the recep-
tion of the performance that, despite the pro-
duction’s excellence, there were some serious
misgivings in the house about what had just
been heard and seen. Several people left at
intermission, and the final ovation was less
than usual. In anticipation of this response,
Seattle Opera sent out post-opera emails to
their constituents, offering articles, podcasts,
and further reading to “process the experi-
ence” of the opera. Good for them! Opera pro-
ductions do not exist in a timeless vacuum,
and smart companies understand the power of
changing times.

MELISSA BARGREEN

Bellini: Norma (in con-
cert)
North Carolina Opera

Operas in concert often allow audiences to
hear works they might not hear otherwise and
can attract established singers to try out new
roles. Such was the case for North Carolina
Opera’s production of Norma in Raleigh’s Mey-
mandi Concert Hall on October 21, the first
known performance of Bellini’s masterpiece in
the state. It was also the lead soprano’s first
attempt at the daunting title role.

There were many beautiful and thrilling
moments from the singers, beginning with
Scott Macleod’s well-rehearsed chorus, alter-
nately bellicose and reverent. But its place-
ment on low risers directly behind the on-
stage orchestra diminished its full power in
several key passages.

Tenor Wade Henderson gave Flavio proper
concern and animation, while mezzo Kathleen
Felty’s dutiful Clotilde was firmly vocalized.
Bass-baritone Ao Li accomplished the near-
impossible by making Oroveso’s two arias ova-
tion-worthy. His beautifully clear tone, evenly
produced, was supported by marvelous breath
control.

Tenor Chad Shelton as Pollione, Norma’s
secret lover, displayed a bright, ringing voice,
applied with admirable precision in appropri-
ate stentorian fashion. In Pollione’s Act I duet
with Adalgisa, Shelton had great emotional
range, spurred on by mezzo Elizabeth

DeShong’s believable turmoil in the role, torn
between religious vows and amorous desires.
DeShong’s characterization was fully backed
by warm, rich singing, often reaching into con-
tralto territory. Her confidence and control
were consistently engaging.

Of course, the key to any Norma is the per-
former in the title role. Leah Crocetto, noted
for her Puccini and Verdi roles, also has expe-
rience in the bel canto repertoire, including
leads in Rossini’s Maometto II and Semi-
ramide, as well as Donizetti’s Siege of Calais.
Judging her first Norma, one must consider a
concert opera’s limited rehearsal time and
acknowledge that no proponent of the role can
ever fulfill all its requirements.

There were a number of positive elements
in Crocetto’s performance. She had a beautiful
sound overall, summoning the necessary
power for jealous declamations as well as find-
ing a lovely softness whenever Norma’s resolve
gave way. She paced herself to have enough
stamina for the work’s extended double finale.
Her acting was particularly moving when
singing of her children and of her first
encounter with Pollione.

In several instances, however, Crocetto
seemed to run out of breath before the end of
phrases, causing them to die away unexpect-
edly. And sometimes there was a certain com-
placency in pointing up text and emotions.
These drawbacks affected her ‘Casta Diva’ and
particularly the two big duets with Adalgisa.
Also missing were recognizable regal bearing
and gravitas in her vocal and physical charac-
terization. Nevertheless, this first try gave indi-
cations that Crocetto is worth following as she
gains experience in the role.

Conductor Antony Walker, who has led
nearly 90 different operas over three decades,
demonstrated in his first Norma a good feel for
the style, from the exciting overture and pow-
erful Act I finale to the ethereal mood of ‘Casta
Diva’ and the aching melody of the Act II prel-
ude. But much of the time Walker made
extreme tempo choices, sometimes tension-
destroying slowness and sometimes nuance-
killing speed. He also indulged the singers too
often with drawn-out phrasing that destroyed
the architecture of a scene. And sometimes the
brass and percussion blotted out the other sec-
tions. Still,  performances of Norma are
uncommon enough that this concert presenta-
tion was welcome and worthwhile.

ROY C DICKS 
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Paul Althouse
CHADWICK: Symphonic Sketches; ELGAR:

Enigma Variations (Constantine) Orchid 74,
M/A
BRAHMS: Trios (Gould) Champs Hill 129,
M/J
MAHLER: Symphony 2 (Gatti) RCO 17003,
M/J
BEETHOVEN: Quartets 1,3,4,7,12,16 (Casals
Qt) Harmonia Mundi 902400, S/O 
MOZART: Piano Quartets (Yang; Alexander
Qt) Foghorn 2018, N/D

Allan Altman
FACCIO: Hamlet (Carignani) C Major 740608,
J/F: vid
RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Tale of Tsar Saltan
(Gergiev) Mariinsky 597, M/J: vid
Bravo Berganza!—Decca 4826397, J/A: 201
ALFANO: Sakuntala (Bareza) Bongiovanni
20037, J/A: vid
VERDI: Luisa Miller (Repusic) BR 900323, S/O

John Barker
HANDEL: Music for Queen Caroline
(Christie) Harmonia Mundi 8905298, N/D
LALANDE: Motets (Dumestre) Alpha 968,
S/O
MONTEVERDI: Mass for 4; Psalms II
(Christophers) Coro 16160, S/O
RAMEAU: Temple de la Gloire (McGegan)
Philharmonia Baroque 10, N/D
TELEMANN: Concertos-en-Suite (Tempesta
di Mare) Chandos 821, S/O
TELEMANN: Seliges Erwagen—Passion Ora-
torio (Von der Goltz) Aparte 175, S/O
Fons Luminis: Codex Las Huelgas (Vellard)
Evidence 51, N/D: 185
Prologue (Aspromonte) Pentatone 5186 646,
S/O: 217

Alan Becker
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto in D (Lazic)
Onyx 4187, S/O
FAURE: Piano & Orchestra (Cassard) LDV 32,
M/J
LISZT: Piano Concertos (Bolet) Audite 97738,
J/A

LISZT: Piano Pieces (Hay) Piano Classics
10138, S/O
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Pieces (Prosseda)
Decca 4815297 [10CD] M/J
Eileen Joyce—Decca 4826291 [10CD] M/J: 209

Stephanie Boyd
HONSTEIN: Economy of Means—New Focus
202, S/O, new
Canadian Oboe (Hamann) Centrediscs 24117,
M/A, new
FRANCES-HOAD: Stolen Rhythm—Champs
Hill 119, M/A, new

Robert Delcamp
DUPRE: Piano Pieces (Rignol) Solistice 348,
J/F
BECKER: Organ Pieces (Spritzer) Raven 999,
J/F
Evensong from York (Sharpe) Regent 506,
M/A: 232
MENDELSSOHN: Organ Sonatas (Havinga)
Brilliant 95658, N/D
DURUFLE: Requiem; HOWELLS: Requiem
(Scott) Resonus 10200, M/A
JOHANSSEN: Organ Pieces (Johanssen)
Carus 83485, J/A

John Dutterer
POULENC: Chamber Pieces (Fossi+) Brilliant
95351, M/J
REICHA: Chamber Pieces (Queen Elizabeth
Music Chapel) Alpha 369, M/A
DVORAK: Piano Quintet 2; String Quintet
(Haas Qt) Supraphon 41952, M/A
HAHN: Chamber Pieces & Songs 1 (Baillieu+)
Champs Hill 139, J/A
JANACEK: Quartets (Acies Qt) Gramola
99002, S/O
SZYMANOWSKI & RAVEL: Quartets
(Joachim Qt) Calliope 1747; S/O

Stephen Estep
FOCK: Songs ; Java Sketches (Maessen,
Woerd) Zefir 9651, M/A
KABALEVSKY: 24 Preludes (Bassi) Digres-
sione 15, J/A

Critics� Choice 2018
We asked our writers to list the best 10 percent of what they reviewed in 2018 issues, maximum 10.
This is “forced choice”—meaning that most of us would rather be allowed a few more top choices,
so we have to cut down our preliminary lists. Some of us never list reissues; most of us only list
music we really like, even if there were great recordings of music we like less.



SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 6; Sinfonietta
(Jarvi) Alpha 389, J/A

Nathan Faro
Return (Ryan) Innova 983, J/F: new
Passage (Longleash) New Focus 180, M/A:
new
NARBUTAITE: La Barca; No Yesterday, No
Tomorrow; Riverbank-river-symphony (Lyn-
don-Gee) Naxos 573618, M/J: new
Nothing Proved (Parthenia) MSR 1635, J/A:
new
Encounters (Shelley) Analekta 8871, J/A: new
HACKBRIDGE JOHNSON: Symphonies
10+13; Motet 6 (Mann) Toccata 452, N/D: new
The Reaction (Dupont, Thompson) Albany
1735, N/D: new

Elliot Fisch
ALDRIDGE: Sister Carrie (Florentine Opera)
Naxos 669039, J/F
HEGGIE: It’s a Wonderful Life (Houston
Opera) Pentatone 5186631, M/A
OFFENBACH: Overtures (Ang) Naxos
573694, M/J
WEINBERGER: Wallenstein (Vienna Radio)
CPO 777963, S/O
BLITZSTEIN: The Cradle Will Rock (Sarato-
ga) Bridge 9511, N/D

Gil French
BENNETT, WS: Piano Concertos 1-3 (Shel-
ley) Hyperion 68178, M/J
BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy; Captive; Plaisir
d’Amour; WEBER: Hungarian Rondo, Invita-
tion to the Dance (Power/ Manze) Hyperion
68193, J/A
MARTIN: Der Cornet (Luisi) PHR 108, J/F
MOZART: Violin Concerto 5; Adagio; Sonata
K 454 (Wildschut) Warner 58284, M/A
PICHL: Symphonies (Bamert) Chandos 9740,
J/F
PROKOFIEFF: Violin Concertos; Dances
(Batiashvili/ Nezet-Seguin) DG 4798529, J/A
STRAUSS & LULLY: Bourgeois Gentil-
homme Suites (Tonnesen) LAWO 1143, M/J
STRAVINSKY: Violin Concerto; Suite Itali-
enne; Divertimento; Violin Pieces (Gringolts)
BIS 2275, N/D

Bill Gatens
TYE: Consort Music (Phantasm) Linn 571, J/F
BLOW: Odes (Cohen) Hyperion 68149, M/A
BACH: St Matthew Passion (Rademann)
Accentus 20408, M/A: vid
TALLIS: Gaude Gloriosa+ (Skinner) Obsidian
716, M/J

JENKINS: Consort Music (Fretwork) Signum
528, J/A
BUXTEHUDE: Abendmusiken (Meunier)
Alpha 287, N/D

Allen Gimbel
ANDRIESSEN: Theater of the World (De
Leeuw) Nonesuch 559796, J/F
ADAMS: John’s Book of Alleged Dances
(Skulturenpark Waldfrieden) Cragg 3, M/J

Todd Gorman
BOZZA: Solo Flute Pieces (Schneemann)
Brilliant 95434, N/D
BRICCIALDI: Flute Concertos (Petrucci)
Brilliant 95767, N/D
DOPPLER: Flute Pieces (Arimany) Capriccio
5298, M/A
MOZART: Flute Quartets (Schaaff) Pentatone
5186567, J/F
Paganini of the Piccolo (Beaumadier) Skarbo
4179, S/O: 190
Recorder & Bassoon Sonatas (Lauzer &
Lussier) ATMA 2753, M/J: 184

Philip Greenfield
CHESNOKOV: Choral (Gorbik) Reference
727, N/D
DURUFLE: Requiem; RESPIGHI: Concerto
Gregoriano (Repusic) BR 900320, J/F
MARTIN: Violin Concerto; In Terra Pax;
Petite Symphonie; String Etudes; Concerto for
Winds (Ansermet) Decca 4824997, N/D
MARTINU: Epic of Gilgamesh (Honeck)
Supraphon 4225, M/A
SCHNITTKE: Psalms of Penitence; PART:

Magnificat & Nunc Dimittis (Putnins) BIS
2292, M/J
SCHUMANN: Adventlied; Ballade; SCHU-

MANN-BACH: Cantata (Hakkinen) Ondine
1312, S/O
SVIRIDOV: Canticles & Prayers (Kjava)
Ondine 1322, N/D

Patrick Hanudel
Portraits: Coleman, Connesson, Hammond,
Rachmaninoff, Rogerson, Schoenfield (Mc-
Gills, McHale, Ali) Cedille 172, J/F: 190
ENGEL: Chamber Pieces (Calloway, Pitts-
burgh Jewish Music Festival) Toccata 343, J/F 
MESSIAEN: Quartet for the End of Time
(Frost, Jansen, Thedeen, Debargue) Sony
36310, M/A
Mathias Kjoller, cl: Berg, Corigliano, Debussy,
Reinecke, Schumann—Orchid 77, J/A: 173
ZEMLINSKY: Clarinet Trio (Wang, Lara,
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Poletaev) Summit 723; (Bandieri, Marosi,
Marosi) Brilliant 95394, N/D

James Harrington
ALKAN: Major Key Etudes (Viner) Piano
Classics 10127, M/J
DEBUSSY: Images; Estampes; Children’s Cor-
ner (Hough) Hyperion 68139, M/A
DEBUSSY: Preludes, Estampes (Constantini)
IBS 22018, S/O
HAHN: 2-Piano Pieces (Howard & Aimed)
Melba 301148, M/A
MESSIAEN: Catalogue d’Oiseaux (Aimard)
Pentatone 5186 670, J/A
RACHMANINOFF: Etudes-Tableaux (Os-
borne) Hyperion 68188, N/D
STRAVINSKY: 2-Piano Works (Andsnes &
Hamelin) Hyperion 68189, M/J
RACHMANINOFF, TCHAIKOVSKY,

STRAVINSKY (Hill & Frith) Delphian 34191,
M/A

Rob Haskins
Drew Petersen: Barber, Carter+—Steinway
30095, N/D: 177
SCARLATTI: Sonatas (Schenkman) Schenck-
man 181, N/D
CRUMB: Piano Pieces; Metamorphoses I
(Tan), Mode 303, N/D
CAGE: Piano Concert; WOLFF: Resistance
(Apartment House) NMC 16, J/A
BACH: English Suite 2; French Overture; Toc-
cata 1 (Avdeeva) Mirare 383, J/A
DUTKA: Whale’s Teeth (Wieloryba) Dux
1379, J/F
BACH: Partitas 4+6; Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desir-
ing (Batagov) Melodiya 2500, J/A

Roger Hecht
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9 (Muti) CSO
9011701, M/J
ELGAR: Falstaff (Davis) Chandos 5188, M/J
NOWOWIEJSKI: Quo Vadis (Borowicz) CPO
555089, M/A
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5; BARBER:

Adagio (Honeck) Reference 724, J/F
STRAUSS: Macbeth; Don Juan; Death &
Transfiguration; Festival March (Karabits)
Audite 97755, S/O 
TIPPETT: Symphonies 1+2 (Brabbins) Hyper-
ion 68203, M/J

Ken Keaton 
Tribute (Mitsalis) Clear Note 75681, M/A: 205
Rappel des Oiseaux (Grizard) Skarbo 1171,
M/J: 185

21st Century Spanish Guitar 3 (Levin) Naxos
573760, M/J: 186
Canciones (Cicchillitti) Analekta 8781, S/O:
193
Leaves Be Green (VIDA Qt) BGS 126, S/O: 195
BARRIOS: Guitar Pieces 4 (Kaya) Naxos
573897, N/D  
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Pieces (Arlotti)
Strad 37079, N/D 
Daniel Valentin Marx—Genuin 18614, N/D:
169

Barry Kilpatrick
GABRIELI: Brass Pieces (Royal Academy &
Juilliard Brass/Friedrich) Linn 581, J/A
GRAINGER: Wind Band Music (Norwegian
Navy Band) Naxos 583679+80, S/O
SIEGEL: Celebration (computer-driven
organ) Dacapo 8226595, J/F 
STRAUSS: Oboe Concerto; Wind Serenade;
Sonatina 2 (Concertgebouw Winds) BIS 2163,
M/A
A Noble and Melancholy Instrument (Frank-
Gemmill, hn) BIS 2228, J/F: 208
Before Mozart (Frank-Gemmill, hn) BIS 2315,
S/O: 208 

Bradley Lehman
HOWELLS: Lambert’s Clavichord, Howells’
Clavichord (Perkins) Prima Facie 65, J/F
Le Coeur & l’Oreille (Nuti) Arcana 434, J/F: 200
SCHEIDEMANN: Organ & Harpsichord
Pieces (Rassam) Brilliant 95427, M/J
JACQUET: Harpsichord Pieces (Lanfranco)
Brilliant 95555, J/A
LIGETI: Harpsichord Pieces; SCARLATTI:

12 Sonatas (Taylor) Alpha 399, N/D
MCLEAN: Harpsichord Sonatas; JANELLO:

Concerto for 2; Toccata-Rondo (Funaro,
Pechefsky, Biggs) Alienor 1210, N/D

Ralph Locke
HALEVY: La Reine de Chypre (Niquet) Edi-
ciones Singulares 1032, S/O
BELLINI: Bianca & Gernando (Fogliani)
Naxos 660417, M/A
WAGNER: Meistersinger (Matacic) Datum
12310, J/A
VON EINEM: Der Besuch der Alten Dame
(Stein) Orfeo 9301821, J/A

Peter Loewen
BACH: Soprano & Oboe (Johannette Zomer, s;
Bart Schneemann, ob; Tulipa Consort) Chan-
nel 39917, M/A
MIELCZEWSKI: Masses & Motets (The 16)
Coro 16153, M/A
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30 Year War (Reginald Mobley, ct ; Agave
Baroque) VGO 1027, S/O: 219
LASSUS: Prophetiae Sibyllarum (Gallicantus)
Signum 520, S/O
SCHUTZ: Symphoniae Sacrae II (Dorothee
Mields, Isabel Schicketanz, David Erler, Georg
Poplutz, Tobias Mathger, Felix Schwandtke,
Felix Rumpf) Carus 83.274, N/D
WOLF: Passion Oratorio (Cologne Akademie)
CPO 777999, N/D

Joseph Magil
MOZART: Violin Sonatas (Israelievitch) Fleur
de Son 58040, M/A
Visions (Adomeit) Thorofon 2639, M/A: 215
Jazzettes (Schoch) Zefir 9652, M/J: 194
BLOCH: Viola Pieces (Neubauer) Delos 3498,
J/A
Virtuoso Violin (Oliveira) Vox 10027, S/O: 212
SPOHR: Violin Duets (Cooper, Dickenson)
Naxos 573763, N/D

Catherine Moore
COMPERE: Galeazescha Mass (Da Col)
Arcana 436, J/F
MARENZIO: Madrigals (Rossoporpora)
Arcana 449, N/D
PALESTRINA: Mass, Confitebor Tibi Domine
(Yale Schola Cantorum) Hyperion 68210, M/J

David Moore
Troika: Shostakovich, Prokofieff, Rachmani-
noff (Haimovitz) Pentatone 5186608, J/F: 187
MENDELSSOHN: Cello Pieces (Poltera) BIS
2187, M/A
Valentino Worlitzsch: Britten, Beethoven,
Schumann, Ysaye—Genuin 17463, M/A: 197
HAYDN: Cello Concertos (Bailey) Steinway
30094, M/J
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas; Variations
(Coppey, Laul) Audite 23440, J/A
Janos Starker: Hindemith, Prokofieff, Rauta-
vaara—SWR 19418, J/A: 188
DODGSON: String Trios, Solo Pieces
(Mackenzie, Bradley, Walker) Naxos 573856,
S/O
GERNSHEIM: Cello Sonatas (Hulshoff) CPO
555 054, S/O
REIZENSTEIN, GOLDSCHMIDT: Cello
Concertos (Wallfisch) CPO 555 109, S/O

Robert Moore
DOVE: In Damascus (Padmore) Signum 487,
J/F
BEDNALL: Choral Pieces (Epiphoni Consort)
Delphian 34189, M/A

SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang (Trekel)
Oehms 463, M/A
SCHUMANN & MAHLER: Songs (Boesch)
Linn 511, M/A
The Matter of Heart (Pregardien) Challenge
72771, M/J: 204
SCHUBERT: Winterreise (Padmore) Harmo-
nia Mundi 902264, M/J
Refugium (Trinity Boys Choir) Stone 78081,
N/D: 193

Krishan Oberoi
Love’s Embrace (Banse) BR 900322, M/J: 202
Gedankenverloren: Schubert, Krenek, Strauss,
Trojahn (Konradi) Genuin 18490, J/A: 204
Un Brasier d’etoiles (Michel) Maguelone
358414, J/A: 206
PIZZETTI: Songs (Hipp) Resonus 10209, S/O

Don O�Connor
BRIAN: Symphonies 8, 21, 26 (Walker) Naxos
572 752, J/F
HAUSEGGER: Barbarossa (Hermus) CPO
777 666, M/J
JACQUES-DALCROZE: Tragedy of Love
(Adriano) Sterling 1116, S/O
SAWYERS: Symphony 3 (Woods) Nimbus
6353, M/A
SMETANA: Ma Vlast (Belohlavek) Decca 483
3187, J/A
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Antartica Symphony
(Davis) Chandos 5186, J/F
American Romantics III (Blundell) New Focus
166, S/O

Bruno Repp
HASSLER: 360 Preludes ; Piano Sonatas
(Horn) Grand Piano 686, M/A
SCHUBERT: Piano Pieces (Schuchter) Tudor
1640, J/F
GRANADOS: Goyescas; JANACEK: In the
Mists;  SCRIABIN: Piano Sonata 9 (Weiss)
Weiss 0, J/A
FALLA: Piano Pieces (Ohlsson) Hyperion
68177, M/J
HINDEMITH: Ludus Tonalis; HARTMANN:

Piano Sonata (Walker) First Hand 54, N/D
ZADERATSKY: Piano Works (Nemtsov)
Hanssler 17035, M/J

David Reynolds
WILKINSON: Songs (Gilchrist) Signum 516,
J/F
HUMPERDINCK: Hansel and Gretel
(Janowski) Pentatone 5186605, M/A
Espoir (Spyres) Opera Rara 251, M/A: 238



TCHAIKOVSKY: Complete Operas (various)
Profil 17053, S/O
WAGNER: Lohengrin (Nelsons) Opus Arte
9034, N/D
WAGNER: Meistersinger (Jordan) DG 735450,
N/D: vid
DEAN: Hamlet (Jurowski) Opus Arte 1254,
N/D: vid

Jack Sullivan
BACEWICZ: Piano Quintets; Quartets (Sile-
sian Qt) Chandos 10976, S/O
HO: Symphonic Works (Glennie, Alexander)
Centredisc 24317, M/A
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 9; Piano Con-
certo 1 (Argerich, Rabinovitch-Baranovsky)
NIFC 53, M/J

Donald Vroon
CHOPIN: Nocturnes (Goerner) Alpha 359,
M/A

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 2 (Gilt-
burg) Naxos 573629, J/F
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 4+11 (Nel-
sons) DG 28595, S/O
PROKOFIEFF: October Revolution (Kara-
bits) Audite 97754, S/O
POULENC: Biches; Model Animals; Sinfoni-
etta (Tangaud) Naxos 573739, S/O
FROLOV: Violin Pieces (Koornhof ) Delos
3557, N/D

Stephen Wright
KRUG: Sextet; Quartet (Linos Ensemble) CPO
555030, N/D
MAHLER: Symphony 8 (Fischer) Reference
725, M/J
PISTON, JONES, ALBERT: Symphonies
(Friedel) BIS 2118, N/D
WILD: Rachmaninoff Transcriptions (Jones)
Nimbus 5965, J/F
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ABDI: Rumi
Homayoun Shajarian (Shams), Mohammad Mo-
tamedi (Rumi), Hossein Alishapour (Sultan al-
Omana); Ukraine Symphony/ Vladimir Sirenko

Naxos 660424—107 minutes

This is the first recording of an Iranian opera.
The composer, Behzad Abdi, wrote the music
using both the Iranian modal system, known
as Dastgah (patterns), and Western classical
forms. As he explains in the notes, the Dastgah
is a scale, or Maqam, that consists of sevens
pitches that can be temporarily altered into
whole-tones, semi-tones, and fractional tones.
To make the score more accessible, Abdi in-
corporated Western music modes that some-
times act as background or foreground
sounds. On the whole, the score is interesting
and effective, even if much of it sounds unusu-
al to Western ears. Some of score is rhythmic,
some atonal. There is much singing that to
Western listeners will also probably sound
strange; but there are consistent patterns to
the lyrics, which are based on texts by the 12th
Century poet, Rumi.

Rumi’s poems are presented in 15 scenes
that are only connected by significant events
in Rumi’s life and Rumi’s credo, “the promise
of the immortality of truth”. Most of the 15
scenes relate the conquest of the Iranian
sheiks by the Mongols. Naxos offers a Persian
and English libretto that can be downloaded.
It’s unlike any other opera.

The performances are all very good, the
singers have strong, impressive voices, and the
orchestra plays the intricate music with preci-
sion. The extensive notes (in incredibly small
print) are interesting: you’ll learn quite a lot
about Rumi and his history. The sound is
excellent.

FISCH

ADAM: Le Corsaire
English Chamber Orchestra/ Richard Bonynge

Decca 4828605 [2CD] 131 minutes

Overtures: Giralda ;  Poupee de Nuremberg; Tore-
ador; Diable a Quatr e Ballet 
New Philharmonia, Welsh Opera Orchestra, Lon-
don Symphony/ Richard Bonynge

Decca 4628603—57 minutes

French composer Adolphe-Charles Adam
(1803-56) was the son of Jean-Louis Adam, a
composer and professor at the Paris Conserva-

tory. The elder Adam opposed his son’s wish
to become a musician but finally allowed him
to enter the Conservatory, where opera com-
poser François-Adrien Boieldieu persuaded
him to write comic operas. Adam did well
there, but finished second for the Prix de
Rome. So he began working as an organist and
composer for vaudeville houses and the
Opera-Comique. The July Revolution drove
him to London some time around 1830. He
returned two years later and for many years
composed and produced new productions. In
1847 a falling out with a new director of the
Opera-Comique induced him to open and run
the Opera-National, which specialized in
young composers’ works. He made a go of it
until the 1848 Revolution led to the company’s
closing and the draining of his finances. To
support himself he worked as a journalist for a
while before joining the faculty of the Paris
Conservatory, where one of his students was
Leo Delibes.

Adam’s prolific output includes 46 operas.
His 14 ballets, especially Giselle, stoked the
revival of that form in France. He is also known
for Corsair, several overtures, and the Christ-
mas carol ‘Minuit, Chretiens!’, sung in English
as ‘O Holy Night’.

Adam’s music that I know is the French
equivalent of British Light Music, a genre I find
insufferable. In its corny “old fashioned” way it
conjures the stereotype of music halls and out-
door band concerts from over a century ago. It
is born of the classical era, with its clean lines,
fast tempos, sharp accents, prominent winds,
simple melodies—some quite pretty—and
enough oom-pah-pahs to make a beer hall
band reach for another drink. All that may
seem lively and colorful; but it is also simplis-
tic, unsubtle, repetitive, cloying, and tiresome.

For all that, Adam and minor composers
like his friend Daniel Auber were in vogue for a
while in Paris while a genius like Hector Berlioz
had to go abroad to be appreciated. As if that
were not bad enough, Adam was an open critic
of Berlioz. His most positive observation of a
Berlioz work was that Symphonie Funebre et
Triomphale was “really very good” with its
“regular four-bar phrases”, which could be
“easily understood” and a “great advance,
superior to anything he had done before” (from
David Cairns’s great biography of Berlioz). That
“anything” included Symphonie Fantastique,
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Harold in Italy, Romeo and Juliette, Benvenuto
Cellini, and the Requiem. Mon Dieu! To be fair,
Adam and Berlioz lived in a turbulent time in
France, so Adam’s music may have served
audiences better than the serious and far more
advanced music of Berlioz. It did pretty well in
other countries, too, most notably in Russia:
the 1842 St Petersburg production of Giselle,
adored by Tchaikovsky, helped usher ballet
into Russia.

Le Corsair was one of Adam’s final works;
he died soon after the premiere. It is based on
the Lord Byron poem that inspired an opera by
Verdi and an overture by Berlioz. The ballet
was a huge success at the Paris Opera for a
year and then closed. It was revived 10 years
later, with added material by Delibes, some of
which is included here.

Steven Haller reviewed this recording
twice (J/F 1993, N/D 1998). His earlier account
summarized the work well. In the shorter sec-
ond one, he describes the plot as “a sympa-
thetic picture of the pirate Conrad, who is first
betrayed by treacherous shipmates and then
set on by a wealthy pasha who plans to add
Conrad’s lover...to his harem. Just when it
seems the lovers are out of harm’s way, a storm
wells up and sinks their fleeing vessel; but they
manage to reach the safety of a rock, where
they give thanks for their miraculous rescue.”
Haller had his reservations about Corsair and
declared it similar to Giselle but less inspired.
He liked both pieces far more than I do. For
me, the best moments are the slower ones and
the storm scene, which does let things rip.

The second disc has not been reviewed by
ARG, but it is a fitting companion to Corsair.
The overtures are entertaining in a corny way,
a bit like OK band pieces. Diable a Quatre was
popular in its time, but it is less accomplished
than Corsair and astonishingly repetitive. After
a while, it’s “Oh, no, not again”.

These performances are splendidly played,
conducted, and recorded.

HECHT

ADLER,J: Winter Triptych
Jessica Pruett-Barnett, s; Eric Oliver, bar; Kathryn
Sloat, hp; Thea Humphries, hn; Judson Memorial
Church Choir/ Henco Espag

Albany 1720—8 minutes

7 minutes and 46 seconds actually. You are
invited to download it. You can get it via the
composer’s website: adleroaksmusic.com.

The Triptych is of course in 3 parts; a jaun-
ty excursion through ‘God Rest Ye, Merry’ and

‘The Wassail Song’, an introspective ‘Pastorale’
for the horn and harp, and a graceful ‘French
Noel’ to finish things off. The two instruments
sound wonderful together (Brahms knew it
too); and what a pleasure to hear Christmas
music that sounds unabashedly happy that it’s
Christmas. The performers sound delighted to
be involved in the holiday music-making. The
instrumentalists and the solo baritone are very
good. The choir is a notch or two down from
there.

GREENFIELD

ADLER,S: Sacred Pieces
Gloriae Dei Singers

Gloriae Dei 129—68 minutes

Some are with organ, some with brass, some
with both, and many are unaccompanied. But
all of this music sounds alike to me, and I can’t
stand it.

I’m sure it is expertly performed (the com-
poser was even present at the recording ses-
sions), and one of our choral reviewers liked it
in J/F 2005 (this is a reissue). That means that
you may not agree with my verdict. Read the
earlier review; but you may feel, as I do, that it
can’t possibly be that good.

VROON
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AERTS: In Flanders’ Fields;
see MORTELMANS

ANDERSON: My Beloved Spake; Bell Mass;
O Sing Unto the Lord; I Saw Eternity; 4 Ameri-
can Choruses; Nunc Dimittis; FRESCOBAL-

DI: Toccata Quarta
Michael How, Luke Fitzgerald, Geoffrey Webber,
org; Gonville & Caius College Choir/ Geoffrey
Weber

Delphian 34202—62 minutes

Julian Anderson’s music was new to me, and I
came away engaged by what I had heard and
willing to hear more. The 17-minute Bell Mass
captured most of my attention with the zesty
dissonances of Anderson’s Kyrie, its jaunty and
incisive Gloria, and an Agnus Dei that shows
the composer’s skill as a creator of luminous,
bell-like effects. The American Choruses on
Gospel Hymn Texts might also be of interest;
especially the unexpected blues riffs crooned
by the soprano in ‘At the Fountain’, the last of
the four hymns. I also admired Anderson’s
‘Nunc Dimittis’, which plumbs the depths of
Western spirituality while tipping its cap east-
ward.

No stranger to tingly dissonances himself,
Girolamo Frescobaldi gave us a ‘Toccata Quar-
ta’ for organ that adds its brand of mystery and
light to the program. Gonville & Caius may get
lost on the lengthy roster of Oxbridge super-
choirs, but they’re as good as any and are co-
ed to boot. Texts and unusually helpful notes.

GREENFIELD

ANTEGNATI: Ricercari
Federico Del Sordo, org, hpsi, clav

Brilliant 95628—58 minutes

Costanzo Antegnati (1549-1624) was one of
the most influential members of the organ-
building dynasty that constructed around 400
instruments over the course of a few genera-
tions, mostly in the 16th and 17th Centuries.
Costanzo was also a composer and the author
of important treatises on keyboard instrument
building, tuning, registration, and other topics.

The 12 ricercars were widely published
and copied, and in this program they are inter-
spersed with canzonas and a toccata by Anteg-
nati’s contemporaries Anton Holzner, Ercole
Pasquini, Agostino Soderini, and Vincenzo
Pellegrini.

The inclusion of music in contrasting
styles works well, as does the use of harpsi-
chord for seven pieces, but the clavichord
sound is unsatisfactory. That instrument is

notoriously hard to record and tricky to play
because the deep-into-the-keybed touch and
smooth articulation that make lines sing on
both organ and harpsichord stretch the clavi-
chord strings too much. As a result—and how-
ever expert the player is—the sound can be
rubbery and rough (as it is here).

Apart from this the sound is very fine. 8 of
the 12 Antegnati ricercars are played on a 1630
organ built by Tomaso Meiarini and installed
by Graziadio Antegnati III in the Santa Maria
Del Carmine church in Brescia (central north-
ern Italy). Federico Del Sordo plays with assur-
ance, nobility and grace. I’ve praised his play-
ing before in reviews of organ-alternatim
masses by Merulo (Brilliant 95145, N/D 2016)
and Salvatore (Brilliant 95146, J/F 2017).

Notes, organ photo and specifications.
There’s a note that full registrations are on the
label website, but they aren’t.

C MOORE

ANTHEIL: Piano Pieces 1
Berceuse for Thomas Montgomery Newman,
Carnival of the Beautiful Dresses, Piano Sonata 5,
2 Toccatas+

Judy Pang
Toccata 447—69 minutes

This release is devoted to late works, dating
from 1939 to 1955. They make for an odd
assortment. Works like ‘Mother’s Day Piece’
are thoroughly conventional salon pieces with
occasional shifts of harmony that remind me
of the first movement of Ives’s first symphony.
It makes less of an impression than The Ben
Hecht Valses and the Valentine Waltzes, which
are more tuneful and compelling.

Occasionally, as in the Musical Picture of a
Friend (1946) and the two Toccatas (1948)
there appear eruptions of the lively, violent
textures and harmonies of his better-known
early music. Toccata 2 is very familiar to me, as
it was anthologized in a Schirmer collection of
20th Century music that I performed from as a
teenager. I still love the kaleidoscopic succes-
sion of major triads and sly references to pop-
ular music that he included in it.

The performances are very fine, though
the recorded sound is a little too distant for
comfort. Most of the works here are marked as
first recordings; if so, that alone recommends
purchase.

HASKINS
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ARCADELT: Motets, Madrigals, Chansons
Namur Chamber Choir, Cappella Mediterranea/
Leonardo Garcia Alarcon; Doulce Memoire/
Denis Raisin Dadre

Ricercar 392 [3CD] 185 minutes

This is a broad selection of Jacques Arcadelt’s
motets, madrigals, and chansons. The first disc
includes nine motets and the Agnus Dei from
Arcadelt’s Ave Regina Caelorum Mass. This
Mass can be found complete on two earlier
recordings of his sacred music (S/O 2011, M/A
2013) along with some motets; the only over-
lap between the two earlier releases and this
new recording is the eight-voice setting of the
‘Pater Noster’.

The 15-voice Choeur de Chambre de
Namur is accompanied in Arcadelt’s original
compositions by organ. Only the 19th Century
arrangement by Pierre-Louis-Philippe Dietsch
of Arcadelt’s chanson, ‘Nous voyons que les
hommes’ as ‘Ave Maria’ is sung a cappella. The
voices have a full, rich sound, and Alarcon
leads them in very stylish interpretations. The
“bonus” on this disc is Franz Liszt’s ‘Ave Maria
d’Arcadelt’, based on Dietsch’s arrangement.

The selection of Arcadelt’s madrigals on
the second disc begins with ‘Il bianco e dolce
Cigno’, published in his first book of madrigals
in 1539 (reprinted complete as late as 1654).
Also included is ‘Deh! Dimm’ Amor se l’alma
di costei’, one of two poems by Michelangelo
set by Arcadelt.

Cappella Mediterranea is a chamber
ensemble of six singers, each an excellent
soloist; together create a rich, balanced sound.
Most of the madrigals are accompanied by one
or two lutes or occasionally by Alarcon (hpsi or
org); only two are performed a cappella. The
instrumentalists begin many of the madrigals
by playing the opening phrases as an introduc-
tion. That might be effective in concert but
seems a bit affected on a recording.

Variety is enhanced by replacing some of
the original voice parts with instruments. Five
madrigals are turned this way into solos,
including ‘Deh! Dimm’ Amor se l’alma di
costei’ sung by Marianna Flores accompanied
by Alarcon on harpsichord, and Petrarch’s
sonnet, ‘Hor che’l cielo et la terra’ (later also
set by Monteverdi, among others), sung by
Valerio Contaldo with the two lutes. Seven of
these madrigals by Arcadelt, including ‘Deh!
Dimm’ Amor’, ‘Il bianco e dolce Cigno’, and
‘Ancidetemi pur grievi martiri’, appeared on an
earlier recording by the Consort of Musicke
(M/J 1992). While I was unable to listen to that

for comparison, this new selection is excellent,
with very effective interpretations.

The third disc samples Arcadelt’s chansons
performed by the five singers, lute, harp, and a
consort of recorders, led by Denis Raisin
Dadre. Most of these selections are not as well
known as the madrigals, but we do hear the
original ‘Nos voyons que les hommes’ used for
the ‘Ave Maria’ arrangement heard on the first
disc. Dadre varies the combinations of voices
and instruments and sometimes “orches-
trates” shifting textures implied in the original
voice parts. The interpretation effectively
brings out the melodiousness and rich har-
monies of Arcadelt’s settings. This disc also
includes a bonus, Giovanni Maria Trabaci’s
arrangement for solo harp of Arcadelt’s madri-
gal, ‘Ancidetemi pur’, elegantly performed by
Angelique Mauillon on a baroque triple harp.

While a fourth disc, with a Mass or two by
Arcadelt, would have made this a truly com-
prehensive selection, at least there are the two
recordings of the Ave Regina Caelorum Mass
mentioned above, and the Noe Noe Mass was
recorded by Henry’s Eight (N/D 1999: 290).

The booklet includes informative essays
about the music along with complete texts and
translations. Arcadelt’s significance and influ-
ence, along with the quality of both the selec-
tions and interpretations here, assure that it
will be a significant addition to any collection
of renaissance music.

BREWER

ARNELL: Violin Sonatas 1+2; American Var-
iations; Passacaglia; Violin;  BATE: Sonata 1

Patrick Wastnage; Elizabeth Dunn, p
Toccata 492—65 minutes

What unites the English composers Richard
Arnell (1917-2009) and Stanley Bate (1911-59)
is that they both found themselves in the Unit-
ed States at the outbreak of WW II in 1939.
Three of these works were written here:
Arnell’s Violin Sonata 1 (1940) and Passacaglia
for Solo Violin (1942), and Bate’s Violin Sonata
1 (1946). Both composers eventually returned
to the UK.

Arnell and Bate are very comfortable disc
mates because their styles are similar. Textures
in the piano are spare, and the music is very
melodic and simple, with restrained counter-
point. They share a comfortable, somewhat
nostalgic, introspective style that was popular
on both sides of the Atlantic at the time. The
only overtly nationalist piece is Arnell’s Varia-
tions on an American Theme, which recalls
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Copland. Bate has the edge over Arnell for skill
and imagination, but not by much.

Patrick Wastnage and Elizabeth Dunn have
been performing together since they were stu-
dents at the Guildhall School in London. They
are solid musicians who get to the heart of this
music and present it in a simple, straightfor-
ward manner.

MAGIL

ARTYOMOV: Symphony of Elegies; 
Awakening; Incantations

Lydia Davydova, s; Tatiana Grindenko, Oleh
Krysa, v; Mark Pekarsky Percussion Ensemble;
Lithuanian Chamber Orchestra/ Saulius Son-
deckis

Divine Art 25172—74 minutes

Vyacheslav Artyomov is a member of the gen-
eration of experimental Russian composers
that came to prominence in the 1970s. Mem-
bers of this group, which included Sofia
Gubaidulina, Alexander Knaifel, and Edison
Denisov, were blacklisted by Tikhon Khren-
nikov in 1979. Like Knaifel (whose music I
reviewed previously in Newest Music, J/A
2018) and especially Gubaidulina, Artyomov is
a composer of mostly religious (but not liturgi-
cal) music. All three composers use their
experimental techniques to express the mysti-
cal unknowable qualities of divinity, while also
capturing grounded, emotional spirituality.
Artyomov’s religious style is intense, yet on a
broad, slowly shifting scale—not unlike Bruck-
ner. His music reminds me of Messaien, with
his considerable attention to texture and color.

This is most apparent in the album’s cen-
terpiece, Symphony of Elegies for two violins,
percussion, and strings. Written spontaneous-
ly during a trip to Armenia, the work is influ-
enced by Christian and Zen mysticism. I is one
of the most stunning sections of music I have
heard in recent memory. The solo violins play
in their uppermost registers, encircled by a
dense, shifting mass of strings, before separat-
ing from the orchestra. This spatial movement
evokes the perception of a divine entity, mov-
ing from the earth to observe from above. The
mountains of Armenia had a profound effect
on the composer.

The two solo violins return for the duo
‘Awakening’, another piece that explores
changing perceptions thru changing texture
and register.

The colorful Incantations for soprano and
percussion quartet is another type of mysti-
cism entirely. Varese and Berio are clear influ-
ences here. The soprano sometimes mingles

with the layers of the ensemble with percus-
sive, non-vocal sounds. Otherwise, she sings
fragmented text distilled to the barest of pho-
netics, fraught with quarter-tones and glissan-
dos. It is striking piece, seemingly out of time
and space. I highly recommend this album,
but as with Knaifel’s music, some may find it to
be an acquired taste.

FARO

BACH,CPE: Flute Concertos
Juliette Hurel; Orchestra of the Auvergne/ Arie
van Beek

Alpha 346—70 minutes

This program has three concertos, in A, H 438;
A minor, H 431; and B flat, H 435; plus the
powerful unaccompanied sonata. It was
released on Zig Zag 70301 in 2006 (not
reviewed). Juliette Hurel plays a modern flute,
here without vibrato. Although her approach is
based more in elegance and understatement
than drama, I have always enjoyed hearing
her. It seems safe to assume that the brief and
stylish cadenzas are hers. An apt companion
or alternative would be the 3-disc set by period
instrument players with flutist Alexis Kossenko
on Alpha 821 (M/A 2016), as well as—same
issue—Dorothea Seel in a 2-disc set of the flute
sonatas with fortepiano on Hanssler 98057.

The playing of the orchestra is neat and
compact, balanced superbly from bass to tre-
ble, but without vibrato. When playing softly
they sound truly tiny or just plain disappear.
All 22 performers are listed in the booklet.
Each final movement is marked Allegro assai,
and they really cook there. A harpsichordist is
placed judiciously in the background.

Three pages in the booklet on CPE Bach
and his flute works have been contributed by
Denis Verroust of the Jean-Pierre Rampal Asso-
ciation. It is easy to forget that when Rampal
began his career in the mid-20th Century near-
ly all of the 18th Century flute literature was
unknown. The period instrument movement
was not to attain a major presence in the cul-
tural landscape until several decades later, in
the 1980s. The fact that both are graduates of
the Paris Conservatory connects Hurel to the
legacy of Jean-Pierre Rampal—and she is a lau-
reate of the Rampal Competition established in
his memory. I suppose this background—
which is not in the booklet—helps justify play-
ing CPE Bach on a modern instrument, though
it doesn’t justify banning vibrato.

GORMAN
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BACH, CPE: Symphonies, W 182: 1, 3, 5, 6; 
Cello Concerto in A, W 172

Petr Skalka, vc; Cafe Zimmermann/ Pablo Valetti
Alpha 345—62 minutes

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach was Bach’s oldest
and perhaps most compositionally inspired
son. His six symphonies for string orchestra
and basso continuo, W 182, is one of two col-
lections of “Hamburg” symphonies, which
have been recorded many times. These three-
movement works are played with subtlety of
phrasing and quietly intense sonority by these
8 violins, 2 violas and cellos, a single double
bass and an only occasionally audible harpsi-
chord. The liner notes are by Marc Vignal. The
symphonies were written in 1775; and com-
plete sets by Hogwood (Oiseau-Lyre), Pinnock
(Archiv) and Haenchen (Capriccio) have been
praised by John Barker, with whom I agree.

Oh, yes, there’s also a cello concerto, a
considerably larger work, also oft-recorded.
There have been several recordings of all three
CPE Bach cello concertos, and several of this
one, the strongest of the series. Skalka is a fine
player and works well with Cafe Zimmermann,
but you might look at the Cello Overview (M/A
2009) if you are not turned on by a combina-
tion program like this one. This is a sensitive
and nice-sounding recording.

D MOORE

BACH: Cantatas 4, 79, 80
Dorothee Mields, Alex Potter, Thomas Hobbs,
Peter Kooij; Collegium Vocale/ Philippe Her-
reweghe

Phi 30—58:35

Herreweghe continues his new series of Bach
cantata recordings with this trio of well-known
examples.

Most familiar, of course, is Cantata 80, Ein
Feste Burg ist unser Gott, on the chorale that is
the veritable anthem of the Reformation.
Recent performing practice has eliminated the
orchestral parts for trumpets and drums that
are thought to have been later additions by the
composer’s son, Wilhelm Friedemann. That
retrenchment is honored here, though a cor-
netto part is used very sparingly as a doubling
instrument. In this reduced perspective, the
cantata is a less extroverted and festive cele-
bration of Reformation Sunday, but still a quite
strong one.

A very early work by the composer, one of
his first of its type, is Cantata 4, Christ lag in
Todesbanden, a very close elaboration of

Luther’s beautiful Easter chorale, verse by
verse. Over the years, some recorded perform-
ances have treated it as a totally choral work. I
first came and love it that way from Robert
Shaw’s beautiful rendition. But it seems obvi-
ous that four of the eight verses were set with
soloists intended, and that is how Herreweghe
does it.

Cantata 79 is notable for its incorporation
of two horns and timpani. Though it ends with
a chorale, it is not based on that and, in fact it
introduces the text and melody of a different
one—the great thanksgiving hymn, ‘Nun dan-
ket alle Gott’.

The soloists are all accomplished. Her-
reweghe’s merits as a choral master and con-
ductor need no introduction. The performanc-
es here are predictably polished. They tend to
emphasize musical liveliness rather than spiri-
tual profundity. And the tubby tap-tapping of
the drum in the third (chorale) movement of
Cantata 79 is irritatingly prominent.

Bright sound. Fine booklet notes with texts
(in pale orange type on white) and transla-
tions.

BARKER

BACH: Cantatas 30a + 204
Carolyn Sampson, Robin Blaze, Makoto Sakura-
da, Dominik Worner; Bach Collegium Japan/
Masaaki Suzuki

BIS 2351—66 minutes

This release concludes Suzuki’s traversal of the
so-called “secular” cantatas of Bach. The ven-
ture naturally crowns the complete recording
of Bach’s sacred cantatas by Suzuki and his
team, also for BIS.

The achievement is remarkable by itself,
but the more distinguished for the overall
excellence of the performances. The two works
here are curiosities, easily bypassed by today’s
performers.

Cantata 30a, Angenehmes Wiederau, freue
dich in deinen Auen, was composed in 1737,
paralleling its “sister” work, the so-called Peas-
ant Cantata (212). Both mark the investment of
Johann Christoph von Hennicke as the new
hereditary lord of the large Saxon estate of
“pleasant Wiederau”. The text was written by
Bach’s frequent collaborator, known as Pican-
der. It uses the well-worn allegorical figures—
Zeit (Time, soprano), Gluck (Happy Fortune,
alto), Elster (the river bordering Wiederau,
tenor), and Schicksal (Fate, bass)—who take
turns praising the estate and its new lord. Tex-
tually it is fulsome tosh, but it drew some quite
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fine music from the composer, richly scored.
So much so that, in his frequent fashion, he
reused a great deal of it for a sacred cantata
(30), Freue dich, Erloste Schar, which we are
more likely to hear today.

The other work, Cantata 204, Ich bin in mir
Vergnügt (I am Content with Myself ), has
been a puzzle to Bach scholars. There is no
evidence as to when it was composed, or for
whom and when. It sets a moralizing text by
Pietist poet Christian Friedrich Hunold which
argues for a life of honest self-sufficiency, but
in worldly rather than conventionally religious
terms. The music is straightforward and
smoothly scored for flute, two oboes, and
strings with continuo, with only a single vocal
soloist. It is a particularly lovely feast of singing
by the admirable Sampson.

All of the soloists are excellent. It need
hardly be said that Suzuki leads his ensemble
in impeccable support. Ideal sound. Fine
booklet notes and full texts with English trans-
lations.

In sum, a genuinely interesting finish to a
distinguished series.

BARKER

BACH: Cantatas 35+170; Trio Sonata 3; 
Fantasia & Fugue in G minor

Maude Gratton, org; Damien Guillon, ct; Le Ban-
quet Celeste/ Damien Guillon

Alpha 343—73 minutes

This is the 44th release in the Alpha Collection,
a series of early music reissues from the not-
so-distant past. This recording dates from
November 2011. It combines two church can-
tatas for solo alto voice with two pieces for
organ solo. The two cantatas, dating from July
and September of 1726, include obbligato
organ parts. The booklet contains a brief but
informative program note derived from a
longer essay by Gilles Cantagrel. The reader is
directed to the label website for the original
booklet notes. All I could find was the booklet
for the new issue, which does not include texts
and translations.

The performances are of the highest stan-
dard. Countertenor Damien Guillon, who
directs the performance and sings the solos,
displays impressive vocal control and purity of
tone. In a side-by-side comparison with Robin
Blaze and Bach Collegium Japan (BIS 1621),
which I consider the gold standard in this
repertory, I found Guillon’s vocal tone slightly
more even and consistent. Sometimes the

voice is overbalanced by the instruments, but
the ear quickly adjusts.

The only information given about the
organ in this recording is that it is in a Protes-
tant church in Strasbourg. It is used for both
the obbligato parts of the cantatas and the solo
organ pieces. The acoustic is not completely
dry, but there is not a great deal of reverbera-
tion, judging from final chords and pauses in
the music. As a result, there is not much
warmth to the organ tone on this recording.

I am convinced that the Bach trio sonatas
should be played with registrations light
enough to preserve the chamber music feel of
the music. Here they come across as ponder-
ous. Gratton plays the slow movement on
rather breathy flutes. The tracker action noise
is prominent. I cannot say I found the plenum
in the Fantasia & Fugue in G minor attractive.
The tone is brash rather than majestic. The
Fantasia sounds prodded and impatient. Some
listeners may like this approach, so I would
advise sampling before purchase. I believe that
the rhetorical pauses in the Fantasia are
almost as important as the notes themselves,
even if there is not much reverberation to
carry the organ tone through them. They are
essential to give the music its full eloquence. I
recently reviewed a recording by Maude Grat-
ton of Bach organ works from his Leipzig peri-
od (Phi 21; J/F 2017). I found very little specific
fault in her playing then, but I could not say I
found it particularly engaging or elegant. That
is pretty much the case here.

GATENS

BACH: Dialogue Cantatas (3)
Sophie Karthauser, s; Michael Volle, b; Berlin
Akademie fur Alte Musik/ Raphael Alpermann

Harmonia Mundi 902368—64:36

I reviewed a predecessor to this release in J/A
2016. That earlier one, Oehms 1815, contained
three “duet” cantatas by Bach: Nos. 57 (Selig
ist der Mann), 58 (Liebster Jesu, mein Verlang-
en), and 32 (Ach Gott, wie Manches Herze-
leid). These belong to the category Bach called
“concerto in dialogo”, calling for two singers,
though dialog between the soloists is mostly in
recitatives, only rarely in a duet.

The present release has parallels in that it
offers the same Cantatas 32 and 57 but adds 49.

The difference is important, because Can-
tata 49, Ich gehe und suche mit Verlangen is a
particularly fine one. It has an active role for
the organ, which it includes as a soloist in a
concerto-like sinfonia and elsewhere. Its final
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“duet” is really an aria for bass on top of which
the soprano sings a chorale melody—a lovely
design that Bach used so well in a number of
his works.

The two singers here stand up well to
Oehms’s Johanna Winkel and Thomas E.
Bauer. Karthauser has a very bright voice, just
a touch piercing sometimes, but with a nice
fresh and assertive quality. Volle’s baritone is
also light but attractively mellow. Both seem to
have Bach’s style in their blood.

The Berlin period-instrument group lives
up to its reputation for lovely and finely-honed
playing. Alpermann is identified as the organ-
ist as well as “musical director”. His leadership
certainly gives steady shaping to these per-
formances, full of fine nuances and well-point-
ed phrasing.

Texts and translations.
BARKER

BACH: Cello Suites, all
Yo-Yo Ma

Sony 85465 [2CD] 138 minutes

Suite 2, 3, 5
Bjorg Lewis

LAWO 1154—63 minutes

Here’s an interesting juxtaposition of record-
ings. This is Yo-Yo Ma’s third and (he claims)
last recording of these famous suites. It cuts
five minutes off the timing of his previous
recording made in the 1990s (Sony 63203, M/J,
1998) and is that much more danceable and
entrancing. He plays with his customary per-
fection of intonation and tone quality. Lovers
of the instrument will want this, while lovers of
early music styles may be a little less happy.
He uses vibrato and slows down for the sake of
phrasing and clarity of double stops. I find I
can put up with that and follow him down the
path with enjoyment. He hopes to play them
many times in the next few years and is only in
his 60s. Hey, man, I’ve got you beat by a bit
and I’m still playing them! The liner notes are
by him and also by Michael Stern, music direc-
tor of the Kansas City Symphony and an old
friend of Ma. The album is called Six Evolu-
tions. It is beautifully recorded. Don’t miss it!

Bjorg Lewis is a Norwegian cellist living in
the United Kingdom—and, somewhat to my
surprise, a girl. Her recording was made back
in 2012. She plays with a fine style and empha-
sizes the dance elements of this music in a
highly enjoyable way. She performs in numer-
ous countries, was a founder of the Vertavo
Quartet, and is playing a fine Gagliano cello.

This is a good recording of a cellist worth
keeping up on.

D MOORE

BACH: Christmas Oratorio
Anna Lucia Richter, Regula Mühlemann, s ;
Wiebke Lehmkuhl, a; Sebastian Kohlhepp, t ;
Michael Nagy, b; Gaechinger Cantorey/ Hans-
Christoph Rademann

Carus 83.311 [2CD]  144 minutes

Gunthild Weber, Sieglinde Wagner, Helmut
Krebs, Heinz Rehfuss; Berlin Motet Choir; RIAS
Chamber Choir ; Berlin Philharmonic/ Fritz
Lehmann, Günther Arndt

DG 482 7637 [3CD] 167 minutes

For many years now if you wanted Bach on
modern instruments, you probably turned to
Helmuth Rilling and his Gächinger Kantorei
Stuttgart, founded in 1954. The conductor, now
85, retired in 2013, and with his replacement
Hans-Christoph Rademann the group, part of
the Internationale Bachakademie Stuttgart, has
taken on a more historical spelling—Gaeching-
er Cantorey—and a period orchestra. If you fol-
lowed Rilling through the years—and I confess I
did only casually—you have noted that his per-
formances were becoming more “period-like”,
so perhaps this was a natural evolution.

In any case this is a splendid Christmas
Oratorio with excellent choral singing and a
strong cast of soloists. The performance, which
includes both concert and studio recording, has
two sopranos: Mühlemann basically in Parts I,
II, and V; Richter in Parts III, IV, and VI. The
soloists are all quite good, but special praise
goes to tenor Kohlhepp, both for his fine ‘Frohe
Hirten’ and his engaging way with recitative.
The choir is expertly prepared and blended,
and the orchestra is just as accomplished, par-
ticularly the excellent trumpets. Everything,
though, eventually comes down to Rademann,
who paces the work quickly but avoids pushing
tempos. Probably the most extreme is the very
first chorus, ‘Jauchzet, frohlocket’, which is so
fast you can’t really distinguish pitches in the
string passage work. Even here, though, the
music sounds swept along in joy rather than
rushed or pressed for effect.

As a bonus Carus includes on the end of
the second disc the opening chorus of Bach’s
Tönet, ihr Pauken (Cantata 214)—the source
of ‘Jauchzet, frohlocket’. I have subtracted its 7-
1/2 minutes from the timing in the heading in
order to make a better comparison between
the two recordings.

The DG recording was made in 1955 and
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1956. This two-year span came about because
of the premature death of Fritz Lehmann at
the age of 51; he died in 1956 at a performance
of the St Matthew Passion. Lehmann had com-
pleted only Parts I-IV, so the rest fell to Gün-
ther Arndt, who had been the conductor of the
Berlin Motet Choir and chorus master for this
recording. If you’ve noticed the above timings,
which show this DG recording 23 minutes and
one disc longer, you may have already formed
a negative opinion of this performance, done
more than 60 years ago. To do so, though,
would fail to appreciate the detail that comes
from slightly slower tempos. There is a real
sense of cantilena here, and if you admit this
piece has some religious significance, you’ll
find Lehmann and Arndt addressing the bibli-
cal story with some reverence and sincerity.
Despite a fairly reedy voice, Helmut Krebs was
a leading Bach Evangelist of his day, and
Sieglinde Wagner and Heinz Rehfuss make
strong impressions as well (stronger than
soprano Gunthild Weber, who incidentally was
Arndt’s wife). Perhaps most astonishing,
though, is the sound of this mid-50s recording.
It is mono, but even so, you would be hard put
to identify this as “historical”. If you reject this
recording, fine, but don’t do so on the basis of
presumed bad sonics.

So, what to do? The Radewell is an excel-
lent example of present-day performance, and
I’m sure you would be happy with it. I also
think, though, that you should have something
in your collection that reflects practice of an
earlier age—in this case the age after romanti-
cized Bach but before “period performance”.
Carus includes text, translations, and excellent
notes. DG has notes without texts.

ALTHOUSE

BACH: 4 Flute Sonatas
Laura Pontecorvo; Rinaldo Alessandrini, hpsi

Arcana 453—59 minutes

This program—atypical in more than one
way—consists of the flute sonatas in B minor
and A major, a Flute Sonata in E minor made
from the Organ Sonata, S 526, and the Violin
Sonata in G, S 1019, here a 5-movement work,
but sometimes having 4 or 6. We get harpsi-
chordist Rinaldo Alessandrini’s completion of
the Vivace that opens the Sonata in A.

A beautiful tri-fold case includes two pic-
tures of the source flute, a one-keyed boxwood
and ivory instrument that seems to date from
the 1720s. We hear a reproduction of this
instrument, the only one traceable to the man-

ufacturing of Pierre-Gabriel Buffardin and his
son. Behind this simple statement lurks con-
siderable complication. Buffardin was a flute
player who served the Dresden court from
1715 to 1749 and before this was acquainted
with the composer’s older brother Johann
Jacob. According to musicologist and flute
maker Ardal Powell, the Dresden court “was
widely known as the finest instrumental
ensemble in Europe, endowed with a magnifi-
cent new opera house, the most famous Italian
singers, and a vast repertory by old and new
composers in antique and fashionable styles”.
On the front cover is a painting of a richly
dressed mid-18th Century flutist in a turban-
like headdress, alluding to Buffardin’s visit to
Constantinople. The 20-page booklet shows
and tells us more, including the harpsichord
modeled after Johann Dulcken around 1745. A
full page is devoted to a description of the
flute, its history, and how it surfaced in 2015
(on eBay).

This discovery from the distant past has a
full, clear, robust sound, seems to play easily,
and is better able to play loudly or to take
harder blowing than other flutes of the time.
The flute and harpsichord are balanced as
equals. Although I’m not fond of the legato
interpretation of the slow movement to the B-
minor Sonata, the rest is done very well
indeed. People interested in historic instru-
ments will certainly want to have a copy of this
release for its rare documentation in addition
to the chance to hear what Buffardin might
have sounded like, as far as we can know.

GORMAN

BACH: Goldberg Variations
Wolfgang Rubsam, lautenwerck

Naxos 573921—78 minutes

Roberto Loreggian, hpsi
Dynamic 7823—59 minutes

Wolfgang Rubsam has had a distinguished
career as an organist, and he made many
beautiful recordings of Bach’s harpsichord
music on the piano. In the past few years he
has been recording on this lautenwerck (lute-
harpsichord with gut strings). ARG hasn’t
reviewed any of his 13 lautenwerck recordings;
they are available only as Internet downloads
from his private label.

Rubsam always gives his performances a
rhythmic profile. Earlier in his career he did
this by inserting small pauses to keep renew-
ing a listener’s attention by frustrating expec-
tations. In his lautenwerck recordings he has
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taken to playing very slowly and with extreme
arpeggiations among the polyphonic voices.
He dissects the music and expects that the lis-
tener’s brain will reassemble it.

Rubsam has made the music more difficult
for himself by choosing a single-manual
instrument, against Bach’s explicit require-
ments. His lautenwerck has a beautiful tone
but little variation of timbre. Rubsam tries to
counteract this limitation by ornamenting the
music effusively and by grossly delaying the
attacks of notes played by the right hand. It’s
like having melodic strands floating independ-
ently in a stew. Some of it works, but too much
of it is merely an unrhythmic jumble. Small
degrees of separation can foster contrapuntal
clarity on harpsichords and related instru-
ments, but Rubsam takes this much too far.

Naxos’s marketing materials claim that
Rubsam’s rendition “[makes] this complex
score more transparent”. Not so: his extreme
technique of de-synchronizing the notes
makes the music opaque and tedious. The
notes so rarely line up in straightforward met-
ric order that it gets boring. There is too much
deliberate disorder. The performance lacks
simplicity and subtlety. To be transparent it
would need a vigorous and clear rhythmic pro-
file in at least one voice, preferably the bass
line. In Rubsam’s bass lines the notes happen
before the beat. It’s unsettling and frustrating.

There is no tonal contrast to differentiate
the voices as they cross in variations 11 and 20.
The lack of a second manual creates a techni-
cal conflict, as well—some notes must be
released early so the other hand can play
them. This bumpiness of execution and the
colorlessness spoil parts of variations 8, 17,
and 28. Pianists manage these single-manual
challenges either by interpreting whole phras-
es as staccato or by blurring the double-struck
notes with pedal. Why not respect Bach’s hard-
ware requirement of two manuals? Bach knew
what he was doing.

The engineering creates an interesting
stereo spread, the way a player hears it when
sitting at the keyboard. As the melodic lines
descend to the bass the tones move farther
into the left channel. The high tones are all in
the right. The extreme segregation sounds arti-
ficial, like an oddity of the miking. It’s distract-
ing when this recording is played through
headphones. Putting this engineering choice
together with Rubsam’s manner of arpeggiat-
ing the voices, it sounds like two separate
musicians refusing to cooperate on placing the
beats.

A more conventional interpretation on
lautenwerck is available from Gwendolyn Toth
(M/A 2004). She plays a bigger two-manual
instrument and draws appropriately varied
tonal contrasts from its registers. Her rhythmic
drive is exciting, she lets simple music sound
simple, and she observes all the repeats. Next
to this, Rubsam’s provocative experiment is
doomed to be only an unsettling curiosity:
how far can the composition and interpreta-
tion be stretched before they disintegrate?

Roberto Loreggian is another veteran key-
boardist with a big catalog of recordings. He is
especially sensitive and expressive with early
Italian music. I wanted to like this new record-
ing and expected that it would be as good as his
Telemann set (M/J 2014), but it is a disaster.

Loreggian’s performance is fluent enough,
but I don’t hear anything brilliant. He battles
against a harpsichord that doesn’t suit his own
expectations. He claims in the notes (contro-
versially) that a Bach harpsichord ought to
have a 16-foot register. This one doesn’t, so he
fakes that effect by playing many of the varia-
tions an octave lower. It makes a muddy and
gruff mess, which a properly voiced 16-foot
stop wouldn’t do. Loreggian also runs out of
bass keys and must transpose the lowest notes
up an octave, distorting the composition.

Worse than the problems created by simu-
lating tonal profundity, the harpsichord is
excruciatingly out of tune. The basic tempera-
ment is radically lopsided, ruining the
melodies whenever they include F-sharp or D-
sharp; and the 4-foot stop’s tuning is horrible.
How did this pass the producer’s and label’s
quality control?

For a good recording with 16-foot sound, I
recommend Igor Kipnis’s grand performance
from 1973. It is still available on Seraphim (J/F
2002). I’ve also reviewed 15 other recordings of
the Goldberg Variations since January 2016,
and my favorites among those are by Ares (S/O
2018) and Belder (N/D 2017).

LEHMAN

BACH: Lute Pieces
Yasunori Imamura

Naxos 573936 [2CD] 117 minutes

Imamura plays the standard aggregation of
Bach’s lute pieces (S 995-1000 and 1006a)—no
modern transcriptions. As a bonus he includes
the three movements from the St Matthew and
St John Passions that have lute parts. To per-
form those, he brings in baritone Dominik
Worner and a pickup ensemble of expert instru-
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mentalists in Switzerland. The St Matthew
pieces are usually played on viola da gamba,
not lute. This is a different way to hear them. 

Jakob Lindberg (BIS and Brilliant, M/J
1995) and Hopkinson Smith (Astree, that same
review) brought out the introspective side of
Bach’s music. Imamura makes it sound more
like public entertainment. It is lively and exhil-
arating, with big gestures. This album is easy to
recommend at any price. I’d still want Lind-
berg’s first, but Imamura’s interpretation is
definitely worth hearing.

I hope Smith gets to re-record these pieces
some day. His set was made early in his
career—way back in 1980-81 when Imamura
was his student, and Smith was only in his
mid-30s. His own transcriptions of Bach’s vio-
lin and cello pieces have shown that he keeps
getting better at revealing depths in Bach’s
music.

LEHMAN

BACH: Organ Pieces
Preludes & Fugues; Fantasia & Fugue in G minor

Dean Billmeyer
Rondeau 6145 [2CD] 131 minutes

Karl Straube (1873-1950) was one of the most
celebrated organ virtuosos of his time. In 1903
he assumed the position of organist at St
Thomas Church in Leipzig, where JS Bach had
worked from 1723 to his death in 1750. Around
that time he undertook several editorial proj-
ects for the music publisher CF Peters. These
included an anthology of organ pieces by 17th
and 18th-Century German masters (1903), a
collection of 45 chorale preludes by early mas-
ters (1907), and an arrangement of Bach’s
Magnificat in D (1909). These editions reflect-
ed the romantic, quasi-orchestral approach to
organ playing that was accepted as normal at
that time.

Straube is probably best known for his
Bach preludes and fugues (including the Fan-
tasia & Fugue in G minor) published by Peters
in 1913. The present recording gives the entire
contents of that volume. Peters intended that
Straube would produce editions of the com-
plete organ works of Bach in nine volumes as
an alternative to the critical edition of
Griepenkerl and Roitzsch, also published by
Peters. That edition dates back to the 1840s
and is still widely used. In the end, the project
fell victim to Straube’s extreme self-criticism,
underestimation of the amount of time and
work involved, and the other responsibilities
claiming his time and attention.

Straube’s edition of these ten works reflects
in meticulous detail his own approach to Bach
performance. He wanted to see the organ take
its place as a concert instrument, not just the
preserve of church musicians. As such, it
needed to address listeners accustomed to the
orchestral writing of Wagner and his followers.
Straube’s edition contains detailed instruc-
tions for registration, part division, dynamics,
tempo, fingering, pedaling, and articulation
plus extensive prose footnotes. These presup-
pose the sound of the German romantic organ,
especially the instruments of Wilhelm Sauer
(1831-1916). Straube played a Sauer organ at
St Thomas Church, and the present recording
is made on two substantial three-manual
instruments by that builder: St Michael’s
Church in Leipzig and the Protestant City
Church at Bad Salzungen.

In his notes to this recording, Christopher
Anderson argues that the superabundance of
detail in these scores should not constrain the
performer, but be an “incitement of the imagi-
nation to a moving performance”. It is, of
course, undeniable that the more that is speci-
fied, the less is left to the judgement of the per-
former; but this can never be a substitute for
essential musical sensibility. Dean Billmeyer
faithfully adheres to Straube’s instructions and
produces from them performances that are
coherent, eloquent, and technically unim-
peachable. It is as if he has entered into the
aesthetic world of Karl Straube and made it
audible for modern listeners. Anderson
declares that “after two world wars, the
realignment of Europe, and the ascendency of
globalism, today’s ears will not hear what
Straube’s heard”. That may be, but Billmeyer’s
artistry allows us to come pretty close.

It is worth noting that, like all the great
organ builders of the 19th and early 20th Cen-
turies, Sauer never lost sight of the fact that he
was building organs, not imitation orchestras.
On paper, his specifications look almost classi-
cal; and even if the colors are manipulated in a
quasi-orchestral manner, they are true organ
colors. The recorded sound here is rich, warm,
and almost clear. Judging from final chords,
neither room is entirely dry, but neither has a
massive reverberation, which can so easily
reduce intricate part writing to a blur. With a
few exceptions, tempos are slow by modern
standards, but that suits the weight and dark-
ness of the organ tone and underscores the
reverential gravity deemed appropriate to the
works of Bach at that time.

Some years ago I reviewed a recording by
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Käte van Tricht (1909-96), who had been a
pupil of Straube. The recording was made in
1987 and released in 1997. It included three of
the works from Straube’s edition of Bach and
two other pieces in Van Tricht’s realizations in
emulation of Straube (MDG 318 0241; M/A
1998). The instrument is the four-manual
Sauer at Bremen Cathedral. The performances
are very good considering the age of the per-
former at the time of recording, and they form
a nearly tangible link to Straube himself. But
on the whole, I think Billmeyer plays with
greater aplomb and steadiness.

Another recording worth mentioning is
one by Andreas Sieling of selections from
Straube’s two anthologies of 17th and 18th-
Century masters (MDG 946 1740; N/D 2012, p
238). The instrument is the four-manual Sauer
at Berlin Cathedral. Like Billmeyer, Sieling
delivers performances of great artistic persua-
sion, not just period pieces.

Dean Billmeyer teaches at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis, where he succeed-
ed Heinrich Fleischer, a Straube disciple.
Billmeyer is also organist and harpsichordist
for the Minnesota Orchestra.

GATENS 

BACH: Organ Pieces
Toccatas & Fugues in D minor, F; Preludes &
Fugues in C, F minor, G, C minor, A, A minor, B
minor; Fugues in G minor, B minor after Corelli;
Partitas on O Gott, du Frommer Gott; Christ, der
du Bist der Helle Tag

Kare Nordstoga
LAWO 1153 [2CD] 139 minutes

This continues the series of the collected
organ works of JS Bach recorded by Oslo
Cathedral organist Kare Nordstoga on historic
instruments. The instrument here is the large
three-manual organ at St John’s Church in
Lüneburg, a town where the young Bach was a
student. It is possible that he played this
instrument, though he was attached to the
musical establishment at St Michael’s Church.
The organ was built in the mid 16th Century
by Hendrik Niehoff. Enlargements were car-
ried out in 1652 by Friedrich Stellwagen of
Lübeck and from 1712 to 1715 by Matthias
Dropa. The most recent restoration was in
1976 by Rudolf von Beckerath.

This mostly preludes or toccatas and
fugues, including some of Bach’s best-known
examples. There are two freestanding fugues:
the “Little” Fugue in G minor (S 578) and the
Fugue in B minor after Corelli (S 579). Nord-
stoga treats both of them to understated regis-

trations. Two chorale partitas offer a contrast
to the free compositions and display some of
the quieter voices of the Lüneburg organ.

The recording captures the spaciousness
of the church’s interior, perhaps at the expense
of presence and clarity. My first impression
was that the organ sounds muffled and some-
what indistinct, but the ear quickly adjusts.
The lively reverberation badly blurs some of
the more involved part writing, as in the fugue
of S 545, the prelude of S 546, and nearly all of
S 540.

Nordstoga’s playing is always solid, but I
would not call it engaging or communicative.
Some listeners may like this as an objective
rendering of the composer’s score, but after a
short time it seemed to me to have a take-it-or-
leave-it quality. Nordstoga does not employ
the brittle and excessively detached articula-
tion that some other organists apply to the
music of Bach and earlier composers.

Unless I missed something at the label
website, there have been four previous 2-disc
sets in the series. I have reviewed two of them.
It does not appear that the other two have
been reviewed in ARG. Of the ones I reviewed,
the earlier set contains chorale-based works
from the Leipzig period (LAWO 1056; N/D
2014). I was highly impressed with Nordstoga’s
understatement in approaching that repertory,
and especially with his rhythmic flexibility in
projecting the singing lines of Bach’s chorale
preludes. I find much less flexibility in the
present set. The later set was devoted mainly
to the six trio sonatas and a few contrasting
pieces (LAWO 1087; J/A 2016). The organ in
that case was the four-manual Arp Schnitger at
St James’s Church, Hamburg. It seemed to me
the wrong instrument for the trio sonatas: too
big and ponderous for their chamber-music
flavor.

Of recent recordings of the collected organ
works, the ones that stand out for me are by
Olivier Vernet (Ligia) and Margaret Phillips
(Regent). The Nordstoga set is certainly a wor-
thy contender.

GATENS

BACH: Partitas, all
Shoshana Telner, p

Centaur 3642 [2CD] 147 minutes

As I listened to this, I felt strongly that pianists
would do well to listen to good harpsichordists
and to take note of all the variations in articu-
lation they achieve, including overlegato and
holding the notes in individual lines together
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to form chords. And if, afterward, they choose
not to use the pedal to achieve similar effects,
they should at least do it with their fingers. I
also strenuously resist an objective style while
playing this music, as if standards of expres-
sion have really ended with Gould and Schiff.

Sometimes Ms Telner breaks out of this
predictable mold with readings that have
nuance and varied phrasing and dynamics, as
in the Praeludium from Partita 1 and the Toc-
cata from Partita 6. Elsewhere things are uni-
form, non-legato, on autopilot. Among many
examples, the worst are the minuet from Parti-
ta 1 and the Allemande from Partita 4. The
expression is just right in the Sarabande from
Partita 5 and—at the other end of the spec-
trum—the violent and relentless Gigue from
Partita 6. Trills are often relentlessly metro-
nomic, and most of the time the readings
could have more passion and drama. But there
are other points, too: the Ouverture from Parti-
ta 4 reminded me of the great performance by
William Kapell, and the Allemande from Parti-
ta 6 also struck the tragic and yet stoic tone
that it needs to. But such moments come too
rarely.

HASKINS

BACH: Solo Violin Sonatas & Partitas
Gottfried von der Goltz

Aparte 176 [2CD] 137 minutes

:Christoph Schickedanz
Audite 23.434 [2CD] 129 minutes

These two performers represent two different
schools of baroque performance. Gottfried
von der Goltz plays with a violin in baroque
set-up and a baroque bow, and Christoph
Schickendanz plays with a violin in modern
set-up with a modern, post-Tourte bow. Actu-
ally, they don’t really represent distinct styles;
there is some cross-pollination. Schickedanz
has taken a cue from period performance
practice and has added ornaments to repeated
material in the slow movements. He does this
to striking effect in the Sarabande of Partita 2.
Goltz flashes his PPP credentials briefly in
Minuet I by briefly playing notes inegales,
which is when you play notes written with
equal value with the first note slightly longer
than the second. The effect is pleasant because
he doesn’t overdo it, and it lends the music a
kind of swagger otherwise unobtainable; but
he only does it at the beginning of the move-
ment for some reason.

Between the two, I prefer Schickedanz. He
is a more analytical player, and he sounds

more involved in the music. The ornaments he
plays are more interesting than the ones I have
heard before. Both sets are good, but neither
makes it onto my short list.

Goltz plays a violin made by the 18th-Cen-
tury Milanese maker Paolo Antonio Testore
around 1720. Schickedanz plays a violin made
by Giovanni Antonio Marchi in 1780 with a
bow from the Peccatte school around 1860.

MAGIL

BACH: transcriptions & pieces
Vikingur Olafsson, p

DG 4835022—78 minutes

Along with transcriptions of Bach by Rach-
maninoff, Kempff, Busoni, and others, we have
a motley assemblage of mostly smaller Bach
pieces like the Prelude and Fughetta in G (S
902), Preludes and Fugues in C minor, D, and
E minor (all from WTC I), the Inventions and
Sinfonias in A and B minor, and the Aria Varia-
ta. Hearing the program, I’m certain that Olaf-
sson’s technique is considerable, especially his
touch and tone. But too much favors the
speedy, detached playing with more more-or-
less uninflected expression that continues to
infect Bach players. The only difference seems
to be that Olafsson does it so much better than
anyone else. (Sometimes, as in the Fugue in A
minor, S 904, the tempo is more moderate, but
articulation and expression are about the
same.)

In the main, it appears he and the others
are trying to imitate Gould; Olafsson comes
closer than almost anyone I know—but Gould
is gone, alas, and it’s long past time to find a
genuinely new approach to playing Bach.
(Could we at least get beyond the metronomi-
cally even trills, like the ones in the E-minor
Prelude?) And even when Olafsson comes
closest to recreating Gould’s approach, as he
does often, he lacks what Gould always had—a
superior musical intellect and a composer’s
creativity.

In the famous Busoni transcription of ‘Nun
Komm, der Heiden Heiland’, he indulges in
extreme overpedalling, which bathes the
music in a sonorous haze—the result is
extremely effective but quite unlike anything
Busoni could have imagined. So, too, is the
speedy but extremely hushed account of the B-
minor Sinfonia.

The recorded sound is exemplary in every
respect. In short, Olafsson continues to strike
me as a person who has the equipment for
great artistry. Whether or not he actually has
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the sensibility is as yet unclear, but there are
some intimations that it might be possible.

HASKINS

BACH: Well-Tempered Clavier
Alexandra Papastefanou, p

First Hand 65 [4CD] 264 minutes

Alexandra Papastefanou is a young pianist
who teaches in Athens. She studied in Athens,
Moscow, Budapest, and Indiana. She is also a
composer.

Her performance of Bach’s music is fastidi-
ous. Her tempos and character in the preludes
are conventional. She makes an impressively
beautiful surface that hides years of hard work.
She shapes the pieces with some metrical flex-
ibility and never does anything startling. It
seems that she is guided mostly by analysis,
not playful spontaneity or passion. The music
comes across as serious, carefully polished,
and usually gentle. Nothing sounds difficult
for her. She often brings out bass lines, which
is refreshing.

While her delivery is impressive, I’d like to
hear more variety of articulation. She some-
times plays entire phrases staccato, or pedals
heavily through other phrases, not making
enough contrast from note to note. The unifor-
mity is dull. Book 2’s Prelude in F is disap-
pointing. It merely sounds like a flowing two-
voiced invention, not five voices with har-
monies where Bach carefully notated the halo
of sustained sound he wanted. It’s one of
Bach’s written-out examples of “pedaling”
judiciously with the fingers to make a harpsi-
chord more resonant. This technique can also
work well on piano, but Papastefanou appar-
ently wasn’t listening for that effect.

Her interpretation of fugues is formulaic.
(1) Bring out the subject loudly, wherever it
may be. (2) If there is a countersubject, bring
that out loudly. (3) Play quietly and evenly in
episodes between the subject entrances. (4) If
that gets boring, pick out some other voice to
bring out temporarily, like a solo. It’s like hear-
ing a less rigid clone of Rosalyn Tureck without
exceedingly slow tempos. The dynamic con-
trasts are used not to shape the lines melodi-
cally, but to differentiate the voices that are
playing simultaneously. Frankly, this analyti-
cal treatment gets dull after the first half hour,
when the listener has perceived that all the
fugues to come will do the same thing. The
only time I noticed a different profile was in
the single two-voiced fugue, E minor, in Book
1. She took the risk of emphasizing the voice

that wasn’t playing the subject, apparently
trusting that we can hear both things at once
when the voices are far apart.

It sounds especially “wrong” to solo out
the subject in bar 32 of the G-sharp minor
Fugue, Book 1. It is a thick spot, and the sub-
ject is in the tenor voice. Bach has changed
some of the subject’s melodic intervals to
make it fit into the motions of the other three
voices. On a harpsichord, the listener is aware
that the basic shape of the subject is happen-
ing because of the rhythm and the general
melodic direction; the changed notes don’t
call attention to themselves. The way Papaste-
fanou loudly emphasizes this subject on her
piano, it seems that Bach has composed wrong
notes (even though she is playing them accu-
rately).

I’ll restate the problem more generally.
Bach’s fugues are not cantus firmus music of a
fixed melody supported by a subservient
accompaniment. The way I see it, a fugue’s
subject is only the architecture to construct the
piece. The most interesting parts of the contra-
puntal texture are often the free voices and
dissonances against the subject, or the con-
necting material that takes us from key to key
along the way. Bach’s fugues are perfectly clear
on good harpsichords, with all the voices at
equal volume, letting the listener roam freely
through any parts that grab the attention. The
listener can even follow several parts simulta-
neously. Papastefanou turns this profile
upside-down, hiding almost everything that is
not the subject. Just because an excellent
pianist can make this dynamic differentiation
in Bach’s music, should it be done?

It’s like seeing a play production where one
character gets a microphone and spotlight for
every speech, while all the other characters are
deliberately ignored or sent offstage to mum-
ble their lines. There are no comprehensible
conflicts or motivations. The audience isn’t
trusted to follow the interactions or tensions,
or to think about meaning, away from the
main character. The plot disintegrates. The
show is one-dimensional.

Edward Aldwell’s set of both books (None-
such, 1992 and 1989, not reviewed) is still my
standard on piano. He brought more variety
from piece to piece, and his dynamic shaping
conveyed drama and forward motion. He was
not content merely to point out the architec-
tural structure of edifices. He played the
music.

LEHMAN
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BARBER: Piano Sonata; Ballade; Excur-
sions; COPLAND: Variations; 4 Blues

Sean Kennard
Delos 3554—55 minutes

Kennard is a technically accomplished and
musical player. Unfortunately, I sense very lit-
tle feeling in this very excellent American
music: it’s like the period instrument “play-
the-notes-right-and-the-expression-takes-
care-of-itself” approach, but of course that’s
long been a problem for performances of 20th
Century music. The notes are well played,
superbly so. But there’s very little excitement,
no drama, no nuance: for example, the coda
from the Copland Variations sounds like an
afterthought, not an apotheosis. And more’s
the pity for the Barber Ballade, which is not
well represented in the catalog. The dry
acoustic and somewhat close microphones
don’t help matters, either. For the Barber
Sonata, readers should immediately acquire
Drew Petersen’s stunning account for Stein-
way (N/D 2018). For the Piano Variations, I
recommend Gilbert Kalish on Nonesuch (no
review of the CD reissue) or Stephen Hough on
Hyperion (S/O 1998).

HASKINS

BAZZINI: Quartets 1+3
Bazzini Quartet

Tactus 810202—68 minutes

Bazzini is a name that tugs at the memory. He
contributed to the Mass for Rossini, and he
was an esteemed violinist admired by Schu-
mann and Mendelssohn. His virtuosic show-
case, ‘La ronde des lutin’, is perhaps his best-
known work. Seen in long hindsight, his true
legacy may be as the teacher of Puccini and
Mascagni. All in all, his resume is quite good.

None of these attributes suggest what his
quartets might sound like. An admirer of
Paganini, Bazzini nonetheless eschews any
sort of violin heroics in these chamber works,
and neither can I detect traces of his career as
a composer of operas. But what are they?
Pleasant music, plain and very simple. His
unnumbered first quartet actually won an
award from a Milan musical society in 1864,
surprising mainly because this piece sounds
like it was written for the public rather than his
peers. Staunchly traditional by the standards
of its time, it is straightforward and likeable,
but it is not derivative or devoid of inspiration.
Were it not for the fact that I know he was mid-
dle-aged when he wrote it, I would have taken

this for a conservative early attempt at quartet
writing by a young composer.

Written in the following decade, Quartet 3
is a considerably more polished piece, and like
the earlier effort, there is a Germanic influence
at work; Bazzini did in fact live there for a
while and absorb German music firsthand.
Really, there’s nothing Italian about these
pieces at all, though I am reluctant to charac-
terize how entire countries allegedly compose.
If the first quartet was written to please, then
this one was meant to express some deep
emotion or zeitgeist, though yet again, only in
a refined manner. The first two movements
hint at turmoil or at least conflict, but the
Andante quasi allegretto swept me away for
nine minutes with its suave melancholy. The
finale is strong without overdoing it, and these
musicians must be given their due. For that
matter, these four young Italians expressed
named their ensemble for Bazzini, and they
have honored his name with these fine per-
formances.

DUTTERER

BEETHOVEN: Clarinet Trios
Paul Meyer; Claudio Bohorquez, vc; Eric Le Sage, p

Alpha 405—58 minutes

The French clarinet-and-piano duo Paul
Meyer and Eric Le Sage recruit noted German-
born cellist Claudio Bohorquez for a concert of
two early Beethoven pieces for their medium.
The first work is the Trio in B-flat major named
Gassenhauer after the immensely popular
Joseph Weigl opera tune that Beethoven
employs as the theme of the varations finale.
The second work is the Trio in E-flat, a version
of the Septet in E-flat that the composer
arranged for his physician, Johann Adam
Schmidt, a respectable amateur violinist.

The performances are well done, replete
with energy, superb balance, splendid tech-
nique, and sincere phrasing. Le Sage leads with
terrific clarity and musical purpose, Meyer
plays with genuine sensitivity, and Bohorquez
offers marvelous lyricism. The approach is
somewhat conservative, preferring classical
charm over Beethovenian fire. Moreover,
knowledgeable clarinetists will note that
Meyer’s sound has a hollow quality that varies
across registers—the clarion is nice, but the
throat tones and the upper chalameau can turn
a bit reedy. Still, this is a good recording, and
interested readers can decide for themselves.

HANUDEL
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BEETHOVEN: Hammerklavier Sonata;
Leonore Overture 3; Fidelio Overture

Leipzig Quartet
MDG 3072072—65 minutes

The Leipzig Quartet was formed in 1988. Con-
rad Muck, formerly first violin of the Berlin
Petersen Quartet for 20 years, joined the Leip-
zigers in 2016, and this recording was made in
2017. The Hammerklavier Sonata here is
arranged by David Plylar, curator of the Library
of Congress since 2012, and adheres almost
exactly to the piano original. The first two
movements require the violins to play in a
stratospheric range, and that poses a major
problem for Muck, who is often off-pitch. He
and second violin Tilman Büning have trouble
tuning their high-flying chords (mostly thirds).
With the viola and cello playing in their very
low ranges, Beethoven’s typical empty mid-
range serves to emphasize how screechy and
sour the high violins sound.

I’ll  bet the last two movements were
recorded on different days, because the tuning
in them is much more refined. In III occasion-
al touches of portamento and (if my ears are
correct) use of mutes add some lovely touches.
But Beethoven’s piano style here sounds just
as weird with four strings. If the players had
projected the occasional internal chords and
extended their phrases more, the results would
have been a refreshing break for the compos-
er’s barren textures. The quartet arrangement
works best in fugal passages, which means that
IV comes off the best, if you have a liking for
what amounts to a second Grosse Fuge.

The liner notes say that the two overtures
are in unattributed arrangements from “yes-
teryear”, meaning the pre-electric 19th Centu-
ry, when even Beethoven himself made all
kinds of piano and chamber arrangements of
his works for people to play at home. Leonore
3 here is a quintet with added violist Peter
Michael Borck. Yes, the arrangement is only a
shadow of the orchestral original, but the ignit-
ed players are having a fully inspired grand
time. Fidelio is well played too, though it lacks
the extra beef of a second viola.

The engineering is balanced and full, with
sufficient resonance.

FRENCH

BEETHOVEN &  MOZART: Piano Quintets
Ensemble Dialoghi

Harmonia Mundi 905296—51 minutes

A new recording of these two lovely works is
always welcome, but seeing that this Spanish
group of musicians plays on period instru-
ments created some apprehension in my
mind—with some justification, as it turned
out. Actually, except for the bassoonist, they
play modern copies of old instruments.

I should not have worried about the winds.
They sound splendid, not radically different
from modern instruments, and play with fine
ensemble. Accents are sometimes exaggerat-
ed, but the musicians’ enthusiasm is palpable.
The problem is the fortepiano, which could
easily be mistaken for a harpsichord. It is fee-
ble and tinkly and excruciating to listen to.
When played softly, it is barely audible and
incompatible with the sonorous winds. To be
heard, the pianist is banging. Her playing also
strikes me as somewhat mannered, but this is
the smallest problem and perhaps is meant to
compensate for the instrument’s shortcom-
ings. I admit being prejudiced against fortepi-
anos and harpsichords—musical scarecrows
that I avoid hearing at all costs—but there
must be better sounding fortepianos out there.
And a modern piano is infinitely superior and
surely would have been welcomed with open
arms by Mozart and Beethoven. The present
instrument almost ridicules their music. If
their keyboard music sounded like this when
they were alive, I feel sorry for them and their
audiences.

Talking about ridicule, this release’s cover
art also raised my eyebrows. It shows the five
artists’ disembodied heads joined together,
with the second and fourth heads upside
down, and all exhibiting clownish make-up
and facial expressions. What is so hilarious (or
macabre) about Mozart and Beethoven? The
elaborate liner notes, written in part by the
ensemble’s clarinetist (Lorenzo Coppola), do
supply an answer of sorts. They present an
argument for the close relation of Mozart’s
music to his comic operas, which are
described as a “happy marriage of the comme-
dia dell’arte and music”. Ensemble Dialoghi is
deliberately trying to convey the theatrical
aspects of his music, which may be “histrionic,
unexpected, spontaneous, wild”. To what
extent this is also appropriate for Beethoven is
not so clear to me, though his quintet was
inspired by Mozart’s.

Even more controversial is Coppola’s claim
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that “the use of period instruments [is] an
essential expressive method for delineating
different characters”. Expression results from
playing an instrument in a certain way, not by
merely having it. I see no reason why the “the-
atrically-informed approach” advocated by
Coppola (which undoubtedly has some merit)
could not be achieved just as well on modern
instruments. He even includes a fairly detailed
guide to the “theatrical gestures” carried out
by the ensemble on this recording but does
not explain how the use of period instruments
facilitated their execution. Thus he seems to
be prejudging the success of the performanc-
es. The guide and the cover art could also be
seen as ways of goading listeners into embrac-
ing the ensemble’s theatricality when in fact
two ears should be sufficient to appreciate
what they have done and to decide whether
one likes it or not.

I did like what the winds did. They are live-
ly and engaging. With a modern piano this
could have been a splendid disc.

REPP

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 2+7
Vienna Symphony/ Philippe Jordan
Vienna Symphony 15—72 minutes

A few months ago (M/A 2018) I welcomed
these performers in Beethoven’s First and
Third symphonies. They are on the way to
doing all nine by 2020. With the earlier release
I admired the beautiful playing of the orches-
tra, everything crisp and powerful, but I also
lamented the superficiality of the Eroica funer-
al march and the lack of any relaxation. The
music is taut and serious—or, in modern lingo,
“in your face”.

That straightforward, ever-dramatic
approach seems to characterize Jordan’s view
of Beethoven, for these symphonies show the
same qualities. The opening of the Second is
insistent rather than broad, and the allegro is
quick and exciting but not charming. Jordan
says in the notes that the Larghetto is “one of
Beethoven’s most beautiful slow movements”,
but I wouldn’t guess that from his conducting.
It is quick and efficient, beautiful in its way (if
only because the Viennese musicians make it
so), but hardly reaches the depth of, say, Klem-
perer, the alternative closest on my shelf. The
closing movements here (and in the Seventh)
don’t require the same searching, so they are
fine if you like fast Beethoven with strong brass.

The Seventh is much the same. The open-
ing has little mystery, and the slow movement

is, I’ll concede, a real allegretto (as Beethoven
indicates). It’s beautiful, but a little facile.

If you like fast, taut Beethoven, beautifully
played and recorded, this will suit you. For me,
though, it illustrates only one side of the com-
poser—the angry, revolutionary, dramatic
side. Certainly Beethoven is dramatic. A great
deal of his music, though, looks ahead to the
lush romantic period with broader tempos and
rich melodies; and a lot also looks back, recall-
ing the humor and whimsy of Haydn. I would
like to see more of this variety in Jordan’s
Beethoven.

ALTHOUSE

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3
with STRAUSS: Horn Concerto 1
William Caballero; Pittsburgh Symphony/ Man-
fred Honeck

Reference 728 [SACD] 65 minutes

with RAVEL: Valses Nobles & Sentimentales
Israel Philharmonic/ Giuseppe Sinopoli

Helicon 9653—68 minutes

They keep coming, these Beethoven sym-
phonies. With so many performances, one
wonders if the lure is the music or the musi-
cians. Whatever the case, any new recording of
a work that has been recorded hundreds of
times should be special or at least very good.
Both these recordings qualify.

The Honeck starts forcefully, with two
opening blows, and the familiar Eroica figure
strides out quick and assured. Rhythms are
clearly defined, syncopations sharply turned;
the accents, marked and implied, are forceful
and sometimes angry. The big chords toward
the end are heavy and blunt; in their big disso-
nant climax, the brass clash for all they are
worth. The flowing passages do exactly that—
flow—but with urgency. This is a very strong
performance with fine tensile strength that
approaches militant, somewhat like Toscani-
ni’s Beethoven but with more weight and
sinew. The gripping Marcia Funabre is strong
and solidly paced in the big moments but lyri-
cal and even tender in the quieter ones. Detail
is outstanding, and the clarity of sound in the
depths of the orchestra helps. In the booklet
notes, Honeck writes that each movement of
the Eroica has its own character, and each is a
kind of dance. He brings out his first observa-
tion, but the closest his performance comes to
the second is the Scherzo, though it is more
light and resilient than dancelike.

In the booklet notes, Pittsburgh’s principal
horn, William Caballero, correctly indicates
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that this performance of Strauss’s Horn Con-
certo No. 1 differs from the norm. It is set off by
Caballero’s unique tone, bright with a bronze
zing and some edge that will not appeal to
everyone. Like the symphony, the interpreta-
tion is one of contrasts. The loud parts are
bold, sometimes just short of brash, and
Caballero holds back in the quieter ones. Con-
trast is a major point in this interpretation, and
the result is interesting, but not for everyone.

The Pittsburgh Symphony is often called
the most European sounding American
orchestra, and it proves that point here. There
is a touch of the “historically informed” to
these performances, and a lighter or brighter
orchestra would not put them over as well as
Pittsburgh does. Reference Recordings has
come short of the mark in a few recordings,
but their work is great this time, and it
enhances the performance. Honeck wrote the
booklet notes in all his recordings I have
reviewed. As he often does, his analysis (of the
Eroica) is point by indexed point, noting what
is going on in a particular spot and his
approach to it.  This is fascinating stuff,
whether or not you agree with his choices. And
yes, the horn that jumps out of the texture with
its precursor to the Fifth Symphony just before
the end of II is in the score, and of course
Honeck tells you about it. (Martinu does
something like that in his Memorial to Lidice.)

Giuseppe Sinopoli’s Eroica is a warm,
genial, but powerful reading that sings in a
way that has something of the operatic about
it. Sinopoli could be erratic, but here he allows
the music to speak for itself to produce an
expressive reading. The tone of the Israel Phil-
harmonic is dark and full-textured but not
heavy. Tempos are average, reasonable, and
always seem correct. I is smooth and leisurely
but never loses energy. There are many nice
touches, such as the contemplative mood
before the “wrong horn entrance” in I. II is a
beauty—mysterious and tender—and the
slight prominence of the horns darkens the
texture ever so slightly. As in I, there is a nice
contemplative passage, halting this time,
before the rising solos in the winds. The whole
thing has nice breadth, and the clarity in the
basses in their “spot” near the end is impres-
sive. The Scherzo is well paced with just
enough lift, and the horns continue to add
color. Some performances change character in
this movement, but this one remains true to
the geniality that preceded it. The finale opens
with a big sound and friendly temperament
and continues a bit on the fast side with clean

attacks. The music before the big horn varia-
tion paints a picture of a pleasant evening end-
ing a happy day; but the horns, Sinopoli, or the
engineers (my guess) let us down by leaving
the horns trapped in the crowd. Sinopoli clos-
es with a customary rush to the end. The
sound is good (save possibly for that horn vari-
ation), but it is no match for the Pittsburgh
recording. Booklet notes should not be a factor
in this repertoire, but these are above average.

The Ravel is very good, but the Israel
orchestra is not ideal for this music, though
there is much to be said for dark-sounding
Ravel. If the strings had a bit more sheen, this
reading would go from good to excellent. I is a
little heavy and metric, but still fine. II is slow,
pleasant, and suitably atmospheric. III is
warm, engaging, and amiable, with a nice bal-
letic sway. The impressionist figures in the vio-
lins could be more ethereal, but the flutes are
splendid. The next two are elegant but also a
little awkward. The final waltz brings out the
Mother Goose touches in a nice, mysterious
way.

The Eroica is the main item in both these
recordings. If you have a large collection,
chances are you have something Old World
like the Sinopoli. I’ve never heard one quite
like the Honeck. I enjoyed it, but not everyone
will.

HECHT

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 8;
see MENDELSSOHN

BENNETT,RR: Concerto for Stan Getz;
Symphony 2; Partita; Serenade
John McGill, sax; BBC Scottish Symphony/ John
Wilson

Chandos 5212—68 minutes

Different aspects of Richard Rodney Bennett’s
career—the ambivalent serialist, the tuneful
populist, the serious jazz composer—are rep-
resented in this colorful album splendidly
played and recorded. Bennett is actually best
known for his film music, including “Murder
on the Orient Express” and “Four Weddings
and a Funeral”. The orchestral works here
show Bennett’s broad sensibility and a willing-
ness to engage audiences in different worlds.
From the glittering Symphony No. 2 to the
jazzy Concerto for Stan Getz—with the saxo-
phonist Howard McGill, prominent in Lon-
don’s jazz scene—this album includes works
that break down what Bennett regards as the
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unnecessary walls between two musical
worlds.

As a jazz pianist at the Algonquin Hotel,
Bennett was a regular force in the jazz-classi-
cal field, a world that included everyone from
Previn to John Williams. Bennett’s Jazz Calen-
dar is straight-up jazz, but the 1990 concerto
for Stan Getz here is a concert piece. Commis-
sioned by Getz, it is a spiky piece that turned
out to be a memorial, with a bluesy ‘Elegy’ as
the central movement. It is in the tradition of
jazz concertos by Bartok and Arnold, where
prominent jazz musicians join forces with
composers they admire. According to John
Harle, who premiered the piece shortly after
Getz died (and who has a terrific recording on
Decca), it is “a celebratory tribute to the possi-
bilities of using jazz harmonies in conjunction
with the composer’s own freewheeling serial
techniques—a true cross-fertilization of ideas”.
Berg, Wolpe, Schedrin, and Berio had already
blended jazz with non-tonal harmony, so this
was not new.

Scored for timpani and strings, the piece
still sounds fresh. The leaping, dramatic outer
movements have a smoky edginess, sharp and
angular, but also inviting. The exciting timpani
of Gordon Rigby and the suave strings of the
BBC Scottish Symphony are ideal. Saxaphonist
Howard McGill has a big, impressive sound,
especially in the cadenza. Listen to the way he
suddenly brings on a warm tone near the end
of the cool finale, almost as if he is playing a
different instrument. The smoky, sexy ‘Elegy’,
which here has a cinematic quality, reminds
us that Bennett wrote wonderful film music. 

The Second Symphony, premiered by
Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic in
1968, is a dissonant but brightly scored piece,
full of energy and invention. A dusky chorale
and a haunting sequence for strings alternate
with brilliant flourishes and fanfares in a sin-
gle-movement structure. Like so many com-
posers who wrote in the fashionable serialism
of the time, Bennett expressed anxiety about
the idiom: “I am anxious that people should
not be conscious of it; the more I use serial
technique, the less am I inhibited about mak-
ing sounds which relate directly to tonality.”

By the 70s, the inhibitions had clearly van-
ished. The 1976 Serenade for Small Orchestra,
written for students at the Royal College of
Musicians, is melodic and charming. Bennett
wanted to give young players “something that
was a joy to play”, and that joy comes through
in this performance. The piece offers a nostal-
gic slow movement, a Bernsteinian dance

number full of Bennett’s penchant for jazz,
and a fizzy finale. 

Also beguiling is the 1995 Partita, written
to be performed by 17 British orchestras. Ben-
nett made sure the orchestras would have a
mellow, open-hearted piece full of melody,
generous solos, and good spirits. The wistful
lullaby movement, with its sighing string glis-
sandos and glowing horn and viola solos, is
gorgeous. The jaunty finale gives the wood-
winds and timpani a workout, bringing this
splendid album to a joyous close.

SULLIVAN

BERG: Wozzeck
Audun Iversen (Wozzeck), Claudia Mahnke
(Marie), Peter Bronder (Captain), Alfred Reiter
(Doctor); Frankfurt Opera/ Sebastian Weigle

Oehms 974 [2CD] 94 minutes

Sebastian Weigle and the Frankfurt Opera
have been extremely busy. Operas as varied as
Girl of the Golden West, Lear, Die Tote Stadt,
Konigskinder, Frau Ohne Schatten and an
entire Ring cycle have been recorded and
issued by Oehms with essentially the same
forces as on this recording. The stagings of
some of these works would raise a few eye-
brows here in the USA (based on the produc-
tion photos in the booklets), but listening to a
recording is another matter. I’ve heard a num-
ber of these discs, and while none of them will
erase my memory of other recorded perform-
ances they are all strongly performed with a
fine orchestra and chorus. Wozzeck doesn’t
have a lot of choral music in it, but the orches-
tra must be top notch; and the Frankfurt
Opera’s forces are definitely up to the task.
Weigle leads a disarmingly beautiful perform-
ance, one that is so naturally paced that it
seems too short. Someone at Oehms knows
how to divide an opera for the best results: Act
I is on the first disc and the two other acts on
the second, eliminating the ruinous break in
the second act so often heard on CD.

Other singers have brought more vocal
beauty to Wozzeck, but Audun Iversen, a
young Norwegian baritone, is quite remark-
able as the eponymous hero. His performance
is no doubt influenced by Christoph Loy’s pro-
duction; I think that’s all to the better. Iversen
can be tender and fragile one moment and
then terrifying the next. Claudia Mahnke has
one of those wide-ranging mezzos that is com-
fortable in the low register (Berg asks for a low
E at one point) as well as powerful in the upper
register (all the way to top C). Most of Marie’s
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music lies in the middle, and Mahnke’s sound
there is quite beautiful, making her Marie
unusually sympathetic. Peter Bronder
declaims the sinister Captain with imagination
(he even attempts the trill on the word “Maus”
in the first scene) though his actual tone is
worn and wobbly. Alfred Reiter really sings the
Doctor’s music, and Vincent Wolfsteiner
makes his points as the lecherous Drum Major.
The other soloists bring their characters to life
vividly. It is odd that the singer who performs
Marie’s child sings his few “Hop-hops” down
an octave (this may have been influenced by
the staging). The sound is well balanced, and
all the singers can be heard through the
cacophony and majesty of Berg’s magnificent
music. The original German text is included,
but no translation, though the notes are in
German and English.

REYNOLDS

BERLIOZ: Voice & Orchestra
Laura Aikin, s; Lani Poulson, mz; Alexander
Yudenkov, t; SWR Vocal Ensemble & Orchestra/
Sylvian Cambreling

SWR 19514—61 minutes

This is a re-release of these 2003-2007 record-
ings. Most of these pieces were salon songs
composed for intimate social gatherings and
later orchestrated by the composer. Berlioz,
ever the master orchestrator, reinvents these
songs as he adapts them to larger forces. His
thoughtful (and often unorthodox) approach
to instrumentation may be the most com-
pelling reason to acquire this.

The works themselves pale in comparison
to Berlioz’s most famous scores. These are
pleasant, romantic songs, and they lack the
sheer audacity that make the composer’s
Requiem and Symphony Fantastique so irre-
sistible. Even ‘Za‹de’, a bolero for orchestra and
soprano, sounds like typical 19th Century
exoticism, with predictable use of castanets
and rollicking “Spanish” rhythms. ‘Sara the
Bather’, a ballad for soprano and mezzo,
includes some lovely orchestration, but is oth-
erwise forgettable.

Only the final selection and the three-
movement Tristia (Sad Things) stand out here.
Despite its unpromising title, the 20-minute
choral work is occasionally revelatory in its
alternating use of choral and orchestral tex-
tures. In I, ‘Religious Meditation’, unaccompa-
nied choral passages give way to sighing string
motifs. The SWR Vokalensemble has some
intonation problems here, which become

apparent as the orchestra re-enters at the end
of each sustained section of a cappella singing.
Berlioz’s obsession with the Irish Shakespeare-
an actress Harriet Smithson informs the last
two movements. ‘The death of Ophelia’ (II) is a
relatively conventional romantic piece for
women’s chorus, greatly enhanced by haunt-
ing string writing. In the final movement,
‘Funeral March for the Last Scene of Hamlet’,
Berlioz uses wordless choral textures as an
additional orchestral color. The seven-minute
march displays Berlioz’s imaginative genius in
a way that is otherwise largely absent from this
program.

‘Helène’, a short piece for men’s chorus
and orchestra, makes use of typical 19th Cen-
tury French operatic conventions; martial
rhythms, bouncy horn parts, and syllabic
choral writing create a somewhat generic tex-
ture. Still, this effervescent reflection on the
great Trojan beauty is a welcome contrast to
the other material and once again displays
Berlioz’s thorough command of orchestration.

The album closes with ‘Dance of Shadows’,
a choral work with fiendish piano accompani-
ment. This piece, seemingly tacked on to the
end of the album as a bit of filler, is actually
one of the more interesting selections here.
Wordless choral sighs are meant to evoke the
wailing of spirits; after Berlioz, this innovative
technique wouldn’t be used again for another
century and a half, when Hollywood com-
posers began incorporating it into film scores
in the 1980s. The SWR Vokalensemble sings
with remarkable clarity here, and pianist Flori-
an Hölscher is impressive in the diabolic key-
board part. Perhaps the SWR label will give us
a full CD of the Vokalensemble performing
Berlioz’s part songs.

OBEROI

BERNSTEIN: Broadway to Hollywood
Candide Overture; On The Waterfront Suite;
Fancy Free Ballet; West Side Story Symphonic
Dances; On The Town Dance Episodes

Hanover Philharmonic/ Iain Sutherland
Somm 5002—75 minutes

In this centennial year of Leonard Bernstein, it
seems that many labels are resurrecting
recordings of his music made several years ago
that were never released in the United States.
This is an example. Iain Sutherland is well
known in England for conducting British “light
music” with the BBC Radio orchestra. These
recordings apparently were made in 1993 in
various radio performances. Although the
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sound is good, each of the selections has an
entirely different sound, sometimes close,
sometimes far, with different orchestra staging
and microphone placement. None of this
would make any difference if the performanc-
es were outstanding, but they’re just ordinary. 

The only truly different selection is the
complete performance of the Fancy Free bal-
let. I don’t recall hearing another complete
recording, only the Suite, and this includes the
rarely heard solo piano introduction. For the
other pieces, most of Bernstein’s early stereo
recordings have more energy, and the Candide
Overture has had many better recordings.
There are only two dance episodes from On
The Town instead of the usual three, and these
have been bettered on Bernstein’s (Sony) and
Michael Tilson Thomas’s (DG) recordings of
the show.

Unless you like lukewarm Bernstein, you
can skip this.

FISCH

BERNSTEIN: Wonderful Town
Danielle de Niece (Eileen), Alysha Umphress
(Ruth), Nathan Gunn (Bob), Duncan Rock
(Wreck); London Symphony & Chorus/ Simon
Rattle

LSO 813 [SACD] 70 minutes

This is a new concert recording of Leonard
Bernstein’s 1953 musical comedy, Wonderful
Town. Based on the play and movie, My Sister
Eileen, and working with lyricists Betty Com-
den and Adolf Green, scenarist Jerome Chodo-
rov and Joseph Stein left the basic plot line,
moved some scenes around, and added songs
to further establish character development
and to pad out the length. Like My Sister
Eileen, Wonderful Town is enjoyable and tai-
lored to the talents of the original star, the
incomparable Rosalind Russell. As Ruth,
Eileen’s sister and struggling writer, Russell
admitted she couldn’t sing; so the part was
written for her unlimited comic but limited
singing talents. Bernstein’s music is probably
his simplest and most direct, with many mod-
ernist and jazzy touches—and there is Bern-
stein’s New York sound and energy. It was his
last musical comedy. Russell’s critically
acclaimed performance resuscitated her
career, and the show won four Tony awards,
including best musical.

There have been several recordings, all
very good. Many people favor the mostly com-
plete original cast, with Russell (Decca 46022,
M/J 1992). It’s an enjoyable recording, Russell

can’t be topped, the energy is there; but the
sound is boxy monaural, and it is missing the
overture and some dialog and dance music
found on later recordings. The reissued disc
included selections from On The Town ,
recorded in 1945 with some of the original
Broadway cast. Although Columbia Pictures
owned the movie rights to the play, it wouldn’t
spend the money required by the creators to
pay for the Broadway score (a big mistake) and
the only movie musical version, titled My Sis-
ter Eileen (Sony DVD) has an interesting and
serviceable score by Jules Stein.

Not satisfied, CBS obtained the television
rights and made a two-hour color television
production of the original show with Russell in
1958. The surviving black and white video can
only officially be seen at various television
archives, though some pirated copies exist. A
stereo recording of the TV cast is available on
Sony Broadway (48021, M/J 1992) and is very
good; and it includes ‘Pass That Football’ and
the Overture cut from the televised version.
Although Russell is good, she is obviously more
mature and losing her voice (what there is), and
sounds rather mechanical compared to 1953.
The TV show is great, the recording less so.

In the 1980s, the Decca and Sony record-
ings were temporarily unavailable, but the
original London cast recording arrived in 1986
on First Night records (8260). For London, the
show was retitled Wonderful Town! with an
explanation point. The recording and per-
formances are excellent, and it bursts with
energy. The show used a reduced orchestra
and orchestrations. As good as that recording
is it would not be my first choice. In the inter-
im a 1998 recording with all the music and dia-
log appeared on Jay, and a 2003 Broadway
revival recording was released by DRG.
They’re good, but the best was yet to come.

This new recording is not the first time
Simon Rattle has recorded the show. In 1999
he recorded a studio production in England
with the Birmingham Contemporary Music
Group for EMI (J/F 2000). The cast included
the energetic Kim Criswell as Ruth. She was
somewhat strident, but she delivered the com-
edy and meaning of the songs. As Eileen,
Audra MacDonald’s beautiful voice and acting
is simply the best on records. Thomas Hamp-
son knew how to modulate his baritone to the
show’s requirements and remains the best Bob
Baker. Brent Barratt was excellent as Wreck.
The recording included dance music and
some dialog not included before. It is animat-
ed and moves along at a lively pace like an
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actual stage performance. The sound is excel-
lent. That is my preferred recording and I lis-
ten to it often.

Rattle’s new recording is also very good,
but lacks some of the required energy. This is
one show that doesn’t need the London Sym-
phony or a chorus of almost 100. Bernstein’s
music was orchestrated for a theater-sized
orchestra and chorus, and Rattle’s EMI record-
ing uses the original orchestrations. The two
female leads on the new recording are very
good, but were better on the old one. Nathan
Gunn’s voice sounds too heavy for Bob Baker.
Duncan Rock’s Wreck is just that, a wreck. The
DSD sound is excellent but somewhat distant,
which might be the reason the performance
seems to lack energy. The SACD effects are
limited.

If you prefer Rosalind Russell, either the
1952 original cast or the stereo 1958 television
cast is your best choice. If you like the show
and would prefer to hear it with a different
cast, the EMI is an excellent choice. The Lon-
don cast is also worthwhile. If you get a chance
to see the 1958 video, you’ll be amazed at Rus-
sell’s energy. It’s hard to believe she (or any-
one) could have the stamina to do eight shows
a week; she’s exhausting just to watch. I hope
the video will be released commercially soon.

FISCH

BERNSTEIN: West Side Story scenes;  
BENNETT: 4-Piece Suite; 

GRAINGER: Fantasy on Porgy & Bess
David Nettle & Richard Markham, p

Guild 7811—67 minutes

In this centenary year of Leonard Bernstein,
there seems to be no end to new and reissued
older recordings of his music. No doubt, the
most famous and most recorded item is West
Side Story (S/O 2018). This recording includes
a suite of ten selections (or scenes) from the
musical as arranged and played by the two
pianists and originally recorded in 1988. It’s a
great show, a keystone in Broadway history.
This recording gave me a new perspective on
the music, shorn of lyrics and beautifully
arranged and played by the pianists. Just lis-
tening to the music you can hear the influence
of George Gershwin and how different the
score is compared to most Broadway shows.
It’s also interesting to hear how Bernstein con-
structs and builds energy and tension in the
music until it reaches a propulsive and excit-
ing climax. The performances are excellent,
the arrangements consistently inventive and

never tiresome. Singers take note: This would
make great audition accompaniment music.

Richard Rodney Bennett’s Four Piece Suite
is also unique in showing off Bennett’s talent
for parodying different musical styles. Each
piece is in a different music style, including a
Samba, Country Blues, Ragtime, and Bennett’s
interpretation of Hard Rock (circa 1980s). The
music is all melodic and easy to listen to. The
performances and arrangements are excellent.

Grainger’s Fantasy on Porgy and Bess is
simply wonderful, the arrangements expertly
done, and the performances outstanding. As I
consider Porgy and Bess Gershwin’s greatest
score, these piano arrangements represent the
musical components in sometimes simple and
other times extremely intricate versions entire-
ly faithful to the score and allowing for a
greater appreciation of the music. I’ve heard
other piano arrangements of this music, but
nothing comes close to this in style and color.
This isn’t a Liberace “schmaltz” version or
Jerome Kern’s over-orchestrated suite, but a
truly beautiful realization by two pianists with
style and grace, always faithful to Gershwin’s
vision.

I haven’t heard 66 minutes of two-piano
music that I’ve enjoyed this much in some
time.

FISCH

BLUMENFELD: Piano Pieces
Karl-Andreas Kolly

MDG 904 2074 [SACD] 66 minutes

Felix Blumenfeld (1863-1931) was a Russian
pianist and composer who is remembered
mainly for having taught Vladimir Horowitz.
(Other famous students included Simon
Barere and Maria Grinberg.) His own concert
career was cut short by injuries, and he spent
the rest of his life teaching and composing.
Most of his compositions are for the piano, but
except for a well-known left-hand etude they
are forgotten and have only rarely been
revived. Alan Becker (S/O 2012) reviewed one
recent recording, with a selection that does not
overlap with this one. Here we have three sub-
stantial works (Variations Caracteristiques,
Op. 8; Nocturne-Fantaisie, Op. 20; and the
three-movement Sonata-Fantasia, Op. 46) and
six short pieces (‘Une Nuit a Magaratch’, Op.
6:1; four preludes from Op. 17; and an etude,
Op. 54). Their style is in the high romantic tra-
dition, exemplified by composers such as
Rubinstein and Glazounov. Except for the ori-
ental melody (reminiscent of Borodin) in ‘Une
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nuit a Magaratch’, it does not have a strong
Russian flavor, yet is recognizably in the Russ-
ian tradition. It seems idiomatically written for
the instrument and sometimes requires con-
siderable virtuosity.

I found it all quite pleasant to listen to but
not more. The main weakness of the music
seems to be its rhythmic uniformity. Melodies
typically move stepwise and in equal note val-
ues. There is much song (Blumenfeld also
composed many songs) but little dance. The
ear is drawn to the constant harmonic changes
and progressions, though they are convention-
al enough. Climaxes tend to be bombastic.
This is clearly not a major forgotten composer,
but he deserves an occasional hearing.

The Swiss pianist Karl-Andreas Kolly plays
everything very well on a 1901 Steinway that
sounds quite modern, and the sound is impec-
cable. According to the booklet, Kolly (who is
still in mid-career) has recorded more than 80
discs. Only a few have been reviewed in these
pages, but they include several well-received
ones of Russian music (Scriabin, M/J 1996;
Glazounov, J/F 1997; Liapounov, J/A 2005).
The booklet cover shows a fine painting by
Valentin Serov (1865-1911).

REPP

BOCCHERINI: 5 Cello Sonatas
Bruno Cocset, Emmanuel Jacques; Maude Grat-
ton, fp; Bertrand Cuiller, hpsi

Alpha 409—67 minutes

Luigi Boccherini (1743-1805) contributed a lot
of fine music for the cello. The sonatas played
here are three-movement works listed as 1 in F,
2 in C minor, 5 in G, 12 in B-flat, and 13 in A.
The idiom is early classical, the accompani-
ment written on a single bass line with chordal
indications that may or may not be elaborated
on by the players.

Cocset and his crew use a variety of scor-
ings, playing 5 and 13 with only cello accom-
paniment, 2 with an early piano, 12 with the
early piano and cello, and 1 with harpsichord
and cello.

The playing is quite lovely. These musi-
cians work well together and play this beauti-
ful music with affection and make it pretty
easy listening for all. My only real cavil is the
cadenza in the slow movement of 13 that Coc-
set plays rather out of tune sometimes. Other-
wise, these are interpretations of considerable
interest.

This is listed as Volume 2 of a series. Look-
ing up Volume 1, I find that it contains Sonatas

6, 7 and an un-numbered one in C as well as
Concertos in A and G. We don’t seem to have
reviewed it; ARG nor do I own a copy. Volume
1 appears to have been made back in 2005.

D MOORE

BRAGA-SANTOS: Symphonic Overtures
1+2; To Live or To Die Prelude; Pastoral;
Romance; Symphonic Prelude; Intermezzo;
Piano Concerto
Goran Filipec, p; Liverpool Philharmonic/ Alvaro
Cassuto

Naxos 573 903—63 minutes

Joly Braga-Santos (1924-88) was Portugal’s
best composer. Lest that sound ironic, let me
add that he’d be a first-rate composer in any
country. It’s my hope that one of these days
Portugal will adopt for its national anthem that
great hymn from the finale of his Symphony 4.
Cassuto has collected some of his briefer
works to fill in further the picture of a great
musician. So far as I know, all the tracks are
first recordings.

Braga-Santos worked with many tech-
niques over his lifetime, even including a bit of
atonality. His best work is tonal, even if flexibly
so. A prime strength of his work is its clarity of
both form and sound. As the Symphonic Over-
ture 1, his first orchestral work (1946), shows,
he was from the starting gate a skilled orches-
trator. The music also shows a young compos-
er’s concentration on form. The opening ges-
ture, a languid dialog for the flute and oboe,
becomes an allegro theme driving the music.
Symphonic Overture 2, Lisbon, (1947) is a
more lyric piece, a tender oboe theme becom-
ing an important part of its narrative.

To Live or To Die (1952) is the prelude for
a radio opera. It’s a lavish work, developing
from hushed pizzicato beginnings to a more
tragic mood, the orchestra piling up billows of
descending phrases. There’s a brief allusion to
the Dies Irae before the emotional waves
resume, sounding like a metaphysical ocean
tide. On the evidence of this work, Braga-San-
tos would have made a superb movie compos-
er. The Pastoral, Romance and Intermezzo are
engaging miniatures that conductor Cassuto
rightly feels would make a good suite.

The Piano Concerto (1973) is a contrast to
its discmates, but every bit as enjoyable. It’s
both tonally and rhythmically flexible, with an
emphasis on the percussion reminiscent of
Villa-Lobos. I has a violent opening for the Hit-
tites before the soloist enters in a moto per-
petuo show of strength. In solo passages, the
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piano is mostly accompanied by the percus-
sion rather than the orchestra. II with its
detached sonorities could be by a more
accommodating (or less anal) Webern. Its fas-
cinating night sounds recall Bartok. The finale
opens with the arresting percussive sound of
the string players hitting their instruments
with their bare right hands. After a section
using motor rhythms, a diatonic tune enters,
and the work ends on a triumphant major
triad. The piece raises ingenuity to the level of
art and at 17 minutes doesn’t outstay its wel-
come. Filipec’s pianism lights up every one of
the work’s virtues. His interpretation is con-
stantly exciting, and the Liverpudlians play
what must be unfamiliar repertoire with com-
plete confidence. Alvaro Cassuto’s conducting
of Braga-Santos’s music generally strikes me as
unbeatable. Naxos’s sound is clean and natu-
ral. Maestro Cassuto’s liner notes are as illumi-
nating as his conducting.

O’CONNOR

BRAHMS: Cello Sonatas; Hungarian Dances 
1, 5, 7; Wie Melodien zieht es mir

Claudio Bohorquez; Peter Nagy, p
Berlin 301097—65 minutes

These two great romantic sonatas are handled
in a subtle but strong and sensitive way. Nagy
is a familiar pianist who works with many fine
players. Bohorquez has done a disc of sonatas
by Debussy, Prokofieff, and Britten that I
enjoyed (Berlin 1783; N/D 2006). They work
together in a conversation between instru-
ments that never interrupts the musical clarity.
The recorded balance might be said to favor
the piano a bit, but the result is quite satisfying
to the ears as well as the mind.

The encores are arrangements of three of
Brahms’s Hungarian Dances by famed cellist-
composer Alfredo Piatti, played with virtuosity
and pizazz, ending with a literal transcription
of a tender song, Brahms’s Op. 105: 1. The liner
notes are in German and English, written by
Mathieu Kuttler with a preface by Bohorquez.

This program is well worth hearing, even
considering the tremendous competition. It
presents all sides of the composer’s thought
with remarkable involvement and subtle
phrasing, as well as power and virtuosity
where called for. These players met when they
were both professors at the Academy of Music
in Stuttgart. They make a satisfying duo.

D MOORE

BRAHMS: Cello Sonatas
Jozef Luptak; Ivo Varbanov, p

Omnia 8—53 minutes

The first was published in 1865, and the sec-
ond in 1886. The first is more melancholy and
romantic, the second more exuberant and
classical. They have always been my favorite
works for cello and piano, and every cellist of
note has recorded them, often in partnership
with a distinguished pianist. My favorite
recordings are the lush, bold set by Mstslav
Rostropovich and Rudolf Serkin and the
searchingly romantic second set recorded for
Sony by Yo-Yo Ma and Emanuel Ax (M/A
1993). The present effort by Jozef Luptak and
Ivo Varbanov cannot compete on any level
with those two or many other sets. Luptak is
simply not up to the demands in technique or
intonation. I hear no interesting ideas about
this music that mitigate these shortcomings.

The piano in this recording is a concert
grand D-232 by Steingraeber & Sons of
Bayreuth.

MAGIL

BRAHMS: Organ Pieces, all
Arturo Sacchetti

Bongiovanni 5200—61 minutes

This has to be the worst recording of this lovely
music I have ever encountered. The combina-
tion of a hideous organ, microphone place-
ment sounding as if it were in the organ case,
and metronomic playing devoid of any roman-
tic feeling makes me wonder who would buy
this? It was recorded in 1990. The two pages of
chaotic notes say, “Although some of the
pieces are unorthodox in that they dispense
with the obligatory pedal part—and since they
were conceived on a piano-forte based system,
they have often been the object of dubious
performances”! Choices for “non-dubious”
performances include Bowers (Nimbus),
Parkins (Naxos), and Bell (J/A 2016). Notes on
the music but nothing on the performer or the
organ. Don’t waste your money.

DELCAMP

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1
Ekaterina Litvintseva; Bonn classical Philhar-
monic/ Heribert Beissel

Profil 18065—49 minutes

This has never been a favorite piece for me. I
think it usually sounds stodgy. Thus I have
favored faster performances—above all, Cli--
burn with Leinsdorf.
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This is a slow performance, but this time
that actually seems to add to the music. It
somehow sounds more “Brahmsian”, and we
get a chance to savor its autumnal warmth.
The pianist is solid and definite. The orchestra
sounds terrific, though I suspect it’s a smaller
one than normal. The tempos work very well.
The Adagio (II) is not a bit slower than usual.
It’s the outer movements that are allowed to
breathe more and are broader.

So I can only suggest that if you are a little
tired of this music you might try this. It revived
it for me—and I did not expect that a slow per-
formance could do that!

We have reviewed other recordings by this
pianist, who was born in the Russian Arctic
(and felt cold all her childhood) but apparent-
ly now lives in warm old Germany. I am glad
that she has found a conductor and record
label that believe in her.

VROON

BRAHMS: Piano Quartet 2
English Symphony/ Kenneth Woods

Nimbus 6364—49 minutes

Kenneth Woods became artistic director of the
English Symphony in 2013. He is the arranger
here of Brahms’s Piano Quartet 2 for sympho-
ny orchestra. And a sad debut it is. To begin
with, the writing of junctures between sections
of the orchestra is not smooth. Furthermore,
the performance itself emphasizes that. As a
conductor Woods is plodding. Phrasing is
hardly elegant, the orchestra is poorly tuned,
and principal winds are plain ugly. At the start
of II the clarinet’s uninspired phrasing and
high pitches are reflected in the oboe’s wob-
bling on several pitches. The strings are grainy,
poorly tuned, and clearly exhibit poor ensem-
ble in III. One would have thought that, after
Nimbus’s long disappearance from the record-
ing scene, it would have found a different
place than Wyastone Concert Hall. It sounds
like the same place where all those dreadfully
engineered piano recordings were made
before the label’s near demise. Indeed, the
sound here is rather subterranean—muddy,
clotted when loud, and with that old swim-
ming pool acoustic circling the edges, like
something from bad old Eastern European
recordings on Vox in the late 1950s and early
1960s. Bad sound, inferior orchestra, and weak
conducting: not a way to introduce a newly
orchestrated work.

FRENCH

BRAHMS: Viola Sonatas; 2 Songs
Peter Barsonyi, va; Peter Frankl, p; Ildiko Kom-
losi, mz

Hungaroton 32808—56 minutes

These are the finest sonatas ever written for
the viola, but they weren’t written for the viola.
Brahms had actually retired from composing
before he wrote these works, but he was
inspired to resume when he heard the clar-
inetist Richard Muhlfeld in 1891. He proceed-
ed to write several works for Muhlfeld—first a
trio, then a quintet, and finally these sonatas in
1894. The arrangements for viola were an
afterthought. But these are now the corner-
stone of the viola sonata repertoire, heard
more often in that guise than in the original.

Peter Barsonyi is professor of music at the
Liszt Academy of Music in Budepest and the
University of Performing Arts in Graz. He is a
fine instrumentalist. He plays in tune and has
good control of his vibrato. These are very fine
performances. I hear nothing to object to, but
at the same time, nothing really seizes my
attention in the sonatas. The songs, written for
voice and viola, are also very good perform-
ances—better than most—but again not the
most memorable. Peter Frankl is the best thing
going for this program, as he knows how to
produce an opulent sound without covering
his partners.

Pinchas Zukerman and Marc Neikrug’s set
of the sonatas is my benchmark, with intoxi-
cating sounds from Zukerman and drama
from Neikrug (S/O 1994). They include the
songs sung by Marilyn Horne, whose voice is
just as rich as Zukerman’s tone. Maxim
Rysanov, and pianists Katya Apekisheva (1)
and Jacob Katsnelson (2) are more subtle and
very imaginative (M/A 2009). His mezzo-
soprano in the songs is Alice Coote, whose
cooler style and intelligence match Rysanov’s
perfectly (J/A 2011). Lawrence Power and
Simon Crawford-Phillips (S/O 2007), Roger
Chase and Michiko Otaki (N/D 2011), Nobuko
Imai and Roger Vignoles (M/A 1988), and
William Primrose and Rudolf Firkusny have all
made excellent recordings of the sonatas. I
have recently warmed to the Primrose record-
ing.

Barsonyi plays a viola made in 1756 by the
Milanese maker Paolo Antonio Testore, just
two years older than the instrument by the
same maker played by Yuri Bashmet.

MAGIL

BRAHMS: Serenade 2; see SCHUBERT
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BRAUNFELS: String Quintet; 
Sinfonia Concertante

Henry Raudales, v; Norbert Merkl, va; Karl Reit-
mayer, Marc Ostertag, hn; Munich Radio Orches-
tra/ Ulf Schirmer

CPO 777579—70 minutes

Walter Braunfels (1882-1954) was a German
composer who wrote in a romantic style with
the harmonic edges of Franz Schmidt or
Alexander Zemlinsky.

His String Quintet, Opus 63a (1947) was
arranged for string orchestra by Frithjof Haas.
I’m normally very cautious around arrange-
ments of major works; but, since I’ve never
heard the original (only two recordings of it are
available), I listened with “virgin” ears and
became enchanted. Its motifs seemed to
meander at first, as Schmidt’s and Zemlinsky’s
music can; but it rather quickly gained shape
into somewhat of a loose sonata-allegro form.
The Adagio opens with a true string quintet
and slips seamlessly into full strings with the
harmonic edges of the music Bernard Her-
rmann wrote for Vertigo and Psycho. It gradu-
ally reaches a climax and then decrescendos to
the end, all beautifully shaped by Ulf Schirmer.
III is called a Scherzo, but it’s much broader
than that—part waltz, part drama, part advanc-
ing progressions, with a nervous trio that
moves chromatically. IV is a quasi-jig with a
foot-tapping beat but a long-lined melody. The
quintet is extremely well written and arranged.

This is the only recording available of the
Sinfonia Concertante, Opus 68 (1949), for vio-
lin, viola, two French horns, and string orches-
tra. What a perfect combination this turns out
to be with the sound descending from the vio-
lin’s treble to the viola’s mellowness and even
mellower horns, all absorbed into the warmth
of a string orchestra. The work is harmonically
more advanced than the Quintet, perhaps in
the direction of Paul Hindemith on good
behavior. There is a highly dramatic long-lined
thrust to I. II is a short, lively, wicked Scherzo
in 3/4 time with a slow, lush mid-section. The
Adagio opens meltingly with a viola solo
accompanied by the strings into which the
horns are integrated. Schirmer shapes its long
lines with poignant emotion. The finale is a
mischievous Allegro di Molto. The four soloist,
all members of the orchestra, are superb.

The studio engineering is warm and per-
fectly balanced. These recordings, made in 2007
and 2009, have just been released. Ulf Schirmer
was music director of this orchestra from 2006
to 2017. He also has been music director of the

Leipzig Opera since 2009. Perhaps that’s why
he’s so good at shaping lines with such lyricism
and knows how to allow phrases to grow emo-
tionally with such continuity. He conducts the
strings as if they were voices.

FRENCH

BRONSART: Piano Concerto;
URSPRUCH: Piano Concerto

Emmanuel Despax; BBC Scottish Symphony/
Eugene Tzigane

Hyperion 68229—76 minutes

To give him his full moniker, Hans von Bron-
sart und Schellendorf (1830-1913) was a
pianist and conductor respected in both the
New German and the Brahmsian musical cir-
cles. Among his compositions are two choral
symphonies: the Alpine and The Power of
Fate. When Liszt revised his Piano Concerto 2,
he had Bronsart play the solo part. Bronsart’s
own concerto (1873) is a truly able piece of
work. I introduces the soloist with a com-
manding orchestral tutti. There are lyrical
relief episodes, one of which—a duet for the
pianist and solo cello—recalls Liszt at his best.
The formal structure of the movement—and
for that matter the entire work—is solid, with
scarcely a wasted note. Even some chordal
passages in the solo part transform into the-
matic material, and the ornamentation sup-
ports the narrative thread of the movement. II
is an interlude in a gentle 3/4 time. The mood
is calm, with a genial lyric melody. The finale
is a hurly-burly tarantella recalling Rossini’s
Danza in its exuberant spirit. A brawny fan-
fare-like theme interrupts a couple of times,
but the dance prevails in the end.

Even in another good performance, I must
say the Urspruch Piano Concerto (N/D 2018)
still seems an overextended bore. (And who’d
imagine there would be recordings of such an
obscure work in two successive ARG issues?) It
still trudges along like the Brahms D-minor
with all the good parts left out. Per Tovey’s cau-
tionary observation, the reminiscences here
were so pervasive I kept thinking of the origi-
nal model.

Performances of both works are excellent.
Tzigane plays with a good, clean tone; and
Despax’s conducting even in the Urspruch
keeps the music moving. The disciplined play-
ing of the BBC Scots is a further plus. Despite
my reservations about the Urspruch, the Bron-
sart makes this a disc well worth getting.

O’CONNOR

N
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CAMERLOHER: Lute Music
Christoph Eglhuber

Oehms 1894—75 minutes

Placidus von Camerloher (1718-82) spent
most of his life studying and working in the
environs of Munich, mostly in the service of
the cathedral in Freising. Although he was an
ordained priest, the nature of his employment
at the cathedral was musical. While in charge
of liturgical music, he was also involved in cre-
ating courtly entertainments for his patron
Johann Theodor of Bavaria, the Cardinal and
Prince-Bishop of Freising. Among the cham-
ber music Camerloher composed for this set-
ting, one finds a number of pieces for lute.

With its concise lyricism and periodic
phrasing, Camerloher’s lute music exudes a
typical mid-century style. Christoph Eglhuber
records Camerloher’s complete lute music on
three distinct instruments—the eight-course
gallichon, the ten-course mandora, and the
six-course colachon. These were the most
popular plucked string instruments in 18th-
Century Germany.

The program includes four solo sonatas,
each with a minuet, which gives them a court-
ly air. The duet for two gallicons (Hans
Brüderl) has movements with programmatic
titles like ‘Echo’ that suggest a vaguely dramat-
ic character. The Trio in C combines gallichon
with cello (Sabina Lehrmann) and continuo
(Brüderl). And the program ends with a five-
movement sonata for gallichon, two violins
(Theona Gubba-Chkheidze and Angelika
Fichter), and cello. It is essentially a dance
suite, including a Siciliana, Paisan, and two
minuets.

LOEWEN

CASELLA: Songs of the Paris Years
Lorna Windsor, s; Raffaele Cortesi, p

Tactus 880301—73 minutes

Early 20th Century Italian composer Alfredo
Casella is known in the United States primarily
for his role as Principal Conductor of the
Boston Pops (he preceded Arthur Fiedler) and
for reviving the music of Antonio Vivaldi.
Casella’s own compositions are not particular-
ly well known—especially his vocal works.
This new release seeks to remedy that.

Casella’s interest in Vivaldi can be seen as
part of a larger trend in Italian music at the
beginning of the 20th Century: the renewed
interest in works of previous generations. You
can see this in the music produced by many
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Word Police: Immersive

The Seattle Symphony keeps bragging about
its "new immersive venue", where the music
will be "daring and imaginative, new and
innovative" (and they say so themselves!). It
sounds like they have a new swimming pool
for the orchestra members so they can find
new things to do with their arms and legs.

Another publicist rants on about "...exclu-
sive content independently curated by a
team of experts to give a fully immersive lis-
tening experience."

"Immersive" is suddenly turning up every-
where in publicity, usually coupled with
"experience". It has become yet another
general word of approval—a signal to mil-
lennials that they will feel comfortable. In
other words, it's hype.

To immerse is (obviously) to submerge in
liquid. But now the word has begun to turn
up in dictionaries with the meaning of
engaging, absorbing, involving (that last is
another publicity cliche). Sometimes it just
means "interesting". (That word is almost
never used anymore, and the miserable
"intriguing" may also be losing out to new
words like "immersive".)

But all of those words are judgements one
can only make after the event. Publicists try
to tell us what our reaction should be before
we even have the "experience". (They
appeal to the increasingly common
FOMO—f ear of missing out.) "Immersive" is
not needed; but it represents "cool", and
"engaging" sounds old-fashioned. "Immer-
sive" works for the pitiful people who always
have to be trendy.

LATEST NEWS: "Immersive" is now a noun
as well as an adjective—just like "creative".
In October, Lincoln Center publicity invited
us to an immersive. Of course, "experi-
ence"—both noun and verb—is wildly over-
used and should usually be dropped (N/D
2016), but that sentence makes no sense.

As James Joyce predicted in Ulysses, English
is starting to degenerate into mere pidgin.
Anything goes, so no one can be sure what
anything means. They "get the general idea",
and that's the best the language can do in its
current state. The great days of our language
and its writings are well in the past.



Italian composers between the two world
wars. In some cases it may be seen as an
expression of Italian nationalism. But Casella’s
interest in earlier music transcended national
borders; he also prepared scholarly editions of
works by Beethoven and Bach.

Casella was of the generation following
Debussy, and the Paris songs here certainly
bear the influence of impressionism. Still,
Casella is fundamentally an Italian composer,
and his music is imbued with the flowing, lyri-
cal melodies reminiscent of the bel canto style.
His accompaniments, though harmonically
adventurous, nevertheless operate with the
same kind of metrical regularity that one asso-
ciates with the music of Verdi.

The album opens with 5 Lyriques, an early
song cycle written when the composer was
barely 20 years old. Though Debussy’s influ-
ence is heard, the young Casella demonstrates
a tendency toward clarity and melodic inter-
est. A fine example of this is the exquisite
‘Temps de neige’, where a delicate melody is
spun over an accompaniment that is (textural-
ly, at least) almost Bachian. Soprano Lorna
Windsor demonstrates remarkable sensitivity
in this repertoire, taming her vibrato when
necessary to allow for absolute precision of
pitch. And pianist Raffaele Cortesi brings a
lightness of touch to these songs, often evok-
ing the Baroque textures that informed Casel-
la’s style.

Later works, like the ‘Sonnet’ from 1910,
display Casella’s growing interest in romanti-
cism. He achieves the enviable feat of creating
music where the beauty of the harmonies
never obscures the lucidity of texture. In his
later Paris songs, there is a delicate balance of
intellectualism and romanticism that curiously
evokes the music of Stephen Sondheim (and
indeed, one wonders if that Broadway com-
poser may have borrowed a few pages from
Casella’s playbook). The 1912 folk song
arrangement ‘Golden slumbers kiss your eyes’
might easily be mistaken for an early musical
theater piece.

Though these songs are by an Italian com-
poser, they might make a fine entrée into the
French song repertoire for young singers. The
strong melodic strain that permeates this
music and the relatively stable harmonic
structure make them highly accessible pieces.
Casella also avoids extremes of register; this is
not particularly showy music. But anyone
interested in 20th Century vocal music will no
doubt enjoy hearing it.

OBEROI

CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Piano Pieces
David Witten

Albany 1732—66 minutes

Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco (1896-1968) was a
prolific composer, perhaps best remembered
for his works for guitar—still often played and
recorded. His piano compositions are less
known, though they are numerous. Aldo Cic-
colini recorded four discs (S/O 1997, M/J
1999), but only half of the present program
overlaps with his.

That half comprises two early (1924) com-
positions, each a suite of five pieces: the short
Le Stagioni (The Seasons), Op. 33, and the
longer Piedigrotta: Rapsodia Napoletana, Op.
32. At the time the composer still lived in Italy.
The other two works are from 1953-1960, when
he made a good living as a film composer in
Hollywood. They include the Sonatina Zoolog-
ica, Op. 187, a suite of four pieces with animal
titles, and three Greeting Cards, Op. 170. His
style did not change at all. It is tonal and trans-
parent, with strong influences from Debussy,
but without that composer’s subtle shadings. A
bright Italian sun seems to pervade the music,
which is inventive and falls very pleasantly on
the ear. Jack Sullivan (S/O 1997) called it “post-
impressionism at its best”, and I agree whole-
heartedly.

David Witten plays everything very well,
but where I compared him to Ciccolini I did
prefer the latter, who is both more poetic and
more brilliant. In the Sonatina Zoologica the
animals do not vividly come to life here—
though that may in part be the music, which is
not very graphic. I wonder whether a freer and
more daring interpretation might have made
the dragonflies, snail, little lizard, and ants
more palpable. But then the pieces portraying
the four seasons are also somewhat abstract
and only loosely related to the feelings of the
seasons.

I found the three Greeting Cards most inter-
esting. Castelnuovo-Tedesco composed a large
number of those (51 in all, 17 for the piano).
Each is dedicated to an individual, but—unlike
Virgil Thomson’s vignettes—they are not
intended as character portraits. They are sub-
stantial (the three pieces here last 17 minutes
together) and consist of elaborations of a theme
derived from the individual’s name. The theme
was obtained not by merely considering “musi-
cal” letters (as in S-C-H for Shostakovich) but
rather by translating each letter into a note
according to a mapping of the complete alpha-
bet onto a 26-note chromatic scale. The result
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was a fairly random sequence of notes, and it
clearly required great ingenuity to harmonize it
and develop a worthwhile piece from it. This
was especially true for the name of Nicolas
Slonimsky, which resulted in an almost dodeca-
phonic theme that the composer nevertheless
extended into a series of tonal variations. The
other two “Greeting Cards” have themes
derived from the names of Walter Gieseking
and Andre Previn; the former is given a quasi-
impressionist development, and the latter is a
tango, rather tamely realized by Witten, who
also supplied the informative liner notes.

REPP

CHEN-YI: Concertos for String Instruments
Lizhou Liu, va; David Russell, vc; Wang Guowei,
huqin; Mira Wang, v; Boston Modern Orchestra
Project/ Gil Rose

BMOP 1058—69 minutes

The orchestral and chamber music of Chinese
composer Chen Yi is atmospheric and extrava-
gantly colorful, full of delicate percussion
showers, swooping glissandos, and shivery
bent notes. Much of it is chant-like, some of it
is songful, and sometimes it is relentless and
brutal. It is full of adventure, eschewing the
Yellow River Concerto cliches that bedevil a
fair amount of contemporary Chinese music.
As Frank Otteri puts it in his superb notes,
Chen Yi has found a way to create a “seamless
interweaving of traditional Chinese and west-
ern classical musical traditions”, both in the
materials of the music and in the instruments
themselves.

Spring in Dresden and the Suite for Cello
and Chamber Winds are brittle and slightly
sinister, no doubt influenced by Chen Yi’s
immersion in the avant-garde when she
attended Columbia University. The Fiddle
Suite, which shows off the timbres and colors
of various Chinese instruments, opens with a
lovely piece for erhu, aptly called ‘Singing’, a
demonstration that Chen-Yi can be lyrical
when she wants to. My favorite work is the
early Xian Shi, an exciting, go-for-broke Viola
Concerto written when Chen-Yi was still an
undergraduate in China, played with stunning
intensity by Lizhou Liu and the orchestra.

SULLIVAN

CHILCOTT: In Winter’s Arms
James Shaffran, bar; Julie Angelis Boehler, timp;
Todd Fickley, org; Marian Rhian Hays, hp; Classi-
cal Brass Quintet ; Canto Primo Youth Choir,
Choralis/ Gretchen Kuhrmann

Signum 512—66 minutes

Bob Chilcott was a member of the choir of
King’s College, Cambridge first as a chorister
and then as a choral scholar before singing for
12 years as one of The King’s Singers. Since
1997 he has worked as a composer and choral
conductor. Chilcott was shaped by the main-
stream of British choral music and writes in
what might be called a crossover style of popu-
lar musical theater and traditional classical. In
an interview with BBC Music Magazine in 2015,
Chilcott said, “I write music I think people will
be able to sing and that they might enjoy.
Another thing I’ve learned is how important it is
to give people access to music without putting it
on an unreachable pedestal.” He has been
widely embraced by the choral world. I would
call him the John Rutter of his generation.

This album of music for the Christmas sea-
son, “In Winter’s Arms”, was recorded in 2017
at The Church of the Epiphany, Washington
DC. It begins with an 8-movement cantata-
style work, Wenceslas, which presents amplifi-
cations and variations on the carol ‘Good King
Wenceslas’. (Chilcott calls it “an entertain-
ment”.) The program ends with a 4-movement
Gloria. Both works are recoded here for the
first time. In between are several shorter works
with evocative texts by Kevin Crossley-Hol-
land. ‘Jesus, Springing’ stands out for its ten-
derness and subtlety.

The Choralis Foundation is based in Falls
Church, VA where Chilcott was composer-in-
residence from 2014 to 2016. The performance
standards are high for Choralis and the treble
choir Cantus Primo. Both show great energy
and competence here. Instrumentalists come
from the DC area. If you like Christmas TV
musical specials, you will find Wenceslas right
up your alley. Gloria is lively and energetic.
The performers give committed and stirring
accounts of recent works by one of the best-
loved choral composers at work today.

Notes and texts.
R MOORE
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CHOPIN: Cello Sonata; Introduction & Po-
lonaise Brillante; songs; SCHUBERT: Arpeg-
gione Sonata; Nacht und Traume; FRAN-

CHOMME: Nocturne
Steven Isserlis; Denes Varjon, p

Hyperion 68227—77 minutes

Steven Isserlis has been making music with
Denes Varjon for some time. They are both
deeply involved in the inner magic of the
music they play together, and this is clearly
evident in this recording of two fine romantic
sonatas by Chopin and Schubert surrounded
by other great music by them and the lovely
Nocturne in C minor, Op. 15:1 by Auguste
Franchomme, a well-known (to cellists) com-
poser of cello etudes. Rather to my surprise,
this appears to be their first recording of these
works.

Chopin’s Introduction & Polonaise, Opus
3, is an early work but often played by cellists,
since it is a fine introduction to a program, as it
is here. The sonata is a late composition in
four movements lasting over half an hour and
is a great piece of music from every angle.
Schubert’s sonata was written for a strange
instrument with frets called the cello-guitar
that didn’t survive; but, since the music Schu-
bert wrote was so fine, we stole it and here it is,
played to the hilt. The two other pieces are
transcriptions by Isserlis of songs that relate to
the big sonatas in various ways.

This program is outstanding. The players
are some of our best. They play with more
involvement with the music than anyone I’ve
heard in years and a technical perfection that
is inspiring to us all. The recording was made
in a concert hall on the Wyastone Estate in
Monmouth and has a natural balance between
instruments that lets them speak for them-
selves and together with great natural beauty.

D MOORE

COATES: Quintet; Symphony 10
Roderick Chadwick, p; Kreutzer Qt ; CalArtz
Orchestra/ Susan Allen

Naxos 559848—59 minutes

Gloria Coates is well known for her woozy glis-
sandos and ear-frying multiphonics. This col-
lection adds to Naxos’s continuing traversal of
her works.

The Piano Quintet (2013) uses Dickinson
as a primary influence: its four movements
carry references to her poems. Dickinson’s
opaque and often tantalizingly grim poetry
offers a perfect foil for Coates’s music. Unlike

Caotes, I don’t detect observations of beauty
and wonder endemic to her poetry. Instead,
suffering and mourning seem to be its subject
matter. Pedal points appear and disappear, as
do painfully romantic melodic fragments.
Occasional triads appear amid the relentless
dissonance. In III (Torrents of Eternity) vio-
lence contrasts with tragic slow glissandos
(tears?), followed by thunder and a heart-
breaking aftermath. In the final movement,
unexpected triads present an unexpected
glow, but all ends in tragedy.

Symphony 10 (1989), subtitled Drones of
Druids on Celtic Ruins, indulges in splintered
reminiscence of symphonic structures. I is
mournful and loaded with suffering, with
occasional tortured romantic melody. The
explosive II is a wild scherzo of pounding and
rolling snare drums with thunder in the back-
ground, along with gusts of wind. As a recap
the snares return, along with monumental
brass clusters and thunder. In length and mon-
umentality it’s a unique take on the form and
an enigmatic but provocative avant-gardist
response.

I could imagine more expertise from this
brave student orchestra. The quintet is some-
what more professionally wrought. This is
obviously not for everyone, but readers keep-
ing up with this interesting composer’s output
will snap this up.

GIMBEL

COPLAND: Variations; Blues; see BARBER

COUPERIN: Harpsichord Pieces
Bertrand Cuiller

Harmonia Mundi 902375 [2CD] 128 minutes

Olivier Fortin
Alpha 408—70 minutes

Both of these albums are wonderful.
Bertrand Cuiller plays Ordres 3, 4, 11, 19,

20, and 27. We are told it is Volume 1 of the
complete works for harpsichord. It calls Cou-
perin “l’Alchimiste” (alchemist) in reference to
his magical effects. I’m assuming Cuiller will
eventually have 6 volumes with 11 or 12 discs.

He plays a French harpsichord by Philippe
Humeau. He is fastidious with fingering and
imaginative with characterization. His sweep
is powerful. The sound and documentation
are excellent. I’d like to hear the note A-flat
tuned a bit higher for Ordre 3 in C minor, but
the tensions it makes are subtle. Everything
else is mellifluous and sensuous. A viol player
joins Cuiller for one of the pieces in Ordre 21.
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Assuming that he sustains this high quality
through the ensuing volumes, Cuiller will have
assembled one of the best available recordings
of this music. His Rameau complete set is that
great (not reviewed), and he also made one of
my favorite William Byrd albums (S/O 2006).

Olivier Fortin plays the eight preludes of
L’Art de Toucher le Clavecin (a primer for
harpsichord students) interspersed with 17
pieces from Couperin’s four other books of
harpsichord music. Instead of playing the prel-
udes in Couperin’s published sequence, he
arranges his program to proceed upward by
steps of the scale: C, D minor, E minor, F, G
minor, A, B-flat, and B minor. After each prel-
ude he plays a few pieces in related keys. This
strategy seems wiser than playing the preludes
sequentially as a set.

He plays Gustav Leonhardt’s “Lefebvre
1755” harpsichord designed and built by Mar-
tin Skowroneck in the early 1980s as a “forgery
without intent to defraud”. It was a practical
experiment in building a pseudo-antique from
scratch with old-fashioned tools and techni-
ques. Leonhardt made at least three solo
recordings on this deluxe harpsichord, per-
forming French music and Bach pieces. After
Leonhardt’s death in 2012, Aya Hamada
played this instrument for a brilliant recording
of Duphly’s music (N/D 2015). She and Fortin
sound different from Leonhardt. Fortin plays
the most simply of the three, usually letting his
phrases flow with fewer nuances in the ges-
tures. Part of the difference in tone might be
from the hardware—most of this harpsichord
was restrung with mellower wire since Hama-
da’s recording.

Fortin interprets the didactic preludes more
as musical lessons than technical ones. Joyce
Lindorff (N/D 2018) made them seem more
self-conscious and unfortunately sometimes
clumsy and badly tuned. She also neglected to
correct the source’s misprinted bass note near
the end of Prelude 3. Gustav Leonhardt record-
ed these eight preludes in 1987 on one of his
other Skowroneck French harpsichords
(Philips, not reviewed). Leonhardt gave more
attention to the ends of notes, letting his finger
releases function like the percussive conso-
nants in speech. Fortin gives us smooth vowels
while making the pieces sound more personal-
ized and improvisatory than Leonhardt. His
treatment of Prelude 4 is especially poignant.

For the 17 freely chosen pieces, Fortin has
avoided most of the typical “greatest hits” that
harpsichordists learn first. It’s refreshing. He
plays his selections beautifully and almost per-

fectly. He mis-learned two of the middle
voice’s notes in ‘Les Ombres Errantes’, reading
them with wrong accidentals (naturals vs
flats), and it happens again in each repeat.
Everything else has a comfortable “rightness”
and a gentle smile that makes this program
easy to listen to. This is a terrific single CD to
introduce anyone to Couperin’s music.

LEHMAN

COUPERIN, L: Harpsichord Suites
Christophe Rousset

Harmonia Mundi 902501 [2CD] 147 minutes

There are three manuscripts containing Louis
Couperin’s music for harpsichord and organ.
Of the 130 pieces for harpsichord, 50 are in two
of these sources. The rest are in only one of
them. There are rhythmless preludes and the
customary dance movements. Performers are
expected to assemble this music into suites by
picking pieces in a common key and tuning
the harpsichord appropriately.

This is some of my favorite harpsichord
music. It has a remarkably wide emotional
range, with subtle harmonic and melodic ges-
tures. The enigmatic preludes (written exclu-
sively in what look like whole notes), offer a
wide path for musicians to work out coherent
and expressive interpretations. The richness of
the music can make us lament that this fine
composer died at only 35 years old. What else
might he have created in later years?

This album’s title, “Nouvelles Suites de
Clavecin”, distinguishes this album from
Christophe Rousset’s 2009 set on Aparte (not
reviewed). Louis Couperin’s music is not new
or newly discovered, but this is simply a differ-
ent and complementary selection—like a Vol-
ume 2. Rousset again assembles dance suites
from the 130 available pieces. He includes the
rarely played three pieces in B minor. All of
Couperin’s most popular pieces were in Rous-
set’s first volume, and this new album there-
fore is a deeper dive into a second tier of the
repertoire.

He plays the restored Couchet harpsichord
from 1652, the same one he played for his
Froberger set (J/A 2010). It sounds fabulous.
Rousset has had it tuned in quarter-comma
meantone with the pitches readjusted (most of
the time) to match the sharps or flats of the
music. Some other harpsichordists are not as
thorough with such adjustments, playing
through the out-of-tune wolf notes without
changing them. Rousset’s performance is easi-
er to listen to.
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As he did in the first volume, he keeps
mostly firm tempos until he suddenly adds an
extreme delay to the last note or two of a piece.
His performances seem objective and emo-
tionally reserved—emphasizing preparation
over passion. That said, they are energetic,
with clean articulations and rhythmic drive.
He does not often bask in the instrument’s res-
onance, though he did so in his Froberger set.
His daringly slow tempos worked well there.

I especially like Gustav Leonhardt’s Alpha
recording from 2001 (M/A 2005), but it has
only half an hour of Louis Couperin’s music
coupled with Frescobaldi’s. Leonhardt record-
ed other pieces by this composer on DHM and
Philips. His way with an unmeasured prelude
organizes the music with more contrapuntal
layers than Rousset is able to reveal in it.

Bob van Asperen’s superlative series for
Aeolus (N/D 2016) is 3/4 done, with more
imaginative playing than Rousset. Like Leon-
hardt, he is better at gradations of acceleration
and ritard. Another musician who organizes
the improvisatory preludes well is Glen Wil-
son. He played them on a demo CD enclosed
with his Breitkopf printed edition (2002 and
2017), and that recording is now available as a
free download from Breitkopf. Heard next to
Leonhardt, Van Asperen, and Wilson, Rousset
seems more inclined to play through the
unmeasured preludes as relatively superficial
warm-ups for the fingers.

It would be tedious to assemble an exhaus-
tive comparison among all the available Louis
Couperin recordings by Verlet, Egarr, Van
Asperen, Leonhardt, Sempe, Moroney, Wilson,
Booth, Curtis, Hogwood, Stewart, Cummings,
Marville, Gremy-Chauliac, Pinnock, and more.
There is also the aberration of Kolesnikov on
piano (J/A 2018). I’ve done about eight hours
of spot-checking. Rousset doesn’t bring out
the depth of melancholy like some of these
other performers, but he makes the music
extraverted and reliably clear. People could
really dance to some of it. His way with the
double-manual pieces in C major stands out
as especially charming.

This set would be a fine introduction for
anyone who doesn’t know this composer’s
music or for anyone who likes to hear it
infused with caffeine. There remains only
about 45 minutes of harpsichord music by
Louis Couperin not recorded by Rousset. I
don’t know if he intends to complete the set
(across two record labels), but if he does, I’ll be
glad to hear it.

The world also needs a second Louis

Couperin album by Skip Sempe. His first one
(2004) was reissued in 2017, and it’s brilliant.

LEHMAN

CZERNY: Trios
Samuel Gingher, p; Sun-Young Shin, v; Benjamin
Hayek, vc

Naxos 573848—70 minutes

Pupil of Beethoven and teacher of the young
Liszt, Carl Czerny (1791-1857) is remembered
today mainly for his piano exercises and stud-
ies, but he composed prolifically in all genres
except opera. Indeed, with opus numbers
reaching 861, he must be reckoned with JS
Bach, Telemann, Mozart, and Villa-Lobos as
one of the most productive composers of all
time. This new Naxos release offers world pre-
miere recordings of five forgotten piano trios
(1827-30) available only in rare editions. Their
opus numbers suggest that in those years
Czerny completed a substantial new work
every two weeks, besides teaching numerous
students.

Three trios, each shorter than 10 minutes,
constitute 3 Sonatines Faciles et Brillantes, Op.
104. They lack a slow movement and are tech-
nically undemanding. The third trio includes a
set of variations with a quiet ending. The piano
is dominant, with the violin and cello having
only a supportive role. The 2 Trios Brillants,
Op. 211, have three movements and are each a
little over 20 minutes long. Here the string
players have more to do, but the piano
remains prominent, with scales and other figu-
rations in the high register. Even so, the part
does not sound very difficult and is always sin-
gle-voiced.

The liner notes claim that these works
form a stylistic link between Mozart and Liszt
via Hummel and Beethoven, but they are actu-
ally closer to Mozart than to Hummel, not to
mention Liszt. There is little in the writing that
is innovative or original, and the simple
themes and harmonies are squarely in the
classical tradition. Nevertheless, the music is
pleasant and seems well crafted.

With such second- or third-tier composi-
tions the quality of the performance can make
a big difference, and Samuel Gingher, pianist
and producer, is clearly the star here. His
limpid scales glitter and sparkle, and he brings
the music to life with impeccable phrasing.
Excellent sound. All in all, this is an enjoyable
disc.

REPP
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DAQUIN: Noels (12)
Adriano Falcioni, organ

Brilliant 94895—71 minutes

Louis-Claude Daquin (1694-1772) was one of
the most celebrated organists and harpsi-
chordists of his day. As a child prodigy, he per-
formed at the age of 6 before Louis XIV. He
held several important organist posts, includ-
ing an appointment in 1755 as one of four titu-
lar organists of Notre Dame in Paris. Of his few
surviving compositions, undoubtedly the best
known are these 12 Noels, published in 1757
as Nouveau Livre de Noels. They are organ
pieces based on traditional French Christmas
songs and undoubtedly represent the improvi-
sations that attracted crowds of listeners to the
churches where he played.

The pieces are charming rather than pro-
found. Most are lively, but there are also slow-
er and more reflective examples marked ten-
drement. The lively variations tend to be for-
mulaic, with much the same sort of material
recurring from one piece to the next. It is
worth remembering that all 12 were never
intended to be heard at one sitting. They
require considerable manual dexterity.

This recording is a showcase for the organ
by Jean-Pierre Cavaillé, grandfather of Aristide
Cavaillé-Coll, at Gellone Abbey. Cavaillé
worked on the instrument from 1782 to 1789,
when work ceased with the outbreak of the
French Revolution. The instrument had sever-
al narrow escapes—many French organs were
destroyed and their pipes melted down for tin.
The organ’s positif division was not built until
1971, carrying out Cavaillé’s original plan. The
most recent restoration took place in 2000, and
since 2010 maintenance has been in the hands
of Michel Formentelli. The instrument has 3
manuals. The largest divisions are the positif
and grand-orgue. The recit consists only of a 5-
rank cornet. The 18-note pedal consists of an
8-foot flute and eight-foot trumpet.

It is difficult to judge an organ from a
recording, but as heard here it has a bold and
pungent tone, especially the reeds. That tone is
effective in the lively pieces, but does not cap-
ture the flavor of the more tender Noels. Per-
haps more space in recording would have
been advisable. Dynamic contrast between the
divisions is not as pronounced as in some
recordings I have heard of other French
baroque organs. Many of Daquin’s Noels
exploit this contrast, so the performances here
are not as effective in that respect as they
could be.

In general Adriano Falcioni is heard to best
effect in the lively Noels. His manual tech-
nique is more than equal to Daquin’s
demands, and he performs the passages of
rapid movement from one manual to another
with breathtaking precision. The slower
pieces, in contrast, suffer from a lack of coher-
ent flow. One of my favorites is Noel sur les
Flutes (9), but here the opening section and its
reprise tend to plod. The quicker variations
between them fare better.

I was surprised to find only two other
recordings of the Daquin Noels listed in the
ARG index. Gregory Hamilton had good things
to say about a recording by Vincent Boucher
on a large Beckerath organ at St Joseph’s Ora-
tory in Montreal (ATMA 2703; N/D 2015).
Donald Metz was less enthusiastic about a
recording by Francois Zeitouni on a French
classic replica in a Montreal seminary chapel
(XXI 1609; N/D 2009), preferring recordings by
Gaston Litaize (EMI) and Christopher Herrick
(Hyperion).

GATENS

DEBUSSY: Piano Pieces
Images I; Images Oubliées; Estampes; La Plus
que Lent; 2 Arabesques; L’Isle Joyeuse

Dennis Lee
Omnia 7—60 minutes

Suite Bergamasque; Images II; 2 Arabesques;
L’Isle Joyeuse; Jardins sous la Pluie; La Plus que
Lent; Haydn Homage

Nikolai Lugansky
Harmonia Mundi 902309—54 minutes

L’Isle Joyeuse; Golliwog’s Cakewalk; La Cathedrale
Engloutie; Prelude a l’apres-midi d’un Faune; La
Puerta del Vino; Clair de Lune; La Soirée dans
Grenade; ALBENIZ: El Albaicin; Granada; MOM-
POU: Cancion & Danza; GRANADOS: Danza
Andaluza; La Maya & el Ruiseñor; FALLA: Danza
de La Vida Breve; Debussy Homage

Azumi Nishizawa
IBS 132018—77 minutes

Images I+II; Prelude a l’apres-midi d’un Faune;
Fêtes; Lindaraja; 3 Songs; SCHMITT: Debussy
Memoire; DUKAS: La Plainte, au Loin, du
Faune; FALLA: Debussy Homage

Sandro Russo
Steinway 30105—71 minutes

My last reviews of 2018 include four discs with
almost all the piano works of Debussy. There
are two additional discs with a few great
Debussy works in the Collections section
(Helene Grimaud’s “Memories” and Alice Sara
Ott’s “Nightfall”). Over the course of 2018, the
100th anniversary of Debussy’s death, there
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have been 3 or 4 Debussy piano music discs in
my batch for each issue. The Preludes are
found on all my 2018 discs, but only two of
them here. There are 3 recordings each of
L’Isle Joyeuse, La Plus que Lent, Clair de Lune,
and the first Arabesque, plus several Images
and Estampes. Most unusual are arrange-
ments of Prelude a l’apres-midi d’un Faune for
solo piano. We should not forget that this work
has been noted by many as a turning point in
music and one that “marked the beginning of
modern music” (Pierre Boulez). Debussy
made his own 2-piano version and Ravel did a
piano 4-hands version.

Dennis Lee is a Malaysian pianist. His
Debussy is clear, with less pedal than most, but
not too dry either. There is always musical
direction, not just beautiful moments. I also
appreciate that all of the published sets of
pieces presented here are complete (Images
Book 1, Images Oubliées, Estampes, Arabes-
ques). This gives Lee the opportunity to dis-
play all of his pianistic and musical talents. His
fast and brilliant work contrasts perfectly with
the soft colors he paints in the quiet music.
This group of pieces defines what we think of
as the French impressionist style at the turn of
the century. This release is labeled Volume 1,
so watch for Volume 2.

Nikolai Lugansky is best known to me for
his Russian romantic repertoire. I have praised
his Rachmaninoff many times. His Debussy is
wonderful, as I imagine was Rachmaninoff’s,
who programmed Pour le Piano and Suite
Bergamesque on his Carnegie Hall recitals
back in 1933 and 1937. Lugansky ranks among
the top pianists today, and this is his first foray
into the music of Debussy. These selections
are much more restrained than the usual big
Russian repertoire and give us the opportunity
to hear Lugansky’s most reflective and inti-
mate side. His effortless technique doesn’t
even blink at the nasty sections of ‘L’Isle
Joyeuse’, ‘Poissons d’or’ or ‘Jardins sous la
Pluie’, the three most extroverted selections
here. His dynamic gradations and chord voic-
ing are most notable. The Images especially
are complex music that require a substantial
musical intellect behind the digital expertise to
bring off effectively. At 54 minutes there is
room for more music.

Azumi Nishizawa’s release is titled “Hom-
mage” and is an interesting combination of
some of Debussy’s greatest hits (‘Clair de
Lune’, ‘Golliwog’s Cakewalk’, ‘La Cathedrale
Engloutie’, ‘L’Isle Joyeuse’), Leonard Borwick’s
transcription for solo piano of Afternoon of a

Faun, and two of the composer’s Spanish
influenced works (‘La Puerta del Vino’ and ‘La
Soirée dans Grenade’). Following the Debussy
are seven works by Spanish composers: Alb-
eniz, Mompou, Granados, and Falla, whose
‘Hommage pour le Tombeau de Debussy’
inspired the release’s title. I found the juxtapo-
sition of Debussy with his Spanish contempo-
raries most enlightening. It is also of note that
all five composers lived in Paris at one time or
another and Falla’s postcard to Debussy with a
picture of ‘La Puerto del Vino’ directly inspired
the Debussy Prelude included in this program.
It was Falla who said of ‘La Soirée dans
Grenade’, “There is not even one measure of
this music borrowed from the Spanish folklore,
and yet the entire composition in its most
minute details, conveys Spain admirably.” Hats
off to Nishizawa for putting together a capti-
vating program, played with her wonderful
sense of rhythm, with all the style and panache
one could want.

Sandro Russo, under the title “Images et
Mirages, Hommage a Debussy”, includes a sig-
nificant number of Debussy works transcribed
for solo piano by a number of arrangers. There
are orchestral works; Afternoon of a Faun (arr.
Leonard Borwick) and Fêtes (arr. Vladimir
Leyetchkiss); a two-piano work; Lindaraja (arr.
Roger-Ducasse), and three songs; ‘Il Pleure
dans mon Coeur’ (arr. Daniel Ericourt), ‘Nuit
d’etoiles’ and ‘Beau Soir’ (arr. Koji Attwood).
Added to these are a fascinating group of
works inspired by or honoring Debussy by
other composers; Schmitt, Falla, and Dukas.
Finally, to bring the repertoire back to master-
pieces by Debussy, Russo plays both books of
Images with all of the skill and sensitivity
expected of a master pianist. Steinway’s always
superb piano sound and Russo’s brief but per-
ceptive notes complete the package.

It is very hard to summarize this set of
releases. All have some unique and desirable
qualities. Lugansky has the best ‘Isle Joyeuse’.
Both Nishizawa and Russo give us fascinating
programs of familiar and rare pieces. That will
make me return to both on occasion. Lee was
new to me and presented a well-rounded
Debussy recital covering about 22 years of his
compositional life. His and Lugansky’s disc
both have 13 tracks and 5 are duplicates; since
the 8 others are wonderfully complementary I
am tempted to combine the best of both into
one listening session.

HARRINGTON
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DEBUSSY: Songs
Sophie Karthäuser, s; Stephane Degout, bar;
Eugene Asti, Alain Planes, p

Harmonia Mundi 902306 [2CD] 126 minutes

For the centenary of Claude Debussy’s death
Harmonia Mundi has invited its artists to
record Debussy compositions of their choos-
ing. This release is the only one of the project
to present his vocal music. Belgian soprano
Sophie Karthäuser is accompanied by Eugene
Asti and French baritone Stephane Degout by
Alain Planes in settings of poems by Paul Ver-
laine, Francois Villon, Paul Borget, Stephane
Mallarmé, and Charles Baudelaire—the poets
most highly esteemed by Debussy.

The program is magnificent. Karthäuser
and Degout alternate in sets of songs. Kart-
häuser’s light yet sensuous voice is especially
well suited to the more ethereal songs. She is
able to spin a delicate and silky smooth line
with a thoroughly natural sound. Her synes-
thetic singing of ‘En Sourdine’ is mesmerizing.
I only wish her enunciation of the words were
clearer. Degout’s weightier and richer voice is
a perfect match for the songs with greater
complexity. He has a rich palette of vocal color
and applies it effectively to these songs, as you
can hear in the anguish, sarcasm, and wit of
Trois Ballades de Francois Villon.

Both accompanists are in perfect accord
with the singers—and with the magic of the
music. Planes plays the three pieces of Images
Oubliees in between song sets; they function
like intermezzos and entice me to hear his
recording of Debussy’s complete piano works
(M/A 2010).

The solid paper packaging is a commend-
able example of avoiding plastic. Notes, texts,
translations.

R MOORE

DEBUSSY: Jeux; see STRAUSS

DELALANDE: Tenebrae
Clarie Lefilliatre, s; Le Poeme Harmonique/ Vin-
cent Dumestre

Alpha 350—76:30

This is a re-release of a recording first issued 16
years ago as Alpha 30. There have been other
recordings of Michael Richard De Lalande’s
Tenebrae lessons from the Lamentations of
Jeremiah with sopranos Isabelle Desrochers
(M/A 1997), Gabriele Näther (M/A 1999), and
Emma Kirkby (M/J 2008); but they did not
include his alternatim setting Psalm 51 (Mis-

erere). The closest comparison is with Sophie
Karthäuser with Ensemble Correspondances
(J/A 2015), which also includes the Miserere.

The version of the Miserere on this new
release is based on the manuscript by
Sebastien de Brossard from 1711 rather the
posthumous edition, though Dumestre
changes subtly the melodies for the short
instrumental interludes, here played on viola
da gamba (the manuscript by Brossard indi-
cates these were played by a violin, and the
posthumous edition indicates organ). Both Le
Poeme Harmonique and Ensemble Corre-
spondances, instead of the baroque chant
given in the original edition, use Brossard’s
three-voice settings of these verses preserved
only in manuscript; the main difference is that
on the Poeme Harmonique recording these
are sung by a male trio rather than women,
which gives Ensemble Correspondances a
gender edge, since these lessons were known
to have been sung by De Lalande’s daughters.

As I noted in my review of Karthäuser’s
interpretation (which also included a compar-
ison with the earlier recordings), Lefilliatre
often seems to force her higher pitches.
Karthäuser has a richer tone and sounds com-
fortable even in her upper tessitura. Added to
this, Karthäuser has a very flexible voice and
easily handles the baroque intricacies of
French vocal ornamentation (though she does
omit some of the ornaments indicated in the
1730 edition).

I recommend the recording by Karthäuser.
The performances on this re-release are inter-
esting, but the digital version of the original
booklet, with full texts and translations, is not
available on the Alpha website as stated, and
that severely limits the value of this release.
There are many blank pages and pages of
advertizing that would have allowed space for
these to be included.

BREWER

DEVIENNE: Flute Trios
Sara Ligas, fl; Salvatore Rea, va; Vladimiro Atzeni,
vc—Brilliant 95686—73 minutes

His quartets for flute and strings and bassoon
and strings are Devienne’s most often heard
chamber works. He also arranged trios, quar-
tets, and quintets by Pleyel. A set of trios for
bassoon, violin, and cello was recorded on
ATMA 2583 in 2010 but not reviewed here. A
few others have appeared one at a time on col-
lections. This release, then, appears to be only
the second complete set of his trios. It is the
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only one that uses viola. The set was published
by Leduc in 1784 without a date or opus num-
ber. An 11-page booklet includes more
description and brief portraits of the artists.

All these are works in two movements that
take about 12 minutes. The bass line tends to
be uninteresting, but above it the two parts
weave a worthy dialog. Most of the time the
writing emphasizes clarity and serenity, in
keeping with Enlightenment values, which
makes the occasional contrasting episode that
much more dramatic.

All three players, on modern instruments,
are balanced well, move as one, phrase splen-
didly, and add vibrato with taste and judge-
ment. We heard from Sardinian flutist Sara
Ligas not long ago in the flute works of Jules
Mouquet (M/J 2018), also from Brilliant. Her
playing is stylish as before, and her silvery tone
suits the French aesthetic. Salvatore Rea
almost steals the show, since the viola writing
is far more important than its usual role as a
middle voice. People who enjoy 18th Century
classicism should relish this set.

GORMAN

DICKINSON,P: music
Recorder Sonatina; Lullaby; Translations; Thren-
ody; 4 Duos; Clarinet Fantasy; Bassoon Sonatina;
Waltz for Elliott Schwarz; Freda’s Blues; Lullaby
from The Unicorn
Rosie Burton, bn; Harvey Davies, hpsi; Peter Dick-
inson, Joseph Havlat, Peter Lawson, p; Lydia Hille-
rudh, vc; Stuart Eminson, cl; Rosanna Ter-Berg, fl;
Richard Tunnicliffe, gamba; John Turner, rec

Prima Facie 9—61 minutes

Peter Dickinson’s early works display a fresh,
innovative creative streak. Using Baroque-era
instruments in new ways was a clever idea he
started in the 1950s. The Recorder Sonatina of
1956 is perennially fresh sounding, jazzy, and
charming. Dickinson pursues another tack in
Translations (1971), for harpsichord, viola da
gamba, and recorder. It was written for early
music specialist David Munrow, who believed
that early music instruments shouldn’t be sim-
ply “museum pieces”. This piece uses nontonal
musical language and aleatoric and extended
techniques, cleverly putting old wine in new
bottles. The ‘Threnody’ for cello and piano has
a different flavor entirely—clearly tonal and lyri-
cal. Cellist Lydia Hillerudh plays it beautifully,
with a rich sound and deep emotional intensity.

Dickinson has infused his musical lan-
guage with many different flavors: Ravel makes
an appearance in the ‘Lullaby’, with its lumi-
nous impressionist sonorities, and in the cool

neoclassicism of the Clarinet Fantasy. The
flute and cello duos incorporate a tone row
from Ives’s 3 Page Sonata. Hints of Stravinsky
and Lennox Berkeley show up, too. The Bas-
soon Sonata was inspired by a French bas-
soonist nearby, playing in the highest register
with ease. The 1966 work wasn’t performed
until 2014, partly because of the technical
demands of the high tessitura, far more diffi-
cult on the German bassoon. Rosie Burton
makes it sound easy, though, owing to her
excellent technique and willingness to tackle
these challenges. The Waltz for Elliott Schwarz
was written to celebrate that American com-
poser’s birthday. ‘Freda’s Blues’ is a sweet,
wistful setting of Lennox Berkeley’s song ‘How
Love Came in’. It was composed as a tribute to
Berkeley’s widow, Lady Freda Berkeley.

This release is an important addition to
Dickinson’s discography.

PFEIL

DIEUPART: Flute Sonatas
Isabel Favilla, rec; Roberto Alvarez, vc; Joao Rival,
hpsi; Giulio Quirici, theorbo

Brilliant 95572—52 minutes

Charles or Francois Dieupart was a French
harpsichordist, violinist, and composer who
first appears in history with a published set of
harpsichord suites in 1701. Bach knew this set
and it influenced some of his keyboard suites.
Dieupart moved to England in 1703, remained
there the rest of his life, and died in poverty
probably around 1740. His father is believed to
have been Nicolas, the French recorder and
oboe player.

The 1701 set was published simultaneous-
ly for violin or recorder and basso continuo.
The adaptation was recorded complete on Vir-
gin 61937 (not reviewed) and ATMA 2234 (J/A
2002). Four suites are on Carpe Diem 16303
(J/F 2015). When this set was published in
1717, “flute” meant recorder in England and
France. Dieupart had previously acccompa-
nied such prominent British recorder players
as John Banister II, John Loeillet, and James
Paisible. The program note by David Lasocki
tells us these sonatas have the character of
suites since they contain as many as 8 move-
ments. He also calls attention to their “irregu-
lar phrasing and structure” and “the eruption
of unexpected harmonies”. I’ll add to that the
eruption of unexpected ornaments and the
occasional surprise of recitative-like writing.

Isabel Favilla and her consort are present-
ed to us in very beautiful sound. They give styl-
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ish renditions that should serve as a fine intro-
duction to this composer or these pieces. The
playing is balanced just right, and there are no
harsh or grating moments. You can luxuriate
in the extravagant preludes marked Largo. A
12-page booklet has notes in English and two
photographs of the gorgeous setting where the
program was recorded, the Old Catholic
Church in The Hague.

GORMAN

DODGSON: Septet Variations; Pastoral
Sonata; Solway Suite; Echoes of Autumn;
Sonata for 3; Capriccio & Finale

Karolos
Naxos 573857—82 minutes

Karolos is a UK-based chamber collective, with
players for a string quartet, flute, clarinet, harp,
and guitar. This disc, all world premiere
recordings, is listed as chamber music for harp
and guitar, ably performed by Tanya Houghton
and Craig Ogdon. Flutist Juliette Bausor plays
on all but one track, often in a prominent role.

The works vary in instrumentation, each
fitting some combination of the group:

Septet Variations: flute, clarinet, harp, and
string quartet

Pastoral Sonata: flute, cello, and guitar
Solway Suite: flute and harp
Echoes of Autumn: viola and guitar
Sonata for Three: flute, viola, and guitar
Capriccio and Finale:, flute, clarinet, harp,

string quartet
Performances are uniformly fine, and

these works are all true chamber music—no
one player dominates as soloist. Dodgson’s
music is what I would describe as dissonant
yet neo-classical. Each work is tonal and well
crafted, and each is essentially motivic—he is
not a crafter of memorable melodies. And no
one work stands out. The works span the years
1952 to 1998, with comparatively little compo-
sitional development—Dodgson established
his voice by his mid-20s and never strayed far
from that.

The works give pleasure to lovers of well-
written chamber works, even if none stand out
as undiscovered masterpieces.

KEATON

DOLES: Piano Sonatas
Jenny Soonjin Kim, fp

Brilliant 95454—59 minutes

You’ve got to hand it to Brilliant. What started
out as a primarily reissue label, has blossomed
to also include many original recordings.

Johann Friedrich Doles Jr. (1746-96) makes his
debut in this first recording of his six keyboard
sonatas. Except for a few vocal pieces, these
are his only known works. In Galant style
resembling Johann Christian Bach, they are
well structured and rewarding to listen to. In
the hands of Ms Kim, a faculty member at
Claremont in California, her fortepiano
(Michael Walker Neckarsgemund, Germany,
1987, after Anton Walter, Vienna, 1795) sounds
wonderful—and without the usual clanging
boxiness heard in many recordings. Obviously
the engineers have avoided the “in your face”
sound by maintaining a little distance from the
instrument. In addition, the South Korean
artist, in her third recording for this label, is
always sensitive to the needs of the music.

Another plus is the cover illustration of
Leipzig, by no less a figure than Felix
Mendelssohn. There are brief but intelligent
notes by Robert Zappulla. If no musical mas-
terpieces are revealed, these short, less-than-
innovative compositions can be easily
absorbed. The real fun might be in trying to
find the scores in order to play them.

BECKER

DUPARC: Songs; see RAVEL

DUTILLEUX: Symphony 1; Metaboles; 
Les Citations

Lille Orchestra/ Jeanne-Claude Casadesus
Naxos 573746—61 minutes

Henri Dutilleux is best known as a creator of
shifting, prismatic colors. In Symphony 1, his
first purely orchestral score, he reveals himself
as also a master of classical forms. The work
opens with a somber, somewhat sinister pas-
sacaglia that builds to an eloquent climax,
then dies into a haunting fade-out in the
orchestra’s highest registers. A bracing contrast
is supplied by the wispy, mysterious scherzo,
which ends with a brilliant major chord. The
pensive, refined intermezzo demonstrates the
composer’s principle of “progressive growth”
where an idea slowly evolves and is not pre-
sented all at once. This elusive theme is the
basis of the finale, which initially erupts into a
shattering chorale but (as in I) gradually dies
into silence, this time ending with a hushed,
sustained major chord that seems to come out
of nowhere but is oddly satisfying. With its
combination of rock-like form and exquisite
refinement, this symphony is a masterpiece; it
deserves wider currency.

Metaboles, from 1964, was inspired by the
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woodwinds in George Szell’s Cleveland
Orchestra. Each of the five movements has dif-
ferent instrumentation, and each has a differ-
ent mood, whether ironic, mysterious, or play-
ful. The winds of the Orchestre National de
Lille may not match the refinement of Szell’s
Clevelanders, but they play with force and pi-
quancy. The allusive and cerebral Les Citations
quotes from Britten and Alain, but it doesn’t
sound like either; Dutilleux’s original sense of
color comes through in idiosyncratic solos for
oboe and harpsichord. This is the most forbid-
dingly modernist piece here, but it is made
attractive by Dutilleux’s mastery of timbre and
contrast. This is a fascinating album that yields
new pleasure with each hearing.

SULLIVAN

DVORAK: Violin Concerto;
SUK: Fantasy; Liebeslied

Eldbjorg Hemsing; Antwerp Symphony/ Alan
Buribayev

BIS 2246 [SACD] 63 minutes

Eldbjorg Hemsing, 28, is yet another young star
violinist from Norway. She has gorgeous tone,
helped by the Guadagnini violin on loan to her,
and stunning technique. What she doesn’t have
in the Dvorak is any idea of form or an overall
concept of how each movement is constructed.
The concerto’s introduction contains what
amounts to two cadenzas where she makes lib-
eral use of rubato. Apparently she’s fallen in
love with rubato because she uses it even more
liberally in the main theme. I was only four
minutes into the movement and had no fixed
idea of where she was headed. Enter the second
theme—a whole new buoyant section—and it’s
bogged down even more. What a purple patch
performance! No wonder that, with all her tal-
ent, her biography in the liner notes has her
playing only with second-tier orchestras and at
little-known festivals. There’s yet more taffy-
pulling in II, which she plays at an allegro
tempo instead of adagio as marked. In III she
sets a reasonable tempo, till she ignores Dvo-
rak’s direction to keep that same tempo when
the meter shifts from 3/8 to 2/4; instead, she
slows it down, making it sentimental.

The Antwerp Symphony was formerly
known as the Royal Flemish Philharmonic.
Kazakhstani Alan Buribayev is chief conductor
of the Astana Opera and has held the same
position with orchestras in Ireland, Holland,
and Scandinavia. At the start of the Dvorak he
has the bad habit of setting a tempo but then
letting non-melodic material enter a hair after

the beat, giving a sluggish feeling to the music.
Things improve in later movements. The bal-
ance between soloist and orchestra is ideal,
and the sound is warm and ambient, though
engineers have given the strings a fuller pres-
ence than the winds, of whom the principal
players sound rather pedestrian.

For the first five minutes or so of Josef Suk’s
Fantasy in G minor for violin and orchestra, I
had much the same complaint about Hems-
ing: she charges right out of the chute, only to
become self-indulgent again with no clue of
form or structural integration. The difference
is that here Buribayev is a perfect partner, and
they finally achieve a superb forward flow.
They know where they’re going for the rest of
this 23-minute piece, Hemsing playing with
rich warm tone, appropriate portamento, and
excellent technique. This continues into the
seven-minute ‘Love Song’, Opus 7:1 from Suk’s
Six Piano Pieces arranged by Stephan Koncz. It
flows seamlessly, full of passion yet essentially
tender. Oh! it’s a weeper, but an excellent one,
beautifully conceived and played.

For the Dvorak I inevitably return to Itzhak
Perlman, Daniel Barenboim, and the London
Philharmonic now on Warner. But if you want
both the Dvorak and Suk’s Fantasy on one
album, try Christian Tetzlaff, John Storgards,
and the Helsinki Philharmonic on Ondine.
The concerto is awfully good, though not
ecstatic, but the Suk is simply the best.

FRENCH

DVORAK: Quartet 12; see SIROTA

EISLER: Songs in American Exile
Holger Falk, bar; Steffen Schleiermacher, p

MDG 6132084—80 minutes

In this projected 4-volume series, Volume 1
presented Hanns Eisler’s songs from 1929 to
1937 when he turned away from what he
denounced as “the bourgeois music business”
and composed songs for and about the life of
the working class to be sung in the streets and
at assemblies, union meetings, strikes, demon-
strations, cabarets, and theaters. As an
unabashed Communist his objective was “to
unite and mobilize the workers in their fight
against oppression and exploitation”. Aware of
the threat of Nazism Eisler and Brecht both left
Europe for exile in the USA.

Volume 2 is a compilation of songs written
after Eisler’s return from exile—it ended
abruptly when he came under investigation by
the House Committee on Un-American Activi-
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ties and was expelled from the USA in 1948. He
returned to a destroyed and divided German
homeland and immediately encountered hos-
tility from the Stalinist regime. His songs from
this period retain his political convictions, but
many of them are written for specific occa-
sions, as musical greetings, or as a favor for a
friend.

This third volume presents 53 songs com-
posed during his American exile from 1938 to
1948. Of particular significance is his Holly-
wood Songbook composed in Santa Monica
from May 1941 to September 1943 with a few
“supplements” from 1947. It is considered by
some the most important song cycle of the
20th Century. Most of the texts Eisler set are by
his lifelong friend, Bertolt Brecht. A few are in
English.

Eisler never intended this to be a cycle. It
was not until 1982, 40 years after the composer
died, that the songs were first performed as a
cycle. They are now usually sung in order of
composition, as in this recording. The songs
present themes of longing for the homeland,
the tentativeness of life in exile, and criticism
of the Nazi regime.

Like the first two volumes (M/J 2018), the
performances here are wonderful. Holger
Falk’s interpretive gifts are impressive. He can
spin a slender silvery thread of sound one
moment and exhibit great fervor the next. He
commands a large variety of vocal techniques
and colors, including shouting and growling.

Schleiermacher is a deft accompanist in a
range of styles, sorting out the dense patterns
of some of the more complex ones. Their bril-
liant and vivid performances are exhilarating.

Helpful notes by Schleiermacher are print-
ed in English, German, and French. Texts are
in German only except for several in English.
The song titles are translated in the program
notes, so at least you can get a general sense of
what these songs are about; but unless you
know German, it’s hard to get the full benefit
of their wit and sarcasm.

The main competition to this volume is
Mathias Goerne’s 1999 recording of the Holly-
wood Songbook. His reading is powerful and
very intense, but Falk’s is more nuanced with
amazing vocal colors.

Informative notes.
R MOORE

ELGAR: Orchestral Songs; Songs; 
Grania & Diarmid

Nathalie de Montmollin, s; Kathryn Rudge, mz;
Henk Neven, bar; Barry Collett, p; BBC Concert
Orchestra/ Barry Wordsworth

Somm 271 [2CD] 90 minutes

Elgar’s reputation as one of England’s most
beloved composers has been based primarily
on his large scale orchestral and choral works.
Elgar himself seems to have regarded his songs
as a marginal aspect of his body of composi-
tions. Selected songs have shown up some-
times on albums of British songs. There are
now some excellent recordings. This program
presents a good selection of orchestral songs
and songs with piano.

The program includes his Song Cycle, Op.
59, 2 Songs, Op. 60 and four other songs.
Rudge and Neven sing the orchestral songs.
Montmollin sings the piano songs.

Both singers give dignified readings of
songs with often mediocre texts. Neven’s warm
voice and clear diction are very good for the
orchestral songs, but he sounds tremulous
some of the time. Rudge is sensationally good.
She delivers a radiant reading of ‘Pleading’, a
setting of Arthur L Salmon’s poem with its
recurring line “the hills of Dreamland”, which
yields the album’s title; this is Elgar at his lyri-
cal and melodic best. What a contrast to be fol-
lowed by ‘Follow the Colors: Marching Song
for Soldiers’ full of Elgar’s brash British tri-
umphalism and then by the kitschy ‘King’s
Way’ with its nationalist fervor; this is Elgar at
his jingoistic pomp-and-circumstance worst.

The BBC Concert Orchestra performs
admirably in the songs and in the incidental
music for Grania and Diarmid, which includes
heraldic horn and trumpet calls and shows us
an entirely different side of Elgar, more akin to
Sibelius or Wagner transferred from the
Rhineland to the mist-shrouded forests of
ancient Gaelic Ireland.

I cared less for the second disc, an “Elgar
Society Bonus CD”, with Natalie de Mont-
mollin singing 11 songs accompanied by Barry
Collett ; it includes two songs listed as first
recordings and two songs heard on the first
disc in their original piano versions. Her read-
ings are OK, but her vocal quality is shaky, her
tone uneven and sometimes harsh, and her
vibrato wide.

You can hear all the songs on both these
discs in their original piano versions sung real-
ly well—and with better SACD sound—on two
volumes of Elgar’s complete songs by Amanda
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when they are merely rearranging their prej-
udices.
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Roocroft and Konrad Jarnot with Reinhild
Mees (Channel 27507, 28610; J/A 2008, M/J
2010). Jarnot in particular gives marvelously
lyrical and expressive readings.

Good notes by Barry Collett and full texts.
R MOORE

ENESCO: Ghosts
Rodica Vica (Queen), Tiberius Simu (King Arald),
Bodgan Baciu (Magus), Alin Anca (narr); Berlin
Radio/ Gabriel Bebeselea

Capriccio 5346—51 minutes

Enesco has been getting quite a revival in recent
decades. Most of us know his two wonderful
Romanian Rhapsodies, but little else. Now one
can hear his symphonies and suites, his cham-
ber works, even his much-admired opera
Oedipe. A classic study by Pascal Bentoiu of
Enesco’s major works has now been translated.

It was only a matter of time before scholars
would start digging around for unfinished
pieces, and here’s one: a kind of (secular) can-
tata for four vocal soloists and orchestra, based
on a famous Romanian poem by Mihai Emi-
nescu (1850-89). The mythic plot deals with a
tale of love and loss, where the beautiful young
queen of the Danube dies, the heroic young
King Arald goes to a sorcerer (Magus) to make
contact with the dead queen, and the two
devoted lovers end up riding off into the after-
world on magical steeds.

Alas, I found the result mostly dreary and
undistinguished. Perhaps part of the problem
is that the orchestration had to be fleshed out
or, in most of the work, created from scratch
from a bare piano accompaniment. Sabin
Pautza (b. 1943), himself a composer of much
vocal and orchestral music, may well have
done a stylistically competent job. (He has
published textbooks on harmony and orches-
tration.) Still, we are not necessarily hearing
what Enesco would have done.

A more serious problem is that Enesco has
the four soloists speak their lines—rather than
sing them—a good two-thirds of the time. Per-
haps this would have worked better if trained
actors had been hired for the extensive spoken
sections, as was done so effectively in the
recent recording of Moniuszko’s Widma (S/O
2018). The booklet essay claims that the spo-
ken lines use “astonishing sprechgesang” but
does not explain if it is notated. The four vocal-
ists sing well, when they sing. I will certainly
seek out recordings by baritone Bogdan Baciu
in the future—his firm tone conveys much ele-
gance, even eloquence. Bebeselea conducts

the Berlin orchestra quite capably, and the
sound quality is clear, allowing details to come
through.

The booklet includes the poem in Roman-
ian, English, and German. Alas, no indication
is given that the performers omitted lengthy
passages of spoken narration that are in the
booklet. Also, the listener would have been
helped if an editor had inserted the name of
each character who sings or speaks next.

The 10-minute Pastorale Fantaisie (1899)
for small orchestra is pleasant but didn’t hold
my attention, despite the structural and textural
richnesses pointed out by the conductor in his
booklet essay and by reviewers of the premiere
performance, over a century ago in Paris.

Bebeselea’s essay is not always well trans-
lated. It says that the markings by the conduc-
tor at the premiere “are usually dynamic”.
What Bebeselea means is that those markings
have to do mainly with dynamics—gradations
of loud and soft.

LOCKE 

FERRABOSCO: Music for Consort 
& Lyra Viol

Hathor Consort/ Romina Lischka
Ramee 1806—77 minutes

Alfonso Ferrabosco the Younger (c1575-1628)
was a viol player and composer in the courts of
Elizabeth I, James I, and Charles I, where
musicians were encouraged to write and play
new types of music. Characterized by free
rhythms and declamatory invention, the “viol
fantasy” was one of the new forms.

This release, called “The Art of Fantasy”,
includes fantasias, works based on well known
themes (such as In Nomine and the Ut Re Mi
Fa Sol La hexachord) and dance movements
(such as almains and galliards). Pieces and
instruments are well chosen and sequenced to
show contracts in texture and tempo. For
instance, the delicate solo musings and free-
form improvisation in the Prelude and Pavin
pair are played on the alto lyra viol, an instru-
ment whose additional resonance strings give
extra sheen and depth to the sound.

The Hathor Consort’s six members play a
total of eight viols ranging from treble to bass.
Melodic lines blend beautifully as players
hand off to each other and create an attractive
latticework of invention. Especially in the
more introspective and caressing pieces, it’s as
if the player is exploring the full grace and elo-
quence of what the instrument can do and
inviting the listener to do the same.
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Ardella Crawford admired the Hathor Con-
sort’s recording of Dowland’s Lachrimae (Fuga
Libera 718, N/D 2014). There’s a comment in
the Ferrabosco booklet about how the ensem-
ble programs concerts that combine dance
and music of other cultures and time periods
together with English Renaissance music. Per-
haps we can hope that their future CD and
video projects will bring these performances
to a wider audience.

C MOORE

FEVIN: Masses, Ave Maria 
& Salve Sancta Parens

Brabant Ensemble/ Stephen Rice
Hyperion 68265—79:13

The music of Antoine de Fevin is not well rep-
resented on recordings. He was a singer and
composer at the court of King Louis XII, and
his works were widely circulated across
Europe. Except for recordings of single works,
such as his Lamentations (N/D 1999: see Char-
pentier) and his Requiem (Zig Zag 110501), I
do not know of other significant recordings.

This new release should do much to
enhance Fevin’s reputation. It opens with his
Ave Maria Mass, based on Josquin des Prez’s
famous setting of ‘Ave Maria . . . virgo serena’.
Listeners will hear phrases from Josquin’s orig-
inal motet but I hope will also marvel how
Fevin is able to reweave the polyphonic fabric
of his model. The recording ends with the
Salve Sancta Parens Mass, where Fevin uses
motives from the original Marian chant and,
like Josquin’s Pange Lingua Mass, turns them
into intricate imitative textures. In between
there are three motets, including two versions
of ‘Sancta Trinitias’, the second with two addi-
tional parts by Arnold von Bruck.

This new release is another in a distin-
guished series of recordings by this ensemble
of composers active in the early 16th Century
(Brumel, M/A 2015; Clemens non Papa, M/J
2011; Crecquillon, J/F 2007; De la Rue, J/F
2017; Manchicourt, S/O 2007; Moulu, S/O
2010; Mouton, N/D 2012; Phinot, N/D 2009).
Rice and the members of the Brabant Ensem-
ble continue to bring more character to the
interpretation of their vocal phrases, including
rhythmic vitality, accent, and melodic shaping
than other more suave interpreters of Renais-
sance polyphony. As always, Hyperion has
supplied a booklet with a detailed and inform-
ative essay by Rice along with full texts and
translations.

BREWER

FLOTOW: Martha
Maria Bengtsson (Lady Harriet), Katharina Ma-
giera (Nancy), Barnaby Rea (Lord Tristan), AJ
Glueckert (Lyonel); Frankfurt Opera/ Sebastian
Weigle

Oehms 972 [2CD] 122 minutes

Flotow wrote more than 30 works for the stage,
yet only Martha (1847) and the earlier Alessan-
dro Stradella are remembered. Quite popular a
century ago, Martha still carries an aura of
nostalgia for people who grew up, as I did, lis-
tening to the extended excerpts recorded by
Caruso and his esteemed colleagues. Between
the familiar numbers are such delights as the
infectious Act I finale, where Lady Harriet, a
maid of honor to the Queen of England, and
her confidante Nancy sell themselves as ser-
vants in the culmination of a whimsical
sojourn (in disguise as common folk) to the
Richmond Market. And who can resist Flo-
tow’s inspired use of the famous setting of
Thomas Moore’s ‘Last Rose of Summer’?

This is a 2016 performance by the Frankfurt
Opera. Maria Bengtsson, whose vocal style
brings to mind Renee Fleming, is an appealing
Lady Harriet. Nancy is sung by Katharina Ma-
giera, whose solid, pure tones shine in the Act
III ensemble ‘Jägerin, schlau im Sinn’. Tenor AJ
Glueckert gets the lion’s share of the beautiful
melodies as Lyonel (no wonder the role was a
favorite of Caruso’s), the young man Lady Har-
riet meets and falls in love with when she is dis-
guised as Martha. His bright and even sound is
consistently ingratiating, and though one
might wish for an extra dollop of schmaltz in
his reading of the opera’s famed ‘Ach, so
fromm’ (better known in Italian as ‘M’appari’),
he sings with a warmth and intensity befitting
Lyonel’s noble lineage, which, in Gilbert and
Sullivan fashion, is not revealed until the finale.

No one in the cast can escape the shadow
of the ghosts of Marthas past. Limiting the list
only to singers who recorded it complete, the
illustrious roster includes Rothenberger, Popp,
Wunderlich, Gedda, and Frick. But there is a
fine idiomatic assurance to this performance,
and everyone (including the audience) seems
to be having a grand time under the authorita-
tive leadership of Sebastian Weigle. The book-
let includes informative notes in German and
English, but the libretto is only in German.

ALTMAN

FRANCAIX: Flower Clock; see Collections
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GETTY: Choral Pieces
Old Man in the Night; Old Man in the Morning;
Ballet Russe; Shenandoah; There Was a Naughty
Boy; Those Who Love the Most; Beauty Come
Dancing; For a Dead Lady; Destruction of Sen-
nacherib; Cynara; La Belle Dame sans Merci

Netherlands Radio/ James Gaffigan
Penatone 5186621 [SACD] 58 minutes

If you’re an aficionado of poetry, you can tell
already that Gordon Getty heads for the best
when seeking out words to inspire his music.
Masefield, Keats, Byron, Sara Teasdale, Ed-
ward Arlington Robinson, Ernest Christopher
Dawson—he doesn’t mess around. The unfa-
miliar ones—’Beauty Come Dancing’ and the
two ‘Old Men’—are poems by Getty himself.

So the first (and most obvious) thing you
learn about the composer is that he is in close
relationship with poetry. Next, you realize that
he is a contemporary composer (b 1933) who
has no interest in sounding like a contempo-
rary composer. There’s not a hiss, gliss, or
nasty tone cluster in earshot. In addition, Getty
sticks to the words and syllables of his poems
like glue; melismas are not his thing. His
choral harmonies are pretty basic, and he likes
to insert repeating melodic patterns (often in
the strings) to divide up the verses of his

poems. There’s colorful orchestration as well:
sad bird calls from the clarinet, intimations of
unrequited love from the oboe, and all manner
of ethereal sounds from the celeste. Getty’s
shorter works (most are in the 4-6 minute
range) develop more coherently than his 16-
minute Old Man in the Night, so I think you’ll
come away admiring them more.

If you want your modern music to be jar-
ring, dissonant, and forbidding, Gordon Getty
is not for you. But if you’re willing to tap into
some anachronistic energy (the guy writes
waltzes, for heaven’s sake!) by all means have
at it. The Dutch orchestra sounds terrific, but
the choir is set back in the sonic frame, which
waters down the power of the poetry. The men
come through loud and clear in EC Dawson’s
‘Cynara’, which is set for male choir. So why are
diction and overall choral presence on the
wispy side everywhere else? Pentatone’s SACD
sound is good but not spectacular. Texts and
helpful notes make for a nice booklet.

GREENFIELD

GIPPS: Symphonies 2+4; Knight in Armour; 
Song for Orchestra
BBC Wales/ Rumor Gamba

Chandos 20078—69 minutes

As a woman struggling in a man’s world, Eng-
lish composer Ruth Gipps (1921-99) was a
hard-working trailblazer, but foremost she was
a composer whose work was admired by Ralph
Vaughan Williams, Arthur Bliss, Leon
Goossens, and Malcolm Sargent. Discrimina-
tion against female musicians was the major
reason for her struggles. Making things worse
was her stubbornness and outspokenness,
especially against atonal and serial music.
That turned many people against her in the
50s when modernism was breaking through in
Britain. Still, she endured and persisted, had
many admirers and many who benefitted from
her teaching, help, and generosity.

Ruth Gipps was a musical prodigy. Her
mother ran a music school from their home,
her father was an amateur violinist, and her
two siblings were musicians. She spent her
youth performing as a pianist and composing.
Even then, she suffered discrimination in com-
petitions and applications to schools, and was
bullied in one of those schools. After her nov-
elty as a prodigy faded, she enrolled in the
Royal College of Music, where she studied
composition with Gordon Jacob and Ralph
Vaughan Williams, continued piano lessons,
and took up oboe, later studying with Leon
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Goossens. After graduating, she performed as
a pianist and worked as a free-lance oboist and
English horn player while her clarinetist hus-
band, Robert Baker, was in the military. In
1944, Gipps’s friend, George Weldon, conduc-
tor of the City of Birmingham Orchestra, hired
her for the oboe section, where she had served
as a deputy. Weldon conducted several of her
works, but she was disliked by her colleagues
and forced out in 1945. (Unsubstantiated
rumors of an affair with Weldon did not help.)
That left her working in other facets of the
music business. She continued to compose. In
1948 she got a doctorate in music at Durham
University, a rarity for a woman then. That
same year, a sudden departure left open the
CBO’s chorus master position. After some les-
sons with Weldon, Ruth took the job and
became hooked on conducting. She did quite
a bit of it for two years until Weldon left the
declining CBO in 1950 and was replaced by
Rudolf Schwarz. With Birmingham perform-
ances of her music disappearing, she eventu-
ally returned to London. After an old hand
injury ended her piano career in 1954, she
taught at Trinity College of Music, then the
Royal College of Music. She left both when
they turned to modernism and ended up at
Kingston Polytechnic in 1977. In order to con-
tinue conducting, Gipps formed the profes-
sional Chanticleer Orchestra and the amateur
London Repertoire Orchestra as vehicles for
young musicians and composers and plat-
forms for performing her own works. Ruth
Gipps died from a stroke in 1999.

The music on this program is neoclassical,
a sometimes quirky blend of Vaughan Williams
and Holst, with touches of Herbert Howells,
Cyril Rootham, Grace Williams, and Arnold
Bax, but always retaining Gipps’s own voice.
Her structures are tight, and her lines are
modal in the English style with her own unique
twist. Rhythm is a major component, even in
her slow melodies. Her style is linear, and her
orchestration is clever and transparent.

The single movement of the youthful Sec-
ond Symphony (1946) has 11 cleverly integrat-
ed images that might have been felt by the
composer during the war. It is in the style of
Vaughan Williams’s symphonies but more
compact and miniaturized. The opening
swelling brass motive is so noble and harmon-
ically appealing that I wish Gipps had built the
symphony around it. The mood changes with
a light violin solo and march, before an English
horn solo and a song in the strings take on a
more serious tone. Then a perky march begins

with two piccolos and side drum, then
swelling and ebbing like soldiers marching
across the stage before a simple string hymn
mourns their fate. Gentle passages lead to a
tolling bell and a final moment of sadness
before brassy optimism exudes joy and relief.
Gipps’s biographer, Jill Halstead, writes that
the symphony’s three major parts depict the
days before the war, the war, and her hus-
band’s return. This reading is much faster and
a little lighter than an earlier recording with
Douglas Bostock (N/D 1998). Both are well
played.

Gipps dedicated Symphony No. 4 (1972) to
Bliss, whose music she often conducted and
who admired this score. It is one of her most
serious and pessimistic works, probably
reflecting her depression over the decline of
her fortunes since the 1950s. The structure is
tight and compact, grayish, linear, and contra-
puntal. It nervously changes moods and
speeds often. Holst casts a shadow over the
piece, particularly in the flutes in the low regis-
ter and the slow walking chords. The work’s
dissonance is not harsh so much as pes-
simistic and ominous, leading Halstead to
comment that, “something in its soundscape
[acknowledges] the distant shadow of mod-
ernism—both musical and urban”. Annotator
Lewis Foreman notes “her sense of alienation
in an unsympathetic world”.

The impressive opening rises and builds
slowly, with an upward searching melody that
peaks in the horns, against woodwind and
brass dissonances, recalling the opening to
‘Saturn’ from Planets. The music fades back to
the depths like an apparition. A brisk, insistent
Allegro breaks out, eventually giving way to a
wandering canon of earlier melodies that
crashes into the brass, who bring it to heel.
The movement is essentially a conflict
between those elements. The Allegro makes
one last assault, joined by the brass, only to
crash into a gong, leaving the music to drift
away in surrender.

The mysterious Adagio opens with an Eng-
lish horn solo over harp arpeggios and then
tight brass chords. An eerie violin emerges,
and then a high oboe solo emerges over a
ground of horns and low winds. Other winds
join, often in dissonance, and the effect is a
combination of pastoral and pain. Intensity
increases as instruments and melody are
added. The ending is one bleak landscape.

The bustling Scherzo that Foreman likens
to “dry autumn leaves rustling in the breeze”
brightens things, with a tricky horn solo
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adding a touch of rustic weirdness. A pastoral
section returns to the pessimism of II, with
prominent solos for oboe and English horn.
The first section returns, leading to an ending
where the horn is joined by another horn in
dissonance before a blazing major chord
erupts in the full section.

The complex finale is a vigorous conflict
between Holstian walking chords, beautiful
and haunting small ensembles, solos for tuba
and horn, and walls of dark horns against a
brisk, intense Allegro. Bright “tick-tock” wood-
wind chords resemble the slow Holstian
chords that open ‘Saturn’ but at a much faster
speed, producing an insistent mocking effect
(Gipps’s enemies?). Moods change quickly
between hyperactive and dark pastoralism.
The work concludes with a huge brass climax,
one blunt chord: the end.

The tone poem Knight in Armour (1940,
when Gipps was 19) is based on Rembrandt’s
Man in Armor. It fits in the vein of bold English
orchestral music with heroic brass and roman-
tic lyricism. Song for Orchestra (1948) is a
short piece of English pastoralism.

Performances and sound are excellent, as
are the notes. Even if you have the Bostock
disc, you will want this for the other works,
especially the Fourth Symphony. May this be
the beginning of a project that includes the
other three symphonies and other works, not
to mention works of other neglected female
composers: perhaps Grace Williams’s Sym-
phony No. 1?

HECHT

GLAZOUNOV: The Seasons; 
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade

Zagreb Philharmonic/ Dmitri Kitaenko
Oehms 1889—75 minutes

In our Ballet Overview (N/D 2012) we praised
De Waart on Telarc and Robert Irving on EMI.
The Telarc had wonderful sound; the EMI had
in-your-face sound (one would expect the
Telarc to as well, considering the hall in Min-
neapolis where the DeWaart was recorded).
The EMI is a 1960 Manhattan Center recording
with American musicians. It is bold and bright,
as so much was at that time and in that place
(think of the Columbia Bernstein recordings).

Both of those recordings are brilliant. This
one doesn’t aim at brilliance but at smooth-
ness and beauty and Slavic flavor. The sound is
quite mellow and almost as good as the Telarc.

I don’t know where you can get the Telarc
or if you can get the EMI. I do know that this is

a new recording by a fine conductor who is
working part-time with this Croatian orches-
tra. It includes as a sort of PS the ‘Satyr’ Varia-
tion. I like Kitaenko’s tempos better than any-
one else’s. He is more dancelike and less
“punchy”. So I welcome this, though I wish the
coupling were better. We didn’t need another
Tchaikovsky Serenade for Strings. Irving had
Walton, De Waart Glazounov’s Scenes de Bal-
let—both a better deal.

If you don’t know this ballet, tracks 8 and
12 are a good introduction and wonderful
music (the Waltz from ‘Summer’ and the Bac-
chanale from ‘Autumn’).

VROON

GLIERE: Piano Pieces
Alton Chan

Cambria 1241—66 minutes

There is a tendency these days to underappre-
ciate the music of Reinhold Gliere. Yes, he was
no Mozart, but who was? If his creative juices
were sometimes suspect as to taste or quality,
he did manage to supply an abundance of ear
candy for us to enjoy, and what music lover
has not succumbed to his larger-than-life
Symphony 3?

This recording gives us 33 tracks of his
piano music, mostly compositions for chil-
dren. All of it is charming, melodic, and the
product of a professional composer. None of it
seems written down to a rudimentary intellec-
tual level, and we can enjoy its delectable cre-
ative values. There is certainly more of interest
than can be heard in the first books of Bartok’s
Mikrokosmos.

Chinese pianist Altan Chan has made
some fine recordings before, and it is good to
see he is back in the studio. And he has con-
tributed some first rate notes to the compos-
er’s cause. His playing never attempts to make
more of the music than it is, but always
remains effective.

The 12 Children’s Pieces, Op.31, are not
easy technically and more sophisticated than
the usual run of pieces. None of them have kid-
die titles, and the forms used are largely the
ones used by Chopin: mazurka, berceuse,
etude, prelude, nocturne. Except for the occa-
sional oriental cast, they sound not unlike the
Polish master. The 8 Easy Pieces, Op. 43, are of
similar disposition; and the 12 Sketches, Op.47,
while moving further afield from those forms,
returns us a little closer to Mother Russia.

BECKER
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GORDON: The House Without 
a Christmas Tree

Lauren Snouffer (Addie), Heidi Stober (Ade-
laide), Daniel Belcher (Dad), Patricia Schuman
(Grandma); Houston Grand Opera/ Bradley
Moore

Pentatone 5186697—73 minutes

Houston Grand Opera has made a point of
commissioning operas for the holiday season
over the last decade or so. Jake Heggie’s It’s a
Wonderful Life premiered in 2016 and Elliot
Fisch gave the CDs a glowing review in these
pages (M/A 2018). I haven’t heard that yet, but
I have enjoyed Heggie’s other operas. Ricky Ian
Gordon made a stirring opera out of Stein-
beck’s Grapes of Wrath, one filled with memo-
rable melodies, choruses, and drama. A Coffin
in Egypt is also a very effective musical theater
piece (N/D 2014), so I had high hopes for this
opera based on Gail Rock’s book that was
made into a Christmas special back in 1972 (I
remember watching it on television).

But Gordon’s music is uninteresting and
uninspired. It’s perfectly adequate: the vocal
lines fall easily on the ear, the orchestration is
pleasant to hear and never obscures the
singers. It’s just not very specific; there is very
little musical delineation of the characters.
Everyone sounds much the same; nor is there
any attempt to capture the period or location
(post World War II Nebraska). There is a new
Christmas carol that has a catchy melody. The
use of a chamber orchestra is also effective.
But in an opera that only lasts 73 minutes one
shouldn’t be checking the booklet to see how
much longer a scene will last.

Certainly it’s not the fault of the perform-
ers. Lauren Snouffer has a lovely lyric soprano
as the main character, Addie, who desperately
wants a Christmas tree despite her father’s
strong objections (he is still mourning the
death of his wife in the Christmas season some
years before). Heidi Stober brings class and
flair to her assignments (she sings three roles).
Patricia Schumann and Daniel Belcher also
sing their roles with character and distinction.
Conductor Bradley Moore leads with assur-
ance. The production photos included in the
booklet look most inviting. Perhaps it was all
more effective on stage.

Pentatone’s presentation is terrific: excel-
lent sound, full text, and a note from the origi-
nal author in addition to the color photos
mentioned above.

REYNOLDS

GOUNOD: Le Tribut de Zamora
Judith van Wanroij (Xaima), Jennifer Holloway
(Hermosa), Juliette Mars (Iglesia), Edgaras
Montvidas (Manoël), Tassis Christoyannis (Ben-
Said), Boris Pinkhasovich (Hadjar), Artavazd
Sargsyan (Alcade, Cadi), Jerome Boutillier (king,
Arab soldier); Bavarian Radio/ Hervé Niquet

Bru Zane 1033 [2CD] 141 minutes

I didn’t know what to expect when I saw this
world-premiere recording of Gounod’s last
opera. Le Tribut de Zamora was first seen at
the Paris Opera in 1881, got produced in many
theaters (including Vienna, Prague, Turin, and
even New Orleans and the Algerian city of
Constantine) but eventually disappeared from
the boards. Gounod is known to be a supreme-
ly lyrical, somewhat even-tempered composer.
Here he was attempting to write a broad-
scaled four-act grand opera dealing with ten-
sions between politically dominant Arabs
(“Saracens” or “pagans”) and subjugated
Christian townspeople in 9th Century Spain.
This seemed to me a possible mismatch.

Tribut is sonorous, tuneful, effectively writ-
ten for the voices, and (as Saint-Saens noted in
an enthusiastic review) beautifully scored. The
nasty Arab leader Ben-Said is brilliantly
limned, as are the innocent Spanish-Christian
couple, Xaima and Manoël, who stand up to
the cruel ruler. The chorus of Spanish Chris-
tians has powerful music when it protests the
cruelty of the ruling Muslim authorities and
when it recalls the heroism of the Christians at
the battle of Zamora some years earlier.

The historical evidence behind many
events in the work is questionable, as the
accompanying book all too briefly hints. There
was indeed a famous battle (the Battle of
Alhandic) in 939 AD, which ended with the
troops of Abd-ar-Rahman III breaching the
walls of the fortified town of Zamora. The
libretto claims—I do not know on what evi-
dence—that the Arab rulers then demanded a
horrifying “tribute”: namely, that cities across
Spain hand over 100 young women to be auc-
tioned as slaves. Thus the opera’s title is a kind
of accusation.

The opera takes place in the city of Oviedo.
One of the first of the town’s victims (chosen
by lot) is Xaima. Operagoers must have been
expected to identify with the Christians against
the portrayed-as-despicable Muslims. Indeed,
at one point the tenor-hero Manoël and the
baritone-baddy Ben-Said (who is the ambas-
sador of the Caliph of Cordoba and has locked
Xaima up in his harem) get into a fight.
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Manoël is promptly disarmed by Ben-Said’s
soldiers, and Ben-Said ends up knocking
Manoël down, pressing a knee into his chest,
and holding a yataghan (curved short saber) to
his throat. This culminating tableau was ripe
for copying in the illustrated press of the day.

Beginning in 1830 France conquered Alge-
ria, Tunisia, and Morocco, and that sometimes
involved putting down rebellions. The opera’s
portrayal of the Arabs is, in essence, defamato-
ry. Arabs ruled Spain for centuries in a manner
that, in many ways, was more enlightened and
tolerant than Christian rule over the rest of
Europe at the time. Operagoers today are accus-
tomed to setting aside the prejudicial ethnic
portrayals in many operas. For example, few of
us share the revulsion toward the Gypsy woman
Azucena that is expressed by Ferrando and
Count di Luna in Il Trovatore. It is thus at least
possible that Le Tribut de Zamora could be
staged and appreciated for its many strengths.

The music is beautifully crafted. There are,
for example, brief but delightful preludes and
marches. The deliciously exotic-sounding
‘March of the Captive Women’, I suspect, may
have influenced the Arab Dance in Tchai-
kovsky’s Nutcracker. Other moments of overt
exoticism include some swirling modal phras-
es (in the oboe or other winds) that are clearly
meant to sound Spanish or Middle Eastern,
plus (in Act 3) a spirited Spanish Dance
inspired by the entr’acte to Carmen, Act 4, and
a particularly intoxicating Greek Dance.

The music for the slave auction that ends
Act 2 begins with a motive figure that seems
modeled on the gambling scene in La Traviata,
but it then sequences upward with a dramatic
intent specific to the bidding war between the
tenor and baritone over the soprano, Xaima.
The passage then builds to a big ensemble on
a broad tune—as in an Italianate largo concer-
tato—to which each character’s words lend a
specific color. As so often in operatic ensem-
bles, one must read the libretto to “hear” what
each character is thinking.

I admit that some moments are fresher
and more effective than others. The patriotic
Act 1 hymn to the courageous Spanish soldiers
of the Battle of Zamora is uncomfortably simi-
lar to the music of the final trio in Faust. The
parallel seems even clearer when a solo
voice—Hermosa—reprises the passage in its
entirety in Act 3. Also, the big, attractive tune
sung by Hermosa, then Xaima, and finally the
two of them together reminded me of ‘Amami,
Alfredo’, from La Traviata. But just when things
are sounding less than freshly inspired, Goun-

od can introduce a cherishable surprise, such
as a passage for Hermosa (just before that big
tune) with elegantly flexible phrase structure.
What I called the “broad tune” in the Act 2
finale demonstrates an admirable, almost
Berliozian control of melodic structure.

The work can be faulted (as it was at the
time) for having a stop-start quality; but that is
true of many French grand operas—by Meyer-
beer, Halevy, Berlioz, Verdi, and others. It seems
odd to grumble when a late-19th Century opera
has clear, functional divisions between recita-
tive-like sections and the vocal numbers proper
(and between the several movements or sec-
tions in each of those numbers).

For the most part, the performances here
are vivid and persuasive, making a strong case
for the work. The four main singers (Judith van
Wanrooij as Xaima, Jennifer Holloway as
Xaima’s long-lost mother, Hermosa, Edgaras
Montvidas, and Tassis Christoyannis) incarnate
their roles effectively, singing with great beauty
and acting through the voice. Van Wanrooij
gets to sing the one passage that is somewhat
well known today, ‘Ce Sarrasin disait’ (part of
the lovers’ Act 1 duet). Joan Sutherland has
recorded it gloriously, but Van Wanrooij makes
it her own, conveying the affectionate words in
a touching, seemingly spontaneous manner. I
have returned to that track several times.

Sometimes the two women’s voices are
hard to tell apart, especially when Hermosa
(the lower of the two roles) is singing in her
high register, as in the extended scene of Her-
mosa and Xaima’s first meeting. Some future
performance of the work might profitably cast
a mezzo with a deeper voice in the role, as is
normally done with Verdi’s Azucena (another
woman who is both mad and a character’s
unrecognized mother). But I hope that this will
not come at the expense of the clarity and pre-
cision with which Holloway here attacks the
role’s many high notes and several startling
passages of coloratura.

Montvidas is as continuously passionate
and convincing as he was in Felicien David’s
Herculanum (J/F 2016) and Godard’s Dante
(M/A 2018). Christoyannis (whom I have pre-
viously admired here in recordings of songs by
Felicien David, Lalo, and Saint-Saëns—e.g.,
N/D 2017) excels in the frequent moments of
sarcasm and disdain—impressively histrionic
sometimes, but never quite forcing his voice
into a pitchless shout. He is even better when
he gets to sing sweetly, as in his manipulative
Act 3 plea: ‘O Xaima, daigne m’entendre’
(please listen to me).
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Boris Pinkhasovich, in the important sec-
ondary role of the Arab soldier Hadjar, is com-
municative, but his voice is somewhat unsteady
and lacks fullness in the lowest notes. He does
better when interacting with other characters
than in his Act 2 solo in praise of war and love.
Juliette Mars is wonderful as Iglesia but shows
an aged-sounding wobble in a barcarolle (as “a
young slave woman”). Artavazd Sargsyan, a
marvelous light tenor, sings his two shortish but
crucial roles (one is the auctioneer of the female
slaves) with the total smoothness and clarity
that I have admired in several other recordings
(two Gounod sacred works, J/A 2018).

Conductor Hervé Niquet, best known as a
Baroque-era specialist, keeps up the pace
nicely and varies it as needed. This is some of
the best conducting I’ve heard from Niquet in
19th Century repertory. The Munich Radio
Orchestra sounds full and clear. The acoustics
of the smallish Prinzregenten Theater surely
help produce such a fine-sounding result.

In short, this is another triumph for the
“French Opera” series made possible by the
scholars of the Center for French Romantic
Music in the Palazzetto Bru Zane in Venice.
The essays in the hardcover book that comes
with the CDs are as interesting and well
informed as we have come to expect from the
Center and are printed in both French and
mostly good English (as is the libretto). The
essay on the image of Spain in French visual
art is written in a pretentious style that is
sometimes hard to follow in either language.
The illustrations in the book are marvelous;
some are very detailed and worth looking at
with a magnifying glass.

Collectors should note that recordings
from the Center, though once widely listed as
Ediciones Singulares, are now plainly labeled
with the words Bru Zane to indicate that they
are produced and distributed by the Center.

LOCKE

GRAINGER: Porgy & Bess Fantasy;
see BERNSTEIN

GRAUN: Christmas Oratorio
Monika Mauch, Marion Eckstein, Georg Poplutz,
Raimund Nolte; Arcis-Vocalisten Munich; L’arpa
Festante/ Thomas Gropper

Oehms 1876—79 minutes

Carl Heinrich Graun (1704-59), younger broth-
er of Johann Gottlieb Graun, served as a singer
and composer in Braunschweig and Reinsberg
before settling in Berlin with his patron, the

Prussian Emperor Frederick the Great. Tho-
mas Gropper notes that much of the younger
Graun’s early music is not extant; but in 1990,
the Christmas Oratorio was discovered at the
Library of Congress. It is impossible to say
exactly when and where it was copied, but
scholars have dated it to a period before his
arrival in Berlin in 1733.

Graun’s Christmas Oratorio bears several
hallmarks of contemporary North-German
style. For example, chorale movements like
‘Gott Sie Dank Durch Alle Welt’ show Graun
was still working under the influence of JS
Bach’s simple four-part harmonizations. The
following movement, ‘Uns Ist ein Kind
Geboren’, exhibits a motet-like setting, where
the soprano (Monika Mauch) sings the chorale
melody cantus firmus-style over strings and a
pair of oboes. Elsewhere, periodic phrasings
and pairs of horns in the orchestration seem to
point to Graun’s alignment with burgeoning
classical aesthetics. Mauch has a lovely voice,
but she struggles a bit in the high range of her
aria ‘Die Sterblichkeit Gebiert das Leben’. The
tenor aria ‘Ew’ger Sohn, Erhaltner Segen’
(Georg Poplutz) is lovely—gentle, lyrical,
galant in style. Texts and notes are in English.

LOEWEN

GRAUPNER: Epiphany Cantatas (5)
Andrea Lauren Brown, Kai Wessel, Georg
Poplutz, Dominik Worner, Kirchheim Bach Con-
sort/ Sirkka-Liisa Kaakinen-Pilch

CPO 555146 [2CD] 92:21

Christoph Graupner (1683-1760), Bach’s
almost exact contemporary, was born and
trained in Leipzig and hoped to return there as
successor to his teacher, Kuhnau. He was,
indeed, second choice after Telemann for the
job there, but his then employer in Darmstadt
prevented him from leaving, so the post went
instead to the third choice, JS Bach.

Graupner’s large output, though surviving,
was largely ignored or bypassed by musicians
until our most recent decades. He was a highly
productive composer, in instrumental but
especially in sacred vocal music. Whereas only
200 sacred cantatas by Bach survive to us, we
have over 1400 from Graupner. (Take that, JS!)

From that considerable legacy, five can-
tatas have been selected, not from any cycle,
but for texts that fit the Epiphany celebrations.
(Given the short length of these two discs—
53:18 and 39:03 minutes—one or two other
cantatas should have been included.)

It is certainly tempting to compare Graup-
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ner’s cantata style with Bach’s. Judging just
from these examples, it seems to me that
Graupner’s writing is less stiff, more free and
flowing than Bach’s, in relative terms, a bit less
concerned with contrapuntal rigor. A particu-
lar difference has to do with obligato instru-
ments: whereas Bach uses them sporadically
in individual arias, Graupner integrates them
more, greatly unifying individual cantatas
thereby. True, one setting—Was Gott Thut, das
ist Wohl Gethan—uses the oboe only sparing-
ly. But for the other four the obligato instru-
ments are used consistently: for Erwacht, ihr
Heyden, the viola d’amore; for Die Wasser
Wogen im Meer sind Gross, traverso flute and
chalumeau (early clarinet); for another setting
of Was Gott Thut, flauto d’amore and oboe
d’amore; and for Gott, der Herr ist Sonne und
Schild, two horns. The interactions between
instruments and voices is particularly clever.

The performances here are a fine adver-
tisement for the composer. The singers are all
admirably stylish, and the ensemble of 12
players (including the director on violin) is
thoroughly skilled.

The booklet contains very thorough notes,
but the tiny print is almost unreadable.

BARKER

GRIEG: Songs
Carole Farley, s; London Philharmonic/ José
Serebrier

Ariadne 5001—64 minutes

Songs of Edvard Grieg are presented here in
full orchestral splendor. They were originally
recorded in the late 90s for Dinemec, but they
have aged well. Serebrier leads a polished,
nuanced reading of these works, and Farley
has the kind of mature soprano voice that is
both supple and graceful.

Only a few of these songs were orchestrat-
ed by Grieg himself. There is an arrangement
of the Six German Songs by contemporary
Norwegian composer Ragnar Söderlind and
an arrangement by Max Reger. The rest of the
orchestrations are supplied by Serebrier. One
of this album’s chief delights is the additional
level of interest created by one composer
orchestrating the work of another. In the finest
moments, the personalities of both composers
emerge in a single song, and Grieg’s original
work is imbued with new immediacy.

The Six Songs from 1876 show a composer
at the height of his powers, with expert com-
mand of harmonic tension and release. Sere-
brier’s instrumentation of this set demon-

strates the conductor’s thorough understand-
ing of 19th Century romanticism ; these
orchestrations might have been made by Grieg
himself. Less subtle are the arrangements by
Söderlind. He treats Grieg’s Six Songs with a
rambunctious glee that suggests the cosmo-
politan exuberance of 20th Century Europe
rather than the more reserved aesthetic of
Grieg’s Norway. With jaunty woodwinds and
brilliant harps, Söderlind’s orchestrations
often recall the glittering textures of Puccini’s
operas. This approach makes for fascinating
listening, and people who don’t consider
themselves Grieg fans may nevertheless find
this version of the Six Songs enchanting.

‘Eros’, the first of the Opus 70 5 Songs, was
composed in 1900 and is heard here in a 1914
arrangement by Max Reger. Reger brings Ger-
manic late-romanticism to this piece, which is
not inappropriate. Were it not for the Norwe-
gian language, ‘Eros’ might pass for late Wagn-
er or early Richard Strauss.

Farley, who made her Met debut in the title
role of Berg’s Lulu, is completely at home in
this dense sonic landscape. Her velvety timbre
is enlivened by potent resonance, and she
soars dramatically without sacrificing beauty
of tone.

Recorded balance is excellent, with power-
ful orchestral sonorities that are never over-
powering. An informative program booklet
includes texts and translations. The richness of
these orchestral textures may encourage lis-
teners who have previously overlooked Grieg’s
songs to pay attention to a often neglected
area of his output.

OBEROI

GUINOVART: Piano Pieces
Albert Guinovart

Sony 45538—74 minutes

After listening to this for a while I asked Ray
Hassard, our Art Director, who was in the
room, what to call this kind of music. His reply:
high-brow cocktail piano. Exactly.

VROON

HAKIM: Salve Regina; Capriccio; The
Embrace of Fire; Toccata; Diptych; Stravinsky
Homage
Simon Leach, org; Ranald McCusker, t; Benedict
Holland, v; John Turner, rec

Metier 28583—71 minutes

Hakim is a Lebanese-French organist, com-
poser, and improvisor who succeeded Messi-
aen as organist at Sainte-Trinite in Paris, where
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he played from 1993 until 2008. His extensive
output includes works for organ, orchestra,
chamber ensembles, concertos, vocal and
choral music, liturgical songs, arrangements,
and pedagogical treatises.

This program contains both sacred and
secular pieces, including his popular Hom-
mage a Stravinsky. Stravinsky did not hold the
organ in high regard (“the monster never
breathes”) but Hakim has managed to transfer
his style to the organ using bold harmonies,
“Stravinskyesque” rhythms, exotic colors, and
an endlessly inventive musical imagination, all
combined with an original use of Gregorian
Chant to create an interesting example of what
Stravinsky might have written had he not had
such an aversion to the organ. It is in the form
of a triptyque: Prelude, Danse, and Final.
While there are no direct quotes from the
Russian composer, there are hints of Petrouch-
ka, The Firebird, and Le Sacre.

Embrace of Fire won first prize in 1986 in
the International Organ Competition in mem-
ory of Anton Heiller at Southern Missionary
College in Collegedale, Tennessee. Each of the
three movements is prefaced by a scripture
quotation dealing with life after death, God’s
infinite love, and the power of love over death.
The Salve Regina and Toccata are prefaced by
the singing of the Gregorian Chant melody
they are based on.

Capriccio for violin and organ and Diptych
for recorder and organ are very effective and
original. Leach, who is organist at the Holy
Name Church in Manchester, England, is a
fine player—more than capable of managing
the virtuosic demands of this music. He plays
on the church’s  3-manual, 48-stop William
Hill and Son organ. Notes on the music, com-
poser, performers, and specification.

DELCAMP

HALLEY: Choral Pieces
Keramion Singers/ Paul Halley
Pelagos 1006 [2CD] 85 minutes

Lovers of the English Cathedral style of choral
music will delight in this 2-disc set of works by
contemporary composer Paul Halley. Like
Healy Willan, his closest stylistic relative, Hal-
ley was born in England and settled in Cana-
da; he’s currently active there as a cathedral
organist. Most of the works included here fol-
low, in style and function, the works of com-
posers in similar circumstances—not just
Willan, but Herbert Howells, Gustav Holst, and
John Ireland. The music is unabashedly tonal

and essentially romantic; but, like those com-
posers, Halley brings a thorough command of
choral voicing and counterpoint to his work.
His compositional aesthetic is both informed
and approachable.

The Keramion Singers are a 21-voice,
semiprofessional outfit assembled by Halley
from the cathedral choristers whom he directs
in Halifax. The group sings here with a full-
bodied sound, near-perfect diction, and judi-
cious vibrato. This choir achieves the crisp,
clear timbre that all chamber groups strive for,
while eschewing the constricted style of
straight-tone singing that plagues many mod-
ern ensembles. Natural vibrato is never fully
excised from the sound, even in the moments
of plainchant. This allows for a healthy, robust
choral texture that contributes greatly to the
album’s success. Halley is to be lauded not
only for his achievements as a composer, but
also for his careful cultivation of an excellent,
well-rounded choral sound.

Halley is also an accomplished organist,
and the works here are almost entirely sacred
in nature. The unaccompanied ‘Beati Omnes’
(Blessed are they), composed in 2013, incor-
porates a plainchant melody into a lush choral
texture. The influence of Willan is heard here,
as Halley divides the soprano section, assign-
ing the upper voices long stretches of flowing
parallel fourths. Other moments in the piece
evoke the style of Morten Lauridsen; like Lau-
ridsen, Halley often treads a fine line between
the serious and the saccharine. But Halley is
no mere sentimentalist, and even his most
accessible work is characterized by a rigorous
attention to compositional detail. ‘A Brighter
Garden’, for example, hints at “new age”
(almost pop) style; but the irregular rhythmic
structure of the piano accompaniment keeps it
firmly in the realm of art music. This captivat-
ing piece is scored for women’s chorus, piano,
organ, and French horn and makes effective
use of interlocking texts by hymnist Isaac
Watts and poet Emily Dickinson.

‘Sanctus & Benedictus’ is a rather enigmat-
ic work that curiously incorporates soprano
saxophone. The piece begins with declamato-
ry exclamations on the word ‘Sanctus’ before a
fugato section. The solo saxophone, beautiful-
ly played by Tristan De Borba, helps to under-
line important musical motifs. An imitative
passage for organ and saxophone leads into
the introspective ‘Benedictus’, where unac-
companied choral textures weave a haunting
harmonic tapestry. This six-minute work is
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one of the finest here and demonstrates Hal-
ley’s mastery of compositional craft.

Halley is an excellent modern composer
whose choral work deserves wider recogni-
tion. The set is attractively packaged with art-
work by Marina Malvada, and the booklet
includes texts and translations.

OBEROI

HANDEL: Messiah
Jennifer O’Loughlin, Diana Moore, Nicholas
Phan, Sidney Outlaw; Baltimore Concert Artists &
Symphony/ Edward Polochick

Naxos 573798 [2CD] 135 minutes

Handel led the first performance of Messiah in
Dublin in April of 1742. It was his “Lenten Ora-
torio”, not intended for Christmas, when it is
usually performed nowadays. And it was the
London performances in the years that fol-
lowed that made the work the most important
oratorio in the English language. Handel had a
strong sense of majesty, and it shows especial-
ly in the grand choruses. In the following cen-
turies majesty was one of the qualities people
looked for in its performance.

This is not at all a majestic performance.
Maybe majesty is something recent conduc-
tors just don’t do. Tempos are way too fast for
even the slightest majesty. None of the soloists
has a commanding voice, either. I don’t like
any of them. They are weak and boring, giving
us mere read-throughs. The bass soloist is a
baritone and has no depth. He shouldn’t be
singing this. The tenor is too chipper and
hardly sustains anything. Nor is there any
weight to the female singers. The soprano is at
her best in ‘I Know that My Redeemer Liveth’.
No one else in this cast ever sounds that good.
The soprano herself often shrieks.

Some choruses and arias are what I call
“bippity”. ‘Surely he hath borne our griefs’
sounds like Gilbert and Sullivan. The sheep
that have gone astray seem quite happy about
it. For some reason, ‘The Lord Gave the Word’
is ridiculously slow, which clashes with every-
thing heard so far. The Hallelujah Chorus takes
less than 3-1/2 minutes. In many of these cho-
ruses there is a slower moment or two, but it
quickly passes and we are rushing again. The
slower moments seem out of place. It happens
in a few solos as well, and it is disconcerting.

The sound is somewhat distant and muf-
fled, except that the soloists are miked closer-
up. There is harpsichord with the soloists, and
an organ is distantly audible with choruses.
There are very few pauses between selec-

tions—which adds to the overall feeling of
breathlessness.

Andrew Davis took 146 minutes on EMI;
Raymond Leppard took 157 minutes. Those
were from the 1970s and 80s. Both are glorious
compared to this very ordinary run-through.

I hear no period playing here; the strings
sound OK. The PPP elements are super-fast
tempos and lack of legato and majesty. I’d
rather hear those things—even if it meant put-
ting up with gut strings. This is an utterly use-
less recording of Messiah.

VROON

HANDEL: Semele
Jennifer Vyvyan (Semele), Anna Pollak (Juno),
Helen Watts (Ino), John Whitworth (Athamas),
William Herbert (Jupiter), George Prangnell
(Cadmus); St Anthony Singers, New Symphony of
London/ Anthony Lewis

Decca 482 5055 [2CD] 137 minutes

Semele is a remarkable secular—and semi-
comic—oratorio. It amounts to a kind of con-
cert opera, but one whose choral movements
are more numerous, extended, and polyphon-
ic than in his operas. It is best known for sever-
al arias that are often performed separately,
but the story that it tells is coherent, fascinat-
ing, and emotionally complex.

That story comes from Greek mythology
rather than the Bible. Semele, daughter of
Cadmus, king of Thebes, is abducted by
Jupiter, falls in love with him, and thereby rais-
es the vindictive ire of Jupiter’s wife Juno. The
latter takes on the shape of Semele’s sister Ino
in order to persuade Semele (who is suscepti-
ble, being ambitious) to insist that Jupiter
appear to her in his full divinity, not as a
human.

Jupiter, after warning her—much as
Lohengrin will warn Elsa!—not to request this,
complies, and Semele is incinerated by the
scorching heat of his majestic glory. The oblig-
atory happy ending is supplied by the god
Apollo, who announces that from Semele’s
ashes will arise a god, Bacchus, whose gift of
wine will help mortals protect themselves
from “sighing and sorrow”.

Anthony Lewis’s recording, originally
released on L’Oiseau-Lyre, is a relic from an
early stage in the development of historically
informed performance. (The recording was
made in 1954 or 1956, depending on which
page of the booklet you trust.) True, there is a
lively harpsichord, played by the noted
authority Thurston Dart. The orchestra and
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chorus are smallish. Also, the soloists sing
straightforwardly, without wobbles or old-
fashioned (or big opera-house) portamento.

On the minus side, the harpsichord is
recorded faintly, even in recitatives. The
singers do not introduce appoggiaturas at
cadences in the stylish manner of the period.
And the tempos that Anthony Lewis sets are
sometimes leaden, half as fast as they are
taken nowadays. More generally, once a
tempo is set, it tends to continue to march, or
crawl, at a predictable pace. In short, the tone
is very respectful, often semi-mournful. Cad-
mus’s account of how Semele got plucked
from earth by an eagle (sent by Jupiter) is
entirely unexciting. Yet the tempos are often
zippy in the choruses. (The choral singers keep
up admirably.)

In the final scenes, as Semele and Jupiter
debate and separately ponder what she is
demanding, and as she expires, the tempos do
shift with clear dramatic intent, suggesting
what could have been done earlier in the per-
formance to make things more vivid.

The booklet misleadingly describes the
performance as “near-complete”. In fact, eight
arias or duets (all musically strong!) have been
removed, along with interesting stretches of
recitative that prepare those numbers. The
cuts particularly reduce the role of Athamas
(the man who loves Semele, to no avail), but
every role loses at least one number. Also,
some arias are shortened.

The strongest singing (aside from the cho-
rus) comes from Semele and her sister Ino.
Soprano Jennifer Vyvyan sang major roles in
premiere productions of Britten operas,
including the Governess in The Turn of the
Screen. Her voice is extremely flexible, her
pitch true, and there is something personal
about the way she produces her sound that
invites one to care about any character that
she plays. The words that Vyvyan sings are
sometimes clear here, sometimes mushy when
she moves into her upper register. A young
Helen Watts—a mezzo who would go on to
make numerous recordings of Bach cantatas
and an artful LP of German lieder—is ever-
admirable. Much weaker are bass George
Prangnell and the almost comical coun-
tertenor John Whitworth. Tenor William Her-
bert is adequate and unobjectionable, which is
surely not enough for a Jupiter.

Mezzo Anna Pollak was not endowed with
a major voice, but she is distinctive and mem-
orable as the vindictive Juno. I had never
heard her before, but she was active in musical

comedies and revues before making a career
in opera. She puts her words across with more
point and clarity than any other member of the
cast. I should add that her accent sounds
almost American to me, such as the way she
pronounces the letter L. She was born in Man-
chester to parents from the Continent and
spent part of her childhood in the Nether-
lands. I don’t know if any of that explains her
broad L.

All in all, this release is of largely historical
interest, despite some superbly effective num-
bers (such as Dido’s death scene). No libretto.
Worse, in the track list the roles are not stated
in the order the voices enter. This forces a lis-
tener to identify a character by the singer’s
vocal quality alone. (But I never had any trou-
ble recognizing Pollak’s Juno!)

I have sampled, with great pleasure, sever-
al other recordings of Semele.  Rosemary
Joshua is exquisitely pure, sometimes reducing
the voice to a thread of fine-spun gold, on a
recording conducted by Christian Curnyn
(M/J 2008). On a 1990 recording conducted by
John Nelson (N/D 1993), Kathleen Battle’s
heroine is no less exquisite and far sexier and
more headstrong, thanks in part to her artful
uses of portamento and her savvy way of col-
oring specific words. The other singers on Nel-
son’s recording include major artists who were
then all in their prime: Sylvia McNair, Marilyn
Horne, Michael Chance, John Aler, and
Samuel Ramey.

Even Johannes Somary’s recording, made
in the early 1970s, a scarce 15 or so years after
the one reviewed here, sounds fully acceptable
by today’s standards (re-release reviewed S/O
1998; John Barker compares the Lewis,
Somary, and Nelson recordings in his Handel
Overview, J/F 2003). I am astounded again at
how swiftly the historical-performance move-
ment changed our ideas of Baroque-era music
and at the new tools it supplied for revealing a
work’s messages. The Handel oratorios now
became truly entertaining—as they surely
were meant to be—and, from moment to
moment, varied and unpredictable. The solid
Semele on Somary’s recording is Sheila Arm-
strong, and the fine Ino is, as on the 1950s
recording reviewed here, Helen Watts. The
impressive Cadmus is Justino Diaz, later
famous for his Iago in the Zeffirelli film of
Verdi’s Otello.

LOCKE

HARBISON: Symphony 4; see Collections
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HAYDN: Cello Concertos;
SCHOENBERG: Transfigured Night

Alisa Weilerstein; Trondheim Soloists
Pentatone 5186717 [SACD] 73 minutes

In Cello Concerto 2 in D minor Weilerstein
plays with a romantic flair—make that “flare”
in her furious runs, which sound more excited
than articulated. Her impulsiveness makes her
come in early on some phrases, making music
feel rushed even though the tempo doesn’t
change. Longer-lined phrases sound affected,
not classical. She sounds pseudo-Rostropo-
vich. Calm down, dear, it’s Haydn, not Beet-
hoven or Dvorak. A lighter touch, please.

The better music by far is Concerto 1 in C,
discovered in 1961. Why put up with pseudo-
Rostropovich when you can have the real
thing, a superb recording with Benjamin Brit-
ten conducting the English Chamber Orches-
tra (if you can find it). Weilerstein is more
relaxed in I, with much cleaner playing. In II
her playing is really lovely. But in III she goes
hysterical, taking the Allegro tempo at 170
beats per minute, and her rhythms are a mess.
If you can’t find the Rostropovich/Britten I
highly recommend Ivan Monighetti, who is
both soloist and conductor of the Sinfonia
Iuventus in both concertos on Dux (J/A 2010).
Indeed, Monighetti was Rostropovich’s last
student, and the then three-year-old orchestra
of young musicians leaves the Trondheim
group in the dust. Also, Monighetti uses his
own cadenzas; in 2 Weilerstein uses the ones
printed in the score.

The Trondheim Soloists are nothing to
write home about (23 players in the album’s
photo). The string basses are not finely tuned
in 2. They play without a conductor in all three
works. It’s in Schoenberg’s Transfigured Night
(string orchestra version, revised 1943) that
they are really intolerable. True, their ensem-
ble is impeccable, and their interpretive
instincts are quite sound. But the strings’ tone
quality sounds as if the music is pitched too
high—their tone is extremely wiry and shrill;
when playing ff in upper registers, it sounds
like music for a horror film with the nasal-like
lower strings reminding me of a theramin. Nor
does the engineering help. Even though I can
hear the various lines of music, textures are
cluttered, compressed—anything but trans-
parent. In the liner notes Weilerstein says she
does play in this work, but I found her clearly
audible only in a brief repeated motif toward
the end. To be swept away by this work I still

return to Yoel Levi and the Atlanta Symphony
on Telarc.

FRENCH

HAYDN, M: Symphonies 18+20; Nocturne 1
German Chamber Orchestra of Neuss/ Lavard
Skou Larsen

CPO 555042—63 minutes

For record collectors Michael Haydn is much
harder to figure out than his older brother,
Joseph. In Joseph’s case there is an agreed list
of 104 symphonies plus one or two floating
ones (unnumbered). The notes here tell us
that the Perger catalog lists 52 symphonies for
Michael, and CPO’s “complete” recordings
total 44. Why the discrepancy? It may be that
Perger listed a few works twice because move-
ments were substituted or horns added or
something of that sort. No one has been able
to explain it to me, and some recordings of his
symphonies don’t give a Perger number. I have
always liked one of his symphonies in D (he
wrote many in C, D, and G), but I can’t tell you
which one it is without playing all the ones in
D that I have! I know it has bassoons, and I
have heard another one in D that does not—
but the notes here tell us that there are two
bassoons in every Michael Haydn symphony.
(Maybe the recording I have just lost the bas-
soons in the shuffle.)

Nor do I know what distinguishes various
series—for example, what distinguishes this
from the Naxos series besides the fact that the
Naxos series is only two discs so far, but this
CPO series is complete. Also, the Naxos series
uses the Perger catalog; the CPO series lists
both Perger and Sherman (MH) numbers, but
uses identifying numbers (here 13+20) that
don’t match any catalog I know (though I am
told there are four catalog systems!).

I liked the Naxos first disc (S/O 2016); my
only complaint was too much harpsichord.
That is not a problem in the CPO series, but I
think tempos are a bit lickety-split in this
group, and the strings can sound tinny now
and then. Matthias Bamert and I were born on
the same day, and it’s not surprising that I
often prefer his way of handling things. Carl
Bauman liked his Michael Haydn. Check our
cumulative index and read a lot of reviews in
back issues; that might help you to make sense
of this composer’s symphonies and their
recordings. It might also take a lot of reading!

VROON
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HENZE: Violin & Viola Pieces
Peter Sheppard Skaerved; Roderick Chadwick, p

Naxos 573886—67 minutes

The sonatas here are from various periods in
Hans Werner Henze’s life. The Violin Sonata,
written just after WW II, is the most accessible
and melodic and has the most emotional vari-
ety. A classically structured piece, it offers
lucid ideas and a Hindemithian ambiance but
is very much its own piece. Roderick Chadwick
is the elegant pianist. The Solo Violin Sonata,
full of acrobatic virtuosity, has allusions to Ital-
ian myth. The excellent soloist, Peter Sheppard
Skaerved (who has recorded other Henze
works for Naxos), says in the informative notes
that he plays the “rougher, more violent ver-
sion of the work”, which sounds right given the
grittiness of this performance. He collaborated
with Henze, so these performances have a spe-
cial authenticity.

This well-filled CD also offers an ambitious
Viola Sonata, two memorials for lost col-
leagues, and an austere, concise Violin Sonati-
na drawn from Henze’s children’s opera, Polli-
cino, projected with wry understatement.
Henze’s admirers will want this.

SULLIVAN

HERMANN: Piano Pieces
Nicolas Horvath

Toccata 418—60 minutes

Karl August Hermann (1851-1909), of German
descent, was an important figure in the nation-
al awakening of Estonia in the second half of
the 19th Century. The essay in the booklet
offers interesting information about that peri-
od. This is a first recording of Hermann’s for-
gotten piano miniatures, 26 in all.

And forgotten they should have remained.
They are rather primitive folk tunes and
dances, perhaps of historical interest but
exceedingly boring to listen to. The pianist
does little to make them more palatable. If
these trivia represent Estonia’s musical awak-
ening, it still had a long way to go.

REPP

HINDEMITH: Das Marienleben
Juliane Banse, s; Martin Helmchen, p

Alpha 398—70 minutes

Paul Hindemith’s vocal music has always exist-
ed at the periphery of the canonical repertoire.
His Six Chansons for unaccompanied chorus
are his most often performed vocal works, but
even they never reached the kind of wide-
spread familiarity achieved by similar works of
the time (think, for example, of Barber’s haunt-
ing Incarnations or Britten’s merry Flower
Songs). Hindemith’s great choral requiem
When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d,
despite relatively frequent performances in the
United States, lacks the kind of easy audience
appeal associated with Orff’s Carmina Burana
or the Duruflé Requiem. Both of these master-
works were composed within 10 years of Hin-
demith’s Lilacs, but Hindemith’s piece is
ungainly by comparison and a relatively tough
“sell” for prospective audiences.

What is true of Hindemith’s choral work is
doubly true of his solo songs. The fascinating
cycle Das Marienleben (Songs on the Life of
Mary), compellingly performed here by sopra-
no Juliane Banse and pianist Martin Helm-
chen, embodies the stylistic and technical
challenges that have always made Hindemith
a “difficult” composer. His music is created
with such an expert level of craftsmanship that
sometimes craft itself seems to be the goal.
What’s often missing is the spark of inspiration
that informs the work of a Britten or a Bach.

That said, the art with which Hindemith
approached each piece is certainly admirable
and sometimes thrilling. It takes exceptional
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performers to do it justice, and that’s the case
here. Banse deftly navigates the composer’s
chromatic melodies, and her sensitive applica-
tion of vibrato allows for great clarity of texture
without sacrificing expression. Her middle
register is wonderfully rich, and she’s able to
bring the fullness of that sound into the upper
reaches with convincing power. Banse is
always a pleasure to listen to, but she exceeds
expectations on this release; she displays
extraordinary command not only of vocal
technique, but of this thorny repertoire as well.

This is a 15-song cycle on texts by Rainer
Maria Rilke that was premiered in 1922. 14
years later, Hindemith began a series of revi-
sions that would take him another 12 years to
complete. The revised version was premiered in
1948. The performers here, citing Glenn Gould
(“I firmly believe that Das Marienleben in its
original form is the greatest song cycle ever
written”), have chosen the original version.

A relatively brief introductory song, ‘The
Birth of Mary’, gives way to the second, longest
song of the cycle. At over 9 minutes, ‘The Pre-
sentation of Mary in the Temple’ is a tour de
force, its spiky contrapuntal texture sometimes
blossoming into moments of stunning conso-
nance. Banse is especially impressive here,
and Helmchen’s playing—it can hardly be
called accompanying—is downright heroic.
Producer and editor Sebastian Stein deserves
recognition for the outstanding precision of
this recording, and the exemplary microphone
placement around the piano will make listen-
ers hungry for more Helmchen-Stein collabo-
rations.

Gould may have been an outlier in his
assessment of Das Marienleben: we don’t
expect this cycle to overtake Winterreise. But
Hindemith’s epic song cycle undoubtedly
deserves to be heard, and Banse and Helm-
chen have made it more appealing than ever.

OBEROI

HOLST: The Planets; 
ELGAR: Pomp & Circumstance 1

Royal Philharmonic/ Mike Batt
Guild 7814—59 minutes

The great unknown here for me was English-
man Mike Batt, mainly because he works
mostly in the popular music world. He is
known as a singer and composer of popular
songs, musicals, and soundtracks. He has also
conducted many top orchestras in classical
and pop recordings and concerts.

That description suggests he would take a

popularized, Hollywood approach to Gustav
Holst’s Planets, and he does. This big, bold,
colorful rendition is absorbing, entertaining,
and exciting. It is at its best in the grand
moments, but it holds its own elsewhere, with
one notable exception.

‘Mars’s’ fast tempos drain it of some of the
music’s ominous qualities, but it is massive
and powerful in its own way. ‘Venus’ can seem
impressionist and diaphanous, but here it
leans to romantic and sweeping—almost Hol-
lywood, but in a good way. There are some big
gestures, but they work well. ‘Mercury’ sounds
full and a little slow compared to most record-
ings, but Batt’s tempo reveals some interesting
aspects. The melody halfway through that is
passed from section to section has more pres-
ence than usual. It is also nicely turned, and
the climax grows naturally out of it. The horns
are impressive in the opening to ‘Jupiter’ (and
most of the time, really). The major slowdown
before the 3/4 melody could be mannered, but
Batt and the orchestra carry it off well. The
famous central tune is a bit slow but generous,
even genial in its effect. Toward the end, the
low brass sound like something big rising out
of the open, and the bass drum roll is to
behold. The basses that open ‘Saturn’ are
wonderful, and the trombone chorale passes
seamlessly to the trumpets and first trombone.
‘Saturn’ approaches Father Time with great,
squared-up nobility in one of the strongest
performances here. ‘Uranus’ opens very slow-
ly, but the timpani outburst will get your atten-
tion, and the power and clarity of what follows
is striking. The march-like passage that creates
the image of an old magician walking with a
weird, bow-legged strut here borders on some-
thing more ominous—an observation that
may be true for the whole movement. The
horns are stentorian, as usual; and watch out
for that bass drum at the end. The one failure
is ‘Neptune’, which cannot hold up to the Batt
treatment. It is too loud and does not melt
away as it should. The effect is to make that
repeated two-note phrase in the women’s
choir, heard too clearly for too long, seem rep-
etitious.

The Elgar march is what you would expect
as a follow-up: fast, powerful, full of flair, and
its most difficult passages surmounted with
dispatch. The organ at the end (and included
in Planets) will make you wonder about your
house’s foundation.

The playing of the often underrated Royal
Philharmonic is world class. The recording
qualifies as a “demonstration disc”. It is a little
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close but effective, and the bass sometimes
can be frightening. The recording is from 1993,
but it seems that contractual problems kept it
from the public. It was made in Watford Town
Hall, where many of the great Mercury LPs
were produced. It displays much of the charac-
ter of the best of those LPs, though with more
mass and breadth and less punch. There are
relatively brief but interesting notes by the pro-
ducer, Robert Matthew-Walker.

It is hard to declare any recording of Plan-
ets as the best, partly because the work is a col-
lection of seven somewhat related tone poems,
each with its own distinct personality. There
are listeners who will not like some of the
qualities noted here—something that can
probably be said about most performances of
this piece—but the only real failure is ‘Nep-
tune’. I was prepared not to like this reading
and am pleased to be be wrong. If you decide
to give it a try, it just might bowl you over.

HECHT

HOLZBAUER: Tod der Dido
Sandrine Piau (Dido), Carmen Fuggiss (Selene),
Markus Schäfer (Osmida), Thomas Mohr (Jarbas,
King of the Moors); Stuttgart Chamber Chorus &
Baroque Orchestra/ Frieder Bernius

Carus 83280—53 minutes

Ignaz Holzbauer (1711-83) was for many years
the head of musical activities at the court in
Mannheim and responsible for musical activi-
ties elsewhere in the Palatinate (including
Dusseldorf and Heidelberg).

Our index (since 1986) shows six record-
ings of works by him: mainly instrumental, but
also two recordings (one with a young Anna
Moffo!) of his bold attempt at writing a serious
German opera: Günther von Schwarzburg
(1777). Mozart found that opera “very beauti-
ful” and expressed surprise that a 66-year-old
man could write such music full of “fire”.

Tod der Dido (Dido’s Death) is a one-act
opera, written in 1780, when he was 69 and
apparently still full of fire. Its basic story is one
that was often set by 17th- and 18th Century
opera composers, including Purcell, and also
(much later) by Berlioz: how Dido, the queen
of Carthage, is abandoned by Aeneas (in order
to fulfill his divine mission of founding Rome)
and then, in sorrow and rage, commits suicide.

Holzbauer based his German opera on an
Italian one-act opera that he had written to a
condensed version of an old libretto by Metas-
tasio (La Morte di Didone). That had been pro-
minently staged in 1779 in Mannheim’s new

National Theater before a distinguished audi-
ence. For the German version, he was assisted
by Anton Klein, the librettist of his 1777 opera.
It contains only an overture, six arias (three for
Dido, and one each for the other three charac-
ters), stretches of orchestrally accompanied
recitative to motivate the next aria, and two
choral interventions by the troops of Iarbas,
king of the Moors, as they set fire to Troy.

The overture, unusually for its time, con-
tains three passages that are labeled to show
how they will occur later in the opera (e.g.,
“The Pride and Indignation of Iarbas”). Holz-
bauer and Klein labeled the work a singspiel,
but there is no spoken dialog. Tod der Dido
was possibly not performed in Holzbauer’s
lifetime. It did somehow get staged a year after
he died, in 1784. But it seems to have gone
unperformed thereafter. So it had very little
presence in the musical and theatrical life of
its own day. But here it is, in full, and brilliantly
performed in Schwetzingen Castle (outside of
Mannheim). The performance took place in
1997, and it is apparently only now getting
released. A score is also available from the
Carus publishing firm that is marketing this
recording.

The Dido is the wonderful French soprano
Sandrine Piau. She clearly understands the text
and puts its meaning across, though I find her
final R in words such as “deiner” too Italian.
The other three soloists are native German-
speakers. Dido’s sister Selene is the splendid
high soprano Carmen Fuggiss, about whom I
waxed lyrical in my review of Hasse’s Attilio
Regolo (M/A 2018). Dido’s loyal male confidant
Osmida is the ever-reliable Markus Schäfer,
whom I admired in that same Hasse recording
and also in works by Simon Mayr (J/A 2017,
M/A 2018). The Moorish king Iarbas (Jarbas in
German) is the better-than-adequate Thomas
Mohr, whose last name actually means Moor!

The Stuttgart Baroque Orchestra makes
pungent sounds and remains consistently in
tune. The voices are a bit forward, compared to
the orchestra. But everything comes through
quite effectively. I particularly enjoyed the
accompanied recitatives, where the singers,
conductor, and orchestral musicians all sound
wonderfully involved in the drama. The highly
informative booklet essay, in German, is given
also in a somewhat oddly translated English
version that is missing some crucial para-
graphs. The libretto is only in German. The
Carus firm, whose name, in Latin, means
“dear” or “precious”, should try harder to make
its products dearly loved in other lands.
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Holzbauer would surely be pleased to
know that his important and imaginative one-
act German serious opera is now available for
all the world to hear and study. He’d probably
also be interested to hear about the many sig-
nificant German-language operas that came
after he died. I hope to remember to mention
this to him, if I meet him in the afterlife.

LOCKE

HOWARD: Violin Concerto; see KERNIS

ISBACK: 5 Prologues; 3 Fantasies; 6 Swedish
Palaces; Song of Varmland; The Second Sim-
plicity; Interference; BACH: 5 Preludes;
Fugue; Sarabande

Jim Nilsson, g
Proprius 2082—71 minutes

Charming! And quite inventive programming.
This is a Swedish production—Staffan Isback
is a Swedish composer, and Jim Nilsson
trained in Stockholm and has given most of his
performances in Scandinavia and Central
Europe. He is a fine player, performing with
taste and technical finish. Nothing here is par-
ticularly demanding; he picks the easier Bach
preludes—to the extent that any of them are
easy—but he executes everything with perfect
control and a lovely sound. Nothing overdone,
all beautifully expressive and balanced.

Isback’s music is quite tonal, with enough
interesting and unexpected modulations to
keep the listener engaged. He has his own
voice—it’s not like anything I know, yet the
language is familiar and comforting. A few
pieces cite jazz origins—the fantasies are
inspired by Jerome Kern, Chick Corea, and
Duke Ellington—but apart from some synco-
pation, nothing seems unduly influenced by
pop or jazz. The works are all miniatures, none
as long as 5 minutes, most around 2 to 3. Noth-
ing here is especially profound, but all of it is
delightful, and I’d recommend any of the sets
for someone looking for a pleasant addition to
a recital.

Choosing 5 Preludes by Bach is a logical
idea. The preludes come from the first cello
suite, the two A-minor lute suites, and the Pre-
lude, Fugue, and Allegro. One is a stand-alone
prelude (D minor). Most are played freely,
though tastefully—these are preludes, after all.
The most literal is the one from the Prelude,
Fugue, and Allegro, with a little ornamentation
done at the end—something I’d never heard
before, but it works quite well. Ending with the

Sarabande from the A-minor Suite (997) after
the violin fugue is odd, but somehow satisfying.

And that’s how I’d describe this record-
ing—satisfying. Musical, expressive playing of
works that range from bon-bons to profound,
but all done lovingly. I will return to this when
I feel the need for comfort.

KEATON

JOHANNES OF LUBLIN: Keyboard 
Tablature

Corina Marti, hpsi
Brilliant 95556—74 minutes

The manuscript compiled by Johannes of
Lublin is from 1540. It has more than 220
pieces: dances, arrangements of vocal music
by assorted composers, organ masses, prel-
udes, and other contrapuntal pieces for an
organist to use in the liturgy.

The American Institute of Musicology pub-
lished a modern edition of this music in six
volumes between 1964 and 1967. A team of
lutenists and guitarists arranged 36 of the
dances for themselves to play on a Musical
Heritage Society LP. The first recording on key-
board (Arte Nova, not reviewed) was in 1995,
when Rene Clemencic played 20 of the pieces
on a clavicytherium (a vertically-oriented
harpsichord). His performance is laborious
and uninspiring.

Corina Marti has now recorded 39 of the
pieces, repeating only 7 that Clemencic select-
ed. She sweeps her competition out the door.
Her expressive technique makes these pieces
dance and sing. The melodic flourishes are
breathtaking. Her scholarship is good, too. She
worked from her hand-corrected copy of the
50-year-old edition, having gone back to deci-
pher a facsimile of the original source.

Marti’s harpsichord is new, built in 2017 by
Volker Platte, copying a Neapolitan instrument
from around 1520. It is tuned in meantone a
whole step higher than A440. The 4-foot stop is
perfectly in tune, and Marti uses it a lot in
combinations or solo. A bit of spice comes in
when the music has open fifths, as they make
an obvious vibrato that is correct for this tun-
ing scheme.

Can we hope she will make three or four
more CDs from this collection, picking more of
the music that isn’t for organ? This is a great
start, and it’s almost-unknown music. The
Adam Mickiewicz Institute for Polish culture
sponsored this important recording project.

LEHMAN
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JOSQUIN DES PREZ: Funeral Motets
& Deplorations

Cappella Amsterdam/ Daniel Reuss
Harmonia Mundi 902620—66 minutes

This collection of chansons and motets is cen-
tered around lamentations. The collection
opens with perhaps his most personal lament,
‘Nymphes des bois’, written on the death of
Johannes Ockeghem, into which he weaves
the opening of the introit for the Mass of the
Dead, “Requiem aeternam”, followed by “Nim-
phes, nappés”, based on a short responsory
from the Office of the Dead, ‘Circumdederunt
me’. The “Requiem aeternam” is also added to
his settings of De Profundis (Psalm 130) and
the short penitential prayer, ‘Absolve quae-
sumus, Domine’. Other selections include the
two Davidic laments, ‘Absalon, fili mi’ (also
attributed to Pierre de la Rue), the lament for
Saul and Jonathan, ‘Planxit autem David’, and
his Miserere (Psalm 51), which was an impor-
tant text in the Tenebrae offices of Holy Week.

Two of the selections do not relate to the
basic theme of this recording. Josquin’s three-
section motet, ‘In principio erat Verbum’ (John
1:1-14), was both the reading for the Third
Mass on Christmas Day and also the “Last
Gospel”, read by the priest at the conclusion of
Mass as a private devotional. The combined
setting of the Lord’s Prayer (Pater noster) fol-
lowed by the Marian prayer ‘Ave Maria’ could
have been used in many different contexts. The
recording concludes with Nicolas Gombert’s
lament on the death of Josquin, ‘Musae Jovis’.

The performance is very smooth and
sedate, which means it is not very passionate;
even the repeated intonations of “Miserere
mei Deus” are subdued. Cappella Amsterdam
is a 14-voice ensemble, with a clear and bal-
anced sound. In other works of Josquin this
reserved approach would be acceptable, but
these selections deserved greater attention to
the meaning of their texts.

BREWER 

JOSQUIN DES PREZ: Masses, Gaudeamus 
& L’ami Baudichon

Tallis Scholars/ Peter Phillips
Gimell 50—66:48

Peter Phillips and the Tallis Scholars continue
their progress through the Josquin masses with
two very different works, the early Ami Baudi-
chon Mass, based on a somewhat baudy popu-
lar tune, and the middle-period Gaudeamus
Mass, based on a significant introit melody

especially associated with Marian feasts—but,
as Willem Elder and Peter Phillips have suggest-
ed, the version associated with the Feast of All
Saints was more likely a factor in Josquin’s con-
ception of this work. Thus it seems a bit inap-
propriate to sing the Marian version of the
introit before the Mass on this recording.

As in the earlier releases of this series (J/F
1990, J/A 2008, M/A 2012, M/A 2017), the gen-
eral quality of this performance is not in
doubt. In both Masses, the three singers on the
tenor always allow the cantus firmus to be
clearly heard in the midst of Josquin’s
polyphony. As in their earlier releases, the
choral sound of the Tallis Scholars is very
“English” and treble dominant; the basses
could have been more prominent.

The interpretation of the Ami Baudichon
Mass seems a bit sedate for the tune, which, as
the booklet notes, is similar to ‘Three Blind
Mice’. The earlier recording by Capella Alamire
is only slightly faster (S/O 1995), but neither
recording seems to capture its dance-like
character. There are more comparisons for the
Gaudeamus Mass. While Bourbon’s interpre-
tation (M/J 2014) is better than the 1998
release by A Sei Voci (J/A 1998), which I find a
bit sloppy, it is eclipsed by the clarity and
ensemble of De Labyrintho (J/A 2006). The
Tallis Scholars in comparison to De Laby-
rintho seem to soften the rhythms and, as in
their interpretation of L’ami Baudichon, miss
some of the vitality of Josquin’s counterpoint.

If you appreciate the approach to Josquin
taken by Phillips and the Tallis Scholars, this
new release will be a welcome addition. As
always, the booklet is informative and even
includes the music for both the ‘Gaudeamus
omnes’ introit and the ‘L’ami Baudichon’ tune
(with the rude word in brackets, since it was
left out of the only copy of the complete text).
While the texts and translations for the introit
and Mass are included, the translation for the
song is not (it was also omitted on the Capella
Alamire recording).

BREWER

KASTALSKY: Memory Eternal to the Fallen
Heroes; Doors of the Mercy; From My Youth;
Blessed Are They
Protodeacon Leonid Roschko, b; Marc Andrew
Day, t; Scott Dispensa, bar; Clarion Choir/ Steven
Fox

Naxos 573889—56 minutes

Trained by Tchaikovsky and Taneyev, Alexan-
der Kastalsky (1856-1926) was a dominant fig-
ure in Russian music in the opening decades
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of the 20th Century. He was a an accomplished
choral composer. As the Great War rolled on
and the Motherland’s death toll mounted,
Kastalsky began planning a musical memorial
to the departed. (Somewhere between 4 and 5
million of his countrymen would die by war’s
end.) He planned to make use of both Ortho-
dox and non-Orthodox sources and to supply
accompaniment for the amassed voices on the
organ. But rather than take on church authori-
ties who would not have approved of the King
of Instruments or—needless to say—an ecu-
menical libretto, he wound up writing a
wartime memorial for choir and orchestra
meant for the concert stage. Eventually,
though, he bowed to the inevitable and in 1917
turned that orchestral version into an a cap-
pella work—an Orthodox Requiem, if you
will—that could be performed with the
church’s blessing.

Kastalsky’s take on the Panihida ,  the
Orthodox memorial service, is divided into 11
sections; 9 choral interludes and 2 extended
Litanies where the singers interact with the
Protodeacon as he intones the liturgy. The
choral writing is circumspect enough to be
“Kosher for Orthodoxy”, but is nevertheless full
of expansive and colorful tone painting. Surges
of dark energy hint at the imminence of hell as
the liturgy proclaims, “I will pour out my
prayer.” Luminous harmonic rest is offered by
the saints as the “sickness, sorrow and sighing”
of earthly life are put aside forever (‘Give Rest,
O Lord’). The most moving interlude occurs as
holiness and heroism become one in the
‘Memory Eternal’ peroration, which must have
caused many tears to be shed in a nation so
ravaged by war.

Founded in 2006, the New York-based
Clarion Choir is no stranger to the Russian
choral idiom. Their debut recording of Passion
Week by Maximillian Steinberg (Naxos
573665) was one of our Critic’s Choices a cou-
ple of years back (N/D 2016). In October 2016,
Maestro Fox and his singers premiered that
same work in St Petersburg, where Steinberg
(who was Rimsky’s son-in-law, you might
recall) composed it in 1923. The Clarions bring
a similar level of expertise to Kastalsky’s hand-
iwork. Their sound is gorgeous and full, lines
of chant are clearly delineated and smartly
phrased, tone painting is vividly drawn, and
emotions run deep.

Three short selections round out the pro-
gram, including ‘Blessed Are They’, which was
written in memory of the composer’s sister.
Texts and translations are included, and the

engineering is about as good as it gets. If there
is a better sounding choral release in Naxos’s
ever-burgeoning catalog, I haven’t heard it.

GREENFIELD

KERNIS: Violin Concerto;
HOWARD: Violin Concerto;

TOVEY: Stream of Limelight
James Ehnes; Andrew Armstrong, p; Seattle Sym-
phony/ Ludovic Morlot; Detroit Symphony/ Cris-
tian Macelaru

Onyx 4189—68 minutes

Here are three works for violin that date from
the 21st Century. Aaron Jay Kernis wrote his
concerto in 2017 for James Ehnes after hearing
some recordings of his and writing Two Move-
ments (with Bells) for him. It is scored for a
rather large orchestra and has strong elements
of 20th Century expressionism, with frequent
violent and dramatic gestures. I find it difficult
to follow. It has too many ideas, and I don’t get
a sense of them unfolding from a germ and
forming a whole. I feel like I have to work hard
to follow the score, and there is no payoff. It
doesn’t engage my emotions. I listen to
demanding music all the time. I’m the only
person I know who listens to certain of
Schoenberg’s 12-tone compositions for pleas-
ure. This score just doesn’t work.

James Newton Howard’s Violin Concerto is
far more tuneful and atmospheric. That may
be because Howard has made a career of writ-
ing film music, which must establish a mood
and often develop it. Howard’s exemplars are
not the expressionists but the early 20th Cen-
tury late romantics and impressionists. I don’t
mean to imply that I prefer Howard because
his music is easier on the ears. I just find that it
has an obvious logic and sensible progression
of moods. He was likely disciplined by the
movie industry to make his scores intelligible
and emotionally effective. Also, both concertos
were recorded in concert, and the sound of the
Detroit Symphony in Orchestra Hall is much
clearer and more full bodied than the sound of
the Seattle Symphony in Benaroya Hall.

Bramwell Tovey’s Stream of Limelight for
violin and piano was inspired by the tradition-
al method of stage illumination. It has an
early-20th Century feel to it, with a large debt
to impressionism. As with Howard’s Concerto,
its progression of moods makes sense to me,
and I feel that I am rewarded by attending to
the music.

I find it remarkable that the music written
today that I find most effective has its roots in
the music of a century ago. Most composers
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after WW II lost their way. A critic for the
World Socialist Web Site, in an article pub-
lished on September 25 of last year examining
the career of Leonard Bernstein, noted that the
works of leading American composers of the
latter half of the 20th Century like Milton Bab-
bitt and Elliott Carter resemble academic
research more than art. It is no surprise to me
that musicians who had social and political
statements to make moved to jazz and rock
after that and rarely attended the conservato-
ries. Of course, even that era is long past. I fear
for the future of classical music.

Ehnes plays the “Marsick” Stradivarius of
1715. He is a superb violinist, and these three
composers are lucky to have him as an advo-
cate.

MAGIL

KIRCHNER: Quartet; see Collections

KLENGEL: Romances; Russian Fantasy; 
Nocturne; Swiss Variations; Trio

Klengel Trio
Toccata 417—74 minutes

First of all, do not confuse this Klengel, August,
with Julius Klengel, who was born in 1859,
seven years after this one died. Julius was a
cellist in the Gewandhaus Orchestra and
taught cello. He is perhaps best known for fair-
ly short pieces for groups of cellos, such as the
Hymnus.

August is much earlier (born 1783) and
sounds it—sounds a bit like Hummel, I would
say. His earliest piece here (and the first) is less
than three minutes long; it’s a Romance for
piano, and I think it’s the nicest thing here. By
the time we get to the trio I am losing patience:
the music is listenable but ordinary and unin-
spired. There are 100 pieces from the same
period that sound like that.

VROON

LACHNER: Catharina Cornaro
Kristiane Kaiser (Catharina), Daniel Kirch
(Marco), Mauro Peter (King Jakob II), Simon
Pauly (Andrea Cornaro), Christian Tschelebiew
(Onofrio, Venetian senator); Munich Radio/ Ralf
Weikert

CPO 777 812 [2CD] 152 minutes

Opera lovers may think they have never heard
any music by Franz Lachner. But, if they’ve
enjoyed Cherubini’s Medea, they almost surely
have heard—and been stirred by—long pas-
sages that Lachner composed for a production
in Frankfurt in 1855, in German, to replace the

many pages of dramatically crucial spoken
dialog. Modern performances and recordings
of Medea mostly use the all-sung Lachner ver-
sion, translated into Italian. (Cherubini wrote
the work in French and called it Medée.) The
great music critic Andrew Porter once pointed
out that Maria Callas’s famous recordings of
Medea (in Italian) are searingly memorable
precisely in passages where she is emoting to
music by Lachner, not Cherubini. With this
first-ever release of Lachner’s Catharina
Cornaro, we can see how accomplished an
opera composer he was on his own, without
any assist from an admired predecessor.

Franz Lachner (1803-90) was the most
prominent of three composer-brothers born in
Bavaria in the early 19th Century. Franz met
Beethoven, was a friend of Schubert, and
became, in time, the head of the court musical
establishment in Munich, including its opera
theater. ARG has, since late 1986, reviewed
nine discs of instrumental works by Franz,
plus an oratorio (Oedipus Rex)—also two CDs
with instrumental works by Ignaz, and another
two with instrumental works by Vinzenz.

This is the first recording of Franz’s Catha-
rina Cornaro (1841), an opera based on a free
German adaptation of the libretto that was put
together for Halevy’s Reine de Chypre, which
had its first performance a few weeks after the
Lachner. I found Halevy’s opera remarkably
imaginative and effective in its world-premiere
recording. (My review summarizes the plot:
S/O 2018.) Donizetti, always on the hunt for a
stageworthy story and vivid characters, com-
posed a Caterina Cornaro in 1842-44, using an
Italian adaptation of the same French libretto.

Lachner’s style was, in general, more clas-
sical-sounding than Halevy or Donizetti, as his
associations with Beethoven and Schubert
would suggest. Still, there is plenty of energy
here, and much melody. I think the work
would come across well in a smallish theater—
perhaps in a music school with a strong opera
department. There are a number of sonorous
choruses, including a final, hymnlike farewell
after the king of Cyprus dies of poisoning.
Lachner writes expertly for the orchestra, sav-
ing the brass and percussion for moments of
special importance. There are several lovely
wedding marches and choruses in Act 3 (for
the wedding of Catharina and the king of
Cyprus) that Wagner may have had in mind
when composing Tannhäuser and Lohengrin.

The vocal lines are much less ornate than
in Italian operas around the same time. Still,
Catharina and Marco Venero, the man she
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truly loves but is not allowed to marry, get
numerous short bursts of coloratura, much as
in, say, “Leise, leise, fromme Weise” in Weber’s
Freischütz.

Lachner, no doubt profiting from his
extensive experience as an opera conductor,
displays a keen sense of pacing. Much of the
opera moves at a moderate speed; but shifts of
tempo, mode, dynamics, and instrumental fig-
uration give welcome contrast and point up
crucial moments in the drama. Nothing
sounds dreary or grey. Italian “folk” color
appears at the beginning of Act 2, with a cho-
rus of gondoliers. (The opera takes place
mainly in Venice; only Act 4 is in Cyprus.) A
memorably menacing, highly rhythmic motive
announces the arrival of the despicable
Onofrio in Act 1. I wonder if Wagner had it in
mind when composing the similar music for
the arrival of Hunding in Act 1 of Die Walküre.
Some yearning, “searching” phrases in the
entr’acte to Act 4 suggest a bit of influence
from Berlioz.

The one oddity that I noticed is that Lach-
ner often has a singer repeat a line of the
libretto numerous times. True, extensive repe-
tition of text also occurs in near-contempora-
neous operas by Bellini and Donizetti. But
those composers often vary the note values,
introducing many short notes, sung on a single
vowel, as a cadence approaches, so the words
are, in a sense, dissolved into moments of sen-
suous vocality. Lachner’s more consistently
syllabic setting makes the repetition of words
harder to ignore. The libretto’s over-reliance
on rhymed couplets exacerbates the problem.
Wagner would, of course, create a new model
for opera by largely avoiding end-rhyme and
by turning his vocal lines into free declamation
over a quasi-symphonic orchestral part.

One stylistic observation: Lachner’s phrase
structure here is very square, as is true of much
music of the 1840s. The tyranny of the four-bar
phrase, though, is greatly tempered by his keen
sense for harmonic and rhythmic variety in a
phrase. I should also mention that arioso-like
orchestrally accompanied recitative are among
the strongest parts of the work, making clear
what an advance it was for German opera to
shed its longtime reliance on spoken dialog.
This is of course not to deny that some mar-
velous spoken-dialog works—mainly in the
lighter operatic genres—would continue to be
written (Johann Strauss, Jr, Lehar, Weill).

Catharina Cornaro held the stage in
Munich for decades. The unstaged concert
performance heard here (October 12, 2012)

was the work’s first revival since 1903. Much
praise goes to Volker Tosta for preparing the
edition. There is little audience noise, and the
engineers carefully removed any applause.

Most of the singers give near-constant
pleasure. Kristiane Kaiser and Daniel Kirch
sing with solid tone and good understanding
of the changing situations. Kirch’s coloratura is
slightly more labored than Kaiser’s. In one
number (and only one)—an offstage sere-
nade—he is consistently below pitch. A singer
often has trouble hearing the orchestra (in this
case a harp in the pit) when standing offstage,
or even far upstage. This one number should
have been re-recorded.

Simon Pauly, as Catharina’s uncle, uses his
caressingly beautiful baritone voice well to put
the text across. (He has sung such roles as
Papageno and Marcello in Berlin.) Mauro
Peter is an elegant lyric tenor, perfect for the
innocent, duped King of Cyprus.

Christian Tschelebiew, by contrast, has a
slow, wide wobble. A certain ugliness might
seem appropriate to the nasty Onofrio, who
schemes, for political reasons, to force Catha-
rina to marry the king rather than Marco. But
his singing is tiresome. A young Samuel Ramey
in this part would have scared the other char-
acters (and the listener) far more effectively.

The Munich orchestra and chorus, led by
the experienced opera specialist Ralf Weikert,
perform with high skill. The sound quality is
lovely, a tribute to the engineers and Munich’s
wondrous Prinzregenten Theater. Florian
Heurich’s excellent booklet essay is well trans-
lated, as is the libretto.

Here’s hoping we might soon get a chance
to know Lachner’s three other operas: Die
Bürgschaft (1828), Alidia (1839), and Ben-
venuto Cellini (1849, 11 years after Berlioz’s
opera). It is good to discover worthy works that
have been neglected for over a century
because they were highly traditional, rather
than progressive and original like Verdi (after
his early period), Wagner, and Bizet.

LOCKE

LIGETI: Melodien; see STRAUSS

LIPINSKI: String Trios
Voytek Proniewicz, Adam Roszkowski, v ; Jan
Roszkowski, vc

Naxos 573776—74 minutes

Before I heard a note of the music I was howl-
ing at this idiotic sentence in the booklet :
“Catching up with the Italian master in Padua,
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Paganini invited Lipinski to dinner...” I thought
Lipinski was Polish! And so he is. He was a
friend of Paganini, and Paganini left his
favorite Amati to him when he died. He was
friends with Berlioz and Chopin in Paris, Schu-
mann and Wagner in Germany. He was
inspired to be a violin virtuoso by Spohr,
whom he met in Vienna. He played
Beethoven’s Kreutzer Sonata in public with
Liszt at the piano. In short, he was in the mid-
dle of everything by the time he died in 1861.
After Paganini died he was often considered a
“second Paganini”.

Mr Magil reviewed the other Naxos Lipins-
ki release, his violin caprices (J/A 2012). Those
are more overtly virtuosic and Paganinian.
These string trios (two violins and cello) are
sweeter and more lyrical—perhaps more like
Spohr. They are certainly easy to listen to, but
they are not profound by any stretch. It is
tempting to say that if you have Paganini and
Boccherini you don’t need this—but if you
really love those two (and Spohr) you will
enjoy this. Excellent sound and playing.

VROON

LISZT: Songs 5
Allan Clayton, t; Julius Drake, p

Hyperion 68179—63 minutes

Julius Drake is collaborating with a different
singer for each volume of Hyperion’s survey of
Liszt’s songs. In this fifth volume Allan Clayton
maintains the high standard set in the previ-
ous ones with exquisite readings of 18 songs. It
is a demanding program calling for both ten-
derness and virtuosic drama.

Liszt revised many of his songs. This proj-
ect offers opportunities to compare them,
sometimes in the same volume. This program
begins with the first two of Liszt’s three settings
of ‘Freudvoll und Leidvoll’, which couldn’t be
more different: the first setting at 3:07 is more
contemplative, the second at 1:16 is more agi-
tated. We get his fourth version of ‘Die Lorelei’.
(It would be helpful to have a chart of where to
find the various settings and versions.) The
pairing of these two contrasting approaches to
the same text sets the tone for the entire pro-
gram—tenderness and agitation.

Once or twice songs are paired to show
this contrast. Usually the contrast is heard in a
single song (e.g. ‘Die Zelle in Nonnenwerth’ or
‘Morgens Steh’ Ich auf und Frage’). The sweet
tenderness of ‘Du Bist Wie Eine Blume’ (2nd
Version) follows after the second agitated set-
ting of ‘Freudvoll und Leidvoll’.

One couldn’t ask for a more aptly wistful
reading of ‘O Quand Je Dors’. Liszt’s wonderful
setting of Goethe’s “Wandrers Nachtlied II”
(“Uber allen Gipfeln ist Ruh”) captures pre-
cisely, as Susan Youens points out, the way
Goethe’s poem transforms repose at nightfall
into the peace of death—and Clayton delivers
it perfectly.

To end the program he sings a warm and
tender ‘O Lieb, So Lang Du Lieben Kannst’
(2nd version), later transcribed by the com-
poser for piano solo as ‘Liebestraume 3’.

Clayton has a gorgeous voice, as he has
demonstrated so well previously (e.g. Britten,
Serenade, S/O 2016). He applies his well-
honed technique to textual interpretation with
great skill. Much of the time he sings with
heart-melting sublime tenderness and then
shifts to forceful ardor in the more dramatic
songs. I applaud the sound of his voice and the
sensitive way he uses it.

Notes, texts, translations.
R MOORE

LORTZING: The Poacher
Stuttgart Winds

CPO 555045—57 minutes

German oboist, arranger, and composer
Andreas Tarkmann was born in 1956. Among
his transcriptions for wind chamber ensemble
are two overtures by Albert Lortzing (1801-51)
and 10 sections of The Poacher or The Voice of
Nature (1842). The original work was a 3-act
comic opera based on a text by August von
Kotzebue. The overtures come from Czar and
Carpenter (1837) and Regina (1848). Both run
six minutes. Here the selections are presented
on flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2
horns, and double bass by players from the
Southwest German Radio Orchestra, the prod-
uct of a recent and controversial merger.

The writing is bright and cheerful; bal-
ances and textures seem to present no prob-
lems, though the horns can dominate at the
loudest points. This orchestral wind section
presents a blended and very euphonious
sound, with many changes of character. Peo-
ple who are willing to encounter this pleasant
music without the text ought to enjoy these
performances. The booklet tells us that the
arrangements were received well at the 2013
annual meeting of the Albert Lortzing Society.
It also includes several historic pictures,
including a poster from the original perform-
ance of the opera.

Some time ago Tarkmann gave the same
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treatment to Schubert’s Alfonso and Estrella
(J/A 2002). Two of his operas for children were
recently recorded on Coviello but not
reviewed.

GORMAN

LORTZING: Part Songs; see SCHUMANN

LUTOSLAWSKI: Piano Pieces, all
Giorgio Koukl, Virginia Rosetti

Grand Piano 768—70 minutes

The latest work here is from 1968, a short
Invention. The earliest is a sonata from 1934.
As the liner notes explain, the Paul Sacher
Foundation has the manuscript, which Koukl
consulted to find that the publication contains
many errors. It is a fine work with little traces
of Ravel and Szymanowski.

Most of the other works are small charac-
ter pieces, many drawing on folk traditions,
and not a few intended as teaching pieces.
Koukl plays them well (he is joined by Virginia
Rossetti for a few four-hand works). The sound
is a bit odd—as if the microphones are placed
at a medium distance from the instrument and
the ambient sound doesn’t quite suggest a
concert hall but muddies the textures in a dis-
tracting way. Perhaps some prefer this kind of
sound for the piano; I don’t.

HASKINS

MACHAUT: The Gentle Physician
Orlando Consort

Hyperion 68206—59:34

This is the sixth release in the continuing series
by the Orlando Consort, recorded in conjunc-
tion with the new complete edition of
Machaut’s poetry and music. As with all the
previous recordings (J/F 2014, M/J 2015, N/D
2016, S/O 2017, J/A 2018), these are a cappella
interpretations, with untexted voices singing
neutral vowels. I note that there are four first
recordings on this new release: Virelai 10, ‘De
bonte, de valour’; Virelai 18, ‘Helas! et com-
ment’ (actually the first recording with Ma-
chaut’s lyrics); Ballade 16, ‘Dame, comment
qu’amez’; and Rondeau 19, ‘Quant ma dame’.
In contrast to the fifth recording, which only
included virelais, ballades, rondeaux, and three
motets, this new release also includes one of
Machaut’s extensive lais. The Lay de Confort is
unusual in that each of its 12 pairs of verses are
three-voice canons at the unison. In the earlier
recording by the Little Consort (N/D 1992), a
single soprano was accompanied by a trio of

recorders, who also repeated some parts on
instruments only. The 23-minute performance
by the Orlando Consort is all vocal, and the
singers clearly bring out the many unusual
sonorities in Machaut’s canons.

As in all the earlier releases the booklet
contains a very informative essay and com-
plete texts and translations based on the new
complete edition. I still wish the countertenor
had clearer diction and that other ensembles
(perhaps with appropriate instruments) would
also participate in this project. I do note that
Virelai 21, ‘Je vivroie liement’, is mislabeled in
the booklet as Virelai 23. The new recording of
the Lay de Confort is particularly welcome,
though I’m not sure how all the remaining lais
will be included on future recordings for this
significant series.

BREWER

MACHAUT: Notre Dame Mass
Diabolus in Musica/ Antoine Guerber

Alpha 351—60:55

This is a reissue of a recording first released on
Alpha in 2008 and is the ninth to be reviewed
in ARG. On this recording, following the pat-
tern of liturgical reconstruction used by
Andrew Parrott (1984; released in 1987 on EMI
CD), Guerber has chosen chant propers from a
Votive Mass for the Blessed Virgin Mary in
Advent as found in a manuscript from
Machaut’s home town, Reims. Also like Par-
rott, Guerber has transposed the written music
down so that it can be sung comfortably by his
eight-voice ensemble of tenors, baritones, and
basses, which does make the sound rather
thick. Where Guerber differs from Parrott is
that he softens the syncopations (very evident
on the Hilliard Ensemble recording, J/A 1990)
so that this is a much more lyrical interpreta-
tion, closer to the Ensemble Gilles Binchois
(N/D 1992; reissued S/O 2000) or the mixed
voices of the Vienna Vocal Consort (J/F 2018:
218). In contrast to the more extreme interpre-
tations of Ensemble Organum (M/J 1997) and
Graindelavoix (S/O 2016), this new release is
perhaps a middle ground between historical
“authenticity” and accessibility. Unfortunately,
Alpha does not intend to supply on the web
the digital version of the original booklet
advertized in the booklet, which is especially a
problem in the three polytextual motets added
between movements of the Mass.

BREWER
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MACMILLAN: Quartets 1-3
Royal Quartet

Hyperion 68196—71 minutes

These three quartets are James MacMillan’s
complete works in the genre, at least so far, to
have suggestive titles (two do).

All share similar gestural similarities (I
guess this is style): occasional bursts of lyri-
cism emerging from chaos, sometimes settling
on added note chords. Opaque classical for-
mal outlines sometimes hold the pieces
together. There are many episodes of sorrow
and mystery.

Visions of a November Spring (1988) is
said to be in 2 movements, but I hear 3. There
is not much information about the title other
than references to darkness and light. It begins
with a held note promising vestiges of tonality,
but that is soon interrupted by chaos. II is a
quasi-scherzo with microtones amid choking
sorrow. Hectic dialogs with interrupting hyste-
ria follow.. Recollections of previous motives
or gestures precede the final section introduc-
ing nastiness with funny glissandos and bits of
humor, and a bizarre boogie leads finally to
distant weirdness.

Why Is This Night Different? (1998) takes
its title from the Passover Seder (is Macmillan
Jewish?). This is not evident in his work in gen-
eral. The question is asked of the young partic-
ipants as part of the ceremony.

The opening movement begins with ges-
tures that can be heard as questioning, but the
answer is more chaos. Mystery is ubiquitous
and so is weeping sorrow interspersed with
chorales in harmonics. Another scherzo leads
to a disturbed waltz dancing into lengthy
mourning. The finale is a wild, dissonant dance,
ending with what seems like a Jewish chant.

Quartet 3 (2007) seems to be a continua-
tion of the procedures in the preceding work
with similar gestures; it has a distinctly cantor-
ial episode in the central section. This is fol-
lowed by rough chaos and much uncertainty.
Chaos precedes a bizarre dance and more
waltzing. Quiet mystery and shivering leads to
a bit of lyricism after an unfolding cluster
introducing more lyricism. Sorrowful melody
leads to histrionics, more harmonics, more
histrionics, hints of lyricism amid the chaos,
despair, chaos, sadness, leading to more chaos
and then there are hints of noble tonality—but
that is soon destroyed by chaos. The music be-
comes rougher, as does the chaos. Much of this
seems questioning, but the answer is gross,
with the waltz returning. There is quiet mys-

tery and more shivering, there are hints of the
Cantor, but he is disrespectfully swamped by
endless uncertainty. After a quietly unfolding
cluster the work ends with seemingly endless
sorrow and disappears into some sort of dis-
tance.

There is a distinctly MacMillian style in
these works. They are to an extent absorbing,
but potentially frustrating. Apart from their
abstraction, what is really behind these myste-
rious narratives? They may prove fodder for
future academic pursuits, but for the general
listener I wonder how attractive they are. Per-
formances are skillful and obviously commit-
ted.

GIMBEL

MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde
Magdalena Kozena, mz; Stuart Skelton, t; Bavari-
an Radio/ Simon Rattle

BR 900172—64 minutes

with Wayfarer Songs; Knaben Wunderhorn songs
Yvonne Minton, mz; René Kollo, t; Chicago Sym-
phony/ Georg Solti

Decca 482 7169 [2CD]  97 minutes

Two recordings of Das Lied, one new, one old
(1972); the older recording is accompanied by
other Mahler songs, recorded in 1970.

This is not Rattle’s first recording of Das
Lied. He did it in the mid-90s with tenor Peter
Seiffert and baritone (not mezzo) Thomas
Hampson. Gerald Fox didn’t care for the bari-
tone substitute (given as an alternative by
Mahler), but he praised Rattle’s fine conduct-
ing (S/O 1997). And so it is here, with the many
colors and subtleties of Mahler’s music beauti-
fully conveyed by the Bavarian musicians.
Magdalena Kozena is a fine mezzo, well able to
control the long spans required in the final
movement, but her quality isn’t as captivating
as singers like Ludwig or Baker in this piece. I
found myself more impressed than moved by
her singing. Stuart Skelton has previously
recorded the piece (with Michael Tilson
Thomas, J/F 2009) and brings a genuine
heldentenor quality to his solos—he opened
the 2016-17 Met season as Tristan, conducted
by Rattle. His singing has magnificent strength
and power, but he has a disconcerting way of
sliding over short note values in order to get to
the heroic note of the phrase. Notes, bios,
texts, and translations are included.

The other release carries the title “Yvonne
Minton Sings Mahler;” and indeed, the lengthy
liner notes are almost all about the Australian-
born singer and her relation to Solti. Very little
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is said about the music, nothing is said about
the tenor René Kollo, and texts are absent. In
making the case for her importance the writer
claims: “she was unique among Australian
(my emphasis) singers in becoming the lead-
ing mezzo of her generation in Mahler”. Fans of
Janet Baker, Brigitte Fassbaender, and Christa
Ludwig (all with distinguished recordings of
this piece) may all breathe a bit easier. But
Minton is quite good in this piece, particularly
in a beautifully sung ‘Abschied’; I do prefer her
to Kozena. Kollo hasn’t the heroism of Skelton,
but he sings with expressiveness and ardor.
Solti is as precise and crisp as ever, which
means the melancholy and despair of the
piece are in short supply. He gets all the notes,
but only some of the music. The Wayfarer
Songs and 2, 5, 7, and 9 from Des Knaben
Wunderhorn show Minton to good advantage.
I found these more enjoyable because the
attention was more on the singer and less on
the orchestra, which here has a more limited
role as accompanist.

For Das Lied newcomers might look to
recordings praised by other reviewers, e.g.
Stephen Chakwin’s suggestion of Giulini or
Klemperer. The Rattle is certainly fine, but you
can do better. As for the Solti, it is for Minton
fans, but you’ll have to look elsewhere for
texts, not to mention detailed information
about the pieces.

ALTHOUSE

MAIER: Trio; Quartet; Piano Pieces
Various

DB 188—64 minutes

Amanda Maier (1853-94) known mostly as the
wife of Swedish composer Julius Rontgen, has
been on the ascendency in recent years owing
to several recordings of her compositions.
Numerous works of her husband have also
been recorded for the first time. The many
comely photographs packaged with this disc
attest to another of life’s tragedies, for Amanda
was taken from us at an astonishingly early age.

With some continued exceptions, women
are finally being recognized for their creative
contribution to the world of serious music.
Maier is not only professional in her creden-
tials, but has something important to say, as
can be heard in her piano trio from 1873. This
impassioned, emotional work reminds me
somewhat of Schumann. All four movements
are forcefully and logically presented with a
natural flow that is not a note too long for its
content, and never presses forth with an idea

that is not in balance for the whole structure.
Violinist Cecilia Zilliacus, cellist Kati Raitinen,
and pianist Bengt Forsberg perform as an
inspired ensemble.

The incomplete String Quartet (1877) is
present here with its only finished movements,
an Andante and an Allegro non Troppo.
Apparently there are some unfinished sketch-
es as well. It’s quite lovely, tightly structured
and pregnant with ideas. Several piano prel-
udes show craftsmanship, though none are
rapid in tempo. An instrumental grouping
under the title St Nicholas Schwank (1880)
resulted from a party arranged for their wed-
ding guests where the happy couple refused to
reveal which of them had composed what. I
assume that of the 10 pieces, the 4 presented
here were by Amanda. They are all charming.

The album concludes with Schumann’s
four-hands piano piece ‘Abendlied’ arranged
for violin and piano by Amanda. Both sound
engineering and notes are very well done.
Exploration of the remaining two volumes in
this series will be a required task for at least
this reviewer.

BECKER

MAYUZUMI: Phonologie Symphonique; 
Bacchanale; Samsara

Hong Kong Philharmonic/ Yoshikazu Fukumura
Naxos 573916—43 minutes

Toshiro Mayuzumi (1929-97) had wide-rang-
ing interests, from musique concrete to Latin
American dances to jazz to impressionism. He
was known for his film scores and his skill at
orchestration. These three pieces are noisy
and bombastic, generally devoid of the charac-
teristics that draw most people to music; they
come across as vapid exercises in contrariness.
Even the jazz rhythms in the Bacchanale seem
out of place. Gil French had some good things
to say (and some caveats as well) about Buga-
ku, Symphonic Mood, and the Mandala Sym-
phony (Naxos 557693, J/A 2006). I accompa-
nied the Xylophone Concertino many years
ago and enjoyed the energy but thought there
was a lot more notes than music. Bits of the
Nirvana Symphony have given me the same
impression. Life’s short, and there are scads of
compositions that appeal to intellect and soul
at the same time. But if you want Mayuzumi,
the performances and sound are excellent.

ESTEP
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MEDTNER: Forgotten Melodies
Cahill Smith, p

Blue Griffin 483—73 minutes

The two sets of Vergessene Weisen are framed
by piano sonatas. Op. 38 begins with the
Sonata-Reminiscenza and Op. 39 ends with
the Sonata Tragica. Beyond these one-move-
ment, 9 and 16-minute works are 11 shorter,
contrasting, and accessible pieces. I’ve lis-
tened to these sets performed by a number of
different pianists, and Cahill Smith ranks up
near the top. He has the technical ability
(these are all difficult pieces) and musical sen-
sibilities to bring out the thematic relation-
ships among the works, which are too often
buried in piles of notes. The smaller pieces are
not trifles, running from 2:31 to 5:46. Since the
length of his pieces is a regular criticism of
Medtner’s piano music, the compactness of
the works here, coupled with sensitive and
exciting performances make this collection
very desirable.

There is very strong competition in this
repertoire from Marc-André Hamelin (Hyperi-
on 67578, N/D 2006). Hamelin’s tempos are
almost always faster (total for both books is 6
minutes less), and his program includes the
two Märchen, Op.8, giving you an extra 9 min-
utes of music. I have not listened to Hamelin
in a while, but nothing about Cahill’s perform-
ances sounds less than convincing. In fact, I
heard more detail and thoroughly enjoyed
these performances. The booklet notes are
detailed, with many musical examples’ and
the recorded sound quality is better than most
these days. While I can’t recommend Cahill
above Hamelin, I can give him a strong second
place.

HARRINGTON

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 4; Hebrides; 
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 8

Concertgebouw Orchestra/ Bernard Haitink
Decca 4828627—79 minutes

True, the two symphonies could never take 79
minutes—and certainly not under Haitink,
who was a fast conductor. The 9-minute Sym-
phonic Etude by Henrik Andriessen is added
after the two symphonies and Hebrides Over-
ture (which itself adds 10 minutes).

Fast and cool—that’s Haitink in 1960-63,
when these recordings were made. I think this
the same Mendelssohn 4 that we covered in
our overviews (latest is N/D 2008); the timings
are the same, but the repeat in the first move-

ment has been removed. It’s possible that it
was never recorded separately, and they just
repeated it in making the tape for LP release. I
don’t like repeats, so I don’t miss it. III (Con
modo moderato) is perfect here—at least the
tempos and expression. In all of the early
Haitink recordings the strings sound too
thin—even sometimes tinny. That was Philips
more than the conductor, I suspect: great clari-
ty at the expense of body.

The Beethoven just needs to be broader in
its phrasing, especially in I. I really think
Beethoven’s opening movements have quite a
bit of majesty—and Haitink never does.

I don’t think we needed this.
VROON

MESSIAEN: La Nativite du Seigneur
Richard Gowers, org

Kings 25—68 minutes

When La Nativite appeared in 1935, it immedi-
ately established Messiaen as a truly visionary
composer for the organ. It remains one of the
composer’s more popular organ pieces, espe-
cially the ninth movement, ‘Dieu Parmi Nous’,
which is often performed separately.

The nine movements are organized as a
musical commentary on the events and peo-
ple surrounding the birth of Christ (shepherds,
angels, wise men). The music is a synthesis of
the innovations that had been occupying the
composer’s attention in previous years. In the
preface he lays out his system of “Modes of
limited transposition”, a series of scales that
form the basis for the colorful and inventive
harmonic structure.

Gowers faces considerable competition
from Winpenny (N/D 2015), De Wolff (N/D
2015), and Canning (N/D 2017). What makes
this recording of interest is that he plays on the
newly refurbished organ in King’s College
Chapel, Cambridge. The 2016 restoration
“improved the distribution of the wind around
the organ so much that the loudest stops,
some of which had been caked in dust, have
become noticeably louder. The combination of
these improved colors and the famous
acoustic creates a sound that may not be
French but is certainly a valid alternative.”

Gowers, a former organ scholar at King’s,
is a fine player and delivers an impeccable, if
“cool”, performance. The recording is clear, but
I wanted more of the famous chapel acoustic
in the sound. The gorgeous booklet contains
notes on the music, performer, organ, and
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photos. The specification can be found on the
King’s College website.

DELCAMP

MEYERBEER: Les Patineurs; see Collections

MONTEVERDI: Vespers
Ludus Modalis/ Bruno Boterf
Ramee 1702 [2CD] 91 minutes

Yes, the main distinguishing feature of this
recording of Claudio Monteverdi’s 1610
Vespro Della Beata Vergine is that Ludus
Modalis uses the composer’s version without
concertato instruments. No, I didn’t feel that
anything was “missing” as a result of this inter-
pretive decision. On the contrary, this is a full,
satisfying, and well executed performance of
Monteverdi’s masterpiece.

From the two booklet essays we learn that
this “specifically vocal version [...] is probably
more firmly rooted in the polyphonic tradition
of the Renaissance” and that it has “a more
human aspect”. Here a 13-voice mixed choir is
joined by harpsichord, one each of bass sack-
but, bass cornett and bass viol, all grouped for
the recording around an organ built in 2011 by
Bernard Boulay in the 16th-Century style of
Costanzo Antegnati.

Singers are combined in many different
ways, from the nice tiers of cascading lines in
the 10-part ‘Nisi Dominus’ psalm to the shape-
ly and flexible solo tenor motet ‘Nigra Sum’
(sung here by ensemble leader Bruno Boterf)
and the fluttering tremolo gestures that depict
clamoring angel wings, descent of the Holy
Spirit and heavenly host in the tenor trio ‘Duo
Seraphim’. The instrumental group lends
splendid weight and texture to the tutti move-
ments (in the big psalms, for example) and
offers fitting variety and color elsewhere. It is
only in a few passages of lagging pulse (in ‘Ave
Maris Stella’) and some vocal strain (in ‘Mag-
nificat’) that a certain tiredness comes into the
music-making.

The performances are very good, and I
welcome the opportunity to hear this alternate
version of the Vespers. The second of the two
Magnificats in the 1610 volume is used here,
and Monteverdi’s 8-part instrumental sonata is
replaced by two Frescobaldi pieces from the
1635 Fiori Musicali: ‘Toccata Avanti Il Recer-
car’ (solo organ) and ‘Recercar Con Obligo Di
Cantar’ (organ, cornett, sackbut, 4 sopranos).

Notes, bios, texts, translations.
C MOORE

MORRIS: Mountain Streams; 
Mysterious Landscape

Robert Morris, computer
Ravello 7981—47 minutes

A few months ago I wrote a short essay on
Robert Morris, one of the co-advisers for my
dissertation and one of my most important
professors generally; the essay, if published,
will accompany an interview with him by Bar-
ney Childs in the mid-1970s—just before Mor-
ris turned his attention to serious scholarship
in music theory and a number of works in 12-
tone composition. At the time of the interview,
Morris felt strongly the need for composers to
take a decisive course in making a new music
that realizes its full potential. Electronic music
was an important resource for him—he
admired it as a means of extending timbral
and perceptual possibilities for music.

Both works on this release are electronic,
and both also explore another of his major
interests, the connection of music with nature.
Mountain Streams depends entirely on
processed sounds of water; Mysterious Land-
scape uses four tracks of various sounds from
nature that guide a synthesizer performer in a
carefully considered improvisation. The
results of both are astonishing as music, but
also as an opportunity to contemplate phe-
nomenal experience—an activity fully in keep-
ing with Morris’s aesthetic vision, which is
shaped to a great extent by his study of Bud-
dhism. Congratulations to Ravello—a sub-
sidiary of Parma—for bringing more of Mor-
ris’s amazing music to the public.

HASKINS

MORTELMANS: Children of the Sea Suite;
Ellen; AERTS: In Flanders’ Fields; DE

BOECK: songs
Liesbeth Devos, s; Peter Gijsbertsen, t; Werner
van Mechelen, bar; Wurttemberg Philharmonic/
Dirk Vermeulen

Phaedra 92097—77 minutes

Lodewijk Mortelmans, “Prince of Flemish
song”, lived from 1868 to 1952; his cantata Lady
Macbeth won the Prix de Rome in 1893. He
founded the Society of New Concerts, an
organization that brought leading musicians
like Mahler, Strauss, and Rachmaninoff to Ant-
werp. His only opera, Der Kinderen der Zee,
was poorly received on its premiere in 1920; he
forbade any other performances but created a
suite in 1942. The notes don’t say so explicitly,
but I assume that suite is all that has survived:
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the finale to Act 1, two duets, a love song, and
the ‘Ballad of the Sea’—46 minutes total.

Mortelmans was a skilled composer in the
late romantic vein; he sounds most like a con-
servative Wagner, and there are hints of
Strauss and Mahler and maybe even Holst.
The opera’s plot—love, curses, and death—is
not particularly notable. Neither is the music,
to be honest. Mortelmans needed more turbu-
lence somewhere, whether in the chromati-
cism, orchestration, rhythm, or vocal histrion-
ics. If he had pushed harder in any of those
areas, things would have been a lot more inter-
esting rather than “merely” beautiful and well
crafted.

Also forbidden yet recorded here is Ellen: a
Song of Sorrow, a setting of a poem by Fred-
erik van Eeden. The words compare the
author’s love to the natural world, and they are
effective and above average. The setting is sat-
isfying and nicely structured, too. The com-
poser misjudged his work when he withdrew
it. ‘When the Soul Listens’, in Mortelmans’s
own orchestration, sent me into ecstasies.

Robert Moore noted “a good deal of same-
ness” in a recital of Mortelmans’s songs
(Pavane 7547, J/A 2013), but I would certainly
be interested in hearing more of these orches-
trations. The singers are all a joy to listen to,
and I hope they and these other fine musicians
will consider another Mortelmans project.
Roger Hecht also reviewed Mortelmans’s sym-
phonic works (Hyperion 67766, J/F 2010).

Peter Aerts’s setting of ‘In Flanders’ Fields’
is tonally restless and so jam-packed with dif-
ferent gestures that it’s almost incoherent.
There are a song and two opera extracts by
August de Boeck, whose songs Ravel pro-
claimed “as beautiful as Fauré”. In ‘Francesca’s
Cantilena’, Devos pushes a little in her lower
range, but she soars everywhere else. The
brass chords in ‘Princess Sun Beam’s Recita-
tive and Aria’ are a fascinating touch, and De
Boeck seems to have been a master at writing
as beautifully for the orchestra as for the
singer. The sonics are suitably plush; notes are
in Dutch, English, and French, with texts and
translations in Dutch and English.

ESTEP

MOYZES: Symphonies 3+4
Slovak Radio Symphony/ Ladislav Slovak

Naxos 573 651—65 minutes

This was originally a 1993 Marco Polo record-
ing. Anyone who enjoys or would like to try an
engaging mix of Mahler and Janacek will find

these works to taste. The composer described
Symphony 3 as “the Little Symphony”, and it is
more like a detailed suite. This is in no way a
slur on its good musical quality. Symphony 4
uses the revised edition of 1957. Its debt—or
homage?—to Mahler is audible, but the work
still has an epic quality of its own. Like the
symphonies of another Mahler epigone, Gun-
ther Raphael (S/O 2010), the music has con-
vincing integrity. The original recording had
good sound quality, as does this latest re-
emergence. Naxos is reissuing all six sym-
phonies that were on Marco Polo.

O’CONNOR

MOZART: Abduction from the Seraglio;
Overtures

Wilma Lipp (Konstanze), Emmy Loose (Blonde),
Walther Ludwig (Belmonte), Peter Klein
(Pedrillo), Endre Koreh (Osmin); Vienna Opera/
Josef Krips

Decca 4807191 [2CD] 143 minutes

This was the first complete studio recording of
this opera, and while it has its faults it’s still
very likable. Konstanze’s coloratura holds no
terrors for Wilma Lipp. The reigning Queen of
the Night at the Vienna Opera and elsewhere
sails through her music with few, if any, vocal
blemishes. Emmy Loose has more character
and sings Blonde’s music just as well. She
squeaks out her top Es confidently and really
lets Osmin have it in her duet with him. Walter
Ludwig sings Belmonte’s music capably
though in the restrained manner favored at the
time (1950). His third aria is omitted, as was
customary at the time. Peter Klein has a dis-
tinctive voice and is less irritating than most
Pedrillos. Endre Koreh has Osmin’s low D, but
is sloppy with the triplets in ‘Ha! Wie will ich
triumphieren’. He also has no trill, but he sang
the role as he would have been expected to
sing it. He’s no match for Kurt Moll on Karl
Bohm’s much later recording for DG. What
dialog there is is spoken well by the singers,
and Heinz Woester is an eloquent Selim.

Any appoggiaturas the singers use (there
are very few) sound accidental. The monaural
sound is good for its time. Eloquence has filled
out the set with Krips recordings of six Mozart
overtures played by the London Symphony.
We get another version of this opera’s overture
played with a concert ending that is almost
certainly not by Mozart.

Informative notes. No texts or translations
REYNOLDS
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MOZART: Bastien and Bastienne; 
Grabmusik

Anna Lucia Richter (Bastienne; Angel), Alessan-
dro Fisher (Bastien), Darren Jeffrey (Colas),
Jacques Imbrailo (The Soul); Mozartists/ Ian Page

Signum 547—66 minutes

These two early works of Mozart are very
endearing. The Grabmusik was written when
Mozart was 7 (!) and is a mini-cantata depict-
ing a departed soul’s lament about his sins and
an angel’s reassurance of God’s forgiveness.
The music is more challenging than one would
think, especially the baritone’s opening aria
with its rapid scales and wide leaps. The
angel’s music is less decorative. Anna Lucia
Richter and Jacques Imbrailo sing beautifully.

Bastien and Bastienne is better known and
is the only one of Mozart’s operas written for a
performance in a private house rather than a
theater. It was commissioned in 1768 by the
controversial German physician Franz Anton
Mesmer (who would be caricatured later by
Mozart in Cosi Fan Tutte). No details of its pre-
miere have survived, and scholarship was fur-
ther hampered by the loss of Mozart’s manu-
script until the 1980s. This recording claims to
be the first of Mozart’s original setting. There
have been other excellent recordings with
singers like Rita Streich, Edita Gruberova, and
Vinson Cole. This recording is very good, sung
with charm and love by Richter, Alessandro
Fisher, and Darren Jeffery. The dialog is quite
extensive and sometimes lasts longer than the
musical numbers. The singers speak it very
well, Richter employing an odd “little girl” voice
for her speeches. The dialog is tracked separate-
ly, so one can skip it if one is so inclined. The
Mozartists under Ian Page supply fine accom-
paniment. The sound captures the intimacy of
the piece well. Texts and translations.

REYNOLDS

MOZART: Clarinet Concerto & Quintet
Katherine Lacy; Duncan Riddell, Elen Haf Rideal,
v; Fiona Bonds, va; Jonathan Ayling, vc; Royal
Philharmonic/ Duncan Riddell

RPO 58—59 minutes

Despite their birth under trying circum-
stances— an underpaid and underappreciated
genius in failing health and an inspiring virtu-
oso of questionable character—the concerto
and quintet overflow with effortless writing,
beauty, and optimism. Even the darker
moments of the concerto, where the composer
quietly weeps over his situation, give way to
hope and light.

The register extension that Anton Stadler
tinkered with in the late 1780s did not last
long. The complex fingerings required in the
chalameau of his new “basset clarinet” were
too much for a primitive instrument in need of
a technical overhaul. Still, this invention grant-
ed Mozart an even larger emotional palette in
the concerto, a piece already humming with
operatic conception. It was his last complete
orchestral work.

A decade after Mozart died an unknown
arranger published the concerto for the stan-
dard soprano clarinet with register adapta-
tions. In the mid-20th Century, though, clar-
inet musicology encouraged soloists to per-
form it on modern-day reconstructions of
Stadler’s basset clarinet. Here, on its own label,
the Royal Philharmonic presents new Princi-
pal Clarinet Katherine Lacy as soloist on
instruments by the famous English clarinet
maker Peter Eaton: a soprano clarinet for the
quintet and a basset clarinet for the concerto.
As the former bass clarinet in the Liverpool
Philharmonic and the BBC Symphony, the
Welsh-born Lacy brings considerable experi-
ence to the project. Prominent British violinist
and concertmaster Duncan Riddell leads the
supporting cast in both pieces.

This is thoroughly professional and artisti-
cally convincing. Lacy plays with fine clarity,
superb technique, and sincere and exquisite
phrasing; and her colleagues assist with
boundless energy, skill, and expertise. All the
tempos drive forward, even in the prayerful
slow movements, yet Lacy and the RPO con-
tinue to shape passages, acknowledge struc-
ture, and indulge in Mozart’s array of colors
and characters. Among the hundreds of
recordings available of these autumnal works,
this is one to have.

HANUDEL

MOZART: Piano Concertos 10,15,17,21,25;
BEETHOVEN: Choral Fantasy

Andor Foldes, Berlin Philharmonic/ Fritz
Lehmann, Leopold Ludwig, Paul Schmitz

DG 4828533 [2CD] 160 minutes

If you needed a reminder of just how good this
renowned Hungarian pianist was, this set
serves admirably. While he departed this Earth
in 1992, he lived well into the age of fine
recordings, and DG (even in its early years)
was noted for its superlative sound.

Foldes, a student of Erno Dohnanyi, even-
tually became a US citizen and left us at age 78
as a result of a fall—a tragedy that happens all
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too often when aging causes the body to lose
its balance.

Just how good are these performances
from 1954 to 1963 when judged by the stan-
dards of today? Revisiting them after the pas-
sage of many years is a revelation. There is a
rightness as every phrase falls easily and cor-
rectly from the hands and wrists. There is no
attempt to impress us with technique, and the
tone is warm and lovely as captured by the DG
engineers. Yes, all but two of the concertos are
monaural, but both keyboard and orchestra
emerge with clean and glowing sound. Nos. 15
and 25 are in stereo—an added bit of pleasure.

No. 10 for two pianos adds Carl Seeman to
a mix that could well be two brothers playing
together and unified in their love for music.
While the Berlin Philharmonic is the unifying
factor in all these recordings, the three con-
ductors are effective partners in this often sub-
lime music.

Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy is also very
cleanly played and recorded (monaural, though
its 1955 date comes just at the advent of stereo).
It turns away from sheer display and rises quite
high among performances that dare to do so,
despite an abundance of cadenza-like material.

BECKER

MOZART: Quartets 14+15
Auryn Quartet

Tacet 233 [SACD] 68 minutes

We all know that classical music isn’t above
resorting to hype, but I am amused by the
packaging of this album, with unashamed
boasting about the sound quality plastered all
over it. At the top of the cover it proclaims
“SACD—TACET Real Surround Sound”, while at
the bottom it makes the softer claim, “Inspiring
Tube Sound”. Lift the disc from the case, and
below where it rested, a stealthy bit of advertis-
ing clarifies that the Tacet Sound is “sensuous
and subtle”. The booklet begins with a descrip-
tion of this innovation, declaring, “It would be
a waste to abandon these possibilities right
from the start merely because they are new to
our aesthetic understanding.”—truly a sen-
tence out of a 1950s dystopian science fiction
movie. There’s even a diagram to help us visu-
alize a microphone placed in the middle of
where the four musicians are playing.

If it seems like all of this marginalizes the
actual music, well, it does to some degree. Yes,
the surround sound does make it feel like a
concert hall performance, so I do not suggest
that the claims are false. The performances are

fine. After 3-1/2 decades together, the Auryn
Quartet has established its name and can stand
on its own. In Mozart’s Spring Quartet, the
group does share a bond that has been
described elsewhere as “telepathic”. Its original
members are still on board, so perhaps this is
to be expected. The problem, perhaps, is that
they all agree that Mozart was a contemporary
of Schumann, Mendelssohn, or even Brahms.
There is a bluster here that doesn’t fit, and it is
possible that the so-called Tacet Sound is
amplifying the ensemble’s volume. I some-
times seem to hear two cellos. With a running
time of nearly 36 minutes, this is a slower-than-
average performance, adding to the impression
that this is a mid-19th Century quartet. For a
group that has recorded all of Haydn’s quartets,
I wouldn’t think that Mozart would be a
stretch, but in the liner notes they have
expressed trepidation about doing him justice.

Quartet 15 is my own favorite among
Mozart’s Haydn Quartets, but that means I
bring my own slant to it. Both of these pieces
have been better served by the Hagen, Emer-
son, and Cleveland quartets, among others.
But this is more than competent music-mak-
ing. Here again, the tempo is slow and the run-
ning time is a dirge-like 32 minutes. Although
these are among Mozart’s most forward-think-
ing pieces, I can’t escape the impression that I
am listening to an apocryphal quintet or sextet
by Schubert.

This is one-third of a box set, which Gil
French reviewed (S/O 2018); he liked these
recordings better than I did but still found the
approach a bit inconsistent.

DUTTERER

MOZART: Symphonies 39+40
Vienna Philharmonic/ Sandor Vegh

Belvedere 10147—61 minutes

Sandor Vegh (1912-97) was a violinist and con-
ductor who taught at the Salzburg conservato-
ry and often conducted at the festival. These
recordings are from the Mozart Week at
Salzburg in 1992. This is the classic Mozart—
no “period” nonsense, no rigidity, no anti-
romanticism. It’s the Mozart we know from the
great Mozart conductors (Walter, Beecham,
Szell, Böhm, Klemperer). He does repeat expo-
sitions in first and last movements, which adds
2 or 3 minutes in each case; but the tempos are
perfect, and the music has sweetness and flow.
The orchestra is as good as any. These were
concert performances, and there is applause.

If you don’t have these symphonies led by
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one of those other conductors, get this to hear
what Mozart was like before recent dogma
messed him up.

VROON

MOZART: Symphonies 40+41
Bavarian Radio/ Herbert Blomstedt

BR 900164—72:39

40 usually takes 25 minutes; 41 takes 30. So
these are LONG performances. Naturally, it’s
the repeats. The one in 40:I is only 2 minutes,
and other conductors take it, but not Walter or
Beecham. The big repeat in II is almost never
taken. It doubles the length of the movement.
Benjamin Britten was the first to do it that way,
and Mackerras followed him. Blomstedt takes
the repeat and compensates somewhat by
jacking up the tempo—thus wrecking the
movement. It becomes a plow-thru. Most con-
ductors take around 5 minutes for the Minuet.
Blomstedt is a little faster than that, but he is
not outrageous like Britten and Marriner. In IV
only Britten and Mackerras take all the repeats
Blomstedt does. They are endless and exhaust-
ing. Walter, Beecham, Szell,  Böhm, and
Kertesz take about half the time and never
sound rushed.

I love this symphony, and the orchestra
sounds wonderful—no “period” nonsense—
but I haven’t the patience to spend 35 minutes
on a 25-minute symphony. I don’t like repeats
and consider the observance of them finicky
scholasticism. If this conductor has the sense
to reject all the other scholastic trappings, why
not this as well? I suppose he simply loves the
music. Well, so do I, but one of the things I like
about it is conciseness—which he destroys.
But it still sounds a lot like Schubert’s Fifth,
and I like that. (Schubert is also often defaced
by repeats.)

When it comes to the Jupiter (41), the
repeats are even worse, because the music
sounds repetitive to begin with. The exposition
is repeated in I and IV, first and last move-
ments. Not many conductors in the past have
taken the repeat in IV—Bernstein, Leinsdorf,
and Mackerras are the only ones I know. But
the first movement repeat is fairly common. It
makes an 8 or 9-minute movement into an 11
or 12-minute one. And Blomstedt again
speeds up the tempo so we don’t get too
bored. It doesn’t work; I’m bored.

The Andante of 41 takes 11 minutes
instead of the usual 9. Other conductors did
that: Bernstein, Leinsdorf, Mackerras, Karajan,
Kubelik, Krips, and Dohnanyi. None of them

are favorite performances of mine, though the
first Jupiter I owned was Leinsdorf’s in Boston
(RCA). When I heard Beecham’s I never lis-
tened to Leinsdorf’s again. This symphony can
seem rigid; Beecham made everything he
touched graceful.

The Minuet (III) always takes about 5 min-
utes. Beecham slows it down to almost 6, but
Blomstedt comes close to 5. Everyone takes
repeats in a minuet; it’s the nature of the beast.
This one is fine.

Then you have to bear a last movement
that is twice as long as it used to be, because
everything is repeated: 12 minutes instead of
Beecham’s 6.

Very good sound and a pretty full orches-
tra—thanks for that, anyway. Blomstedt (born
in USA, lives in Sweden) is 91 years old now,
and obviously he has learned patience—great
patience.

VROON

MOZART: Piano Quintet; see BEETHOVEN

MULET: Organ Pieces
Esquisses Byzantines; Meditation Religieuse;
Angelus; Petit Offertoire; Sortie Douce; Priere;
Offertoire Funebre; Offertoire pour la Fete du
Tres-Saint Rosaire; Carillon-Sortie

Friedhelm Flamme
CPO 555040 [2 SACD] 88 minutes

Henri Mulet (1878-1967) was a Paris organist,
composer, and teacher. He studied with Guil-
mant, Widor, and Vierne and taught for several
years at the Schola Cantorum in Paris. Finan-
cially destitute, Mulet left Paris in 1937 and
became organist of the cathedral of Saint-
Michelin in Draguignan, a town in the south-
west of France, where he remained until he
died.

This program contains all of his published
organ music, including the two best and most
often played pieces: the ‘Carillon-Sortie’ and
the exciting toccata ‘Tu es Petra’ from the Es-
quisses Byzantines.  These sketches were
inspired by the Basilica of Sacre-Coeur in Paris,
built in 1875 as an act of reconciliation for the
atrocities of the Paris Commune following the
end of Franco-Prussian war in 1871. Each of
the ten movements is inspired by an aspect of
the architecture and liturgical life of the Basili-
ca. Aside from the ‘Carillon-Sortie’, the other
pieces are well-crafted, conventional liturgical
music, but not particularly interesting.

Flamme is a fine player and makes as a
good a case as possible for this music. He plays
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on a 3-manual, 50-stop, Muhleisen organ
(2000), found in the Stiftskirche in Bad Gan-
dersheim, Germany. While the recorded
sound is excellent, the organ doesn’t sound
“French”. I would have preferred to hear this
music on an organ more appropriate to the
sounds Mulet had in mind, as with Le Brun
(JAV), Derritt (Priory) or my favorite, Thomas
Murray (Arkay). Extensive notes on the com-
poser, music, and specification.

DELCAMP

MUSGRAVE: Mary, Queen of Scots
Ashley Putnam (Mary), Jake Gardner (Stewart),
Virginia Opera/ Peter Mark

Lyrita 2369—132 minutes

This 1978 performance recording is a valuable
addition to the modern opera catalog. Though
a bit rough around the edges, the recording
nevertheless does justice to the work of a
notable living composer. One hopes that this
will lead to a renewed interest in a piece that
deserves to be heard more often.

This opera, by Scottish-American compos-
er Thea Musgrave, was commissioned by Scot-
tish Opera and premiered there in 1977. The
point of departure is the life of Mary, Queen of
Scots, and all the convoluted intrigues associ-
ated with her person. The composer also
served as librettist and does an admirable job
of stripping the action down to a few crucial
plot points. As she says in a program note, she
is most interested in creating a portrait of
Mary. This is achieved by depicting the queen
in a variety of circumstances; in this sense, the
opera is essentially a series of vignettes. This
approach, and the relatively brief running time
that results, will suit most listeners and per-
haps make the piece a reasonable option for
contemporary opera companies.

Musgrave’s compositional style is dense,
thorny, often dissonant, but finally tonal. This
will no doubt invite comparisons to Benjamin
Britten—and indeed, it’s impossible to hear
Mary, Queen of Scots without thinking of Brit-
ten’s Gloriana. But Musgrave eschews the
flashy effects that Britten often relied on; and
this piece is, in some ways, more challenging
than Gloriana. She captures the ambiguity of
her subject matter through nebulous har-
monies and shifting orchestral textures. But
there are strong motivic ideas to be grasped in
the colorful orchestral writing, and that makes
for truly engaging listening.

At 40 years old, though, this recording
shows its age. Ambient noise from stage action

and audience shuffling permeate the perform-
ance, and the audibility of principals varies
depending on their stage position. The orches-
tral playing is uneven and sometimes sounds
under-rehearsed; there are problems of
ensemble that no doubt would have been
solved were this piece a repertory staple. The
choral singing lacks discipline, which is unfor-
tunate given the substantial role that the cho-
rus plays in the piece.

Soprano Ashley Putnam communicates
well in the role of Mary, though the micro-
phone placement often makes it difficult for
her to be heard. In her finer moments she cap-
tures both the youthful impetuosity and the
regal composure of the queen. As Mary’s half-
brother James Stewart, baritone Jake Gardner
strikes an effective balance between lyrical
warmth and bold contentiousness, singing
with fluid tone and impeccable diction.

The release benefits greatly from the inclu-
sion of a complete libretto, along with a sepa-
rate booklet about the piece’s history. The
opera lacks the post-modern tendency toward
incessant self-reflection; thus it seems both
archaic and more vital than ever.

OBEROI

NENNA: Responsoria For The Nativity
Palazzo Incantato/ Sergio Lella

Digressione 9—38 minutes

I’m glad to hear this music by Pomponio
Nenna (1556-1608), especially since there have
been few recordings of his music. There’s
plenty of warmth around the sound because of
the very roomy acoustic, but the words are
quite indistinct as a result, and the overall
effect is distant. The mixed chorus of 13
singers captures the positive tone in these
responses celebrating the Nativity with some
nice animation in expressions of joy (as in
‘Beata Viscera Mariae’).

Bios and notes in Italian; texts in Latin with
Italian translations. In the booklet there’s refer-
ence to a CD of Nenna madrigals by this same
ensemble (Tactus, not reviewed in ARG) so per-
haps more may come from them in future.

C MOORE

OLDBERG: Piano Works
Jennifer Muniz

Centaur 3650—49 minutes

American romantic composer Arne Oldberg
(1874-1962) was born in Youngstown, Ohio,
studied with Theodor Leschetizky and Joseph
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Rheinberger, and later was a professor at
Northwestern University. Among his students
was composer Howard Hanson.

Pianist Munez hails from my old alma
mater, the Manhattan School of Music, and is
now on the faculty of Indiana University.
Moreover, she has prepared her own notes,
quoting from an article on the composer pub-
lished in the American Music Teacher. Of the
eight pieces on this recording, nothing outlasts
its welcome. A Theme and Variations at 14
minutes is by far the longest—the rest are
miniatures.

The music is worthwhile, if not particularly
distinguished melodically, and belongs to the
world of Raff and Wagner rather than Brahms.
Both ‘A Legend’ and ‘Canzonetta’ reach for-
ward, their dense harmonies clouding the tex-
tures. Three Miniatures continue this almost
tonally ambiguous style, which is enjoyable
but will never send you home whistling a tune.
The Theme and Variations, dedicated to
Arthur Farwell, is lush without ever attempting
to capture your heart.

Muniz is an effective advocate for all of this
and brings as much sensitivity to her interpre-
tations as is possible. But unless the music
captures your undying affections, it is a short
recital. If you like the music, it is the only game
in town. I found it interesting, but not com-
pelling enough to make me return to it often.

BECKER

OFFENBACH: Gaite Parisienne;
see Collections

PENDERECKI: La Follia; Violin Concerto 2; 
Sonata 2; Duo Concertante

Anne-Sophie Mutter; Lambert Orkis, p; Roman
Patkolo, cb; London Symphony/ Krzysztof Pen-
derecki

DG 4835163 [2CD] 88 minutes

Mutter has long been an inspiration to Mr
Penderecki. I have not followed much of his
recent work, but enjoyed the early pieces
through the first few neo-romantic ones. This
release includes a reissue of the second violin
concerto (Metamorphoses), reviewed very
positively by Mr Ashby (J/A 1998). The other
pieces are for solo violin or duos. Each of these
works straddles a fascinating line between the
music of the past and the harsher, more acer-
bic sound world that Penderecki explored in
the 60s and 70s. Hearing them, I don’t hear a
19th Century piece (as I do with Silvestrov),
but rather music that could have been written
in the 19th Century but is coming to us

through a kind of screen that distorts the
sounds somewhat. Elsewhere, in the second
violin sonata, I’m reminded of Shostakovich,
especially late Shostakovich—but somehow
even more bleak and hopeless.

Naturally it’s a pleasure to hear a per-
former with the considerable artistry of Mutter
devote herself so thoroughly to contemporary
music. And I find Lambert Orkis a wonderful
collaborator. (Arved was less thrilled with him
in a performance of the Bartok Second Violin
Sonata included with the 1998 concerto
release.) DG’s engineering continues to be an
example of how classical music should sound.

HASKINS

PETTERSSON: Symphonies 5+7
Norrkoping Symphony/ Christian Lindberg

BIS 2240 [SACD) 83 minutes

Symphony 5 (1963) is actually a precursor to
the great symphonies yet to come (6-9). 5 has a
three-note motif as its obsession, and its coda
settles on a throbbing bass ostinato closing
with heartbreak and defeat—all typical of the
composer, but what is lacking is the inspired
genius that will blossom in the succeeding
works.

Symphony 7 (1967) is one of those works
and is likely considered the composer’s most
“popular” piece, having been released on Decca
back in the 70s with Dorati conducting in Stock-
holm. (You’ll have to look for it, but it’s out there.)
That remains unparalleled for this piece.

Lindberg’s ambitious project is saddled
with this hard-working but still provincial
Swedish orchestra, and these gargantuan and
extremely difficult pieces demand a great
orchestra. For recommendations for these two
symphonies, check indexes. Some might be
drawn by the SACD sonics, but I’ve never been
happy with BIS’s highly touted (by them)
results.

GIMBEL

PIATTI: Cello Pieces; 2 Songs
Andrea Noferini; Joanna Klisowska, s; Roberto
Plano, p

Brilliant 94975—64 minutes

Alfredo Piatti (1822-1901) was one of the pri-
mary composers of etudes for cello, notably his
12 Capricci, Op. 25, which have been recorded
several times. He wrote also three sonatas for
cello and piano, Opp. 28-30. Other works for
cello and piano have been recorded by Marc
Moskovitz and Debra Ayers (VAI 1269; N/D
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2007). There is also a disc of his Songs (Hunga-
roton 32670; M/J 2011), which I haven’t heard.
There is no indication of the song titles in that
review, so I can’t tell if the two in the present
program are duplicated or not.

The works heard here include one for cello
alone, the ten-minute Capriccio on a theme
from Niobe by Giovanni Pacini, Op. 22. This
has been recorded by several cellists, most
recently and perhaps most impressively by
Anthony Meneses along with the 12 Caprices
(Avie 2328; S/O 2015).

The cello-piano pieces begin with a 16-
minute Fantasia Sopra Alcuni Motivi della
Gemma di Vergy by Gaetano Donizetti, a piece
that was originally written for cello and orches-
tra, here rescored by the composer with piano
accompaniment. This is an impressive monster
that puts both cellist and pianist through the
hoops, leaving the listener gasping. Piatti con-
tinues in this direction with ‘Air Baskyrs’, Op. 8,
‘L’Abbandono’, Op. 1, and ‘La Bergamasca’, Op.
14, all considerable events technically, in vari-
ous romantic moods, all of them new to
recordings. The Notturno, Op. 20 and ‘Pioggia
d’Aprile Studio Capriccio’ are also on
Moskovitz’s program. Just to clarify the confu-
sion about opus numbers, I might mention that
Wen-Sinn Yang’s Arts CD of the 12 Capricci
also contains the Niobe Capriccio, listed there
as Opus 21, and a four-movement Rimem-
branze del Trovatore, labelled Op. 20. That has
no relation to the Notturno recorded here.

Klisowska enters the fray with two songs
scored for piano and cello, ‘O Swallow, Swal-
low’, a setting in English of a poem by Ten-
nyson, and ‘La Sera’, a 7-minute song that sets
words by Cavalier Maffei in a lovely way.

Noferini’s performances are replete with
virtuosity and evident enjoyment of Piatti’s
habit of having the cello sidle in and take over
whenever it gets the chance. He and Plano are
well-known and oft-recorded masters.
Klisowska is likewise endowed, though her
English is not clearly pronounced. (The
recorded sound tends to bury her under the
cello.) Texts are included.

This is a pleasant recording that does not
duplicate much from other recordings and
plays it all with fervor and polish.

D MOORE

PROKOFIEFF: Symphony 3; Violin 
Concerto 1; Chout; Reves

Vadim Repin, v; Simon Callow, narr; London
Philharmonic/ Alexandre Lazarev

LPO 107 [2CD] 116 minutes

This collection from two sessions in November
1997 includes excellent performances of my
favorite Prokofieff symphony, of the concerto,
and two rarely recorded works that deserve
more exposure. I do not think these perform-
ances have been released before.

Prokofieff extracted his Third Symphony
from Fiery Angel, an opera that in his lifetime
was never established in or out of the Soviet
Union. He started to make a suite, but the
result was this symphony, one of his most
powerful, atmospheric, and furious works. Not
every conductor brings out all those qualities,
but Lazarev certainly does. His full-bodied,
aggressive, and colorful I lights up the score. It
goes at full throttle but not too fast, and there
is good contrast between the two main sub-
jects. II is airy and well paced. The most diffi-
cult movement to bring off may be the Allegro
Agitato. The complex slow middle section is
excellent, with fine woodwind solos. The prob-
lem can be in the outer sections, where a
march rumbles in the low strings under eerie
string glissandos that should have more of a
gossamer quality than they do here. Other-
wise, all is fine in this movement. The finale is
a powerhouse. There is plenty of muscle in the
bass, and the orchestra sounds massive. This
movement changes moods often, and Lazarev
goes with it well. Note the howling lower
instruments under the returning themes from
I in the upper strings. From there, the music
picks up energy for a crushing ending to one of
the best Prokofieff Thirds available.

Chout was the second ballet Prokofieff
wrote for Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes.
Diaghilev rejected the first one (Ala and Lolly,
which the composer turned into his Scythian
Suite), but he believed in Prokofieff enough to
commission another. The impresario even
suggested the subject, based on “The Tale of
the Buffoon Who Outwits Seven Other Buf-
foons”, one of 600 Russian folk tales published
by Alexander Afanasyev. (Chout [Buffoon] is a
French shortening of the complete title.) The
plot concerns a buffoon who sells to seven
other buffoons a magic whip that brought his
wife back to life after he killed her. After the
seven buffoons find that the whip is a fraud,
they plot murderous revenge, but the buffoon
eludes them by disguising himself as a
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woman. He does such a good job of it that a
wealthy merchant marries him! The buffoon
disappears on his wedding night by sliding
down a rope hanging from the bedroom win-
dow, taking along 300 rubles and leaving a
goat tethered to the rope to replace him. The
ballet was presented in 1921 to critical
approval, but Diaghilev dropped it, leaving
Prokofieff to produce a suite in 1923.

This is one of three recordings of the full
ballet, as far as I know, and it is a knock-out.
Lazarev pulls out all the stops; it is full of
vibrant colors, attacks bold and slashing, and
powerful ostinatos. The expression, playing
the music “to the hilt”, applies quite well here
The London Philharmonic lets it rip with
amazing technique, and the result is gripping.
It is rare when a performance of a Russian
work is more driven, vibrant, and riotous than
a reading by Gennady Rozhdestvensky, but
that is the case here. The excellent Rozhdest-
vensky is more subtle in some places. Next to
these two, the Jurowski is too German, round-
ed, staid, and dull. Also worth acquiring is
Walter Susskind’s wild recording of the suite
(Everest).

Vadim Repin and Lazarev treat Prokofieff’s
First Violin Concerto as an ensemble piece
with a busy and important orchestra rather
than a showpiece for the soloist. It is a lively,
vigorous performance; but it is also intimate in
the way everyone works together. The violin-
ist’s tone—smallish, silvery, and intense—fits
that concept perfectly. In II he gets to show off,
particularly in some striking scale work, but he
maintains the ensemble concept. III works as a
good contrast to all that, with a big solo from a
lower instrument—the bassoon—and a well-
structured march tune. Note also Repin’s won-
derful trills over the woodwinds. The Prokofi-
eff Overview’s (J/A 2004) favorite recordings of
both Prokofieff violin concertos are Perlman,
Josefowicz, Shaham, and Stern. All are excel-
lent, with Perlman and Josefowicz taking fairly
broad approaches and Shaham and Stern
leaner. Repin is closest to Stern, though his sil-
very sound is smaller and more centered, and
his style is somewhat more intimate. I prefer
Stern by a hair, but Repin belongs in this group
of favorites.

Reves (Dreams, 1911) is an early impres-
sionist work, written when Prokofieff was
under the influence of Scriabin. In his diary he
described it as “sweet, gentle, rather soporif-
ic...if my style has changed now, so much the
better. Everybody will see what I represented
in the past, and what I have now become.” The

composer revised some of his early works, but
this one he left alone. Whatever he thought of
his early effort, Reves holds up well and is the
only quiet music here.

The notes to this recording do an excellent
job describing these works and their history.
Particularly useful are the discussion of Chout
and noting how parts of Fiery Angel are used
in the symphony. The one problem is that they
say nothing about the English narration for
Chout. In fact, Prokofieff neither wrote nor
adapted a spoken text for it. The narration was
added for a 1977 concert performance by the
BBC. English actor Simon Callow’s cultivated
delivery would be at home on a production of
Masterpiece Theater or, for that matter, the
Globe Theater. It might seem out of place, but
it is not all that intrusive, and it helps us to
understand the story. The London Philhar-
monic sounds great (and Russian!) in all these
works, and the sound is to match. This is a real
find for Prokofieff admirers.

HECHT

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Sonata 1; 
TCHAIKOVSKY: Sonata in G

Albert Tiu
Centaur 3661—71 minutes

Of the 30 or so Russian piano sonatas that are
my favorites, Rachmaninoff’s Sonata 1 is near
the top and Tchaikovsky’s is near the bottom.
Since my first exposure to the Rachmaninoff in
the early 1970s (John Ogdon, RCA) I have
looked for more recognition and performanc-
es of this huge work with technical demands
that compare to the composer’s Piano Concer-
to 3. A great pianist champion, like Horowitz
with Sonata 2, has never come to the fore; but
many more recordings have come my way in
recent years and even a few concert perform-
ances. Tchaikovsky’s big sonata has remained
even further at the edge of standard repertoire.
Richter’s (Melodiya, from 1956) is my favorite
recording of it.

These sonatas have a number of common
characteristics. Both are quite symphonic in
size and structure. They were both written fol-
lowing the completion of major symphonies
that are now standard repertoire (Tchaikovsky 4
and Rachmaninoff 2). Each composer’s largest
piano concerto followed within two years of the
sonatas (Tchaikovsky 2 and Rachmaninoff 3).
Themes and motifs heard on the first page of
each are heard through all movements. Rach-
maninoff was a disciple of Tchaikovsky, and he
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shares a lot of his melodic style and even the-
matic development techniques.

Tiu (a Juilliard graduate and a professor in
Singapore) offers a very fine booklet essay.
Even with some legendary competition in this
repertoire, Tiu stands tall with his interpreta-
tions and technical accomplishment. His
musical phrasing and balancing of simultane-
ous melodic ideas, especially in the Rach-
maninoff, are notable. He brings out things I
have not heard before in a lifetime of listening
to these works. The piano playing, along with
superb recorded sound, put this recording
very high on my “recommended” list.

HARRINGTON

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony 3; 
Symphonic Dances

Philharmonia Orchestra/ Vladimir Ashkenazy
Signum 540—78 minutes

The Symphonic Dances are exciting and fasci-
nating. This reading grabs the listener from the
start as any good performance of this work has
to, and the first section has excellent pulse and
bounce. It has been said that the work is more
of a symphony than a suite of dances—the
same has been said about Paul Hindemith’s
Symphonic Dances—but this performance
really does dance. The slow saxophone section
is appropriately moody, helped by the sweet
saxophone tone, the nice balance between
soloist and winds, and the warm, eloquent
phrasing by the strings. When the opening
music returns, it does so powerfully, with solid
bass under the big chords.

II is a piece unto itself in some ways. The
muted brass supply a dramatic opening, and
the ghostly waltz that dominates the move-
ment creates another world as it probes dusty
corners, occasionally interrupted by those sin-
ister muted brass chords. III opens on high
alert and proceeds in a manner similar to I.
There is something Mahlerian about the way
this movement changes mood so often. Man-
aging the transitions is important, and Ashke-
nazy does it very well. The section after the
bass clarinet solo is probing and well done. A
brilliant oboe fanfare then urges the orchestra
to wake up—and it does, to deliver a final sec-
tion that borders on militant as it drives to a
crushing ending. This fascinating, wonderfully
played performance is like a musical journey.

Ashkenazy’s reading of the symphony is
more lightweight, less driven, and far less col-
orful, exciting, or interesting. These recordings
are from concerts a month apart, but they

sound as if they are by a different conductor
and orchestra. The big tune that opens the
symphony is treated lyrically with molded
phrasing and a lot of rubato. Like the entire
performance, it is light-weight and intimate,
with clear inner voices. Alas, that promise
proves all too brief. That lyrical molding soon
turns to meandering, as Ashkenazy seems to
pick his way through the music. Missing is the
lush, powerful string tone that this music
requires. The Adagio is a little better for a
while, but the early problems return soon
enough. The static pacing does not pick up
until the march, where things improve but not
much. III has more life, but again, not much.
During a passage with sighing woodwinds, it
struck me that much of this movement, cer-
tainly as performed here, is one long sigh.
Whatever the case—off night or a simple lack
of comprehension or interest—this is one low
octane production of a fairly high octane work.

These were Rachmaninoff last important
works (the symphony from 1936 and the
Dances 1940). He wrote them well after he left
Russia for America, but he longed for his
homeland and remained a Russian composer.
As played here, only Dances bears that out.
The recorded sound for both is decent. That it
seems better in Symphonic Dances may be
attributable to the performances. True fans of
that work may find this recording a must-have.

HECHT

RAVEL: Daphnis & Chloe 2; Valses Nobles &
Sentimentales; DUPARC: Songs; Aux Etoiles
Magdalena Kozena, mz; German Symphony
Berlin/ Robin Ticciati

Linn 610—60 minutes

British conductor Robin Ticciati, 35, became
music director of the German Symphony
Berlin in 2017. This, their second recording
together, is fabulous in every way.

One sees Daphnis & Chloe Suite 2 and a
lighter Ravel piece mixed with Duparc and
wonders, “What’s going on here? D&C yet
again?” Believe me, the programming is bril-
liant. Daphis is followed by four songs by Henri
Duparc (1848-1933), a contemporary of Ravel
born 27 years earlier, that pick up immediately
on the same rippling arpeggios, gliding “water
music”, and slight retards (retenez un peu) that
fill Ravel’s score. And they move with the same
limpid, liquid grace that Ticciati brings to D&C.
They’re followed by Valses Nobles et Sentimen-
tales, which maintains the same flexibility and
flow, yet lightens the mood. The album con-
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cludes with one of the few purely orchestral
works by Duparc, Aux Etoiles, about which the
composer wrote in the score, “Who can discern
the secret essence of this light, so humble, yet
coming from such immensity?” (I must admit
I’ve been deeply struck recently by the same
notion on my nighttime walks.) Here is an
album one can simply put on to enjoy a highly
refined mood with mixed orchestral and vocal
textures. It’s like being invited out of oneself
into a different universe for an hour.

And that’s just from a programming point
of view. Add the performances, and one will be
transported indeed! First, Ticciati is relaxed,
never rushing, relishing string portamentos
and pacing the music with a liquid forward
flow (that’s the nature of ballet), but with rich
excitement when called for. The engineering
and balances are exquisite. In the introduction
to Daphnis one can easily hear the celeste or
the high strings alternating with the lower
strings against rippling paired flute arpeggios,
details often buried. Or one can attend to liq-
uid solo flute and clarinet lines with slight
retards that interlink phrases so seamlessly. Or
listen to the brass chords in the first climax—
how perfectly integrated they are into the over-
all texture. Expressif et souple Ravel asks at the
start of the long flute solo that eventually
extends from a piccolo to a purring alto flute—
the most subtle, eloquently phrased, and gor-
geously played that I know of since the days of
Donald Peck, Jean Martinon, and the Chicago
Symphony on RCA. If anyone thinks that the
Berlin Philharmonic has sucked up all the
finest principal players in Berlin, here’s testi-
mony to the fact that there are more—in the
German Symphony.

Four Duparc songs from the last quarter of
the 19th Century follow: ‘Invitation to the Voy-
age’ (a perfect reflection of Daphnis’s orches-
tration), ‘To the Country Where War Is Waged’
(a woman who’s longing for her soldier-lover
who “with our goodbye kiss took my soul from
my mouth”), ‘Sad Song’ about another women
longing for her lover to return (with more harp
arpeggios as in Daphis), and ‘Phidyle’ with its
quietly surging passion—”torment replaced by
ecstasy”, as the superb liner notes say. Mezzo
Magdalena Kozena (Simon Rattle’s wife), who
works hand in hand with Ticciati, is especially
tender in the last two songs. In the first two I
wish she had a little softer cover (think of a pil-
low) to her forte surges, whereas her quiet
surges are divine.

This performance of Valses Nobles et Sen-
timentales is the best I’ve heard since Fritz

Reiner and the Chicago Symphony danced on
the head of a pin for RCA half a century ago.
The lightness, buoyancy, transparency, atmos-
phere, all-on-one-string flow, and perfect gait
are all here—and the digital clarity surpasses
all of the Reiner reissues, unless you’re lucky
enough to find the incomparable JVC press-
ing—a lesson in the 12 steps to produce a CD,
any one of which can seriously compromise
the original sound.

Duparc’s ‘Aux Etoiles’ (five minutes) is per-
fect (even key-wise) after the Valses’ deja vu
epilogue. It belies the album’s silly title, “Love
and Death”. There is no death here, only love,
or “Dances and Melodies” as the subtitle says.

FRENCH

RAVEL: Valses Nobles & Sentimentales;
see BEETHOVEN

REICH: Sextet; Double Sextet
Ekkozone/ Mathias Reumert

Mode 300—50 minutes

Two new performances of two of my least
favorite Steve Reich pieces. Of the two, the one
of the Double Sextet improves a bit on the pre-
miere recording for Nonesuch (N/D 2010)
with its more spacious acoustic. But I tire
quickly of the non-vibrato string playing and
the minimal phrasing. The best recording of
the Sextet remains the one by the London
Steve Reich Ensemble on CPO (M/A 2008).

The problems are as attributable to the
music as to the performances. These are sim-
ply not Reich’s greatest pieces: they lack
expressive depth, their compositional events
are all too predictable and (in the Sextet) their
muddy harmonies all too undifferentiated.
Perhaps one day we might have some gen-
uinely new approaches to the performance of
this music that might change my mind.

HASKINS

REICHA: Piano Pieces 2
Ivan Ilic

Chandos 20033—63 minutes

In my review of Volume 1 of this series (M/A
2018) I wrote that Reicha’s music “does not say
anything; it just illustrates what can be done”
and I did not expect any revelations from
future volumes. That prediction has been
accurate so far.

Here are 13 of the 34 Studies in Fugal Style,
Op. 97, each consisting of two pieces—a prel-
ude (not so labeled) and a fugue. The preludes
usually are homophonic and have a moderate
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tempo, whereas the fugues are usually fast,
with flowing themes. All are pleasant to listen
to and quite inventive. It is easy to admire the
composer’s skill, but hard to derive more than
cognitive delight from the music. Ivan Ilic, in
his excellent liner notes, even refers to “an
intense cognitive experience”, a result of his
having studied and played the pieces. What is
lacking is the emotional experience that listen-
ers like me crave; the music is quite limited in
that respect. It has a didactic quality that
makes one feel as if one is listening to a lecture
in sound. And indeed the subtitle of the work
is “For the Use of Young Composers”. It wants
to set an example to be admired and copied
(with more emotionally parched music the
probable result).

Ilic plays with exemplary clarity but fails to
move me, largely because the music gives him
little opportunity to do so. But perhaps he
could have tried harder to instill more feeling
here and there? It is interesting to compare
Reicha and Czerny (this issue). Granted that
these are but small (and somewhat ill-
matched) samples of their oeuvres, Czerny’s
piano music is less sophisticated but has a joie
de vivre that Reicha’s lacks. This is because
Czerny wrote for pianists, whereas Reicha
wrote for composers.

REPP

REUCHSEL: La Vie du Christ;
Bouquet de France

Simon Nieminski, org
Resonus 10217—74 minutes

Eugene Reuschel (1900-88) came from a fami-
ly of musicians prominent in the musical life of
Lyon: his grandfather Leon studied with
Edouard Batiste and was the organist of St
Bonaventure for 50 years; his father, Amedée
studied with Fauré and was organist of Saint-
Denys-du-Sacremont in Paris; and his uncle
Maurice was a prominent Lyon violinist,
organist, and composer.

After early piano studies with his grandfa-
ther, he entered the Paris Conservatory. He
won a Premier Prix in piano at age 15 and
embarked on a concert career in the 1920s and
30s, becoming particularly popular in the
French colonies of Africa. He was also a seri-
ous organist and was intimate with Widor,
Vierne, and Dupré.

Eugene collected folk songs from several
regions of France, and they became prominent
elements of his organ music, as in the ten
pieces of Bouquet de France. They are tran-

scriptions from two of his song-cycles and are
evocations and impressions of landscapes and
buildings.

La Vie du Christ was commissioned in
1986 by Kenneth Starr, organist of St Patrick’s
Church in Boston, and is Reuchsel’s last work.
The ten short movements are well-crafted, vir-
tuosic pieces in a tonal-modal harmonic style.
They are definitely written for a big instru-
ment; and the 3-manual, 56-stop Rieger organ
in St Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh, fits the bill
admirably. Neiminski (M/J 2016) is a fine play-
er and brings virtuosity and poetry to this love-
ly music. Notes on the composer and music,
specification and photos.

DELCAMP

ROSSI: Il Domino Nero
Chiara Taigi (Estella), Luis Damaso (Vittore),
Mario Buda (Butor), Michele Porcelli (Adolfo);
Bellini Chorus, Marchigiana Philharmonic/ Vin-
cenzo Bruno Aprea

Bongiovanni 2328 [2CD] 133 minutes

Like Flotow (see), the Italian Lauro Rossi
(1810-85) wrote around 30 operas, though
none retained a place in the standard reper-
toire beyond the 19th Century. Bongiovanni
has released his Domino Nero (1849), based
on its first modern production, by the Teatro
Pergolesi di Jesi, in 2001. The detailed notes
(available only as a download, as is the libret-
to) indicate Rossi was “able to renew himself”
over the course of his 50-year career, and that
“critics noted the influence of Wagner” in his
most mature works. Yet, in contrast to Martha,
whose German composer incorporated ele-
ments from Italian bel canto, French grand
opera, and was personally acquainted with
Chopin, Offenbach, and Gounod, Il Domino
Nero is firmly rooted in the Italian tradition. A
distinguished pedagogue whose posts includ-
ed director of the Milan Conservatory from
1850 to 1871, Rossi adjured Italian composers
to “jealously safeguard the national character
[as we] move along the road to real progress”.

If the musical style seems a bit old-fash-
ioned in light of the innovative operas of Verdi
and Wagner that followed soon after, it is con-
sistently charming and energetic. Italian
soprano Chiara Taigi as Estella, the girl from
Madrid forced into a nunnery by her malevo-
lent sister and brother-in-law (to avoid sharing
an inheritance), and Spanish tenor Luis
Damaso as the cavaliere who falls in love with
her without knowing her identity, both have
vibrant voices and personalities. Under the
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direction of conductor Bruno Aprea, the entire
cast and forces are fully in the spirit of this very
entertaining piece.

ALTMAN

ROSSINI: Aureliano in Palmira
Silvia Dalla Benetta (Zenobia), Ana Victoria Pitts
(Publia), Marina Viotti (Arsace), Juan Francisco
Gatell (Aureliano), Xiang Xu (Oraspe), Zhiyuan
Chen (Licinio), Baurzhan Anderzhanov (High
Priest); Poznan Camerata Bach Choir, Virtuosi
Brunensis/ José Miguel Perez-Sierra

Naxos 660448 [3CD] 167 minutes

Another first-rate recording of a little-known
Rossini opera, thanks to the Rossini in Wild-
bad Festival. The recording derives from three
staged performances in July 2017 and includes
Silvia Dalla Benetta as Zenobia, Princess of
Palmyra. (That renowned ancient city was
found in what is today Syria. Its long surviving
ruins were partly destroyed by ISIS in 2015 and
are now being reconstructed.)

Aureliano in Palmira (1813) is often men-
tioned in the Rossini literature, because Rossini
reused its overture, slightly reworked, in Elisa-
betta, Regina d’Inghilterra (1815) and then in
Barber of Seville (1816). The overture belongs
most integrally to Aureliano: its closing section
returns, interestingly reworked, in voices and
orchestra, to make an exciting conclusion to Act
1. Also, the overture’s long, slow introduction is
heard again as the introduction to a pensive
aria for Arsace (Zenobia’s beloved) in the mid-
dle of Act 2.

The overture was not the only item that
Rossini reused later. The opening chorus lent
material to Almaviva’s first solo in Barber
(‘Ecco ridente il cielo’). And Arsace’s cabaletta
in Act 2 (‘Non lasciarmi’) got adapted and
expanded as Rosina’s Act 1 cabaletta in Barber:
‘Io sono docile’ (again, after being re-used first
in Elisabetta).

The excellent booklet essay by Bernd-
Rüdiger Kern explains that, at least in the case
of the borrowings from Aureliano in the two
later works, Rossini was not salvaging music
that had failed: Aureliano was in fact per-
formed widely in northern Italy for two
decades. Perhaps Rossini was simply short of
time or—in the case of the choral tune that he,
three years later, reused for Almaviva—playful-
ly reworking material that he recognized was
particularly catchy.

Aureliano, in two nicely full acts, is notable
for its many duets and larger ensembles and
its accompanied recitatives (though there is
also still some accompanied by keyboard). It

shows Rossini on the path that would lead to
the remarkably inventive operas that he would
compose for Naples some years later—a path
that would be followed by Donizetti, Bellini,
and the young Verdi.

Aureliano also has the only castrato role
that Rossini ever wrote: Arsace, prince of Per-
sia (not to be confused with the Arsace in
Semiramide). The three multi-movement
duets for soprano and castrato (here sung by a
mezzo-soprano) supply numerous opportuni-
ties for the mellifluous singing in thirds and
sixths that form one of the great glories of
early-19th Century Italian opera. There is also
a wonderful quartet, and, later, a trio for the
nervy heroine and the two men fighting over
her: Arsace and Aureliano.

The basic plot involves two lovers, Zenobia
and Arsace, whom the Roman conqueror
Aureliano imprisons in order to have Zenobia
for himself. (There is an interesting recording
of a 1790 Paisiello opera on the same story,
Zenobia in Palmira—J/F 2018.) There is a
Baroque-style happy ending, whereby Aure-
liano gives up Zenobia to Arsace and, in ex-
change, the lovers pledge fealty to Rome.
Rossini sets this as a vaudeville-style number,
with each of the characters singing the same
jolly tune, one after the other, as in numerous
comic operas.

Kern’s booklet essay argues that the opera
may have been conceived (and received) as a
tribute to Napoleon. Indeed, the essay can be
read as a worthy codicil to the recent book by
Warren Roberts, Rossini and Post-Napoleonic
Europe, which mentions Aureliano only in
passing.

Special mention should be made of the
chorus of shepherds and shepherdesses in Act
2. Its gentle lyricism seems Bellinian, two
decades too early. This offers further proof of
the debt that the next generation owed to Rossi-
ni. The chorus’s words also seem prophetic,
voicing a desire for “freedom” from foreign
oppression that would recur in Rossini’s own
Italiana in Algeri and William Tell, in Bellini’s
Norma, and of course in much early Verdi.

The performances give a good sense of
what the work has to offer. I admired Dalla
Benetta greatly in a recording of Bellini’s first
professionally staged opera, Bianca & Gernan-
do (M/A 2018). Here she is just as riveting and
accomplished, summoning up great strength
and solidity of tone when standing up to the
tyrannical Aureliano. The voice displays a mild
wobble on some sustained tones.

Dalla Benetta is surrounded by a cast rang-
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ing from fully adequate to superb. Marina
Viotti does a generally splendid job in the cas-
trato role of Arsace. The voice is a bit thick in
florid passagework; and she, too, shows some
wobble on long notes. Still, the effect is proba-
bly more convincing musically and dramati-
cally than a countertenor might have been.

Viotti’s voice and Dalla Benetta’s are so
similar (except for range) that I had to pay
close attention to distinguish them.

Juan Francisco Gatell is bright and clean as
the selfish invader from Rome. But he blares
on two high notes in Act 3 that he surely could
have taken softly and eloquently. The desire to
show off often produces the opposite effect, as
our wise grandparents used to advise.

I wish the cast list had identified the lovely
baritone who sings a few lines as the Shepherd
in Act 2.

The Czech orchestra and Polish chorus are
alert and responsive, with only occasional
small glitches (and some applause) revealing
that the recording was made at performances.
The Spanish-born conductor moves things
along smartly, yet also yields affectionately
and phrases sensitively. His solo horn player
excels in a long scene-setting melody in Act 2.

In the recitatives, the fortepiano some-
times doesn’t sound very well tuned, but its
player is very involved and helped me stay
interested, as did the three main singers, who
all clearly understand what they are singing.
(The two women are Italians; Gatell is from
Argentina.) The sound is remarkably clear and
well balanced.

There have been at least two previous
recordings (with Ezio di Cesare and Kenneth
Tarver as Aureliano), probably as fine as this
one. There is also a DVD (with Jessica Pratt
and Michael Spyres) whose musical values
have been much praised. Its conductor is Will
Crutchfield. (A second DVD also exists, from
the Valle d’Itria Festival.) The new recording is
certainly the cheapest way to get to know this
rich work. If its online libretto had included an
English translation, I’d have urged its purchase
more emphatically. But at least the synopsis is
helpfully detailed and includes track numbers.
The performance edition is by Ian Schofield; a
few words would have been helpful about
what decisions were made (cuts? which ver-
sions of certain numbers?).

LOCKE

ROSSINI: Songs
Giuseppina Bridelli, mz; Alessandro Marangoni, p

Naxos 573865—67 minutes

Rossini achieved such unprecedented success
as an operatic composer in his lifetime that he
was essentially able to retire before the age of
40. After composing his last opera (William
Tell) in 1829, he would live for nearly 40 more
years. He had plenty of time, therefore, to accu-
mulate Sins of Old Age, the mischievous title he
gave to his 14-volume set of chamber pieces.
Naxos has taken on the admirable task of
recording the entire collection; this is Volume
10. It has music for mezzo-soprano, gathered
from different albums in Rossini’s set. There are
also several short pieces included here that
were unassigned to any of Rossini’s 14 albums
and remain unpublished to this day. Five selec-
tions are world premiere recordings.

Though Rossini is well known for pushing
the extremities of register for his sopranos and
tenors, he in fact favored the mezzo voice. “The
contralto is the norm against which the other
voices and instruments of the composition
must be gauged”, he wrote. “It is advisable to
concentrate on the central register in order to
achieve a consistently good sound.” The com-
positions for mezzo offered here exemplify this
principle, generally eschewing excess of range
in favor of a more conversational style. These
are salon pieces, after all, many of them written
for the composer’s lively soirées in Paris.

Alessandro Marangoni has already record-
ed numerous volumes of these “sins” for
Naxos. He is a master of Rossini’s idiom,
expertly capturing both the suavity and jollity
of this music. His playing is deft and erudite—
an excellent foil for Giuseppina Bridelli’s dra-
matic mezzo. These songs are perhaps less
demanding than Rossini’s arias, but they do
often draw on operatic conventions. Refer-
ences to the operatic style are often humorous,
as in the wonderful ‘Angelina during the
Regatta’, where Rossini pictures a young
woman watching her suitor compete in a row-
ing match—but the darkly urgent, restless
quality of the music suggests matters far more
serious. Bridelli shows exemplary command of
her instrument, drawing on her experience as
an operatic performer while still honoring the
essentially playful nature of the song.

The novelty piece ‘Adieux … la vie’, sung on
a single note, will delight listeners and make
for a good bit of musical trivia. Bridelli’s per-
formance here is laudable; she varies the tim-
bre of the note, transcending the confines of
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the piece. But the real interest of ‘Adieux … la
vie’ lies in the piano part, which is particularly
expansive in order to compensate for the static
vocal line. Marangoni attacks this piece with
elan, demonstrating how an art song can
become a showcase for the accompanist.

The world premiere recordings here may
be of interest to historians and musicologists,
but these selections are probably the least
compelling songs on the album. ‘Un Rien’ and
‘La Seperazione’ are written in such a conven-
tional 19th Century style that one may indeed
wonder if they were truly composed by Rossi-
ni; there is no trace here of the impish creativi-
ty that informs so much of his music.

OBEROI

SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concertos 1,2,4
Louis Lortie; BBC Philharmonic/ Edward Gard-
ner—Chandos 20031—71 minutes

These are fast performances—faster in every
movement than any other recording in my
library. (I know that Stephen Hough is faster in
No. 2, but I can’t stand his whole set.) I think
this is the first half of a complete set. If so, I
don’t think it is needed. Do you have the 1978-
80 Rogé set with Dutoit? Apart from a No. 1
that I called “sludge” it is better than these. Do
you have the even older Ciccolini set with
Baudo (M/J 1999)? Everything is better than
these: the pianist, the French orchestra, and
even the 1971 EMI sound. All three of these
pianists are French or French Canadian (Lor-
tie). I don’t know if the Ciccolini and Rogé sets
are still available; if they are not, this may fill a
gap in your collection. I prefer the other two
pianists, orchestras, and conductors; but if you
like fast tempos and the cold and rather clini-
cal “English” approach to music, this will do.

By the way, the booklet notes mistakenly
imply that the Rhapsodie d’Auvergne is
included here. I guess it will be with concertos
3 and 5.

VROON

SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concertos 2+5; Etudes
Bertrand Chamayou, French National Orchestra/
Emmanuel Krivine

Erato 56342—78 minutes

These are 2018 recordings (mostly—part is
from December 2017) made at Radio France in
their auditorium. It’s all French, from pianist
to engineers—and it sounds right. After the
above recording, it was a great relief. It’s not
tempos; it’s style. In No. 2 the timings are simi-
lar—a little faster overall in I and a little slower

in the rest—but there is none of the clinical
feel of the other recording. It has French flair.
The same holds in Concerto 5. Even when it is
fast, it doesn’t sound too fast, because it is styl-
ish. The pianist is wonderful—tone, touch, ele-
gance—as are the orchestra and sound.

These are the two most popular Saint-
Saens piano concertos in very attractive per-
formances. But there have been other excel-
lent recordings, and you should hear Rogé and
Ciccolini (and Freire in 2) before you settle on
a preference.

The extra half hour of piano pieces—most-
ly etudes, but also a waltz and a mazurka—
may be a selling point, because how often do
we hear solo piano Saint-Saens? They are well-
written pieces, and they often have the same
French flair (elan) as the concertos.

If this is a series, we will continue to review
it as it appears and try to compare it to the oth-
ers after living with it a while.

VROON

SAITO: Piano Pieces
Miki Aoki—Profil 17026—62 minutes

As explained in the notes, this collection is
based on the soundtracks of Yasujiro Ozu’s
films. Not being familiar with said films I can-
not say if the piano sounds are orchestrated for
celluloid presentation.

The style is totally western, not without
some melodic appeal, and always belonging to
the genre of film music. Thematically we have
lush vignettes, marches, and polkas. There is
nothing to offend listeners, but little to capture
the imagination by means of its creativity.

The notes by the composer’s son are
affecting, but this at best might be described as
dinner music to hear while doing something
else. Having given it my all, I now emerge to
conquer the world with a greater determina-
tion not to waste my time on such semi-drivel.
The title (by the way) is “Tokyo Story”.

BECKER

SATIE: Songs
Isabel Piganiol, s; Lars Malther, db; Ulla Haber-
man, p; David Dencik, narr

Danacord 790—64 minutes

The aptly-named Trio Satie is joined by actor
David Dencik on this new release that attempts
to recreate a Paris salon (a “Satie Hour”).

Erik Satie is best known for his absurdist
approach to composition. He gave many of his
piano pieces nonsensical titles like ‘Gnossi-
ennes’ and ‘Gymnopedies’. His written instruc-
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tions to the performer include such bizarre
directions as “wonder about yourself ” and
“open your head”. But his ‘Gymnopedies’ are
miniature, minimalistic classics that continue
to permeate modern culture via car commer-
cials and lingerie ads. Rarely is the full gamut
of Satie’s eccentric aesthetic explored as fully
as it is on this release.

The trio of singer, pianist, and double bass
immediately evokes the feeling of a jazz
combo; and indeed, many of these pieces were
written for early-20th Century cabarets. The
performers do an excellent job of straddling
the line between the classical world and the
late-night hotspots where many of these
pieces would have been heard. They are aided
in this by the sensitive sound design supplied
by Producer Margrete Enevold and Technician
Ove Nysom. From the slightly washed-out
piano sound to the plucky tones of Malther’s
double bass, the producers have captured a
classic jazz sound that serves the repertoire
well. And while it seems superfluous to add
contrabass to Satie’s famous ‘Gnossiennes’ for
piano, it’s nevertheless a treat to hear the
familiar pieces in a different setting. The
instrumentation, as well as the innovative pro-
duction, offers us a new way of hearing these
works—inviting reflection on the influence of
jazz at the time.

Soprano Isabel Piganion brings great ver-
satility to this album, performing these songs
with an underlying humor that honors their
origins as popular entertainments. She attacks
the absurd ‘Statue de Bronze’, the first of Satie’s
1916 3 Melodies, with gleeful abandon and a
tone that manages to be both polished and
brassy. ‘Dapheneo’, the second song in this set,
is a brief, delightful piece that might benefit
more from a straight reading, rather than the
jazz-inflected approach taken here. In ‘Le
Chapelier’, Piganion demonstrates a clear
upper register that loses none of the richness
of her middle range.

Several of the tracks on this release are
devoted to spoken-word pieces, delivered by
actor David Dencik. This is where the album
falters; successive spoken-word tracks do
nothing to enhance our appreciation of Satie’s
music. And these are all delivered in French,
and no translations are supplied.

Pianist Ulla Haberman and bassist Lars
Malther make wonderful partners for Pigan-
ion, and their reading of Satie’s beloved
‘Gymnopedie’, which closes the album, is
exquisite. Piganion’s wordless doubling of the
melody—lovely though it is—does little to aug-

ment the excellent playing by the two fine
instrumentalists. The album is charmingly
packaged, and although translations would
have been a welcome addition, the liner notes
are succinct and informative.

OBEROI

SCARLATTI,A: Keyboard Pieces 6
Francesco Tasini, hpsi

Tactus 661916—78 minutes

Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) was the
father of Domenico Scarlatti. His keyboard
music is more old-fashioned than his son’s. If
you like Froberger’s toccatas or Buxtehude’s
preludes, you’ll like Alessandro Scarlatti.

This program includes a short set of four
variations on La Follia, not Scarlatti’s more
familiar set of 29 variations. The other pieces
are toccatas. Most of the music is likable, but
not the set of 17 little intonations played in
succession. They were designed as elaborate
ways to give a starting pitch or harmony to
singers. They make no sense as an 11-minute
group of fragmentary solos, flitting from key to
key and then stopping.

Tasini’s volumes 1, 2, and 4 were on harp-
sichord, 3 and 5 on organ (M/A 2017). I have
heard parts of those albums, and his perform-
ances do not make me want to own them. This
Volume 6 means he is “near the conclusion” of
the recording project. Tasini and a colleague
have been co-editing a complete printed edi-
tion of Alessandro Scarlatti’s keyboard music
ahead of making these recordings. That series
is finished, but I have not seen it.

Tasini’s performance manner often sounds
maddeningly laborious because of the way he
inserts tiny pauses before and after down-
beats. He also slows down before big chords.
His limited range of expression when rolling
chords makes him sound like an organist duti-
fully playing harpsichord, not a harpsichordist
playing his principal instrument.

Canadian keyboardist Alexander Weimann
also has a complete Scarlatti series in progress
on ATMA (S/O 2010), moving very slowly—
only two volumes since 2005. His brilliant per-
formances are better than Tasini’s on both
harpsichord and organ. I hope he continues
his series.

LEHMAN
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SCHARWENKA: 2 Trios; Cello Sonata; 
2 Quartets; Piano Quintet

Trio Parnassus; Mannheim Quartet ; Thomas
Duis, p

MDG 603 2077 [2CD] 139 minutes

He was a respected composer who earned
some degree of official recognition from his
peers and various academies, he became a
beloved teacher, his music fell into oblivion:
this is one of classical music’s most familiar
fates. In this case I am referring to Philipp
Scharwenka (1847-1917), who wasn’t even as
well-known as his pianist brother, Xaver
Scharwenka. Whether we are talking about
music, movies, or the visual arts, what does
not fit into neat categories is often forgotten.

To whom can this composer even be com-
pared? Although subtler than Brahms, that
might still be one of the better equivalents; this
is introspective music, but it is generally
devoid of frenzy and romantic excess. A touch
of Beethoven is heard occasionally, but again,
minus the heroic posturing. More than two
hours in duration, this is a substantial intro-
duction. Normally I would expect this sort of
retrospective to have been performed by col-
lege kids from the Netherlands; but no, the
laudable Trio Parnassus and Mannheim Quar-
tet are joined by pianist Thomas Duis.

Trio Parnassus seems to add extra energy
to the Trio in G, and it works. Pianist Chia
Chou is carrying the weight in the first move-
ment and again in the rather lively III—he
almost wouldn’t need accompanists—but the
Andante tranquilo is all about the strings. The
tone is ethereal and even oblique in its
approach, as if this music is designed to be lis-
tened to in the late evening.

The Cello Sonata in G minor begins wist-
fully, with sometimes booming piano chords
that give way to quiet passages. This single-
movement piece does have the most conspic-
uous crescendo here, emerging as if from
nowhere, only to reset the course for the
sonata to a cheery duet between the instru-
ments. It would be eccentric if it weren’t com-
posed and performed in such a fluid manner.

Breaking with tradition, the Trio in C-
sharp minor begins slowly, with a threat of
acceleration that collapses back into gentle
reflection. The Allegro that follows is pleasing
if not quite as novel, and the Allegro apassion-
ato that concludes the trio expresses rather
less. Still, even here there are those Schar-
wenkian (why not?) lulls that cause the listen-
er to re-evaluate and reflect.

The quartets in D and D minor are difficult
to characterize; apparently not intended to
engage strong feelings, they reside in a gray
area of ambiguous atmospheres that I associ-
ate with Debussy. This is not a criticism, but
neither is it explicit praise. One benefit, how-
ever, is that they don’t wear out their welcome.

By contrast, the Piano Quintet is much
more forceful and for that matter, traditional. It
does have a ten-minute Adagio con intimo
sentimento that more than lives up to its
name, forming a little sound world of its own.
The finale gives Duis a chance to break away
from the pack, and he plays with joy. This
movement alone could suffice to make the
piece part of the standard repertoire, because
any pianist ready for a break from the chamber
works of Dvorak and Schumann would find
this exciting.

I don’t know why these musicians
embarked on such a thankless project, but I
am glad they did. Scharwenka is very sparsely
represented on CD. The liner notes offer a
lengthy bio of the composer, but do not supply
a mission statement for these two albums,
which benefit from MDG’s excellent sound. It’s
not meant as faint praise when I say that this is
the least tiresome music I have encountered
this year.

DUTTERER

SCHELLE: Christmas Cantatas
Cologne Akademy/ Michael Alexander Willens

CPO 555155—73 minutes

JS Bach was but one in a line of composers to
occupy the post of Cantor in Leipzig. The tra-
dition of great music making in this cosmopol-
itan center includes figures like Sebastian
Knüpfer (1633-76), Johann Schelle (1648-
1701), and Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722). Like
Bach, Johann Schelle was born into a family
well connected in the musical community. His
father was cantor in the town of Geising, and
Heinrich Schütz recruited him at the age of 8
for the electoral chapel in Dresden. He attend-
ed the Leipzig Thomasschule in 1665, went on
to study at the university there, and was
named Leipzig Cantor in 1677. Schelle is best
known for his cantatas, and this program is
Advent and Christmas ones.

The first five cantatas here are relatively
short, and they bear a festive flair through the
use of trumpets and timpani. The major work
is the Actus Musicus auf Weyh-Nachten. It is a
huge concerted work for five soloists, five-part
choir, and an orchestra consisting of strings
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and a full complement of wind instruments
and timpani. Sonatas divide the composition
into three parts. Duets, arias, recitatives, and
choruses then make up their contents. What
unites them is the return of the well-known
Lutheran chorale ‘Vom Himmel Hoch, da
Komm’ Ich Her’.

The performance is, as a whole, very fine;
and arias stand out. Monika Mauch’s arioso
‘Und es Waren Hirten’ sounds even more fes-
tive with a virtuosic trombone accompani-
ment. When the whole choir of trombones
weighs in to accompany Myriam Arbouz on
verse 13 of ‘Vom Himmel Hoch’, the arioso
comes across like a lullaby, which welcomes
the Holy Child to sleep in one’s heart. Texts
and notes are in English.

LOEWEN

SCHOENBERG: Transfigured Night;
see HAYDN

SCHUBERT: Octet
Dresden Octet

Profil 18034—64 minutes

It is worth saying up front that I love the music
of Franz Schubert, and if I were heading into
exile and could take the works of only one
romantic composer, he would be my choice.
Still, his octet has always perplexed me. At
more than an hour long, it has none of the
Death and the Maiden Quartet’s drama, nor
the deep emotion of the second trio. Mostly it
strikes me as a backward glance not at
Beethoven’s septet but at the chamber music
of the classical era, minus the energy.

The Dresden Octet seemed as likely as any
ensemble to change my mind about classical
music’s pre-eminent octet, but do they? To
some degree. There’s no disputing the profes-
sionalism of the group, and the sound of the
Great Hall at the Mozarteum in Salzburg suits
the piece well. In IV, I am finally getting inter-
ested, with more than 20 minutes to go; the
performance stays interesting to the end. I
admit that I had to hear this recording three
times, and even then, only when I heard it
through headphones could I fully grasp the
somewhat wan beauty of it. The comparatively
strong and confident V is unexpectedly marred
by the conclusion; I had completely forgotten
that this was a concert (a good sign) but then
not only does the applause burst—it continues
for three very long minutes. To include this
much on a recording makes no sense.

I won’t give up on the Octet, and this per-

formance was a big step forward in my appre-
ciation of it.

DUTTERER

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in B-flat; 
3 Pieces, D 946
Bernard Roberts

Claudio 5362—72 minutes

I have listened twice to this, and I think I can
say with certainty that it is a romantic perform-
ance but also a moderate one. Tempos are
never too fast or too slow. He doesn’t perfume
the three pieces the way Javier Perianes does
(Harmonia Mundi, M/J 2008). That remains
unique; no one else is so romantic. But I know
many recordings that are faster than that and
less delicate but still quite good. Bernard
Roberts does the three pieces and the sonata
with full romantic feeling but never sounds
self-indulgent. He is a wonderful pianist in the
old style, with beautiful touch and tone.

These were 2003 recordings, but I don’t
think they have been widely available until
now. I’m glad to have them. These are among
Schubert’s most attractive piano pieces—and
among his last (1828)—and no collection
should be without them.

VROON

SCHUBERT: Songs & Duets
Susanna Phillips, s; Shenyang, b; Brian Zeger, p

Delos 3544—66 minutes

When Brian Zeger was asked to prepare a pro-
gram to accompany an archeological exhibi-
tion from Pergamon at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York he turned to Schu-
bert’s settings of texts by Schiller, Mayrhofer,
and Goethe exploring the high romantic imag-
ination’s obsession with the classical era.

He accompanied a program of 15 songs
(including two duets) in January 2009 at the
MMA with Phillips and Shenyang who were
his students at Juilliard. (You can see a podcast
of that recital on the MMA’s website.) They
recorded a revised version of the program Jan-
uary 2017 at Purchase Recital Hall, SUNY with
the title “A Lost World”. The result is a more
finely shaped and performed program than 8
years earlier.

Most of these songs come from Schubert’s
early years and reflect the longing of the Ger-
man romantics to connect with the ancient
classical world as expressed in Schiller’s
words: “Fair world, where are you? Alas, only
in the magic land of song does your fabled
memory live on.” Some of the songs are very
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familiar, particularly ‘Ganymed’, but much of
the appeal of this release is hearing a less
familiar side of Schubert.

Zeger offers clear and firm accompani-
ment. Both singers are good, but they may not
be at their best in lieder. Shenyang presents a
heroic Hector in ‘Hektors Abschied’. His force-
ful singing may seem to be be the way a hero
offers a prayer in ‘Der Entsühnte Orest’, but his
style is more operatic and not ideally suited for
lieder. When he reins in his voice, as he does at
the end of ‘Antigone und Oedip’ he is more
effective. In ‘Gruppe aus dem Tartarus’ he
strikes a good balance between the rugged
voice of horror and the quiet voice of anxiety.
He does the same in ‘Fahrt zum Hades’ and
ends it with an impressive, resounding low F. I
was spoiled by F-D’s velvety head voice in his
“Songs of Greek Antiquity” album so many
years ago. Shenyang doesn’t produce anything
close to that sound—and I miss it.

Phillips has a lovely voice and sounds
more at home with lieder than Shenyang. She
offers clean, unfussy, and straightforward
readings. The program begins with her gentle
and tender reading of ‘Die Gotter Griechen-
lands’ as she displays a limpid legato style,
excellent diction, and a fine shaping of the
vocal line. Her voice blooms at the right spots
and become plaintive when needed. Her read-
ings of ‘Ganymede’ and ‘Elysium’ are graceful
and nimble. Phillips and Zeger conclude the
program with a confident reading of Actaeon’s
affirmation that beholding the naked Diana
bathing was worth dying for. 

The two duets are really operatic scenes
where the two characters sing to each other
rather than with each other. Phillips’s wistful
tone contrasts nicely with Shenyang’s heroic
tone in both.

Texts and translations are supplied but on
different pages. It’s a terrible way to lay things
out and makes it difficult to follow the German
and English simultaneously.

R MOORE

SCHUBERT: Symphonies 2+4
Hague Philharmonic/ Jan Willem de Vriend

Challenge 72732—57 minutes

We have a number of terrific recordings of
early Schubert symphonies. This cannot join
them. It is “PPP”—that is, no vibrato, no legato,
bouncy and pushy and rough and primitive.
Some movements sound frantic, though it’s
not mostly a matter of tempo.

The orchestra is cut down to around 40

strings plus the wind soloists and timpani.
Tinny sustained notes and chords make me
cringe.

Be warned: these people are recording all
the Schubert symphonies.

VROON

SCHUBERT: Symphony 5;
BRAHMS: Serenade 2

Revolutionary & Romantic Orchestra/ John Eliot
Gardiner—SDG 729—60 minutes

This orchestra has around 60 players, so it
does not sound undernourished. It was
recorded in the Concertgebouw in Amster-
dam, which enhances their sound. They are
never tinny.

The symphony has been wonderfully
recorded by Walter, Böhm, Barenboim, and
others, but Beecham above all. It has done
well on recordings. Gardiner takes repeats, as
you would expect; but there are only 2-minute
repeats in the outer movements, so perhaps
it’s bearable for some listeners. I dislike the
repeats (Beecham and Walter don’t take them)
and the speed of the last movement. ‘Allegro
Vivace’ does not mean faster than Allegro! The
vivace should slow it down and give more
point to the rhythms. Here it’s a mad scram-
ble—not very Schubertian. But, all in all, I am
surprised at how decent this is.

The Serenade is more disappointing; it’s
Brahms as Schubert. It doesn’t have the weight
or breadth or majesty of Brahms. It’s not late
romantic. True, Brahms called it a serenade for
small orchestra; but I’m not objecting to the
sheer size of this orchestra. Knowing recordings
made in London, Michael Tilson Thomas’s
recording may have been with an orchestra the
same size as this one (London Symphony). But
this one seems more “cute” than “beautiful”.
Compared to the London Symphony on Sony,
this one is weaker all around. I even prefer the
Sony sound—which surprised me.

So we arrive where we do so often: we did-
n’t need this recording.

VROON

SCHUBERT: Arpeggione Sonata; see CHOPIN
Quartet 14; see SHOSTAKOVICH
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Loud playing and quick playing alone can-
not do it; at most it only dazzles the igno-
rant in the audience. All depends on beauti-
ful playing and distinct playing.

—Joseph Joachim to a violin pupil



SCHUMANN & LORTZING:

Part Songs for Male Chorus
Detmold Horns; New Detmold Liedertafel/
Ludger Mias, Thorsten Roth

MDG 622 2079 [2CD] 128 minutes

The singing of part songs for male chorus was
a popular musical tradition in the early 19th
Century. Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann,
and others wrote many such works. Schumann
for a time led the Dresdner Liedertafel in an
hour of musical performance, which was
always followed by an hour of parliamentary
debate. Whether it was organized as a
liedertafel or simply was an excuse for men to
socialize at the village bar, male choral singing
was a fashionable tradition. Enthusiasm for
the practice had faded by the middle of the
century and it was practically abandoned by
the 20th Century.

This program of works for male chorus by
Robert Schumann and Albert Lortzing com-
bines two separate releases by MDG (Lortzing,
S/O 2002; Schumann, N/D 2005). It’s a won-
derful treasure trove of gems. 

Schubert’s part songs for male voices have
been recorded often and there are a couple of
available recordings of the Schumann pieces,
but this seems to be the only recording of
Lortzing’s male part songs. If you like Schu-
bert’s works in this genre you’ll surely enjoy
this wonderful collection of songs by Lortzing.
I especially appreciated hearing all of Schu-
mann’s songs for male chorus, which are not
often heard and which demonstrate a more
advanced approach to the part song. Where
the Lortzing songs are pretty and often folk-
like, the Schumann songs are more complex.
The Jagdlieder songs are accompanied splen-
didly by four horns. The rest of the pieces are
unaccompanied.

The performances are everything you
could want—clean, clear, well balanced, and
well recorded. Here is some truly gorgeous
singing and horn ensemble playing. Paul Alt-
house noted the “admirable blend and ensem-
ble of the Detmold Liedertafel” in the Lortzing
volume and recommend it to anyone interest-
ed in the repertory. Philip Greenfield in his
review of the Schumann works noted the keen
diction and terrific enunciation of the men
and the warm mellow playing of the horns. I
thoroughly agree with them both. My only
complaint is that no texts or translations are
included. I got tired of searching for them
online and simply basked in the luxurious

singing of this fine ensemble of about a dozen
men.

Notes in English, French, and German.
R MOORE

SCHUMANN: Piano Pieces
Kinderszenen; Kreisleriana; Sonata 2;
Faschingsschwank aus Wien; fragments

Luisa Guembes-Buchanan
Dal’Aguila 55312 [2CD] 96 minutes 

(800-BUYMYCD)

Born in Lima, Peru this pianist and musicolo-
gist offers a disc called “Robert Schumann:
Perspectives”, complete with her comments
relating to both the music and the literary pro-
clivities of the composer. In attractive cloth
binding, but unfriendly shelving dimensions,
the 36-page book is replete with score facsimi-
les and remarks about the composer.

While there is no shortage of recordings for
any of these pieces there is always room for
more, especially if they have something special
to offer. The short timing of this one is an addi-
tional handicap, but somehow it rises above
that. Maybe it’s not really a “new perspective”,
but it’s admirably thought out and presented.

In Kinderszenen, perhaps Schumann’s
most popular piano cycle, the gentle reserve
and expressive playing takes us to the top rung
among recordings.

Kreisleriana takes us to more difficult chal-
lenges and more technical hurdles. This is a
driven performance, though not one that
makes a special effort to impress the listener.
There can be no question about Guembes-
Buchanan’s digital abilities, and he concen-
trates directly on the music without any atten-
tion-grabbing devices. At this point, if not of
critical concern, are the tracking numbers
which begin anew with each piece. This could
be confusing to the listener who attempts to
follow what is listed on the CD against what
appears on their player’s track screen.

Sonata 2 is played in its final version with-
out the inclusion of the alternate last move-
ment. It is most enjoyable, as is Faschingss-
chwank aus Wien with its varied colors. The
five fragments follow on the same track as the
Finale of Faschingsschwank. Since they are
played without a break, it is not easy to sort
them out.

BECKER 
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SCHUMANN: Quartets
Engegard Quartet

BIS 2361 [SACD] 76 minutes

More and more, Schumann’s quartets are get-
ting their due, and that’s as it should be. In
M/A I reviewed an excellent vintage recording
of Quartet 1 by the Budapest Quartet, a timid
set by the Gerhard Quartet, and a rather Hayd-
nesque run-through by the Modigliani Quar-
tet. This music invites more interpretations
than one might assume, given that this is
straightforward romantic fare. But Schu-
mann’s music has a lot of personality, even by
the standards of his tempestuous heyday, and
not every artist grasps it.

The musicians of the Engegard Quartet
certainly do. I liked their recordings of
Mozart’s Prussian quartets in the S/O 2017
issue, and it does seem that they tend to get
favorable press. These Norwegians manage to
give Quartet 1 a brisk feel, yet there is still a
German stridency. They seem more con-
cerned with playing well than with bowling
over listeners with sheer firepower. The Adagio
is lovely, and the concluding Presto is warm
and energetic.

Quartet 2 finds the Engegard players even
more at home, sounding as if they have waited
for years to record these pieces. The first two
movements are restrained and elegant, and
the Scherzo has a low-key good humor to it, of
the same sort that these musicians brought to
their Mozart recordings. The finale shares the
same rosiness, but this quartet could have
used a little more muscle in this recording.

So my only real complaint about this
album is that all three quartets could have
benefitted from more edge, more abandon.
The 2003 Zehetmair Quartet renditions remain
my gold standard.

With the third and to my mind best of
Schumann’s quartets, the group keeps the
entirety of the 27-minute piece in mind, result-
ing in a powerfully cohesive performance.
There is a sense of architecture in how they
move through it. Arresting as always, the Ada-
gio molto is played with obvious affection, and
it sounds close to the essence of Schumann.
The finale is full of infectious enthusiasm.

This is an SACD, which is never a bad
thing, but I can’t say that it is obvious to my
ears in this case. I have my qualms about all of
Schumann’s powerhouse quartets on one disc,
but once you start listening to this one, you
don’t want to stop.

DUTTERER

SCHURMANN: Die Getreue Alceste
Barockwerk Hamburg/ Ira Hochman

CPO 555207—62 minutes

Georg Caspar Schürmann composed his opera
Die Getreue Alceste on a German libretto by
Johann Ulrich König, who based his text on the
libretto Philippe Quinault created for Jean
Baptiste Lully’s opera of 1674. The German
opera was first performed in February 1719 at
the court of Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel; but
when Schürmann revised it in July of that year
for the Gänsemarkt-Theater in Hamburg, he
added 15 Italian arias. In this performance, Ira
Hochman has sought to restore the work to its
origins as a German opera.

It displays a mixed style, which mingles
French with Italian elements. The overture is
clearly French, as is the style of ornamentation
through much of the work. Some of the vocal
writing shows the restraint of contemporary
French opera, but many of the da capo arias
exhibit the Italianate taste for coloratura. Some
of the most attractive writing occurs in Act II,
in moments of melancholy. The aria ‘Gute
Nacht, Ihr Schönsten Blicke’ has a gorgeous
arching line for Admetus (Alon Harari) over a
low string accompaniment. Alceste’s (Hanna
Zumsande) arioso ‘Ich Lebe Dir Getreu’ is
heartbreaking. And ‘Klagt Mit Seuffzen, Klagt
Mit Zähren’ is richly ornamented by the cho-
rus with French-sounding appoggiaturas, all
over a descending ground bass line. Texts and
notes are in English.

LOEWEN

SHAWN: 5 Piano Sonatas; Etudes; 5 Pieces
Allen Shawn

Albany 1739 [2CD] 127 minutes

This release collects all five of Shawn’s piano
sonatas. We reviewed his performances of 1-4
previously (M/A 1999 & N/D 2012). In his
review of Sonatas 1 and 4, Mr Sullivan called
Shawn’s work “music of high intelligence and
of no discernible ‘school’ or fashion”. I agree;
the harmonic idiom is often thorny, but the
music is well made, coherent but serious,
clearly hailing from an older, more traditional,
and frankly more enduring conception of clas-
sical music composition. Sonata 1, the longest
work here, is imposing and virtuosic in the
best sense; like Mr Sullivan, I admire the slow
movement in particular. Sonata 2, from 2007,
has a thorny lyricism and evokes an earnest,
lofty expression on every page—here and
there it reminds me a bit of Leon Kirchner
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(who is the dedicatee of the third sonata and
who might have been one of Shawn’s teachers,
since Shawn graduated from Harvard).

The more recent Etudes (2017) are mostly
short pieces where the various elements of
Shawn’s style appear in a concentrated and, I
think, extremely compelling manner. As a
pianist, he certainly has an enviable command
of the instrument and makes a case for the
works that should inspire any pianist specializ-
ing in contemporary music. The instrument
has some out-of-tune notes, especially in high-
er registers, and the sound is a bit boxy. But
the music is very fine. I hope to hear other per-
formances of it in the future.

HASKINS

SHEBALIN: 4 Pieces; Orientalia; Violin
Sonata; Solo Violin Suite; 4 Light Pieces; Con-
cert Piece

Sergey Kostylev, v; Olga Solovieva, p
Toccata 327—55 minutes

Vissarion Shebalin (1902-63) was a Soviet
composer and close friend of Shostakovich,
who held him in high esteem as a person and
as a composer. His style is heartfelt, uncompli-
cated, and melodic in the mode of Prokofieff
and Shostakovich, with the occasional piquant
interval thrown in. Some of the music here has
a homespun warmth that recalls the roman-
tics. There are no shocks as in Prokofieff, and
no probing of the darker emotions as in
Shostakovich.

The most acerbic work here is the Solo
Violin Suite from 1933, and though its first
movement recalls the perpetual-motion
movement from Paul Hindemith’s Solo Viola
Sonata Op. 25:4 of 1922, there’s no comparison
between Hindemith’s avant-garde brutality
and Shebalin’s gentleness. I imagine he had no
run-ins with Stalin. It’s no wonder he was pop-
ular, and I don’t mean to damn him with faint
praise.

His music is rather simple, and the careful-
ly colored piano writing gives it its variety. I
haven’t seen these scores, but it seems that he
wrote with the amateur in mind, so technical
demands are kept to a minimum. The musi-
cians are very good, especially Olga Solovieva.
I sometimes wish that Sergey Kotylev would
use a wider vibrato to warm up his tone. She-
balin isn’t the most spellbinding composer,
but this is a pleasant way to spend an hour.

Kostylev’s violin is attributed to the Italian
maker Paolo Grancino.

MAGIL

SHOSTAKOVICH: Quartets 3+9
Goldmund Quartet

Berlin 301068—58 minutes

The artwork states, “It is important not to
reduce Shostakovich to a composer who only
worked in a programmatic way. His music is
absolute. It speaks to us all.” The notes go into
some detail about the oppressive nature of the
Soviet regime that Shostakovich had to live
under, and they discuss the programmatic,
war-related titles Shostakovich gave to the
movements of the Third Quartet but later
removed.

Well, what about the playing? First, their
sound: it is full but not plush (so, fitting for
Shostakovich), edgy when it needs to be, and
mercifully free of the annoying, stringy treble
sheen that has infected so many new quartet
recordings. The Goldmunds are solid as an
ensemble and have fine intonation and full
control of their technique.

Their Ninth is imaginative; II is especially
breathtaking, and III has more depth than the
Fitzwilliam Quartet, whom they surpass here.
The Third could have darker shadings in II,
where, according to the later-removed title,
World War II’s foreboding comes into play.
The fury of war is unleashed in III. The quartet
medium naturally portrays this on a far lesser
scale than an orchestra would, but the sonics
let the playing bloom, in contrast to the engi-
neering that restricts the Borodin Quartet in
their second cycle (J/A 2014).

This is the second album from the Gold-
mund Quartet, four talented young German
men. Stephen Chakwin thought their early
Haydn quartets (Naxos 573741, M/A 2017)
were “some of the best Haydn quartet playing
heard in recent years”, but said that they need-
ed to hold off on recording profound master-
pieces like the last quartets. Judging by what
Mr Chakwin said, they were wise to choose
these two quartets instead of, say, the Eighth.
Factoring in the gorgeous, balanced, natural
sound and the lack of sniffs and extraneous
noises, I’ll recommend these over any other
recordings I know. I’d be thrilled to hear more
Shostakovich from them. If I may make a spe-
cial plea, Yevgeny Golubev’s fabulous Quartets
10 and 11 would make a welcome addition to
their repertory.

ESTEP
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SHOSTAKOVICH: Quartet 8;
SCHUBERT: Quartet 14

Aris Quartet
Genuin 18617—65 minutes

To record these familiar quartets, an ensemble
must be either out of ideas or supremely confi-
dent of its interpretations, and in the case of
the Aris Quartet, it is definitely the latter. Pan-
dering to the crowd isn’t their style. Their pre-
vious albums are hard to obtain, so I will sim-
ply point out that they have recorded Reger,
Zemlinsky, and Hindemith—hardly the choic-
es of a group preoccupied with reaching a
wide audience. Selected by the BBC as New
Generation Artists and a five-time winner at
the ARD Competition in Munich, this quartet
will be getting a fair amount of exposure, so we
shall see if these musicians stick to their
proverbial guns and play only what they want.

In Shostakovich’s Quartet 8, the group
plays the opening largo in a rather hushed
manner, almost de-emphasizing it. The sec-
ond time I could hear more at work. This CD
benefits and suffers from unusual engineering,
and it creates a wide range of volume; it serves
to make II all the more dramatic when it bursts
out of the speakers. The Ardis Quartet mine it
for all of its apocalyptic glory, and I have long
thought it the most exciting three minutes of
any quartet. After it, the remaining three
movements have always seemed like a long
denoument to me, though I do enjoy them.
The concluding largo may finally have you
reaching for the volume knob so that you don’t
miss its profound fade-out.

At 43 minutes, Schubert’s robust Death
and the Maiden is a test of endurance for any
musicians, and it is to their credit that these
young Germans maintain their momentum
and treat this music as if it isn’t inevitable and
hasn’t been recorded hundreds of times. The
epic opening movement is very good if not
excellent, and II is played with the more
expressive manner that characterized the
Shostakovich piece. More than usual, perhaps,
is made out of IV, and that is a pleasure.

In J/A 2018 I reviewed a brilliant if top-
heavy classic recording by the Budapest Quar-
tet, but I will stick with my trusty recording by
the Juilliard Quartet.

Sometimes the tone becomes shrill on this
album; but this is tense, even agonized music,
and it fits. I think Shostakovich had more in
common with Schubert than with his hero,
Beethoven.

Again, these are staples of the repertoire,

but these performances are good enough to
cowl some lesser groups into skipping these
pieces for a year or two.

DUTTERER

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5
NDR Symphony/ Krzysztof Urbanski

Alpha 427—46 minutes

The introduction is slow; and the diffuse, dis-
tant sound makes the instruments seem like
ghosts. The phrases are dignified and given
breathing space every several notes up until
the low strings’ ostinato comes in. The whole
movement maintains a mood of cautious sus-
pense. II is heavy and on the slow side, and the
reverberation dampens the pointed sarcasm.
Much of III seems frozen in time, but Urbanski
makes the few louder passages appropriately
aggressive. In IV, the tempo in the middle sec-
tion is unusually fast; in the ending, it is delib-
erate, leaving room for grandeur. As in II, the
acoustics work against the music, robbing the
percussion especially of its power. The sym-
phony’s devotees may want this for the slow
movements, but the problems with II and IV,
combined with the short playing time, make it
hard to recommend to most listeners. Notes
are in English, German, and French, with the
paragraphs about the conductor and orchestra
all in capital letters. There’s no need to shout,
Alpha!

ESTEP

SIROTA: Quartet 2;
DVORAK: Quartet 12; 

BARBER: Adagio
American Quartet

ASQ 0—58:26

I like these players, but they have a thick and
heavy sound (partly it’s close miking) that
doesn’t seem suited to Dvorak. I think Dvo-
rak’s string sound should be light and bright,
as it is with Czech quartets and orchestras. But
you may prefer it this way. It is also a bit faster
than usual—about 23 minutes, where most
recordings take 25 or 26. I am not upset by the
speed at all.

The biggest work here is Robert Sirota’s
Quartet 2, subtitled American Pilgrimage.
Robert Sirota still lives—in Maine, I think—but
this release is titled “American Romantics”.
That makes perfect sense when you hear the
music. It doesn’t refer to the 19th Century, and
of course Dvorak is not American, but his
quartet was written here and is referred to as
the American Quartet.
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Sirota sounds a bit more “modern” than
Dvorak, but not by much. He uses hymn tunes
the way Ives did—and some of the same ones.
I is based on ‘Come Thou Fount of Every Bless-
ing’. II uses ‘Leaning on the Everlasting Arms’.
It’s a new piece, from 2016, and this quartet is
playing it in the places the movements sup-
posedly depict: Maine, Charleston SC, Santa
Fe, and Manhattan. This last movement is the
busiest and least attractive. (I suppose that’s
Manhattan!) Each movement is also a time of
day: Maine in the morning, Charleston in the
afternoon, sunset over the desert in Santa Fe,
and the evening in Manhattan. Hence Ameri-
can Pilgrimage—though such a pilgrimage
would take days. Naturally the Maine part
sounds the most “down home” and the New
York part the most sophisticated. They are
probably all based on hymn or song tunes, but
I don’t recognize them all.

The Barber Adagio was written as a quartet
movement, though we are used to hearing it
played by whole string sections—or at least a
chamber orchestra. With their sound, the ASQ
doesn’t make it seem thin or undernour-
ished—but I still like a rich, full string section
of an orchestra in this music.

Vibrant sound.
VROON

SOWERBY: Sacred Pieces
Great is the Lord; 3 Psalms; Turn Thou to Thy
God; Whoso Dwelleth; Carillon; An Angel Stood
by the Altar of the Temple; Arioso; Lovely Infant;
Magnificat & Nunc Dimittis in E minor; All They
from Saba; Jesus, Bright and Morning Star;
Canon, Chacony, and Fugue; Songs of Faith and
Penitence; Prelude on Were you There; Chris-
tians to the Paschal Victim; Festival Musik;
Come, Holy Ghost; Bright, Blithe and Brisk; O
God the Protector
Gloria Dei Cantores & Brass/ Richard K Pugsley;
David Chalmers, James F Jordan, org; Sr. Kather-
ine Mary Hamilton, Sr. Christine Helfrich, s; Br.
Pewter Logan, t; Luke Norman, bar; Br. Francis
Hempel, Br. Paul Norman, Richard K. Pugsley, b

Gloria Dei Cantores 131 [2CD] 149 minutes

Another release in observance of the 50th
anniversary of Leo Sowerby’s death (1895-
1968). The program contains sacred and secu-
lar pieces for choir, solo voice, organ and
brass, and solo organ. This was originally
recorded in 1994, and the sound is still very
good. The choir is full-voiced; and their into-
nation, diction, blend, and ensemble are gen-
erally good. The soloists, who are uneven in
vocal quality, are, for the most part, able to
cope with the challenging chromaticism

inherent in Sowerby’s style. The two organists
are excellent both in the solo pieces and the
accompaniments. It is nice to hear a perform-
ance of the Festival Musik for organ and brass,
a piece that deserves to be better known.

The recording was made in two different
locations in Worcester Massachusetts ;
Mechanics Hall and All Saints’ Church. Two
wonderful organs are used: the 1864 Hook in
Mechanics Hall and a 1934 Aeolian-Skinner in
All Saints’ Church, which enjoys a more reso-
nant acoustic. I assume that Pugsley conduct-
ed the choir; no conductor is listed in the
booklet. Notes on the music, composer, per-
formers; texts but no specifications.

DELCAMP

STANFORD: Quartets 3, 4, 7
Dante Quartet

Somm 185—76 minutes

Even though Charles Villiers Stanford was one
of England’s foremost late-19th Century com-
posers and the teacher of Leopold Stokowski
and Herbert Howells, you wouldn’t know that
today. He was a classic example of an artist
who enjoyed fame and adulation in his life-
time, but by the turn of the next century his
name slipped into near-oblivion. Debussy,
Ravel, and Rimsky-Korsakoff welcomed mod-
ernism; but for Stanford, even Elgar was a bar-
barian. If you proclaim yourself old-fashioned,
people might just believe you, and it was not a
good time to represent the “old guard”.
Nonetheless, more than a century after these
pieces were written, it should be possible to
evaluate them on their merits.

Given how thoroughly the repertoire for
quartet has been strip-mined in recent
decades, it is surprising that these three quar-
tets have never been recorded. All eight of his
quartets are from the second half of his career,
so they represent the mature composer.

Sometimes the last quarter of the 19th
Century strikes me as a black hole, where only
composers named Wagner, Brahms, Debussy,
and Tchaikovsky are well recalled now. It was
certainly hard to get out of their shadows or
remain free of their influence. Stanford’s 1897
Quartet 3 manages to do so, and yet there’s
nothing at all to lift it above the competition.
Rather, it is an excellent late-romantic cham-
ber work, and he seems to have sculpted every
phrase to be beautiful but not cloying. The
Dante Quartet is well attuned to the piece, and
in the Andante (quasi Fantasia) they finally get
to dig in and add a bit of force to it. This isn’t
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aggressive music; nor is there any sort of
anguish beneath the surface. It is clearly
meant to please both the musicians and the
listener.

Written ten years later, Quartet 4 is more
polished, more interesting and emotionally
complex. In its unwillingness to go for the
jugular, I give it all possible credit for remain-
ing aloof, rather like Matisse making exquisite
paintings while the world burned around him.
This is sophisticated music, particularly in III,
which is the closest he comes to a melancholy
slow movement; IV has a fleeting urgency.

Composed in 1919, Quartet 7 could hardly
be more alien to its era. The opening Allegretto
is leisurely, and II maintains a pastoral mood,
almost a stasis. A spirit of restlessness per-
vades III, and only a dance-like conclusion to
the finale prevents this piece from feeling like
an emotionally neutral elegy.

In recent concert appearances, the Dante
Quartet has been playing its fair share of
Beethoven and Shostakovich, which helps to
fill the seats. The group’s recorded output
includes an earlier volume of Stanford quar-
tets (M/A 2017), as well as music by Kodaly,
Venables, Franck, Janacek, and Rubbra. That’s
what I call cutting your own path, and I give
these musicians top marks for their willing-
ness to take chances.

DUTTERER

STEFFANI: Chamber Duets (10)
Andreanne Brisson Paquin, s; Celine Ricci, mz;
Jose Lemos, ct; Steven Soph, t; Mischa Bouvier, b;
Jory Vinokour, hpsi

Musica Omnia 711—66:07

Agostino Steffani (1654-1728) was a musician,
composer, churchman, and diplomat. His
musical output in Hanover included some
important operas, but he was even more wide-
ly known and influential for his “chamber
duets” for voices and continuo. His wrote more
than 80 of them. They are in some ways minia-
ture dramatic scenes, with combinations of
dialogs and vocal pairings. They contain some
emotional elements but are mainly lyrical in
character, and finely so.

There are ten of these duets here, and the
programmer has tried to organize them textu-
ally as a putative progress through a romantic
relationship, an artificial “story”. For listening
purposes, that conceit does not matter much,
and this is simply a feast of beautiful vocal
music.

There are five singers here, in varying com-

binations. They seem to be young singers,
none of them familiar. They are not notably
distinguished, although soprano Paquin
seems to stand out; but they all do their work
very honestly and enjoyably. Vinikour, who
has been turning up in lots of recording proj-
ects lately, leads from the harpsichord, joined
by Deborah Fox on theorbo or guitar and cel-
list Jennifer Morsches.

In recent years there has been a growing
number of recordings devoted to Steffani’s
duets, mostly by the same pairs of singers. Here
the constant rematching of singers adds a very
nice variety. Full Italian texts are given with
English translations. Of releases of this type, this
one stands out as particularly enjoyable.

BARKER

STENHAMMAR: Romeo & Juliet Suite; Rev-
erenza; Sentimental Romances; The Song
Sara Troback, v; Lars Cleveman, Martina Dike,
Charlotta Larsson, Frederik Zetterstrom; Norkop-
ping Children’s Choir; Gothenburg Choir & Vocal
Ensemble; Gothenburg Symphony/ Neeme Jarvi

BIS 2359 [SACD] 68 minutes

Here are several brief, charming works and a
longer epic one. The Romeo and Juliet music
is an arrangement by the composer Hilding
Rosenberg. It’s mostly dances of great delicacy
that could form the core of a fine ballet. The
Reverenza was originally part of Stenham-
mar’s Serenade. It has the sort of humorous
burlesque we hear in Carl Nielsen, subordinat-
ed to more winsome sentiment. The Two
Romances are immediately likeable pieces,
especially when interpreted as sweetly as Ms
Troback does here.

The Song (1921) is a half-hour cantata for
chorus, soloists, and orchestra, commissioned
for the 150th anniversary of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Music. The text is by another fine
Swedish composer, Ture Rangstrom. The
music is in two parts with an interlude some-
times played as a separate concert piece. I is
the awakening of Song or even of Music itself.
II describes a festival in a temple built to honor
Song.

Rangstrom’s verses are vivid, rife with sym-
bolism; and Stenhammar’s music supports
these assets. The change of mood from a world
of frozen fear to the soprano singing of day-
break over the sea is unmistakably depicted by
the composer’s orchestration and harmony.
The vocal lines are ever singable and expres-
sive. Stenhammar weaves a popular Swedish
song, Lindblad’s ‘Summer Day’, into the music.

The performances are excellent. The
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orchestra plays with rich, attractive tone. The
singers project their parts with strength and,
where needed, tenderness. Jarvi’s conducting
makes a good case for this eminently likeable
repertoire. The notes include text and transla-
tions.

O’CONNOR

STENHAMMAR: Symphony 2; Dream Play
Antwerp Symphony/ Christian Lindberg

BIS 2329 [SACD] 59 minutes

With easily half a dozen recordings over the
years, Stenhammar’s Symphony 2 must be one
of the most popular Swedish symphonies ever
written. It’s easy to hear why. The music is
both melodious and dramatic, with scoring as
lucid as it is strong. Like all great symphonies,
it appeals to the heart and the head. Lind-
berg’s approach is generally more genial and
broader than usual. Compared with the Jarvi
interpretation on DG, this one runs about four
minutes longer. The one time this causes a
serious difference is in the finale. Jarvi’s tighter
grip on the reins results in more harmonic ten-
sion, so the movement holds together betterly.

Dream Play (1916) is a concert arrange-
ment by Hilding Rosenberg of music Stenham-
mar wrote for Strindberg’s play. (The cover art
uses a Strindberg painting; he had talent there
too.) It’s a strange, not quite coherent yet
somehow captivating piece roughly forming
an extended crescendo to a peak before dying
off with isolated woodwind cries. The opening,
with its murmuring pages of random-sound-
ing fragments, reminded me of Ives.

The performances of both works are
skilled, with good tone quality. Lindberg con-
ducts with sympathy for the composer’s aims.
It’s a beautiful reading of a beautiful sympho-
ny. BIS’s sound has a full-bodied splendor that
further illuminates the music.

O’CONNOR

STOCKHAUSEN: Piano Pieces 1-12
Sabine Liebner

Wergo 7341 [2CD] 155 minutes

Stockhausen wrote that “I have always from
time to time concentrated on ‘piano pieces’, on
composing for one instrument, for ten fingers,
with minutely detailed nuances of sound color
and structure. These are my ‘sketches’.” In his
liner notes, Wolfgang Rathert adds that for
Stockhausen such sketches represent the
“essence of his compositional thinking”. Mr
Ashby reviewed one of only two other com-

plete recordings that I’m aware of, Henck on
Wergo (J/F 1988). The first, by Aloys Kon-
tarsky, is also available on Sony.

These are forbidding pieces, bristling with
technical difficulties, unusual concepts of
rhythm and form—one might go so far as to
call them the very embodiment of contempo-
rary hermeticism. In such repertory, I often
feel myself on insecure ground. Without the
scores, I can’t tell how closely Sabine Liebner
comes to rendering their difficulties perfectly,
but knowing how expertly she managed with
Cage’s Etudes Australes (J/A 2012), I have no
reason to doubt that she is just as accom-
plished here. I suspect, too, that her tendency
toward a balance between notational perfec-
tion and creative understanding of a notation’s
sonic potentials leads to some interesting and
musical results.

All this is much aided by the gorgeous
sound. And in Stockhausen, the particular,
crystalline sound quality demanded in his
music calls for the best engineering possible.
In short, I would prefer this release over the
others.

HASKINS

STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra; 
Don Quixote

Frankfurt Opera Orchestra/ Sebastien Weigle
Oehms 893—78 minutes

Over the 60 or so years I have been collecting
records I have grown to value the German
orchestras highly. Of course the Berlin Phil-
harmonic under Karajan was unbeatable in
many great pieces of music: their perfection,
their sound, their feel for the music. It would
be hard—almost impossible—to surpass Kara-
jan’s Berlin EMI recordings of Richard Strauss.
That applies above all to Ein Heldenleben, the
greatest Strauss tone poem.

As in Britain and the USA , the other
orchestras in Germany began to catch up late
in the 20th Century. I never cared for Leipzig’s
orchestra and still don’t; but I am very pleased
with Dresden, Cologne, and this one in Frank-
furt.

There have been a number of great record-
ings of Zarathustra, but this has to be one of
that special group. They don’t just play it per-
fectly, but they seem to feel every moment
deeply. These are not cold professionals (as we
often get in American orchestras); these are
people who love the music, who live the
music. It is part of their very identity in a way it
can never be of Americans or British.
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In our Strauss Overview (M/J 2005) in dis-
cussing Zarathustra we said, “Next to Karajan,
all the others are very good conductors. Next
to the Berlin Philharmonic all the others are
very good orchestras.” I still think Karajan in
Berlin made the greatest Strauss recordings,
though Kempe in Dresden comes close. And
we also recommended Pretre, Haitink, and the
RCA Ormandy for Zarathustra.

But this new one is stunning! German
orchestra and conductor, brilliant playing,
conducting, and engineering. I am sure that no
one else anywhere in the world today could do
this better. It’s better than the excellent Roth
recording from Freiburg (J/F 2015). It has to
join our top recommendations in the
Overview. The sound is powerful—that’s the
best word for it. True, there are close-ups for
the violin solos; but everyone does that on
recordings. Climaxes are natural, not like
Dudamel’s (DG, J/F 2014). Yet the great sound
puts you right in the middle of it all, not look-
ing on as a spectator—on the stage, not in the
back row or the balcony.

Don Quixote has always left me cold, even
when I saw George Szell conduct it. I think it’s
because I don’t like the book itself and don’t
respond to its humor or to Strauss’s. Strauss
does ecstasy better than almost anyone—he’s
up there with Mahler—but humor is really dif-
ficult to put across in orchestral scores. I am
not amused. (I am not even amused by Till
Eulenspiegel.) I have always thought Bernstein
made more of it than anyone else—maybe
because he realized what the problem was. So
I can only say that I trust these musicians and
suspect the Quixote is as well played and con-
ducted as the Zarathustra, but I can’t bring
myself to care.

VROON

STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben; Burleske
Denis Kozhukhin, p; Netherlands Philharmonic/
Marc Albrecht

Pentatone 5186617—65 minutes

This is the “other” orchestra in Amsterdam,
and they play in their own hall, which is rather
modern and not like the Concertgebouw. It is
also clear early on that this is not the great
refined orchestra that the other one is. Nor is
the sound refined, as it might be in the Con-
certgebouw. It is much more immediate and
unblended—it is a matter of a forest of micro-
phones. A flute solo can be as loud as the
whole violin section. The trumpets can be

piercing. Some people may find this exciting; I
find it crude and irritating.

The conducting is of the “exciting” school
so popular these days. Often the music is
“goosed” and doesn’t unfold naturally. And
the moments of true ecstasy don’t really stand
out from the general furor or come as a joyous
surprise. The orchestra is on top of the music,
but often their tone is blatant rather than sub-
tle or rhapsodic.

All of the above was written while listening
to Heldenleben, which I have loved all my life
with all my heart. It’s a definite peak in music.
I remember trying to follow the score when I
was quite young; it gets so complex you have
to turn it sideways, and I can’t imagine how a
conductor can keep track of all that is going
on. (I have noticed that some conductors
can’t.) But the hardest thing to put across in a
great piece of music is its emotional import or
power. I love this music but am not moved by
this performance.

The Burleske is Strauss’s 20-minute piano
concerto. It’s an early piece: he wrote it in 1885
(he was 21; Heldenleben is from 1899), though
it was almost five years before it was first
played. And it has taken a long time to be
accepted; perhaps it is still played rather sel-
dom. It’s not really “Straussian”. It sounds posi-
tively neutral next to Heldenleben. It comes
first here, which was the only way to do it.
Going back to it after Heldenleben is very dis-
appointing.

Pentatone releases often have in their
booklets this paragraph:

The Power of Classical Music
Pentatone believes in the power of classi-

cal music and is invested in the philosophy
behind it; we are convinced that refined music
is one of the most important wellsprings of
culture and essential to human development.

I agree, and so do you, I’m sure.
VROON

STRAUSS: Schlagobers Suite; 
DEBUSSY: Jeux; 

LIGETI: Melodien
Suisse Romande Orchestra/ Jonathan Nott

Pentatone 5186721 [SACD] 73 minutes

Richard Strauss completed Schlagobers
(Whipped Cream) in 1922 partly as a token to
Vienna “for its support of his music” (James
Lyons). It was one of three ballets—Josephsle-
gende and Karneval were the others—that he
hoped would help revive the post-war fortunes
of the Vienna Opera, where he was director.
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There was also his hope that a popular pro-
duction would help rebuild his personal
finances, which took a hit from the war. As it
turned out, the 1924 premiere of an elaborate-
ly staged ballet about a Confirmation party for
children that turned into an eating orgy at a
Viennese confectioner’s shop where the
sweets come to life was a disaster. By 1924, a
war-torn public could enjoy such sweets,
cakes, and the like only by memory. Indeed,
Schlagobers became known as the “million-
aire’s ballet”. “Haven’t I the right, after all, to
write what music I please?” the composer
wailed in his defense. “I cannot bear the
tragedy of the present time. I want to create
joy. I need it.” Alas, public disdain left the fate
of the music mainly to this suite that Strauss
produced in 1932—it’s about 70% of the score.

The dances are named after their “charac-
ters”: tea leaves, coffee beans, crackers, pra-
lines, a traumerei for Prince Coffee, etc. Act II
begins with one of the children in a hospital,
probably suffering a sugar high. He is halluci-
nating about a party held at Princess Praline’s
where drunkenness is quelled by beer. Most of
this music comes from the same drawer that
holds Der Rosenkavalier, though Steve Haller
hears bits from other Strauss, and of course
there are hints of Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker.

Schlagobers is beautiful, but it requires a
sympathetic performance like this one. The
gorgeous orchestra playing is the best I have
heard from the Suisse Romande. String tone is
rich, but not fat or syrupy, the winds strike a
perfect color, and the brasses know their roles.
Nott’s conducting is stylish and unerring in its
perception of what is required for each number,
and it is now my favorite recording of the suite.

For more discussion of Schlagobers, see
Steve Haller’s reviews of earlier recordings
(Neemi Jarvi, S/O 1998; Rickenbacker, J/F 2002;
and the full ballet by Wakasugi, S/O 2002). His
favorite of the Suite recordings was Jarvi, a fine
romantic performance and the only one that
includes the overture. He also liked Ricken-
backer, whose German orchestra is more
idiomatic, lighter, and more humorous than
Jarvi’s Scottish National. If you want the full bal-
let, Haller liked the Wakasugi, partly because it
has better sound than the earlier monaural with
Erich Kloss. I have heard neither.

Claude Debussy’s Jeux (Games, 1912) was
his last orchestral work and the only one writ-
ten for ballet—specifically, Sergei Diaghilev’s
Ballets Russes. It was not well received, though
it might have been eclipsed by Stravinsky’s Rite
of Spring, which appeared two weeks later.

The basic plot involves a boy and two girls
searching for a tennis ball. In the process,
according to the explanation offered to the
audience, “they play hide and seek, they try to
catch one another, they quarrel, they sulk
without cause”. Jeux can be a difficult work to
take in, but there are many good recordings.
The ones I know fit into three categories.
Under French neoclassical come Rosenthal
(dramatic, energetic, even aggressive, N/D
2013), Martinon (lively and energetic),
Cluytens (a lighter Martinon), Markl (slower
and less assertive but still French, J/A 2010),
and Inghelbrecht (all his Debussy a must, J/F
2002). On the romantic side are Deneve
(almost too much so and quite lush), Baudo
(powerful in his London Philharmonic record-
ing; I do not know the Czech one), and Haitink
(honest and balanced, with a great Concertge-
bouw). Maazel’s Cleveland recording is beauti-
fully played but stiff. His Vienna reading has
had excellent reviews, but I have not heard it
(J/F 2000). Elder is similar but more flexible.
Boulez is hard to place, but its microscopic
clarity sounds clinical and dry (S/O 1995).
Jonathan Nott’s approach is similar to his
Schlagobers. Like Baudo, he finds reminders
of La Mer in a few spots. Like Haitink, he is
stylish, only more so. The most telling differ-
ence is that his Suisse Romande orchestra pro-
duces a sweeter, brighter, more French sound
than Haitink’s Concertgebouw or Baudo’s
LPO. Nott’s Jeux is one of the best, but I like all
these performances, save for Boulez.

Gyorgy Ligeti is beyond my ken and inter-
est, but I can say his Melodien, one of his con-
servative works, sounds like an astral sound
piece. Ligeti said that “There are chromatic
scales in many instruments” [that fill
spaces]...[A]scending streams...are combed
through so that certain pitches will fall
out...eventually, only one top note remains”.
Annotator Mark Berry hears Melodien as a
continuation of Jeux, as Ligeti returns to the
importance of pitch and intervals so “textures
have been clarified”, and there is some melody
(!). According to Richard Ginell, the work is in
a permanent “state of flux, flowing along like a
river, each of whose meanderings differs con-
siderably from the next one [with] sudden
inlets and even fissures that disrupt the calm
and gradual transformation of the musical
material”. I believe this performance maintains
the high standards set by the Strauss and
Debussy.

HECHT
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STRAVINSKY: Persephone
Andrew Staples, t ;  Pauline Cheviller, narr ;
Finnish Opera/ Esa-Pekka Salonen

Pentatone 5186688—51 minutes

Premiered in 1934 with Ida Rubinstein in the
title role and the composer conducting, Perse-
phone met a mixed public response. Many
admired Stravinsky’s lyricism, others deplored
the lack of aggression they had come to expect
from the composer of The Rite of Spring. This
“melodrama with dance” has only been spo-
radically performed. One reason could be its
rather unusual form, which mixes elements
from different genres—though this very per-
meability of the boundaries between genres
characterizes Stravinsky’s work. In the case of
Persephone, melodrama, song, chorus, dance,
and pantomime are all brought together.

Esa-Pekka Salonen leads a beautiful per-
formance. The Finnish National Opera orches-
tra is top notch, as are the choirs. Andrew Sta-
ples sings his role of Eumolphe very well with
a sweet-sounding tenor. Pauline Cheviller
speaks Persephone’s lines with conviction and
strength. Obviously on a CD we miss the visual
element, but Stravinsky’s colorful music makes
its effect all the same.

There are a number of other recordings
that I haven’t heard including ones conducted
by Michael Tilson Thomas, Kent Nagano, and
a few by the composer himself. There is even
one with Fritz Wunderlich and actress Doris
Schade, presumably in German. Pentatone’s
packaging is everything one could want: text,
translations, and informative notes in an ele-
gantly designed box. No complaints about the
excellent sound either.

REYNOLDS

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchka
with Concertino; Agon; Scherzo a la Russe

Bugallo-Williams Piano Duo
Wergo 7371—69 minutes

with Rite of Spring
Fiammetta Tarli & Ivo Varbanov

ICSM 6—74 minutes

Stravinsky’s second great ballet for Diaghilev’s
Ballets Russes was Petrouchka (1911). It began
life as an uncompleted concert piece for piano
and orchestra. When the complete ballet was
finished (1911), the piano had retained its
prominent place. It is as close to a concerto as
is possible without being a concerto. The
pianist gets a special listing in most perform-
ances and recordings. Stravinsky made piano

4-hands versions of both the original 1911
score and his revision of 1947. In a number of
places the notes in these scores are impossible
for just 4 hands (the notation uses as many as
6 staves), whether at one or two pianos. Of
course more can be played on two pianos, but
you do need two pianos—which, in the case of
ballet rehearsals, is rare. There is at least one
photograph of Stravinsky and another pianist
seated at one piano at a ballet rehearsal in St
Petersburg.

Bugallo-Williams play Stravinsky’s bolder
and more experimental original 1911 piano
duo version; but Tarli and Varbanov play the
1947 revised version, which is a little simpli-
fied in texture and rhythm. Both duos play four
hands at one piano. If I could only have one of
these discs, Bugallo-Williams would be it. I like
the earlier version better, and their perform-
ance is a little quicker and the four hands are
completely integrated. In Tarli and Varbanov’s
performance, I am almost always aware that
there are two performers and the lower part is
noticeably more pronounced.

Bugallo-Williams add an important and
rare piano 4 hands version of Stravinsky’s last
ballet, Agon (1953-57). This was new to me
and not as attractive as Petrouchka, but I am
pleased to add it to my collection. They also
include a short Concertino for string quartet
and the Scherzo a la Russe, both for 2 pianos.
Helena Bugallo and Amy Williams have been a
piano duo for 20 years, with extensive work
with contemporary and less known music.

Tarli and Varbanov chose the 1947 revision
of Le Sacre du Printemps to pair with
Petrouchka. (The two later versions are rarely
heard—probably because the later scores are
still under copyright.) The originals are avail-
able everywhere, including on-line at no cost
(imslp.org). I have the same complaints about
the duo not being as well balanced as others,
and they do not quite capture the excitement
and drive of the best recordings (Andsnes and
Hamelin, Hyperion 68189, M/J 2018; Ashke-
nazy and Gavrilov, London 433829). They take
about 4 minutes longer than either of my
favorites. Despite very good piano sound and
excellent booklet notes, I can only recommend
Tarli and Varbanov if you want both 1947 ver-
sions.

HARRINGTON

SUK: Violin Fantasy; see DVORAK
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TAKEMITSU: Piano Pieces
Lukas Huisman

Piano Classics 10147—61 minutes

Huisman offers us the complete piano works
of Toru Takemitsu in one place. For Takemitsu
fans, this is a must have. His recording is a
good one: sensitively played and full of convic-
tion. The ambience, color, and interplay of tex-
tures and harmony is fully evident; ‘Les Yeux
Clos’ shows off the range well and is a stand-
out. For more casual listening, check out Piano
Pieces for Children, wonderful little pieces that
use more traditional harmonic and melodic
methods. The three movements of Uninter-
rupted Rest do not seem to depict the poem
musically, but do capture a poem that is rather
delicate yet very powerful.

KANG

TANSMAN: 2-Piano Sonata; The Night
Train; Strauss Waltzes; La Grande Ville

Duo d’Accord
SWR 19053—55 minutes

What a discovery! Alexandre Tansman (1897-
1986) was born in Poland, but had significant
success in France and Europe before World
War II. He fled the Nazis and moved to the US,
where he found more success in Hollywood.
After the war he returned to France, but never
again regained his earlier successes. He con-
tinued to compose with great expertise, in a
wide variety of styles, for another 40 years.
Duo d’Accord, in their very perceptive and
well-written notes, comment that in exploring
the music of Tansman, they found more pieces
for 2 pianos than any other 20th Century com-
poser they know of. The four works presented
in this program are as varied in style as you
could imagine and very enjoyable.

The Night Train (1951) is a big 16-minute
fantasy that was originally for a German ballet
about the dreams of two passengers in a night-
time train journey. There is plenty of interest
and different sections along with the expected
train evocations. The dreamers wake up sud-
denly and realize that the train has stopped at
the end.

The 2 Piano Sonata (1940) is a four-move-
ment, austere work rooted in the horrors of
World War II. The Fantasy on Strauss Waltzes
(1961) has all of the virtuosity and entertain-
ment qualities of similar solo piano works by
Godowsky or Schultz-Evler. La Grande Ville
(1934) is another ballet score, this one based

firmly on American ragtime, blues, and jazz,
widely known in France at the time.

Duo d’Accord has been one of my favorite
piano duos for a decade now. Lucia Huang and
Sebastian Euler formed it in 1999. They are
married and have a young daughter, which I’m
sure complicates their busy recording, teaching,
and performing schedule. They have a vora-
cious appetite for discovering music for four
hands, and their performances are always at the
highest level. It’s very early in the year but I sus-
pect I’ve already found one of the best.

HARRINGTON

TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin
Dusan Popovic (Onegin), Valerija Heybal
(Tatiana), Drago Starc (Lensky), Miroslav Can-
galovic (Gremin); Belgrade/ Oskar Danon

Decca 4826944 [2CD] 149 minutes

Many opera lovers of a certain age will have got-
ten to know this splendid opera by this record-
ing. Eloquence is rereleasing the seven operas
recorded in Belgrade or thereabouts by Decca
in the 1950s. Though recorded in both monau-
ral and stereo, it was the monaural versions that
were released first; the stereo editions were
finally issued in the 70s. Other critics have tend-
ed to sneer at these recordings as if they should
never haven been released, but relistening after
all these years makes one grateful to Decca. I
reviewed the Khovanschina and Boris
Godounov last issue (N/D 2018) and remarked
that though the musical editions used corre-
spond to what was performed at the time, the
performances are sung very well.

This Eugene Onegin is no exception.
Dusan Popovic has a darker voice than we’re
used to hearing in this role, yet he sings very
expressively, making Onegin more sympathet-
ic than is customary today. He is one of the few
Onegins who sings the end of his aria as Tchai-
kovsky wrote it, staying on the written middle
F and not going up the octave. Valerija Heybal
is a lovely, honest Tatiana. There are others
who sing more memorably (Vishnevskaya),
but she clearly knows what the part is about.
Drago Starc sings well as Lensky, though other
tenors have brought even more to the role of
the doomed poet-lover (Lemeshev and
Koslovsky immediately come to mind).
Miroslav Cangalovic sounds like a cello in
Gremin’s aria. In the supporting cast are two
fine mezzos, Biserka Cvejic (Olga) and Melani-
ja Bugarinovic (Filipyevna), both of whom are
probably better known than their colleagues:
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Bugarinovic sang at Bayreuth and Cvejic was a
Met staple for years.

Danon’s leadership is strong though a little
slow in spots. The chorus and orchestra are
very good. Sound is excellent, giving a sense of
space and depth superior to what is often
heard in newer recordings. Informative notes,
but no texts or translations.

REYNOLDS

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Pieces
Potpourri on Themes from Voyevoda; Theme &
Variations; Little Russian Kazachok; Allegro in F
minor; Russian Volunteer Fleet March; Corona-
tion March; Military March; Aveu Passionné; Per-
petuum Mobile

Lance Coburn
Naxos 573844—69 minutes

I have a 7CD set of Tchaikovsky’s Solo Piano
Music by Franco Trabucco (Dynamic 665, M/J
2011) and found it difficult to review. As much
as I like this composer’s music, especially the
ballets and symphonies, I find a lot of his
piano music utilitarian and rather uninspired.
Mind you, his compositional skills and melod-
ic gifts are always apparent, and there are
many enjoyable pieces sprinkled all through
his oeuvre. Most recently I gave a favorable
review to Mami Shikimori’s 77-minute disc of
Tchaikovsky’s 12 pieces Op.40 and others
(Naxos 573543, J/A 2017). Before that were two
releases I enjoyed as well by Yaroshinsky and
Somero (Naxos 573086 & FC 9744, N/D 2013).
Unfortunately, despite Lance Coburn’s
admirable efforts, this music falls into the less
than interesting category.

There is plenty of beautiful playing here,
but the music is probably not worth it. The Lit-
tle Russian Kazachok is by Dargomyzhsky
(arranged by Tchaikovsky) and the ‘Perpertu-
um mobile’ is the fourth movement of Weber’s
Piano Sonata 1 (likewise arranged). The big
Allegro in F minor was completed by Kali-
nenko in 1980. The two largest works here that
are of some interest are the Theme and Varia-
tions in A minor and the Potpourri on Themes
from the Voyevoda. The variations are identifi-
ably by Tchaikovsky, but rarely grabbed my
attention. The Potpourri is worth hearing, if
only because its source was Tchaikovsky’s first
opera—a failure, withdrawn after five perform-
ances. The composer destroyed the score, used
a few elements of it in Oprichnik and Swan
Lake, as well as this Potpourri, which was pub-
lished under the pseudonym H. Cramer.

I would like to hear Coburn in other Russ-
ian repertoire or better Tchaikovsky music like

The Seasons or the sonata. The booklet notes
and recorded sound are excellent.

HARRINGTON

TCHAIKOVSKY: Songs
Julia Sukmanova, s; Elena Sukmanova, p

Hänssler 17079—58 minutes

The Russian-born sisters Julia and Elena Suk-
manova continue their exploration of neglected
song repertoire with this album of Tchaikovsky.
Songs from various points in Tchaikovsky’s
career are presented as a kind of “lyrical diary”,
suggesting phases of the composer’s life. While
this programming approach is different, one
wishes that the opuses had been kept intact. A
complete performance of the Opus 63
Romances in their original order would have
given the listener a stronger impression of the
composer’s accomplishment.

Tchaikovsky wrote many of these pieces for
instant consumption at the hands of amateur
pianists and singers, and his popularity as a
song composer helped cement his reputation.
The Sukmanova sisters fortunately avoid the
turgidity that plagues so many collections of
Russian recital repertoire.

The program opens with ‘May’, a delightful
piano miniature from The Seasons. This sim-
ple track leads organically into ‘I opened the
window’ from the Opus 63 set, an affable little
piece about homesickness on a spring night.
Julia Sukmanova performs this rapturously.
While her voice is sometimes a bit heavy for
the more effervescent pieces, it’s hard to find
fault with her glorious, full-bodied sound
when she opens up the top register.

While most of the songs offered here are
lighter pieces, there are a few exceptions.
Tchaikovsky’s penchant for Russian folk music
is heard in ‘Legend’, an allegorical song about
the suffering of Christ. The plodding pace
might be justified by the subject matter, and
the gradual increase of intensity is masterly.
But the folk-like ‘Legend’ is one of the least
enjoyable numbers here. The cavalier lilt of
‘Serenade’, so evocative of 19th Century salon
culture, is a much more satisfying example of
Tchaikovsky’s prowess in this genre.

Other excerpts from The Seasons punctu-
ate the program. In these piano pieces, the
recorded sound—so exquisitely balanced in
the songs—suffers from too-close microphone
placement.

Elena Sukmanova’s most compelling play-
ing is not in the piano solos, but in Tchaikov-
sky’s glittering accompaniments. The rippling
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textures of ‘In the shadow of the branches’, for
example, demonstrate the pianist’s ability to
evoke different gradations of color from her
instrument. In this number, the piano’s high
register is by turns bright—almost piercing—
and gossamer.

The program closes with ‘Don Juan’s Sere-
nade’, a tour de force depicting the notorious
lothario at the window of one of his intended
victims. The accompaniment here is down-
right diabolical, a swirling maelstrom of sound
that subsides only to allow for a few moments
of conspiratorial cajoling. Both performers are
in fine form here, and this track alone may be
worth the price of admission.

OBEROI

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 2+3
London Philharmonic/ Vladimir Jurowski

LPO 109—77 minutes

Many conductors take No. 2 faster than I think
it should go; the worst was probably Bernstein.
It often seems that the early Tchaikovsky sym-
phonies are not taken seriously.

Jurowski seems to bounce his way thru
these pieces. I think that impression is partly
owing to the sound. It has no “extent”. Notes
and chords don’t resound or connect but die
the minute they are played. They sound and
disappear. That is the way Royal Festival Hall
always sounded to me—utterly dry, with no
resonance or reverberation. These were
recorded there.

Part of it is the conducting, too. There is
absolutely no sense of majesty or sweep. It just
plods. Not that it is slow: the tempos are most-
ly reasonable. But nothing builds, nothing
really happens, nothing accumulates. Some
sections are too fast to “accumulate”. In 3, the
end of I and all of II and III need more room to
breathe.

Of course the orchestra plays well; it is one
of the great London orchestras. But “tone” is
not something you will hear here.

These early symphonies have been much
recorded in my lifetime (almost never before
the 1960s), and you can find quite a few excel-
lent recordings. Let this one pass (Overview
J/F 2001).

VROON

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Sonata;
see RACHMANINOFF

Serenade; see GLAZOUNOV

TELEMANN: Chamber Concertos 1
Camerata Koln

CPO 555131—68 minutes

Series devoted to Telemann’s instrumental
music are proliferating, and CPO already has
one going for multi-instrument concertos.
Now it has opened this one that explores
chamber works. Given this composer’s epo-
chal fecundity, that would mean potential
commitment to a very long effort.

Telemann was notable in his time for fasci-
nation with all instruments, especially winds.
He wrote for every conceivable instrument in
every solo role and every ensemble combina-
tion imaginable. That fact has become a cliche,
as also has the observation that Telemann does
it all so well. This is music of vitality, charm, and
joie de vivre, music meant for the delight of the
players and whoever else was around to listen.

Of the 7 pieces here, 5 are called concertos.
One in A minor is for recorder, oboe, violin, and
basso continuo. One in B minor is for flute, viola
da gamba, bassoon, and b.c. One in G minor is
for oboe, violin, gamba, and b.c. One in D
minor is for flute, violin, cello, and b.c. And one
in G major is for flute, violin, bassoon, and b.c.
There are also two works called quartets: one in
G major for flute, two gambas, and b.c., and the
other in G minor for recorder, violin, viola, and
b.c. These are mostly brief pieces; only two of
them run longer than ten minutes. All but one
are in four movements, and the style is highly
Italian. It is interesting to compare them with
Vivaldi’s own lively chamber concertos.

The well-seasoned Cologne players show
their customary polish but also their enthusi-
asm, suggesting that they had a whale of a
good time performing these works.

This release naturally makes us hungry for
more.

BARKER

TOVEY: Stream of Limelight; see KERNIS

TULEV: Magnificat; Summer Rain; Legatis-
simo; Tanto Gentile; Flow, My Tears; I Said,
Who are You?-He Said, You
Ieva Ezeriete, Inga Martinsone, s; Ka Bo Chan, ct;
Vambola Krigul, Heigo Rosin, perc; Virgo Veldi,
sax; Age Juurikas, org; Latvian Radio Choir;
Tallinn Chamber Orchestra/ Kaspars Putnins

Naxos 573735—61 minutes

If melody and rhythm are of the essence for
you, I doubt Toivo Tulev will be your kind of
composer. An Estonian, Tulev (b 1958) uses
choral voices to create a “unique sound world”
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(the booklet) that delves into mystical matters,
both eastern and western. The city of Istanbul
is a source of inspiration to him; even with
Dante serving as his librettist (Tanto Gentile),
you hear modal bits and bobs more redolent of
the Bosporus than the Arno.

I am taken by the shifting harmonic sands
of that Dante poem. Sung a cappella with the
modal interludes bending eastward, Tanto
Gentile makes for an interesting 10 minutes.
East meets West again in the cryptically named
‘Who Are You?’, which makes use of poetry by
TS Eliot and the Sufi mystic, Mansur Al-Hallaj.
The counter-tenor and alto sax join to produce
ethereal sounds that become quite hypnotic as
the work progresses. I also admire ‘Flow My
Tears’, which tips a cap to John Dowland with
cadences that turn out to be mirages once the
sopranos start ascending to the stratosphere to
break the Elizabethan connections.

The Magnificat (with orchestra) lost me. It
is long (13 minutes), high on atmospherics,
and connected to Luke’s Gospel in ways I can-
not fathom. Legatissimo, a 10-minute duet for
the percussionists, is described as “severe, vio-
lent, explosive and austere”. Okay by me, but I
don’t take that much away from it.

The singing is amazing. Microtones and
other devilishly difficult pitches, stratospheric
reaches for the sopranos, extremes of dynam-
ics, amorphous rhythms—the Latvians get it
all, even if I don’t. So do the engineers. Notes,
texts and translations.

GREENFIELD 

TURNER: Christmas Card Carols
Sasha Johnson Manning, s; Anna Christensen,
hp; John Turner, rec; Richard Simpson, ob; Inti-
mate Voices/ Christopher Stokes

Divine Art 25161—57 minutes

When you see ‘Adam Lay yBounden’, ‘Lullay,
My Liking’, ‘Away In a Manger’ and ‘I Sing of a
Maiden’ among the titles of a Christmas
anthology, you figure you know what you’re in
for. Not this time. Turns out that those carols
and the 19 others included here are original
works crafted by John Turner. One of Britain’s
best recorder players, Turner has made the
rounds with such ensembles as the Halle,
Royal Liverpool, and English Chamber
Orchestras, the English Baroque Soloists, the
Academy of Ancient Music, David Munrow’s
Early Music Consort and the ASMF. He has
recorded the Brandenburgs five times and
given the premiere performances of some 600

contemporary works for recorder—many of
them composed with him in mind.

But Turner also composes and for years
has been sending one original carol to his
friends each Christmas. One of his colleagues
(a former producer for the BBC) thought it was
high time for these Christmas presents to be
shared with all of us, and that turns out to have
been a terrific idea. The carols combine gentle
contemporary harmonies with stylistic touch-
es redolent of the medieval and Renaissance
periods. Turner has set them for recorder,
harp, and an occasional oboe in support of a
small complement of voices. (Intimate Voices
is an SSATB solo quintet. They are joined by a
third soprano from outside the group.) For all
their homespun delicacy, the songs have been
performed in cathedrals, minsters, and con-
cert halls all over England. These warm,
youthful voices are perfect for the music. If
you’re in the market for some intimacy and
charm this holiday season, look no further.
Notes, yes; texts, no.

GREENFIELD

ULLMANN: Der Kaiser von Atlantis
Anna Wall (Drummer), Natali Perez (Soldier
Woman), Sebastien Obrecht (Harlekin), Pierre-
Yves Pruvot (Emperor Overall), Vasyl Slipak
(Loudspeaker, Death); Orchestre Musique des
Lumieres/ Facundo Agudin

IBS 32018—50 minutes

The German-speaking Czech-born composer
Viktor Ullmann (1898-1944) was active in the
concentration camp at Terezin (Theresien-
stadt), where the inmates were encouraged to
give musical performances. The Nazis devel-
oped this so-called model camp in order to
deceive the international community about
the concentration-camp system. Ullmann
composed many pieces during his two years of
imprisonment and hard labor at Terezin. He
was eventually sent to his death at Auschwitz.

Many of Ullmann’s works were performed
by the other inmates at the camp. His one-act
opera The Emperor of Atlantis went through
several drafts, but the Nazis objected to its
subject matter and satirical tone and therefore
stopped it from getting performed. Fortunate-
ly, manuscripts and typescripts survive. It has
been performed by numerous opera houses
and music-school opera programs, and there
have been several recordings and at least one
video (with Teresa Stratas and Siegmund
Nimsgern).

The plot is fairy-tale-like, but not at all
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light-hearted: in Andrew Porter’s words,
Emperor is an “elusive death-welcoming para-
ble about a mad, murderous ruler, possibly
redeemed at last, who says farewell to the
world in a mock-Faustian vision of a natural
paradise no longer spoiled by men”. The
opera’s subtitle is “Death’s Refusal” because
Death decides not to go along with the Emper-
or’s megalomaniacal schemes for a war of all
against all. When the work was first performed
(in the 1970s) the subtitle was changed, per-
haps for clarity, to “Death Abdicates”.

The characters are all symbolic types—
none has a true name. In this recording several
singers play more than one role.

The musical style is lively and varied,
including references to popular dance
rhythms and extended use of the Lutheran
chorale ‘Komm süsser Tod’, the Haydn tune
that was the German national anthem at the
time, and the beloved German folk-lullaby
‘Schlaf, Kindlein, Schlaf ’ (using the well-
known version made by Schubert’s predeces-
sor Johann Friedrich Reichardt). I was remind-
ed at various moments of Weill’s Mahagonny,
Berg’s Wozzeck, and Jack’s Kingdom, a Czech
opera by Otakar Ostrcil that I reviewed here a
year ago (N/D 2017). I also sensed a kinship to
some early Hindemith pieces that also play
with a wide range of styles, but Ullmann’s
music tends to shift styles more often and
kaleidoscopically. Conductor Agudin ensures
much vividness moment to moment.

The booklet-essay explains that the per-
formance was based on a careful re-examina-
tion of all the sources. There is no indication,
though, how much the results differ from what
was published in the critical edition by Hen-
ning Brauel and Andreas Krause, which Eulen-
burg published the same year that this record-
ing was made (2015). Some passages of music
and some stretches of words are different from
other performances and recordings. Still, the
overall effect is quite similar to what I remem-
ber from a concert performance in Rochester
NY and from the 1993 recording (still avail-
able) conducted by Lothar Zagrosek. The
accompanying ensemble uses Ullmann’s
notated chamber orchestration, not (as Zag-
rosek’s did) an expanded version for full
orchestra.

The current cast is less starry than Zagro-
sek’s, which offered Herbert Lippert, Walter
Berry, Franz Mazura, and a breathtakingly
wonderful Iris Vermillion. But the singers on
the new recording (all new names to me; they

come from a variety of European countries)
sing well and interact effectively.

A special word should be said about Vasyl
(spelled Wassyl in the booklet) Slipak. This
marvelously intense bass-baritone, from
Ukraine, gave up a promising operatic career
in Paris to become part of a volunteer army
fighting to put down pro-Russian forces in his
native land. He was killed by a sniper’s bullet
in 2016, a year after this recording was made.
He was 41 years old. This release is dedicated
to his memory. (A documentary film has been
made in Ukraine about him.)

The recording is available at a low price
and contains excellent essays and the full
libretto, all in four languages (German,
French, Spanish, and English). I know no more
thoughtful disquisition, for the opera stage, on
basic questions of life, death, war, love, power,
and resistance.

LOCKE

URSPRUCH: Piano Concerto; see BRONSART

VAINBERG: Symphony 13; Serenade
Siberian Symphony/ Vladimir Lande

Naxos 573879—53 minutes

The biggest joy of writing for this magazine is
the many new composers I’ve been introduced
to, and Vainberg is probably the most impor-
tant of them. This prolific, talented friend of
Shostakovich deserves to be better known.
Many of his pieces are only now appearing on
records, and we’ve usually recommended
what we’ve heard. With that in mind, it pains
me to have to pan this symphony (another
premiere recording), but—holy Hank Hill—it
is one long-winded, hideous, disfigured mass,
possibly recorded in a closet. Even knowing
the work is in memory of Vainberg’s mother,
who died in a Nazi camp, doesn’t help. We still
have to hear it as music, after all.

The Serenade is an upbeat but perfunctory
work that often sounds like film or stage
music. There is nothing banal or embarrassing
about it, but it is uninspired and undeveloped,
pleasant but forgettable. Completists will want
these works, but they should be at the bottom
of their purchase lists. The Siberian orchestra is
rough around the edges; notes are in English.

ESTEP
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Just as we have exercise for the body, for the
soul we have music.

—Plato



VAN DER PALS: Symphony 1; Spring;
Autumn; Wieland der Schmied

Helsingborg Symphony/ Johannes Goritzki
CPO 555 117—73 minutes

Leopold van der Pals (1884-1966) was a new
name to me. Though born in St Petersburg,
Russia, he was of Dutch and English parent-
age, studied in Switzerland, and worked in
Germany. His Symphony 1 (1909) is, in the
main, like the graduation exercise of a compe-
tent but not especially inspired student. The
themes tend to be bland, the harmonies ditto
and rather conservative for the time. The scor-
ing is structurally supportive, but neutral, and
the rhythms monotonous.

The tone poems are somewhat more inter-
esting. Spring and Fall (1911) were to be parts
of a set depicting the seasons. One of the main
themes in Spring uses a three vs two rhythm
and the orchestral color is varied. Occasional
whole-tone harmonies enliven the music. Fall
has even more variety, with some diverging
melodic lines differentiated by color. Parts of it
sound like an accompaniment to a missing
vocal part. Its harmonies use some whole-tone
spice.

Wieland der Schmied derives from
Friedrich Lienhard’s drama,  unlike the
Hausegger tone poem (N/D 2017). The basic
story is similar. The crippled Wieland, rejected
by the Valkyrie Alwiss, forges wings to re-unite
with her in the heavens. The music has a lot of
pantomimic stuff, but little by way of gripping
themes. It ends with some appropriately trans-
figuring chord sequences. Performances are
capable, and the conducting is as good as the
music will allow. This enlarges rather than
enriches our knowledge of postromanticism.

O’CONNOR

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Choral Premieres
Hugh Rowlands, org; Royal Hospital Chapel
Choir/ William Vann

Albion 34—63 minutes

This is a collection of 22 short choral works, lit-
tle known and until now not recorded; it also
carries the title Earth and Sky. They span almost
his entire career, beginning with Three Vocal
Valses from ‘The Songs of the Wrens’ (1896)
and ending with three Gaelic songs in English
translation, written in 1954, just a few years
before he died in 1958. 15 of the works are origi-
nal compositions; the remainder are his
arrangements of traditional songs. Included are
some sacred works, including a splendid poly-

choral ‘O Praise the Lord of Heaven’ (1913) and
a wonderful hymn, ‘Little Cloister’ (1935). We
also have stirring patriotic pieces like ‘England,
My England’ and ‘A Call to the Free Nations’
(both 1941). Some are lighter, like ‘Tobacco’s
but an Indian Weed’ (1934). Most are for mixed
voices, though a few are TTBB, including a love-
ly setting of Stephen Foster’s ‘Old Folks at
Home’. Many are unaccompanied, and a few
have piano (played by conductor Vann), and
others a big organ, expertly played by Hugh
Rowlands. In short, a nicely varied program.

On its surface this might seem as interesting
as cleaning out all the stuff in the back of the
closet, but I found it much more than that. The
songs are arranged pretty much in chrono-
logical order, so you get a sense of the almost
60-year sweep of VW’s career. More important,
though, the wonderful liner notes by John Fran-
cis bring every piece into context and illustrate
how thoroughly VW integrated his musical life
into the fabric of English society. I found myself
pausing the CD player after each song so I
could digest Francis’s commentary on the com-
ing work before listening. With a few exceptions
these are not undiscovered gems, but they are
all worthy of performance by church choir, sec-
ular chorus, or men’s chorus.

The Chapel Choir of the Royal Hospital
Chelsea is a professional choir of 12 but aug-
mented to double size for this recording. They
are an excellent group, but even enlarged I
sometimes found myself wanting a larger, bet-
ter blended sound. Nonetheless, they with
conductor Vann bring all these pieces to life
with fine expression and excellent intonation.
It is an extremely enjoyable program and, even
though there are no hidden masterpieces to be
discovered, this is an absolute “must” for any-
one dedicated to VW and particularly his
choral music. The invaluable notes are accom-
panied by bios and texts.

ALTHOUSE

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Sea Symphony;
Darest thou now, O soul
Elizabeth Llewellyn, s; Marcus Farnsworth, bar;
BBC Symphony/ Martyn Brabbins

Hyperion 68245—71 minutes

We’ve had fine performances of Vaughan
Williams’s first symphony, reaching back to
Boult (who attended the premiere in 1910!)
and continuing with British conductors like
Hickox, Andrew Davis, and Haitink (who con-
ducted so much in London), plus a couple of
good American ones from Slatkin and Spano.
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Brabbins is securely in their company. His
conducting is a little on the quick side, so he
has less of the panorama we get with Boult or
Haitink; but he insists on details like the many
crescendo-decrescendos in the opening
movement that really suggest a storm at sea.
Best of all, though, is the finale ‘The Explorers’,
which at around half an hour I sometimes find
tedious until the last few minutes. Brabbins,
though, paces and scales the climactic points
beautifully, and I was in tears at the end (large-
ly, I admit, owing to Whitman’s poetry). Why, I
wonder, do so few people know this piece? As
a filler we have VW’s three-minute setting of
‘Darest thou now, O soul’, the same Whitman
text as in his earlier Toward the Unknown
Region; this is for unison choir and strings.

Brabbins is aided by a fine chorus and
orchestra, but the soloists are not special.
Llewellyn is certainly capable—she sings
beautifully and expressively—but not quite in
the league of Felicity Lott (for Haitink). Farns-
worth is another fine singer, but too light for
the opening movement. We need strength and
virility here, and we have a light lyric sound.
Thomas Allen (for Slatkin) had the right quali-
ty for this piece.

An admirable job, then, but Haitink is first
choice.

ALTHOUSE

VERDI: Songs
Diana Damrau, s; Cesar Augusto Gutierrez, t ;
Paul Armin Edelmann, b; Friedrich Haider, p

Profil 14033—55 minutes

Profil’s production of this release is a little
deceptive. Diana Damrau’s lovely face graces
the cover of the booklet, and her name is writ-
ten in bold letters, giving the impression that
the bulk of the music is sung by her. In fact, she
only sings the first five songs; the rest of the pro-
gram is divided between baritone Paul Armin
Edelmann and tenor Cesar Augosto Gutierrez.

Damrau easily dispatches Verdi’s vocal
lines, including excellent trills. She sings with
grace and charm. Edelmann (son of the famous
bass Otto Edelmann) has a beautiful timbre that
is easy on the ear. Gutierrez has an attractive
lyric instrument and holds up his end of the
program well. Haider is a fine pianist, support-
ing the singers well. People who enjoy these
songs must also hear Renata Scotto and Carlo
Bergonzi, two native Italians, in this repertoire.
The three singers are very good, but Scotto and
Bergonzi are just that much more idiomatic.

Damrau’s portion of the program was

recorded in 2005, the men in 2010. I don’t
know whether these selections have been
released before.

Good sound. Notes, texts and translations.
REYNOLDS

VINCI: Didone Abbandonata, arr Handel
Robin Johannsen (Didone), Olivia Vermeulen
(Enea), Antonio Giovannini (Jarba), Julia Bohme
(Selene), Namwon Huh (Araspe), Polina Artsis
(Osmida), Lauten Compagney/ Wolfgang
Katschner—DHM 54150 [2CD] 157 minutes

In serving the opera companies he ran in Lon-
don, Handel filled out his seasons with operas
other than his own. Here we have such a case,
and an interesting one. In 1737, as impresario
at Covent Garden, Handel planned to end his
final season there with his adaptation of
another composer’s opera.

He chose an opera 11 months old: Didone
Abbandonata (Dido Abandoned) by Leonardo
Vinci (1690-1730), a slightly younger contem-
porary but prematurely deceased. Vinci had
been one of the leading lights of the Neapolitan
school. This opera was his first collaboration
with the newly-emerging librettist Metastasio.

Metastasio gave us his own variant of the
great Vergilian tragedy. The dramatic core is a
triagnle between Dido (Didone, who desperate-
ly loves her paramour even though he is fated to
abandon her), Aeneas (who is torn between his
love and his mission in Italy, and Iarbas (Jarba,
the Mauretanian king who schemes to gain
control of Didone). Three characters not found
in Vergil fill the remainder of the cast: Araspe
(Jarba’s comrade), who falls in love with Dido’s
sister Selene, the two charting their separate
course; and Osmida (Dido’s confidante). The
entanglements of these characters is charged
with high emotions.

Vinci wrote for a cast of two castratos
(Enea, Jarba), soprano (Didone), two mezzo-
sopranos (Selene, Osmida), and one tenor
(Araspe), making for the high-voice domina-
tion that audiences of the day loved.

Handel’s approach as a reviser was not
atypical of what many musicians did in such
cases. He had a choice set of singers of interna-
tional renown and ego, requiring him to make
transpositions and adjustments in contents. He
replaced a number of arias—some with ones
my Vinci himself. The detailed booklet notes do
leave one to figure out tortuously just what sub-
stitutions Handel made, since the track list fails
to identify the composers in a convenient way.
In Handel’s edition of the score there are 17
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arias, of which I can identify 5 by other com-
posers: 1 each by Vinci and Vivaldi, and 3 by
Hasse. There are quite a few recitatives, of
course. The final accompagnato ones, where
Didone dies, present a pale foreshadowing of
Dejaneira’s great mad scene in his Hercules.

The updated casting used for this studio
production for the West German Radio
(Cologne) reinforces in its own ways the
emphasis on high voices. The high castrato
role of Enea is taken by soprano Vermeulen,
who is able to work up considerable emotional
expression. But the countertenor also gener-
ates lots of strength in his alto castrato role of
Jarba. The tenor Araspe is Namwon Huh,
whose voice is a little weak but whose dramat-
ic projection is quite effective. Bohme’s darker
mezzo makes Selene’s role a good contrast to
the topmost singers. With only one aria here,
Artsis is unable to make more than a satisfac-
tory impression in the greatly curtailed role of
Osmina. Katschner leads (from the lute) his 20
period players with vitality and flair.

The thick booklet includes the full libretto
with translations.

To sum up, the work presented here is, by
and large, an opera by Vinci, whose output is
still neglected. But it is a score modified by
Handel, and so this recording illustrates a prac-
tice quite common in the mid-18th Century.

BARKER

VIVALDI: 6 Cello Sonatas
Jean-Guihen Queyras, Christoph Dangel, vc;
Michael Behringer, hpsi, org; Lee Santana, theorbo

HM 902278—71 minutes

George Speed, db; Se-Hee Jin, p
Centaur 3655—63 minutes

The world is changing. Instead of recording
these six well-known sonatas on cello with the
basso continuo line filled out on harpsichord,
perhaps reinforced by a second cello, the first of
these programs does some movements accom-
panied by an organ, others on harpsichord with
or without another cello, a couple of move-
ments with theorbo, and one with the two cel-
los alone and none of the harmonies filled in
between them. Queyras and crew are fine musi-
cians and play these expressive and outgoing
slow-fast-slow-fast sonatas with notable
warmth and technical accuracy, adding sensi-
tive decorations sometimes and leaving me
quite happy with their interpretations. They are
recorded with balance and warm sound.

Of course, I’m easy to please. In competi-
tion this issue, we have George Speed standing

up to his big double bass, changing all the keys
to suit himself and joined only by a one-fin-
gered piano—no chords, just the bass line. Just
so he won’t bore you with this, he omits the
repeats of the second part of every movement.
If you can take that and the rest, I must admit
he plays very well with hardly a questionable
note and clearly with enjoyment and love for
the material. I can’t recommend this to other
than double bass lovers, but Speed is worth
hearing and well recorded.

D MOORE

VIVALDI: Flute Concertos
Alexis Kossenko; Arte dei Suonatori

Alpha 354—77 minutes

Unless they’re performed on recorder, it’s most
common to hear a program of Vivaldi concer-
tos entirely on the same instrument. Here peri-
od instrument player Alexis Kossenko plays six
modern copies of flutes from Vivaldi’s time
made from ivory, ebony, and boxwood. From
the familiar set of six, Opus 10, Alpha gives us
only 2 concertos plus another movement, so
this is not the usual lineup either. One, in E
minor, R 432, has come to us incomplete in
only one movement, an Allegro. All in all we
have 10 works represented complete or in part.

These early 18th Century flutes are played
with virtuosity and verve by Alexis Kossenko.
You might even think everything in the solo
parts comes out easily if you judged by how
natural and inevitable it all sounds here. The
accompanying orchestra includes first and
second violins, viola, cello, double bass, bas-
soon, harpsichord, organ, guitar, theorbo, and
archlute. Their playing is bracing and stylish,
with brisk tempos in the outer movements, but
the complete opposite at the center since the
second section of most of these concertos is
marked Largo. These points of repose are
enlivened by ornamentation and contain a
wealth of expression. Opportunities elsewhere
are taken as they arise. Observe the contrast
that begins the final movement of the Concer-
to in A minor, R 440. Balances are excellent,
with sound that is fresh and lively.

This program was recorded in 2009 at a
Catholic Church in Poland and came out then
on Alpha 174. The original booklet is available
on Alpha’s web site, but we do have a sizable
booklet here with three pages of notes in Eng-
lish about the pieces.

GORMAN

WALTON: Facade; see Collections
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WOLF-FERRARI: Trios
Trio Arche—Brilliant 95624—70 minutes

Here are two works I’d never heard: Trio 1,
Opus 5 (1896), and Trio 2, Opus 7 (about the
same time) by Herman (or Ermanno) Wolf-
Ferrari (his father was German, his mother
Italian—Ferrari). This is the only recording
currently available.

Why don’t I like this album? Is it the music
itself—endlessly repetitive, forgettable
melodies, boring harmonies (lots of parallel
sixths and thirds—believe me, Wolf-Ferrari is
not Brahms), poor structure with weak transi-
tions, especially poor piano writing? Or is it the
pedestrian violinist and pianist and the often
sour, unsteady cellist who make it sound infe-
rior? Or is it both? Is it bad engineering or a
weak violinist that allows the violin line to
become all but inaudible when the cello has a
dominant passage? Nor is the music leaning
toward the 20th Century; these trios are utterly
old-fashioned romantic.

Nor are the works short; listening to Trio 1
for 40 minutes was torture, especially with the
rather canned sound. Trio 2 is only 30 min-
utes. When I reached the 10-minute mark, I
was sure the cadence meant “the end” of the
opening movement; no such luck—it was only
half over! The gait of the plodding Largo move-
ment with its mix of 8th, 16th, and 32nd notes I
couldn’t sort out for the life of me. And the first
theme of III, which is a round, just doesn’t
work—the harmony sounds amateur.

I listened to both works with scores from
the Eastman School’s library, which meant that

my mind was firmly concentrated on the music.
I was amused to find that Trio 1 previously was
checked out only three times starting in 1946
and Trio 2 four times since 1931. I’m apparently
not the only one who dislikes these trios.

FRENCH

YSAYE: 6 Solo Violin Sonatas; 
Posthumous Etude

Boris Brovtsyn—Quartz 2131—68 minutes

It is remarkable how Ysaye’s Solo Violin Sonatas
have become so popular. When I began study-
ing the violin in 1970 they were practically
unknown, and I don’t believe that there was a
single recording of the entire set. Nearly all of
the better-known violinists have recorded one
or more of them now, and the result has been
the establishment of a very high standard of per-
formance, both technically and interpretively.

Russian-born and trained violinist Boris
Brovtsyn, currently based in Vienna, has made
an extremely fine recording of them. He plays
with razor-sharp precision and has thought
deeply about this music. No phrase is played
without intelligent expression.

The problem is that there are a few other
recordings of comparable quality and a trio
that are outstanding. Brovtsyn is so good that
anyone who acquires this set will be well
served, but my three top choices remain
Thomas Zehetmair (J/F 2005), Rachel Kolly
d’Alba (M/A 2011), and Viktoria Kaunzner (J/A
2017). Very good sound.

MAGIL

ZEMLINSKY: Cello Sonata; see Collections
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Songs for Strings
English Chamber Orchestra/ Donald Fraser

Avie 2391—59 minutes

This is fine at first—gentle music for strings,
arranged by the conductor (many had been
songs originally). Composers represented
include Elgar, Dowland, Purcell, Marais, Lotti,
and Porpora—and there’s a piece by the con-
ductor. It starts to sound all alike when we get
to Vivaldi—a slow movement, of course.

It’s pleasant but insipid. This is another
one of those discs you might play quietly in
your art gallery or as background for an intel-
lectual party. It’s not brilliant or intrusive—
and why should it be?

VROON

Ballet Suites
GLUCK: Ballet Suite 1; GRETRY: Cephale &
Procris; MASSENET: Cid; MEYERBEER:
Patineurs; LAMBERT: Horoscope; WALTON:
Façade; VERDI: Lady and the Fool
New Symphony of London, London Symphony/
Robert Irving

Decca 4827289 [2CD] 143 minutes

These are all monophonic recordings. The
Gluck, Gretry, and Verdi with the New Sym-
phony of London have a boxy recessed sound.
The others with the London Symphony sound
amazingly good (Decca was making “full fre-
quency range recordings” even back in 1952).

Robert Irving, one of the great ballet con-
ductors, was principal conductor of the Sadler
Wells Ballet from 1949 to 1958 and of the New
York City Ballet from 1958 to 1989 (he was 78
when he died in 1991). Apparently he made
only monaural recordings for Decca, but he
did make some in stereo for the old Capitol
label, including fine recordings of Copland’s
Appalachian Spring and Rodeo that were once
on a Seraphim CD.

In general, when the music is faster, Irving
has really got the goods. That came home for
me in The Lady and the Fool, a collection by
Charles Mackerras of music mostly from
Verdi’s early operas. Irving gives the orchestra
that Mackerras-Czech zing with quick
upturned rhythmic lift in short string phrases.
In every cut, slow or fast, in every suite here,
Irving creates tight ensemble and sharp on-

the-beat rhythms—no sagging “behind the
beat” stuff typical of many British conductors.
But in slower passages Irving tends to lose his
bloom; the music can lack style or shape.
That’s especially true in the Gretry (arranged
by Constant Lambert) and Gluck, examples of
the old-fashioned, rather stodgy, romantic
approach to classical era works.

A better recording of Horoscope is on Argo
(still available) with Barry Wordsworth and the
BBC Concert Orchestra. While Neville Mar-
riner and the Academy of St Martin in the
Fields serve up three delicious Massenet suites
on Capriccio (Le Cid, Cendrillon, and Thais) in
excellent stereo, I can’t say his performance of
Le Cid outstrips Irving’s. While Irving does
well with Les Patineurs (music from Meyer-
beer’s many operas in another Lambert
arrangement), if you want a stereo recording,
try Richard Bonynge (another great ballet con-
ductor) on Decca, only available with
Tchaikovsky’s complete Sleeping Beauty.

This recording of Façade mixes Suites 1
and 2 in the order that Walton preferred and
uses the composer’s instrumentation for full
orchestra. For an even spiffier performance
turn to Reference Recordings and the Chicago
Pro Musica, 11 musicians from the Chicago
Symphony without conductor, performing
Walton’s 1922 original instrumentation for his
“entertainment” with poems by Edith Sitwell
(without the poetry). 

FRENCH

American Orchestral Pieces
RUGGLES: Sun-Treader; STUCKY: Concerto 2
for Orchestra; HARBISON: Symphony 4

National Orchestral Institute/ David Alan Miller
Naxos 559836—65 minutes

Three notable American symphonic works,
two fairly recent and one classic.

Sun-Treader (1931) is the classic. Its pow-
erful, striking opening probably accounts for
the work’s fame; its fuzzy angularity that fol-
lows does not, except for serialists who think
that filling up the chromatic is a thrill.

The remaining two pieces show how
American non-serial academic life became
America’s contribution to art music by mid-
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century. Steven Stuckey’s Concerto for Orches-
tra (2004) is a good example. A clear opening
motif is surrounded by swirls and quasi-fan-
fares. II is a variations movement without a
particularly clear theme: Ravel pokes his head
in on occasion. III is dramatic and virtuosic.
It’s a work that deserves more attention, but its
opacity will likely prevent wider audiences.

John Harbison’s Symphony 4 (2004) is a
more friendly proposition. It opens with a
jazzy glowing dance, continues with a mean-
dering but occasionally beautiful intermezzo,
then a catchy scherzo, a sad threnody, and an
exciting finale.

Harbison seems to be speaking to a wider
audience, and they will find this contribution
delightful. I loved the piece, and hope you’ll
feel the same way. David Alan Miller’s Albany
Symphony is spectacular; that orchestra has
become one of the most significant forces in
contemporary music.

GIMBEL

Gaite Parisienne
OFFENBACH: Gaite Parisienne; POULENC:
Les Biches Suite; RAVEL: Valses Nobles & Senti-
mentales

Quebec Symphony/ Fabien Gabel
ATMA 2757—65 minutes

I would reject this one immediately on the
basis of its dull and distant sound. (It was
recorded in concert last May; maybe the audi-
ence absorbed most of the sound.) The music
should sparkle! We have recommended
dozens of recordings of these pieces; think of
Fiedler in the Offenbach.

VROON

Canadian Orchestral 1874-1943
LAVALEE: La Patrie; LUCAS: Macbeth Over-
ture; MATHIEU: 3 Preludes; MACMILLAN:
Overture; TANGUAY: Pavane; ADASKIN: Sere-
nade for Strings; ARCHER: Capriccio for Hand
Timpani; WEINZWEIG: Our Canada

Symphonova Orchestra/ Shelley Katz
Centredisque 25618—77 minutes

Here’s a weird album! 12 players, one person
per instrument (including the strings) are sup-
posedly made to sound like a full symphony
orchestra by means of “the Symphonova Virtu-
al Acoustic System (SVAS)” as “individual
musicians are augmented by specialist [sic]
unique instrumental loudspeakers made out
of the instruments themselves, whose speed,
dynamics, and playing style are seamlessly
controlled by Symphonova’s newly developed
conducting wand”.

Yes, and the sound is hokey too, especially

in the works that rely heavily on the strings—
ones by Calixa Lavallée, Clarence Lucas, Ernest
MacMillan (first music director of the Toronto
Symphony, for which he wrote his Overture),
Murray Adaskin, and John Weinzweig. The oth-
ers by Rodolphe Mathieu, Georges-Emile Tan-
guay, and Violet Archer rely more on the winds
and come off somewhat better.

The album, whose subtitle is “Canadian
Orchestral Music 1874-1943”, can be of interest
only to the most diehard collector of obscure
Canadian works. The works are all in the
romantic vein and not particularly memo-
rable, at least not as heard here, except for
Archer’s 1939 five-minute ditty that here is
given its first performance ever. Shelley Katz
says that SVAS creates “the best concert hall
acoustics even in the least likely venues”. There
may be some truth in that, but he’s deluding
himself if he thinks it has a future in recorded
symphonic music.

FRENCH

Violin & Double Concertos
Smyth, Kapralova, Hartmann, Martinu

Thomas Albertus Irnberger, v; Milena Viotti, hn;
Reinhard Wieser, cl; Michael Korstick, p; Vienna
Concert Society/ Doron Salomon; Israel Cham-
ber Orchestra, Ingolstadt Georgian Chamber
Orchestra/ Martin Sieghart

Gramola 99098 [2SACD] 89 minutes

Carl Bauman thought the combination of vio-
lin and horn soloists in Ethel Smyth’s concerto
was “more effective by far than expected”
(Chandos 9449, S/O 1996—also read Stratton
Rawson’s hilarious, incisive review of Smyth’s
string quartet while you’re there). In this per-
formance, at least, the horn is too far back (I’m
listening to the stereo track, not the 5.0 sur-
round layer); it still comes across as important,
just not equal to the violin. The music is clean-
ly written and full of unexpected harmonic
twists, but the first movement can’t make up
its mind about where it wants to go. Some lis-
teners will be quite taken by it,  but the
restrained, gentle seascapes in II appeal to me
much more. III is an energetic dance fraught
with tri-tones. I know next to nothing about
horn-specific writing, but the part here sounds
utterly devilish; Viotti, horn player with the
Munich Opera, seems to play it effortlessly.
Her tone is at once commanding and refined.

Czech composer Vitezslava Kapralova, a
student of Charles Munch and Bohuslav Mart-
inu, lived from 1915 to 1940; she was already in
France when the Germans invaded Czechoslo-
vakia in 1939, and she died only a few days
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after they invaded France. Her unfinished con-
certo for violin and clarinet is written in a
“tonally centered expressionism”. Even consid-
ering the somewhat abstract style, her purpos-
es are perfectly clear, her path uncluttered, her
direction easily followed. The further the piece
gets, though, the drier and more didactic it
becomes. In III, a chill settles in when the
recording suddenly fades out where Kapralova
had left off writing.

Karl Amadeus Hartmann’s 1939 Concerto
Funebre, scored for violin and strings, was his
response to the Nazi invasion of Czechoslova-
kia. Hartmann chose to stay in Germany
despite the hated Nazis, but he removed him-
self from most cultural activity until after the
war. The concerto has a brief, slow introducto-
ry movement, an Adagio, an Allegro, and a
closing Chorale. Joseph Magil (Oehms 512,
M/J 2006, under MOZART) faulted Hartmann
for giving the themes to the orchestra instead
of the violin and then failing to develop them
anyway. It’s a mysterious work filled with cryp-
tic, gnomic utterances in the slow movements;
and though the Allegro is not very convincing,
the arc of the entire piece makes me feel as if
I’ve communed with the soul of someone who
witnessed great horrors and kept his sanity
and wisdom in spite of it all.

Martinu’s Violin and Piano Concerto is a
step above his least-inspired note-spinning,
but it’s certainly not his best work, either. An
occasional tangy Bohemian harmony offers
the only interesting moments as I churns
along. Irnberger’s shimmering tone and Kor-
stick’s majestic chords add beauty to II.

This release is part of the EntArteOpera
project, “dedicated...to the perpetuation and
revival of works by forgotten, ostracized com-
posers who were persecuted, exiled, or even
murdered by the Nazi regime”. Smyth’s con-
nection seems tenuous; she did study in
Leipzig, but in the 1870s; and though the Nazis
probably would have persecuted her if she had
lived in their sphere, I’m not aware that they
even banned performances of her music.

It’s not clear if these are concert record-
ings, but if so, the audience must have been
vacuum-sealed before they could enter the
hall—there’s nary a peep or twitch. The sound
is fine other than slight imbalances, and the
musicianship is enjoyable all around. Irnberg-
er must be commended for his consistently
excellent playing. Notes are in English and
German.

ESTEP

Concordia Trio

Piston, Hovhaness, Harbison, Cowell, Colson,
Lewis

Centaur 3625—58 minutes

By definition, an album of American string trios
from the past 50 years is going to tread some
unfamiliar ground, and that is welcome. In the
final issue of 2017 I reviewed the Concordia
Trio’s recording of some little-known Viennese
composers of the generation between the Waltz
King and Schoenberg, and found it a worthy
change of pace if not consistently satisfying.

Walter Piston’s Three Counterpoints feels
like a point of reference for the album, and it is
more to my taste than his vaguely sinister sym-
phonies.

I was already a fan of Hovhaness’s works
for strings, and although the 1962 trio here
didn’t grab me in the first two movements, the
brief Lento is delightfully bizarre, a bit of pizzi-
cato-laden world music.

At age 45, Leonard Mark Lewis is by far the
newcomer in this lineup. His 14-minute
Berceuse is a bit of mournful ear candy, per-
haps a self-conscious attempt to replicate Bar-
ber’s Adagio. It is pleasant to listen to and
would not wear out its welcome necessarily,
but I do feel that contemporary classical chas-
es its audience too assiduously sometimes.

The other 21st Century composition
included is David Colson’s Trio No. 1: Zazen,
which was written for the Concordia Trio.
Although the movements have absurdly over-
wrought titles (‘The dolls in the window are
doing perfect zazen but their eyes are not
open’), this is a serious piece of music. The
movement ‘Rain’ hovers on the edge of silence
in a breathtaking fashion, often attempted by
musicians but not always achieved. ‘A Forest of
Clouds’ conjures a reflective and exotic mood,
reminiscent of Hovhaness perhaps, but the
fleeting 75-second finale ‘Stand still, stand still’
is too conventional, too deliberately the big
conclusion. Still, I can pay the piece a grand
compliment in saying that it does somewhat
expand the boundaries of writing for trio.

The briefest of the bunch, John Harbison’s
1994 Trio Sonata, starts upbeat but somewhere
in its four minutes it becomes negligible and
gives way to Henry Cowell’s Seven Paragraphs,
a quirky set of (you guessed it) seven move-
ments, with much of it lively and wry until a
pensive Andante and Allegro moderato trans-
form the piece, with the concluding Quasi
andante having an almost cosmic gravity. The
composition date of 1925 is astounding; this
feels like mature Shostakovich.
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I would venture to say that the trio genre
has never been sufficiently explored by com-
posers, and that does limit an ensemble such
as this one. Given that they aren’t taking the
easy route of Haydn and Mozart five nights a
week, I’m not going to complain if Concordia
String Trio albums have ups and downs. These
ladies are seeking something different, and
they often find it.

DUTTERER

Swedish Contemporary 
Chamber Pieces

Marten Falk, g; Ingrid Falk, s; Per Gross, rec; Asa
Karlberg, fl

DB 186—53 minutes

Our editor Donald Vroon included Ylva Skog’s
Violin Concerto, as performed by Cecilia Zilli-
acus, on his Best of the Year list for 2017. From
her we have pieces for guitar or flute and gui-
tar plus a suite for soprano, flute, and guitar.
The Sten Hanson Suite sets poems written in
the 1950s by a fellow Swedish composer about
that inevitably seasonal but timeless topic, the
countryside. Skog has written more than 20
minutes of deft miniatures for instruments and
voice. Two were gifts for this guitarist, Marten
Falk, recognizing more than 20 years of collab-
oration; and another is a bossa nova in hom-
age to Marcos Valle, one of the giants of the
genre. It is set in a park in Paris!

Asa Karlberg bends pitches and creates
glissandos as you’d never normally hear in
Timecraft by Tebogo Monnakgotla (b 1972).
This extent is possible because she plays on a
new kind of flute headjoint developed by
American flutist-composer and avant-garde
pioneer Robert Dick. The intent of these effects
plus flutter-tonguing, air sounds, and tremolos
is to imitate the Japanese shakuhachi and koto
through flute and guitar. Her piece that adds
soprano to this combination, Endings (2003), is
also about effects and textures. I found the
words to Caribbean poet and Nobel laureate
Derek Walcott’s text easily enough online, and
you may need them. Although the enunciation
is quite clear, the writing obscures some of the
words and phrases. Both of these don’t do
much for me, though I do detect enough
organization that I couldn’t call them atonal.

Andrea Tarrodi (b 1981) has written The
World of Henri Rousseau for recorder and gui-
tar. It’s a four-movement suite, each move-
ment inspired by a painting and calling for a
different recorder. Some of the writing is
meant to evoke bird calls in a tropical locale
and apes calling to one another in an orange

grove. The opening movement, evoking a
dream, is all harmonics in the guitar. Pervad-
ing the suite is an element of stasis or a hyp-
notic quality that makes it all seem distant—or
maybe it is meant to make us feel that we are
an observer. Like Skog’s pieces, this writing is
relatively tonal and easy to absorb.

Carin Malmlof-Forssling (1916-2005) actu-
ally used traditional Japanese scales to set five
haiku for soprano and flute, sung here in Ger-
man translation. One is about a horsefly and
has the flutist flutter-tonguing. Just as words
have to be chosen with great care in so con-
densed a form, the notes are chosen with simi-
lar care.

This collection of Swedish miniatures with
international influences is not virtuosic or
exciting, but it’s not intended to be. We do get
performances with grace, elegance, theatrical
spirit, and fine control. The interpretations are
clean and expressive, balanced generally with-
out problems, and have much to offer a pro-
gram of selections that are quite varied though
unified by nationality and time. No texts are
given, but there are five pages of background
and biographies, only in English.

GORMAN

Alla Zingarese
Bodorova, Boulanger, Brahms, Enesco, Hubay,
Liszt, Popper, Sarasate, Sommer, Sporcl, Weiner
Yuan-Qing Yu, Pavel Sporcl, v; Zoltan Sandor, va;
Kenneth Olsen, vc; Jan Rigo, db; J Lawrie Bloom,
cl; Winston Choi, p; Tomas Vontszemu, perc

Cedille 179 [2CD] 88 minutes

In the 1990s, as fellow violin students at South-
ern Methodist University in Dallas, Yuan-Qing
Yu and Pavel Sporcl shared an egalitarian phi-
losophy of music. As their careers took them
their separate ways—Yu to the Chicago Sym-
phony and Sporcl back to his native Czech
Republic—they stayed in touch, even as they
formed chamber groups with parallel values
and beliefs. In 2008 Sporcl founded the Gipsy
Way Ensemble, and in 2011 Yu established the
Civitas Ensemble to reach Chicagoans unable
to attend symphony events at Orchestra Hall. 

Both have enjoyed considerable success.
Together with violist Zoltan Sandor, double
bassist Jan Rigo, and cimbalom player Tomas
Vontszemu, Sporcl has directed the Gipsy Way
Ensemble on 350 concerts and two albums;
and with Roosevelt University piano professor
Winston Choi and Chicago Symphony musi-
cians Kenneth Olson and J Lawrie Bloom, Yu
has taken the Civitas Ensemble to dozens of
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Illinois hospitals, senior living facilities, and
Chicago public schools.

In 2016, Sporcl and Yu embarked on the
Alla Zingarese project. Named after the finale
of the Brahms Piano Quartet in G minor,
‘Rondo alla Zingarese’ (in the Gypsy style), this
is a clever fusion of Western classical, current
popular, and Romani music. In January 2017
Gipsy Way and Civitas joined forces in Prague
for two fundraising concerts; and in May 2017
they met in the Windy City for a series of pub-
lic recitals, radio appearances, and recording
sessions.

Most readers will recognize the Liszt Hun-
garian Rhapsody No. 12, the Sarasate Zigeuner-
weisen, the Enesco Romanian Rhapsody No. 1,
the Popper Hungarian Rhapsody, the Brahms
Hungarian Dance No. 1, and of course the
‘Rondo alla Zingarese’. The program also
includes the lesser known Jeno Hubay ‘Hullam-
zo Balaton’ and Leo Weiner ‘Peregi Verbunk’. In
addition, Czech composer Sylvie Bodorova (b.
1954) submits her ‘Dza More’ for solo violin,
and Czech guitarist Lukas Sommer (b. 1984)
contributes his ‘Gipsy Odyssey’ and ‘Cigi-Civi’.
Sommer serves as an arranger on five of the
selections; and Chicago composer, conductor,
and DePaul University professor Cliff Colnot
transcribes the Enesco for a rousing finish.

The concert is very professional, delivered
with extraordinary energy, virtuosity, and
panache. Sporcl leads with a marvelously clear
tone that likes to get a little earthy, amazing
technique that likes to push the envelope, and
a bold musical personality that likes to tease
the audience. His colleagues are just as com-
pelling in the spotlight: Olsen infuses the Pop-
per with a rich timbre and expressive phrasing,
Choi renders the Liszt with charm and drama,
and Vontszemu boasts a thrilling and astound-
ing command of the cimbalon. Woodwind afi-
cionados will find the clarinet playing a bit
thin and square; yet the vigor, might, humor,
and razzle-dazzle offered by both ensembles
will grip listeners to the last measure.

HANUDEL

Bruno Helstroffer, theorbo
Kapsberger, Satie, Helstroffer, Piccinini

with Rosemary Stanley, mz; Emek Evci, db;
Michel Godard, serpent

Alpha 391—53 minutes

Truly the theorbo is an instrument that lives in
the shadows, so I was immediately pleased to
encounter “Calling the Muse: Old & New
Pieces for Theorbo”. Expecting novelty, I was
pleasantly surprised at something rare: an

artist’s cohesive vision for an entire album.
Half the selections are what might be expected
for theorbo: quiet, warm, meditative Renais-
sance and Baroque music. It can court dull-
ness, not that I’m complaining.

Two pieces by Piccinini start the album
and set the crepuscular mood. Kapsberger is
represented by his Toccatas 9 and 11, ‘Bergam-
asca’, and ‘Dans le chambre de mon theorbe’;
the first three are traditional and exceptional,
but the third is an interesting oddity. Author
Jean-Luc Debattice recites his own poem in
French over the original piece, the voice slight-
ly distorted as if it is from an old LP or radio
show. By the third time I heard it, I was con-
vinced.

Erik Satie’s first ‘Gnossienne’ is here in an
adaptation, and while it does not replace the
piano original, it is a piece I can’t help liking.
Possibly the biggest surprise is that Helstrof-
fer’s own compositions steal the show. His
‘Thanks Toumani’ is an homage to African
kora player Toumani Diabate; and the French
theorboist makes his instrument sound like a
kora, while still creating a memorable piece of
music. In the concluding ‘Vos Luths’, the
instrument is somehow used to approximate a
sitar, and ‘A Tea with Bach’ is a sustained trib-
ute that blends old and new styles. The
absolute highlight is ‘Comme un beffroi’, with
Rosemary Standley on vocals. By no means a
classical singer, the French chanteuse is out-
standing at selling a song, and her relaxed yet
world-weary style not only draws the listener
in, but elevates the entire album. Also, I could
not tell you the last time I encountered the
rather evocative wind instrument known as
the serpent in a prominent role, but here it is.

Lyrics are included, along with some per-
plexing Pop art variations on a painting by
Ingres, which I’d swear I’ve seen in another
Alpha disc as well. If complain I must, I can
only say that I wish this album were longer.
Despite his classical music credentials,
though, I can imagine Helstroffer leaving it
behind to become an NPR crossover artist.
Let’s hope not, because the genre needs for-
ward-thinking performers like him.

DUTTERER

Ingmar Bergman—
Music From The Films
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The power of accurate observation is com-
monly called cynicism by those who have
not got it.

—Shaw



Roland Pontinen, p; Torleif Thedeen, vc;
Stemhammar Quartet

BIS 2377 (SACD) 78 minutes

2018 is not only the 100th birthday anniversary
of Leonard Bernstein, but also the 100th of
Swedish director Ingmar Bergman. Many of
Bergman’s films used classical music, and this
program has examples. The classical com-
posers represented include; Bach, Scarlatti,
Chopin, Schubert, and Schumann; they turned
up in the films Smiles of the Summer Night,
Through A Glass Darkly, The Silence, Cries
and Whispers, Face to Face, Autumn Sonata,
Fanny and Alexander, and Saraband. I’ve seen
several of them, and I don’t recall the music.
Bergman’s stories don’t have a lot of action
and are demanding enough without concen-
trating on the music scores.

If you didn’t know the music was connect-
ed to Bergman’s films, this would be a rather
ordinary collection of music by various com-
posers. You hear a single Chopin ‘Nocturne’ or
‘Prelude’, a single Schumann ‘Fantasy’, and a
single movement of a Schubert sonata. The
piano selections are played by Pontinen rather
solemnly, but nothing is exceptional. The Bach
cello pieces are played with a dullness that
limits your interest. This may be how the
music was used in the film, but it is often very
slow. Excellent sound; the SACD effects are
minimal. The booklet has interesting notes in
German and English.

FISCH

Telegraph Quartet
KIRCHNER: Quartet 1; WEBERN: 5 Move-
ments; BRITTEN: 3 Divertimenti

Centaur 3651—40 minutes

A debut recording by a quartet is inherently of
interest, not least because years will roll past,
and I will look up to find that they now have 16
albums, a Grammy, and a never-ending tour.
The hackneyed title “Into the Light” tells me
nothing; nor does the hokey cover photo of the
group huddled around a very old light bulb.
The repertoire tells me quite a lot, and all of it
positive.

Leon Kirchner’s 1949 Quartet was written
while he was under the spell of Bartok and his
own teacher, Schoenberg. The first movement
is propulsive and makes you want to go along
for the ride, but by the concluding Adagio the
composer has lapsed back into a rather grating
brand of modernism. At 19 minutes, this piece
is too long; the entire album is only 40 min-

utes, start to finish. Still, a fresh selection, and
one that will no doubt grow on me.

I am part of that minority of listeners who
feels that there can never be enough Webern
in the world. His music is chilly sometimes,
and always fleeting; but Tchaikovsky or Vivaldi
will wear out their charms far sooner. This is
an assured performance, leaving me in no
doubt about the seriousness of this San Fran-
cisco ensemble. The music of Webern will not
lure droves of fans to a concert or prompt
them to hunt down the CD, but to record it at
all is a statement of purpose. The Emerson
Quartet covered all of Webern’s works for
strings in one fell swoop on a single album,
and their playing is a bit stronger, but there is
plenty of room for this performance.

Britten will seem like the odd man out
here; and although that’s true, the Three
Divertimenti are a good fit. I love hearing an
album of thorny 20th Century works once in a
while, but this program is improved by the
inclusion of this buoyant, miniature master-
piece. The airy Waltz allegretto is 3 minutes
that feel like a blissful 10—a rare feat, really—
and the raucous Burlesque presto is pure joy—
the composer at his best.

The Telegraph Quartet can be proud of its
debut, a mix of bold programming and ener-
getic playing.

DUTTERER

Tesla Quartet
RAVEL: Quartet; Minuets; HAYDN: Quartet, op
54:2; STRAVINSKY: Concertino

Orchid 85—63 minutes

Ravel’s sole quartet is the lifelong favorite of
the Tesla Quartet’s violinist Ross Snyder, and it
opens this mixed offering. The group does a
great job of it, slightly overshadowing the rest
of the program. The opening is pleasantly
exotic, and the Assez vif movement is a perfect
combination of force and restraint. III is a bit
absent, and the conclusion comes on a bit
louder because of it, which works well. I
reviewed the Jerusalem Quartet’s rushed ren-
dition and the Joachim Quartet’s bolder
approach to it (S/O 2018); this new recording
leaves both far behind.

There’s no question that this ensemble has
talent, and yet they don’t know what to do with
Haydn. This performance of the quartet from
Opus 54 is a bit violin-heavy, as if it wasn’t
mixed correctly. The playing isn’t bad, but it
sounds like B-grade Baroque here—like incon-
sequential music for the nobility.

Stravinsky is included on the grounds that
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he was a friend of Ravel; well, I’m sure there
are flimsier premises for assembling an
anthology. The Concertino is really enjoyable,
a sterling example of accessible modernism,
and it ends only too soon. It sounds like the
musicians are relaxing here, rather than trying
to sound bold as they play music by the arche-
typal modernist.

Lamenting Ravel’s lack of chamber music,
Snyder transcribed three of the composer’s
piano pieces for quartet. The brief ‘Menuet
sure le nom de Haydn’ passes before you know
what happened, but the ‘Menuet antique’ is
refreshing; here at last is a glimpse of the quar-
tets that he could have written in lieu of Bolero
and the Mother Goose Suite. At 49 seconds,
the atmospheric Minuet in C-sharp minor is a
bit of an afterthought as a concluding piece.
The problem is that these three Ravel adapta-
tions are spread through the album. I would
much rather they be grouped with the quartet
so that we would have half an album to enjoy
the music of one of the most unproductive
composers of them all.

There’s much to enjoy and nothing to hate
here. Given the strengths displayed, I suspect
that the Tesla Quartet will give up on Haydn
and settle into a niche that’s more recent,
recording Shostakovich, Bartok, and perhaps
some of the Scandinavians. We shall see.

DUTTERER

Classical String Trios
JC Bach, Haydn, Campioni, Klauser, Gossec,
Breval, Vivaldi

The Vivaldi Project
MSR 1622—64 minutes

To admit a prejudice, when I encounter an
anthology with seven composers on it, I fear
the worst. What I particularly dread is that it
will feel like a jukebox or a parade of excerpts,
with no one quite getting his due. The Vivaldi
Project sidesteps this pitfall quite well, in part
because most of these composers do belong
together, and most are underrepresented on
recordings.

A case in point is JC Bach, whose Sonata in
G leads off—it exemplifies the refinement of the
Classical Era. Certainly there could be more
recordings of this neglected artist without
shortchanging anyone else. Carlo Antonio
Campioni’s Sonata in G minor is a bit less
inspired, but it is a pleasant throwback to the
Baroque, as is Johann Klausek’s Divertimento
in D, which ends with a fleeting fugue of great
simplicity but considerable charm. Francois-
Joseph Gossec’s two-movement Trio in F is

rather intricate by comparison, and his affable-
sounding violin parts were intended to please.

The ensemble’s Allison Edberg Nyquist
does double-duty on viola and violin, the latter
called for in Haydn’s Divertimento. The sub-
dued beginning makes delicate use of pizzica-
to, and the effect is hypnotic. The airy Adagio
gives way to a quiet Allegro, and then the Min-
uet and Trio—though scarcely more than two
minutes in length—begins with a few meas-
ures of heartbreaking melancholy, only to fall
into step and regain its gaiety. With its inclu-
sion of several more fleeting mood swings, this
final movement is a miniature masterpiece.

Of all the composers on this album, Jean-
Baptiste Sebastian Breval sounds the most
characteristically classical. Haydn remains the
archetype, but he is represented by a slightly
uncharacteristic piece. Breval’s Trio Concer-
tante and Dialogue loses its momentum in the
Adagio but regains it with added vigor in the
Presto. Again, simple but charming.

Why is Vivaldi on this album? Probably
because the ensemble is named the Vivaldi
Project. The Sonata in E minor is played very
well. In some ways, the unspoken purpose of
this anthology might be to show how the Classi-
cal era grew from the Baroque, and how the trio
as a genre is a reflection of that. There is a
sameness of approach with some of these
pieces; but many of Haydn’s peers sounded just
like him, so what can we expect? The perform-
ances are emphatic and at no point did I want
to skip ahead. Next time, I would be curious to
hear the Vivaldi aspect of this group, apart from
the later composers, many of whom owed no
overt stylistic debt to the Red Priest.

The liner notes introduce each composer
and piece, and the images include handwrit-
ten scores and a very interesting vintage draw-
ing of Breval playing the cello.

DUTTERER

German Brass
Berlin 301067 [2CD] 126 minutes

German Brass was formed as a quintet in 1974,
then expanded into a 10-piece ensemble in
1985, when it began playing and recording
Bach transcriptions. It is a wonderful ensem-
ble; everything it plays sounds superb (M/J
2000: 232, S/O 2016). This two-disc collection
begins with the famous opening of Strauss’s
Also Sprach Zarathustra. It is magnificent, but
then (in the same track) it transforms into
something else and leads into ‘Brass Odysee’, a
swinging arrangement of Zarathustra. All of
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the ensuing selections are New Orleans or
Latin jazz-based: ‘El Tango la Cumparsita’,
‘Black Bottom Stomp’, ‘Brasileirinho’, ‘Fever’,
‘Bourbon Street Parade’. I’m not especially
excited by this program; but as always, the
arrangements are lively, the playing first-rate.

KILPATRICK

Carmen Mainer Martin, bassoon
DUTILLEUX: Sarabande & Cortege; SAINT-
SAENS: Sonata; TANSMAN: Sonatine;
BOUTRY: Interferences I; MIGNONE: Valses;
HINDEMITH: Sonata; NANTE: Image of a
Dream 2017 Variations
with Enrique Escartin Ara, p; Ana Mainer Martin, fl

Brilliant 95761—67 minutes

If you didn’t know better, you might think that
this release had two different bassoonists, one
playing the standard works and another play-
ing the Mignone and Nante. Ms Martin plays
with no vibrato at all, which can make the loud
playing sound rather stark and bald, particu-
larly with her rather bright sound. In the
Dutilleux she displays remarkable technique
but poor intonation, especially on the middle
F-sharp, a tricky note on the bassoon. Phrasing
is mostly what is called “Curtis footballs”—
crescendo and diminuendo on each long note
whether it fits the melodic line or not.

There are similar problems in the Saint-
Saens Sonata, but with more intonation pit-
falls. Her phrasing consists mostly of one or
two bars, which sounds choppy. The Scherzo
is slower than is typical, but her technique is
flawless. The slow movement is slow, too,
which makes the phrasing even harder to pull
off; and the choppy phrasing really does not
work. The Hindemith and Tansman pieces
have the same kinds of problems, though the
lower third of the range has a nice sound and
the intonation is better.

Now to the good things: she shows beauti-
ful phrasing and excellent intonation in the
Mignone variations, which are for bassoon
alone; and she is completely convincing in
interpretation and musical line. She plays very
well in the Nante piece, scored for flute, piano,
and bassoon. Here her intonation is very good,
her phrasing thoroughly convincing, and her
sound and attacks blend perfectly with flutist
Ana Mainer Martin. All the performers show
impressive ensemble playing in this piece, a
real pleasure. I wish the Martin of the Nante
were the same bassoonist on the rest of the
program.

PFEIL

The Great Conversation

LOEILLET: Suite 2 in E minor; SHIFFEL-
HOLZ: Trio in G; ELGAR: Salut d’Amour; TIN-
GLEY: Tuesday’s Tango Trio, Vocalise, Missouri
Rag, The Great Conversation; KLENGEL:
Andante Sostenuto; RAVEL: Piece en forme de
habanera; DEBUSSY: Beau soir
Friedrich Edelmann, bn; Rebecca Rust, vc; Scott
Faigen, p

Centaur 3640—60 minutes

Married pair Rebecca Rust and Friedrich Edel-
mann join with pianist Scott Faigen for a
remarkable program of chamber music for
bassoon, cello, and piano in various permuta-
tions. American cellist Rebecca Rust is a stand-
out with her beautiful phrasing and gorgeous
sound. Edelmann and Faigen are impressive
performers, too.

The Loeillet Suite for bassoon and cello
was originally composed for harpsichord.
Edelmann and Rust do an excellent job togeth-
er, with good intonation and nicely matched
style, phrasing, and ornaments. The Schiffel-
holz Trio was originally written for two bas-
soons and harpsichord. This transcription is
elegant and stylish, and the ensemble playing
is, too. Fine intonation, lovely melodic lines,
and artistic unity make this performance a real
pleasure. Composer George Peter Tingley, a
student of Nadia Boulanger, has had success in
film and television music. As expected, his
pieces are charming and very approachable,
and they show off the strengths of the individ-
ual players as well as the ensemble.

The Elgar, Ravel, and Debussy transcrip-
tions are perfect showpieces for Ms Rust’s
wonderful playing and would be perfect
encores for any recital. This is an enjoyable
and satisfying release.

PFEIL

Bruno Borralhinho, cello
STRAUSS: Sonata; ZEMLINSKY: Sonata;
MAHLER: Wayfarer Songs

with Christoph Berner, p
Ars 38554—70 minutes

Sitting on a couch in the woods in autumn, as
all the pictures here portray them, Borralhinho
and Berner appear to enjoy themselves play-
ing this rather curious program of early works
by three great late romantic composers who
made their names famous in other directions
than cello music. Actually Mahler never
thought of us at all outside his marvelously
scored orchestral works, though Strauss and
Zemlinsky occasionally nodded in our direc-
tion in solo and chamber pieces. Berner wrote
the liner notes for this release, pointing out
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that all three composers were in their early 20s
(Strauss only 19) when they wrote these works.

So how do they come through the leaves?
With notable thoughtfulness and relaxation,
fine technical polish and communication
between the players, but not as much drama
and excitement as might be hoped for in
youthful music like this. Not that it is lacking,
exactly, but perhaps they need to get off the
couch and walk into the woods a bit more.
Vibrato tends to be unvaried and sometimes
sleepy. There are several recordings of the
Strauss sonata, as you may discover in our
Cello Overview (M/A 2009). Zemlinsky has
had fewer releases, for which you might inves-
tigate my review of the Kanka (N/D 2011) if the
idea attracts you. Borralhinjo’s Mahler tran-
scriptions are literal and nice to have, though
the ears miss Mahler’s lovely orchestral
sounds. This is a nicely structured program
but there are buts to be butted about it, unless
the idea turns you on enough to ignore them.
The sound is warm and well balanced.

D MOORE

Golden Age Cello 1925
Christoph Heesch; Eroica Berlin/ Jakob Lehmann

Genuin 18613—70 minutes

Here’s an interesting program of chamber
cello concertos all written in 1924-5 by four
major composers born between 1887 and
1895. The youngest, a 30-year old named Paul
Hindemith, wrote Kammermusik 3 (Op. 36:2),
an 18-minute four-movement work with end-
less descriptive titles and music consisting of
colorful statements that are a pleasure to fol-
low through their adventures with 20th Centu-
ry harmony and imaginative scoring for 10
wind and string instruments. It is still a cello
concerto, even if he won’t admit it, but every-
one gets plenty to do.

The same is true of Jacques Ibert’s Concer-
to for Cello and Wind Orchestra, a three-
movement 13-minute lively love affair that
contrasts the winds with the cello. Ernst Toch
is our oldest resident at the party, with his
Concerto for Cello and Chamber Orchestra,
Opus 35, a 27-minute work in four contrasting
movements that bring back the strings in a
warmly expressive way and continue the trend
of making everyone work hard for a living, but
with a joyful idea that life is worth it.

Bohuslav Martinu finishes us off with his
12-minute Concertino for Cello, Winds, Brass,
Piano and Percussion. This is perhaps the
most overtly tonal piece in the program. Actu-

ally the varied idioms of these composers
blend well. That was quite a moment, 1924-5.

This is all played by a little 25-year-old cel-
list, winner of the 2018 Fanny Mendelssohn
Forderpreis. Born and bred in Berlin, he is a
member of the Eroica Berlin group that plays
with him here. This is his first solo release, and
I’m sure you will agree with me that it is a fine
one. He plays a Montagnana cello with a rich,
commanding tone. His technique is excellent,
and so are his colleagues. These works have all
been recorded many times since 1925, but
these interpretations and recorded sound are
up with the best.

D MOORE

Fantasy
Marcos Machado, db; Ney Fialkow, p

Blue Griffin 479—66 minutes

Yes, this is clearly a fantasy program. It begins
with a 21-minute suite from Bizet’s Carmen as
imagined for double bass and piano by Frank
Proto. This is followed by Manuel de Falla’s
Canciones Populares Espanoles, less crazily
added to, but also played by double bass and
piano. Had enough? Now we have Frederic
Devreese in Circles, where the piano circles
around the equally circuitous bassist with con-
siderable aplomb on both sides. Erich Korn-
gold cuts in with a Garden Scene from his
music to Much Ado about Nothing. Finally,
we’re up in the air with Mozart’s Violin Sonata
in G, K 379, played by guess what.

The reason for my joking around with this
program is partly the craziness of the arrange-
ments that are amusing (not credited to any-
one in particular) but sometimes quite differ-
ent from the source material—particularly the
Korngold. After that we can take anything. But
can we believe Mozart? Actually, that is played
much as originally composed, though with
plunges into the depths when a bath is desir-
able.

Machado is a capable performer in all reg-
isters of his monster instrument. He is Profes-
sor of Double Bass at The University of South-
ern Mississippi and director of the Southern
Miss Bass Symposium, among many other
things. His virtuosity is polished. He is clearly
enjoying himself with this project, it is beauti-
fully handled by both players and recorded
with fine clarity and depth.

D MOORE
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Adagietto
Mischa Maisky, vc; Lily Maisky, Martha Argerich,
p; Sascha Maisky, Janine Jansen, v; Julian Rach-
lin, va; Sophie Hallynck, hp

DG 483 5561—84 minutes

Here’s a strange one. Famed cello master Mis-
cha Maisky has here recorded ten pieces with
his oldest daughter Lily on piano. There’s more
here, but these are the primary items. They are
all transcriptions of slow, thoughtful music:
the slow movements from Bach’s keyboard
concertos in D minor and F minor, Mozart’s
‘Ach, ich fühl’s’ from The Magic Flute, Saint-
Saens’s ‘Mon Coeur’ from Samson & Delilah,
Massenet’s Meditation, Tchaikovsky’s ‘Octo-
ber’ from The Seasons and Valse Sentimentale,
Op. 51:6; Scriabin’s Etude, Op. 8:11 and
Romance; and Grieg’s ‘Solveig’s Song’.

Then suddenly we begin to add perform-
ers. Sascha Maisky steps in to help with his
violin for the Notturno from Schubert’s Trio 2,
after which there is applause. Then we change
players to Martha Argerich on piano, Janine
Jansen on violin, and Julian Rachlin on viola to
play the slow movement of Schumann’s Piano
Quartet. Lily then shoves Argerich off the
piano stool and the rest of them finish the pro-
gram with her, playing the slow movement
(what else?) from Brahms’s Piano Quartet 3. 

The program began with Mischa’s arrange-
ment of the Adagietto from Mahler’s Fifth
Symphony played by Maisky on four cellos
with harpist Hallynck. Believe me, it is quite
effective.

We expect mastery from Maisky and we
hear it here in his sensitive phrasing. Lily is a
fine pianist and they work together well. They
are all too ready to stop the music to emphasize
phrases, but they do it effectively. Actually, the
only thing that disturbs me is Mischa’s rather
unvaried vibrato. Sometimes he seems just to
be using it to keep him warm. Otherwise, every-
one is well worth hearing. If you can stay awake
for such a long program of almost unrelentingly
slow music, it is well recorded and well played
and dedicated “to my dearest, adorable
‘principessa’ Mila Elina!” That’s his youngest
daughter, whose picture is in the liner notes.

D MOORE

Bulgarian Sketches
Marta Simidtchieva, vc; Kris Pineda, p

Gega 403—49 minutes

Currently Associate Professor of Cello at
Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville,
Marta Simidtchieva started life in Bourgas,

Bulgaria, moving to the US early this century
to get a doctorate from Florida State Universi-
ty. Kris Pineda is a native of Illinois, where he
attended Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, going on to the University of
Texas in Austin.

The music for this program was chosen by
the cellist and consists of a number of relative-
ly short works composed or arranged by Bul-
garian composers. Brace yourself. It opens
with a Song by Pancho Vladigerov, the 4th of 6
pieces from a piano cycle, Shumen, composed
in 1934 and transcribed by Kiril Vapordjiev.
There is a Song and Dance by Krassimir Kyurk-
chiiski, a student of Vladigerov. As far as I can
tell from Ekaterina Dotcheva’s liner notes,
these may have actually been written for the
cello, edited by Anatoli Krastev. Svetoslav
Obretenov wrote a Children’s Piano Album in
1946 that includes the following Lullaby. The
longest piece here is an 8-minute Theme &
Variations, Op. 9, originally for violin and
orchestra. These works contain some passages
in double-stops that give me cause to criticize
Simidtchieva’s intonation, otherwise fine.

Lyubomir Pipkov’s Pastoral from 1944 was
originally a piano piece that he did over for
violin, and then Vapordjiev redid it for cello.
Ilya Draganov’s Humoresque, Elegy, and Horo
were all actually written for the cello by the
composer! Georgi Zlatev-Cherkin gives us
‘Sevdana’, a five-minute song-based piece with
words not supplied. Marin Goleminov gives us
a Song and Dance from his ballet Nestinarka
from the 1940s. Finally, the pianist is allowed
to go home while the cellist plays a 7-minute
Fantasy by Peter Hristoskov.

This program is easy to listen to with its
emphasis on folk-based and vocal tunes. All of
the composers date from middle to late 20th
Century. These two musicians work together
well and, apart from the occasional clumsy
double-stops, Simidtchieva is worth your ear
time and mine. The recorded sound is natural
and nice. There is no competition for the
works here, most of which are new to records.

D MOORE

Adam Stadnicki
JANACEK: Pohadka; Piano Sonata 1, X. 1905;
FRANDSEN: Kaleidoscope; BRAHMS: Cello
Sonata 1

with Galya Kolarova, p
Claudio 6041—73 minutes

Here’s a curiously played and recorded pro-
gram that requires a bit of explanation. All but
the Janacek piano sonata are for cello and
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piano, more or less. John Frandsen’s (b 1956)
20-minute Kaleidoscope has a prepared piano,
complete with harpsichord and percussive
sounds. It is an amusing work that was written
for these performers in 2017. That alone
makes this release of interest.

The rest is old hat. Janacek’s Pohadka (A
Tale) is given in its three-movement form. For
other versions and recommendations, consult
the Cello Overview (M/A 2009). My favorite is
by Stephen Isserlis and Olli Mustonen (RCA
68437), but since it came out in 1995, it might
be hard to get by now. The Piano Sonata 1 X.
1905 From the Street is a curious work in two
movements that the composer threw into the
Vltava river and then regretted it. But his
pianist friend Ludmila Tuckova had secretly
copied it out. There had originally been a third
movement as well, but Janacek burned it. I
have a fine DG LP played by Rudolf Firkusny,
but you may not find that lying around in the
stores. Finally we meet Brahms with his
famous E-minor Sonata. All repeats ore
observed.

This program is titled “La Premiere”: these
are all the first works for these instruments by
the composers. That also marks the way they
are played here. The recorded balance favors
the piano and there is a questioning atmos-
phere about all of the interpretations that may
not satisfy every listener, though I found it
interesting. Otherwise, the playing is fine and I
hope to hear from these musicians again.

D MOORE

Metamorfose
Frida Fredrikke Waaler Waervagen, vc; Ingrid
Andsnes, p

LAWO 1150—66 minutes

This is an interesting program of Norwegian
music beginning close to the present with
mid-to-late 20th Century works for solo cello.
‘Metamorfose’, by Carl Gustav Sparre Olsen
(1903-84) lasts 5 minutes. Oistein Sommer-
feldt’s (1919-94) Mini-suite, Op. 43 takes 4
minutes, Arne Nordheim’s (1931-2010) Cla-
mavi 11 minutes. These are all thoughtful and
not technically very demanding pieces that
introduce us to a pleasant and melodic world,
played by a competent, though seemingly not
particularly over-the-top cellist. Clamavi is the
only one that I have heard before, played by
Waervagen’s cello teacher, Truls Mork, in a
1987 recording.

Now we move back a bit in time and the
piano joins her in David Monrad Johansen’s
Suite, written in 1943 and revised in 1968. His

dates are 1888-1974, so his style is earlier,
though I wouldn’t know that while hearing it.
It is in five movements and lasts 18 minutes.
Pianist and cellist are well balanced, and this
is lively and entertaining.

Suddenly we’re in familiar land with one
Edvard Grieg (1843-1907) whose 28-minute
sonata turns out to have been well worth wait-
ing for. Our performers take it on with such
sensitive attention to every emotional implica-
tion that I felt as if I had never encountered
this marvelous piece before, though I play it
myself and have always loved it. I was weeping
when it was over. This is the most moving ren-
dition of it that I have heard, and that is saying
a lot. These fine players work together with
remarkable sensitivity and passion, and their
Grieg puts this program high on my list of
favorites for the year. You may not find the rest
of the program as special, but the Grieg is up
with the best.

D MOORE

Cello Innovations
Ashley Sandor Sidon, J Erik Anderson, Jesus
Morales, George Work

Centaur 3623—66 minutes

Four cellos and no piano. Wait till I tell you the
program contents, all but one arranged by
Sidon: Dvorak’s Rondo, Op. 94, David Popper’s
Hungarian Rhapsody, Op. 68, Frescobaldi’s
Toccata, Bruch’s Kol Nidrei, Vivaldi’s Spring
Concerto, Miguel del Aguila’s ‘Procesion de
Locos’, Bernhard Romberg’s Swedish Diverti-
mento 1, and Vittorio Monti’s ‘Czardas’. Only
Aguila’s piece is originally for cello quartet.
That is a jazzy work replete with pizzicato and
slaps of various sorts. The rest are arranged
with Sidon as soloist, though everyone gets
plenty to do and does it generally well, though
the Juilliard Quartet they are not in precision
of timing or intonation. Still, this is an amusing
program, particularly if you are a cello lover.
The recorded sound is a little harsh, so keep
the volume down.

D MOORE

Carnival of Venice
Cimarosa, Donizetti, Mercadante, Rossini

Eduard Brunner, cl; Munich Chamber Orchestra/
Hans Stadlmair

Tudor 7506—48 minutes

The Swiss label Tudor reaches into the compa-
ny archives (1988; reviewed M/A 1991) to con-
tinue a tribute to the late Swiss clarinetist
Eduard Brunner (1939-2017). It’s a concert of
Italian works for clarinet and orchestra that
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evoke the virtuosic era of the early romantic
period.

Clarinetists will know the Donizetti Con-
certino, the Rossini Variations, and the Mer-
cadante Concerto, three instrumental musings
that alternate authentic bel canto feeling with
flashy technical passages. Australian compos-
er, keyboardist, and composer Arthur Ben-
jamin transcribed four single-movement
Cimarosa piano sonatas into a 10-minute Con-
certo for English oboist Evelyn Rothwell, the
wife of Sir John Barbirolli; and the work flows
naturally on the clarinet. Stadlmair opens the
program with his brilliant clarinet-and-
orchestra arrangement of ‘Carnival of Venice’, a
celebrated song first used in formal composi-
tion by Niccolo Paganini in his 20 Violin Varia-
tions (1829).

Brunner’s expressive personality and
amazing fingers remain enjoyable and impres-
sive, and the Munich Chamber Orchestra ren-
ders each score with expertise and sublime
musicianship. His responsive set-up gives his
sound a thin quality that curbs his resonance,
but he handles it well, and listeners will appre-
ciate his tasteful phrasing, keen collaboration,
and soloist bravura.

HANUDEL

Bass Clarinet & Friends
Bowen, Frances-Hoad, Harrison, Harvey, Roe,
Smith, Watkins, White
Ian Mitchell, bcl; Caroline Balding, Ruth Ehrlich,
v; Yuko Inoue, va; Sophie Harris, vc; Ileana Ruhe-
mann, fl; Mick Foster, Naomi Sullivan, sax; Alison
Wells, mz; Aleksander Szram, p

Metier 28579 [2CD] 90 minutes

Founded in 1973, Gemini has been a longtime
force in British chamber music, contrasting
standard and contemporary repertoire and
incorporating elements of dance, theater, and
improvisation. In 1985, noted experimental
clarinetist and administrator Ian Mitchell took
over as director; and in each release, he con-
tinues to sharpen Gemini’s reputation as a
group of eclectic and open-minded musicians
with a fondness for new compositions.

Most of the music is the work of living
composers of the British Isles: Cheryl Frances-
Hoad and her ‘How to Win An Election’ (2017)
for mezzo-soprano and bass clarinet; Sadie
Harrison’s Owl of the Hazels (2005) for bass
clarinet and piano; Jonathan Harvey’s Riot
(1993) for flute, bass clarinet, and piano; Helen
Roe’s Birds, Earth, Sun, Sky, and Water (2017)
for mezzo-soprano and bass clarinet; Dave
Smith’s Aragonesca (1987) for violin, cello,

bass clarinet, and saxophone; Huw Watkins’s
‘Double’ (2010) for cello, bass clarinet, and
piano; and John White’s Concertino for Bass
Clarinet and String Trio (1996).

The recital opens with two outsiders:
American clarinetist-composer William O.
Smith’s Jazz Set (2012) for two bass clarinets,
and early 20th Century British composer
Edwin York Bowen’s (1884-1961) single-move-
ment Phantasy Quintet (1932) for bass clarinet
and string quartet—part of the late romantic
English nationalism that flowered in the inter-
war period.

The overall presentation is solid, yet indi-
vidual compenents are mixed. Traditional and
idiomatic selections are well done—the
Bowen is beautifully played, and the White
and the Smith are clean and rhythmic. The
ultramodernist pieces, such as the Harrison
and the Harvey, seem too gnarly for the instru-
ments; and the renditions, though earnest, are
somewhat rough. In the Roe and the Frances-
Hoad, Wells boasts a powerful and flexible
voice, but the words are often difficult to
understand. Is this a diction problem or poor
text setting?

HANUDEL

Lost Saxophone Concertos
Cragun, Gunaropulos, Lindorff-Larsen, Pals, Tate

Olli-Pekka Tuomisalo & Orchestra
Naxos 579038—79 minutes

Finnish saxophonist Olli-Pekka Tuomisalo is
an advocate for his instrument, compatriot
composers, and new compositions. In 2009 he
became the first saxophonist to earn a doctor
of music degree from the Sibelius Academy,
and he has inspired almost 100 works to be
written for him. Here he ventures in a different
direction, assembling a studio orchestra to
record five saxophone concertos from the late
post-romantic period (1925-54) that have
slipped through the cracks of history.

The program includes American composer
John Beach Cragun (1885-1927; 1925), Russ-
ian-born Finnish composer Yrjo Gunaropulos
(1904-68; 1935—written for Finnish saxo-
phone virtuoso Matti Rajula, who performed it
all over Finland before World War II); Danish
composer, organist, and conductor Eilert Lin-
dorff-Larsen (1902-83; 1954); Danish-Dutch
composer Leopold van der Pals (1884-1966;
1938), and British composer Phyllis Tate
(1911-87; 1945)—a BBC commission that,
despite several immediate performances, dis-
appeared in the mid-1950s.

The music is thoroughly pleasant and
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accessible, preserving a bridge to the origin of
the saxophone as a romantic vehicle, and in
some passages alluding to its later importance
in popular genres. Tuomisalo and his orchestra
give good renditions, sporting decent timbres
and excellent technique, as well as creating
affecting moments, from quiet meditation to
jubiliant cadences. For all his skill, though, Tuo-
misalo relies on square phrasing and pedestri-
an ideas; and the solid orchestra wind section
cannot carry the weak and patchy strings. Still,
these works deserve larger audiences.

HANUDEL

From Classical to Tango
Dvorak, Mozart, Nuss, Piazzolla, Schumann

Sayaka Schmuck, Til Renner, Oliver Klenk, cl; Ken
Schumann, v; Malwina Sosnowski, va; Benyamin
Nuss, Katharina Sellheim, p

Profil 18011—57 minutes

Recorded at German Radio studios in Kaisers-
lautern, this consists of four arrangements, one
traditional recital piece, and one original com-
position. The program includes the Schumann
Fairy Tales for clarinet, viola, and piano; young
German pianist Benyamin Nuss and his ‘Two
Miniatures’ for violin, clarinet, and piano; two
Mozart arias and two Dvorak Slavonic Dances
for clarinet trio; and two late Piazzolla selec-
tions for violin, clarinet, and piano: ‘Oblivion’
and The Four Seasons of Buenos Aires.

The playing is fully professional, sparkling
with polish, clarity, sensitivity, and fire. The
Schumann glowers with romantic anguish, the
Mozart and Dvorak enchant with exquisitely
drawn structure, and the Piazzolla selections
sizzle with daring tempos and physical energy.
But while the strings and piano engage in a
variety of colors and emotions, the clarinets
are decidedly more conservative. Tone, bal-
ance, and blend are lovely, yet dynamics can
be cautious and phrasing can be somewhat
monochromatic. Still, this is very good album.

HANUDEL

Flute & Guitar
FALLA: 7 Spanish Folk Songs; ASSAD: Summer
Garden Suite; PIAZZOLLA: Escualo; Oblivion;
SAUL: Boulevard San Jorge; ELLIAS: Havana
Street Parade; MACHADO: Pe de Moleque; Que-
bra Queixo; TRAD: 2 Fados; ROBINOVITCH: 4
Sephardic Songs

Duo Beija-Flor
Big Round 8953—68 minutes

Programming, in particular first impressions,
can make a huge difference. Duo Beija-Flor
(Portuguese for hummingbird)—guitarist
Charles Hobson and flutist Marie-Noelle

Choqette—lead with a particularly lackluster
performance of Falla’s Spanish Folk Songs.
The first song, ‘El Pano Moruno’ is just dull,
and ‘Cancion’ is somnolent. Nor do the other
songs leave much of an impression—see Duo
Sonidas (M/J 2012) to hear a really electrifying
performance.

The notes describe the duo as specializing
in “ethno-classical music”, and they get better
the closer they get to the vernacular. Assad’s
nationalist suite is really electrifying, and the
Piazzolla works catch the spirit in a way I don’t
often hear from Canadian musicians (they are
based in Montreal). Even better are the works
literally inspired by the street, Narciso Saul’s
‘Boulevard San Jorge’ and Roddy Ellias’s ‘Hava-
na Street Parade’. Things get a bit farther away
from the duo’s heart in the final pieces, two Por-
tuguese Fados in their own arrangements and
four Sephardic Songs set by Sid Rabinovich—
neither set is especially compelling.

So this is a mixed bag, but if you enjoy the
music of the Latin American vernacular tradi-
tion, you’ll enjoy their performance. One
question: the release carries the title Costas,
which doesn’t seem to relate to anything I can
find—not the names of any of the pieces, nor
the performers. What does it mean?

KEATON

20th & 21st Century Flute
Amaya, Bachmann, Fauré, Jolivet, Kennan,
Somers, Wolking

Sara Hahn, Sarah Gieck; Laura Loewen, p
Navona 6182—60 minutes

Sara Hahn has been principal flutist of the Cal-
gary Philharmonic since 2006. She introduces
herself with a program of American works
from Canada, the United States, and Vene-
zuela along with two French standards written
for the Paris Conservatory. She is an excellent
and sensitive player with a fine tone. There is
no doubt that she has chosen selections to dis-
play all the technique any professional could
want and put across her ability to express a
range of styles thoughtfully and effectively.
What’s familiar here has been recorded many
times, so it is in the unfamiliar pieces that she
truly stands out.

You may like some better than others, but
you’ll find very sympathetic renditions here.
Fellow Canadian Sarah Gieck joins her on flute
and alto flute in two pieces. The Curmudgeon
and the Lark tells the story of a bird with a bro-
ken wing that heals a broken man. Pathways is
the ways that life can take you. These works by
Arthur Bachmann and Efrain Amaya seem to
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be the heart of the program. Pianist Laura
Loewen is excellent and gets quite a workout
in the Jolivet Song of Linus.

The balance is always good, and Hahn tells
us in the tri-fold booklet that she has chosen
this program to serve as musical therapy for
anyone “dealing with personal conflict or
strife”. There’s enough of that trouble to go
around, isn’t there? We thank musicians and
artists why try to help.

GORMAN

20th Century Flute & Harp
Andres, Andriessen, Debussy, Hovhaness, Ibert,
Lutoslawski, Marson, Mouquet, Rutter, Vaughan
Williams

Juniper Project—Divine Art 25179—53 minutes

Greek-British flutist Anna Rosa Mari and
Welsh harpist Eira Lynn Jones constitute The
Juniper Project. In their debut recording (titled
“Fragments”) they offer a program of 20th
Century pieces. There is only a single move-
ment from John Rutter’s Antique Suite and the
Suite for Flute and Harp by John Marson
(1932-2007). We get all three Fragments by
Witold Lutoslawski and a 7-movement suite
called Algae from French harpist-composer
Bernard Andres (b 1941). Algae or Seaweed is
a pleasant set of miniatures written in 1987 for
oboe and harp. A few sounds are vaguely
aquatic, but the rest is left to our imagination.
The next-largest selection is The Garden of
Adonis by Alan Hovhaness, whose name is
misspelled. It’s a pity the Juniper Project leaves
us wanting more by only programming 3 of its
7 movements (well, fragments).

Both players have a lush sound that is cap-
tured beautifully. This program is easy listen-
ing in the least pejorative sense. The harp writ-
ing calls for Jones to imitate the sounds of
xylophone and guitar, and Hovhaness also
brings in a touch of Asia, though the title of his
work comes from Spenser’s Faerie Queen. The
third movement of Marson’s Suite has touches
of jazz, and the first Fragment of Lutoslawski’s
set aims to be casting a spell, so it is suitably
hypnotic. The result of this variety, though
fragmentary, is satisfying in every other sense.

GORMAN

18th Century Flute Sonatas
Trio Gli Speziali

Urania 14040—79 minutes

This program has a theme exploring the con-
cepts of fake, copy, and original. Examples
include violin sonatas that were changed in
key and published in collections for flute as

well as works published under a different per-
son’s name or not published and long
assigned to one source, then recently attrib-
uted to another. A 16-page booklet includes
English notes, reproductions of two original
title pages, and eight lines from a handwritten
copy of a Handel sonata.

A flute sonata now attributed to Johann
Christian Bach closes the program. Just before
it comes a cello sonata long assigned to Vival-
di. Appearing for the first time on records are
two versions of the same flute (violin) sonata
by Pietro Castrucci (1679-1752) and another
by an unknown author published in a collec-
tion by multi-instrumentalist and London resi-
dent Pietro Chaboud.

The Specials consists of flutist Silvia Tuja,
cellist Elisabetta Soresina, and harpsichordist
Giuseppe Reggiori. The group is captured in a
good ambiance. The flutist is excellent, and
the cello and harpsichord present far more
tone than percussion. For one selection with
an unusually low compass we hear Tuja play
piccolo with sensitivity and verve. The stylish
ornamentation and consistently good musi-
cianship make this program worth hearing.

GORMAN

Italian Sinfonias Concertant
Anne Utagawa, Dominique Hunziker, fl; Cham-
ber Orchestra/ Paul Kuentz

Tudor 7505—50 minutes

Italians worked all over Europe, from Portugal
to Russia, and many nations have long favored
foreign over domestic musicians. Since we
encounter Italian opera and choral writing far
more than instrumental pieces, the program,
recorded in 1978, has a unique virtue. It pres-
ents works by Federigo Fiorillo (1786?),
Giuseppe Cambini (his third, 1778), and Do-
menico Cimarosa (1793). In 1985 and 2001 the
program was released on CD as Tudor 704, but
we didn’t hear it then.

All three works are in the key of G. In every
other way they are welcome together.
Cimarosa offers the only slow movement, a
Largo, and the only contrasting key.

The soloists play modern flutes with a rich
sound and abundant agility. The ensemble,
which includes winds, creates a fairly full
impression for a chamber orchestra. It has
oboists who sound like they used to years ago—
the only main objection. Overall the sound is
presentable enough, plus for two of our three
this is your only way to hear them. The Cambini
has been recorded by baroque players on flute
and oboe (S/O 1997). Those soloists have
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sounds that are very distinct, for better or
worse, but the strings play with no vibrato. The
vibrant opening work just may encourage you
to consider a program of Fiorillo that Stephen
Wright enjoyed not long ago (M/J 2016).

GORMAN

Spanish Recital
ARCAS: Fantasia sobre el Pano; CANO: El
Delirio; TARREGA: 8 Preludes; GRANADOS:
Spanish Dance 5; MANJON: Leyenda; ALB-
ENIZ: Torre Bermeja; LLOBET: 4 Catalan
Songs; Sor Variations

Luigi Attademo, g
Brilliant 95702—55 minutes

I have reviewed releases by this Italian scholar
and artist at least twice before, a Scarlatti pro-
gram (M/J 2010) and one of 19th Century
music played on period instruments (N/D
2016). I had warm comments for them, and I
do for this as well. He is an accomplished
artist, playing with technical surety and good
taste. The latter is especially important here—
this program of mostly salon works by Tarrega,
Llobet, and less known composers is easy to
play badly, with exaggerated rubato and tor-
tured phrasing replacing a thoughtful and bal-
anced approach. All the pieces are played on a
Torres instrument, the 19th Century luthier
who effectively invented the modern guitar.

Although Attademo’s performance is good,
I can’t be terribly excited about this program.
The guitar repertory has so many wonderful
works that I’m a bit tired of hearing these old
chestnuts over and over, even when well
played, and even on an instrument they were
designed for. The Granados and Albeniz are, of
course, transcriptions, and they have been
done better by many others. Of the less-known
works, the only one that I find particularly
interesting is the Arcas Fantasia—the “Pano”
of the title is the same Spanish song Falla set as
part of his set of seven Canciones Populares—
’Al Pano Moruno’.

The only performance that really excites me
is Llobet’s quirky Sor variations. Attademo has
the technique for this, and he give the finest
performance I’ve ever heard, in a work that’s
becoming increasingly popular—even stronger
than Thomas Viloteau on Naxos (J/F 2008).

Of course, the works I denigrate as “salon
music” are the very works that attracted so
many to the guitar in the first place. Even if I’m
rather tired of them, there will always be a
market for them; and Attademo’s performance
is certainly a fine one.

KEATON

Japanese Guitar 4
TAKEMITSU: Toward the Sea; Nami no Bon;
Air; NODAIRA, I: Wave Recollections; 3 Japan-
ese Song Arrangements; NODAIRA, T: Water
Drops; 3 Japanese Song Arrangements

Shin-ichi Fukuda, g; Shigenori Kudo, fl
Naxos 573911—64 minutes

Shin-ichi Fukuda continues his salute to his
native land’s works for guitar in this 4th vol-
ume (S/O 2014, J/A 2016, M/A 2017). Each has
music of Toru Takemitsu—no surprise, since
he is widely regarded in the West as Japan’s
greatest composer—and each is beautifully
performed, with taste, a lovely tone, and con-
summate technical finish.

This recital concentrates on music for gui-
tar and flute, ably performed by Shigenori
Kudo. The other composers here are Ichiro
Nodaira and Tami Nodaira—a married couple.
There is one work for flute solo, Takemitsu’s
‘Air’, and two for guitar solo, Ichiro’s ‘Wave
Reflections’, and Tami’s ‘Water Drops’, both
dedicated to Fukuda. ‘Reflections’ is almost
unlistenable. He seems intent on finding what-
ever ugly sounds the guitar can produce—bent
strings, Bartok pizzicatos, scratching along the
bass strings. It couldn’t be over fast enough for
me. ‘Drops’ also explores various sonorities
but seeks out the most beautiful ones.

My only problem with this program is that
so many of the pieces are out of time—atmos-
pheric, moody, evocative of dream states.
Lovely music, especially in this combination of
instruments, but all that fog becomes a bit dis-
orienting. The folk song arrangements by the
Nodairas—each does a different set of three—
are more satisfying, if only because the songs
themselves have a more rhythmic character.

Yet there is much beauty here. A bit of my
review of Volume 3 is included in the notes for
4: “this is not music you’ll be able to hear
often—and it’s unlikely that you’ll hear it
played more beautifully”.

KEATON

Paul Galbraith
BACH: Lute Suite; Cello Suite; Allemande;
MOZART: Sonata in B-flat; Allemande

Guitar Coop 17—64 minutes
(www.guitarsalon.com; 877-771-4321)

Galbraith released a similar disc a few years
back (J/A 2011), which also included a Bach
cello suite and a Mozart piano sonata, along
with the Britten Nocturnal and a generous set
of encores. I reviewed that with some reserva-
tions.

It is important to realize that he doesn’t
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play a standard guitar with standard tech-
nique. He uses an 8-stringed instrument, with
an extra treble and an extra bass string. And he
plays it holding the instrument upright, like a
cello, with an end pin connecting to a resonat-
ing box for added sonority. He is at his best in
his own arrangements of works like Mozart
sonatas, which can’t be played without his
additional resources. And this is especially
important on this disc—the sonata is Mozart’s
penultimate, a fully mature work, not the early
one that he played on the 2011 disc. I say
important, not convincing—Mozart does not
transcribe easily to other media; this doesn’t
work as effortlessly as Bach transcriptions.

Galbraith is a remarkable technician—he
can toss of seemingly impossible passages
with no sense of struggle, and his sound is
always clear and sonorous. What he lacks is
warmth—and this music, especially the
Mozart, simply must have that. I have heard
and reviewed him in several recordings and on
stage; and, while I remain in awe of his techni-
cal achievements, he rarely touches my heart.
When he does, the results are magical, as in
the 4th Cello Suite on the earlier recording;
nothing here matches that sense of joy he
achieved with that performance.

The Bach suites were both originally for
cello—the lute suite is Bach’s own transcrip-
tion of the 5th Suite, and the other is the 1st,
certainly the most popular of the Bach suites
in guitar transcriptions. The performances are
strong and clear, though apart from occasion-
al—and inconsistent—ornamentation, his
repeats are usually just repeated, with no
attempt to discover anything different that
would justify the repeat. Neither of these
matches the joy he had in the 4th Suite.

Still,  this recording is worth knowing
because of the Mozart transcription.

KEATON

New for Guitar
KARMON: Dreams Laid Down; GIBSON:
Lennon Variations; OLIVER: Ancient Heroes
Suite; BEAUVAIS: Beginning of the Day; DUKE:
Soliloquies & Dreams

Alan Rinehart
Ravello 7996—62 minutes

Just as Segovia, Bream, and Williams dedicat-
ed part of their mission to inspiring composers
to write for guitar, Alan Rinehart continues
that tradition. These new works are dedicated
to or commissioned by him.

Not every new work can be a Britten Noc-
turnal. None of these seem destined for mas-

terwork status, but that’s not the only purpose
for music. Most of these are sets of minia-
tures—only William Beauvais’s Beginning of
the Day has a movement that lasts more than
five minutes. The only totally forgettable work
is Richard Gibson’s Variationes Sobre una
Tema de Juan Lennon, whose Spanish title
from a Canadian composer for a fragment of
John Lennon’s ‘Julia’ from the Beatle’s White
Album is just odd.

Of the rest, Michael Karmon’s Dreams Laid
Down is the most interesting. It’s based on
poetry by Rinehart’s wife, Janice Notland, and
the texts are included. The music draws on folk
styles, especially bluegrass, and has the same
earthy charm as the poetry. Also attractive is
John Oliver’s Ancient Heroes Suite, loose trib-
utes to the likes of Couperin, Dowland, Sanz,
and Milan. The music is charming—not much
beyond that—but there is some delightful wit
in his salutes.

Each of the works seems quite guitaristic,
and none presents any particular technical dif-
ficulties. Rinehart is an effective foil for these
works he had a hand in birthing, and guitarists
looking for some new music that’s practical
and approachable might enjoy this.

KEATON

Spanish Guitar
RODRIGO: Junto al Generalife; 3 Spanish
Pieces; GRANADOS: Poetic Waltzes; JOSE:
Sonata

Hamish Strathdee
Soundset 30319—53 minutes

Mr Strathdee is Australian. He is still a student,
officially, and just finished his baccalaureate at
Australian National University. He has already
won a few competitions, including a 2nd place
at the Whitworth Competition.

He has chosen a highly demanding pro-
gram for what I presume is his debut record-
ing. And he acquits himself well on each of the
pieces. He plays with good taste, a strong tech-
nique, a clear and lovely tone, and a nice
dynamic and timbral range.

So, if the program appeals to you, you’ll
find his performances strong and satisfying.
You won’t find the best, when held up against
international competition. His Granados lacks
the sheer excitement of either of the old
Williams recordings or my favorite, Xuefei
Yang (S/O 2008). The Rodrigo doesn’t quite
match the scintillating performance of Jeremy
Jouve (J/A 2008). The Jose is his strongest per-
formance, particularly his electrifying last
movement. This work is a current favorite with
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guitarists and has had several fine perform-
ances recently, notably by Irina Kulikova (J/F
2010) and Deion Cho (J/A 2016). This comes
close, but my new favorite is Marko Topchii’s
revelatory performance (below).

Still, for a recently graduated student, this
performance is extraordinary. I look forward
to hearing his development over the years, and
he surely has a strong career in his future.

KEATON

Marko Topchii, guitar
JOSE: Sonata; CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO:
Capriccio Diabolico; MARTIN: 4 Short Pieces;
KOSHKIN: Introduction & Vivace; DYENS:
Libra Sonatine

Naxos 573963—59 minutes

Ukrainian Marko Topchii, still in his mid-20s,
continues his stratospheric rise—this disc a
result of his 1st place in the 2017 Pittaluga
Competition (his 31st top prize). I have
reviewed him before (S/F 2017 with other Fall-
etta Competition winners, J/F 2017, M/A
2017). This is his best yet.

Each piece is a 20th or 21st Century mas-
terpiece, all firmly established in the canon
except for the Koshkin, the most recent but
surely destined for that. And his performances
are as fine as one could hope to encounter. His
Jose sonata has become my favorite in an
increasingly crowded field—see Irina Kulikova
(J/F 2010), Deion Cho (J/A 2016), Lukasz Ku-
ropaczewski (J/F 2018), and Hamish Strathdee
(above) for some of the best. It was as if I were
hearing it for the first time, and it took me
some time to realize what set this apart. I final-
ly decided it was his fresh approach to articu-
lation, which underscores the work’s neoclas-
sic roots and yet doesn’t moderate the fire—
and that fire is not consuming, but balanced
by the will of Apollo, as Stravinsky might have
put it.

Likewise, the Castelnuovo-Tedesco is a
perfect balance of Apollonian proportion and
Dionysian fire—more satisfying than Elise
Neumann’s Dionysian romp (N/D 2018),
though I like both. The Martin was established
by Bream’s advocacy and his two recordings,
but this outstrips Bream and anyone else I’ve
heard.

The Koshkin was the set piece for the 2004
GFA competition (one of the few where
Topchii did not win 1st place), and is a wildly
virtuosic work, appropriate for its purpose. He
brings out a balance between the lyric and the
wild in Dyens’s Libra Sonatine, again better
than any I’ve heard in recent years—see previ-

ous reviews of Stephen Robinson (M/A 2012)
and Daniel Muller (S/O 2012).

This recital gives ample reason to be opti-
mistic about the future of the guitar, in the
hands of remarkable artists of this generation.

KEATON

New Guitar Pieces
Oswald, MacMillan, Reich, Wolf, Lang

Sean Shibe
Delphian 34213—56 minutes

I hadn’t heard of Sean Shibe before. He’s quite
young (born in 1992) and the first guitarist to
be selected for the BBC Radio 3 New Genera-
tion Artists. This release, titled “softloud” or
perhaps “SOFTLOUD”, has lute pieces from
Scottish manuscripts and transcriptions of two
works by James MacMillan—all played on the
acoustic guitar. He then plays Steve Reich’s
Electric Counterpoint along with transcrip-
tions of Julia Wolfe’s LAD (originally for 9 bag-
pipes) and David Lang’s Killer (originally for
violin and tape) on electric guitar.

Reich offers a blurb for the CD to the effect
that Shibe’s recording of his piece is one of the
best ever. He’s right. Although Reich praises
him for more tenuto playing and for good
instrument choices, I would say that far more
compelling is the subtle phrasing of the intri-
cate contrapuntal web of melodic lines. Far too
many recent Reich performances are simply
too uniform—a kind of period instrument
playing taken to a nightmarish extreme of pre-
cision. In fact I’m tempted to say Shibe’s per-
formance responds to the call I made in my
Ekkozone review (above) for genuinely new
approaches to performing Reich.

The rest of the program is just as good. The
acoustic guitar playing has a resonance and
tonal perfection I have rarely heard in guitar
recordings but never sounds mechanical,
forced, or thoughtless. Julia Wolfe’s work is a
haunting elegy to a friend, and Shibe’s tran-
scription and performance is superb. I can’t
imagine that the bagpipe original would sound
as convincing. David Lang’s work, while a slog,
is quite bearable—probably because Shibe is
such a great player.

This is an exciting, musical recording of
new music by a young artist who, already fully
formed, has much more to say. I look forward
to hearing anything he does.

HASKINS
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Fitzwilliam Virginal Book 6
Pieter-Jan Belder, hpsi

Brilliant 95458 [2CD] 123 minutes

This is the penultimate volume in Belder’s
complete recording. The excellence continues.

The manuscript is an anthology of about
300 pieces, mostly by 16th Century Catholic
composers who were at odds with the Church
of England under Queen Elizabeth and King
James. Belder corrects the manuscript from
more reliable sources where available or
makes improvements from his own musical
intuition.

Some pieces are simple trifles, and others
are brilliantly difficult. Belder includes some of
each. There are 20 pieces by John Bull, The
Woods So Wilde by Gibbons, 5 by Tisdale, 14
anonymous pieces, and 13 by assorted com-
posers. The biggest piece by Bull is Ut Re Mi Fa
Sol La—the flashy one that is 11 minutes long,
not the more familiar piece that modulates
crazily.

Belder played this same Titus Crijnen
harpsichord for parts of volumes 4 and 5. His
Adlam Burnett harpsichord from 1980 is a new
acquisition, and it sounds good here. A few
pieces on Disc 2 are performed on a small
Muselar built the same year as the recording,
2016.

Earlier reviews of this series are available:
volumes 1 (J/A 2012), 5 (J/A 2016), and 6 (M/J
2017). Every volume has had the same excel-
lent historical essay by Greg Holt, and then
comments by Belder on individual pieces. I
have nothing new to say about the terrific per-
formances, beyond observing that Belder
shapes the biggest pieces with great and flexi-
ble control of time. I urgently recommend
buying this whole inspiring series. Volume 7 is
done and will be released soon.

LEHMAN

English Virginalists
Bull, Byrd, Farnaby, Gibbons, Inglot, Tomkins

Mahan Esfahani
Hyperion 68249—78 minutes

Mr Esfahani is an all-too-rare presence in the
harpsichord world. First, he is erudite and
indefatigable in his study of the context sur-
rounding the music he plays. (His far-reaching
liner notes excite me as much as his perform-
ance.) Second, he has amazing technique,
amply illustrated by many tracks on this
recording, including the notoriously fiendish
Barafostus Dream of Tomkins. And finally, he
never allows the often doctrinaire world of his-

torically-informed performance to interfere
with his musical instincts and his search for a
truly expressive solution to every phrase he
plays.

This program is an ideal introduction to
the world of the English virginalists but also
the kind of compilation that would thoroughly
please the most seasoned aficionado. In addi-
tion to the Tomkins, it includes Byrd’s ninth
pavan and galliard from My Ladye Nevilles
Booke, the pavan ‘M. Orlando Gibbons’ and
his Woods So Wild, five works by Farnaby
(Fantasia, Nobodyes Gigge, Wooddy-Cock, Tell
Mee, Daphne, Why Aske You), two other fan-
tasias (Bull’s ‘Mr Dr Bull’ and the Byrd Ut, Re,
Mi, Fa, Sol, La), the less-played Leaves Bee
Greene by Inglot, a Tomkins pavan, and two
smaller, anonymous works (‘The Scottish
Gigg’ and Variations on the Romanesca). He
plays two instruments—one by Robert Goble
& Son (1990) based on a Hamburg double-
manual harpsichord, and a 1989 virginal mod-
eled on one made in 1642.

Each performance is as close to perfection
as I can imagine, so I will concentrate on just a
few. The Byrd hexachord fantasia takes what is
usually a very dutiful contrapuntal exercise
and turns it into a small, perfect world con-
taining a shifting procession of the most varied
emotions. The pavans, while played with virtu-
osic panache, also respond well to the inti-
mate, somewhat wistful expression that these
works always require. And even in a kind of
throwaway work like the Scottish Gigg, he bal-
ances the simple pleasures of such music with
an intelligent and utterly persuasive sense of
its overall shape. Here, as elsewhere, he
accomplishes these miracles with the tradi-
tional gifts of any great musician, historical,
mainstream, or legendary—a variety of touch,
a surprising but always musical sense of
phrasing and timing, and boundless technical
mastery.

HASKINS

Nils Henrik Asheim, organ
GRIEG: Ballade; TVEITT: 100 Hardingtonar

LAWO 1151—72 minutes

This is an unusual program pairing the per-
former’s transcriptions of the Grieg Ballade for
piano with excerpts from orchestral settings of
folk tunes from the Hardangerfjord area of
Norway. The Ballade is not often heard and,
according to the notes, has a bad reputation.
Asheim’s transcription is OK, but the piece
tends to sound like a series of episodes strung
together.
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Geirr Tveitt (1908-81) was a pianist and
composer who wrote concertos, ballets, operas,
choral music, and popular songs and ballades.
He originally intended to set 100 folk tunes for
orchestra; but, after a fire in 1970, only 60
pieces survived. He organized these into four
suites of 15 movements each. The first was pre-
miered in 1950 and was a great success with
orchestras and audiences. Asheim has selected
18 movements from these suites; they are short
(the longest is four minutes), unpretentious
“sound paintings” of daily life, nature, the
sound of folk instruments, “madness, moon-
shine, bravado, Handanger Ale as it ferments,
and a bit of ribaldry”. His transcription of these
delightful pieces is very effective and allows
him to exploit the wonderful resources of the
79-stop Ryde & Berg organ in the Stavanger
Concert Hall. Notes on the music, composers,
performer and specification.

DELCAMP

St Bavo Organ
BACH: Chaconne fr Partita 2; Nun Komm, der
Heiden Heiland, S 659; Jesus Christus Unser Hei-
land, S 688; BUXTEHUDE: Toccata & Fugue in F;
MENDELSSOHN: Sonata 6; REUBKE: Psalm 94

Joseph Nolan
Signum 546—70 minutes

The 1738 Christian Müller organ at St Bavo
Church in Haarlem, Netherlands, has possibly
the most photographed case in the world. It is
imposing and majestic, but the organ has
more than just a pretty face. It is a magnificent
instrument, as this recording and many others
demonstrate. Each of its three manual divi-
sions and its pedal has a full and generous
complement of organ voices that come togeth-
er in a coherent whole. Quieter registers are
warm but clear. Full organ is brilliant but not
harsh.

When the opportunity to make a recording
at St Bavo arose, Joseph Nolan was eager to
record Psalm 94 (1857) by Julius Reubke
(1834-58). An investigation indicated that this
work had never been commercially recorded
there. I am not convinced that it is an ideal
match of composition and instrument. Reub-
ke’s sonata is a quintessentially romantic work
of orchestral character in the manner of Franz
Liszt’s Fantasia & Fugue on Ad Nos (1850).
Reubke intended it for the 1855 Ladegast
organ at Merseburg Cathedral, where he gave
its first performance. Reubke’s score some-
times exceeds the compass of the St Bavo
organ, so some compromises were unavoid-
able. The organ’s tracker action makes for very

heavy going when the manuals are coupled.
The church’s lively acoustic had to be taken
into account “to balance clarity against drama”,
as Nolan puts it. The performance is credible,
but I think most effective in the quieter, brood-
ing passages, where the organ’s warmth really
shines. In contrast, the inescapably classic
character of full organ seems at odds with
Reubke’s more tempestuous writing.

The rest of the program consists of Ger-
man works chosen to set off the Reubke
sonata. It opens with Bach’s monumental Cha-
conne in D minor from Violin Partita 2 in the
organ arrangement by Henri Messerer (1838-
1923). The arrangement is orchestral in char-
acter, and might be compared with Karl
Straube’s edition of Bach preludes and fugues.
Buxtehude’s Toccata and Fugue in F (K 157) is
the earliest music on the program. Two Bach
chorale preludes follow: the first of the three
settings of ‘Nun Komm, der Heiden Heiland’
(S 659) from the Leipzig Chorales and the
daunting trio on ‘Jesus Christus Unser Hei-
land’ (S 688) from Clavierübung III.

Mendelssohn’s Sonata 6 in D minor is a
remarkably good match for the St Bavo organ.
It is worth noting that when Mendelssohn gave
the first performance of his six sonatas in
Frankfurt, he chose the 1779 Stumm organ at
St Katherine’s Church over the 1833 Walcker at
nearby St Paul’s. Nolan does justice to both the
lyricism and drama inherent in the work.

In all the pieces on the program, Nolan
delivers playing of rare sensitivity and musi-
cality, not the mechanical run of the mill we so
often hear even from accomplished organists.
Admirers of the St Bavo organ will not go
wrong in acquiring this. It is Nolan’s tenth disc
for Signum.

GATENS

Gates of Vienna: Baroque Organ
Scherer, Scronx, Muffat, Kerll, Froberger, Chau-
mont, La Fosse, Fiocco, Tuma

Robert James Stove
Ars Organi 1—56 minutes

This recording contains organ pieces from the
early 17th to the late 18th centuries by com-
posers from parts of Europe where the Haps-
burg emperors held sway. The title refers to
the Ottoman siege of Vienna in 1683, but I see
no direct connection between that event and
the music. Robert James Stove points out in his
notes that the Hapsburgs were lavish patrons
of music, and that three of the emperors of this
period—Ferdinand III, Leopold I, and Joseph
I—were themselves capable composers and
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instrumentalists. Stove also speaks of an “over-
riding international idiom” represented by the
contents of this recording that was “broadly
conservative”.

Most of the composers here are quite
obscure. The names general listeners are most
likely to recognize are Georg Muffat (1653-
1704), Johann Kaspar Kerll (1627-93), and
Johann Jakob Froberger (1616-67). Muffat is
represented by Toccata 11 in C minor from his
Apparatus Musico-Organisticus (1690), Kerll
by a ‘Beispiel’ doubtfully attributed to him and
by an authenticated canzona, and Froberger
by an Elevation toccata. Italian influence pre-
dominates, though there are notable examples
of organ pieces in the French style. Among
them are pieces from a 1695 publication by
Lambert Chaumont (1630?-1712), a priest
from Liege. His collection consists of 111 brief
versets arranged in suites according to the
church modes. The recording gives 11 pieces
from his suite on the First Tone. Also in the
French style is a ‘Trompet Bas’ by Jacob La
Fosse (1660?-1721). It is claimed as a first
recording, as is a brief Trio in E minor by Fran-
tisek Ignac Antonin Tuma (1704-74). Two
anonymous dance pieces from Hungarian
manuscript collections of the 17th Century
supply some light contrast.

The organ is not what we would expect for
this repertory. It is a two-manual 1862 English
instrument by Frederick W. Nicholson of Brad-
ford, restored in 1999 by Pipe Organ Recon-
structions of North Rocks, New South Wales,
Australia. It is currently in St Patrick’s Church,
Mentone, Victoria—one of two churches in the
Melbourne area where Stove plays. Victorian
instruments of the mid century tend not to
have the dense, orchestral tone that became
more common later. The tone is understated
in comparison with the work of most 17th and
18th-Century European builders, but it has a
clarity that makes for clean delineation of con-
trapuntal voices. It is an effective if not histori-
cally accurate vehicle for this music. There
does not seem to be much room reverberation,
so the sound is rather dry.

Stove’s playing is fluent and poised, but I
would stop short of calling it exciting. It
sounds too matter-of-fact for that, but it does
allow us to hear these rarities of the organ lit-
erature. Stove is the author of Cesar Franck:
His Life and Times (J/A 2012, p 284).

GATENS

Piano Delights
MOZART: Piano Sonata 15; BEETHOVEN:
Sonatas 8, 14, 23; SCHUBERT: Sonatas in A, B-
flat; SCHUMANN: Kinderszenen; CHOPIN:
Berceuse, Fantasy, Waltzes

Peter Aronsky
Tudor 1690 [3CD] 219 minutes

This set is called “Les Delices du Piano” (Piano
Delights) and contains some of the most famil-
iar works in the repertoire, probably intended
for newcomers to classical music. To be of
interest to serious music lovers, the perform-
ances should be exceptionally good. Alas, they
are quite the opposite.

In Beethoven’s Pathetique Sonata Aron-
sky’s slow introduction is rhythmically inaccu-
rate, without any sense of meter—and so is its
later recapitulation. The second theme, where
the hands cross, is also rhythmically distorted
and poorly articulated (legato rather than stac-
cato). The development section starts much
too slow. Aronsky changes tempo willfully in
many other places. For example, he starts II
rather fast, to the detriment of expression, but
takes the middle section much slower.

Next I tried my luck with the Chopin Fan-
tasy. It starts out promisingly, but soon the
dotted rhythm becomes too lax. When the
three double octaves descend, the tempo is
suddenly cut in half. Then, when the mar-
velous two-voiced melody unfolds in the right
hand over left-hand arpeggios, Aronsky’s
rhythm becomes jerky and degenerates into
some perverse rubato. At that point I decided I
had heard enough of this pianist.

A few days later I relented and started the
little Schubert A-major Sonata but turned it off
after 10 seconds, as the tempo distortions were
already unbearable. I am all in favor of individ-
uality, but it has to be convincing. Aronsky’s
gratuitous distortions of hallowed master-
works are a disgrace.

REPP

New Piano
Hristic, Bozic, Brankovich, Satie, Kaufman,
Mansell

Marta Brankovich & Kemal Gekic
Navona 6183—50 minutes

Ms Brankovich is Serbian and resides in Flori-
da; she studied with Kemal Gekic at Florida
International University. A number of per-
formances are collected here—some concert
recordings, some not. The music is appealing
but dissonant on the whole. Hristic’s Toccata is
a bravura exercise in cruelty, stunningly per-
formed; Bozic’s Lyric of Athos makes a far
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more lyric utterance, passionate and elegiac.
The two works by Frederick Kaufman, Meta-
morphosis and Yin and Yang, are both more
extensive and, in some ways, more daring. I
find her Satie (the first three Gnossiennes) too
heavy, too profound. The sound varies quite a
bit, and the pianos sometimes sound brittle
and in need of a more thorough tuning (in Yin
and Yang).

HASKINS

Shura Cherkassky
Berlin Philharmonic, Philharmonia, London
Philharmonic/ Fistoulari, Karajan, Krauss, Lud-
wig, Menges, Boult

Profil 18037 [10CD] 566 minutes

For a multi-disc celebration of this much
admired pianist, there is little in the way of
information—less than a page. But full infor-
mation is supplied for each of the tracks, and
the sound is quite good.

Russian-born Cherkassky (1909-95) fled
with his family to escape the Russian Revolu-
tion. In the United States he studied at the
Curtis Institute under Josef Hofmann. Known
for his wayward temperament, he developed
quite a career and kept his full pianistic skills
well into his later years. His extensive record-
ings attest to a commanding presence at the
keyboard.

His extensive recording career resulted in
many concertos, with many well known con-
ductors. The first two discs are primarily Liszt:
Karajan with the Berlin in the Hungarian Fan-
tasia and Fistoulari and the Philharmonia in
Concerto 1. Both are excellent, and the Fanta-
sia is stereo. Solo performances include Remi-
niscences of Don Juan, Faust Paraphrase,
Hungarian Rhapsody 13, ‘Liebestraum’ 3, and
‘La Campanella’. Except for recording way too
close to the performer, all are crystal clear and
played with full Lisztian expertise. Short pieces
by Chasins, Liadov, Poulenc. and Saint-Saens
are also included.

Disc 3 has the first two Tchaikovsky con-
certos with Ludwig conducting 1 and Krauss 2.
Concerto 1 is among the grandest and most
nuanced performances ever. This reading of
Concerto 2 would have been a favorite of mine
were it not for the truncated Siloti version of
the slow movement. In any case, it’s good to
have them back in the catalog.

Disc 4 is all Chopin, with some of the finest
of the Polish master’s compositions. Scherzo 4
is a special treat with its light texture and skit-
tish execution. Disc 5 gives us Prokofieff’s glo-
rious Concerto 2 with Pictures at an

Exhibition. The 1961 Pictures is a dud, with
muddy recorded sound and speedy dispatch.
The Prokofieff is much better, despite the pres-
ence of Herbert Menges; but it does not find
great favor with me.

Disc 6 has Shostakovich’s Concerto 1
(again with Menges), along with Barber’s
Excursions, Berg’s Sonata, and Stravinsky’s
Petrouchka Movements plus the Circus Polka.
Except for the dull sound of the Polka, all are
excellent, with playing occasionally on the
wild (but exciting) side and amazingly precise
execution.

Disc 7 comprises the Grieg and Schumann
concertos with the London Philharmonic
under Boult. The 1962 recording is stereo.
Both are confident, virtuosic performances,
with the greater advantage going to the Grieg.
Schumann’s lovely concerto benefits from the
added refinement of Boult’s baton. Although
there can be little carping about the playing, I
readily admit to being forever hooked on Wil-
helm Kempff’s 1953 recording with Josef Krips.

Discs 8 and 9 are from recitals. Schu-
mann’s Fantasia in C, Sonata 1, and Mozart’s
Sonata 10 are from the early 1960s ; and
Brahms’s Paganini Variations are from 1953.
Are all well worth hearing, but the Salzburg
recordings (Fantasia, Mozart) are less raw in
sound than the one from Lugano (Sonata).
The Paganini has always fared well as a virtu-
oso vehicle, and Cherkassky knows just where
and when to turn on the juice. It is also amaz-
ing how the pianist is able to maintain his
accuracy in this demanding repertory.

Disc 10 is historical recordings dating from
the 1920s. While listing a sequence of four
Mendelssohn pieces, the first track actually
begins with Chopin’s Waltz in E minor fol-
lowed by only three Mendelssohn pieces. The
Waltz is heard once again in its correct posi-
tion as track 5. The sequence continues cor-
rectly after that. There is some shattering of
sound in these tracks. Cherkassky’s own ‘Pre-
lude Pathetique’ is an enjoyable bit of roman-
tic fluff, and the Chopin is dispatched at light-
ning speed. Rachmaninoff’s Cello Sonata with
Marcel Hubert (1934-35) sounding older than
its years is nicely done, but easily earns its list-
ing as “historical”.

So, sloppy production from this label, but
full praise due an artist who easily earns his
place in the pantheon of the great.

BECKER
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David Deveau
MOZART: Piano Concerto 14; Fantasia, K 396;
BEETHOVEN: Concerto 4; HARBISON: Anni-
versary Waltz
with Borromeo Quartet ; Jessica Bodner, va;
Thomas Van Dyck, db

Steinway 30099—64 minutes

Mozart’s Piano Concertos 11-13 are some-
times heard in chamber versions with string
quartet, but according to David Deveau’s liner
notes all concertos up to No. 14 can be per-
formed that way, because the wind instru-
ments merely double the strings. And No. 14
(K 449) indeed comes across very well here,
especially since Deveau has added a double
bass for greater sonority. While his rendition of
the solo part does not have quite the finesse
and jauntiness of Maria Joao Pires’s (J/A 1994),
it is limpid and unmannered.

To play a Beethoven concerto in a cham-
ber version is a more controversial undertak-
ing. An arrangement for piano and string
quintet was prepared in 1806, perhaps not by
Beethoven himself, for a private performance
of the G-major Concerto, two years before its
premiere. Quite recently it was pieced together
from separate parts found in archives, and
Deveau has again added a double bass. I was
prepared for a somewhat deflating experience
but instead was astonished at how well the
arrangement worked. The string ensemble
plays with enthusiasm and is acoustically well
balanced with the piano. I sometimes missed
the fullness of the orchestra, especially in III,
but also remembered that it can be overbear-
ing sometimes. Deveau, who is in his 60s and
on the music faculty of MIT, plays with exqui-
site taste and polish. In II, where he chose to
adhere strictly to the tempo of the strings’
interjections, I wished for greater expressive
freedom in the solo part.

Another unusual aspect of this Beethoven
recording is the cadenzas, composed for
Deveau by John Harbison. I braced myself for
hearing something akin to Schnittke’s caden-
zas for Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, but no—
these cadenzas are quite harmless. They are
tonal, and while Beethoven himself might not
have chosen their advanced harmonies, they
do not clash stylistically with his music. The
cadenza in I seems well crafted and is pleasant
to the ear; the one in III is brief and quirky,
with abrupt changes of themes. It is over
before one begins to wonder what it is all
about.

A short waltz by Harbison and a more sub-
stantial Fantasia by Mozart, both well played,

round off the program. The recorded sound is
excellent. The liner notes are admirably con-
cise, and two photographs show the artists at
work rather than posing for the camera.

REPP

Memory
DEBUSSY: Arabesque 1; La Plus que Lent; Clair
de Lune; Reverie; SATIE: Gnossienne 1; Gymno-
pedie 1; 2 Danses de Travers; CHOPIN: Noc-
turne in E minor; Mazurka & Waltz in A minor;
SILVESTROV: 2 Bagatelles; SAWHNEY: Breath-
ing Light

Helene Grimaud, p
DG 29051—52 minutes

Grimaud’s very personal recital is similar to
Alice Sara Ott’s (below): limited to mostly
quiet pieces, almost meditative. The music
breaks forth in volume and intensity occasion-
ally in the Chopin, but nowhere else. There is
no break out of the mood into something like
Gaspard de la Nuit as on Ott’s disc. Grimaud,
almost 20 years senior to Ott, wants this pro-
gram to foster the discovering of paths through
meditation, as suggested by the music. She
says that the repertoire here is not connected
to her own specific memories.

The works listed are not in order of per-
formance, which seems very carefully chosen.
There are three places where two or three
pieces by the same composer come succes-
sively, but never the whole group of pieces as
listed above. The only non-standard repertoire
pieces are the two Bagatelles by Silvestrov (his
Op. 1 from 1937) and Nitin Sawhney’s (b. 1964)
‘Breathing Light’, which is more of a New Age
pop tune. These works seem right at home
paired with Satie, but not so much with
Chopin and Debussy. Nevertheless, the pro-
gram is easy to listen to as background music
and repays close attention. Grimaud’s playing
has world class phrasing and total control of
all the nuances a piano is capable of. She is
incapable of making a harsh or out of place
sound.

HARRINGTON

Gottschalk and Cuba
Antonio Iturrioz, p

Steinway 30102—74 minutes

This begins with A Night in the Tropics by
Gottschalk, but in a solo piano version “recon-
structed...the way the composer conceived it”.
Well, the composer was thrilled when it was
first performed by an orchestra of “more than
650” (composer’s own description). It was
intended to be a symphony, and I hate piano
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reductions of symphonies; that means the first
25 minutes of this program are wasted on me.

Other Gottschalk pieces here are ‘Ynez’ (a
contradanza) and ‘El Cocoye’ (that one is 8
minutes and purest Gottschalk). There are 3
pieces by Lecuona and one by his sister. Four
other Cuban composers are represented, but
all of them seem to me pretty forgettable. So I
may keep this for about 25 minutes of music I
enjoyed (Lecuona & Gottschalk, minus the
symphony). Very nice piano sound, as we
expect from this label.

VROON

The music all falls in the salon category—
ingratiating melodies with occasional passages
of technical brilliance—and is charming if not
particularly memorable. (Best for my money is
Hubert de Blanck, who was born in the
Netherlands.) Mr Iturrioz plays brilliantly; and
the recording, made at California’s Skywalker
Sound, is great. Such programs seem to repro-
duce a musical environment more prevalent in
the 19th Century: a great deal of non-master-
piece music sharing the stage with more rec-
ognized, and probably better, compositions.
It’s probably worthwhile to have more aware-
ness of such music, particularly when it’s com-
ing from Cuban composers.

HASKINS

Melancholie
LOURIE: Preludes Fragiles; SCHUMANN:
Sonata 1; BARTOK: 2 Elegies

Zhenni Li, p
Steinway 30097—64 minutes

As the title indicates, these works have a
melancholy, poignant strain. The 5 Preludes
Fragiles have a contemporary harmonic flair
and with a certain fragility set the mood for the
program. Li takes an expansive and slow
approach. I enjoy most of the interpretations,
but perhaps the allegro vivace does not have
the urgency that it needs. She clearly has the
depth for each harmony and great sensibility
in displaying them. With an ultra romantic
approach overall and a dramatic use of rubato,
the sonata may come across as saccharine, but
nonetheless beautiful. Its third movement
does sound a bit academic. The bartok Elegies
are gorgeous.

KANG

New Piano
Gubaidulina, Chitchyan, Saariaho, Quiaro

Sofya Melikyan
IBS 72018—55 minutes

The four composers are women—which I
guess still bears repeating—and the music is
excellent on the whole. Gubaidulina’s 1965
sonata sprawls a bit, especially in I, but in the
more atmospheric II and short, acerbic finale
she seems to hit her stride. The Armenian
Geghini Chitchyan (b. 1929) is represented by
a short suite, Armenian Bas-Reliefs, which
seems liberally and creatively to draw on
music (or musical gestures) of the region.
Saariaho’s Prelude (2007) is timbrally inventive
and compelling, superbly conceived for the
instrument. The youngest composer, Rachel
Quiaro of Venezuela (b. 1972), contributes a
Cluster Suite (the first recording, we are told),
which actually has more variety than one
might expect for a work that relies on clusters
for its material.

Ms Melikyan, also Armenian, is a fine per-
former and offers enviable, authoritative read-
ings of all four works.

HASKINS

Nightfall
DEBUSSY: Reverie; Suite Bergamasque; SATIE:
Gnossiennes 1+3; Gymnopedie 1; RAVEL: Gas-
pard de la Nuit; Pavane pour une Infante Defunte

Alice Sara Ott, p
DG 483 5187—66 minutes

“Nightfall” is an apropriate title for this pro-
gram of French piano music. With only a cou-
ple of exceptions, all of the pieces are low key.
Ott’s beautiful playing is front and center here.
She has a great sense of line and uses subtle
levels of dynamic change in the limited range
most of these pieces require. She celebrates
her 30th birthday and 10th year with DG by
selecting a group of works that, like nightfall,
merge together lightness and darkness (she
writes her own booklet notes as well).

The Debussy, Satie, and Ravel’s Pavane are
all what you might expect given Ott’s excep-
tional talents. Gaspard de la Nuit is a leg-
endary work among pianists because of its
exceptional difficulties. Ravel specifically
wanted the final movement, ‘Scarbo’ to be
more difficult than Balakirev’s Islamey, at the
time considered the most difficult piece in the
the standard repertoire. Last year I heard a
pianist play both works on the same half of his
recital—what a difference 100 years makes! I
always thought that “Gaspard” translated as
“terror”, but it more accurately means the per-
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son in charge of the royal treasures. Therefore
the title of this work would refer to one in
charge of all the jewels at night and other
things dark and mysterious. Ott handles every-
thing well, possibly with a bit more overt virtu-
osity than I am used to (in appropriate places).

Part of this exellent production is the texts
to Aloysius Bertrand’s poems, which Ravel
placed at the head of each movement of Gas-
pard. These are supplied with very good Eng-
lish and German translations, and this is the
first time I have seen other than the French
poems. For good measure, Paul Verlaine’s
poem Clair de Lune is included with transla-
tions. These are small things, but important to
the overall release.

HARRINGTON

Humoresques
Dvorak, Reger, Rachmaninoff, Schumann

Daria Rabotkina
MSR 1662—68 minutes

What better to introduce a program called
“Humoresque” than a photograph of the artist
looking her pixieish or witty best while sport-
ing a blowsy mass of tousled hair. This Russian
born pianist attended the Mannes School of
Music in New York as a student of Vladimir
Feltsman and most recently joined the faculty
of Texas State University. She also contributes
her own interesting program notes.

Opening with Dvorak’s delightfully engag-
ing 8 Humoresques, Rabotkina moves to 5 by
Max Reger that are just as wonderful and
deserving of more frequent performances. She
ably captures the spirit of each piece and
makes us smile often at her infectious joy in
performing them.

Rachmaninoff ’s brief Op.10:5 gives us
pause to reflect on her sterling technique, and
Schumann’s seldom performed set continues
to be a favorite of this reviewer. How perfectly
she executes the false starts of the second
piece, and what clarity and beauty the engi-
neers have brought to their task. It would be
difficult to keep this one off my best of the year
list.

BECKER

Piano Masters in Berlin
Geza Anda, Martha Argerich, Daniel Barenboim,
Andor Foldes, Emil Gilels, Katia & Marielle
Labeque, Maurizio Pollini, Yundi Li

DG 483 5057 [8CD]

This box contains reissues of eight recordings
whose dates range from 1953 to 2010 (given
below in parentheses). Each comes in a card-

board sleeve that reproduces the original jack-
et design. All but two of the works are concer-
tos, and they have in common that they were
made with either the Berlin Philharmonic or
(in the case of Barenboim) the Staatskapelle
Berlin. The pianists are all acknowledged mas-
ters of their instrument, though only one
(Gilels) is among my personal favorites.

All the performances are very fine, but only
a few are among the very best. Because many
are probably familiar to our readers, I can be
brief.

Anda plays the Schumann and Grieg con-
certos, with Rafael Kubel¡k conducting (1963).
The Schumann is excellent and must be
counted among the finest available. The Grieg
is also lyrical but too delicate and restrained
for my taste; I prefer a big-boned, virtuosic
interpretation of that concerto, such as Julius
Katchen’s (Decca).

Argerich takes on Tchaikovsky 1, with
Claudio Abbado controlling the orchestra
(1994). As one would expect, she is mercurial
sometimes, but this is a very fine performance.
In addition, she and Nicolas Economou play
the latter’s delightful adaptation for two pianos
of a suite from The Nutcracker (1983).

Barenboim tackles both Chopin concertos,
with Andris Nelsons on the podium (in con-
cert, 2010). His interpretations are leisurely,
authoritative, and filled with felicitous
nuances. Only in the most virtuosic passages is
he not as nimble as one might wish.

Foldes presents both Liszt concertos, with
Leopold Ludwig directing (1953). This pianist
is the least famous of the group, and for good
reasons. His playing is very clean and intelli-
gent, but without great poetry or brilliance. For
these qualities one has to go to Byron Janis
(Philips) or Zoltan Kocsis (Philips). Also
included is a rather unromantic Rachmaninoff
2 (1954).

Gilels does Brahms 2, with Eugen Jochum
at the helm (1972). This is one of the outstand-
ing recordings of this great work. Also included
are the Brahms Fantasies, Op. 116 (1975).

The Labeque sisters race through Mozart’s
concertos for two and three pianos, with
Semyon Bychkov wielding the baton and help-
ing out as third pianist (1989). The Labeques
are usually too aggressive for my taste, but
except for the occasional hard touch there is
little to complain about here. The three-piano
concerto is not a great work.

Pollini traverses Beethoven 3 and 4, with
Claudio Abbado presiding (in concert, 1992). I
have never warmed up to this pianist, who
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seems to have lost the joy of making music
long ago. Here I find him technically accurate
but unengaging. Sometimes he can be heard
to vocalize. In 4:I he plays the more rarely
heard Beethoven cadenza.

Finally, Yundi Li performs Prokofieff 2 and
Ravel G major, with Seiji Ozawa guiding the
orchestra (2007). These are excellent perform-
ances, just a notch below my favorite record-
ings (Beatrice Rana on Warner; Katchen on
Decca).

Needless to say, the orchestras are always
excellent, as is the sound. Only the earliest
recordings are a little dry (Foldes is monaural)
or bright (Anda). This box would be a good
choice for anyone who wants to start a classi-
cal music collection or does not yet have most
of the recordings.

REPP

Tuba & Piano
Daugherty, Broughton, Grantham

Justin Benavidez & Nick Weiser
Mark 53318—49 minutes

The names Daugherty, Broughton, and
Grantham are big in the music world these
days, including in the university domain, and
especially so in music for winds and brass.
Michael Daugherty has been professor of com-
position at the University of Michigan since
1991, and any number of his works have come
my way since then. His 4-movement, 19-
minute Reflections on the Mississippi (2013) is
a concerto, heard here with piano accompani-
ment. ‘Mist’ is pensive and gentle, the big
voice of the lyrical tuba set against the percus-
siveness of the piano. ‘Fury’ is fast and rhyth-
mic, with angular melodies and aggressive
outbursts by both instruments. In ‘Prayer’,
polytonal church bells sound from beginning
to end, a backdrop to soulful interaction
between the artists. ‘Steamboat’ is propulsive,
motive, and relentless.

Bruce Broughton composed his very popu-
lar Tuba Sonata in 1978. The 3-movement, 10-
minute work consists of an energetic chase (I),
emotional duet (II), and sprightly romp with
much fast and crisp articulation (III).

Donald Grantham’s 3-movement, 20-
minute Tuba Concerto, judging from the com-
poser’s notes to a different recording, was
apparently composed around 2014. It is the
most difficult of these works, with a furious
and virtuosic I (‘Fiery and Bold’), dissonant II
(‘Languid and Expressive’), and swinging III
(‘Boisterous!’).

Justin Benavidez is tuba professor at the

University of Miami. He plays a big instru-
ment, not the small F tuba favored by many
soloists, so his tone is always big and solid. His
technical skills are very impressive (the
Grantham finale is a tour-de-force), and it is a
pleasure to hear him play. Nick Weiser (my
colleague at SUNY Fredonia) is primarily a jazz
pianist—evident in his assured reading of the
Grantham—but he is quite at home in the
classical realm. The two artists were colleagues
at Ithaca College just before making this
album.

KILPATRICK

Baroque Trumpet
Corelli, Schmelzer, Frescobaldi, Biber, Torelli

Robert Farley; Orpheus Britannicus/ Andrew
Arthur

Resonus 10220—80 minutes

Here is “A Courtly Garland” of 17th and early
18th Century works for trumpet. Englishman
Robert Farley plays baroque trumpet, a mod-
ern invention similar to the old natural trum-
pet, but half as long and with vent holes to
assist with intonation. In lively works Farley’s
tone is bright but not piercing; in slower ones
it is plaintive.

The accompanying instruments vary from
work to work. Several are for trumpet and key-
board: two sonatas each by Giovanni
Bonaventura Viviani and Girolamo Fantini are
with organ, Fantini’s little ‘Balletto della Il
Lunati’ with harpsichord. Most of the pieces
include strings. One, a familiar Corelli sonata,
also includes harpsichord, but the others have
chamber organ. There is an unfamiliar (to me)
Torelli Sonata in D, a busy and contrapuntal
Schmelzer Sonata a 5 in C (with bassoon in the
continuo), and five-movement sonatas by
Andrea Grossi and Gottfried Finger. My
favorite selection is Biber’s haunting Sonata 10
in G minor, with a trumpet part that seems to
lament something. I also enjoy his cheery
Sonata 4.

Andrew Arthur is the able organ soloist in
a Toccata by Bernardo Pasquini and two can-
zonas by Girolamo Frescobaldi.

KILPATRICK

Seven
Hansjorg Fink, trb; Elmar Lehnen, org

Audite 97737—64 minutes

This is the second recording by these musi-
cians to come my way. The first, four years ago
(S/O 2014), was of a jazz Requiem. This one
has a few moments of jazz style, but mostly it is
a thoughtful and fascinating work that rumi-
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nates on seven little poems (no translations)
by theologian Bastian Rutten. After each
movement is a brief interlude, all based on the
same melody but each in a different mood and
style.

I wasn’t fond of trombonist Hansjorg
Fink’s small-bore, slow-vibrato tone in the first
recording, but those elements seem less
prominent here. Most prominent is the fantas-
tic, 149-stop Seifert organ of St Marien Basilica
in Kevelaer, built in 1907, severely damaged in
WW II, and restored by 1981. It makes an
incredible array of sounds, from the minuscule
to the huge. My favorite is a big, breathy pedal
sound—probably a 32-foot pipe—where the
gust of air doesn’t last long enough to produce
an actual pitch.

Superb recorded sound.
KILPATRICK

Tillman Hofs, horn
Hindemith, F & R Strauss, Salonen, Widmann,
Vignery

Akiko Nikami, p
Genuin 18615—59 minutes

The steely strength heard in this album by
horn player Tillman Hofs, winner of the 2017
German Music Competition, is the same as we
hear from his renowned father, Matthias Hofs,
whose brilliant piccolo trumpet playing is a
prominent element in recordings by German
Brass.

The program begins with the terrific Horn
Sonata (1943) by Jane Vignery (1913-74). After
a sparkling and technically demanding I, II is
by turns melancholy and impassioned, and III
is playful and dreamy. Little seems known of
this Belgian composer who studied with Nadia
Boulanger and Paul Dukas, taught harmony at
the conservatory in Ghent, and died in a train
wreck. The Horn Sonata is apparently her only
known work, and it has only a couple of
recordings (N/D 2007: 242). The writing is so
interesting and assured that one hopes more
of her works might surface.

The album’s other centerpiece is an eight-
minute solo Air (2005) by Jorg Widmann,
much of which involves the sympathetic vibra-
tions created when Hofs aims his bell at the
undampened strings of a piano. They are
haunting sounds, but because the playing
must stop in order for us to hear them, the
result is a work that moves forward in seg-
ments: play (stop) play (stop). But there is
plenty else of interest in this work, which calls
for a number of non-traditional playing tech-
niques. In the same extended-techniques vein,

and also for solo horn, is Esa-Pekka Solonen’s
virtuosic Concert Etude (2000).

The rest of the works are traditional:
Richard Strauss’s lovely Andante, Franz
Strauss’s five-minute ‘Empfindungen am
Meere’, and Hindemith’s often-programmed
Horn Sonata (1939).

Much is impressive here, but I find Hof’s
hard tone a little hard to take after a while.
Excellent collaboration by pianist Akiko Nika-
mi.

KILPATRICK

Johanna Lundy, horn
Messiaen, Vosk, Salonen, Bach, Coleman, Krol,
Davies, Decker

MSR 1684—68 minutes

Here is a little more than an hour of music for
horn alone, followed by three minutes of horn
with strings. Oldest on the program is Bach’s
Partita for solo flute, given an impressive and
expressive reading by Tucson Symphony prin-
cipal horn Johanna Lundy.

Traditional playing is heard in several of
the horn pieces. Tucson-based composer Jay
Vosk (b 1948) wrote his thoughtful, 4-move-
ment, 11-minute Fantasy Pieces (2016) under
the combined influences of the Sonoran
Desert and the Rilke poem “At the Brink of
Night”. Also poetry-inspired (Whitman’s
“Proud Music of the Storm”) is the eight-
minute Night Storm (2017) by Dan Coleman
(b 1972). The five-minute ‘Laudatio’ (1966) by
Bernhard Krol (1920-2013) is exultant.

The other three solo works call for various
sound effects. Olivier Messaien’s six-minute
‘Intersteller Call’ (1974), culled from his 90-
minute Des Canyons aux Etoiles has rips
through the harmonic series, flutter-tonguing,
and some distant sounds that emanate from
an open tuning slide. Esa Pekka Salonen’s
seven-minute Concert Etude (2000) is virtu-
osic, as is Peter Maxwell Davies’s (1934-2016)
3-movement, 8-minute Sea Eagle (1982).

After so much solo horn, it is something of
a relief to hear the little ‘Canyon Songs’ (2016)
by Pamela Decker (b 1955), arranged for horn
and strings.

Lundy is a fine player who sounds best in
the high register. Her tone in the low and mid-
dle registers seems quite bottled up—quite
noticeable in this album of so much horn-only
music.

KILPATRICK
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Steven Menard, trombone
Salzedo, Rachmaninoff, Wagenseil, Candillari,
Piazzolla, Brahms
with Timothy Higgins, trb; Christopher Davis, b
trb; Brian Magnus, vc; Yoko Yamada, p

MSR 1670—47 minutes

Steven Menard, trombone professor at the
University of North Texas, offers more than
excellent sound, technique, and accuracy—he
plays with all the expression these pieces
need. In works like Carlos Salzedo’s Piece Con-
certante and Georg Christoph Wagenseil’s
two-movement Concerto (1763) for alto trom-
bone, Menard makes every phrase sound
meaningful and from the heart. This does not
always happen in trombone recordings.

In the five-minute ‘Balkanika’, by Daniela
Candillari (b 1979), Menard teams with the
fine bass trombonist Christopher Davis in a
work inspired by Serbian brass bands. In Astor
Piazzolla’s soulful ‘Oblivion’, Menard is joined
by cellist Brian Magnus.

Much of the recording consists of tran-
scriptions, most from the vocal literature. I’m
always dubious about vocal music on an
instrument, since the usually simple melodies
are more interesting when text—not just
smooth and pretty tone—is part of the work’s
sound. And because they are telling a story or
singing about something in the text, singers
maximize expression. Instrumentalists rarely
do, so it is good to hear Steven Menard emote
constantly. Four Rachmaninoff songs
(arranged by Menard) are deep and thought-
ful, with big emotions; and three Brahms vocal
duets (arranged by Verne Reynolds) sound
beautiful as played by Menard and trombonist
Timothy Higgins.

This is a very beautiful recording. Yoko
Yamada is the very fine pianist in all of the
works.

KILPATRICK

20th Century Horn Sonatas
Sylvan, Damase, Bassett, Bowen

Ian Zook; Eric Ruple, p
MSR 1676—58 minutes

A program of attractive and less-known 20th
Century works, recorded by horn player Ian
Zook and pianist Eric Ruple, faculty colleagues
at James Madison University. I enjoyed all of
the pieces, but my favorite is the oldest. York
Bowen’s 3-movement, 15-minute Horn Sonata
(1937) speaks a traditional tonal language, has
an optimistic, often exuberant I; a serious II,
and a lively III that calls to mind the fox hunt.
Leslie Bassett’s 15-minute Horn Sonata (1954),

dissonant yet still tonal, has a lyrical I, pensive
II, and energetic III.

Jean-Michel Damase’s 15-minute Horn
Sonata (1996) has a rich harmonic language,
tonal at its heart but full of colorful chords. I is
dramatic, II contemplative, III buoyant. Sixten
Sylvan’s 22-minute Horn Sonata (1963) has an
aggressive I, a powerful II that ends somberly,
and a virtuosic III.

Fine playing by both players. Zook’s tone,
though, has extraneous noise in the middle
register.

KILPATRICK

Emmanuel Bach, violin
with Jenny Stern, p

Willowhayne 50—75 minutes

20 violin pieces; 5 of them are by Fritz Kreisler,
and this young English violinist does them bet-
ter than the other pieces. The ‘Caprice Vien-
nois’ is the best thing here. The most interest-
ing piece that I didn’t know (or remember) is
Joseph Achron’s ‘Hebrew Melody’. In many
pieces he seems less polished than one would
wish—a young violinist who perhaps should
have waited a few years to make a record.

VROON

Harriet Mackenzie, violin
GRIEG: Sonata 3; TCHAIKOVSKY: Memory of
a Dear Place; PROKOFIEFF: Sonata 1

with Christina Lawrie, p
Nimbus 6368—67 minutes

Young, London-based violinist Harriet
Mackenzie has chosen works by three North-
ern European composers for her first recital
disc. Grieg, Tchaikovsky, and Prokofieff all had
strong nationalist tendencies, and good per-
formances of their music must convey their
Norwegian and Russian characters. Mackenzie
and Christina Lawrie do a fair job of that. What
they could use more of is passion. They some-
times slip into British glibness. Mackenzie’s
vibrato is a bit too narrow to convey the range
of feelings in this music, and she sometimes
turns it off when it is needed. There are better
recordings of all three works.

The violin was made in Turin in 1730 by
Giovanni Francesco Celoniato.

MAGIL
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Mirror in Mirror
GLASS: Metamorphosis II; PART: Fratres;
Spiegel im Spiegel; RAVEL: Tzigane; CORI-
GLIANO: Lullaby for Natalie; CIUPINSKI: Edo
Lullaby; Wreck of the Umbria; LAURIDSEN: O
Magnum Mysterium
Anne Akiko Meyers, v; Akira Eguchi, p; Elizabeth
Pridgen, electronic keyboard; Philharmonia
Orchestra/ Kristjan Jarvi

Avie 2386—64 minutes

Except for the Ravel and the Corigliano, this
music mostly belongs to two categories in con-
temporary music that leave me cold: minimal-
ism and film music.

The more traditional music here is by Mau-
rice Ravel and John Corigliano, if you can think
of the bizarre Tzigane as traditional. What is
special about this recording of the Ravel is that
it is the first that I know of to attempt to repro-
duce the sound of the lutheal, the original key-
board instrument Ravel wrote for. Very few
lutheals were made, so the keyboard part is
usually played on a regular piano. The recre-
ation of the instrument’s sound leaves some-
thing to be desired though. If you want to hear
what one sounds like, listen to Philippe Graf-
fin’s recording with Claire Desert (N/D 2005, p
259). Corigliano’s Lullaby for Natalie was writ-
ten for Meyers’s daughter. It is a simple, charm-
ing melody as lullabies should be, though there
are some clouds with all the sunshine.

The works by Philip Glass and Arvo Pärt
are major examples of minimalism in the vio-
lin repertoire. I don’t know what to say about
this kind of music except that I feel like I am
listening in on a musician practicing tone pro-
duction exercises. It says nothing to me.

The pieces by Ciupinski and Lauridsen
show the film music tendency in modern con-
cert music. The works by the New York-based
Polish composer Jakub Ciupinski are trite and
superficial. The Edo Lullaby (‘Edo No Komori
Uta’) is based on a famous Japanese folk song.
It employs electronic effects mimicking Japan-
ese instruments. His Wreck of the Umbria also
uses electronics and is also superficial and
sentimental. Morton Lauridsen’s arrangement
for Meyers of his Christmas motet ‘O Magnum
Mysterium’ is also banal and sentimental.

Meyers plays the “Vieuxtemps” Guarnerius
del Gesu violin made in 1741, which reported-
ly sold for over $16 million in 2013. This disc is
well recorded, but it is produced like a pop
music album. It is everything I hoped I could
avoid when I became a classically trained
musician.

MAGIL

Polish Miniatures
Statkowski, Mlynarski, Paderewski, Zarzycki,
Zarebski, Andrzejowski

Piotr Plawner, v; Piotr Salajczyk, p
Hanssler 18049—57 minutes

This is a very pleasant recital. The composers
are all Polish and lived from 1834 to 1941. They
are all romantics or belong to the currents of
20th Century music that were not avant-garde.
These works are the kind of cream puffs that
make fine encores; nothing lasts longer than
five minutes. There are no grand statements
here and no bold originality, though nothing is
insipid.

Everything has a character that the Ger-
mans would call gemutlich. Polish character a
la Wieniawski is sometimes evident—all to the
good. The most famous name here is Ignacy
Jan Paderewski, the piano virtuoso-cum-Prime
Minister of Poland. This is beautiful music to
listen to if you want to relax and reminisce. The
recorded sound is perfect: warm but very clear.

Piotr Plawner is one of the best violinists in
Poland. He understands this music perfectly
and is able to convey its naive charm with con-
viction and without milking it for either senti-
mentality or drama. He plays a violin made by
the 18th-Century Mantuan maker Tommaso
Balastrieri.

MAGIL

Baroque & 20th Century Solo Violin
Biber, Bach, Berio, Pandolfi, Sciarrino

Elicia Silverstein
Rubicon 1031—57 minutes

Captivating in every way, this program is not
only an excellent introduction to violinist Eli-
cia Silverstein’s performing skills (it’s her
debut album) but also to her ability to make a
very “mixed” program a complete success. The
five pieces are divided by more than 300 years:
1660 (Pandolfi) to 1976 (Berio). What unites
them is the instrument and the performer.
Starting with two extended sets of variations
by Biber (Mystery Sonata X ‘The Crucifixion’
and Passacaglia) it’s as if she’s saying to us, “I’ll
be playing variations so you’d better pay atten-
tion. I give you a theme to make it easy, then I
make it hard as the embellishments come
thick and fast. Come on. Join me!”

This conversation between listener and
player may be imaginary. but I feel it vividly
when a program grips me as this one does.
Even though CD listeners can re-program,
shuffle, repeat. and ignore as they please, the
art of CD programming rests with the original
creators. Taking a listener on a 60- to 80-
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minute journey is easier said than done, and I
often use both sequencing and repertoire as
criteria when evaluating records.

Since Silverstein’s playing is at such a high
level—the delicate, coquettish, bold, breathtak-
ing gestures in Biber’s Passacaglia are just one
example—I’ll discuss the transitions between
the pieces to show how good the sequencing is.
After the Biber Passacaglia comes Capriccio 2
by Salvatore Sciarrino (b 1947) from his 1975
set of Capricci. The piece starts with high har-
monics that sound more like a shimmering
East Asian flute than a violin. It’s a delicate see-
through sound, which could be hard to detect if
unprepared, but here the ear is nicely primed
by the Biber. Next comes Giovanni Antonio
Pandolfi Mealli’s ‘La Cesta’ Sonata (1660)
where high-register and repeated-figure deco-
ration echoes certain characteristics of the
Sciarrino. For a connection between Berio’s
Sequenza VIII and Bach’s Chaconne (which
closes this program), we need look no further
than Berio’s own description that his 2-note (A,
B) figure is like a chaconne and that his com-
position is “inevitably a tribute to that musical
apex which is [the Bach piece]”.

Cellist Mauro Valli and theorbo player
Michele Pasotti supply continuo in the Pan-
dolfi and Biber sonatas. Silverstein plays an
1856 JB Villaume violin modeled after a
Guarneri del Gesu, strung in pure gut and with
no chin-rest, and three bows appropriate to
the repertoire.

The title of the release is The Dreams and
Fables I Fashion, taken from a sonnet by Pietro
Metastasio (1689-1782). In a nice nod to his-
torical translation the sonnet is printed in the
booklet in a translation by music historian and
commentator Charles Burney (1726-1814).
Play this over and over to hear all the ways that
Elicia Silverstein fashions sound and steers the
listener.

C MOORE

Essentia
BARTOK: Viola Concerto; KUGEL: Preghiera;
BRAHMS: Hungarian Dance 5; BLOCH: Nigun;
PAGANINI: Variations on O Mamma, Mamma
Cara
Dana Zemtsov, va; Estonian Symphony/ Daniel
Raiskin

Channel 41018—61 minutes

I reviewed Dana Zemtsov’s CD of music for
solo viola, titled Enigma, some four years ago
(N/D 2014). I remarked on Zemtsov’s youthful
intensity and said that she needed to calm
down some. She has, and her playing is much

improved here in music for viola and orches-
tra. She still has the fast, pulsing vibrato a la
russe, a very pure tone, and flawless intona-
tion. Such beautifully controlled vibrato and
intonation are great assets for violists, whose
unwieldy instrument makes them more of a
challenge than they are for violinists.

Zemtsov plays the triplet passage begin-
ning at 2:12 fast like most violists. William
Primrose, however, was convinced that it
should be half the tempo that is usually played
today and gradually speeded up. His best
recording of the piece was made in concert in
1951 with Otto Klemperer and the Concertge-
bouw Orchestra. I find Primrose’s way very
convincing, though I cannot say that I dislike
the current practice. I prefer Primrose’s more
incisive tone and attacks, and Klemperer
brings out the acerbic aspects of the score bet-
ter than Raiskin. Primrose and Klemperer also
take only 11 minutes to play I compared with
Zemtsov’s 15, and the faster tempo helps knit
the music together.

As she did on her earlier disc, she includes
a composition by her teacher, Michael Kugel,
‘Preghiera’ (prayer). It is in the solemn style
popular with many Eastern European com-
posers today that recalls liturgical music.
Zemtsov plays Kugel’s arrangement of Ernest
Bloch’s ‘Nigun’. Zemtsov’s tremulous vibrato is
very effective here. The Paganini variations,
which I’ve always heard referred to as The Car-
nival of Venice, are also arranged by Kugel. It
is a very clever arrangement that emphasizes
the music’s humor and does not adhere too
closely to the original. Kugel is a very inventive
arranger, and this greatly helps to make the
piece effective on the viola. The program is
fleshed out a bit with a fine performance of
Brahms’s Hungarian Dance 5 by the orchestra
without Zemtsov.

The booklet notes do not state who made
Zemtsov’s instrument, but her bow is by the
20th-Century French maker Eugene Sartory.
Very good sound.

MAGIL

Festive Music
GOULD: Festive Music; HANSON: Dies Natalis;
FRANCAIX: Flower Clock; ARNOLD: Tam
O’Shanter; TANAKA: Rift
Stephen Caplan, ob; Barbara Hull, tpt ; UNLV
Wind Orchestra/ Thomas Leslie

Klavier 11222—59 minutes

This is an excellent program of four orchestral
works arranged for band and one written for
that ensemble. The title work is Morton
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Gould’s Festive Music. Gould was a prolific
composer and arranger who worked in many
forms, including classical and show music.
Festive Music (1964) was a commission for the
50th Anniversary of the Tri-Cities Orchestra of
Davenport, Iowa. ‘Fanfare’ produces a tapestry
of pyramiding instruments that sometimes
form a background for short fanfares. The lyri-
cal ‘Interlude’ includes a long and beautiful
Coplandesque trumpet solo. ‘Dance’ is a busy
movement that makes me think of a beehive—
in a good way.

The output of Nebraskan Howard Hanson,
who led the Eastman School of Music for many
years, includes seven symphonies and one
underrated opera. His Die Natalis (1967),
based on a Lutheran Christmas chorale, was
an orchestral commission from the Nebraska
Centennial Commission. His band transcrip-
tion appeared three years later. It is as complex
in its way as it is romantic and sounds more
“modern” than most Hanson pieces.

Frenchman Jean Francaix (1912-97) was a
prolific neoclassical composer who wrote over
200 works. The main influences are Ravel
(especially in his slow structures), Stravinsky
(in the livelier ones), and Poulenc (generally).
Francaix wrote Flower Clock for John de Lan-
cie, the former principal oboe with the
Philadelphia Orchestra. The work is based on
botanist Carl Linnaeus’s scheme that predicts
the time of day when various flowers bloom,
with each movement assigned to a flower. In
one slow movement the oboe recalls the open-
ing of Ravel’s Enfant et les Sortileges. Another
is darker and moody. The faster ones are
sprightly, with bubbling oboe gymnastics like
Stravinsky. Flower Clock is an attractive work,
though the omnipresence of the busy oboe
may prove bothersome to some listeners.

Malcolm Arnold may have been the Mor-
ton Gould of Britain in terms of versatility. He
began his musical career as principal trumpet
of the London Philharmonic. As a composer
he was prolific and worked in many forms,
including nine symphonies, some stunning
overtures, and many solo works. Tam
O’Shanter is a lively and spiky rendition of the
eponymous poem by Robert Burns.

Julian Tanaka is a jazz reed player with his
own quartet. He studied composition at the
Eastman School of Music. Rift, the lone piece
here written for band, is a mostly quiet work of
mood, atmosphere, and textures, enhanced by
a lot of extended jazz chording. Its lines are not
melodic so much as a variety of figures and
rhythms. There is a touch of Bernstein, with

tighter harmonies and without Bernstein’s
outbursts. It is a trifle long and lacking in con-
trast, but it makes its points well.

This latest issue from the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas Wind Orchestra is first
rate. That includes the two fine soloists. The
arrangements are very good, but none is as
good as the original orchestral version. I miss
the string warmth in the Hanson and Francaix,
and the trombone solos in the Arnold get lost
in all those wind textures, but this recording
should appeal to anyone who loves band
music. The sound is excellent, and the booklet
notes get the job done.

HECHT

Rough Wind/Smooth Wind
Brownlow, Carter, Jalbert, Kupferman, Mandat,
Wilder
Leonard Garrison, fl; Shannon Scott, cl; Rajung
Yang, p; Stuart Gerber, perc

Albany 1742—76 minutes

University of Idaho flute professor Leonard
Garrison and Washington State University
clarinet professor Shannon Scott submit their
fourth Albany release as the Scott-Garrison
Duo. Assisting them are University of Idaho
piano professor Rajung Yang and Georgia State
University percussion professor Stuart Gerber.

The all-American lineup of modernist and
ultramodernist pieces ranges from the adven-
turous to the abstract, presenting the kind of
exploratory harmonic language, thematic con-
tour, and special effects appreciated in acade-
mia. The program consists of three new works:
Bric-a-brac by University of Akron professor
Robert Brownlow, Triple Set by Rice University
professor Pierre Jalbert, and Togetherness by
Southern Illinois University professor Eric
Mandat. Intermixed are three older works—
the Alec Wilder Suite for Flute, Clarinet, and
Piano (1966), the Meyer Kupferman Four Con-
stellations (1970), and the Elliot Carter double
set of Esprit Rude/Esprit Doux, the first (1984)
for flute and clarinet and the second (1994) for
flute, clarinet, and marimba.

Scott and Garrison share a palpable musi-
cal connection, reading each other well, ably
navigating the technical obstacles of each
score, and together creating an array of mes-
merizing colors. In addition, Yang and Gerber
are skilled collaborators who match the enthu-
siasm and the phrasing of the soloists. The
woodwind sonics need more polish—the flute
can be breathy and spread at loud volumes,
and the clarinet is somewhat plain and hol-
low—and the recording space comes across as
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small and dry. Still, this album has some inter-
esting music waiting to be discovered or dis-
covered again.

HANUDEL

Virtuosic Venetian Renaissance
Ganassi, Arcadelt, Willaert, others

Ulrike Hofbauer, s; Andreas Bohlen, rec; Ensem-
ble Arcimboldo/ Thilo Hirsch

Audite 97731—58 minutes

Please keep on reading even though I’ll begin
this review by telling you that this disc is the
result of an academic research project. No,
that doesn’t mean that it’s “dry” or “theoreti-
cal”. In this case the research project at the
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis and the Fach-
hochschule Nordwesternschweiz brought
together musicians, instrument makers, art
historians, musicologists, and others to recon-
struct three new viols to play old music.

Using new information about early 16th-
Century instruments, especially about their
inner construction, the new viols were built
without a bass bar or sound post. The instru-
ments’ “dolce suono profoundly alters the
sound balance and blendability between the
different instrumental groups” and their “fast
response [facilitates] a clear and transparent
execution of the diminutions”.

In this repertoire—often based on vocal
music—instrumental players are expected to
invent highly intricate melodic figurations
called diminutions. Members of Ensemble
Arcimboldo play with sensitivity, creative
improvisation, deft touch, and mastery of the
style. The composer and interpreter create
new works together.

Soprano Ulrike Hofbauer sings 7 of the 23
pieces with varied color and tone to comple-
ment the shadowed, sweet, and slightly bitter
edge characteristic of viols. Texts are also sup-
plied for two of the instrumental versions (De
Layolle’s ‘Lasciar’ Il Velo’ played here by viols
and Willaert’s ‘Amor Mi Fa Morire’ where
diminutions are played on recorder). Having
texts for these helps the listener hear how
players interpret words in their phrasing, ges-
ture, and timbre.

The pieces are taken from several pub-
lished collections from 1539-1562, and the
booklet contains two essays about the research
project with drawings and photos of the
instruments. Texts in Italian.

C MOORE

Love Songs from Acadia & France
Choeur Louisbourg, Skye Consort/ Monique
Richard—ATMA 2776—50:16

This is an interesting mixture of contemporary
Acadian folk arrangements and 16th Century
French chansons by Jacotin Le Bel (c.1495-
c.1555) sung by a 17-voice choir. The folk song
arrangements (with one exception) were made
by Sean Dagher (cittern), a member of the
Skye Consort, a quartet which also includes
Alex Kehler (violin and nyckelharpa, a Swedish
bowed hurdy-gurdy), Amanda Keesmaat
(cello, who also arranged one Suite Aca-
dienne), and Pierre-Alexandre Saint-Yeves
(various renaissance wind instruments).

While Jacotin’s short chansons sung a cap-
pella by a large choir is not exactly historical
performance, the choir is well balanced and
the phrasing is clear. I have not found any
other recent recordings of these chansons,
which are quite melodic. The only drawback
for an anglophon audience would be that the
texts in the booklet are only in French.

BREWER

Melancholia: Madrigals and 
Motets around 1600

Wilbye, Byrd, Tudino, Gesualdo, Nenna, Gibbons,
Marenzio, Luzzaschi

Les Cris de Paris/ Geoffroy Jourdain
HM 902298—67 minutes

In his notes to this recording, artistic director
Geoffroy Jourdain speaks of a musical avant-
garde cultivated in the late 16th and early 17th
Centuries in the courts of Europe. Its tech-
niques entailed audacity in chromaticism and
dissonance. Sung texts often inclined to dark-
ness, anguish, and melancholy. To some
extent this was a deliberately adopted aesthet-
ic stance, but Jourdain sees in it a manifesta-
tion of a “reconsideration of Humanity’s place
in the universe” and “a re-examination of the
place of “God”. The paradox is that melancholy
was cultivated as a kind of pleasure, a point
made explicit by Robert Burton in his classic
examination of the subject, The Anatomy of
Melancholy (1621), where he declared that
music was often its vehicle.

This program consists of madrigals and
motets by English and Italian composers. The
melancholy comes as no surprise in the secu-
lar madrigal, but Jourdain detects it in darkly
penitential sacred motets like Byrd’s ‘Tristitia
et Anxietas’ (1589) or Gesualdo’s Tenebrae
Responsories (1611). Gesualdo, of course, is
famous for the technical eccentricities of his
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madrigals, and this program includes one of
them: ‘Merce Grido Piangendo’ (1611). The
Responsories are not as audacious, but they
contain in a slightly more reserved form com-
parably startling turns of phrase and harmony.
This is clearly not the music of Palestrina.

The difference in personality between the
English and the Italian compositions struck me
as I listened. In general, the emotional tempera-
ture is higher among the Italians; and if other
composers do not indulge in the technical
extremities of Gesualdo, many do lean in that
direction, as we hear in Pomponio Nenna’s ‘La
Mia Doglia s’Avanza’ (1613) or Luzzasco Luzza-
schi’s ‘Quivi Sospiri’ (1576). The English com-
posers, while plumbing the depths of darkness
and melancholy, do so with a more reserved
polyphonic technique, as we hear in John
Wilbye’s ‘Draw on, Sweet Night’ (1609), the
work that opens this program. Such understate-
ment has a poignancy unobtainable by mere
vehemence or excess. At the risk of stereotyp-
ing, and without taking sides, one may detect
the contrast of Italian passion with British
reserve. It is possible to relish both.

The vocal compositions are punctuated at
various points in the program with instrumen-
tal performances of vocal pieces, beginning
with the madrigal ‘Altro che Lagrimar’ (1554)
by Cesare Tudino, played on three deep-
pitched viols. The other instrumental pieces
are based on William Byrd’s ‘Lullaby, my
Sweet Little Baby’ from Psalms, Sonnets, &
Songs of Sadness and Piety (1588). In some of
them the viols are joined by a cornet and ser-
pent. The tone color is always somber.

The vocal ensemble Les Cris de Paris,
founded by Jourdain, is noted for the breadth
of its repertory, ranging from early music
through the 19th and 20th Centuries to music
of the present day. They enjoy the support of
the French Ministry of Culture, the City of
Paris, and various other foundations. The
recording demonstrates an extraordinary flair
for vocal chamber music. This is their first
recording for Harmonia Mundi.

Recently I reviewed a recording with the
title “A Pleasing Melancholy”, a phrase taken
directly from Burton’s book (BIS 2283; J/F
2018, see Dowland). In his notes for that
recording, Ibrahim Aziz explores many of the
same matters discussed by Jourdain here. The
program, on the other hand, is quite different.
Its framework is the series of seven Lachrimae
Pavans (1603) by John Dowland played by the
Chelys Consort of Viols. There is no overlap of
repertory between the two recordings, so they

complement each other admirably. In both
cases the performances are first rate.

GATENS

Treasures from Baroque Malta
Rose Ensemble/ Jordan Sramek

Rose 12—76:40

People who have discovered Malta know that
it has so much to explore. Among other things,
it has a lively musical life and has produced
several fine singers of international stature
lately. But little of the music Malta has itself
produced has caught attention.

Here we have an opening. Ruled by the
Order of St John (Hospitalers), it was culturally
linked to Italy. For generations, Latin liturgical
music was imported from there, especially
from the printing firms of Venice. So the music
of 17th Century Malta reflects the styles of late-
Renaissance and early-Baroque Italy.

The Rose Ensemble is based in St Paul MN,
near St John’s University in Collegeville. Estab-
lished in that institution is the Malta Study
Center, containing microfilms of Maltese man-
uscripts. From the archives specifically of the
Cathedral of Mdina, the group’s leader, Jordan
Sramek has developed a sampling of the most-
ly anonymous Latin liturgical compositions it
preserves. He has assembled some 16 selec-
tions, all for the Advent and Christmas servic-
es. They reflect the different idioms of poly-
phony, madrigalism, and monody.

Some are ambitious, such as a Missa brevis
for six voices with two violins, or a Magnificat
for eight voices in two dialoguing choirs,
though most of them are brief and simple.
They are derivative, and there are no great
masterpieces here, but a lot of tuneful and
accomplished tidbits.

Of two added pieces, one is the only item
with an identified composer. This is a lovely
cradle song in Italian, ‘Dormi, Dormi, O Gran
Bambino’, attributed to Giuseppe Balzano
(1616-1700), the earliest known Maltese com-
poser. The other is a new composition, com-
missioned by Sramek from Timothy C Takach.
This sets a modern poem in the vernacular,
and will give you a taste of that extraordinary
jumble, the Malti language.

The Rose Ensemble consists here of 13
singers (one per part, and including tenor
Sramek) plus 6 instrumentalists. They are all
polished performers and deliver smooth and
polished performances.

Good notes, with full texts and English
translations.

BARKER
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The Lully Effect
Lully, Telemann, Rameau

Indianapolis Baroque Orchestra/ Barthold
Kuijken

Naxos 573867—62:43

The purpose of this program is to demon-
strate, first, the value and merits of Lully’s
music, and, second, to indicate the power and
influence of the idiom he developed on com-
posers who followed him in the 18th Century.

We have two excerpts from Lully’s opera
Armide, then an Ouverture-Suite in E minor
by Telemann, and finally a Suite of orchestral
pieces from Rameau’s opera, Dardanus.

In general terms, this program seems to
achieve the indicated goals. Unfortunately, the
musical results are disappointing. For one
thing, the Lully selections are insufficient. The
Armide overture is pitifully short, and the great
Passacaille is drastically truncated here, omit-
ting its full development with soloists and cho-
rus. The Rameau suite—at over 35 minutes,
the longest element here—ironically disputes
the premise of Lullian influence. Far from
being an imitator of Lully, Rameau challenged
much of what his predecessor had ordained
and generated greater variety and color-based
effect in his writing. Unable to check immedi-
ately, I suspect that the edition of Rameau’s
music that Kuijken uses has reduced some of
the scoring.

Beyond that, these performances are not
fully satisfying. Kuijken certainly understands
the French style and applies that diligently.
But his pacing of this music is stiff and inflexi-
ble, overriding its nuances and tamping down
its colors. Perhaps contributing to the difficul-
ties is the miniature size of the ensemble: 10
string players plus 2 each of flutes and oboes,
bassoon, and harpsichord. They just do not
seem to measure up to the sonority this music
deserves, especially Rameau’s. Given the high
performing standards of the celebrated
Kuijken brothers in early music, this is disap-
pointing.

BARKER

A Portuguesa
Iberian Concertos & Sonatas

Orquestra Barroca, Casa da Musica Porto/
Andreas Staier

Harmonia Mundi 902337—65 minutes

The theme of this program is a little distended.
It starts out stressing Portugal, embracing
music by one native Portuguese of the 18th
Century, but celebrating a major Italian com-
poser who for a while worked at the Por-

tuguese court before following a patron to
Spain. But outreach is suggested, with two
works by Englishmen in touch with Portugal
and its culture. Finally, there is the work of an
Italian writing about Madrid in Spain. So, let’s
say, an Iberian-plus program.

The menu opens with a Concerto in F by
the cosmopolitan Englishman William Corbett
(1680-1748), No. 7 from his Op. 8, a pair of two
collections of some 35 concertos he called Le
Bizzarie Universali published between 1727
and 1742. In each he suggested or parodied a
wide number of regional or national styles,
and this one is Alla Portuguesa, a short three-
movement piece.

The most distinguished foreigner involved
is the Italian Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757),
who served the Portuguese court from 1719 to
1729. Three of his harpsichord sonatas (K 8,
13, 173) represent him. But then we are given
the Concerto No. 5 in D minor, from the set of
arrangements that were arranged into concerti
grossi by the Englishman Charles Avison
(1709-70) and published in 1744.

And we have a genuine Portuguese com-
poser, Carlos Seixas (1704-42), who died pre-
maturely and whose music has been given
only weak attention in our time. He is repre-
sented by two of his short harpsichord concer-
tos, in G minor and A major. They are very
clearly based on three-movement Italian mod-
els. They are interesting partly because the for-
mat of a concerto for harpsichord and strings
was still rare, with Bach’s essays among few
competitors.

The final work is a bit of a chronological
and geographic stretch and is also the best-
known one. This is the string quintet by an
Italian expatriate to Spain, Luigi Boccherini
(1743-1805), titled Night Music of the Streets
of Madrid, Op. 30: 6. It is presented here in
Staier’s own arrangement for string orchestra
with two harpsichords. I am not sure that this
expansion contributes much, but it allows
Staier to sharpen some of the “sound effects”
Boccherini suggested.

Staier is clearly the motivating figure here.
He is joined by a group of 13 competent string
players. The recorded sound has its eccentrici-
ties. Somehow his harpsichord comes out dark
and muffled, making it sound often more like
an early fortepiano.

A curious program, then, but with good
booklet notes.

BARKER
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Bailar Cantando: 
Fiesta Mestiza en el Peru

Capella Reial de Catalunya, Hesperion XXI, Tem-
bembe Ensemble Continuo/ Jordi Savall

AliaVox 9927—70 minutes

Amid his many international explorations,
Savall has shown particular interest in the tra-
ditions of Latin America. Here, in collabora-
tion with a Mexican ensemble active in explor-
ing folk and dance traditions, he has devised a
very striking recreation. Their enterprising
choice is to give a presentation of the complete
20 items contained in a fascinating manu-
script, the Codex Trujillo, dating from about
1780 and now preserved in Madrid. This
recording is of a public performance at the
Fontfroide Abbey in France in July 2017.

The manuscript preserves material that
stands apart from surviving literature devised
for the mostly Spanish-derived elite in the
vicegerency of Peru. The contents are, instead,
dance-songs common to other ethnic
groups—indigenous, African, mulattos—and
using their dialects or languages. For this con-
cert and recording, Savall has bracketed them
under the label of “mestizos”. 

The manuscript was prepared by Baltasar
Martinez Companon (1737-97), a Spanish
scholar and musician who was sent to Peru
and, after some years there, was appointed
Bishop of Trujillo. This codex includes not
only these 20 musical selections, but is pep-
pered with his delightful miniature paintings
that show instruments and performers of the
day and scenes of everyday life—all for dis-
patch to Spain as a cultural report to the king.
So we have this remarkable glimpse of a widely
diversified society and its entertainments, and
an important document in the background to
latter-day Latin American musical styles.

Of course, this is less formal literature,
more like folk music. But it certainly makes for
enjoyable listening. The tunes are catchy, viva-
cious, infectious; and they are rendered here
with great verve in versions idiomatically pre-
pared by Savall. Of the two performing groups,
the ones from Savall’s usual ensembles consist
of 7 singers and 11 instrumentalists. The col-
laborating Tembembe Ensemble Continuo
embodies 1 singer and 3 instrumentalists who
also sing. The concert is preserved in bright
sound.

This is not one of Savall’s “CD books”,
though it comes in a very full CD-size album
with the usual lavish “booklet”: full vocal texts
and translation, generous essays in six lan-

guages (Castilian Spanish, French, English,
Catalan, German, Italian). There is a nice sam-
pling of Martinez Companon’s charming
paintings. Nor should we forget the 37 pages
devoted to an illustrated catalog of AliaVox’s
releases.

BARKER

18th Century Brunettes & Contradances
Musiciens de Saint-Julien/ François Lazarevitch

Alpha 342—61:18

The French brunette was a type of popular
song, often about young women with appro-
priately colored hair, generally in binary form
for one to three voices, with or without accom-
paniment. In contrast to the operatic airs, the
melodies of the brunettes were elegant and
simple and were often arranged as instrumen-
tal works. This combines recordings of
brunettes with the contradanses that were
becoming popular in 18th Century France.

The performances are excellent, but as
with other re-releases in this series (this
recording was first issued in 2006), even
though the booklet clearly advertizes the avail-
ability of the original booklet on the web for
download (with texts and translations), it is
apparently not available. It is unfortunate that
such a good performance will be of limited
interest to people not fluent in baroque
French. Instead of seven pages of advertise-
ments and a whole page in small type of
sources, it would not have been that difficult to
include the few texts and translations.

BREWER

Arstiderne
Danish Vocal Ensemble/ Bo Holten

OUR 8226911—68 minutes

Arstiderne means “seasons” in Danish, and it
is an excellent name for this anthology of
songs celebrating nature’s effect on life in Den-
mark. Another unifying theme is that the
selections on this fast-paced program (28
songs in 68 minutes) were inspired by the
national movement in Danish education
called Hojskola. As Demark entered the 20th
Century smaller and less powerful than before,
her government decided that “up by the boot-
straps” educational opportunities for the
entire Danish polity was something that could
get national pride moving again. Carl Nielsen
and Thomas Laub were two musicians who
took the cultural lead on this back in the 20s,
compiling a Hojskola songbook that got the
nation singing as never before.

Songs from that collection make up this
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program, and they are delightful. Nature and
nationalism come together as blue anemones
announce the end of winter, brides are wooed
in moonlight, the coastline smiles as it
embraces waves from the sea, fog closes in
along the Kattegat, and a storm of rain and
sleet is completely forgotten on a clear, crisp
winter’s morning. It’s all sung with charm and
a commendable flair for story-telling by the
chamber choir. You’ll have to go online to get
English translations, which is a modest pain in
the neck but not a disqualifying one. The
booklet is full of drawings from Flora Danica, a
Danish botanical atlas crafted between the
1760s and the 1880s. The handsome illustra-
tions enhance the handsome singing.

GREENFIELD

Bethany Beardslee
Schubert, Scumann, Brahms songs

with Richard Goode, Lois Shapiro, p
Bridge 9504—60 minutes

Miscellaneous lieder by Schubert, Schumann,
and Brahms are well served on this new
release. These recordings, produced in the
1980s, demonstrate an awareness of historical
performance that was relatively rare 30 years
ago. Listeners questioning the viability of yet
another lieder recital will want to suspend
judgement; though there is nothing new here,
the repertoire is presented with expert clarity,
making this a valuable addition to the catalog.

Soprano Bethany Beardslee is the driving
force here. Though she was about 60 at the
time, she sings with remarkable point and pre-
cision of pitch. More important is her unparal-
leled interpretive skills. Younger singers
should study these recordings; Beardslee
understands and communicates the subtext of
Schubert’s songs better than most of today’s
lieder interpreters. With exquisite diction and
enviable control of her instrument, she
reminds us that these complex pieces work on
many different levels. Beardslee is such an
effective communicator that one barely needs
the translations to follow the gist of each song.

She is aided here by excellent sound
design, courtesy of Producer David Starobin
and Engineer Sam Negri. Lois Shapiro’s fine
playing of the fortepiano reminds us how
unwieldy our modern piano can be when used
as an accompanying instrument. The intimacy
created by the fortepiano evokes new colors in
this music, and aspects that are often obscured
in modern performance are revealed here. In
fact, when the modern piano is introduced at
the midpoint of this program, Beardslee

immediately sounds overpowered. Perhaps it
would have been better to confine the instru-
mentation to one or the other for more conti-
nuity.

The venerable Richard Goode plays the
piano on the Brahms set, and his formidable
presence does sometimes overshadow Beard-
slee. Still, the soprano handles Brahms’s long-
spun melodies with expert grace and brings an
ease to these songs that is often missing from
modern interpretations. The brief ‘Sonntag’
(Sunday) is a high point. Goode makes beauti-
ful work of Brahms’s ebullient piano textures,
and the synergy between performers results in
effortless rubato. In this last set, the two per-
formers operate as equal partners; it is this
kind of dynamic interplay that makes for truly
timeless lieder performances.

OBEROI

Julien Behr: French Opera
Opera Lyon/ Pierre Bleuse

Alpha 401—65 minutes

This thoroughly enjoyable collection of mostly
19th Century French opera selections includes
some well-known arias and many from rarely
performed operas. Tenor Julien Behr has
selected each piece to represent a tenor style
and sound used in that century (heroic, col-
oratura, and dramatic), and the results are not
only interesting, but beautifully performed. Mr
Behr’s voice is similar to Nicolai Gedda’s in
French repertory. Both singers have beautiful
round and ripe tones that embrace the music
and give meaning to the text. His voice is a
pleasure to listen to.

The wide-ranging selections include some
seldom heard tenor arias from mostly forgot-
ten operas, including Gounod’s Cinq-Mars,
Delibes’s Jean De Neville, Messager’s Fortunio,
Joncieres’s Chevalier Jean, and Godard’s Joce-
lyn. Although these operas may have faded,
the music is still very beautiful. The well-
known selections include ones from Bizet’s
Jolie Fille De Perth, Delibes’s Lakme, and
Thomas’s Mignon. Mr Behr sings each selec-
tion with warmth, clarity, and elegance.

Behr seems somewhat uncomfortable with
the two operetta selections by Lehar sung in
French: Sou-Chong’s famous aria, ‘Yours is My
Heart Alone’, from The Land of Smiles, and
Camille’s ‘Pavilion Song’ from The Merry
Widow. He doesn’t make the lyrics convincing,
and there is some minor vocal strain. Neither
of the pieces detracts from the overall superior
performances and the beauty of Mr Behr’s
voice.
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To top things off, Behr sings Trenet’s ‘Vous
Qui Passez Sans Me Voir’ as if he’s a boule-
vardier performing at the Follies Bergere wish-
ing us, in French, good night.

Besides the arias, there are other orches-
tra-only delights including Holmes’ ‘La Nuit et
L’Amour’, Duparc’s ‘Aux Etoiles’, and Chabrier’s
orchestra arrangement of his ‘Habanera’, all
handsomely performed by the Opera Lyon
orchestra. Conductor Bluese takes special care
to conduct the arias and orchestra selections
as if caressing every note. The effect is quite
wonderful. This is likely the best recital disc
I’ve heard this year and so good I’ve played it
several times.

The booklet in French, English, and Ger-
man includes explanations of each selection
and biographies and pictures of the perform-
ers. Behr has a tendency to sway slightly left
and right while singing (quite noticeable
through headphones). With such beautiful
music, you might sway too. Rather than being
recorded in a separate sound booth, he is
placed (the pictures show) next to the conduc-
tor in front of the orchestra. The sound is
excellent. Complete French and English texts,

FISCH

David Bjoerling Tribute
Lars Bjoerling, t; Harry Ebert, Brita Lignell, Jan
Eyron, Anouchka Mukherjee, Sergei Reznikov, p

Sterling 1826 [2CD] 134 minutes

Lars Bjoerling is the son of Jussi Bjoerling, and
he has had a long career starting in the 1970s.
Jussi was one of the great voices of the 20th
Century and recorded many celebrated per-
formances before his untimely death in 1960.
This tribute is not to his father, but for his
grandfather, David. David was the patriarch of
the family and instilled a love of music and
performance in his children. There are two
booklets in the set. One includes texts and
translations. The other booklet is by Lars in
Swedish and English and describes his grand-
father and father’s influence on his singing
and performances.

Lars singing is something else entirely.
Considering his long career, these recordings,
made from 1975 to 2006, display his singing as
what could generously be described as
unwieldy. No matter what is sung—Tchai-
kovsky, Mozart, Bizet, Puccini, Rachmaninoff,
Alfven, or Stenhammar—or when it was
recorded, his singing is difficult to listen to. I
recognized the music, but the voice doesn’t
meet the music’s requirements and rarely
sounds pleasant. Sometimes he has the ring-

ing, bright tone of his father, but that’s where
any similarity ends. I didn’t find any recording
dates, but some selections sound like concert
performances, and others may have been
recorded in a studio or private home. The
voice sounds thin and the piano accompani-
ments sound even thinner.

FISCH

Benjamin Bruns, tenor
Beethoven, Schumann, Wolf

with Karola Theill, p
Hanssler 18025—65 minutes

Beethoven’s An Die Ferne Geliebte and Schu-
mann’s Dichterliebe are the major offerings
here. Each deals with lovers separated from
their beloved, by distance in Beethoven and by
termination in Schumann. He also includes
two other Schumann songs and Hugo Wolf ’s
rarely performed or recorded first songs, the 7
Heine settings of Liederstrauss (1878).

The program begins with a nicely paced
reading of the Beethoven. Bruns displays a
good feeling for the text. His enunciation is
keen. His Schumann readings are perfectly
satisfactory. The inclusion of the early Wolf
songs is probably the major reason to get
this—I know of only two recordings of them.

There is nothing really wrong with this
album, but there is nothing really compelling
about it. Much of it comes down to how much
you like the sound of the voice; it’s more edgy
than I find ideal for lieder, and his vibrato is a
bit bouncy. A release last year by Georg
Poplutz and Hilko Dumno (M/J 2018) con-
tained both of these major works, and I found
it more enjoyable.

Theill,  who for several years was the
accompanist for Fischer-Dieskau’s song inter-
pretation classes, does a fine job with pacing
the program and drawing out both the drama
and subtlety of Schumann’s postludes.

Notes but no texts.
R MOORE 

Sisters in Song
Nicole Cabell, Alyson Cambridge, s; Lake Forest
Symphony/ Vladimir Kulenovic

Cedille 181—47 minutes

The two sopranos are accompanied by the
Lake Forest Symphony on this album of oper-
atic ensembles and new arrangements by
Chicago-based composer Joe Clark. While
Cambridge and Cabell are the intended stars
of this release, there are some exquisite
moments by the orchestra. And Clark’s
arrangements are far too colorful to take a
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back seat ; the second half of the album is
entirely his show.

The program begins with three famous
duets from the operatic repertoire: ‘Belle Nuit’
from Tales of Hoffman, the ‘Flower Duet’ from
Lakmé, and the ‘Evening Prayer’ from Hansel
and Gretel. Perhaps too many hits are concen-
trated at the outset; the rest of the album is
more interesting. Cambridge and Cabell have
the kind of soaring, dramatic voices that are
more effective in the excerpts from Mozart’s
Cosi Fan Tutte than in these operatic pops
numbers. The two Mozart selections are out-
standing. The duo offers an exquisite rendition
of ‘Ah, Guarda Sorella’ that will leave listeners
wanting more classical repertoire from them.
Baritone Will Liverman joins the sisters on the
trio ‘Soave Sia Il Vento’. The finely balanced
ensemble singing and sensitive microphone
placement make this ensemble number a wel-
come addition.

Arranger Joe Clark steals the show in the
second half of this recital; his inventive use of
instrumental textures often draws attention
from the singers. Still, this makes for arresting
listening. Harpist Tija Danilovics shines in his
arrangement of Fernando Obradors’s ‘Del
Cabello Mas Sutil’, and the Lake Forest wood-
winds are particularly outstanding in Clark’s
arrangements of Schubert’s ‘Ave Maria’ and
the spiritual ‘Oh, What a Beautiful City’. This
latter selection is an excellent example of
Clark’s penchant for delightfully showy, cre-
ative arrangements. The shifting meters and
bustling instrumentation recall the busy, intel-
lectual style of Benjamin Britten (perhaps with
a dash of Bernstein), and the winking ghost of
Aaron Copland haunts his arrangement of
‘Aint That Good News’. But Clark is able to
reign himself in somewhat when the material
calls for it ; his arrangement of the spiritual
‘Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child’
retains the traditional harmonic structure of
the piece, while still incorporating some com-
positional devices.

Clark’s arrangements often straddle the
line between kitschy and cerebral, and it’s dif-
ficult to tell when they’re meant to be tongue-
in-cheek. The album’s final track, ‘He’s Got the
Whole World in His Hands’—usually an
innocuous number—is here treated with such
suave ingenuity that the simple expression of
the piece is obscured. Both sopranos are pow-
erful interpreters of the spiritual tradition, and
perhaps the dense theatricality of these
arrangements is meant to offer new angles of
contemplation. One hopes that an original

large-scale work from Clark will be forthcom-
ing—maybe with Cambridge and Cabell.

OBEROI

Ninna Nanna (Lullabies)
Mozart, Schubert, Brahms, Chaminade, Puccini,
Falla
Letizia Calandra, s; Mirella del Bono, Emanuele
Lippi, Rino Alfieri, p

Brilliant 95771—?? minutes

An album of lullabies may have seemed like a
good idea, but the unvaried pace of this pro-
gram makes for somewhat monotonous listen-
ing. This is unfortunate, since soprano Letizia
Calandra is a first-rate singer with admirable
interpretive prowess. But unless one is inter-
ested in relaxation, the tracks on this re-
released 2008 recording are perhaps best sam-
pled in small doses.

“Ninna Nanna” is an idiomatic Italian
phrase that is the equivalent of “lullaby”. It
begins with four 20th Century pieces: two by
Vincenzo Davico, followed by songs by Falla
and Milhaud. Not only is the tempo roughly
the same for all four tracks, but the general
affect and musical aesthetic is as well. Calan-
dra sings with remarkable sensitivity here,
often eschewing vibrato altogether in favor of a
fine, ethereal sound. There are times when this
effect seems a bit unnatural, and the voice
becomes diffuse, as if lacking proper breath
support. Still, she approaches the music with a
lightness and sense of introspection that is
often lacking on recital albums.

Only on the fifth track does the pace of the
album begin to shift to somewhat less soporif-
ic fare. Short lullabies by Mozart and Brahms
supply a bit of relief, though the Mozart piece
is forgettable and the Brahms overdone.

The most effective selections here are by
Cecile Chaminade and Puccini. Chaminade’s
1899 berceuse ‘Viens pre de moi’ is a charming
fin de siecle salon song that finally allows
Calandra to use her entire voice. The results
are stunning; she blossoms impressively as she
opens her vibrato in the upper register. Pucci-
ni’s ‘E l’uccellino’ (A little bird) reminds us that
Puccini is not all bombast ; he wrote many
songs for solo voice and piano that are still
appropriate for intimate performances. This
song displays the same melodic gift that makes
Puccini’s operas so beloved, while eschewing
the demands of endurance that characterize
his famous arias. One wishes that Calandra
would undertake an all-Puccini recital!

Calandra handles Schubert’s ‘Schlafe,
schlafe’ (Sleep, sleep) beautifully, bringing
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impressive commitment to a song that ranks
relatively low in the Schubert canon. In fact,
the German repertoire offered here—Mozart,
Brahms, Schubert, and Reger—is all more or
less inconsequential. She certainly has the
capacity to take on more challenging reper-
toire.

A number of serviceable pianists supply
accompaniment, though recorded sound is
uneven. Cecilia Andreis appears as harpist on
four tracks. No translations are supplied, liner
notes are skimpy, and the album booklet fails
to supply context for the recital as a whole.
Perhaps future efforts will make better use of
this soprano’s substantial gifts.

OBEROI

Anthony Roth Costanzo
Handel & Glass

with Les Violons du Roy/ Jonathan Cohen
Decca 28648—62 minutes

Anthony Roth Costanzo is a young coun-
tertenor with a firm and lovely voice, typical of
the confident new countertenor cohort these
days.

This record is issued in Decca’s Gold series
(USA), though it has the flavor of a vanity
release for the singer. Among the 12 selections,
4 are songs by Phillip Glass, and one is the
undeniably impressive ‘Hymn to the Sun’ from
the opera Akhnaten. Costanzo finds an affinity
between Glass and Handel in their use of repe-
tition. Listeners must decide for themselves
how much they agree. I rather doubt that Han-
del fans are going to rejoice in Glass’s repre-
sentation here, any more than Glass fans will
put up with so much smothering by Handel.

The seven Handel selections are one aria
each from Amadigi di Gaula, Flavio, Rinaldo,
Rodelinda, and Serse plus two from Tolo-
meo—no recitatives at all. Best known of them
are ‘Lascia ch’io panga’ and ‘Ombra mai fu’.

Costanzo displays some sense of Han-
delian style, including some valid embellish-
ments for da capo repeats. But he shows no
interest in delving into the emotional context
or contents of these selections. His only goal is
to sing prettily, whether softly or a little louder.
He clearly has a lot to learn about Handel
opera.

Cohen’s well-known ensemble is thor-
oughly professional, without great enthusiasm.

The booklet gives texts and translations
but no real comments on the music. But the
booklet’s design is terrible, and some pages
are illegible. We want intelligible information,
not artsy displays of color, please.

So, not a release that Handel collectors
need pursue.

BARKER

Voices of Women: 
From Unknown to Renowned

Heather Fetrow, s; Mila Henry, p
Affeto 1805—52 minutes

This thoughtful and well-performed recital
presents rarely heard works by women com-
posers, alongside more standard dramatic
repertoire with female protagonists. Songs
such as ‘St Ita’s Vision’ by Samuel Barber and
‘Green Finch and Linnet Bird’ by Stephen
Sondheim complement the lesser-known
works. The inclusion of canonic composers
like Mendelssohn and Rachmaninoff keeps
the program firmly grounded, while the explo-
ration of new works—some of them revelato-
ry—makes for an adventure. But this other-
wise excellent release is hindered by micro-
phone placement; soprano Heather Fetrow is
heard rather distantly, and what sounds like a
naturally bright vocal timbre is diffused by
“spacious” recorded sound.

Pianist Mila Henry is luckier. Her fine play-
ing, by turns ruminative and dazzling, is faith-
fully captured here. Brief nstrumental selec-
tions by composers Gity Razaz and Virginia
Seay display Henry’s intelligent artistry; she
brings a particularly sympathetic touch to
these thorny, complex works. The second of
Seay’s Nine Short Piano Pieces is especially
compelling, though it’s barely a minute long.
Seay weaves dense, imitative counterpoint
through an essentially atonal texture, and peo-
ple who listen repeatedly will come away with
a deeper appreciation of the post-tonal idiom.

Of course, this is primarily a vocal album,
and Fetrow undoubtedly has the vocal power,
clarity of pitch, and interpretive finesse to
carry it off. Her voice is worth hearing, even in
less-than-optimal sound. She makes Barber’s
grandiose ‘St Ita’s Vision’ sound effortless and
is equally at home with the intimate musical
language of Renaissance composer Barbara
Strozzi. The slight adjustment in Fetrow’s
sound on the musical theater pieces is con-
vincing; here the voice is slightly more forward
and attractively extroverted. Henry is not as
good in the musical theater repertoire,
approaching these songs with a touch that is
perhaps too academic and lacking in sponta-
neous flow.

Maybe the ideal repertoire for this recital
would be songs by women, about women.
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Only one such piece appears here: Libby
Larsen’s charming ‘Bucking Bronco’. It is sung
from the perspective of a young woman who
falls in love with a cowboy, and its rollicking
strains may imply an erotic subtext. But even
on a superficial level, this delightful song is
wonderfully communicated and serves as a
reminder that Larsen is one of our greatest liv-
ing American composers.

The album closes with a song by Fetrow
herself, a short, simple piece titled ‘Pilgrim’s
Hymn’. While it’s not a complex piece, it is nev-
ertheless effective in its comforting lyrics set to
a folk-like melody. And since it’s performed a
cappella, this finale allows us to hear Fetrow’s
engaging voice at closer range.

OBEROI

Songs from Chicago
Bacon, Price, Carpenter, Bonds, Campbell-Tipton
Thomas Hampson, bar; Kuang-Hao Huang, p

Cedille 180—61 minutes

Elkhart-born baritone Thomas Hampson has
long been an advocate of American song and
has compiled an extensive recorded repertoire
of them. Here he turns his honeyed voice to a
program of songs on texts of Walt Whitman,
Langston Hughes, and Rabindranath Tagore
by five composers of the early 20th Century
associated with the city of Chicago: Ernst
Bacon, Florence Price, John Alden Carpenter,
Margaret Bonds, and Louis Campbell-Tipton.
Most of them may be unknown to many listen-
ers, as they were to me, but all are well worth
hearing.

Hampson writes in the program notes that
Carpenter (1876-1951), a lifelong Chicagoan,
“truly changed the landscape of American
song with his inspired use of impressionist
musical elements, innovative text setting, and
predominantly through-composed structure”.
Some of Carpenter’s best-known songs are
include here: three of his Four Negro Songs
with Langston Hughes texts and his cycle
Gitanjali, settings of six poems about love and
life by Tagore. This is the first recording of the
complete Tagore set, including spoken poems
at the beginning and end.

Bacon’s Whitman settings and settings of
Hughes poems by Florence Price and Margaret
Bonds are gems. Price was the first black
woman to be recognized as a symphonic com-
poser and the first to have a composition
played by a major orchestra. Bonds was her
student and friend and was one of the first
black composers and performers to gain
recognition in the United States. Hampson

writes in his program notes, “With the inclu-
sion of Margaret Bonds and Florence Price,
some may raise their eyebrows at a Caucasian
male attempting to sing this very African-
American-rooted offering. But my point and
answer would be simply these are, first and
foremost, American stories seen through the
prism of the African-American narrative. We
can learn so much from the various cultures
that comprise [sic] the very kaleidoscopic cul-
ture called ‘American’.”

The recorded sound on this Chicago label
is warm and intimate and finds Hampson,
who recently turned 60, in excellent voice. He
brings his characteristic lyrical artistry, clear
articulation, and warmhearted musicality to
the program. Chicago pianist Huang offers
accomplished and sympathetic collaboration.
Here is an excellent way to hear some of the
rich outpouring of song from the heart of
America. This is a terrific release.

Notes and texts.
R MOORE

French Songs
Wolfgang Holzmair, bar; Maria Belooussova, p

Decca 481 7502—71 minutes

This is a good survey of French songs from the
latter half of the 19th Century and early
decades of the 20th: Les Nuits d’Eté of Berlioz,
L’Horizon Chimerique of Fauré, and Ravel’s
last completed work, Don Quichotte a Dul-
cinée. Groups of songs by Chausson, Ibert,
Debussy, and Duparc are also included. That
entire repertoire is quite well known. What
stands out in this release is two songs by
Eugene Anthiome (1836-1916) recorded here
for the first time They are in the style of Rey-
naldo Hahn.

Holzmair recorded this program in 2012
when he was 56 and in his prime. It is released
here for the first time. If I had not known who
was singing, I would have guessed this was a
French singer. His attention to text is com-
mendable. One critic rightly commended him
for “replacing sheer vocal power with more
lieder-friendly qualities of agility, precision,
and nuance. Poetic narrative is everywhere
apparent.” His expressive partner is the late
Russian pianist Maria Belooussova, who spe-
cialized in chamber music and who died at age
52 in May 2018.

Lovers of Holzmair’s singing will welcome
this release, but it may not be the place to start
as an introduction to this literature, since no
texts and translation are included. I wish the
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recorded sound quality were not so harsh and
brittle, but the performances are very good.

Notes about the music and performers.
R MOORE

Kevin Short, bass
Gounod, Boito, Beethoven, Mozart, Weber
Marseille Philharmonic/ Lawrence Foster

Pentatone 5186585—57 minutes

American bass-baritone Kevin Short has been
a familiar presence on world opera and con-
cert stages since the early 1990s. His new
album, “Mephistopheles and Other Bad Guys”,
is a cleverly arranged collection of devilish
arias and songs. These include the predictable
selections from Gounod’s Faust and Boito’s
Mefistofele; pleasant surprises such as Beet-
hoven’s setting of Goethe’s ‘Song of the Flea’ in
the Shostakovich orchestration; a new work by
Gordon Getty (‘Mephistopheles to Faust’, with
lyrics by the composer); and Alberich’s ‘Bin ich
nun frei?’ from Das Rheingold, which caps the
program.

Short’s tone is solid, with a rich texture, but
he lacks the mellifluous flow of sound needed
for an ideal basso cantante. So he is most
effective in the basso profondo arias by Boito,
Mozart (Abduction), and Meyerbeer (Robert le
Diable), and in the songs. To every selection
he brings authoritative interpretive skill,
sounding comfortably at home in the varied
genres and languages, and always making his
expressive points through the music.

Lawrence Foster, leading the excellent Mar-

seille Philharmonic, favors somewhat slower
tempos that give Mr Short ample room to
inflect texts with subtlety and to differentiate
verses in the strophic pieces. The handsome
packaging includes full texts and translations.

ALTMAN

Nadine Sierra
Royal Philharmonic/ Robert Spano

DG 28836—70 minutes

This debut album by soprano Nadine Sierra is
interesting, and her voice is quite beautiful.
Her technique is solid, with a dark, almost
mezzo-soprano sound. The tone is warm and
embracing, and her pronunciation in both
English and Spanish songs is excellent. She
includes songs by Leonard Bernstein, Villa-
Lobos, Stravinsky, Ricky Ian Gordon, Christo-
pher Theofanisdis, Stephen Foster, and Osval-
do Golijov. The Bernstein pieces include one
from West Side Story, ‘Take care of this House’
from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, and ‘Glitter
and Be Gay’ from Candide. She performs
admirably in the first two, giving depth and
meaning to the lyrics. ‘Glitter and Be Gay’ is
sung nicely, but too dramatically for a comedic
song. This doesn’t affect her otherwise excel-
lent performances. I particularly like the songs
by Ricky Ian Gordon, which have beautiful
melodies and show off her voice nicely. An
additional piece from Bernstein’s ‘Songfest’ is
as beautifully performed as everything else.

The English and German booklet has
descriptions and texts and translations. This is
a very enjoyable debut.

FISCH
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A Christmas Festival
Junior Chorus; Royal Scottish Orchestra/ Christo-
pher Bell—Linn 580—80 minutes

This is the 2016 performance of an annual
Christmas event. The music is a generous mix-
ture of traditional feast day carols, more mod-
ern arrangements of some others, and a cou-
ple of tracks where the orchestra by itself cuts
loose. Some of the entries have a skilled mod-
ern touch, such as Libby Larsen’s ‘Ring the
Bells’. The traditional carol about the little
drummer boy—here renamed ‘Little Bolero
Boy’—is a deft wedding of the Katherine Davis
original with Ravel’s superhit. It includes some
of the bitonal harmonics and even ends with
Ravel’s trombone glisses capping the celebra-
tion. Paul Mealor’s ‘I Pray’ cleverly weaves
familiar carols into its texture. There are some
US chestnuts, too, such as ‘I’m Getting Nuttin’
for Christmas’ combined with the tune of
‘Bingo the Dog’. A traditional number, ‘A Young
Austrian Went Yodeling’, turns out to be like a
Schnitzelbank song where for each stanza the
singers add more comical schtick.

The performances are spirited in the best
sense of the word. The RSNO plays well with-
out overwhelming proceedings. Their youth
choir, though naturally restricted in range,
sings with disciplined ensemble, accurate
pitch, and good diction. There’s no text, but
you’ll rarely need one. They sing with an Eng-
lish accent rather than a burr. Conductor Bell
keeps things moving while at the same time
ensuring that the music gets its proper senti-
ment. This is a Christmas album you’d be like-
ly to play between seasons. There are also two
bonus tracks you can download.

O’CONNOR

Christmas Around the World
Burning River Brass

Azica 71317—74 minutes

Several albums by this excellent Cleveland-
based ensemble have come my way (S/O 2001:
246, M/A 2000: 216, J/A 2004: 207), and all have
impressed me. So does this one. The group has
as much good taste as power and technical skill,
and it seems to enjoy playing thoughtfully and
with beautiful sound more than showing off.
The warm tone starts from the high voices;
David Duro, Justin Emerich, Geoffrey Hardcas-
tle, and Heather Zweifel play flugelhorns much
of the time. Grainger’s ‘Sussex Mummers Carol’,

Bach’s ‘Wachet auf’, Dupre’s setting of ‘In Dulci
Jubilo’, ‘Silent Night’, ‘Away in a Manger’—all are
wonders of warmth and blend.

I do enjoy the noisier pieces, too, since the
playing is so terrific. Tone qualities are always
golden, never brittle.

The rest of the ensemble consists of horn
players David Brockett and Michael Mayhew;
trombonists Rebecca Ciabattari, David
Mitchell, Jeremy Moeller, and Thomas Joyce;
tuba player Matthew Gaunt; and percussion-
ists Feza Zweifel and Braham Dembar.

KILPATRICK

Rejoice
Dallas Symphony Brass/ Lawrence Loh; Mary
Preston, org—DSO 9—72 minutes

Brass-and-organ arrangements of 19 Christ-
mas selections, recorded in Dallas Symphony
concerts from 2013, 2014, and 2015. Most of
the playing is splashy and bright, so it is good
to hear a couple quiet pieces: ‘Sussex Mum-
mers Christmas Carol’ (Grainger) and ‘Rejoice,
O Virgin’ (Rachmaninoff).

KILPATRICK

Have Yourself a Merry Cello Christmas
James Kreger, vc; Bill Hayes, Alex Rybeck, p; Sean
Harkness, g; Ned Paul Ginsburg, keyboards;
William Galison, harmonica; Lynette Wardle, hp;
Bill Hayes, perc; Andrew Sterman, fl, cl; Melanie
Field, ob, Eng hn; Patrick Milando, hn

Guild 7812—41 minutes

This curious compilation of Christmas carols
was arranged for cello and cohorts by key-
boardist Ginsburg who also picked the players
from all around New York. They put on a fine
show without singing a word. They play the title
song, then ‘O Holy Night’, ‘Away in a Manger’,
‘We 3 Kings’, ‘What Child is This?’, ‘Go Tell It on
the Mountain’, ‘It Came Upon a Midnight Clear’,
‘First Noel’, ‘God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen’,
‘Silent Night’, and ‘Angels We Have Heard on
High’. They add in newer pieces like Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s ‘I Don’t Know How to Love
Him’, ‘Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire’, and
‘The Little Drummer Boy’. Each is scored for a
different group of from 4 to 9 players, recorded
in well-balanced sound by Ted Spencer.

James Kreger writes the liner notes as well
as playing cello in all of the carols. The notes are
in German as well as English. The scoring is full
of variety and imaginative touches. The playing
is sensitive, better than a band. I suspect I will
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play this again on that day; in fact, my family
and I might add words to the brew. You can do
it, too. Merry cello Christmas to you!

D MOORE

Christmas World Collection
Michael Winkler, g; Heike Stadtmann, mz

Eos 6—51 minutes

This warms my heart: Christmas songs, mostly
from Europe, other than one from Uruguay
and a really silly, jazzy arrangement of ‘Jingle
Bells’ from the US. Many are well known to
English speakers, others not, but all are
delightful. Winkler is part of the Eos Quartet,
and I reviewed several of their issues and two
solo releases from him (S/O 2018). He is a fine
player and Stadtmann a fine singer. Her Eng-
lish diction is accented, which isn’t a bother,
and that’s only a few of the songs. Both know
what they are doing here, and they emphasize
simplicity and, dare I suggest, sincerity—noth-
ing fancy, just heartfelt performances of
favorite songs of the season. Unless you greet
this time of year with the enthusiasm of pre-
visitation Ebenezer Scrooge, you’ll love this.

KEATON

A Merry Little Christmas
US Air Force Band & Singing Sergeants/ Lowell
Graham—Klavier 77048—71 minutes

A very commercial-sounding Christmas album
that takes me back to childhood (more than a
few decades ago), when I used to hear this
kind of stuff on the radio. The opening medley
begins with ‘Happy Holidays’ and includes
‘Here Comes Santa Claus’, ‘Up on the House
Top’, ‘Jolly Old Saint Nicholas’, and so forth.
Other familiar selections include ‘Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers’, ‘Little Drummer Boy’,
‘Do You Hear What I Hear?’

The Singing Sergeants are miked closely,
the US Air Force Band more generally, in this
1999 recording.

KILPATRICK

The Night of St Nicholas
Mediaeval Liturgy for Advent

La Reverdie; I Canti Gregoriani/ Roberto Spre-
mulli—Arcana 442—73 minutes

This recording dates from 1998. It presents
music for the liturgical offices for the Feast of
St Nicholas (December 6), a 4th-Century Bish-
op of Myra in Asia minor. Nicholas has been
the object of widespread devotion from late
antiquity. Numerous miracles are attributed to
his intervention, and it is impossible to distin-
guish the biographical from the legendary in
some instances. He is the patron of children,

bankers, pawnbrokers, sailors, perfumers,
brides, unmarried women, travelers, fisher-
men, dock workers, brewers, poets, and pris-
oners. Among the places under his patronage
are Russia, Greece, Sicily, Lorraine, and Apulia
in Italy, where his relics are enshrined. He is
the origin of the popular figure of Santa Claus.

The principal musical source here is the
14th-Century Antiphonale Sarisburiense now
in the Cambridge University Library. The
plainsong antiphons and responsories come
from that manuscript. The responsory ‘Ex Eius
Tumba’ is sung to a Notre Dame organum. The
program concludes with an English devotional
song, ‘Sainte Nicolas Godes Druth’ attributed
to St Godric of Finchale and preserved in a
manuscript now in the British Library.

This is not a full reconstruction of the medi-
aeval office liturgy, but uses it as a framework
for the sung items. The chanted Invitatory intro-
duces Matins psalmody with antiphons. Read-
ings come from early lives of St Nicholas. The
canticles Benedictus for Lauds and Magnificat
for Vespers are sung with their antiphons.

I do not claim to be an authority on per-
formance practice in this period, but many of
the choices here seem more fanciful than his-
torical. The mixing of male and female voices
would not have been part of the monastic
office, but it lends a welcome variety to the
sound. The instrumental background to some
of the items is effective but suspect. For exam-
ple, one of the readings from the 9th-Century
Life of St Nicholas by Paul the Deacon narrates
the story of the calming of a storm at sea and
prevention of shipwreck in response to the
sailors’ prayers to St Nicholas. Sound effects
from a deep-pitched drum and other percus-
sion suggest the storm, and this continues
through much of the reading.

One should not be pedantic in judging a
recording like this. The plainsong chanting is
very beautiful: smoothly flowing, eloquently
understated, and enhanced by the sumptuous
reverberation of the church in Modena where
the recording was made. The artists are evi-
dently conversant with the early sources of the
music and texts. I found their performance
deeply moving in many ways.

GATENS

Sun of Justice: Byzantine Christmas
Proto—Cappella Romana 417 [2CD] 124:30

Something exotic for your Christmas.
One must take carefully the labelling of

this program as “Byzantine” music and noth-
ing more. It actually is a collaboration between
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two distinct ecclesiastical bodies, under the
title of “Proto”. The two solo singers here repre-
sent parallel lines of Eastern Orthodox Chris-
tianity. One is John Michael Boyer, the protop-
salti (First chanter) of the Greek Orthodox
Metropolitan Church of San Francisco. The
other is John Rastem El Massih, protopsalti of
the Antiochian Orthodox Christian diocese of
North America. Appearing also are six male
singers who mostly supply only the son or
drone-bass for each piece.

The Antiochian Church is a survival of the
Patriarchal tradition of Antioch going back to
the fourth and fifth centuries and the Council
of Chalcedon. It has remained strongly Chal-
cedonian, parallel with the Greek Orthodox
Church, and is now based in the USA. It is
quite distinct from the Chalcedonian Melkite
Church, now in communion with Rome, and
from the non-Chalcedonian Syrian Church.

Both of our two traditions draw on the
medieval liturgical tradition of the Byzantine
Empire, the one following that Greek literature
(as processed through the ages), but the other
employing an Arabic adaptation of it.

To document the unities and diversities,
the program of 14 selections from Christmas
liturgies is given in two forms. On the first disc
are the chants usually in both Greek and Ara-
bic. Some can be traced back to genuine
“Byzantine” origins (some modified) but oth-
ers come from much later eras. On the second
disc we are given performances of the same
chants but in new English translations that
exemplify the Antiochian identification with
the American cultural world. The booklet
helpfully gives all the texts and translations.

To many of our readers, unfamiliar with
the theological and historical involvements,
this set may offer too much of a muchness, not
easily digestible. But, if nothing else, it is a
reminder that Christmas does not belong just
to Protestants and Roman Catholics (and mer-
chandisers).

BARKER

Lo, How a Rose e’er Blooming
The Queen’s 6

Resonus 10204—72 minutes

A very mixed bag.
Of the 25 selections, 5 are by Renaissance

composers (Byrd, Henry VIII, Tallis, Praeto-
rius, Tye), 8 are by more recent or contempo-
rary composers (Holst, Leighton, Madden,
Hewitt Jones, Rodney Bennett, Coleridge, War-
lock). Among them Tchaikovsky should be
noted, for his lovely part-song (here sung in

English as ‘Crown of Roses’) whose tune Aren-
sky used for his wonderful variations.

There are, of course, familiar “traditional”
Christmas carols, plus some less-familiar ones
of international origins. And there are some
throwaways like ‘Jingle Bells’ and ‘Let It Snow’.

The performances are certainly splendid.
This all-male sextet sings with purity and love-
ly balance—though I would have liked to know
just how 6 singers worked out approaches to 4-
part music.

Given the collage of materials, however,
this is a program less for intensive listening
and more for elegant background.

BARKER

North German Baroque Pieces
Theatre of Voices/ Paul Hillier

Da Capo 6.220661 [SACD] 78 minutes

Paul Hillier has drawn together a wonderful
program of Christmas music from among the
pantheon of North German masters: Buxte-
hude, Tunder, Scheidemann, Geist, Weck-
mann, Sweelinck, Reinicken, and Johann
Christoph Bach. Choral and keyboard music is
divided here into four sections according to its
place in the season. Works for “The Annuncia-
tion and Advent” are followed by music for
“The Shepherds”, “The Nativity”, and finally for
“New Year, Epiphany, and Annunciation”.

In Christian Geist’s setting of ‘Wie Schön
Leuchtet der Morgenstern’, the chorale melody
in the soprano (Else Torp) soars in long tones
over a string ensemble that busily spins
embellishments around it. Johann Christoph
Bach’s ‘Merk auf, mein Herz’ is the most
remarkable work in the first section, though,
on account of its many bizarrie. Stanza 5 of
this chorale setting of ‘Vom Himmel Hoch’ is
particularly noteworthy. Singers pick up on
programmatic elements suggested in Bach’s
music, affecting a nasal tone to draw attention
to the “hee-haw” figure in his setting of the
words “Rind und Esel frass”—(the grass on
which) the ox and donkey fed. More bizarrie
creep into the final stanzas, as the music exag-
gerates the image of Jesus “reposing in the cas-
ket of my heart” with extremely long pitches in
the soprano over a busy counterpoint in the
lower voices.

“The Shepherds” opens with a gorgeous
duet, ‘Fürchtet Euch Nicht’ for soprano and
bass (Else Torp and Jakob Bloch Jespersen),
over a consort of strings. ‘Das Neugeborene
Kindelein’ for four-part choir and strings
makes for a suitable introduction to “The
Nativity”, with its marked, dotted rhythms.
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Tunder’s ‘Kleines Kindelein’ then offers lovely
dancelike music for soprano Kate Browton
over string consort.

Most impressive in the section marked
“New Year, Epiphany, and Annunciation” is Jan
Pieterszoon Sweelinck’s motet ‘Ab Oriente Ve-
nerunt Magi’ for five voices and organ. The
counterpoint here is dense but also flamboyant,
which gives the music a certain lightness. The
program then concludes with Buxtehude’s lively
organ setting of ‘Wie Schön Leuchtet der Mor-
genstern’ performed most delicately by Allan
Rasmussen. Texts and notes are in English.

LOEWEN

A Cavalier Christmas
Gibbons, Byrd, Dering, Grandi, Peerson, Lawes,
Jeffreys, Jenkins
Ebor Singers; Chelys Consort of Viols/ Paul
Gameson

Resonus 10202—66 minutes

Paul Gameson, the director of the Ebor Singers,
is a specialist in English music of the 17th Cen-
tury and especially music from the time of the
English Civil War. The present collection
assembles music, vocal and instrumental, for
the Christmas season from that time. As Game-
son points out in his notes, the Puritan-domi-
nated Parliament in the early days of the Civil
War sought to abolish the celebration of Christ-
mas as corrupt, pagan, and (perhaps even
worse) popish. This, of course, did not deter
Charles I from celebrating the season with the
assistance of royalist poets and musicians.

The earliest composers here are William
Byrd (c1539-1623) and Orlando Gibbons
(1583-1625). The opening work is Gibbons’s
verse anthem with viols ‘See, See the Word is
Incarnate’, whose text summarizes the life of
Christ from the Nativity to the Ascension.
Byrd’s ‘Behold I Bring you Glad Tidings’ is a
contrafactum from a set of part books at Peter-
house College, Cambridge, of the penitential
motet ‘Ne Irascaris’. The program concludes
with Byrd’s ‘O God, that Guides the Cheerful
Sun’, a carol for the New Year published in
Psalms, Songs, and Sonnets (1611).

Most of the rest of the program is works by
younger composers of Charles’s own genera-
tion. In contrast with music intended for full
choirs, most of the pieces here could be better
described as vocal chamber music for a court
in exile. Much of it shows the influence of the
Italian early baroque. This is certainly true of
two Latin motets—’Laetamini cum Maria’ and
‘Quem Vidistis, Pastores’—by Richard Dering
(c1580-1630), who converted to Catholicism

while in Europe early in the 17th Century. He
held a position in Brussels before returning to
England in 1625 to become organist of Queen
Henrietta Maria’s Catholic chapel.

A full reproduction of the booklet is avail-
able on the label’s website. The choral singing
is very fine, and if not of the very highest stan-
dard, certainly not far behind ensembles like
The Sixteen and The Cardinall’s Musick. The
Chelys Consort of Viols combines disciplined
ensemble with a silky string tone. The instru-
mental consort works here are an air by
William Lawes (1602-45) and a programmatic
pavan-galliard pair with the title ‘Newark
Siege’ by John Jenkins (1592-1678).

This is seasonal music that is off the beaten
track. We are too apt to skip from the Jacobean
period to the Restoration, but even with all the
turmoil of the Civil War, there was some
remarkable music produced in the intervening
years.

GATENS

Joy to the World
Baroque Christmas at the English Court

Nel Dolce Ensemble
K&K 130—58 minutes

This release is part of a series called “Castle
Concerts”. The castle at Bad Homburg is where
this was recorded, though the program is sup-
posed to represent what might be given at an
“English court”. But the selections are not all
English or appropriate to Christmas.

We do have the carol ‘Joy to the World’,
unfairly blamed on Handel. And there is the
inescapable Concerto grosso in G minor, the
Christmas Concerto (Op. 6:8), as well as the
Nativity entry from Biber’s set of Mystery
Sonatas. Another vocal item is an Air by John
Dowland, but otherwise the selections are
instrumental and international.

The briefest is a badly identified “Prelude”
by Purcell, and there is a Sonata by Nicola
Mateis for the Scottish trade. There are three
trio sonatas, one each by Handel (Op. 2:4),
Nicola Porpora, and Gottfried Keller, plus a
movement from yet another by Pierre Prowo.

The performing group consists of four play-
ers, on recorders, violin, cello, and harpsichord.
There is some tinkering with scorings, most
notably the reduction of the Corelli concerto. It
is plausible that in its day some musicians
might have turned it into a trio sonata in this
fashion, but it hardly deserves being enshrined
in a permanent recording. The structure and
textures of the original are totally destroyed.

The recording was made in concert on
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December 14, 2014. The performers play with
period-style gusto, in very closely miked
recording sound. The two vocal solos are com-
petently sung by Stephanie Buyken, otherwise
the recorder player.

Not a particularly commendable release
for serious Baroque collectors, but good back-
ground music for your party with a sophisti-
cated family and friends.

BARKER

French Christmas
Aradia Ensemble/ Kevin Mallon; La Fantasia/
Rien Voskuilen; Christian Lambour, org

Brilliant 95569 [3CD] 185:24

Each disc in this collection is a re-release of an
earlier recording. The first is a reissue of Marc-
Antoine Charpentier’s Midnight Mass for
Christmas, released by Naxos (N/D 2004). This
interpretation was marked by the insertion of
sung French Noëls in place of Charpentier’s
organ versions. The second disc includes the
complete Six Symphonies de Noël by Michel
Corrette previously released on Brilliant (N/D
2010) and is a good performance by a string
quartet with organ and double bass. The third
disc is a reissue of Christian Lambour’s organ
recital of French Noels from both the baroque
and the 19th Century (N/D 2015: 212).

Of the three discs, I found the Corrette the
most interesting, but this collection was obvi-
ously meant for the generic Christmas market.

BREWER

Renaissance Christmas
The 16

Coro 16167—67 minutes

There are 19 selections, dating from the 14th
Century to 1600, and all in Latin and unac-
companied. (One Byrd selection is in English:
‘The Day Christ was Born’.) The singing is
exquisite but very English—that is, not partic-
ularly warm. It all sounds very much alike, and
I lose patience with it (as I am inclined to do
with any unaccompanied choral music). But if
you know and like this group you will want this
latest recording.

VROON

Christmas on Sugarloaf Mountain
An Irish-Appalachian Celebration

Amanda Powell, s; Ross Hauck, t; Jeffrey Strauss,
bar; Apollo’s Fire/ Jeannette Sorrell

Avie 2396—68 minutes

Sugarloaf Mountain is near the northern
extremity of the Shenandoah Valley in Vir-
ginia. Jeannette Sorrell, founder and director
of Apollo’s Fire, lived there in her mid teen

years and played the piano for the Greenway
Southern Baptist Church. Those years intro-
duced her to the shape-note hymnody of the
southern revivalist tradition and the Celtic bal-
lads transported from the British Isles to the
Appalachians, where they took on a new
accent, but not so much that their Celtic roots
were not apparent. In 2008 she was given a
grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts for two years of research in early Ameri-
can music. This brought her back to Virginia
and led to her recordings with Apollo’s Fire of
music from the region: Come to the River
(2010) and Sugarloaf Mountain (2015).

The present recording continues this series
with music for Christmas. The program opens
with fiddle tunes and songs from Ireland,
including some with medieval lyrics. As Sorrell
points out, the Irish and Scottish settlers in the
Appalachians were fleeing poverty and misery
in their homeland, and for all the boisterous
high spirits of their jigs, reels, and wassail
songs, the music of the region is marked by a
poignancy that touches the heart deeply. This
program contains some of the most haunting
melodies ever devised, be they airs and ballads
or the modal repertory of folk and shape-note
hymnody. A detailed track list is available at
the label website.

Apollo’s Fire is a celebrated baroque orches-
tra, but their ventures into folk music are just as
celebrated. Here the instrumentalists are joined
by the mixed choir, Apollo’s Singers, and the
children’s choir, Apollo’s Musettes. Folk instru-
ments like the traditional Irish Uillean bag-
pipes, the hammered dulcimer, and the penny-
whistle figure in the performances. This is
music of and by amateurs, here arranged and
performed with professional skill, but without
sacrificing its vibrant folk quality to the glitz of
showbiz. This recording is a must have for any-
one susceptible to the allure of this tradition. It
may bring a lump to the throat.

GATENS
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Word Police: Amazing

In the age of verbal exaggerations this has
become a popular word of general approval,
thus destroying it—as was done with a previ-
ous fad word of approval, "awesome". The
real meaning of "amazing" is: extremely sur-
prising or astonishing—unexpected, even
bewildering. So to call a musician you like
"amazing" is almost an insult, as if to say "I
never expected you to play so well.



Lux
MENDELSSOHN: Weinachten; PEACOCK:
Venite, Gaudete!; HOWELLS: A Spotless Rose;
DOVE: See Him That Maketh the 7 Stars;
MEALOR: In the Bleak Midwinter; WHIT-
ACRE: Lux Aurumque; PATRIQUIN: Venez mes
Enfants; TODD: My Lord Has Come; LAURID-
SEN: O Magnum Mysterium; arr WILLCOCKS:
Once In Royal David’s City; O Come, All Ye Faith-
ful; Hark! The Herald Angels Sing; arr HALLEY:
What Child is This?; LUCAS: Pastorale; KARG-
ELERT: Improvisation on In Dulci Jubilo;
QUEF: Noel Parisien; SOWERBY: Carillon
Jonathan Oldengarm, org; St Andrew & St Paul
Choir/ Jean-Sebastien Vallee

ATMA 2771—77 minutes

This is a choir of 45 from Montreal, and they
have given us a Christmas offering that lives up
to its name. The singing is luminous to a fault,
and the program introduces several attractive
selections a lot of us don’t know. Indeed, the
works by Will Todd, Adrian Peacock, Jonathan
Dove, Donald Patriquin, and Paul Mealor are
attractive enough to dovetail nicely with the
music we do know from Lauridsen, Whitacre,
Howells, and Mendelssohn. (It’s hard to imag-
ine a Lauridsen ‘Magnum Mysterium’ sung
with more innigkeit than this one. They really
get inside it.) My only quibble is that the big
Willcocks carols are too stiff-upper-lippy to tap
into the Christmas spirit with enthusiasm.
Everything else, though, is delightful, includ-
ing the organist’s playing in colorful works by
Clarence Lucas, Sigfrid Karg-Elert, Charles
Quef, and Leo Sowerby. Sowerby’s ‘Carillon’ is
worth the price of admission all by itself. No
texts or translations: Vous etes tous seuls.

GREENFIELD

Joy to the World
Chen Reiss, s; Munich Radio/ Howard Arman

BR 900521—54 minutes

This is one of the more engaging and varied
Christmas programs to come my way: 17 pieces
in several languages (German, French, Russian,
Polish, Italian, Latin, and English) ranging from
the simplicity of ‘Hark! the Herald Angels’ and
‘Mary Had a Baby’ to a grandiose ‘Gloria’ for
chorus and full orchestra by Randel Alan Bass.
Some are somber and traditional like Rach-
maninoff’s ‘Ave Maria’ and Berlioz’s ‘Shepherd’s
Farewell’ (in French), and several others are
arranged (many by conductor Arman) in a
quasi-pop style. Everyone will find something
to like and probably something to dislike!

The chorus is just terrific—I wish we had
more like them—and soprano Chen Reiss,
who sings four pieces, is first rate as well. The

orchestra plays beautifully, and indeed, the
whole project is splendidly done. My best
guess is that you’ll find about one-half to two-
thirds of the pieces familiar, but only two or
three at the level of mall music.

Included is a very interesting essay on the
history of Christmas music along with bios, all
in English. Only a few texts (in French, Russian
and Polish) are included, but the translations
are into German.

ALTHOUSE

Christmas with the Bavarian Radio Choir
François Leleux, ob/ Florian Helgath

BR 900506—73 minutes

The choir presents many well-known German
Christmas songs—’O du Fröhliche’, ‘Stille
Nacht’, ‘Still, Still, Still’, etc.—several of them in
settings by contemporary composers. Praeto-
rius’s ‘Es ist ein Ros Entsprungen’ appears at
the beginning and end. The first is traditional,
and the other is an evocative contemporary
setting by Jan Sanderström. ‘Es Wird Scho Glei
Dumpa’ is in dialect (Fränkisch or Bayerisch?).
There are some well-known songs from the
English repertory, too, like ‘O Little Town of
Bethlehem’ and ‘Hark! The Herald Angels
Sing’ (actually by Mendelssohn).

The second half of the program indulges in
some lovely pieces less typically associated
with the Christmas season: Britten’s ‘Hymn to
the Virgin’, Grieg’s ‘Ave Maris Stella’, and ‘Lux
Aurumque’ by Eric Whitacre. Wolfram
Buchenberg’s arrangement of ‘O Freude über
Freude!’ is also quite beautiful.

Among the choral works are four solo
pieces played by oboist François Leleux: the
Corrente and Sarabande from Bach’s Partita in
A minor (S 1013) and two Fantasias by Tele-
mann (40:4+12). Leleux’s playing is expressive
and virtuosic. There are no texts for the vocal
works, and the notes are in German only.

LOEWEN

Christmas with the 
Cincinnati May Festival Chorus

Robert Porco, director
Fanfare Cincinnati 12—65 minutes

The May Festival Chorus is the choral arm of
the Cincinnati May Festival, which dates from
1873 and is the oldest continuous choral festi-
val in the Western Hemisphere. This Christ-
mas program includes 20 works, ranging from
a few familiar pieces sung straight from the
hymnal to arrangements from Carols for
Choirs and moving on to a few more ambitious
settings like Franz Biebl’s ‘Ave Maria’. If you’re
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in the choral world, you’ll probably know at
least 14 or 15 of the pieces here. Most are a
cappella; a few have organ or piano.

The chorus is fairly large, numbering
about 100, which means it lacks the final level
of polish we find in the best (mostly European)
groups. They are nonetheless excellent, and
their size allows for very broad tempos in
works like Holst’s ‘In the Bleak Midwinter’,
Praetorius’s ‘Lo, How a Rose’, and Lauridsen’s
‘O Magnum Mysterium’. These slow tempos
allow an extra level of depth and meaning
(though I think the Lauridsen is a bit too slow).
Intonation is absolutely fine, and the English
diction is excellent. All this points to the
superb work of conductor Porco, who has
been Director of Choruses for the Festival
since 1989 and who since 1998 also serves as
Director of Choruses for the Cleveland
Orchestra. [He has recently retired from both
positions.—Ed]

All together, this is a very impressive job,
highly recommended if you want a great
recording of mostly familiar Christmas fare. It
would also be ideal for Christmas morning
while gathered around the tree, opening the
box to reveal yet another necktie!

ALTHOUSE

Ely Christmas
Ely Cathedral Choir/ Sarah MacDonald; Aaron
Shilson, org

Regent 527—72 minutes

Vaughan Williams Christmas
Chelsea Hospital Chapel Choir/ William Vann;
Hugh Rowlands, org

Albion 35—70 minutes

Cantique De Noel
Gonville & Caius College Choir/ Geoffrey Web-
ber; Michael How, Luke Fitzgerald, org; Ursula
Perks, p

Delphian 34197—71 minutes

Three lesser known English choirs that never-
theless deliver the usual high standards of
blend, intonation, ensemble, and diction.
Each has recorded a mixture of familiar and
unfamiliar carols in excellent, committed per-
formances.

The Girl Choristers and Lay Clerks of Ely
Cathedral perform 23 new carols, new
arrangements, and the familiar ‘There is No
Rose’ by John Joubert, as well as John Rutter’s
lovely ‘What Sweeter Music’. The girls sing with
a rich, vibrant sound infused with a striking
musical intelligence.

The Chapel Choir of the Royal Hospital
Chelsea is a mixed ensemble of professional

voices who sing services in the chapel and
concerts as well. The program contains all of
Vaughan Williams’s Christmas carol arrange-
ments including the 8 Traditional Carols from
1919, 5 from the 1928 Oxford Book of Carols,
the first recordings of the 9 Carols for male
voices from 1941 and the 2 Carols from 1945,
which was one of only two works published by
Vaughan Williams that year.

The choir of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, while not as well known as King’s,
Trinity, or John’s, is an example of the mixed
choirs, made-up of students (many on
scholarships) that sing in the “other” college
chapels, often on a daily basis. Their sound is
clear and rich here. They sing a program of
French carols by familiar and unfamiliar com-
posers: Adam, Berlioz, Gounod, Fauré, Franck,
Debussy, Massenet, Guilmant, Tombelle, and
Saint-Saens. The performances are superb and
the repertoire delightful, but everything is in
French!

DELCAMP

German Advent Songs
5 Sisters

Rondeau 6128—50 minutes

These five sisters—Monika, Agnes, Franziska,
Maria, and Cordula Tschuschke—make beauti-
ful music together. Notes describe their musical
upbringing, singing at home and in the Bam-
berg Cathedral Girls’ Choir. This is a confident
group of well-trained voices that work well
together. They call themselves the Schwester-
hochfünf for obvious reasons. Their tone is
pure, almost crystalline, because their straight
tone allows them to show off a talent for center-
ing harmonies. And the way Monika and Agnes
handle the high soprano range is breathtaking.
Their performance of Wolfram Buchenberg’s
contemporary setting of ‘Maria Durch Ein
Dornwald Ging’ will give you the shivers.

In fact, most of the German Advent songs
on the program are modern arrangements of
familiar works of Renaissance and Baroque
polyphony by the likes of Michael Praetorius.
The Tschuschke sisters’ brother Hans joins
them on ‘Wie Soll Ich Dich Empfangen’ and
on a medley of settings of Martin Luther’s
‘Nun Komm der Heiden Heiland’ by Praeto-
rius, Uwe Henkhaus, Lucas Oslander, Andreas
Raselius, Bach, and Hugo Distler. What a won-
derful recording! I hope to hear more from this
incomparable ensemble of siblings. Texts and
notes are in English.

LOEWEN
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Songs of the Stable
Christmas Music from Canada

Willan, Owolabi, Daley, Evans, Sirett, Larkin,
Henderson, Enns, Hanney, Berring
Gayle Martin, org; Halifax Camerata Singers/ Jeff
Joudrey—Leaf 106—62 minutes

This recording dates from 2005. It consists
mostly of original compositions, but there are
also arrangements of traditional music such as
the plainsong ‘Of the Father’s Love Begotten’
arranged by Stephen Smith and the ‘Huron
Carol’ arranged by Robert Anderson. Director
Jeff Joudrey says in the booklet that his object
is to acquaint listeners with music that might
not be familiar, much of which will be accessi-
ble to amateur church and community choirs.
He aims to present works “from the Maritimes
to the West Coast”, but nearly all the music
comes from Vancouver or Ontario.

The earliest composer here is Healey
Willan (1880-1968), who is represented by his
Advent motet ‘Lo, in the Time Appointed’
(1929) and an alternatim English Magnificat
(1954) for men’s voices. Most of these com-
posers were born in the second half of the 20th
Century, and most of the works date from the
late 20th and early 21st centuries. Few of the
composers are likely to be familiar to general
listeners. All the music is easy on the ear, with-
out the aural challenges posed by many con-
temporary composers.

The choral sound is luscious and the per-
formances sensitive and well disciplined. The
booklet is riddled with typographical errors,
but meticulously gives publication and copy-
right information and texts for each piece plus
a thumbnail biographical sketch for each com-
poser.

GATENS

Bright Star Within
Karl Peter Eriksson, t; Paula Gustafson Apola, vc;
Rasmus Osbeck, Lucia Viana da Silva, perc; Svetla
Tsvetkova, org; Harlanda Chamber Choir/ David
Molin

Footprint 93—64 minutes

The Harlanda Chamber Choir from Gothen-
burg, Sweden is new to us because this is the
first program they’ve recorded for commercial
release. I’m guessing it won’t be the last,
because this extravagantly beautiful Christmas
program sweeps the board on all counts this
holiday season. Handsomely arranged Swe-
dish hymns and carols most of us don’t know
are mixed with songs we are familiar with.

Franz Biebl’s ‘Ave Maria’ has never sound-
ed lovelier. The ‘Magnum Mysteriums’ of

Poulenc and Lauridsen suffuse the creche in
an unearthly glow, as do Paul Hiller’s ‘There Is
No Rose’ and Ola Gjelo’s ‘Es ist ein Ros’. Juicy
arrangements of ‘O Holy Night (with the bari-
tone soloist and cello joining the organ and
choir) and ‘Silent Night’ are sung in Swedish. A
rousing version of ‘Gaudete’ is the only zippy
selection among the 17, so know in advance
that this program is more about tingles than
jingles. Texts and translations are not supplied.
That might bother you in the unfamiliar
Swedish selections, but won’t matter that
much overall. (Do we not know the words to
‘Silent Night’, ‘In Dulci Jubilo’ and ‘O Holy
Night’?) Of the seven holiday anthologies I’ve
been assigned this year, this Bright Star is the
most aptly named.

GREENFIELD

Let Us Rejoice: Finnish Christmas
Jan Lehtola, org; Helsinki Chamber Choir/ Nils
Schweckendiek

BIS 2322 [SACD] 74 minutes

The choir of 16 is fine, and the sound quality is
worthy of the BIS imprimatur. Matthew Whit-
tall’s ‘Aattoilta’ (Christmas Eve) is very beauti-
ful, and I like the atmospheric Pastorale for
organ by Arvi Karvonen. Bach (‘Wachet auf’),
Berlioz (‘Shepherd’s Farewell’) and Tchaikov-
sky are on the bill, along with Sibelius, Rauta-
vaara, Madetoja and a bevy of Finns. Alas, the
program comes off more like a pleasant hymn-
sing than a tingly encounter with the divine
light entering the world at this darkest time of
year. The frisson of the Christmas spirit I want
to feel is missing. Even the excerpt from L’en-
fance du Christ sounds lifted from the hymnal.
You know the Christmas spirit when you come
across it, and that just didn’t happen here.

GREENFIELD
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Publicity Quotes 
Interpreted

"(Name) drops new project." (This doesn't
mean what the words mean; it means he
releases it.)

A festival announces "global roots
music" (used to be called "world music"—
they think this sounds fancier). In their con-
cert (this group) will be "melding classical
and international roots music" (joining or
mixing the two).

These are from one day's publicity, and
it's only the worst. Most publicity is illiter-
ate—but then so is most public writing these
days.



Silver Stars at Play
AYRES: Hodie Christus Natus Est; FRANCES-
HOAD: This Time is Born a Child; CUSWORTH:
Of a Rose Synge We; MORGAN: Make We Joy
Now in this Fest; PARSHALL: That Yonge Child;
FAWCETT: Angel Gabriel; TURNER: Away in a
Manger; FRAHM: Unto Us a Son is Given;
CAMM: Cantate Domino; COOKE: Susanni;
DAVIES: Child of the Manger; McCABE: Peace
Carol; MAYES: Christmas Music; PINNOCK:
Christmas Bells; CUMMINGS: Infant Holy, Infant
Lowly; HAND: 2 Carols; COLERIDGE: Balu-
lalow; RIMKUS: Brightest and Best; TOOVEY:
Alleluya for Christmas; HARRISON: As-salamu
‘alaykum Bethlehem; HEWITT: Silent Night
Simon Passmore, p; Kantos Chamber Choir/
Elspeth Slorach

Prima Facie 75—72 minutes

Kantos is a co-ed chamber choir of 20 based in
Manchester, England, and they give lovely
voice to these contemporary Christmas songs
crafted by their countrymen and women. The
program moves along smartly, 24 songs in 72
minutes. There’s nice variety to it as well, as
the repertoire moves from the feisty tintinnab-
ulation of Jenni Pinnock’s ‘Christmas Bells’ to
peaceful lullabies like Peter Parshall’s ‘Yonge
Child’ and the lovely ‘Balulalow’ by Matthew
Coleridge. None of the selections is aggressive-
ly dissonant, and the hyper-spiritual noodling
and doodling we often hear from contempo-
rary composers at Christmas is kept to a mini-
mum. Nothing is going to exile ‘Silent Night’ or
‘Joy to the World’ to a seat on the bench; but in
the end, these are well-crafted songs imbued
with a seasonal flair that could add something
to your holiday celebration.

GREENFIELD

100 Years of 9 Lessons & Carols
King’s College Choir

Kings 33 [2CD] 107 minutes

One disc is new recordings under Stephen
Cleobury, in beautiful sound. The other is
excerpts from BBC broadcasts of the service
from years past (1958-2017) under David Will-
cocks, Philip Ledger, and Cleobury. Understand
that these are from concerts, not recording ses-
sions, so one hears audience noises and such.
The choir’s own label does not have the rights
to the complete recordings from past years,
which you can often find on other labels.

As the years go on the choir sounds less
like what we think of as “English” and “stuffy”
and unique. These 35 boys and men sound
pretty “normal” in their latest recordings—
which all seem better than the older ones,
though sound may have something to do with

it. At any rate, this is for fans of the choir and of
boychoirs in general. There are 21 carols from
broadcasts and 16 newly recorded.

VROON

King’s Singers: Christmas Presence
LASASUS: Resonet in Laudibus; PRAETO-
RIUS: Est ist ein Ros; BYRD: Beata Viscera
Maria Virginis; CHILCOTT: Thanksgiving;
SWEELINCK: Hodie Christus Natus Est; POU-
LENC: O Magnum Mysterium; Quem Vidistis
Pastores Dicite; Hodie Christus Natus Est; HOW-
ELLS: A Spotless Rose; Here is the Little Door;
Sing Lullaby; SMITH: I Saw Three Ships; arr
KNIGHT: The Christmas Song; La Peregrina-
cion; arr L’ESTRANGE: Still, Still, Still; arr
LANGFORD: Jingle Bells; arr KEATING: God
Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen

National Youth Choir of Britain; King’s Singers 
Signum 497—53 minutes

No surprises under this tree, because with the
King’s Singers you pretty much know what
you’re going to get before you open the pack-
age. In selections like ‘Jingle Bells’, ‘La Peregri-
nacion’, ‘The Christmas Song’, and a Brubeck-
like ‘God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen’ they flirt
with the bright, jazzy idiom loved by their fans.
The arrangements work nicely, too, except for
the German lullaby ‘Still, Still, Still’, where the
razor-sharp harmonies would keep any self-
respecting baby—divine or otherwise—awake
all night. The rest of the way, the repertoire is
glorious: Praetorius, Lassus, Byrd, Sweelinck,
Poulenc, and lots of Howells. Recorded in con-
cert at King’s College, the performance is vin-
tage King’s Singers. Phrases and words are
strongly inflected with timbres so bracing and
bright that it’s the cool clarity of the music that
comes across most vividly. As I said, no sur-
prises. Texts and translations.

GREENFIELD

O Sanctissima—O du Fröhliche
MDR Choir/ Philipp Ahmann

Genuin 17484—79 minutes

This is the second volume of the series Weih-
nachtslieder aus Deutschland und Aller Welt.
As advertised, the program includes Christmas
songs from various cultural traditions—mostly
German, but also Scandinavian, French,
Armenian, English, American, and Italian.
There are even songs from Japan and Korea.
The favorites here include ‘The First Nowell’,
‘La Marche Des Rois’, ‘The Holly and the Ivy’,
and ‘Joseph, Lieber Joseph Mein’. The program
also includes several classics that, when min-
gled with the rest, gives the recording a rather
serious character. Tchaikovsky’s ‘Legenda’ is
lovely—grave and dark. Britten’s ‘Hymn to the
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Virgin’ also has a somber tone, conveying a
very different charm compared to the canon of
English Christmas carols. And the rich har-
monies and expressive dissonance in ‘Es
Kommt Ein Schiff, Geladen’ gives this favorite
a brooding character. This is a polished per-
formance of a delightful collection of festive
music. Texts and notes are in English.

LOEWEN

O Holy Night
Rutter, Poston, Berlioz, Darke, Chilcott, Hadley,
Pearsall, Hewitt Jones, Lauridsen
Merton College Choir; Oxford Philharmonic/
Benjamin Nicholas

Delphian 34192—68 minutes

The point of departure is the traditional les-
sons-and-carols repertory so closely associat-
ed with the great English choral foundations.
Among the classics of that repertory included
are Elizabeth Poston’s ‘Jesus Christ the Apple
Tree’, Harold Darke’s ‘ Patrick Hadley’s ‘I Sing
of a Maiden’, and Robert Lucas de Pearsall’s ‘In
Dulci Jubilo’. Classic arrangements by David
Willcocks of traditional carols like ‘Hark! the
Herald Angels Sing’ and ‘O Come, all ye Faith-
ful’ also figure on the program. Among the
more recent works are two sweetly sentimental
original compositions by John Rutter—’All
Bells in Paradise’ and ‘Shepherd’s Pipe
Carol’—and two arrangements by him of
‘Silent Night’ and ‘O Holy Night’. In a related
idiom, but somewhat less sweet and sentimen-
tal, are Bob Chilcott’s ‘Shepherd’s Carol’ and
‘The Bird of Dawning’ to a text from Act I of
Hamlet and claimed here as a first recording.
Morten Lauridsen’s ‘O Magnum Mysterium’
concludes the program.

The performances by the mixed choir of
Merton College, Oxford, are highly polished
and unimpeachable technically. Many of the
pieces are accompanied by the Oxford orches-
tra, an ensemble established in 1998 and highly
impressive as heard here. In contrast with many
English carol recordings that communicate
something of the flavor of lessons and carols
services, this one seems to lean in a more com-
mercial direction. The mixed choir sound and
the orchestra have something to do with that,
but so do the slick arrangements, compositions
that are hard to take seriously, and things like
the tacky fanfares that introduce ‘Hark! the Her-
ald Angels Sing’ and ‘O Come, all ye Faithful’.

GATENS

Christmas
Skylark Vocal Ensemble—Skylark 2—49 minutes

This is a really lovely program of Christmas
music covering the entire history of Western
music: Gregorian chant, Renaissance and
Baroque polyphony, and several wonders of
the contemporary repertory—among them
‘Today the Virgin’ by John Taverner, Peter War-
lock’s ‘Bethlehem Down’, and seven variations
on Michael Praetorius’s ‘Es ist Ein Ros Ent-
sprungen’ from Hugo Distler’s Weihnachtsge-
schichte (1933), which is a perfect illustration
of the Schützian modeling that permeates so
much of Distler’s writing.

Three compositions are recorded here for
the first time, namely Gregorio Allegri’s Advent
motet ‘Salvatorem Expectamus’, ‘Salve Regina’
by the late-Renaissance composer Giovanni
Bernardino Nanino; and a lovely setting of the
lullaby ‘Marie Berçant l’Enfant Jesu’ (1949) by
the French organist Georges Dupuy de Mery.

This is an absolutely wonderful choir.
Their sound is rich, mature, well tuned, and
pure. Soloists Dana Whiteside (bass), Clare
McNamara (alto), and Sarah Moyer and Jessi-
ca Petrus (soprano) are outstanding. The only
thing missing full texts and translations.

LOEWEN

Christmas with Sonoro
Michael Higgins, org/ Neil Ferris

Resonus 10226—59 minutes

As the cover tells us, these are new composi-
tions, re-settings of familiar texts, and new
arrangements of familiar tunes. I’m afraid I
don’t like any of it—not even ‘Silent Night’
(newly arranged).

VROON

Carols & Motets
St Ursen Cathedral Boychoir/ Andreas Reize

Rondeau 6134—47 minutes

The boys’ choir of St Ursen Cathedral in the
Swiss city of Solothurn presents a varied pro-
gram of Christmas music old and new. Well,
even the old music sounds new when arranged
by contemporary composers—’Stille Nacht’, ‘Es
Kommt ein Schiff Geladen’, ‘Maria Durch ein
Dornwald Ging’, and others resound afresh
when sung with evocative, modern harmonies.
Praetorius’s ‘Es ist ein Ros Entsprungen’
remains untouched by such modernisms, but
the quick tempo gives it a different character
than one may be used to. The addition of tam-
bourine in Brian Kay’s arrangement of ‘Gaudate
Christus est Natus’ emphasizes the dance-like
character of this late-Renaissance favorite.
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Taking on Paul Mealor’s arrangement of
Herbert Howells’s ‘A Spotless Rose’ might have
been a bit ambitious for these boys. They have
a lovely sound and stand up to almost every
challenge beautifully, but Mealor has sopranos
harmonizing at the very top of their register,
which is difficult to keep in tune. Otherwise,
this is a terrific recording. I particularly like
Rachmaninoff ’s Russian hymn to the Virgin
Mary, ‘Bogoroditze Devo’. Its rich, tense har-
monies seem to give Mary’s joy a poignant
character, as one contemplates Christ’s des-
tiny. Texts and notes are in English.

LOEWEN

This Endris Night
WILLAN: Hodie, Christus Natus Est; The 3
Kings; HEITZIG: Little Tree; PART: Bogoroditse
Dyevo; NADEL: Early Winter Tree; PRAETO-
RIUS: Es ist ein Ros; MATHIAS: A Babe is Born;
PAULUS: Holly and the Ivy; This Endris Night;
Wonder Tidings; TAVENER: Today the Virgin;
LA COUR: Hodie, Christus Natus Est; IVES:
Christmas Carol; arr PARKER: In the Bleak Mid-
winter; arr WILLCOCKS: God Rest You Merry,
Gentlemen; The First Nowell; arr NILES: I Won-
der As I Wander
Paul Skevington, org; Susan Robinson, hp;
Stephen Nicholas Key, ob; Curt Armbruster, timp;
Washington Master Chorale/ Thomas Colohan,
Rachel Carson—Acis 368—58 minutes

Washington DC is a choral singer’s town, and
since its founding in 2010 the 60-voice Master
Chorale has taken its place among the best the
District has to offer. They give us a lovely pro-
gram here. The Stephen Paulus carols with
oboe and harp are exquisite, as are the two song
by Healey Willan. Niels La Cour, Charles Ives,
Steve Heitzig, William Matthias, Russell Nadel,
and John Tavener are among the others proffer-
ing handsomely rapt gifts we don’t get every
year. I am not thrilled with the distant record-
ing; it blurs colors and pulls rhythmic punches
from time to time. Still, there’s a great deal here
to admire. If you want a Christmas program on
a larger scale than the King’s Singers or a cham-
ber choir, this might do nicely.

GREENFIELD

Christmas at Westminster Abbey
Oldham, Wishart, Charpentier, Poston, Praeto-
rius, Maxwell Davies, Hammerschmidt, Scheidt,
Gardner, Britten

Christopher Herrick, org; Choir/ Simon Preston
DG 482 8564—57 minutes

This is a reissue of a recording first released in
1984. Most English choral foundations present
a Christmas carol service, but as the booklet
notes point out, it is the custom at Westminster

Abbey to present three. The first takes place on
Advent Sunday, the second on St Stephen’s Day
(December 26), and the third on Holy Inno-
cents’ Day (December 28). This program draws
from all three, taking the listener from Advent
through Christmas to Epiphany. Simon Preston
was organist and choirmaster at Westminster
Abbey from 1981 to 1987, and this recording
dates from his tenure there.

Some of the repertory is standard lessons-
and-carols fare, but there are also less familiar
pieces. Some of these are by composers of the
20th Century, including ‘Remember O Thou
Man’ by Arthur Oldham (1926-2003), ‘Alleluya,
a New Work is Come on Hand’ by Peter
Wishart (1921-84), ‘Nowell’ by Peter Maxwell
Davies (1934-2016), and ‘Tomorrow Shall Be
my Dancing Day’ by John Linton Gardner
(1917-82). At the other end of the chronologi-
cal spectrum, Preston delves into the world of
early music for works by Andreas Hammer-
schmidt (1611-75), Samuel Scheidt (1587-
1654), and the 15th-Century anonymous Eng-
lish carol ‘Illuminare Jerusalem’.

The recorded sound is respectable but not
as warm, spacious, or clear as we have come to
expect from newer recordings. Passages with
louder dynamics tend to come across as brash
and somewhat forced. The performances
themselves are very fine.

GATENS

Clemens Unterreiner
Gramola 99128—52 minutes

This young baritone was born in Vienna and
has the Viennese way of singing. He sings at the
Vienna Opera very often—almost every bari-
tone role. His voice is simply wonderful, his
style simply perfect. I could listen to him in any-
thing and everything that a baritone can sing.

Here he sings 14 Christmas songs, all of
them familiar, all in German (‘Herbei o ihr
Glaubigen’ is ‘O Come all Ye Faithful’, etc.) and
all with excellent accompaniment by the Aus-
trian Radio Orchestra. It is almost too good to
be true.

Indeed, there is one problem. There are
only 14 Christmas songs (about 29 minutes),
and then there are 14 Christmas poems read
by the baritone. His speaking voice is as fine as
his singing voice, but I have no patience for
German poetry readings. If you have no finan-
cial restrictions, you might buy this for the 29
minutes of wonderful singing and use the rest
to sharpen your German.

VROON
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KERTSMAN: Concerto Brasileiro; Violin, Horn &
Shofar Concerto; Journey; Chamber Symphony 2
Marina Piccinini, fl; Orsolya Korcsolan, v; Martin
Kuuskmann, bn; Gergely Sugar, hn; London Phil-
harmonic/ Dennis Russell Davies

Naxos 573987—66 minutes

The music of Brazilian composer Miguel Kerts-
man is versatile and eclectic, characterized by
robust percussion, bold colors, and attractive
melodies. The strength and appeal of his music
lies in his willingness to combine the experi-
mental with familiar idioms, like jazz, rock, and
folk music. These influences form a cohesive,
yet multifaceted sound world. His second
chamber symphony, subtitled New York of 50
Doors, embodies this approach. Like Adams’s
chamber symphony, it is wind-heavy and calls
for a synthesizer, resulting in a collage of bold,
colorful lines. The other works on this record
are all concertos. The flute concerto (Concerto
Brasileiro) and the bassoon concerto (Journey)
both continue the use of bold colors (Journey
includes organ and celeste). They also combine
modern extended techniques for the soloists
with attractive melodies and diversions into
non-classical idioms (folk music in the kinetic
III of Concerto Brasileiro and full-blooded jazz
in the central movement of Journey). The Vio-
lin, Horn, and Shofar Concerto is by far my
favorite work, also for a reduced orchestra with
organ. The shofar is an instrument from Jewish
tradition, with pitch controlled by embouchure
alone. The horn soloist switches between four
shofars in different microtonal tunings. Shofar
calls in I and III, a microtone off from the tuning
of the violin and strings, lend the music an oth-
erworldly mysticism. It feels both ancient and
timeless. Kertsman’s use of traditional horn in II
is more familiar, feels more grounded and less
distant. He further explores this contrast in IV,
using both shofar and horn. Previously limited
interactions between the soloists are now
everywhere as motives from the other move-
ments return and transform. It is a striking
work; like his other pieces, it defies categoriza-
tion. This fantastic album is Kertsman’s new
concentration on composition since 2008 and
bodes well for his future endeavors.

SORENSEN: Rosenbad; Pantomime; Fantasia
Appassionata
Katrine Gislinge, p; Stenhammar Quartet; Esbjerg
Ensemble

Dacapo 6.226135—63 minutes

Though I have been aware of Sorensen for
some time, this is the first time I’ve heard his
music. He writes with a sensitivity to detail,
using texture, timbre, and articulation to
imbue instruments with expressive personali-
ties. The two main works on this album,
Rosenbad and Pantomime ,  are part of
Sorensen’s Papillons trilogy. They share much
of the same structure and root material, pre-
sented in different scenarios. The material in
each piece develops organically according to
its environment. In Pantomime for piano and
large chamber ensemble, loneliness and isola-
tion abound. The instruments try to achieve
and maintain peace, unity, and connection
with each other but constantly fade apart,
intruded upon by distractive percussion
including bells and musical saw. The piano
attempts to lead the efforts, but is easily over-
powered by the many timbres of the ensemble.
Rosenbad is scored for the smaller forces of
piano and string quartet. This time the piano is
more dominant in this classical instrumenta-
tion and thus confidently leads the ensemble
in new directions. Included as an extra treat is
Fantasia Appassionata, a work for solo piano
that explores Beethoven’s Appassionata
Sonata and Brahms’s 7 Fantasies, Op.116.

ARNALDS: Re.member; Unfold; Saman; Brot;
Inconsist; They Sink; Ypsilon; Partial; Momen-
tary; Undir; Ekki Hugsa; Nyepi
Olafur Arnalds, p+elec; Sohn, voice; Viktor Orri
Arnason, Bjork Oskarsdottir, v; Karl Pestka, va;
Unnur Jonsdottir, vc; Matthias Nardeau, Peter
Tompkins, ob; Peter Tompkins, hn; Grimur Hel-
gason, Baldvin Ingvar Tryggvason, cl; Bryndis
Porsdottir, bn; Magnus Trygvason Eliassen, perc;
London Recording Orchestra

Mercury 7650057—47 minutes

Olafur Arnalds is an Icelandic musician and
producer with roots in ambient pop-techno
music. He has been writing music for strings
and piano for about a decade, including a col-
laboration with pianist Alice Sara Ott involving
the music of Chopin. This album expands his
typical instrumentation to include winds.
Despite the full chamber orchestra, the ambi-
ent music often seems more in the vein of
pop-techno than classical. It’s clear that he is
writing for two very different audiences.
Drums and drum machines are often layered
over other instruments. The interesting colors
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and timbres of the instruments are smoothed
over to fit the ambient atmosphere. The har-
mony is simple, moving in predictable pat-
terns, as if to supplant non-existent pop vocals
(though the gentle voice of alternative artist
Sohn makes a brief appearance in Unfold).
Arnalds created a software schematic called
Stratus that, when linked to two player pianos,
generates new, semi-random pitches. These
pitches fall in the limited harmony mentioned
above, though, so the effect isn’t as exciting as
it should be. The overall effect is music that is
colorful and well-produced, yet saccharine
and unchallenging. Classically-inclined listen-
ers will probably be put off by the pop nature
of the record; more casual listeners will be
more receptive. If I listen again, it will be as
background music.

WATKINS: Flute Concerto; Violin Concerto;
Symphony
Adam Walker, fl; Alina Ibragimova, v ; Halle
Orchestra/ Ryan Wigglesworth; BBC Symphony/
Edward Gardner

NMC 224—67 minutes

Pianist and composer Huw Watkins writes in a
strongly tonal idiom, incorporating modernist
elements as he pleases. Harmonic ambiguity,
unexpected meter changes, and colorful
orchestration abound. Many current com-
posers—especially British composers—take
this approach, looking to Britten and Tippett
before them. Watkins stands apart from the
crowd of composers straddling tradition and
modernism because of the energy that perme-
ates much of his work. He handles tension
very well and maintains the listener’s attention
with changes in phrasing. The kinetic
moments are especially exciting, because he
knows how to maintain momentum thru intu-
itive rhythms. Motives are passed between var-
ious instruments as they gather power, like the
short, ricocheting rhythmic patterns passed
between solo flute, violins, and brass in the
flute concerto. Of the works on the album, the
violin concerto is my favorite; the fiery solo
part sizzles even when it is exploding forth
against the orchestra. The notes assert that his
music subverts the classical concerto and sym-
phony. That misses the point: his music is a
fresh and modern interpretation of traditional
form, without the burden of upending it. Lis-
teners looking for subversions will be disap-
pointed; if you listen to the music on its own
merits you will be rewarded.

BIGGS: Pan-Fare; When You Are Reminded By
the Instruments; Inquieto; The Trill Is Gone; Fan-
fare; EM Am Flugel; Wedding Motet; Ochila Laeil
Desiree Glazier-Nazro, perc; Curtis Macomber, v;
Christopher Oldfather, Eric Moe, p; Andrew Stein-
berg, sax; Daniel Grabois, hn; Walter Hilse, org;
Christina Kay, Kathryn Hotarek, s; Maya Ben-Meir,
Ruthie McGonagil, mz; Colin Britt, t ; Timothy
Brown, bar; Various Musicians/ James Blachly;
Moravian Chamber Philharmonic/ Petr Vronsky;
Slovak Radio/ Joel Eric Suben; C4/ Ben Arendsen;
Florilegium Chamber Choir/ JoAnn Rice

Navona 6191—61 minutes

Hayes Biggs tries to catch the listener’s atten-
tion with outwardly interesting sounds,
whether thru unconventional scoring, harmo-
ny, or jazz elements. It does not always work.
‘Pan-Fare’ for pan drums and orchestra stands
out, not only for its novel solo instrument, but
also for its wild energy. Inquieto for violin and
piano is the best instrumental work, incorpo-
rating jagged rhythms and dissonance. The
two choral pieces, ‘Wedding Motet’ and ‘Ochi-
la Laeil’, both use harmony and passing disso-
nance effectively. The latter is the best work on
the album. It uses a Hebrew text (not includ-
ed) and has a prominent horn part, acting as a
cantor against a congregation. The other works
are less engaging.

CAROLLO: Awakenings; Romantica Passione
Suite; Metamorphosis 3+13; Guitar Prelude 3;
Guitar Etudes 7+9; Music For Choir; Bright Still-
ness (You Are My Desire)
Darel Stark, v; Christian Saggese, g; Lisa Cella, fl;
Duo 46; Composer’s Choir/ Daniel Shaw; Mora-
vian Philharmonic/ Stanislav Vavrinek

Navona 6148—58 minutes

Fans of John A. Carollo’s last Navona album
(“The Transfiguration of Giovanni Baudino”,
J/F 2018) will enjoy this new one, which con-
tains choral and chamber music as well as
more of his string orchestra music. In fact, the
string pieces (‘Awakenings’ and ‘Bright Still-
ness’) that begin and end this album are both
variations of III from Rhetoric and Mythos of
Belief on the previous album. Previous knowl-
edge of the piece is not necessary to enjoy
these meditative works. The Romantica Pas-
sione Suite for violin and guitar is actually 9
movements, but only 4 of them are here. I
enjoy how the violin and guitar fluidly change
their roles in the duet. Numerous preludes and
etudes for guitar are present, as are two works
in his solo Metamorphoses series: No. 3 for
violin and 13 for flute. The guitar etudes are
particularly enjoyable. ‘Music for Choir’ is
sparse and contemplative, like Rhetoric and
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Mythos of Belief. His way of doubling pitches
in the sopranos across a large register is strik-
ing. But as performers of Delius’s choral works
might attest, such doubling is fiendishly diffi-
cult to tune—resulting in intonation problems
on this recording. That didn’t keep me from
enjoying it. Curious listeners looking for a
more intimate side of Carollo will be satisfied.

MCENROE: Summer’s Last Hurrah; That Old
Indian Summer; Mid Autumn’s Deep Colours;
Movements in the Night; An Early Autumn
Morning; Deep in the Wilderness; The Passing;
Echoes From a Haunted Past; A Pageant at the
County Fair; A Celebration of the Natural World

Janacek Philharmonic/ Anthony Armore
Navona 6189 [2CD] 100 minutes

Once again, mediocrity is rewarded with an
album release. McEnroe has been reviewed in
Newest Music before—I wrote about his
Medieval Suites (J/F 2018) and Stephanie Ann
Boyd wrote about his piano music (J/A 2018).
Neither of us enjoyed his work. He is a self-pro-
fessed anti-academic, opining that classically-
trained composers and their colleagues are
“slaves of classical academia”. This bizarre state-
ment attempts to deflect from his failure to pro-
duce the well-formed melody, competent har-
mony, logical texture, rhythmic vitality, and
above all the emotional expression inherent in
the romantic style. I don’t think he lacks inspi-
ration; rather, he lacks the originality and craft
to translate his ideas into meaningful music.
Perhaps at some point he will achieve that—this
album shows him in better form than his last
orchestral outing with Navona. Still, I cannot sit
thru 100 minutes of this again and can think of
many works better suited for the general audi-
ence for whom he writes.

Legends & Light
BAKKER: Canzona III Hidden In Her Light;
JARVLEPP: Suite; MUNCASTER: Redcliffe
Gardens Suite; MIER: Of Lakes and Legends
Croatian Chamber Orchestra/ Miran Vaupotic;
Moravian Philharmonic/ Petr Vronsky, Stanislav
Vavrinek

Navona 6187—65 minutes

Another general collection of orchestral music
from Navona, another mixed bag. I wouldn’t
care to hear the Bakker again. It is brash and
directionless. The Jarvlepp is a peppy dance
suite—enjoyable, but not particularly memo-
rable. The Muncaster is pleasant suite with a
pastoral and nostalgic air, much in the vein of
Grieg’s Holberg Suite. The best work here is
Shirley Mier’s charming suite Of Lakes and

Legends. It is a programmatic work involving
bits of history surrounding Minnesota’s White
Bear Lake. It is nostalgic Americana, some-
times revelling in simple scenes of everyday
life like a piano recital or a boat regatta. There
are also more momentous depictions, like
Native American legend and the region’s first
train ride. Though the online notes are helpful
for contextualizing the Mier, they should have
been printed in a booklet with the disc.
Navona generally does this, and it turns the joy
of reading about the pieces into a hassle.

CUNNINGHAM: Silhouettes; Clarinet Concerto;
Symphonette; Bach Diadem
Bruno Philipp, cl; Croatian Chamber Orchestra/
Miran Vaupotic; Moravian Philharmonic/ Petr
Vronsky

Navona 6186—74 minutes

I really enjoyed this album. Cunningham
writes with a theatrical style of the past. I am
reminded of the gaslit haze of old theaters, the
whimsical films of Georges Melies, and the
shadowy atmosphere of German Expression-
ism. The colorful suite of character pieces
called Silhouettes could easily be paired with
choreography and would fit right in at the Bal-
let Russes. Stravinsky circa Rite of Spring is an
obvious influence. The clarinet concerto
shows influence from early Honegger in the
theatening, angular staccato in brass and
woodwinds. The lyrical clarinet is often pitted
against these machine-like figures. In the
slower II, spectacular runs in the clarinet pen-
etrate a curtain of darkness generated by the
orchestra. The Symphonette is also of interest,
with some play between major and minor in I,
an evocative, hazy atmosphere in II, and a rau-
cous finale. How disappointing that the album
should close with such a misguided set of Bach
arrangements in Bach Diadem. Part of its fail-
ure is on the part of Vronsky and the Moravian
Philharmonic; they don’t have the sensitivity
for Bach. Their other performances are fine, if
unremarkable, but these sound lifeless. But
the arrangements shouldn’t have been made
in the first place. The Brandenburg is particu-
larly ill-advised, spoiling the contrapuntal
clarity of the original. The rest of the album is
worth your time.
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Audi Jugend Chor Akademie
BUCHENBERG: O Nata Lux; IGNATOWICZ:
Toccata; SCHNEID: Wie Die Zeit Vergeht;
ESENVALDS: In Paradisum; RUBINO: Chorale;
NYSTEDT: Immortal Bach
Simone Rubino, mar; Kelvin Hawthorne, va;
Katerina Giannitsioti, vc/ Martin Steidler

Farao 108102—58 minutes

This record of choral music makes the odd
decision to make a point of solo mallet instru-
ments. Ignatowicz’s ‘Toccata’ for marimba is
decidedly un-toccata-like; it strikes me as more
of a poem. I suppose one could make the case
that Rubino’s ‘Chorale’ pairs well with choral
music, given its soft, harmonic progressions.
But I find it insubstantial and out of place, like
Ignatowicz’s unimpressive ‘Toccata’. On to the
choral pieces: Buchenberg’s O Nata Lux for
vibraphone and choir sets the mystery and
ecstasy of Christ’s transfiguration with attractive
sounds, including bowed vibraphone and clus-
ter chords in the choir. Other than these surface
interests, I didn’t find it memorable. There is
more to like Schneid’s ‘How Time Flies’ for
choir, viola, and percussion. The viola is set
against the tide of the choir, with gorgeous
moments where it glides over the ensemble.
Sometimes, though, it gets completely buried
by the choir. The chanting in the beginning is
also annoying. Here’s yet another Bach tribute
to deal with, this time Nystedt’s drawn-out
arrangement of ‘Komm Susser Tod’. It is trite
and unnecessary, like many modern arrange-
ments and tributes to Bach. Esenvalds’s ‘In Par-
adisum’ for choir, viola, and cello is special and
worth the slog thru the album’s mediocre
works. Esenvalds is secure in his handling of
emotional expression, and his orchestration is
gorgeous. An ascending octave figure in the
viola and cello against the choir is breathtaking.
I’ll be listening to this track again.

SUBRAMANIAM: Indian Violin & Tuba Concer-
to; Journey; Eclipse; A Tribute to Bach
Lakshminarayana Subramaniam, Ambi Subrama-
niam, v; Oystein Baadsvik, tub; Kavita Krishna-
murti, voc; DSR Murthy, perc; Toms Mikals, key-
board; Trondheim Symphony/ Jaakko Kuusisto

BIS 2273—59 minutes

I knew this would be interesting album as soon
I saw that the central work was a concerto for
Indian violin and tuba. The works on this
album stem from a cross-discipline collabora-
tion between Indian violinist and musical
omnivore Dr Lakshminarayana Subramaniam
and Norwegian tubist Oystein Baadsvik. All
these compositions involve Indian violin and

tuba. For listeners unfamiliar with violin per-
formance in the Carnatic tradition, it is tuned in
alternating fifths and fourths and played while
sitting cross-legged, with the violin resting verti-
cally on the legs. This allows for the ornamenta-
tion endemic to the style, such as dips and
scoops in melody. In Carnatic music, ragas and
talas (melodic and rhythmic patterns) steadily
evolve as they continuously repeat. The Double
Concerto adapts this concept to Western con-
certo form, substituting improvisatory sections
for cadenzas. ‘Journey’ offers more improvisa-
tion for both instruments of another tala.
‘Eclipse’ is more subdued amd mysterious,
thanks in part to evocative vocals from Kavita
Krishnamurti. The closing ‘Tribute to Bach’ is
an afterthought; at least it doesn’t fumble with
arrangements, like other music I listened to this
month. Overall, I am impressed by how well the
unconventional pairing of instruments works.
Both soloists should be commended for their
impeccable performances and Subramaniam
for his exciting compositions.

FOX: Topophony
Alex Dorner, tpt; Paul Lovens, perc; John Butcher,
sax; Thomas Lehn, syn; WDR Symphony/ Ilan
Volkov—Hat Hut 211—69 minutes

Improvisatory music continues with Christo-
pher Fox’s Topophony. It consists of slow-mov-
ing, fully-notated harmonies in the orchestra,
over which two soloists improvise. The com-
poser asks that the soloists be seated in the
orchestra and have no more than a single
rehearsal for preparation—resulting in a more
spontaneous landscape. There are three record-
ings of Topophony here: first with trumpeter
Alex Dorner and drummer Paul Lovens, both
proponents of free jazz in Germany; second,
with the orchestra alone; and third, with saxo-
phonist John Butcher and keyboardist Thomas
Lehn on synthesizer. This track order allows the
listener to appreciate the great freedom inher-
ent in  the piece and the many varied paths pos-
sible to the soloists. Fox uses the analogy of hik-
ing in the mountains to describe his work:
paths taken may vary but the mountains remain
the same. In the first reading, the trumpet and
drums soloists communicate with colorful,
non-melodic interjections displaying timbres
and special effects of their instruments. In the
third reading, the saxophone and synthesizer
are also timbral and non-melodic with their
improvisations. But their lines are more inde-
pendent of one another, and the soloists inter-
act with the orchestra more than in the first
reading. Sometimes the synthesizer blends with
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the orchestra, so it becomes indistinguishable
and in fact part of the landscape. The reading
for orchestra alone is enjoyable as a stand-
alone work, allowing the listener to hear the
harmonies and timbres of the orchestra overlap
as they slowly shift from one to another. All
readings of the piece are very slow, and ideally
the listener should set time aside to devote full
attention to the work. This is a clever, well-exe-
cuted concept. It lends itself to endless interpre-
tations and deserves repeated performances.

KAM: Several Times
Pedroia Quartet, Sirius Quartet, Mia Vassilev,
Amy Tarantin-Trafton, p

Navona 6179—47 minutes

KUHN: Piano Pieces
Chiharu Naruse

Big Round 8954—58 minutes

Quadrants 2
Osterfield, Bridges, Sena, Deutsch, Price, Lamb
Pedroia Quartet

Navona 6184—74 minutes

The first paragraph of Kenneth Kuhn’s biogra-
phy mentions his love of the works of Bruckner
and Mahler, and that is more than evident in
his work. Though the album is obviously a
vanity project (frequent readers of ARG will no
doubt by now have realized that I don’t usually
have many kind things to say about the quality
of music in such albums), this collection pres-
ents several pieces with simple but serious and
emotionally rich melodies. Impromptu No. 1
in D minor is a good example: the composer
writes that “an acquaintance from Scotland
described the music as conjuring an image of
a great 1800s sailing ship leaving port—the
music has a wistful quality, longing for old
times”. I very much agree with this sentiment,
and Kuhn’s writing is indeed picturesque.

Dennis Kam’s music, by contrast, is tex-
tures displayed with a minimalist technique.
His says that the album “represents three pri-
mary compositional aspects that evolved in
my music spanning more than four decades:
temporal continuity (how time is perceived
and experienced), the use of calculated and
deliberate redundancy (repetition of pitch,
motives, and structural units), and potential
for expanded relations (networks) between
works. Quartets 1 and 2 both employ gratu-
itous tremolo and pizzicato, and both require

great patience from the listener while textures
unfold and merge into each other. Piano
Sonata 1 is for the most part grand and force-
ful, but is often disappointingly thin, lacking a
wide range of piano techniques.

Pedroia Quartet’s offering of quartets by
Paul Osterfield, David T Bridges, Fernando De
Sena, L Peter Deutsche, Katherine Price, and
Marvin Lamb is practically a dictionary of
string quartet sounds. From the romantic
thickness of De Sena’s chords in Quartet 1 to
Osterfield’s gregarious, electric pizzicatos and
restless dissonance in Khamsin, to the sotto
voce sweetness of Price’s soulful counterpoint
in Hymnody, this album adds to the contem-
porary string repertoire.

While these collections are all well execut-
ed performances of contemporary chamber
music for piano, string quartet, or a combina-
tion of both, the Pedroia Quartet’s Quadrants
is the only one I would recommend.

FINNISSY: Choral Vorspiele
Juliet Fraser, s; Mark Knoop, p

HatArt 212—77 minutes

Michael Finnissy begins his program notes by
stating “My music contains many musics, but
impure, mis-remembered, smudged and melt-
ed, torn apart yet not completely erased.” The
moody chorale-preludes were written by
Finnissy for his partner to play before and after
church services. With a structure inluenced by
the Busoni-Bach transcriptions, these works
derive their melodic heart from Norgwegian
and American melodies that Finnissy had
been collecting for some time. For the most
part subtle and delicate, virtuosic and rever-
ent, these pieces are also a bright kaleidoscope
of color and emotion. Finnissey’s Andersen-
Liederkreis uses several Hans Christian Ander-
son texts and was inspired in part by the com-
poser’s visit to Hans Christian Andersen’s
house, which is now a museum. He was taken
with Anderson’s “extraordinary, proto-surreal-
istic paper cut-outs and screens, travelogues
and poetry”. This surrealist material and the
shadowy nature of Anderson’s fairy tales are
made into music brilliantly by Finnissy, with
the coldness of his created soundworlds seep-
ing deep below the skin of the listener. Juliet
Fraser’s beautiful soprano voice lends itself
well to the weird and the strange in these
works, and Mark Knoop tackles the compos-
er’s piano writing with finesse and exquisite
technique.
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A QSF Journey
Quartet San Francisco
Reference 143—56:33

This album contains short arrangements of
traditional folk songs and music by George
Gershwin, the German-Canadian composer
and violinist Helmut Lipsky, and the Italian
composer Giovanni Sollima (b. 1962). The
arrangements are by quartet first violinist Jere-
my Cohen. From the delightfully optimistic
Fiesta (Lipsky) that reminds me of Yo-Yo Ma
and Edgar Meyer’s Goat Rodeo Sessions
album to the morose Tango Carnevale
(Cohen), to Rhapsody in Bluegrass (think
Rhapsody in Blue meets Orange Blossom Spe-
cial), this album keeps pleasantly surprising us
with each song. Cohen’s arrangements are
solid and well done, and the music runs an
engaging gamut across many genres. This
group deserves commendation for bridging
the gap between classical and popular music
with much more grace and skill than many
other groups attempting to do the same thing.

In Your Head
Weelock, Spratlan, LaMontaine, Asia, St Laurent,
Sanford

Dana Muller, Gary Steigerwalt, p
Navona 6190—71 minutes

Dana Muller and Gary Steigerwalt have per-
formed as duo pianists for more than three
decades, creating programs that “encompass
the historical and stylistic gamut of the piano
four-hand genre”. This album brings together
several pieces that they have recently commis-
sioned, along with favorites from the past, from
John LaMontaine’s 1965 4-Hands Sonata to the
2018 work by David Sanford, The Silent Hearth.
The latter starts off with an abrupt, quick pas-
sage of five notes in the bass register of the
piano, followed by nearly 16 seconds of silence.
What follows is a work filled with moments of
silence, resonance, and action. The inspiration
for it was Steinhert Hall in Boston and perform-
ances there long ago. The duo has previously
recorded there, and Sanford was taken with
Steigerwalt’s description of its “dark, cavernous,
debris-strewn space that visually echoed the
numerous concerts from before its closure as a
public concert venue in 1942”. Sanford meets
his musical goals in this piece without a doubt.
Matthew St Laurent’s Overture for a Lucid
Dream is filled with wayward harmonies, free,
breathing phrases, and a structure to his
melodies that incorporates the dream logic of
his subject matter. As a composer for commer-

cials and television, St Laurent wrote this piece
as a soundtrack to lucid dreaming, and he has
tempered this piece’s opulent grandeur with
soft sweetness. Daniel Asia’s Iris is a three-
movement work that fully explores shades of
whimsy, hopeful contemplation, and anxiety-
propelled energy. Lewis Spratlan writes that his
Dreamworlds “probes the dreams of three very
unlike figures: St Francis of Assisi, Hitler, and a
nameless bureaucrat. Each movement emerges
from some primordial, universal dream tissue,
in and against which the actual dreams play
out.” This work unfolds like a Kafka short story:
sometimes unnerving, with changes in pace or
melody right around the corner, and a distinctly
sinister undertone. Spratlan’s work (and the
duo’s performance of it) captures one’s atten-
tion from the beginning and never lets go. Dis-
tinctly heartfelt playing and well-chosen pro-
gramming make this a terrific album of four-
hand piano works.

MOE: Uncanny Affable Machines
Lindsey Goodman, fl; Yihan Chen, pipa; Jessica
Meyer, va; Paul Vaillancourt, drums; Eric Moe, p

New Focus 212—56 minutes

This collection of works by Eric Moe treats the
main instrument in each of these pieces as an
object worthy of deep consideration, and each
piece feels almost like a meditation on the
instrument itself, whether it is accompanied
by tape or electronics or is presented solo.
Frozen Rain, Summer Dreams, played on the
piano by the composer, is sparklingly gor-
geous, with dark harmonies that merge in and
out of the ear as the dynamic levels change on
a dime. The piece that gives the title to the
album is my favorite; with Jessica Meyer on
viola playing along with an electronics part
that reminds me of the work of Flying Lotus,
this work has rhythms to bounce one’s head
and lovely, resonant viola lines. Cross Chop is
an enjoyable piece for drumset that for nearly
ten minutes manages to keep its momentum
by switching and combining timbres with
excellent structural timing. Buddy Rich (prob-
ably) would have approved.

FRECKLETON: Landscape & Longing
Samantha Ward, p—Quartz 2126—77 minutes

Rory Freckleton’s piano writing is generous,
attractive no matter the mood, and highly
idiomatic. This album contains three pieces:
Eight Intermezzi (1998), Sonata 2: Three Days
in 1988 (rev 2011), and Suite (1986). Eight
Intermezzi consists of movements paying
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homage to the core piano repertoire, but with
a contemporary feel. The Allegro, with its deli-
cious dissonance, is especially fascinating. Of
Sonata No. 2, a colorful, engaging work, the
composer writes: “The dates heading each
movement indicate key moments in a person-
al crisis during 1988”, and calls it an “autobio-
graphical triptych”. The Prelude from Suite is a
favorite movement of mine on this album,
incorporating cross-rhythms into a dusky,
underlit melody that haunts us long after the
movement is over. The jaunty ‘Jig’ is another
favorite for its carefree, asymmetrical leaping
all over the keyboard. Pianist Samantha Ward
plays these works flawlessly; from the larger
details to the tiniest ones (like her perfectly
timed, taffy-like rallentandos). Her playing is
well matched with Freckleton’s brilliant Con-
temporary English style of writing.

FIRSOVA: Fantasy
Tippett Quartet, Ellie Laugharne, s; Nicholas
Crawley, b; Mark van de Wiel, cl; Tim Hugh, vc;
Simon Mulligan, Alissa Firsova, p

Vivat 115—69 minutes

This album of works by Alissa Firsova is beau-
tiful to look at, with extensive program notes
that dive into her literary inspirations and her
mission as a composer to express “Paradise on
Earth” as the primary element in her music.
True to her Russian roots (she was born in
Moscow, later moved to the UK), her music
elegantly recalls the melodic depth of
Tchaikovsky and the dramatic deftness of
Shostakovich. Awaiting, for clarinet and piano,
asks nothing less than virtuosity from the clar-
inetist; and Mark van de Wiel manages it with
seemingly effortless skill. Loss, for clarinet
quintet, is a soulful work that blooms out of
dark harmonies into a palette of bright blues
and silvers. At 6:40 this is a great concert open-
er. Paradise Poems is inspired by Peter Wol-
rich’s poem “Ascent to Freedom”, written in
response to Firsova’s clarinet concerto. The
poem begins “In the high Alps where the air
purifies the lungs, the altitude clears the head,
the view awes the Spirit, and the effort exhila-
rates the whole Being; There you may search
for the Absolute.” The poem is an exploration
of the themes of achievement, of “relentless
efforts of the climb”. Firsova’s playing is com-
posed and exact, like an author reading aloud
out of her own novel; and Crawley’s baritone is
rich and powerful. Firsova has a great career
both ahead of and behind her, and this is a
great record for the libraries of contemporary
classical music lovers.

EKANAYAKA: 12 Piano Prisms
Tanya Ekanayaka

Grand Piano 785—56 minutes

This is a collection of pieces that “correspond
to the 12 primary notes of the keyboard and
have been inspired not only by classical styles
and indigenous world music but also by con-
temporary pop, rock, and film music”. Among
the world music influences at play are Sri
Lankan folk and traditional melodies, includ-
ing adaptations of Vannams (an ancient set of
Sri Lankan percussive dances). Other music is
borrowed from Armenia, Japan, and China.
The composer says that “the term ‘prism’ is
intended to reflect the way sounds stemming
from varied cultures, eras, and the very core of
my being meld, transform, and refract through
the piano to emerge as new narratives”.
Ekanayaka certainly hits her musical mark
with these piano pieces. At times contempla-
tive, sometimes raucous, these works have
been injected generously with beauty and
Rachmaninoff-like technique and drama.
These works are certainly recommended to
pianists to program for recitals: not only do
they take the audience on a lovely, dark jour-
ney through the music different cultures via
the lens of a classically-trained pianist, but
they sound enjoyable to play.

Where Freedom Rings
Baiocchi, Capers, McGhee, Robinson

Picasso Ensemble, Yolanda Rhodes, s; Lauren
Sibley, voice; Stephanie McNab, fl; Carol A
Somersille, cl; Douglas Brown, bssn; John Mon-
roe, trb; Jim Kassis, perc; Deanne Tucker, LaDoris
Hazzard Cordell, p

Cambria 1238

The African American Composer Initiative
(AACI) is a group of classical and jazz singers
and instrumentalists of the San Francisco Bay
Area “dedicated to preserving the rich bounty of
music by African American composers, histori-
cal and contemporary”. From the opening of the
program with ‘Swing Low Sweet Chariot’, sung
gorgeously by Yolanda Rhodes, this album
holds tremendous promise. Joshua McGhee’s
Variations on an African American Spiritual
leads listeners on a musical journey filled with
impassioned cello passages, lush sections of
piano arpeggios, and nearly-fiddling melody
lines for the violin. Regina Baiocchi’s ‘Azuretta’
for piano is sweet and short, a sort of waltz lull-
aby. Valeria Caper’s ‘Ella Scats the Little Lamb’
is a 40-second amuse bouche for piano, and her
Ruby (in six movements) is a striking piece of
art, telling of her work with Ruby Bridges, who
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as a young girl became the first person to inte-
grate the public schools of New Orleans. Of the
work, Capers writes that “I call this composition
a Docu-Cycle, because it is based on historic
events.” John Robinson’s Variations on a Theme
of Valerie Capers is a four-movement piece for
piano with rich jazz harmonies and catchy
rhythms that take us back to the first half of the
20th Century. LaDoris Hazzard Cordell gives
this work a great performance. This is a won-
derful album that not only gives a thoughtful
history lesson; it’s also great music wholeheart-
edly performed.

PRITSKER: Eclectic Music Extravaganza
Clair-obscur Saxaphone Quartet; Mark Kostabi,
Zarko Jovasevic, voice; Bel, beat boxer; Franz
Hackl, tpt ; Philipp Bernhardt, drums; Peter
Kryza, v; Nikolai Scharnofske, Paul Kleber, bg; Kai
Schumacher, p

Composers Concordance 47—64 minutes

Even though this disc doesn’t include program
notes, one can glean quite a bit about the con-
tents from a quick glance over the piece titles:
beginning from Suite 1 for violin and piano with
its movements (Prelude, Fugue 10/8, Air Every-
where, and Postlude), moving on to works with
names like ‘Circus Dreaming Rag’, Haiku Shout
Song Cycle (with movement titles ‘Shiki’s Pain
and Issa’s Cries’, ‘Piss & Shit’, ‘Elegant Piles of
Refuse’) and ending with a work titled Priest:
from Heavy Metal in the 80s. This is a wild,
eclectic (obviously) mix of music, deeply
inspired by a maximalist take on music from
several genres. Suite 1 is delightfully spritely in
its fast movements and delicate in its softer,
slower ones. While Kryza’s performance is no
means elegant, it is earnest and convincing.
Migration Song begins with Bel’s beat boxing
(something I’ve never heard on a classical
album before!). The entrance of the rest of the
group, when it finally comes, is slow and medi-
tative, indulgently delicious, and sounds almost
organ-like thanks to the dulcet tones of the sax-
ophone quartet. Elegant Piles of Refuse for sax-
ophone quartet is, indeed, elegant!—and mis-
chievous, consonant until it descends into thick
dissonance, and written with a distinctly jazz
bent. I recommend this piece to saxophone
quartets who are looking for something a bit
out of left field to program. Composer Gene
Pritsker writes here with all the colors of the
musical history rainbow, and this is a very good
cross-genre collection of work.

DONIZETTI: La Favorite
Veronica Simeoni (Leonor), Celso Albelo (Fer-
nand), Mattia Olivieri (Alphonse XI), Ugo
Guagliardo (Balthazar); Florence May Festival/
Fabio Luisi

Dynamic 37822 [2DVD]; 57822 [Blu-ray]; 7822
[CD] 156 minutes

At this point, performances of Donizetti’s
Favorite sung in the original French are not
the rarities they once were, and two other
videos (one starring Elina Garanca, the other
Kate Aldrich) are available. Of the three, this
2018 Maggio Musicale Fiorentino production
is the only one that remains true to the com-
poser’s intentions. Co-directors Ariel Garcia-
Valdes and Derek Gimpel trust the drama,
bringing it to life without the burden of a mod-
ern concept. The beautiful set design and
elaborate costuming by Jean-Pierre Vergier are
appropriate to the period.

The cast performs well as an ensemble
while still making strong individual contribu-
tions. The stand-out is the young Italian bari-
tone Mattia Olivieri, whose handsome looks,
dignified demeanor. and impeccable vocal
production are perfectly suited to the regal fig-
ure of Alphonse XI and to the French style in
general. As Fernand, the unwitting rival to the
King for the love of the monarch’s favorite,
Spanish tenor Celso Albelo boasts a high-
placed, shimmering tone and ringing high
notes that recall Alfredo Kraus, another
Spaniard with a natural affinity for French
opera. In the title role, the charismatic Italian
mezzo-soprano Veronica Simeoni sings with a
clean, forward sound that matches her forth-
right, earnest presence.

Right from the start, Fabio Luisi makes
incisive use of his musical arsenal (articula-
tion, dynamics, accelerandos, etc.) to take the
notes off the page and give them fresh mean-
ing. In keeping with the traditional approach,
Luisi and his fine orchestral ensemble are
granted the privilege of performing the Pre-
lude with the curtain down, a welcome respite
from contemporary practice.

ALTMAN
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Political correctness is shoved down peo-
ple's throats in totalitarian countries. Who
would have thought that people in demo-
cratic countries would accept it voluntarily?



HANDEL: Agrippina
Patricia Bardon (Agrippina), Danielle de Niese
(Poppea), Jake Arditi (Nerone), Filippo Mineccia
(Ottone), Mika Kares (Claudio), Damien Pass
(Pallante), Tom Verney (Narciso), Balthasar Neu-
mann Ensemble/ Thomas Hengelbrock

Naxos 2110579 [2DVD] 179 minutes

Rodelinda
Danielle de Niese (Rodelinda), Bejun Mehta
(Bertarido), Kurt Streit (Grimoaldo), Konstantin
Wolff (Garibaldo), Malena Ernman (Eduige),
Matthias Rexroth (Unulfo), Luis Neuhold (Flavio),
Concentus Musicus/ Nicolaus Harnoncourt

Belvedere 10144 [2DVD] 189 minutes

Serse
Gaelle Arquez (Serse), Lawrence Zazzo
(Arsamene), Elizabeth Sutphen (Romilda),
Louise Alder (Atalanta), Tanja Ariane Baumgart-
ner (Amastre), Thomas Faulkner (Elviro), Bran-
don Cedel (Ariodate), Frankfurt Opera/ Constan-
tinos Carydis—C Major 74790 [2DVD] 180 mins

All in a clutch come three new Handel opera
videos. The works give us an interesting survey
of Handel’s operatic work through three stages
of his career: 1709, 1725, 1738.

Agrippina was his only opera created dur-
ing Handel’s youthful stay in Italy. From our
standpoint, it serves as a kind of “prequel” to
Monteverdi’s Coronation of Poppea—which
Handel is unlikely to have known. Agrippina is
a portrait of a decadent, intrigue-ridden court.
The title character schemes to have her son,
Nerone (Nero) set as successor to her current
husband, Claudio (Claudius)—and mezzo-
soprano Bardon is brilliant in portraying her
both vocally and dramatically.

But, as in the plot, also in vocal terms, she
has a serious challenge for the leading role in
the competition of De Niese, whose soprano
voice has become more firm than ever and
who gives both vocal and dramatic strength to
Poppea’s sparring with the empress’s trickery.
The role of Ottone was written actually for a
female soprano, but is given here to a coun-
tertenor, Mineccia, who gives vocal and dra-
matic satisfaction. Nero is here a countertenor
(as is Narciso—these were castrato roles) and
he almost goes overboard in singing and act-
ing to make clear that the character is a
teenage jerk. But it must be said that this is a
very even cast, and all its members are excel-
lent in their parts. I don’t recall encountering
Hengelbrock as an opera conductor before,
but he directs with fine feeling for the piece.
This performance was captured at Vienna’s
historic Theater an der Wien in March 2016.

There is a little unevenness in the Rodelin-

da casting. Here again we have De Niese, in a
production at the same Vienna theater, in
March 2011. She already shows a very refined
and assertive vocal personality, and certainly is
highly dramatic as the tormented queen. Coun-
tertenor Mehta’s voice has developed into a
smooth and lovely instrument, and he sings
Bertarido with refinement, but is not sufficient-
ly assertive to match De Niese as his wife, as
would the castrato Senesino in Handel’s origi-
nal cast—though he comes brilliantly alive in
his final aria. Baritone Wolff is a slick villain, but
the bass Giuseppe Maria Boschi in Handel’s
original cast would surely brought off this role
with more heft. Contralto Ernman’s voice is a
bit rough sometimes, but she certainly makes a
vivid character out of the flip-flopping Eduige, if
with a lot of slutty exaggeration. In the other
castrato role, countertenor Rexroth makes
Unulfo an ambivalent personality. Nikolaus
Harnoncourt can be counted on for pointed
conducting—this must have been one of his last
public appearances. (He puts a certain personal
stamp on things by shifting the final ensemble
to the middle of the curtain calls.)

The Serse video comes from a production at
the Frankfurt Opera in January 2017. Its team is
particularly outstanding vocally. There are cast-
ing tricks. The role of Xerxes was meant for the
castrato Caffarelli; and his brother, Arsamene,
was first sung by a travesty mezzo-soprano.
Here we needlessly have a countertenor for
Arsamene, with a mezzo as Xerxes. Arquez is
superb in the latter role, consistently showing a
firm voice and confident style. If Zazzo is vocal-
ly equal to his part, his singing is overshadowed
by the stupid overacting required of him. Of the
sisters involved in all the romantic intrigue,
soprano Sutphen as Romilda is a strong singing
actress, and higher soprano Atalanta is a vivid
soubrette. Mezzo Baumgartner has a rich and
powerful voice and is particularly intense dra-
matically as the spurned Amastre. Baritone
Faulkner has a warm voice and a mature man-
ner surprising for this usually “comic” role. Bass
Cedel is a firm and reliable Ariodate. Carydis
efficiently conducts the singers as well as the
chamber orchestra.

I have put off considering the visual
aspects of these productions, because they are
all of a piece. These days it is comparatively
easy to assemble casts of good Handel singers;
but this composer’s operas, in their welcome
revivals, are at the mercy of the real opera
bosses of today: the stage directors. They have
the weird idea that Handel operas can only
speak to “our time” if they are re-set and re-
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conceived. And we certainly have a destructive
bonanza of that in all three of these cases.

Agrippina is a free treatment of historical
events and characters. Its text (right there in the
subtitles) and action have first-century Rome
written all over them. So why are the characters,
their emotions, and their actions any more “rel-
evant” if we wrench the proceedings into late
20th Century somewhere, full of blatant
anachronisms? I should have been clued in by
the fixed set backdrop of Italian Fascist arcad-
ing; but the truth emerges in Act II, when, for
his big aria, Mika Kares struts around in a per-
fect Mussolini impersonation (posing for TV
cameras in a delicious anachronism!). Robert
Carsen has always been a disruptive force when
he gets hold of an opera, and here his introduc-
tion of a lot of needless eroticism is unhelpful—
nor is his encouragement of exaggerated emo-
tional display necessary.

Things are much worse in the Rodelinda—
”Eurotrash” at its worst. The staging is by
Philipp Harnoncourt, who may be the son of
Nikolaus, and who has no interest in Baroque
opera as such. Handel’s libretto places the
action in the 10th Century Lombard court of
northern Italy; it presumes characters at a royal
court. Philipp’s vulgar schemers are unpleasant
nobodies in a totally unrecognizable land. The
set further removes the action from anything
identifiable. It is a huge two-story contraption of
steel pillars, staircases, and divided levels, on a
rotating stage. (Philipp thinks it recalls Pirane-
si’s grim engravings of the Carceri, but it
reminds me of painter George Tooker’s stifling
scenes of menacing subways and offices.)
Adding to the chaos is the pushing of most of
the singers to the wildest excesses of emotion,
with heavy doses of open eroticism: there is at
least one episode of simulated sex. I can’t imag-
ine watching this video again.

Handel’s librettist for Serse sets the plot in
the reign of the historic Persian King Xerxes,
and there are factual references in the text to
the famous bridge he built to allow the passage
of his army to Europe against the Greeks, and
to its destruction. Those references pass by
meaninglessly for director Tilmann Kohler,
who, in his ruthless modernization of the
piece, “peels the event out it history and trans-
ports into the here and now” (the words of a
German reviewer of this production). Suppos-
edly, putting things into modern dress alone
makes everything relevant for our time. But
Kohler’s direction of the action is so extreme
that it is as much out of place for our time as
for either Xerxes’s or Handel’s.

The antics demanded of Zazzo’s Arsamene
give a contrasting dignity not only to Serse but
even to the supposedly “comic” Elviro. And why
does General Ariodate descend from on high
with wings to give away his daughter as bride?
All the characters are made to behave in hyper-
active ways, “relevant” to no one or nothing.
There is no set, but only a big banqueting table
that is sorely abused in various ways by the
characters (including an attempted rape). Over
that is a window through which we steadily see
the infamous plane tree that Xerxes so loves.
There is also a background scrim on which pro-
jections often appear—relevant or otherwise.
Opera viewers who delight in modernizations
and updated stage technology may like this, but
I can’t imagine anyone who cares about Han-
delian and Baroque opera finding satisfaction
in this kind of stuff. These releases make me
wonder if we will ever be given the command
option of shutting off the video and just listen-
ing the the audio sound track!

All three releases have booklets with some
basic notes—the one for Rodelinda has an
interview with Philipp Harnoncourt, smugly
satisfied with his direction.

Oh, by the way, the visual designers for the
Naxos Agrippina might note that the capital-
ized name of the title character both begins
and ends with an A, not a Greek lambda.

BARKER

HUMPERDINCK: Hansel and Gretel
Salzburg Marionette Theater/ Andreas Schuller

Bel Air 10131—101 minutes

Here is something a little different: a perform-
ance of Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel by
the famous Salzburg Marionette Theater. The
forest sets evoke the dark, scary world of the
Brothers Grimm while moving easily on a
turntable from one location to another. The
overture finds the Witch enchanting other
characters from the Grimm tales into ginger-
bread: Snow White and her seven dwarfs, Lit-
tle Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel, and Cinderel-
la, among others. I laughed aloud several
times at the clever Wagner allusions (Humper-
dinck was one of Wagner’s most ardent disci-
ples): a portrait of Wagner graces the chil-
dren’s home, and the magically appearing gin-
gerbread house takes the shape of the
Bayreuth Festival Theater. When going on her
broomstick ride, the Witch dresses in tradi-
tional Valkyrie headdress and goggles. Ani-
mals, food items, even the Forest itself, all
come to life in this bewitching production.
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Another great aspect of this performance is
how good the musical forces are. The singers,
including Annette Dasch as Gretel, are some of
the best I’ve ever heard in this opera. All the
voices are steady and beautiful, and all sound
like they’re enjoying themselves, especially
Giedre Povilaityte, who sings the Witch as well
as anyone I’ve ever heard. Some of the orches-
tral music has been trimmed, but all of the
vocal music is here. Andreas Schuller deserves
great credit for providing such a luxurious
musical background to a delightful, family-
friendly opera.

Sound and picture are first-rate; subtitles
are in English, German, and French. We even
get a recipe for gingerbread in the booklet!

REYNOLDS

MASSENET: Cendrillon
Kim-Lillian Strebel (Cendrillon), Anat Czarny
(Prince Charming), Katharina Melnikova (Fairy),
Juan Orozco (Pandolfe), Anja Jung (Madame de
la Haltiere); Theater Freiburg/ Fabrice Bollon

Naxos 2110563 [DVD]; 79 [Blu-ray] 139 minutes

This 2017 Freiburg production is a real treat.
The colorful set suggests a carnival tent, and
Cinderella’s father first appears as a dagger-
thrower, with his poor daughter as the unen-
thusiastic target. To the side, an oversized
golden key, as from a wind-up toy, is planted
into the floor and is turned (or turns) to set in
motion the revolving stage. The costuming is
eclectic and wild, with lots of glitter and often
an air of child-like improvisation. In line with
the carnival atmosphere, the special effects are
handled mechanically, such as when ensem-
ble members hold up an array of clocks to
remind Cinderella that midnight has come.
Stage directors Barbara Mundel and Olga
Motta leave room in their concept for many
creative departures, evoking a dream-like
mood that accommodates the story’s fantasti-
cal elements. The supporting characters
assume a number of amusing guises, includ-
ing dancers in black modified harlequin cos-
tumes, one of whom performs a crowd-pleas-
ing breakdance to amuse the bored Prince.

In Massenet’s score, both Cendrillon and
Le Prince Charmant are sopranos, though the
Prince is a falcon soprano—a dramatic sopra-
no with a darker timbre. Once the radiant
mezzo Frederica Von Stade got her cords
wrapped around the title role, other illustrious
mezzos, like Joyce Di Donato, followed in her
glass-slippered footsteps to great acclaim. For
this production, we return happily to
Massenet’s intentions, with the shimmering

soprano voice of Kim-Lillian Strebel as Cin-
derella and the bright soprano-like mezzo of
Anat Czarny as the Prince.

Strebel is lithe of movement, with an open
and expressive face, and large, captivating
eyes. Czarny is a perfectly poised prince,
effortlessly convincing as a man without over-
playing the “I’m really a guy” body language.
In his excellent essay in the booklet, dra-
maturg Heiko Voss extols the virtues of casting
two high voices. Cinderella and Prince Charm-
ing are, after all, true kindred spirits, both
innocent and virginal, both escaping family
environments they find stifling. In this produc-
tion, their duets (some of the most beautiful
music Massenet wrote, which is saying a lot)
soar into the ether as I’ve rarely heard before.

Conductor Fabrice Bollon does his part to
keep the musical proceedings buoyant and
intimate, befitting the size of the auditorium. I
believe one of the ballet numbers was omitted,
no doubt in order to tighten the drama.

ALTMAN

MAYR: Che Originali!; 
DONIZETTI: Pigmalione

Bruno de Simone (Don Febeo), Chiara Amaru
(Donna Aristea), Leonardo Cortellazzi (Don Car-
olino), Angela Nisi (Donna Rosina), Omar Mon-
tanari (Biscroma), Antonino Siragusa (Pig-
malione), Aya Wakizono (Galatea); La Scala/
Roberto Catalano

Dynamic 37811 [2DVD]; 57811 [Blu-ray]; 7811
[2CD] 145 minutes

The Fondazione Donizetti’s brilliant decision
to pair Mayr’s Che Originali! and Donizetti’s
Pigmalione brings to light two works of his-
toric importance.

The German-born Giovanni Simone Mayr
(1763-1845) adopted Italy as his homeland
and became one of its most beloved opera
composers before Rossini’s sensational ascent
suddenly wiped out the placid customs of the
ancien regime of Italian music, according to
Danilo Prefumo’s excellent notes. Composers
were faced with a choice: adapt to the new
style or risk failure. Mayr “stood by the style
and language developed in [his youth], and
did so till the end of his life”. And yet, his one-
act farce Che Originali!, which dates from
1798, when Rossini was not 7 years old,
already points the way to the new school; to
our modern ears, many of the delightful set
pieces, as well as the lively recitatives, could
easily be mistaken for the work of the
“Napoleon of Music”, as Rossini was known.

The excellent cast is headed by the inde-
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fatigable Bruno de Simone as Don Febeo,
described as a “fanatic amateur musician”. He
is at odds with his daughter, Donna Aristea,
sung by the outstanding mezzo-soprano
Chiara Amaru, whose lovely clarity of tone and
charismatic stage presence bring to mind Mar-
ilyn Horne. No matter that Aristea is in love
with a Count, Don Carolino (a tour-de-force
acting and singing role well portrayed by tenor
Leonardo Cortellazzi), Don Febeo would pre-
fer an apple-seller for a son-in-law to a man
who can’t read music or play an instrument.
Adding to the humor is the conceit that Aristea
is obsessed with the poet and librettist Metas-
tasio. In a foreshadowing of what we would
call today the culture of fame, she dresses in
accoutrements (a hat here, a glove there) rep-
resenting the poet’s most beloved heroines.

Che Originali! is paired with an early work
by Mayr’s protege, Gaetano Donizetti. Pig-
malione was “composed out of sheer fun,
almost as a test” in the space of two weeks by
the 18-year-old student. From the effortless flow
of melody in the cavatinas to the dramatically
varied accompanied recitatives and the muscu-
lar intensity of the cabalettas, the Donizetti per-
sonality is already apparent. Essentially a canta-
ta for tenor and soprano, the creative produc-
tion justifies its theatrical staging here; and
tenor Antonino Siragusa is engaging in the title
role, as is Aya Wakizono, ever-present but with
few pages of music, as Galatea. The Orchestra of
l’Accademia Teatro alla Scala plays these unfa-
miliar operas with brilliance and refinement
under the direction of Gianluca Capuano.

ALTMAN

MOZART: Lucio Silla
Kurt Streit (Lucio), Patricia Petibon (Giunia), Sil-
via Tro Santafé (Cecilio), Inga Kalna (Lucio
Cinna), Maria José Moreno; Teatro Real, Madrid/
Ivor Bolton

BelAir 150 [2DVD]; 450 [Blu-ray] 180 minutes

Not too many years ago, a complete audio
recording of Mozart’s Lucio Silla was a precious
commodity, so the proliferation of complete
video performances of this opera is quite
remarkable. And while there is, of course, much
to enjoy in the work, the 16-year-old Mozart
was not yet ready to break with opera seria con-
ventions as he did 9 years later in Idomeneo, his
finest work in that genre. The extremely long
arias in Lucio invite stage directors to devise
subtext and stage business to hold the interest
of an audience expecting a modern theatrical
show rather than a dramatic oratorio.

One of the key dramaturgical challenges is

Lucio Silla’s skittish attitude toward Giunia, the
wife (though Silla has told her she is the
widow) of the banished Cecilio. Silla wishes to
marry her, but alternates between relatively
rational expressions of love (involving Giunia’s
consent) and brutal and furious outbursts
demanding he have his way with her. In this
2017 production by the Teatro Real in Madrid,
director Claus Guth sees Silla as the victim of
serious substance abuse, placing Giunia in the
position of both fearing and pitying him. Tenor
Kurt Streit in the title role and the entire excel-
lent cast throw themselves into the spirit of the
production and give performances that are
gripping and dramatically specific.

Fortunately, there is no shortchanging the
musical values, which are on a high level,
thanks in no small part to the strong leader-
ship of Mozart specialist Ivor Bolton. Aside
from Streit’s astonishing achievement in a
vocally virtuosic and physically demanding
(exhausting!) performance, the top honors go
to Patricia Petibon as Giunia and Silvia Tro
Santafé as Cecilio. From a straight-toned whis-
per to a full-throated forte, Petibon suits her
voice to the moment with the abandon of a
great singing actress. The French soprano is
also a mesmerizing stage presence; her Act II
aria ‘Ah se il crudel periglio’ is capped by an
emotionally harrowing and quite liberal inter-
pretation of the final cadenza. Santafé has a
genuinely beautiful instrument, with an
exceptionally free upper register for a mezzo-
soprano (several high Bs are added into the
mix of ornaments to thrilling effect), and she
tosses off the coloratura passages with remark-
able accuracy and freedom. The supporting
roles are also handled with great authority. 

ALTMAN

PUCCINI: La Boheme
Michael Fabiano (Rodolfo), Nicole Carr (Mimi),
Mariusz Kwiecien (Marcello), Simona Mihai
(Musetta); Royal Opera/ Antonio Pappano

Opus Arte 1272—122 minutes

Richard Jones’s new production of La Boheme
was a big hit at Covent Garden last year. Some
may complain that the sets are too spare and
representational. But that underlines the
bleakness of these young men’s existence,
their lack of furniture in their attic a symbol of
their personal and professional immaturity.
The Cafe Momus scene is thoroughly claustro-
phobic, without any of the gaudy spaciousness
of the Zeffirelli production at the Met. One can
almost feel the heat and smell the overpriced
food as the Christmas Eve crowd packs the
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restaurant. The Act III set is almost a bare
stage except for a modest box-like room on
stage right.

This production’s strength is the interac-
tions of the characters. In the first act the four
bohemians are all clearly having a good time,
despite their complaints about the cold. I
won’t give away Musetta’s antics while singing
her big waltz song; they are a bit risque and yet
entirely appropriate to her character. Act IV
finds the young men galloping around like a
bunch of bears, drawing lewd pictures on the
set until Musetta brings them back to reality.

Michael Fabiano has a thrilling voice that
he uses with musicality and finesse. Nicole
Carr’s lovely timbre suits Mimi very well.
There is a tartness to her upper register that
makes her voice even more appealing. Simona
Mihai is a lovely Musetta, played as a real per-
son, not just a stereotypical flirt. Mariusz
Kwiecien sounds far better here than he has in
a while. Marcello’s music doesn’t make him
force. The Schaunard (Florian Sempey) and
Colline (Luca Tittoto) are also excellent. This is
one of the few productions I’ve seen of
Boheme where Colline actually gets a major
haircut and beard trim between acts. It’s
referred to in the first act, but rarely happens.
All the cast acts honestly without pretension
and looks their roles. Bonuses include brief
(too brief) interviews with the cast, and Mae-
stro Pappano explains why Puccini’s music is
so haunting. The conductor’s enthusiasm is
contagious; I wish his musical explication
were not so truncated.

Sound and picture are very good, though
some of the editing choices are a little odd:
Musetta begins her waltz out of frame, and
there are a few other times where the camera
doesn’t show us what we need to see or gets
there a little late.

REYNOLDS

RESPIGHI: La Campana Sommersa
Valentina Farcas (Rautendelein), Angelo Villari
(Enrico), Thomas Gazheli (The Ondino), Agosti-
na Smimmero (Old Witch); Cagliari Opera/
Donato Renzetti
Naxos 2.110571 [DVD]; 72 [Blu-ray] 140 minutes

Though Ottorino Respighi (1879-1936) was
part of the group of composers (the “Genera-
tion of 1880”) famed for taking Italian instru-
mental music into the 20th Century, he also
composed 10 works for the stage. La Campana
Sommersa was perhaps his most popular, its
1928 premiere followed quickly by perform-
ances around the world, including the Metro-

politan Opera, where the stellar cast included
Elisabeth Rethberg, Giovanni Martinelli,
Giuseppe de Luca, and Ezio Pinza, under the
direction of Tullio Serafin.

Based on a German poetic play by Gerhart
Hauptmann, La Campana Sommersa tells the
story of Rautendelein, a wood nymph who is
part Rusalka, part Melisande; there is also a
kinship to Die Frau ohne Schatten in the shifts
between the magical world she inhabits and
the human world she visits (the poor home of
Enrico). In fact, Respighi welcomed the mod-
ern influences of Rimsky-Korsakoff, Strauss,
Debussy, and Puccini while retaining his own
voice. This opera is beautifully lush and never
sounds derivative.

This enthralling production by the Teatro
Lirico di Caligari is a model of what opera can
be when all the requisite elements—a first-rate
cast and conductor, cogent staging, brilliant
costume and set design—come together under
the vision of a great creative team. The main
set is a realistic mountain ridge with rocky
mounds; projections create a feeling of great
expanse surrounding it. The costumes and
make-up are dazzling, from Rautendelein’s iri-
descent aqua dress to the lizard-like creature
with gold leaf scales known as “the Ordino”.

The lyric-spinto role of Rautendelein is
sung with luminous purity and fearless aban-
don by the Romanian soprano Valentina Far-
cas. As Enrico, the mortal drawn into a con-
flicted obsession with Rautendelein, Italian
tenor Angel Villari is vocally and dramatically
magnificent. His tone is secure and buoyant,
with an exciting vibrato that calls to mind
(dare I say it?) the great Franco Corelli. Among
the character roles, top honors go to Thomas
Gazheli as the rambunctious Ordino. The sup-
porting characters are also handled with
aplomb, including the bright tenor voice of Fil-
ippo Adami as a Faun, Agostina Smimmero’s
rich mezzo as an Old Witch, and soprano
Maria Luigia Borsi’s pliant phrases as Enrico’s
hapless wife, Magda.

Donato Renzetti makes the most of
Respighi’s predictably rich and beguiling
orchestration.

ALTMAN
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"Georg Smelter has had to cancel his
upcoming concert due to health reasons."
One sees this all the time. Besides the
dreadful (and useless) "upcoming", "due to"
is also wrong. "For health reasons" might
work. Probably "because of illness" is better.



VERDI: Giovanna d’Arco
Vittoria Yeo (Giovanna), Luciano Ganci (Carlo
VII), Vittorio Vitelli (Giacomo), Gabriele Man-
gione (Delil); Virtuosi Italiani, Parma/ Ramon
Tebar

C Major 74560 [DVD]; 74570 [Blu-ray] 127 mins

This large-scale performance of Verdi’s Joan of
Arc, a co-production of the Teatro Regio di
Parma and the Luperpedia Foundation (Ams-
terdam), was recorded in performance at the
Teatro Farnese at the 2016 Verdi Festival. The
visuals are stunning. Directors Saskia Boddeke
and Peter Greenaway make the auditorium of
the Teatro Farnese part of the backdrop, and
video and light installations depict images of
the Madonna as well as contemporary photos
of refugee children. In addition to the soprano
singing the role of Joan, two dancers represent
Joan the Warrior and Joan the Pious. All of this
is appropriate for an opera that can otherwise
feel like an oratorio. A sense of intimacy is
maintained by limiting most of the action to a
small disc-shaped platform in the center.

Ramon Tebar leads I Virtuosi Italiani and
the chorus of the Teatro Regio di Parma with
unflagging vigor. Vittoria Yeo, a native of South
Korea who moved to Italy for her vocal studies,
is a marvel in the title role. Her singing mirrors
Giovanna’s character, with a tone that is pure,
radiant, and pliant. She is also an engaging
actress who handles her interactions with the
dancers with remarkable grace. As Charles VII,
Vittorio Vitelli has all the makings of a first-rate
Verdi tenor. The voice has a beautiful glean,
and he sings with elegance and nimble articu-
lation reminiscent of Carlo Bergonzi. 

The video makes good use of picture-in-
picture images to capture what is happening
on the expansive stage.

ALTMAN

VIVALDI: Orlando Furioso
Sonia Prina (Orlando), Michela Antenucci
(Angelica), Lucia Cirillo (Alcina), Loriana Castel-
lano (Bradamante), Konstantin Derri (Medoro),
Luigi Schifano (Ruggiero), Riccardo Novaro
(Astolfo), I Barocchisti/ Diego Fasolis

Dynamic 37803 [2DVD] 161 minutes

The various stories embodied in Ariosto’s long
poem, Orlando Furioso were great favorites
with opera librettists and composers in the
Baroque era—Handel among them. Vivaldi
actually tacked the subject of the hero’s mad-
ness at least three times, resulting in two dis-
tinct operas: Orlando Finto Pazzo (R 727), first
performed in 1714, and then Orlando Furiosl

(R 728) premiered in 1727. They have the same
librettist, Grazio Braccioli, but the librettos and
the scores are very different.

This is a public performance at the Festival
della Valle d’Istria in July 2017. It is done, for-
tunately, in a generally Baroque style. The cos-
tumes are generous, in a kind of lush never-
land character. The set is reduced to movable
units, and a “flying horse” contraption is
brought on much too often. Alcina is given a
needlessly sleazy “court”, and some of the
action is exaggerated. But generally the singers
are given full opportunity to convey their char-
acters and (many) moods, which is, of course,
what this idiom is all about.

As the title character (in fact written for a
female, not a castrato), mezzo-soprano Prina,
well-established as a skilled singer of Baroque
music, aptly avoids sounding beautiful and
puts her all into powerful outpourings, espe-
cially in Orlando’s concluding mad scene. The
other singers are excellent. Mezzo Cirillo is
both a confident Alcina and then a bedeviled
one, but a rival to Orlando as the lead charac-
ter. Soprano Antenucci and mezzo Castellano
are most effective as challenged lovers, in con-
stantly changing tensions with Alcina.

As the only “male” voice here, Novaro
lacks the full bass heft to back up his personal-
ity as the lover whom Alcina jilts, ensuring his
revenge. The two castrato roles, Medoro and
Ruggiero, are taken here by tenors—both tall
and bearded and easy to confuse. Derri goes
for strength and is quite striking in his bravura
displays; Schifano is more lyrical, and some-
times strained in virtuosic passages. Still, these
singers can be quite breathtaking in their han-
dling of the constant florid writing.

Conductor Fasolis, a seasoned hand at
Baroque music, runs a tight ship; and the
sound is very good. The booklet contains a
good synopsis in Italian and English.

The video discography of Vivaldi operas is
still thin, so this is welcome.

BARKER
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We have become far too accommodating
and tolerant for our own good... We tolerate
second-rate workmanship, second-rate
habits of thought, and second-rate stan-
dards of personal conduct. We put up with
bad manners and many kinds of bad lan-
guage....We seldom bother to correct a mis-
take or to argue with opponents in the hope
of changing their minds.

—Christopher Lasch
The Revolt of the Elites



AAGAARD-NILSEN: Songs (Collegium Musicum
Choir) LAWO 1140, M/J: see VAAGE

ABEL: Symphonies (Cologne Academy) CPO
555137, J/A: Althouse

Symphonies (La Stagione) CPO 777993, J/F:
Moore,T

ABRAHAMSEN: Quartets (Arditti Qt) Wintr 910242,
M/A: Gimbel

ACKER: VC 1 (Kiss) Bella 312467, S/O: Estep
ADAMS: Absolute Jest; Naive & Sentimental (Ound-

jian SACD) Chan 5199, S/O: Haskins
Chamber Pieces (Various) Cragg 3, M/J: Gimbel
Dr Atomic (Adams) None 559793, S/O: Haskins
Piano Pieces (Van Veen) Brill 95388, M/J: Gimbel
VC (Josefowicz) None 569756, N/D: Haskins
Works (Berlin Philharmonic) BerlP 170141, J/A:
Haskins

ADAMS,JL: Everything that Rises (Jack Qt) ColdB
51, M/J: Gimbel

ADES: Quartets (Doelen Qt) Cybel 261603, M/J:
Gimbel

AHO: Sax Concerto; Wind Quintet (Paulsson+
SACD) BIS 2216, M/A: Gimbel

Wind Quintets (Berlin Phil Qn) BIS 2176, N/D: Vroon
Solo Violin (Eggebrecht) Troub 1452, N/D: Vroon

ALBENIZ: PC (Iruzun) Somm 265, J/A: Becker
Piano Pieces (Baselga) BIS 2173, J/F: Kang
Piano Pieces 8 (Laiz) Naxos 573779, M/J: Repp

ALBERT,S: Sym 2 (Friedel SACD) BIS 2118, N/D:
see PISTON

ALDRIDGE: Sister Carrie (Boggs) Naxos 669039,
J/F: Fisch

ALFANO: Piano Pieces (Malone) Naxos 573754,
M/J: Wright

ALFVEN: Sym 1; Drapa; Midsummer (Borowicz)
CPO 555043, N/D: Hecht

ALKAN: Etudes (Viner) Piano 10127, M/J: Harrington
ALLEMEIER: Bolamkin (Assem3ly) Alb 1676, J/F:

see SCHWANTNER
ALMQVIST: Piano Pieces (Hedwall) Sterl 1808, J/F:

Becker
AMADEO: Organ Pieces (Merlini) Tact 820101, M/J:

Delcamp
AMAYA: Flute pieces (Still) Oberl 1801, M/J: new,

Boyd
AMBROSINI: Gabrieli arrangements+ (Various) Strad

37086, M/J: new, Faro
AMRAM: Chamber Pieces (Various) Affet 1801, S/O:

Moore,T
ANDERSON: Landfall (Kronos Qt) None 564164,

M/J: new, Boyd
ANDRIESSEN: Piano Pieces (Nydegger) Tocc 436,

N/D: Sullivan
Theatre of the World (De Leeuw) None 559796, J/F:
Gimbel

ANTHEIL: Violin Pieces (Duo Odeon) SonoL 92222,
S/O: Moore,T

ANTONIOU: Piano Pieces, all (Destounis) Grand
779, J/A: Gimbel

ARENSKY: Trio (Gelius Trio) Thor 2650, S/O: Vroon
ARGENTO: Andree Expedition; Virginia Woolf (Mulli-

gan) Naxos 559828, J/F: Gimbel

Seasons; Tria Carmina (Warland) Goth 49316, N/D:
Greenfield

ARIGHI: Organ Sonatas (Pozzi) Crem 16, J/A:
Moore,C

ARNESEN: Choral Pieces (Kantorei) Naxos 573788,
J/A: Greenfield

ARNOLD: Scottish Dances (Van Bellen) Zefir 9653,
J/A: O’Connor

ARTYOMOV: Sola Fide Suites (Kitaenko) DivA
25164, S/O: Hecht

Way to Olympus; Gurian Hymn; Concert of (USSR
Symphony) DivA 25171, S/O: Estep

ASENCIO: Guitar Suites (Arlotti) Strad 37079, N/D:
see CASTELNUOVO-TED

ASIA: Ps 30; Amichai; Ram’s Horn (Williams) Sum
703, M/J: Gatens

AUBER: Marco Spada; Overtures; excerpts (Bonyn-
ge) Decca 4827730, J/F: Estep

AUERBACH: Trios (Delta Trio) Odrad 350, S/O:
Wright

AULIN: VC 1-3 (Wallin) CPO 777826, N/D: O’Connor
AULIN,V: Piano Sonata & Pieces (Negro) Daphn

1057, S/O: O’Connor
BABADJANYAN: Trio (Gelius Trio) Thor 2650, S/O:

see ARENSKY
BACEWICZ: Piano Quintets; Qt (Silesian Qt) Chan

10976, S/O: Sullivan
BACH FAMILY: Magnificats (Arcangelo) Hyp 68157,

M/J: Barker
Viola Pieces (Myers) Notos 1, M/A: Brewer

BACH,CPE: Cello Concertos (Queyras) HM 902331,
S/O: Moore

Gamba Sonatas (Rose) Rubi 1019, M/A: Moore
Keyboard Pieces (Lubimov) ECM 26792, J/F:
Lehman

PCs (Rische) Hans 17034, J/A: Haskins
Songs (Blasco) Brill 95462, J/F: Reynolds
Violin Sonatas (Belder-Kimura) Reson 10192, M/A:
Magil

BACH,JC: Hpsi Concerto (Dart) Decca 4825387, J/F:
Barker

Kyrie, Credo, Gloria (Namur Chamber Choir) Ricer
128, J/A: Loewen

BACH: Art of Fugue (Kalberer,p) Thoro 2640, M/A:
Lehman

Brandenburgs (Lin & Bindman, p) Grand 777, N/D:
Harrington

BWV or not? (Gli Incogniti) HM 902322, M/A:
Loewen

Cantatas (9) (Lehmann) Decca 4827542, J/A: Barker
Cantatas 76,79,80 (Montreal Baroque) ATMA 2407,
N/D: Gatens

Cantatas 79+126; Missa Brevis (Rademann) Carus
83311, J/F: Gatens

Cantata 82; Suite 2; Passacaglia & Fugue (Alfeiev)
Penta 5186593, J/F: Loewen

Cantata 105 (Estonian Chamber Choir) Ond 1312,
S/O: see SCHUMANN

Cantatas 201; 207a (Suzuki SACD) BIS 2311, M/J:
Loewen

Cantatas 206+215 (Suzuki) BIS 2231, M/A: Barker
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Cantatas & Magnificat (Richter) Prof 13054, S/O:
Gatens

Cantatas, Bass (Volle) Acce 30410, M/A: Gatens
Cantatas, dialog (Winkel & Bauer) Oehms 1815,
S/O: Barker

Cantatas, Leipzig (Herreweghe) Phi 27, M/A: Barker
Cello Suites (Berger) SoloM 270, J/F: Haskins
Cello Suites (Demenga) ECM 27264, M/A: Moore
Cello Suites (Dumas) Uran 14036, S/O: Moore
Cello Suites 2+5; Gamba Sonata 1 (Hunt) Lett 2,
M/J: Moore

Cello Suites (Maldrup) Bridg 9503, M/J: Moore
Cello Suites (Narroway) SonoL 70010, J/F: Moore
Cello Suite 2; Prelude (Palazzesi,g) Cont 124, S/O:
Keaton

Cello Suites (Skoraczewski) Analo 0, J/A: Moore
Cello Suites (Webber,S) Gimpy 0, J/A: Moore
Cello Suites (Wispelwey) EvilP 27, M/J: Moore
Clavichord Pieces (Gulda) Berl 1063, N/D: Lehman
English Suite 2; French Overture (Avdeeva) Mirar
328, J/A: Haskins

English Suites 4-6 (Montenegrin Guitar Duo) Naxos
573676, S/O: Lehman

Flute Sonatas (Hantai) Mirar 370, M/J: Gorman
Flute Sonatas (Schultz) M&A 1295, J/A: Gorman
Flute Sonatas (Sello) Strad 37095, S/O: Brewer
French Suites (Beier, lute) Strad 37082, M/A:
Lehman

Gamba Sonatas (Vaughan) Palad 90, S/O: Moore
Goldberg Var (Ardeo Qt) IBS 112018, S/O: Dutterer
Goldberg Var (Ares, hpsi) HM 902283, S/O: Lehman
Goldberg Var (Guglielmin, hpsi) OnCl 17111, M/J:
Lehman

Goldberg Var (Hill) Delph 34200, S/O: Lehman
Goldberg Var (Ji) Warnr 57193, M/J: Lehman
Goldberg Var (Muller, p) Hans 17059, J/F: Lehman
Goldberg Var (Yilmaz, p) Audit 20035, M/J: Lehman
Guitar Pieces (Eos Qt) Eos 9, S/O: Keaton
Hpsi Cons 1 (Bonizzoni) Chall 72773, N/D: Lehman
Hpsi Cons (Ferella, mand) Dyn 7821, N/D: Lehman
Hpsi Cons (Swiatkiewicz) Chanl 40418, N/D: Lehman
Italian Journey (Oberti, hpsi) Arcan 443, M/J: Lehman
Keyboard Pieces 1 (Alard) HM 902450, J/A: Lehman
Lute Pieces (Dunford) Alpha 361, N/D: Keaton
Lute Suites (Poll) Orch 82, S/O: Lehman
Magnificat (Vox Luminis) Alpha 370, M/J: Barker
Mass (Christie) HM 8905293, J/A: Barker
Mass in B minor (Layton) Hyp 68181, M/J: Gatens
Mass in F; Magnificat (Gardiner) SDG 728, M/A:
Barker

Motets (Norwegian Soloists’ Choir SACD) BIS 2251,
M/J: Gatens

Musical Offering (Suzuki SACD) BIS 2151, M/J:
Loewen

Orch Suite 2 (Baker) MMG 10008, S/O: Moore,T
Orch Suites (Van Beinum) Decca 4825495, J/F:
Vroon

Organ Pieces 3 (Goode) Sign 803, J/F: Gatens
Organ Pieces 4 (Quinney) Coro 16157, M/A: Delcamp
Partitas (Bagatov) Melya 2500, J/F: Haskins
Partitas (Van Delft, clav) Reson 10212, N/D: Haskins
Partitas 1+5; French Suite 5; Eng Suite (Lester, hpsi)
Nimb 5948, S/O: Lehman

Partita 2; Ital Con in F, WTC (Leitao) MSR 1665, J/F:
Lehman

Partita 6 (Poblocka) NIFC 54, M/J: see CHOPIN
PCs (Bach) Rubic 1006, J/F: Haskins
PC 1-3 (Nosrati) Genui 17482, J/F: Althouse
PC 7 (Dinnerstein) OrMt 127, S/O: see GLASS
Prelude 6 (Tanaka) Conc 201601, M/A: see
JANACEK

St John Passion (Cleobury) Kings 18, M/A: Gatens

St John Passion (Frauenkirche Dresden) Berl 995,
J/A: Althouse

St John Passion (Homburg SACD) MDG 9021985,
M/A: Gatens

St John Passion (Leipzig, St Thomas) Rond 405051,
M/A: Gatens

St John Passion (Temple SACD) Chan 5183, M/A:
Gatens

Soprano & Oboe (Zomer & Schneemann) Chanl
39917, M/A: Loewen

Toccata+ (Hatzopoulos) Hans 16021, J/F: see BEET
Transcriptions (Nebel, p) Hans 17075, J/A: Harring-
ton

VC 1+2; Partita 2 (Lozakovich) DG 4799372, N/D:
Magil

VCs (Zimmermann) Hans 17046, M/A: Vroon
Solo V Son & Part (Bowes) Navon 6159, S/O: Magil
Solo V Son & Part (Feng) Chanl 39018, M/J: Magil
Solo V Son & Part (Fischer) Penta 5186682, J/F:
Magil

Solo V Son & Part (Gandelsman) InCi 10, M/J: Magil
Solo V Part 2+ (Schilde) MDG 9032004, J/F: Magil
Solo V Son & Part (Tetzlaff) Ond 1299, J/F: Magil
Solo V Son & Part (Zsigmondy) Palad 93, N/D: Magil
V Sons (Faust & Bezuidenhout) HM 902256, M/J:
Lehman

V Sons (Fewer & Knox) Leaf 216, M/A: Lehman
V Sons (Pine, Vinikour) Ced 177, S/O: Magil
V Sons (Rohmann, vc) Hung 32796, J/A: Moore
WTC II (Pechefsky,hpsi) Quill 1013, J/F: Haskins

BAKER: PC; Aus Schwanengesang (Hamelin) Naxos
559804, M/J: new, Faro

BAINTON: Songs (Bickley, Gillett) Naxos 571377,
M/J: see BENJAMIN

BALADA: Caprichos (Col Legno) Naxos 579036,
N/D: Moore

BALBASTRE: Harpsichord Pieces (Rousset) Apart
163, M/J: Lehman

BALEY: Partita 4; Songs without words (Bonenfant,
clar) TNC 1565, M/A: Hanudel

BANTOCK: Omar Khayyam; Fifine; Sappho (Del
Mar) Lyrit 2128, M/J: Hecht

Piano Pieces (Marchant) Somm 183, N/D: Becker
BARBER: Adagio (Honeck SACD) Ref 724, J/F: see

SHOSTAKOVICH
Organ Pieces (Innig SACD) MDG 9172010, J/A:
Delcamp

BARRIOS: Guitar Pieces 4 (Kaya) Naxos 573897,
N/D: Keaton

BARSANTI: Concerti Grossi (Ens Marsyas) Linn 567,
J/F: Barker

BARTHOLOMEE: Pentacle; Opus 60; Christ on Mt of
Olive (Musiques Nouvelles) Cypr 4646, M/J: Gim-
bel

BARTOK: Con for Orch; Rhapsodies; Dance Suite
(Ehnes/Gardner SACD) Chan 5189, M/J: Hecht

Con for Orch; PC 3 (Perianes/Heras-Casado) HM
902262, M/J: Hecht 

Con for Orchestra (Hrusa) Penta 5186626, S/O:
Hecht

Divertimento (Amsterdam Sinfonietta) Chanl 37518,
S/O: Althouse

For Children (Bach) Hans 17009, J/F: Kang
PC 3 (Coop) Sky 1703, M/A: see FORSYTH
Qt 1 (Ariel Qt) Avie 2384, M/J: see BRAHMS
VCs (Capucon) Erato 570807, J/A: French
VCs (Tetzlaff) Ond 1317, S/O: French

BARTOLUCCI: Chamber Pieces (Scarponi; Venturi)
Brill 95451, M/A: Estep

BATES: Revolution of Steve Jobs (Santa Fe Opera)
Penta 5186690, N/D: Altman

BAX: Sym 2; Winter Legends (Goossens; Leppard)
Lyrit 1137, M/A: Hecht
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BECKER: Organ Pieces 3 (Spritzer) Raven 999, J/F:
Delcamp

BECKHAM: Orchestral Pieces (Vronsky) Navon
6122, J/F: new, Faro

BECKWITH: Calling; Fractions (Various) Centr
24917, J/A: Kilpatrick

BEDNALL: Choral Pieces (Epiphoni Consort) Delph
34189, M/A: Moore,R

Organ Pieces (Walton) Regen 498, M/J: Roos
BEETHOVEN: Cello Pieces (Casals) Praga 250372,

J/A: Moore
Cello Pieces (Coppey) Audit 23440, S/O: Moore
Cello Sonatas (Fischer-Dieskau) MDG 9032067,
N/D: Moore

Cello Pieces (Ter Linden [2CD]) Nimb 6362, S/O:
Moore

Celtic Folk Songs (Anderson & MacDougall) Gram
99174, N/D: Moore,R

Diabelli Var (Gorini) Alpha 296, J/F: Kang
Diabelli Var (Helmchen) Alpha 386, J/A: Kang
Diabelli Var (Hur) Dux 1312, J/F: Kang
Diabelli Var; Bagatelles (Koroliov) Tacet 228, M/J:
Becker

Duos (Miranda & Bramov) Navon 6118, J/F: see
MOZART

Flute Pieces (Seo) Naxos 573569, J/A: Gorman
Flute Pieces (Seo) Naxos 573570, N/D: Gorman
Horn Sonata (Blonk) Cent 3558, J/F: see BRAHMS
Missa Solemnis (Suzuki) BIS 2321, J/A: Althouse
Overtures; Creatures of Prometheus (Van Beinum)
Decca 4825505, S/O: 184, Althouse

PCs, all (Ashkenazy/Solti) Decca 4832579, J/A:
Wright

PC 2+4 (Vogt) Ond 1311, S/O: Wright
PC 3+5 (Krieger) Decca 4815583, J/F: French
PC 3; VCPC (Vogt) Ond 1297, M/A: French
PC 4 (Kym) Sign 523, N/D: Althouse
PC 4 (Schirmer) Berl 928, M/A: see SCHUMANN,C
PC 5; P Son 27 (Bax) Sign 525, S/O: Becker
PC in D (Lazic) Onyx 4187, S/O: Becker
P Son 3+23 (Schub) MMG 10009, S/O: Repp
P Son 8,14,23 (Rose) Medic 30112, S/O: Repp
P Son 10+14; Bagatelles (Kolesnikov) Hyp 68237,
N/D: Becker

P Son 13,17,25,30 (Hewitt) Hyp 68199, S/O: Repp
P Son 14+23 (Hatzopoulos) Hans 16021, J/F:
Lehman

P Son 14+29 (Perahia) DG 4798353, J/A: Kang
P Son 14,15,18,22 (Rangell) Stein 30080, J/F: Kang
P Son 21+29; Andante Favori (Leone) Gram 99160,
S/O: Repp

P Son 30-32 (Beghin) EvilP 25, J/A: Becker
P Son 30-32 (Costa) Claud 5580, M/A: Repp
Qt 1,3,4,7,12,16 (Casals Qt) HM 902400, S/O: Alt-
house

Qt 1-3 (Eybler Qt) Coro 16164, J/A: French
Qt 2+12 (Elias Qt) WHL 89, J/A: French
Qt 3+10 (Cremona Qt) Audit 92688, M/A: Althouse
Qt 7-11 (Arianna Qt) Cent 3544, J/F: Althouse
Qt 9+14 (Aris Qt) Genui 17478, J/F: Althouse
Qt 15 (Ragazze Qt) Chanl 39317, J/F: Althouse
Songs (Schuen) Cavi 8553377, M/A: Althouse
Sym 1+3 (Jordan) WS 13, M/A: Althouse
Sym 1+4 (Kubelik) Penta 5186248, J/F: Althouse
Sym 1; PC 1 (Argerich/Ozawa) Decca 4832566,
S/O: Wright

Sym 2+5 (Kubelik) Penta 5186249, M/A: Hecht
Sym 3; Egmont Overture (Mehta) Helic 9678, N/D:
Althouse

Sym 4+5 (Saraste) Prof 17084, S/O: Althouse
Sym 5 (Karajan) Praga 250394, M/J: see SHOSTA
Sym 5+7 (Van Zweden) Decca 27956, J/A: Hecht

Sym 6,7,8 (Kubelik SACD) Penta 5186250, M/J: Alt-
house

Sym 9 (Bayreuth/Bohm 1963) Orfeo 935171, M/J:
Althouse

Sym 9 (Zander) Bratt 0, J/A: Althouse
Trios 1+4; Kakadu (Con Brio) Orch 81, S/O: Wright
Trios 1-3 (Goya Trio) Chan 822, N/D: Dutterer
Trios 3+6 (Horszowski) Praga 250412, S/O: Dutterer
Trio 4 (Isimsiz Trio) Rubi 1013, M/J: see BRAHMS
Trio 4 (Rautio Trio) Reson 10203, J/A: see HILLER
Trios in B & E (Swiss Trio) Audit 97695, J/F: Dutterer
VC; Romances (Ehnes) Onyx 4167, M/A: Althouse
VC; VCPC; Romances (Irnberger SACD) Gram
99101, J/F: Althouse

VCPC; Clar Trio (Jarvi) Naive 5418, S/O: Althouse
V Son 1,3,6,8 (Hanslip) Rubi 1010, M/A: Magil
V Son 9 (Philippe) HM 916109, M/A: see SCHUBERT

BELICZAY: Sym 1; Serenade (Gal) Sterl 1115, M/J:
O’Connor

BELLINATI: Concerto Cabocio (Brazil Guitar Duo)
Naxos 573603, S/O: see BROUWER

BELLINI: Bianca & Gernando (Fogliani) Naxos
660417, M/A: Locke

BEN-HAIM: Chamber Pieces (Talitman) Harp
505040, N/D: French

BENDA,F: Viola Concertos (Soucy) CPO 555167,
N/D: Magil

BENEVOLI: Mass, In Augustia (Santa Maria in
Campitelli) Tact 600201, S/O: Gatens

Mass, Si Deus pro Nobis (Niquet) Alpha 400, N/D:
Gatens

BENJAMIN: Songs (Bickley, Gillett) Naxos 571377,
M/J: Moore,R

BENNETT,RICHARD: Choral Pieces (Birmingham
Conservatory) Somm 184, N/D: Greenfield

Sym 3; Summer Music (Wilson SACD) Chan 5202,
M/J: Gimbel

BENNETT,WS: PCs (Shelley) Hyp 68178, M/J:
French

BERG: Lyric Suite (Gerhard Qt) HM 916108, M/A:
see SCHUMANN

BERGER: Choral Pieces (Thuringia Youth Choir)
Rond 6137, M/A: Delcamp

BERIO: Chemins V (Davies) ECM 27556, M/A: see
MADERNA

Sinfonia (Morlot) SSM 1018, N/D: Sullivan
BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy (Power/Manze) Hyp 68193,

J/A: French
Sym Fantastique (Jones) HD 1801, N/D: Hecht
Les Troyens (Nelson) Erato 57622, M/A: Locke

BERNSTEIN: Anniversaries; short pieces (Downes)
Sony 40112, M/J: 203, Estep

A Quiet Place (Nagano) Decca 4833895, N/D: Fisch
Chichester Psalms (Cleobury) Kings 21, M/J: see
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

On the Waterfront; West Side Story (Lindberg) BIS
2278, J/A: Fisch

Piano Pieces (Osterkamp) Stein 30076, J/F: Haskins
Serenade (Ferschtman SACD) Chall 72755, J/A:
see KORNGOLD

Sym 2+3; Chichester Ps; W Side; Fancy Fr (Various)
Warnr 56879, S/O: Sullivan

West Side Story (Carreras, Te Kanawa/Bernstein)
DG 4798681, N/D: Fisch

BERSA: Piano Pieces (Filipec) Grand 767, M/J:
Repp

BETTINELLI: Chamber Pieces (Trio Bettinelli+)
Naxos 573836, J/A: Keaton

BIBER: Mystery Sonatas (Martinson) Linn 501, S/O:
Brewer

BIELECKI: 2-Flute Concerto (Dlugosz) Dux 1333,
J/F: see VIVALDI
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BIELMEIER: Betty & the Sensory World (Composer)
Ravel 7972, M/A: new, Boyd

BISKIN: Folk Song Arrangements (16 Tons) Andor 7,
N/D: Kilpatrick

BIZET: Carmen (Horne/Bernstein) DG 4835191, N/D:
Reynolds

Carmen Suites (Gonzalez) Naxos 573546, M/A:
French

Chants du Rhin, Arlesienne Suite 1+ (Blanchard, p)
MDG 9042018, M/A: Becker

Pearlfishers (Jourdain) Penta 5186685, S/O: Par-
sons

Sym; Patrie (Ansermet) Decca 4824979, N/D: Vroon
Sym; Arlesienne & Carmen Suites (Soustrot) DACO
775, M/A: Vroon

BLACKFORD: Niobe (Wally-Cohen,v) Sign 539, N/D:
new, Faro

BLANCAFORT: Songs 1 (Jove, mz) Naxos 579012,
M/A: Oberoi

BLITZSTEIN: Cradle will Rock (Saratoga/Mauceri)
Bridg 9511, N/D: Fisch

BLOCH: Con Sym; Con Grosso 1 (Lin/Starek) SWR
19420, N/D: Estep

Viola Pieces (Neubauer) Delos 3498, J/A: Magil
BLOW: Purcell Ode++ (Arcangelo) Hyp 68149, M/A:

Gatens
BOCCHERINI: Arie Accademiche (Pastrana, s) Brill

95280, M/J: Reynolds
Chamber Pieces (Scala Cologne) MDG 6030438,
M/A: Dutterer

Stabat Mater; String Quintet (Ensemble Rosasolis)
MusF 8026, M/A: Reynolds

Stabat Mater (Mields; Salagon Qt) Carus 83470,
M/A: Althouse

Violin Sonatas (Mosca) Strad 33983, J/F: Dutterer
BOHM: Organ Pieces, all (Davidsson) Loft 1133, J/A:

Delcamp
BOHME: Sextet; suites (Prince Regent’s Band)

Reson 10201, M/J: see EWALD
BOISMORTIER: Sonatas, Cantatas, Suites (Arcanum

Ens) Cent 3548, M/A: Brewer
BOITO: Mefistofele hilites (Siepi, DiStefano, Tebaldi)

Decca 4824757, J/A: Altman
Mefistofele (Tebaldi, Del Monaco, Siepi) Uran
121374, N/D: Vroon

BOLCOM: Piano Pieces [3CD] (Olevsky, Oppens,
Taylor) Naxos 559832, J/A: Wright

BOND: Soul of a Nation (Various) Alb 1723, S/O: Kil-
patrick

BORENSTEIN: VC; Big Bang; If you will it (Trynkos/
Ashkenazy) Chan 5209, M/A: Gimbel

BORGSTROM: VC (Hemsing SACD) BIS 2366, S/O:
Estep

BORODIN: Prince Igor (Popovic, Belgrade/Danon)
Decca 4826935, S/O: Locke

Syms, all (Rozh, Kletzki, Svetlanov) Praga 250375,
S/O: Wright

BORTKIEWICZ: PC 2+3 (Doniga) Piano 10146, J/A:
Estep

BORUP-JORGENSEN: Marin+ (Various) OUR
2110426, M/J: Gimbel

BOSSI: Trios (Arche Trio) Brill 95581, J/A: Dutterer
BOTTESINI: Double-bass Pieces (Yu) Sound 1094,

M/A: Moore
BOTTINI: PC; Clar C (Mazzoli) Tact 800008, J/A:

Hanudel
BOULANGER: Choral Pieces (Orpheus Vocal Ens)

Carus 83489, N/D: Greenfield
BOULEZ: Derive 1; Piano Sonata 3 (Prague Modern

Ens) Strad 37088, S/O: Sullivan
Notations (Morlot) SSM 1018, N/D: see BERIO

BOYKAN: Chamber pieces (Various) Bridg 9483, J/F:
Gimbel

BOZZA: Solo Flute (Schneemann) Brill 95434, N/D:
Gorman

BRAHMS: Ballades; Handel Var (Akopian-Tamarina)
Penta 5186677, M/J: Repp

Cello Sonatas (Hoffman) LDV 35, M/J: Moore
Cello Sonatas+ (LaFollette) Champ 134, M/A: Moore
Cello Sonatas (Leonore Duo) SoloM 269, M/A: Dut-
terer

Cello Sonatas (Luptak) ICSM 8, J/F: Althouse
Cello Sonatas (Peled) CAP 18-1, S/O: Moore
Cello Sonatas (Queyras) Erato 57239, M/J: Moore
Cello Transcriptions (Dillon) Brill 95415, S/O: Moore
Clarinet Sons (Barragan) IBS 82018, N/D: Hanudel
Clarinet Sonatas & Trio (Oberaigner) MDG 9032049,
S/O: Hanudel

German Requiem (Yale Schola Cantorum) Hyp
68242, N/D: Althouse

German Requiem, in English (King’s College Lon-
don) Delph 34195, M/J: Greenfield

Handel Var; Fantasies, op 116; Chorale P (Treutler)
Hans 17061, S/O: Repp

Horn Trio (Blonk) Cent 3558, J/F: 208, Kilpatrick
Intermezzos, op 117 (Demopoulos) Diver 24166,
J/A: see MOUSSORGSKY

Liebeslieder & other waltzes (Tarti & Varbanov, p)
Omnia 1, M/J: Harrington

PCs (Maltempo) Piano 10145, N/D: Althouse
PC 1 (Hatch) Cent 3565, J/F: Althouse
PC 2 (Goerner) Alpha 395, S/O: Althouse
PC 2; P Son 1 (Krieger) Decca 4814871, J/A: Alt-
house

Piano Pieces, opp 116-118 (Asti) LAWO 1148, S/O:
Repp

Piano Pieces, opp 116-119 (Ehlen) Azica 71320,
S/O: Repp

Piano Pieces (Feltsman) Nimb 6365, N/D: Repp
P Pieces, late (Sheppard) Romeo 7327, N/D: Repp
P Qt 1 (Staryk+) Cent 3384, M/J: see STRAUSS
P Qn; Clar Qn (Serkin, Oppenheim, Budapest)
Praga 250390, J/A: Hanudel

P Qn (Sudbin+) BIS 2258, M/J: French
P Son 1; Fantasies; Schumann Var (Plowright) BIS
2147, M/A: Repp

P Son 3 (Francis) Quart 2124, M/A: see LISZT
P Son 3; Pieces, opp 116-119 (Kopachevsky) Piano
10141, J/A: Becker

Qts, Qns, Sextets (Verdi Qt+) Hans 16084, S/O: Alt-
house

Qt 2 (Ariel Qt) Avie 2384, M/J: Althouse
Schumann Var (Tarasova) Champ 126, J/F: Repp
Songs 7 (Appi) Hyp 33127, J/A: Moore,R
Songs in English (Furey) ATMA 2765, M/A: Althouse
Stg Qn 2 (Amsterdam Sinfonietta) Chanl 37518,
S/O: see BARTOK

Sym 2; Haydn Var (Saraste) Prof 17057, J/F: Alt-
house

Sym 3 (Knappertsbusch) IDIS 6730, M/J: arc, Vroon
Sym 4; Acad Fest & Tragic Overtures (Saraste) Prof
17085, J/A: O’Connor

Symphonies, all (Ticciati) Linn 601, J/A: Vroon
Trios (Ax, Kavakos, Ma) Sony 40729, J/F: Dutterer
Trios; P Qts; Sextets (Gould Trio+) Champ 129, M/J:
Althouse

Trios (Vienna Trio SACD) MDG 9422008, M/A:
Wright

Trio 3 (Isimsiz Trio) Rubi 1013, M/J: 177, Repp
VCC (Wang & Vogler) Sony 83675, S/O: Althouse
V Sons (Little) Chan 10977, J/A: Magil
V Sons (Hakkila) Ond 1315, S/O: Althouse

BRAID: Songs & Duos (Gray, Overbury+) Met 28575,
M/A: Kilpatrick

BRANDL: Symphonies (Griffiths) CPO 555157, J/A:
Althouse
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BRANDMAN: Zodiac (Prague Chamber Choir)
Navon 6160, S/O: new, Boyd

BRAUNFELS: Scottish Fantasy; Carnival Overture
(Buhl) Capr 5308, M/J: O’Connor

BRIAN: Sym 8,21,26 (Walker) Naxos 573752, M/A:
O’Connor

BRICCIALDI: Flute Concertos (Petrucci) Brill 95767,
N/D: Gorman

Flute Pieces (Carbotta) Dyn 7814, S/O: Gorman
BRIDGE: C Son (Louwerse) Indes 101, S/O: Moore
V Pieces (Howick & Ekins) Naxos 573790, J/F:
O’Connor

V Son (Stanzeleit) Merid 84648, N/D: see ELGAR
BRITTEN: Cello Sonata (Louwerse) Indes 101, S/O:

see BRIDGE
Sacred & Profane (The 16) Coro 16159, J/A: Gatens
Song Cycles (Rieger) Affet 1804, N/D: Moore,R
VC (Steinbacher) Penta 5186625, M/A: O’Connor
VC (Van Bellen) Zefir 9653, J/A: see ARNOLD

BROADSTOCK: Con for Orchestra (Purcell) DivA
25165, J/A: see SCHWARTZ

BROTONS: Flute Pieces 2 (Alvarez) Cent 3555, M/J:
Moore,T

BROUGH: Picture-Preludes (Composer) Tocc 490,
N/D: new, Boyd

BROUWER: Book of Signs (Brazil Guitar Duo) Naxos
573603, S/O: Keaton

BRUCH: 2-PC (Genova & Dimitrov) CPO 555090,
S/O: Harrington

VC 1 (Augustyn) Cent 3585, J/F: Vroon
VC 1; Scottish Fant (Bell) Sony 84200, N/D: Vroon
VC 1 (Pine) Avie 2375, M/A: see ELGAR

BRUCKNER: Mass in B-flat+ (RIAS Chamber Choir)
Acce 30429, J/A: Althouse

Piano Pieces (Markovina) Hans 17054, S/O: Becker
Qn, arr orch (Stangel) ETP 8, M/A: O’Connor
Sym 4 (Nelsons) DG 4797577, J/A: Vroon
Sym 4 (Thielemann) Prof 16064, J/F: Althouse
Sym 5 (Ballot SACD) Gram 99162, J/A: Hecht
Sym 6 (Haitink) BR 900147, M/J: Hecht
Sym 7 (Nelsons) DG 4798494, S/O: Althouse
Sym 8 (Berlin, Vienna/Furtwangler) Praga 350133,
M/J: arc, Althouse

Sym 8 (Haenchen) Genui 18622, N/D: Althouse
Sym 8 (Jansons) BR 900165, N/D: Althouse
Sym 9 (Muti) CSO 1701, M/J: Hecht

BRULL: Serenades; Sym; VC; Macbeth (Laus)
Cameo 9103, N/D: Vroon

BRUNS: Woodwind Works (Berlin Soloists) Capr
5327, M/J: Pfeil

BUCH: Quartets (Daedalus Qt) MSR 1681, S/O:
Moore,T

BURKE: Chamber Pieces (Goeke, vc+) Alb 1693,
J/A: Moore

BURNEY: Piano 4-Hands (Clemente & Piolanti) Brill
95447, J/F: Harrington

BUSH: Songs (Fairbairn) Naxos 571378, J/F: Sulli-
van

BUSONI: Elegies; An die Jugend (Grante) M&A 1290,
S/O: Repp

P Pieces 9 (Harden) Naxos 573751, M/A: Becker
BUXTEHUDE: Evening Pieces (Vox Luminis) Alpha

287, N/D: Gatens
BYRD: Hpsi Pieces (Egarr) Linn 518, S/O: Lehman
Lute for Virginals (Hakkinen) Alba 405, J/A: Gatens
Motets (King’s College Choirrs) Kings 24, J/A:
Gatens

Sacred Songs (New College) CRD 5003, J/F:
Gatens

CABANILLES: Organ Pieces 2 (Roberts) Tocc 406,
M/J: Brewer

CAGE: Bach Chorales (Berger) SoloM 270, J/F: see
BACH

Chess Pieces; Four Dances (Trio Omphalos) Wergo
7370, M/J: Haskins

Organ2/ASLSP (Susteck, org) Wergo 7368, J/A:
Haskins

PC (Apartment House) NMC 16, J/A: Haskins
Piano Pieces 10 (Schultz) Mode 304, N/D: Haskins

CALACE: Mandolin pieces (Motus Qt) Brill 95494,
M/A: Keaton

CAMPAGNOLI: Flute Quartets (Il Demetrio) Brill
95399, J/A: Gorman

CAMPION: Died for Love (Sanchez) Sound 1085,
J/F: Loewen

Guitar Pieces (Hofstotter) Brill 95276, J/F: Keaton
CAMUS: Airs (Il Festino) MusF 8027, J/F: see LAM-

BERT
CANFIELD: Piano Pieces (Various) Enhar 33, M/J:

new, Boyd
Sax music 2 (Wong; Kenari Qt) Enhar 34, J/A:
Hanudel

CAPRICORNUS: Sacred Choral (Holy Trinity Bach
Choir) OldeF 911, M/A: Loewen

CARDOSO: Mass+ (Girton College Choir) Tocc 476,
J/A: Brewer

CAROLLO: Rhetoric & Mythos; Transfiguration
(Vronsky) Navon 6109, J/F: new, Faro

CARTER: Late Works (Knussen+) Ond 1296, J/F:
Gimbel

CASARINI: Guitar Etudes (Sebastiani) Brill 95633,
S/O: Keaton

CASELLA: VPCC (Koussevitzky) FHR 63, N/D: see
IRELAND

CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO:
Cello Concerto (Chiesa) Sony 84310, N/D: Moore
Cello Concerto & arrangements (Smith) Naxos
573820, N/D: Moore

Cello Con (Wallfisch) CPO 555074, M/J: see GAL
Guitar Pieces (Arlotti) Strad 37079, N/D: Keaton
G & soprano (Klisowska & Tampalini) Brill 95282,
M/A: Keaton

Piano Pieces (Arciglione) Digr 83, N/D: Becker
Piano Pieces (Bebbington) Somm 172, J/F: Becker
Piano Pieces (Soldano) DivA 25152, J/F: Becker
Shakespeare Sonnets & Duets (Paraninfo) Brill
95548, M/J: Delcamp

Suite Escarraman (Neumann) Carpe 16315, N/D:
Keaton

CATALDO: Guitar plus (Dellacasa) Strad 80016, S/O:
Keaton

CATAN: Encantamiento; Songs (Various) Alb 1698,
M/J: Moore,T

CATEL: Les Bayaderes (Talpain) ES 16, N/D: Locke
CAVAZZONI: Hpsi Works, all (Wilson) Naxos

572998, M/A: Lehman
CAZZATI: Songs (Eridanus) Brill 95586, S/O:

Moore,C
CHADWICK: Organ Pieces (Ramsay) Raven 154,

N/D: Delcamp
Symphonic Sketches (Constantine) Orch 74, M/A:
Althouse

CHAMBERLAIN: Flute Pieces (Matthews+) MSR
1671, S/O: Gorman

CHARPENTIER,J: Karnatic Etudes (Caruso) Cent
3610, N/D: new, Boyd

CHARPENTIER: Mass, Port Royal (Capella Ricercar)
Ricer 126, J/A: Barker

Tenebrae Lessons; Litanies (Arcangelo) Hyp 68171,
S/O: Gatens

CHATMAN: Dawn of Night; Missa Brevis; Song of
Joy (MacMillan Singers) Centr 24617, J/F: new,
Faro

CHEN: On & Between (Ma, pipa) Navon 6146, S/O:
new, Boyd
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CHERUBINI: Requiem; Song on Death of Hay
(Grunert) Rond 6142, M/A: Moore,T

CHESNOKOV: Liturgical Pieces (Patram Institute
Choir SACD) Ref 727, N/D: Greenfield

CHILCOTT: All Good Things (Chilcott) Naxos
573383, J/F: Greenfield

CHILD: Shanti (Rose) BMOP 1057, S/O: new, Faro
CHOPIN: Ballades (Andsnes) Sony 82293, N/D: Van

Sant
Cello Sonata (Segev) Avie 2389, N/D: Moore
Etudes (Di Bin) Cent 3588, J/A: Haskins
Etudes (Swigger) ConBr 21752, N/D: Repp
Mazurkas, late (Crow) MSR 1629, N/D: Repp
Mazurkas (Deljavan) Aenea 17034, M/A: Vroon
Mazurkas (Mursky) Prof 16100, J/A: Becker
Nocturnes (Dumont) Aevea 17044, J/A: Vroon
Nocturnes (Goerner) Alpha 359, M/A: Vroon
Nocturnes (Rodrigues) Navon 6123, J/F: Becker
PCs; Fantasy-Impromptu (Trifonov) DG 4797518,
J/F: Becker

PCs, no orch (Yoffe) NIFC 34, N/D: Vroon
PC 1 (Poblocka) NIFC 54, M/J: Vroon
Piano Pieces (Kenner) Warnr 56352, N/D: Repp
Piano Pieces 5 (Lortie) Chan 10943, M/A: Becker
Piano Pieces, Pleyel (Rutkowski) Piano 10129, S/O:
Becker

P Son 2 (Kobayashi) Warnr 57047, S/O: Kang
P Son 3 (Bowles) JRI 141, J/F: Becker
P Sons & Fantasy (Sheppard) Romeo 7322, J/F:
Harrington

Preludes (Gvetadze) Chall 72768, M/J: Vroon
Preludes; P Son 2 (Tiberghien) Hyp 68194, J/F:
Becker

Trans for cello & piano (Strahl & Olejniczak) Dux
1381, J/F: Vroon

Waltzes (Ivanov) Gram 99146, M/J: Kang
CHRISTOPHERSEN: Woven Brass (Oslo Phil Brass)

2L 143, J/A: Kilpatrick
CIPULLO: Songs—Alb 1703, J/A: Moore,R
CLEMENT: Preludes (Garth, p) Alb 1714, J/A: new,

Boyd
CLEMENTI: Piano Sonatas & Preludes (Kim) Piano

10128, M/A: Becker
P Sonatas, opp 23+34:1 (Rodriguez) Naxos 573608,
M/A: Becker

CLERAMBAULT: Cantatas+ (Wilder) Cent 3629,
S/O: Barker

COHEN: Cello Pieces (Baverstam) Ravel 7978, M/J:
Moore

COKE: PC 3,4,5 (Callaghan) Hyp 68173, J/F: O’Con-
nor

COLLINS: Violin Sonatas (Duo Ardore) Sheva 175,
M/J: Magil

COLONNA: Holy Saturday Lamentations (Musici di
Santa Pelagia) CPO 555048, M/A: Moore,C

COMPERE: For the Dukes of Milan (Da Col) Arcan
436, J/F: Moore,C

CONSTANTINIDES: Epirus Songs (Glinka, fl+) Cent
3547, J/F: Gorman

Rosanna; Intimations (Composer) Cent 3550, J/F:
140, Altman

COPLAND: Sym 1; Dance Sym; Statements (Wilson
SACD) Chan 5195, J/A: Hecht

CORELLI: V Sons (Baudet) Brill 95597, S/O: Brewer
CORNISH: Constellations+ (Various) Innov 1006,

N/D: new, Boyd
Pieces—Innov 976, M/A: Moore

CORNYSH: Choral Pieces (The 16) Coro 16159, J/A:
see BRITTEN

COUPERIN: Concerts Royaux (Fiori Musicali) Uran
14031, J/A: Lehman

Hpsi Pieces 2+3 (Kroll) Cent 3514+69, M/A: Lehman
Hpsi Pieces (Lindorff) Affet 1802, N/D: Lehman

Hpsi Suites (Rousset) Apart 166, J/A: Lehman
COUPERIN,L: Bauyn Dances (Koleshnikov, p) Hyp

68224, J/A: Lehman
CRAMER: P Son (Lazic) Onyx 4187, S/O: see BEET
CREAN: Great God Pan—Navon 6115, M/A: new,

Boyd
CRESSWELL: Quartet Pieces (Red Note Ensemble)

Delph 34199, N/D: Dutterer
CROCE: Motets & Sacred Songs (Voces Suaves)

Arcan 439, M/A: Moore,C
CROZIER: Sym 1; Ballade (Schwarz) Navon 6137,

M/J: Wright
CRUMB: Metamorphoses; 5 Piano Pieces (Tan)

Mode 303, N/D: Haskins
Yellow Moon; EKM; Celestial Mechanics (Barone)
Bridg 9476, M/A: Gimbel

CRUSELL: Clar Concertos+ (Collins SACD) Chan
5187, S/O: Hanudel

CUI: Piano Transcriptions (Ivanova & Zagarinsky)
Hans 17049, S/O: Harrington

CZERNY: PC 4-Hands (Genova & Dimitrov) CPO
555090, S/O: see BRUCH

DALL’ABACO: Cello Caprices (Rasmussen) Cent
3649, N/D: Moore

DALL’ALBERO: Sacred Pieces (Sidney Sussex Col-
lege Choir) Reson 10190, J/F: Delcamp

DALLAPICCOLA: The Prisoner (Graz Opera)
Oehms 970, M/J: Reynolds

DANIELPOUR: Quartets 5,6,7 (Delray Qt) Naxos
559845, M/J: Gimbel

DAUGHERTY: Trail of Tears; Dreamachine; Missis-
sippi (Miller) Naxos 559807, J/A: Gimbel

DAVID: Sym 2+4 (Wildner) CPO 777577, S/O:
O’Connor

DAVID DE BERGAMO: Organ Music (Ruggeri) Tact
790490, M/A: Gatens

DAVIES: Chamber Music (Hebrides Ens) Delph
34178, M/A: Gimbel

DAVIS: Aladdin (Davis) CDC 29, J/F: O’Connor
DAVISON: Choral Pieces (Wells Cathedral) Reson

10211, S/O: Greenfield
DAYTON: Notes to Loved Ones (Sheppard, p+)

Navon 6143, J/A: new, Boyd
DEBUSSY: Estampes; Etudes; Images (Goerner)

Alpha 404, J/A: Harrington
Images; Children’s Corner; Isle (Cho) DG 4798308,
M/A: Harrington

Images; Children’s Corner; Isle (Hough) Hyp 68139,
M/A: Harrington

Images & Preludes 2 (La Deur) MSR 1654, J/F:
Haskins

Images; Isle (Steinbach) Pavan 7576, M/A: see
MOUSSORGSKY

Images (Taverna) Somm 168, J/F: Harrington
Jeux; Khamma; Boite a Joujoux (Shui SACD) BIS
2162, M/A: Wright

Martyrdom of St Sebastian; La Mer (Heras-Casado)
HM 902310, S/O: Hecht

La Mer; Jeux (Ansermet) Decca 4824975, N/D:
Vroon

La Mer; Images (Krivine) Erato 56870, S/O: Wright
La Mer (Manacorda) Chall 72757, M/J: French
La Mer; Ariettes (Ticciati) Linn 550, M/A: Wright
La Mer (Van Raat, p) Naxos 573576, J/A: see
STRAV

Music [3CD] (Various) Warnr 57158, M/A: Vroon
Piano Pieces (Osborne) Hyp 68161, M/A: Harrington
Piano Pieces (Rodrigues) Navon 6164, S/O: Har-
rington

Preludes 1; Estampes; Clair de Lune (Barenboim)
DG 4798741, J/A: Harrington

Preludes 1; Images 1; Children’s Corner (Haring) Ars
38246, S/O: Harrington
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Preludes 2; La Mer (Melnikov & Pashchenko) HM
902302, S/O: Harrington

Preludes; Estampes (Constantinini) IBS 22018, S/O:
Harrington

Preludes (Greenberg) NewF 192, N/D: Harrington
Preludes (Gulda) MPS 973, J/A: Harrington
Preludes (Hudson) MSR 1620, J/A: Harrington
Preludes; Children’s Corner (Jumppanen) Ond 1304,
M/J: Harrington

Qt (Jerusalem Qt) HM 902304, S/O: Dutterer
Qt (Tinalley Qt) DG 4816906, S/O: Fisch
Songs (Crowe, Maltman) Hyp 68075, M/J: Oberoi
Trio (Feininger Trio) Cavi 8553317, J/F: Wright
V Son (Pouliot) Anal 8798, S/O: see RAVEL

DECKER: Songs (Byrnes) Alb 1621, M/A: Reynolds
DELALANDE: Te Deum; Deitatis (Dumestre) Alpha

968, S/O: Barker
DELIUS: Sea Drift (Schuricht) Uran 121345, J/A: see

SCHUMANN
DEL TREDICI: Child Alice (Budd/Rose) BMOP 1056,

M/A: Gimbel
Piano Pieces 2 (Peloquin) Alb 1702, J/A: Gimbel
Trio; Qt 1; Bullycide; Felix (Various) Alb 1685, J/F:
Gimbel

DEMACHI: Trio Sonatas (Trigono Armonico) Tact
730401, S/O: Barker

DERING: Music (Rose Consort) VoxR 4, M/J: see
PHILIPS

DESENNE: 2 Seasons of the Caribbean (Gonzalez-
Granados) Urtex 279, S/O: Moore,T

DESMAREST: Mass (Savall) AliaV 9924, M/J: see
VALLS

DEVIENNE: Flute Concerto+ (Gallois) Naxos
573697, N/D: Gorman

DIAMOND: Rounds; Sym 6; Romeo & Juliet (Fagen)
Naxos 559842, S/O: Hecht

DICHIERA: 4 Sonnets; Fantasy; Ballade (Moshchuk,
p) Innov 979, M/A: Kilpatrick

DODGSON: Guitar Chamber Pieces (Mela Guitar Qt)
Naxos 573762, J/F: Keaton

Oboe Pieces (Turnbull) Tocc 444, J/A: Pfeil
String Trios+ (Karolos) Naxos 573856, N/D: Moore

DOHNANYI: Sextet; Qt 3; Serenade (Nash Ens) Hyp
68215, S/O: O’Connor

DOMENICONI: Guitar Pieces (Kaya) Naxos 573675,
S/O: Keaton

DONIZETTI: Anna Bolena (Souliotis, Ghiaurov/Varvi-
so) Decca 4828779, S/O: Altman

Quartets (Pleyel Qt) CPO 777909, M/A: Dutterer
Tudor Queens (Gencer) Hardy 6020, N/D: Reynolds

DOPPLERS: Flute Music 4 (Arimany) Capr 5298,
M/A: Gorman

DOSTAL: Princess Nefertiti (Leipzig) Rond 6147,
M/J: Fisch

DOTZAUER: Flute & Oboe Quartets (Pyramide Ens)
Tocc 421, J/A: Gorman

DOVE: In Damascus; P Qn; Out of Time (Sacconi
Qt+) Sign 487, J/F: Moore,R

DOWLAND: Lachrimae; Songs (Chelys Consort) BIS
2283, J/F: Gatens

Lachrimae (North) ATMA 2761, S/O: Brewer
Lute Songs (White Sparrow) Siba 1021, M/A: Barker

DOYLE: Heresy (Doyle) Heres 21, M/J: new, Boyd
DU GRAIN: Cantatas (Goldberg Ens) MDG 9022060,

S/O: Loewen
DUFAY: Motets & Songs (Gothic Voices) Linn 568,

S/O: Brewer
DUKAS: La Peri; Sorcerer (Ansermet) Decca

4824975, N/D: see DEBUSSY
DUPRE: P Pieces (Rignol) Sols 348, J/F: Delcamp
DURANTE: Concertos for Strings (Ens Imaginaire)

Brill 95542, J/F: Brewer

DURUFLE: Requiem (Repusic) BR 900320, J/F:
Greenfield

Requiem (St Thomas Choir/ Scott) Reson 10200,
M/A: Delcamp

DUSSEK: PCs (Shelley) Hyp 68211, N/D: Wright
DUTKA: Whale’s Teeth (Composer) Dux 1379, J/F:

Haskins
DVORAK: CC+ (Dillingham) Affet 1806, N/D: Wright
Moravian Duets (Saturova & Cukrova) Sup 4238,
S/O: Moore,R

P Qts (Busch Trio, Da Silva) Alpha 288, J/F: Dutterer
P Qn 2; Qn in E (Pavel Haas Qt) Sup 4195, M/A:
Dutterer

P Qns; Bagatelles (Busch Trio+) Alpha 403, N/D:
Dutterer

Qt 12 (Euclid Qt) Afina 1701, J/F: see MARSALIS
Qt 12; Stg Qn (Takacs Qt) Hyp 68142, M/A: Dutterer
Slavonic Dances 1-8; Sym 9 (Trenkner-Speidel Duo)
MDG 9302007, J/F: Harrington

Songs (Infante) IBS 12018, S/O: Oberoi
Stabat Mater (Belohlavek) Decca 4831510, M/J: Alt-
house

Stg Qn; Sextet (Jerusalem Qt) HM 902320, M/J:
Dutterer

Trios 1+2 (Tempest Trio) Naxos 573723, J/F: Dutter-
er

Trios 3+4 (Mori Trio) Hans 17072, S/O: Vroon
Trio 4 (Shaham, Erez, Wallfisch) Nimb 5968, J/A:
see SCHUMANN

DYSON: Choral Symphony (Hill) Naxos 573770, M/J:
O’Connor

EBEN: Chamber Pieces (Martinu Qt) Sup 4232, M/J:
Sullivan

EBERL: 2-Piano Concerto & Sonatas (Giacometti &
Fukuda) CPO 777733, S/O: Harrington

Violin Sonatas (Hong) Tocc 390, J/A: Dutterer
EICHBERG: Sym 3; Morpheus (Spano) DaCap

8226144, N/D: new, Faro
EISLER: Songs (Falk) MDG 6132040, M/J: Moore,R
ELCOCK: Sym 3; Festive Ov (Mann) Tocc 400, J/F:

Roos
ELGAR: Cello Con; P Qn (Hecker) Alpha 283, J/A:

Moore
Cello Con (Yang) Oehms 1883, M/J: Althouse
Choral Pieces (Brighton Festival) Somm 267, J/A:
Reynolds

Enigma Variations (Constantine) Orch 74, M/A: see
CHADWICK

Falstaff; Songs (Williams/Davis SACD) Chan 5188,
M/J: Hecht

Music (Early recordings) Somm 167, M/J: arc, Rad-
cliffe

Sym 2; Serenade (Gardner SACD) Chan 5197, N/D:
Hecht

VC (Pine) Avie 2375, M/A: French
V Sonata (Stanzeleit) Merid 84648, N/D: O’Connor

ELLER: Piano Pieces 6 (Lassmann) Tocc 475, N/D:
Haskins

ENESCO: Piano Pieces, opp 10+18 (Kloke) MDG
9042039, M/J: Kang

ENGEL: Chamber Pieces (Pittsburgh Jewish Music)
Tocc 343, J/F: Hanudel

ESENVALDS: Doors of Heaven (Portland State
Chamber Choir) Naxos 579008, J/F: Moore,T

ESPOSITO: PC 1; P Son 1 (Composer) Grand 781,
N/D: new, Faro

ESTELLE: Emergence (Various) Navon 6161, S/O:
new, Boyd

EWALD: Quintets (Prince Regent’s Band) Reson
10201, M/J: 195, Kilpatrick

FAGERLUND: Transit; Drifts; Stonework (Lintu) BIS
2295, J/A: Keaton
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FALL: Bruderlein Fein (Cologne Radio) CPO 777796,
M/A: Fisch

FALLA: Piano Pieces (Ohlsson) Hyp 68177, M/J:
Repp

FARRENC: Piano Variations (Tzinlikova) Palad 88,
S/O: Becker

Sym 2+3 (Konig) Naxos 573706, S/O: Hecht
FASOLO: Magnificat+ (In Dulci Jubilo) Brill 95512,

M/J: Moore,C
FAURE: Ballade; Fantasy; Pel & Mel (Cassard/Merci-

er) LDV 32, M/J: Becker
Barcarolles (Endres) Oehms 466, S/O: Harrington
Cello Pieces (O’Kane) Champ 113, J/F: Moore
Pelleas & Melisande (Ticciati) Linn 550, M/A: see
DEBUSSY

Piano Pieces 4 (Pennetier) Mirar 356, N/D: Repp
Requiem; Pel & Mel; Masques & Bergamasqu (Mar-
riner) Decca 4824963, N/D: Althouse

Requiem; Sacred Pieces (Yale Schola Cantorum)
Hyp 68209, J/F: Greenfield

Songs (Guilmette+ [4CD]) ATMA 2741, S/O:
Moore,R

Songs (Smith, mz) LAWO 1146, S/O: Oberoi
Songs 2 (Various) Sign 472, J/F: Reynolds
Songs 3 (Various) Sign 483, J/A: Moore,R
Trio (Neave Trio) Chan 10996, N/D: see ROUSSEL

FEIGIN: Piano Pieces (Goodman) Navon 6147, J/A:
new, Boyd

FELD: FC (Christians) Hans 16099, J/F: Moore,T
FELDMAN: For John Cage (Carlson) Bridg 9498,

J/A: Haskins
King of Denmark (Innervik) 2L 141, S/O: see
XENAKIS

Triadic Memories; Piano (Snijders,p) Hat 2051, J/A:
Haskins

Trio (Ives Ens) Hat 155, M/J: Haskins
FENNIMORE: Piano Pieces (Middleton) Alb 1719,

S/O: new, Boyd
FEO: Cantata (Frigato, Cardi, Vulcanici) Arcan 437,

J/F: see MANNA
FERNEYHOUGH: Plotzlichkeit+ (Ens Recherche)

NMC 231, J/A: Gimbel
FERRARI: Organ Pieces (Cooman) DivA 25178, N/D:

new, Boyd
Trio Sonatas (Ruzza+) Tact 760601, N/D: French

FEUCHTWANGER: Studies in Eastern Idiom (Felix,
p) MDG 9042047, J/A: Kang

FINZI: Anthems (All Saints, Beverly Hills) Goth
49307, M/J: Gatens

FISER: Piano Sonatas, all (Simurdova) Grand 770,
M/A: Sullivan

FOCK: Songs (Maessen, Van de Woerd) Zephr 9651,
M/A: Estep

FORDELL: Music (Ostrobothnian Chamber Orch)
Alba 404, J/A: French

FORQUERAY: Suites (Deverite [4CD]) HM 905286,
M/J: Lehman

FORSYTH: PC (Coop) Sky 1703, M/A: French
FRANCIS-HOAD: Stolen Rhythm—Champ 119, M/A:

new, Boyd
FRANCK: Cello Sonata (Russakovsky) Cent 3596,

M/A: Moore
Organ Pieces (Boysen 2CD) LAWO 1147, M/J: Del-
camp

P Qn; Qt in D (Danel Qt) CPO 555088, J/A: Keaton
Psyche; Sym Var (Van Beinum) Decca 4825491,
S/O: Fisch

Trio 1 (Petrof Trio) ArcoD 183, M/J: Vroon
V Son (Berlin Chamber Duo) Hans 18027, N/D: see
SCHUMANN

V Son (Birringer) Rubi 1007, M/J: see GRIEG
FRANZ: Songs (Tritschler) Hyp 68128, J/F: Althouse

FRESCOBALDI: Caprices 1 (Vartolo) Tact 580692,
J/F: Haskins

Organ works (Foccroulle) Ricer 372, M/A: Gatens
FRIBBINS: Dances, Elegies, Epitaphs (Graffin,v)

Reson 10193, J/F: new, Faro
FRICKER: Syms 1-4; Rondo (BBC Northern Sym-

phony) Lyrit 2136, M/A: O’Connor
FRID: Clarinet Sonatas (Finucane SACD) MDG

9032069, N/D: Hanudel
FROLOV: Violin Pieces (Koornhof) Delos 3597, N/D:

Vroon
FROMMEL: Sym 1; Sym Prelude (Bruns) Capr 5338,

N/D: O’Connor
FRUHLING: Clarinet Trio (Bandieri) Brill 95394, N/D:

see ZEMLINSKY
FURIC-LEIBOVICI: Innerland: harp & trombone

(Kuhne) ArpaV 5, M/A: Kilpatrick
FUX: Hpsi Pieces, all (Ravizza) Brill 95189, J/F:

Lehman
GABRIELI,D: Brass Pieces (Juilliard & Royal Acade-

my) Linn 581, J/A: Kilpatrick
Cello Pieces, w Scarlatti, A (Iniguez) Alba 412, M/A:
Moore

GABRIELI,G: Keyboard Pieces, all (Loreggian) Brill
95345, M/A: Lehman

GAL: Cello Concerto & Sonata (Sharp) Avie 2380,
M/J: Moore

Cello Concerto (Wallfisch) CPO 555074, M/J: Moore
P Qt; V Sonatinas (Briggs+) Tocc 433, S/O: O’Con-
nor

Trio (Briggs Trio) Avie 2390, N/D: Estep
GALILEI: Lute Pieces (Wolf) Oehms 1877, S/O:

Moore,C
GAMBINI: Organ Pieces (Ruggeri) Brill 95515, M/J:

Delcamp
GANN: Hyperchromatica—Other 1025, J/A: Gimbel
GEBEL: Double Qt (Hoffmeister Qt+) Prof 17071,

N/D: Dutterer
GENZMER: PC 1; CC; Trombone C (Matiakh) Capr

5330, M/J: Wright
Trautonium Pieces (Pichler) Palad 81, M/A: Estep

GERNSHEIM: Cello Sonatas (Hulshoff) CPO 555054,
N/D: Moore

GERSHWIN: American in Paris (Lefevre/Falletta)
Anal 9299, J/F: see MATHIEU

PC (Kozhukhin) Penta 5186620, N/D: Estep
Pieces (Kennedy,v) Warnr 56421, N/D: 183, Fisch

Songs (Brugge,s) Alpha 289, J/F: Vroon
GESUALDO: Madrigals (Musica Ficta) DACO 760,

M/J: Moore,C
GIBBONS: Anthems 1 (Fretwork+) Sign 511, M/J:

Gatens
Viol Pieces (L’Acheron) Ricer 384, M/A: Barker

GILBERT & SULLIVAN: HMS Pinafore (D’Oyly Carte
1971) Decca 4825358, S/O: Fisch

Princess Ida (D’Oyly Carte 1953) Decca 4825349,
S/O: Fisch

Sorcerer; Utopia sel (D’Oyly Carte 1954) Decca
4825363, S/O: Fisch

GILL: Before the Wresting Tides (Rose) BMOP 1055,
J/F: Gimbel

GINASTERA: Estancia (Podeur & Bass, hpsi) Mague
358417, J/A: Lehman

GIORDANO: Fedora (Dessi/Galli) Dyn 7772, M/J:
Locke

GIROUX: Shine (UNT Sym Band) Klav 11221, S/O:
Kilpatrick

GLASS: Etudes (Lin) Stein 30070, J/A: Haskins
Etudes (Van Veen) Brill 95563, J/A: Haskins
Koyaanisqatsi excerpts (McVinnie) OrMt 122, N/D:
Haskins

Motion Picture; The Hours (Amsterdam Cello Octet)
OrMt 131, N/D: Haskins
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Music with Changing Parts (Salt Lake Electric Ens)
OrMt 125, J/A: Haskins

PC 3 (Dinnerstein) OrMt 127, S/O: Haskins
GLINKA: Piano Pieces 2 (Fiolia) Grand 782, N/D:

Becker
Septet; Serenata; Trio (Consortium Classicum) CPO
777871, M/J: Dutterer

Songs (Sukmanova, s) Hans 17068, J/A: Oberoi
Variations (Stoupel) Cavi 8553388, M/A: Harrington

GODARD: Dante (Munich Radio) ES 29, M/A: Locke
GOETZ: P Qn; P Qt (Marrion, Pro Arte Qt) Champ

142, N/D: Wright
GOLDBERG: Hpsi Concertos (Ratkowska) MDG

9012061, J/A: Lehman
GOLDSCHMIDT: Cello Concerto (Wallfisch) CPO

555109, N/D: see REIZENSTEIN
Fantasy (Talitman) Harp 505040, N/D: see BEN-
HAIM

GORDON: Clouded Yellow (Kronos Qt) Canta 21140,
S/O: new, Boyd

Too Few Things the Morning Be (Dunn) Navon 6150,
J/A: Reynolds

GORZANIS: Balli & Fantasie (La Lyra) Arcan 450,
S/O: Moore,C

GOTHAM: Choral Pieces (Selwyn College) Regen
485, S/O: Greenfield

GOTTSCHALK: Piano Pieces (Lord) Leaf 1, J/F:
Vroon

GOUNOD: Cantatas (Finnish Radio Choir) ES 30,
J/A: Locke

Piano Pieces (Prosseda) Decca 4816956, N/D: Harr
Quartets (Cambini Qt) Apart 177, S/O: Vroon

GRAINGER: Wind Band Pieces 1 (Norwegian Navy
Band) Naxos 573679, S/O: Kilpatrick

Wind Band Pieces 2 (Norwegian Navy Band) Naxos
573680, S/O: Kilpatrick

GRANADOS: Goyescas (Geuns) Antar 7, S/O: Kang
Goyescas (Menor) IBS 82017, J/F: Kang
Goyescas; Poetic Waltzes (Wang) Chan 10995, J/A:
Kang

Guitar Pieces (Marchionda) MDG 9032009, J/F:
Keaton

Orchestral Arrangements (Serebrier) Somm 171,
J/F: 183, French

GRAUPNER: Passion Cantatas (Heyerick) CPO
555170, N/D: Loewen

Sacred Cantatas (Ex Tempore) CPO 555071, M/A:
Loewen

GRAZIANI: Cello Sonatas (Cerrato) Rubic 1018, J/F:
Moore

GREENWOOD: Phantom Tread—None 564777, M/J:
new, Faro

GREER: Songs (Dahl+) Centr 24717, M/A: new, Faro
GRIEG: Cello Sonata (Segev) Avie 2389, N/D: see

CHOPIN
Holberg Suite; Melodies (Sondeckis) Cugat 28, M/A:
French

Peer Gynt; PC (Bavouzet/Gardner SACD) Chan
5190, M/J: Vroon

Pieces (Kitaenko) Oehms 457, N/D: see SIBELIUS
Songs (Van Kerckhove) Phaed 292038, J/A: Oberoi
V Son 1 (Birringer) Rubi 1007, M/J: Wright

GRILL: American Landscapes; Lonely Voices
(Diderot Qt) Innov 978, M/A: Faro

GRILLER: Concertos (Walker) Tocc 424, M/A: Moore
GUASTAVINO: Piano Pieces (Klett) Cavi 8553397,

S/O: Moore,T
GUILMONT: Organ Sonatas 4+7 (Patrick) Guild

7802, N/D: Delcamp
GULDA: Cello Con (Spahn) Hans 18016, S/O: Moore
Piano Pieces (Jones) Grand 759, S/O: Estep
GUNGE: 12 Studies (Staerk+) DaCap 226599, M/J:

new, Faro

HACKBRIDGE-JOHNS: Sym 10+13 (Mann) Tocc
452, N/D: new, Faro

HAGEN: Song Cycles (Lyric Fest) Naxos 559714,
M/J: Gimbel

HAHN: 2-P & 4-hand works, all (Howard & Ometto)
Melba 301148, M/A: Harrington

P Qt & P Qn (Ballieu+) Champ 139, J/A: Dutterer
Songs (Gordin) MSR 1649, J/F: Moore,R

HAILSTORK: Quartet Pieces (Ambrosia Qt) Alb
1680, J/F: Sullivan

HALEVY: Reine de Chypre (Gens/Niquet) ES 32,
S/O: Locke

HAMILTON: Requiem (Cantoribus) Naxos 573849,
M/J: Oberoi

HAND: Guitar pieces (Hand) Panor 8, S/O: Keaton
HANDEL: Acis & Galatea (Early Opera/ Curnyn

SACD) Chan 404, N/D: Barker
Arias (Fagioli) DG 4797541, J/A: Barker
German arias & Trio Sonatas (Florilegium) Chanl
35117, J/F: Barker

Arias for Frasi (Hughes) Chan 403, J/A: Barker
Arias (Jaroussky) Erato 57596, M/A: Barker
Arias (Kawalek) Evoe 5, N/D: Barker
Bass Arias (Purves) Hyp 68152, S/O: Barker
At Vauxhall 2 (Cunningham) Sign 479, J/F: Barker
Concertos for 2 choirs (Freiburg Baroque) HM
905272, M/J: Barker

Dixit Dominus (Vox Luminis) Alpha 370, M/J: see
BACH

For Queen Caroline (Christie) HM 8905298, N/D:
Barker

Halle Sonatas (King+) Equil 145, J/A: Lehman
Italian Cantatas (Kasyan) Evid 38, M/J: Barker
Messiah (Niquet) Alpha 362, M/A: Barker
Orch Pieces (Lewis, Jones) Decca 4824749, J/A:
Vroon

Organ Concertos (Richter) Prof 15019, S/O: Barker
Parnasso in Festa (La Cetra) Penta 5186643, J/F:
Barker

Preludes & Toccatas (De Luca, hpsi) Uran 14032,
J/A: Lehman

Sacred Pieces (Davidson, s) Sign 537, N/D: Barker
St John Passion (Capella Ducale) CPO 555173,
N/D: Barker

Violin Sonatas (Brook St Band) Avie 2387, S/O:
Magil

Violin Sonatas (Kahng) ConBr 21751, M/A: Magil
HARBISON: VCC (Wang & Vogler) Sony 83675, S/O:

see BRAHMS
HARNSBERGER: Phoenix (Composer+) GarnH 0,

M/A: new, Faro
HARRISON: Piano Pieces (Various) Prima 72, M/J:

Haskins
Violin, perc, piano (Fairbanks, Smith, Demske) Alb
1731, N/D: Haskins

HARTMANN: P Sonata (Walker, p) FHR 54, N/D: see
HINDEMITH

HASSE: Attilio Regolio (Bernius) Prof 17035, M/A:
Locke

HASSLER: Piano Pieces (Von Horn) Grand 686,
M/A: Repp

HATHAWAY: Guitar Pieces (Composer) Hath 0, J/A:
Keaton

HAUSEGGER: Barbarossa; 3 Hymns in the Night
(Begeman/Hermus) CPO 777666, M/J: O’Connor

HAYDN: CCs (Bailey) Stein 30094, J/A: Moore
Creation (Houston/Orozco-Estrada) Penta 5186614,
N/D: Althouse

Flute Trios (Schmeiser) Nimb 5967, J/F: Moore,T
P Son 6,34,37,43,50,52 (Reisenberg) Romeo 7324,
M/J: Repp

P Son 19,46,52 (Ancelle) Melya 2527, S/O: Repp
P Son 32,40,49,50 (Lewis) HM 902371, J/A: Repp
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P Son 37,39,46,48 (McDermott) Bridg 9497, J/A:
Repp

Qts, op 64 (Doric Qt) Chan 10971, M/J: Vroon
7 Last Words (Vegh) Capr 8008, M/A: Chakwin
Stabat Mater (Bernius) Carus 83281, S/O: Green-
field

Sym 60+104; PC in D (Levi) Heli 9663, S/O: Vroon
Sym 94 (Knappertsbusch) IDIS 6730, M/J: see
BRAHMS

Sym 100 (Beinum) Decca 4825505, S/O: see BEET
Sym 101 (Ansermet) Decca 4824979, N/D: see
BIZET

Trios 14,18,21,26,31 (Wanderer Trio) HM 902321,
S/O: Wright

HAYES: Music for Oxford (Keble College Choir) CRD
3534, J/A: Gatens

HE: Butterfly Lovers (Hou/Nelson) ICA 5146, M/A:
French

HEGGIE: Eve-Song (Dunn) Navon 6150, J/A: see
GORDON

Great Scott (DiDonato, Dallas Opera) Erato 59407,
M/J: Reynolds

It’s a Wonderful Life (Summers) Penta 5186631,
M/A: Fisch

HELLENDAAL: Violin Sonatas (Lohmann) Globe
5271, N/D: Magil

HENSEL: Songs, all (Gaspar,s; Whateley, mz++)
Champ 124, M/A: Moore,R

HENZE: Folk songs (Ens Scharoun) Tudor 7198, J/A:
Keaton

Songs & Madrigals (SWR Vocal Ensemble) SWR
19049, M/J: Gimbel

HERBIET: Road to the Etherial Gate (Composer)
Centr 25118, S/O: Hanudel

HERNAEZ: Songs (Toba, Conde) Naxos 579027,
S/O: Oberoi

HERNESNIEMI: Poem; Shore; Waltzes (Composer)
MSR 1615, M/A: Sullivan

HERSCH: Piano Pieces (Kim) Alb 1687, J/F: Roos
HEUBERGER: Opera Ball (Graz Opera) CPO

555070, J/A: Fisch
HIGDON: Percussion Concerto (Ford) GIA 1043, J/A:

192, Kilpatrick
HILDEGARD: Music (Tiburtina Ens) Ricer 383, J/F:

Loewen
HILL: Piano pieces (Amato) Pier 49, S/O: Wright
HILLER: Trio 6 (Rautio Trio) Reson 10203, J/A: Repp
HINDEMITH: Ludus Tonalis (Walker, p) FHR 54, N/D:

Repp
Marienleben (Harnisch) Naxos 573423, J/F:
Reynolds

Mathis; Sym Metamorphoses; 5 Pieces (Jarvi,P)
Naive 5434, J/A: Estep

String Trios 1+2 (Zimmermann Trio) BIS 2207, J/F:
Moore

VC (Steinbacher) Penta 5186625, M/A: see BRIT-
TEN

Wind Sonatas (Still, Walters, Hawkins) Oberl 1802,
N/D: Pfeil

HO: Arctic Symphony; Shaman (Micklethwaite) Centr
24317, M/A: Sullivan

HOFF: Songs & arrangements (Kielland, Hoff) LAWO
1125, J/F: Sullivan

HOLBORNE: Lute Pieces (Genov) Brill 95551, S/O:
Gatens

HOLST: Planets (Norrington) SWR 19507, N/D:
French

HOLST,I: Chamber Music—NMC 236, M/A: O’Connor
HONSTEIN: Economy of Means (Perkins, vib) NewF

202, S/O: new, Boyd
HOPEKIRK: Piano Pieces (Steigerwalt) Tocc 430,

J/F: Becker

HOROVITZ: Songs (Fairbairn) Naxos 571378, J/F:
see BUSH

HOSOKAWA: Cloudscape (Susteck, org) Wergo
7368, J/A: see CAGE

Meditation; Nach dem Sturm; Klage (Markl) Naxos
573733, N/D: new, Boyd

HOTTETERRE: Flute Pieces (Penalver) Brill 95511,
S/O: Brewer

HOUGHTON: Chamber Pieces (Various) Navon
6162, S/O: new, Boyd

HOVHANESS: Suite for band+ (Central Washington
Univ) Naxos 559837, J/A: Kilpatrick

HOWARD: P Sonata (DeSalvo) Navon 6139, J/A:
new, Boyd

HOWELLS: Clavichord Pieces (Perkins) Prima 65,
J/F: Lehman

Requiem (All Saints, Beverly Hills) Goth 49307, M/J:
see FINZI

Requiem (St Thomas Choir/ Scott) Reson 10200,
M/A: see DURUFLE

HRISTOSKOV: Violin Caprices & Sonata (Composer)
Gega 391, M/A: 217, Magil

HUANG: P Pieces (Rong) Tocc 425, J/A: new, Boyd
Trios (Huang+) MDG 9032065, N/D: Sullivan

HUGILL: Songs (Huntley; Herford) Navon 6121, M/A:
O’Connor

HUMPERDINCK: Hansel & Gretel (Berlin Radio/
Janowski) Penta 5186605, M/A: Reynolds

HVOSLEF: Chamber Pieces—LAWO 1130, J/F: Kil-
patrick

INDIA: Arias & Laments (Ansermet) Verm 40018,
N/D: Moore,C

IRELAND: PC; Cello Sonata (Koussevitzky) FHR 63,
N/D: O’Connor

ISOUARD: Cendrillon (Manhattan School) Alb 1721,
S/O: Locke

IVES: Songs (Robinson) Alb 1711, J/A: Moore,R
V Son 4; Concord Sonata (Ahonen) BIS 2249, J/F:
Haskins

JACOB: VC (Howick) Naxos 573791, M/J: see PAT-
TERSON

JACQUES-DALCROZE: Tragedy of Love; Pastoral
Suite (Mosuc/Adriano) Sterl 1116, S/O: O’Connor

JACQUET: Hpsi Pieces (Guglielmin) Oncla 17091,
M/A: Lehman

Hpsi Pieces, all (Lanfranco) Brill 95555, J/A: Lehman
JADASSOHN: Sym 1; Serenades; PC (Stravinsky,M)

Cameo 9101, N/D: O’Connor
JANACEK: Overgrown Path (Tanaka) Conc 201601,

M/A: Harrington
Quartets (Acies Qt) Gram 99002, S/O: Dutterer

JANELLO: Hpsi Con for 2 (Funaro) Alien 1210, N/D:
see MCCLEAN

JANITSCH: Sonatas (Tempeste di Mare) Chan 820,
M/J: Loewen

JENKINS: Consort Music (Fretwork) Sign 528, J/A:
Gatens

JOHANNSEN: Organ Concerto & Pieces (Composer)
Carus 83485, J/A: Delcamp

JOHANNSSON: Englaborn & Variations—DG
4799841, S/O: Haskins

The Mercy (soundtrack) (DG 4798303, J/A: Fisch
JOHNSON,J: Lute Pieces (Genov) Brill 95551, S/O:

see HOLBORNE
JOHNSON,S: Mind Out of Matter (Alarm Will Sound)

Tzad 4021, J/A: new, Boyd
JOHNSON,T: Rational Melodies (Trio Omphalos)

Wergo 7370, M/J: see CAGE
Rational Melodies; Plucking; Doublings (Just
Strings) Micro 9, M/A: Moore

JOLIVET: Chamber Pieces with Piano (Henao Qt)
Brill 95275, M/J: Estep
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JONER: VC; Concerto Grosso; pieces
(Kraggerud/composer) LAWO 1137, M/A: Moore,T

JONES: Sym 2+11 (Thomson) Lyrit 364, J/F: Hecht
JOUBERT: St Mark Passion; Missa Wellensis (Wells

Cathedral) Reson 10198, M/A: Delcamp
KABALEVSKY: CC; Fantasy (Meister) Capr 5310,

M/J: see VAINBERG
P Sons; Rondos (Korstick) CPO 555163, J/A: Har-
rington

Preludes (Bassi) Digr 15, J/A: Estep
Qt 1+2 (Stenhammar Qt) CPO 555006, M/J: Dutterer

KALOMIRIS: P Works, all (Chauzu) Grand 748, M/A:
Becker

KARAYEV: 24 Preludes; V Son (Repin, Huseynov)
Tocc 255, J/A: Sullivan

7 Beauties; Don Quixote (Karabits SACD) Chan
5203, M/A: Hecht

Sym 1; VC (Yablonsky) Naxos 573722, J/A: Hecht
KARLOWICZ: VC (Little/Gardner) Chan 5185, J/F:

see SZYMANOWSKI
KATSARIS: Zorba Fantasy (Katsaris) P21 57, S/O:

Sullivan
KAUFMAN: Brass pieces—Phoen 186, N/D: Kil-

patrick
Vocal Pieces (Various) Phoen 187, N/D: new, Boyd

KEELEY: Pieces (Met 28568, J/F: new, Faro
KELLNER: Sacred Cantatas (Cantus Thuringia) CPO

555159, J/A: Loewen
KERNIS: Songs (Trevigne) Alb 1690, J/F: Gimbel
KHACHATURIAN: PC; P Rhaps (Simonian) CPO

777918, N/D: Estep
KILLMAYER: Summer’s End-songs Hope (Schafer)

Wergo 7351, M/J: Sullivan
KING: Free Palestine (King) NewW 80786, J/F: new,

Lamper
KLEIN: Myth of Tomorrow (Contemporaneous)

Navon 6136, M/J: new, Faro
KLENGEL: CCs (Rummel) Naxos 573793, M/A:

Moore
KNAIFEL: Lukomorije (Lego Artis Choir) ECM 28130,

J/A: new, Faro
KODALY: Cello Pieces (Vardai) Brill 95574, M/J:

Moore
Duo (Altinos) MSR 1550, J/F: Moore
Concerto for Orch; Peacock; Dances (Falletta)
Naxos 573838, M/J: Vroon

Concerto for Orch (Hrusa) Penta 5186626, S/O: see
BARTOK

Hary Janos; Peacock; Dances; Psalmus (Fischers)
Brill 95603, M/J: Vroon

Missa Brevis (St John’s College) Sign 489, M/A: see
POULENC

KOJS: Ceaseless Beauty (Deering Estate Chamber
Ens) Cent 3575, J/A: new, Boyd

KOKKONEN: Requiem; Organ Pieces (Liimola) Tocc
434, J/A: Delcamp

KOMITAS: Songs (Grigoryan,p) ECM 27551, J/A:
Haskins

KORNGOLD: Cello C (Yang) Oehms 1883, M/J: see
ELGAR

VC (Ferschtman SACD) Chall 72755, J/A: O’Connor
VC (Lee) Orch 79, S/O: O’Connor

KOSA: Chamber Pieces with Viola (Hegemann)
Hung 32718, J/F: new, Faro

KOSTIAINEN: Requiem (Matvejeff SACD) Alba 417,
N/D: Greenfield

KOZELUCH: Coronation Cantata (Stilec) Naxos
573787, S/O: Loewen

Piano Sonatas 38-41 (English) Grand 734, M/A:
Becker

Trios (Trio 1790) CPO 555035, N/D: Dutterer
KRASH: Music (Various) Alb 1716, J/A: new, Boyd

KRCEK: Sacred Pieces (Krcek) ArcoD 202, J/A:
Greenfield

KREIN: Piano Pieces (Seifetdinova) Cent 3595, J/A:
Estep

KRIEGER: Sacred Concertos 1697 (Mertens, Ham-
burg Ratsmusik) CPO 555037, S/O: Loewen

KROMMER: Sym 4,5,7 (Griffiths) CPO 555125, J/A:
Althouse

KRUG: Sextet; P Qt (Linos) CPO 555030, N/D:
Wright

KRUSE: Clar Con (Fors) LAWO 1129, J/F: Hanudel
KUHLAU: Flute Qt (Gallois) Urtex 273, S/O: Gorman
Flute Sonatas (Putterman) Anal 9530, S/O: Gorman

KUHNAU: Magnificat; Frohlocket (Opella Musica)
CPO 555021, J/A: Loewen

KUNNEKE: Heart Overboard (West German Radio)
Capr 5319, N/D: Fisch

PC; Serenade (Triendl/Theis) CPO 555015, M/A:
O’Connor

KUREK: Savannah Shadows; The Sea Knows;
Sonatas (Various) Navon 6111, M/A: new, Boyd

LACHENMANN: Clarinet Pieces (Oakes) NewF 196,
M/J: Hanudel

LAITMAN: Scarlet Letter (Opera Colorado) Naxos
669034, J/F: Sininger

LAKS: Qt 3 (Dover Qt) Ced 173, J/F: 184, Dutterer
Quartets (Messages Qt) Dux 1286, J/F: Estep
LAMBERT: Airs (Il Festino) MusF 8027, J/F: Moore,T
Tenebrae (Mauillon) HM 902363, J/A: Brewer

LANGGAARD: Violin Sonatas (Sihm) DaCap
8226130, M/A: Dutterer

LANSKY: Idle Fancies; Spirals; 3 Moves (Dease,
marimba) Bridg 9454, M/J: Gimbel

LARSEN: Songs (Hays) Alb 1631, M/A: Gimbel
LASSUS: Responsories for Holy Week (Ars Cantica)

Tocc 404, M/A: Brewer
Sibylla (Gallicantus) Sign 520, S/O: Loewen

LAURENZI: Arias (Fedi & Vistoli) Brill 95685, N/D:
Moore,C

LECLAIR: 2-Violin Sonatas (Hoebig & Stobbe) Anal
8786, J/A: Magil

LEE: Korean Art Song (Lee-Hoff) Genui 18602, N/D:
Oberoi

LEGNANI: Guitar Pieces (Fantoni) Naxos 573728,
M/J: Keaton

LEHAR: Die Juxheirat (Lehar Festival/Burkert) CPO
555049, M/A: Fisch

LEHMAN: Piano Pieces (Park, Muhlbock LP) Enhar
32, M/A: Estep

LEITERMEYER: VC w Winds (Kiss) Bella 312467,
S/O: see ACKER

LEONARDA: Sonatas+ (Agave Baroque) VGo 1022,
J/A: Moore,C

LEVY: Chamber Pieces (Colliard) Guild 7809, N/D:
Hanudel

LIDSTROM: Rigoletto Fantasy (Lidstrom SACD) BIS
2289, S/O: see SHOSTAKOVICH

LIEBERMANN: Piano Pieces 3 (Korevaar) MSR
1688, S/O: Haskins

LIGETI: Hpsi Pieces (Taylor) Alpha 399, N/D:
Lehman

Requiem (Bernius) Carus 83283, M/A: Greenfield
LINDBERG: Steppenwolf; Peking Twilight

(Altino/Lindberg SACD) BIS 2308, S/O: new, Faro
LINDBLAD: Piano Pieces (Ekberg) Daphn 1059,

S/O: Becker
LINKOLA: Loitsut; Outo Kantele (Kyn) Alba 57, N/D:

new, Boyd
LISZT: Annees de Pelerinage 1 (Piemontese) Orfeo

944182, S/O: Kang
Dances (Filipec) Naxos 573705, S/O: Wright
Dante Sonata & Petrarch (Gadjiev) Acous 13117,
J/A: see SCHUMANN
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Hungarian Rhapsodies 5+10 (Freire) Audit 95742,
J/F: see SAINT-SAENS

Legends; Ballades+ (Pierdomenico) Piano 10151,
N/D: Haskins

Petrarch Sonnets (Kobayashi) Warnr 57047, S/O:
see CHOPIN

PCs; Trans Etudes (Ambrosoli) Dyn 7801, J/A:
Haskins

PCs (Bolet) Audit 97738, J/A: Becker
P Pieces (Chung) Sign 533, S/O: Becker
P Pieces (Hay) Piano 10138, S/O: Becker
P Pieces (Mai) Sheva 188, N/D: Becker
P Pieces (Mikuiska) Genui 18494, J/A: Kang
P Son (Bowles) JRI 141, J/F: see CHOPIN
P Son+ (Francis) Quart 2124, M/A: Wright
P Son & Pieces (Gryesten) DACO 772, J/A: Becker
P Son (Weder SACD) MDG 9042042, M/A: Wright
Songs for bass (Schwartz) Tocc 441, M/A: Moore,R
Trans Etudes (Rose) Mon 20032, S/O: Kang

LITAIZE: Organ Pieces (Filsell) Raven 147, J/A: Del-
camp

LITTLE: Choral Pieces (Stanbery Singers+) Navon
6113, J/F: Greenfield

LLOYD: Sym 6+7 (Downes) Lyrit 1135, J/F: Hecht
LOEILLET: Hpsi Suites (Devlieger) Phaed 92099,

S/O: Lehman
LOEWE: Ballads (Jerusalem,D) Hans 17012, J/F:

Moore,R
LOHSE: Collage de Temps; Momenti Mobile (Danish

Chamber Players) DaCap 8226590, N/D: new, Faro
LOPES-GRACA: Songs (Gaspar+) Naxos 579039,

N/D: Oberoi
LUBECK: Keyboard Pieces (Tomadin) Brill 95453,

N/D: Gatens
LUDFORD: Mass, Videte Miraculum (Westminster

Abbey) Hyp 68192, M/J: Gatens
Missa Dominica (Swinson) Rond 8001, M/A: Gatens

LUKASZEWSKI: Choral Pieces (Tenebrae) Sign 521,
N/D: Greenfield

Motets (Composer) Warnr 58363, J/F: Greenfield
Music 2 (Various) Dux 1296, N/D: new, Faro

LULLY: Bourgeois Gentilhomme (Tonnesen) LAWO
1143, M/J: see STRAUSS

Dies Irae; Te Deum (Allabastrina) Brill 95592, M/J:
Brewer

LUTOSLAWSKI: Children’s Songs (NFM Boychoir)
NFM 46, S/O: Haskins

MACHA: Czech Songs (Brno Girls Choir) Navon
6168, N/D: Greenfield

MACHAUT: Songs (Orlando Consort) Hyp 68195,
J/A: Brewer

MACIEJEWSKI: 2-Piano Transcriptions (Rajs & Kap-
inski) Acco 230, M/A: Harrington

MACKEY: Antique Violences (Emerich, Mich State
Winds) BlueG 449, J/F: Estep

Wind Band Pieces (Corporon) GIA 996, J/F: Kil-
patrick

MACMILLAN: Choral Pieces (Sonoro) Reson 10208,
J/A: see MARTIN

MADERNA: Transcriptions (Davies) ECM 27556,
M/A: Gimbel

MAHLER: Das Lied (Peckova, Samer/Altrichter) Sup
4242, J/A: Althouse

Klagende Lied (Meister) Capr 5316, M/J: Althouse
Sym 2 (Gatti) RCO 17003, M/J: Althouse
Sym 4; Das Lied; Wayfarer (Van Beinum) Decca
4828147, J/A: Althouse

Sym 5 (Fischer,A) Cavi 8553395, N/D: Hecht
Sym 5 (Jansons) BR 900150, J/F: Hecht
Sym 5 (Roth) HM 905285, M/A: Hecht
Sym 6 (Vanska) BIS 2266, M/J: Vroon
Sym 8 (Fischer,T SACD) Ref 725, M/J: Wright
Sym 9 (Harding) HM 902258, M/J: Hecht

Sym 9 (Vienna/Walter) OpKur 2121, J/A: O’Connor
Sym 10 (Stangel) ETP 8, M/A: see BRUCKNER
Totenfeier (Jurowski) Penta 5186597, J/F: see
STRAUSS

Wayfarer Songs (Boesch, bar) Linn 511, M/A: see
SCHUMANN

MAIER,A: Violin Pieces (Zilliacus) DB 182, J/F: Dut-
terer

MALIPIERO: Cello Concerto (Chiesa) Sony 58431,
N/D: see CASTELNUOVO-TED

MANCUSI: St John Passion (Chorus Duplex+) Palad
82, M/A: Greenfield

MANNA: Sacred Music (Frigato, Cardi, Vulcanici)
Arcan 437, J/F: Brewer

MARCELLO: Estro Poetico Armonico (Amoroso)
Arcan 441, M/J: Moore,C

MARENZIO: Madrigals (Rossoporpora) Arcan 449,
N/D: Moore,C

MARGOLA: Piano Pieces (Composer) Tact 921980,
N/D: Haskins

MARHULETS: Ec4rtele (Szymanowski Qt+) NeueM
950, M/A: new, Boyd

MARINI: Madrigals & Symphonies (Musicali Affetti)
Tact 591304, J/F: Moore,C

MARSALIS: Quartet 1 (Euclid Qt) Afina 1701, J/F:
Sullivan

MARTEAU: Quartet 2; 8 Melodies (Isazi Qt) CPO
555128, N/D: French

Songs (Kasarova,mz) SoloM 263, M/J: Reynolds
MARTIN: Christoph Rilke (Luisi) PHR 108, J/F:

French
Mass; Ariel Songs (Creed) OUR 6220671, S/O:
Greenfield

Mass (Sonoro) Reson 10208, J/A: 200, Greenfield
VC; In Terra Pax; 7 winds; PSC (Ansermet) Decca
4824997, N/D: Greenfield

Wind Pieces (Mass. Chamber Players) MSR 1602,
M/J: Hanudel

MARTIN,G: Film Music (Leon) Atlas 8, M/A: Fisch
MARTINSSON: Concerto for Orch; Dickinson Songs

(Oramo SACD) BIS 2133, N/D: Sullivan
MARTINU: Bouquet of Flowers (Netopil) Sup 4220,

M/J: Greenfield
Choral Pieces (Brno Philharmonic Choir) ArcoD 188,
M/A: Vroon

Dandelions; Virgin Mary Songs (Creed) OUR
6220671, S/O: see MARTIN

Gilgamesh (Honeck) Sup 4225, M/A: Greenfield
Madrigals & Choral Songs (Martinu Voices) Sup
4237, J/A: Greenfield

Songs 5 (Hrochova) Naxos 573823, J/A: Moore,R
String Trios (Thibaud Trio) Audit 97727, J/F: Estep
Sym 4+6; Frescoes; Double Con; Ricercare
(Turnovsky,Munch,Sejna) Praga 250389, J/A:
Hecht

Syms, all (Meister) Capr 5320, M/A: Hecht
2VC; 2PC; Viola Rhapsody (Foster) Penta 5186658,
N/D: French

V Son 3; VaSon; Madrigals (Hristov+) BlueG 443,
M/A: Magil

Vanishing Midnight; Ballade; Dream (Sinfonia Varso-
via) Tocc 414, M/J: Wright

MARTZ: Chroma (Jobson) MusBr 6181953, M/J:
new, Boyd

MASLANKA: Vol 3 (Utah Winds) Mark 52293, J/F:
Roos

MATHIEU: PC 3, Quebec (Lefevre/Falletta) Anal
9299, J/F: Vroon

MATTHESON: Hpsi Suites (Simonetto) Brill 95588,
N/D: Lehman

MAYR: Miserere (Hauk) Naxos 573782, M/J: Green-
field
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Motets (Virtuosi Italiani) Naxos 573811, N/D:
Loewen

Stabat Mater (Hauk) Naxos 573781, M/A: Locke
MAYSEDER: Quartets 5+6 (Mayseder Qt) Gram

99148, J/A: Dutterer
MCCABE: Piano Pieces 1 (Ford) Prima 54, J/F: Gim-

bel
MCCARTHY: Chamber Sym 1 (Ford) GIA 1043, J/A:

see HIGDON
MCCLEAN: Hpsi Sonatas (Funaro) Alien 1210, N/D:

Lehman
MCENROE: Piano Pieces (Hagino) Navon 6144, J/A:

new, Boyd
Sym Suites 1+2 (Armore) Navon 6116, J/F: new,
Faro

MEDTNER: Violin Pieces (Boriso-Giebsky) Prof
17087, S/O: Dutterer

MEHLDAU: After Bach (Composer) None 565982,
J/A: Lehman+Sullivan

MELARTIN: Swedish Songs (Paulig, s) Tocc 416,
M/J: Oberoi

MELTZER: Summer Day Var; P Qt (Boston Chamber
Music) OpenG 0, M/J: new, Boyd

MENDELSSOHN,A: Piano Pieces (Sternlight) Hans
17088, N/D: Repp

MENDELSSOHN: Cello Sons; Var Conc (Poltera)
BIS 2187, M/A: Moore

Cello Sonatas (Rosen) Bridg 9501, S/O: Moore
Choral Songs (Bernius) Carus 83287, J/F: Gatens
Early Sym 9-12; Octet (I Musici) Decca 4825111,
J/A: Vroon

Early VC; VPC (Neudauer) CPO 555197, N/D:
Wright

MND (Fischer,I SACD) Chanl 37418, S/O: Vroon
MND; Erste Walpurgisnacht (Kubelik, Masur) Praga
250400, S/O: Vroon

MND Suite (Rosbaud) SWR 19040, J/A: see
WEBER

MND; Sym 4 (Van Beinum) Decca 4825515, S/O:
Fisch

Motets; Trio 2 (Niquet) EvilP 24, M/A: Althouse
Organ Pieces (Havinga) Brill 95658, N/D: Delcamp
Piano Pieces, all (Prosseda) Decca 4815297, M/J:
Becker

Psalms (Pregardien, Winkel, Weber) BR 900519,
M/A: Reynolds

Qt 1 (Schumann Qt) Berl 1058, N/D: see SCHU-
MANN

Qt 1,2,6 (Tippett Qt) Somm 182, S/O: Althouse
Qt 2 (Ragazze Qt) Chanl 39317, J/F: see
BEETHOVEN

Qt 3 (Budapest Qt) Praga 250391, M/A: see SCHU-
MANN

Qt 6 (Dudok Qt) Reson 10215, N/D: see VAINBERG
Qt 6 (Minetti Qt) Hans 18021, S/O: Althouse
Quartets (Arod Qt) Erato 57611, M/A: Althouse
Sextet (Spannungen Soloists) Cavi 8553384, J/F:
Dutterer

String Sym 7,9,12 (Bernius) Hans 17052, S/O: Vroon
String Sym 7,10,12 (Orfeo Baroque Orchestra) CPO
555047, M/A: Vroon

Sym 2 (Gardiner) LSO 803, J/F: Vroon
Sym 4+5 (Comissiona) MMG 10044, J/A: Vroon
VC (Augustyn) Cent 3585, J/F: see BRUCH
VPC (Kym) Sign 523, N/D: see BEETHOVEN

MENUHIN,J: Piano Duets (Menuhins) Genui 18610,
N/D: Harrington

MERK: 20 Cello Etudes (Rummel) Palad 86, J/A:
Moore

MERTZ: Verdi Variations (Rinehart,g) Ravel 7975,
M/A: Keaton

MERULA: Songs (L’Aura Suave) Crem 5, M/A:
Moore,C

MESSIAEN: 20 Regards (Kars) Piano 10134, M/J:
Wright

3 Petites Liturgies; Poemes pour Mi (Morlot) SSM
1016, J/F: Sullivan

Catalogue d’Oiseaux (Aimard) Penta 5186670, J/A:
Harrington

Organ Book (Winpenny) Naxos 573845, N/D: Del-
camp

Pentecost Mass; Ascension (Gillock) Raven 983,
J/F: Delcamp

Qt End of Time (Frost, Debargue, Thedeen+) Sony
36310, M/A: Hanudel

MEYERBEER: Le Prophete (Carella) Oehms 971,
S/O: Altman

MIASKOVSKY: Cello Sonatas (Gomziakov) Onyx
4176, J/A: 171, Moore

MICHAELS: Long View (Michaels) Ced 178, S/O:
Oberoi

MIELCZEWSKI: Sacred Choral (The 16/ Dougan)
Coro 16153, M/A: Loewen

MIGNONE: PC (Iruzun) Somm 265, J/A: see ALB-
ENIZ

MILANO: Lute Pieces (North) BGS 128, S/O: Keaton
MILHAUD: Chamber pieces (Bernard,cl) Brill 95449,

J/A: Hanudel
String Trios (Thibaud Trio) Audit 97727, J/F: see
MARTINU

MILLIKAN: Millikan Symphony (Rose) Innov 981,
M/A: Gimbel

MILLOCKER: Waltzes & Polkas (Simonis) CPO
555004, M/J: Fisch

MILLS: Elan Valley+ (Vronsky) Claud 6040, S/O:
new, Faro

MOMPOU: G Pieces (Grondona,g) Strad 37087, M/A:
Keaton

Musica Callada (Aracama) IBS 92018, N/D: Repp
Songs & Dances (Stell Guitar Duo) BGS 129, S/O:
Keaton

MONIUSZKO: Phantoms (Kosendiak) NFM 47, S/O:
Locke

MONTEVERDI: Arias & Songs (Flores) Ricer 390,
S/O: Barker

Easter at St Mark’s Venice 1600 (San Felice Ens)
Brill 95747, S/O: Barker

Madrigals 5+6 (Nuove Musiche) Brill 95659, S/O:
Moore,C

Madrigals 9 (Nuove Musiche) Brill 95153, J/F: Brewer
Mass 4 Voices (Odhecaton) Arcan 447, S/O: Barker
Mass 4 Voices; Psalms (The 16) Coro 16160, S/O:
Barker

Scherzi Musicali for 3 Voices (Esa Ens) Tact 561309,
N/D: Barker

Selva Morale & Spirituale (Heras-Cassado) HM
902355, M/A: Barker

Vespers 1610 (Butt) Linn 569, J/F: Barker
Vespers (Herreweghe) Phi 29, N/D: Barker

MOODY: Akathistos Hymn (Capella Romana) CapR
418, J/A: Barker

MORALES-CASO: Songs (Corzo) Enchi 2046, S/O:
Moore,T

MORAVEC: Blizzard Voices (Rose) BMOP 1054, J/F:
Gimbel

MORYTO: Suite for Strings; Pieces; Songs (Zarzycki)
Dux 1376, J/F: new, Faro

MOUQUET: Flute Pieces (Ligas) Brill 95505, M/J:
Gorman

MOUSSORGSKY: Boris Godounov (Cangalovic, Bel-
grade 1955) Decca 4826883, N/D: Reynolds

Khovanshchina (Belgrade 1969) Decca 4826893,
N/D: Reynolds

Piano Pieces (Various) Melya 2541, N/D: Harrington
Pictures (Costa) Lilac 160530, J/F: Hecht
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Pictures (Demopoulos) Diver 24166, J/A: 178, Hask-
ins

Pictures, arr Gorchakov (Harth-Bedoya) FWSO 5,
S/O: Hecht

Pictures (Kobrin) Cent 3529, J/F: see TCHAI
Pictures, arr organs (Rohn & Endebrock) HD 1701,
J/A: Vroon

Pictures (Steinbach,p) Pavan 7576, M/A: Kang
Pictures (Yakushev) Nimb 6348, M/A: Kang

MOYZES: Sym 1+2 (Slovak) Naxos 573650, N/D:
O’Connor

MOZART: Adagio & Fugue; EKN; Divert K 136 (Ton-
nesen) BIS 2326, J/F: Vroon

Arias (Florez) Sony 43086, J/F: Althouse
Clarinet Concerto & Quintet (Ashkenazy) Palad 91,
M/J: Hanudel

Clemenza di Tito (DeMarchi) CPO 777870, M/A:
Sininger

Clemenza di Tito (Rhorer) Alpha 270, M/J: Locke
Clemenza di Tito (Villazon/ Nezet-Seguin) DG
4835210, N/D: Reynolds

Concert Arias; Sym 40; PC 25 (Norman,
Brendel/Marriner) Decca 4828705, J/A: Vroon

Don Giovanni (Rhorer) Alpha 379, M/A: Locke
Don Giovanni (Solti) Nimb 7964, J/F: arc, Locke
F & Harp C; Ob C (Milan/Hickox) Chan 9051, J/F:
Gorman

F Qts (Nicolet; Munich Trio) Tudor 7501, J/F: Gorman
FCs (De la Vega) Penta 5186723, N/D: Gorman
Flute Concertos+ (Most) Bridg 9502, N/D: Gorman
Flute Qts (Schaaff) Penta 5186567, J/F: Gorman
Horn C & Qn; Divertimento K 287 (Han) Oehms
1805, J/F: Althouse

Litanies (Lewis) Decca 4825041, J/F: Greenfield
Marriage of Figaro (Bohm 1954) ICA 5147, S/O:
Locke

Masonic Pieces (Cologne Academy) BIS 2294, J/A:
Moore,R

Oca del Cairo; Sposo Deluso (Rotmann) CPO
999104, N/D: Fisch

PC 11+12 (Soldan) K&K 128, M/A: Vroon
PC 12+20 (Bartos) Sup 4234, J/F: Vroon
PC 14+19 (Bavouzet) Chan 10958, M/A: Becker
PC 15+18 (Firkusny) Weitb 209, M/J: Repp
PC 17 (Bozhanov) Prof 17086, S/O: Vroon
PC 20+21; 2+3 PCs; 2-P Son (Tryon) Somm 268,
N/D: Harrington

PC 21+24 (Pennetier) Mirar 316, M/J: Vroon
PC 23+27 (Pressler) Cavi 8553387, M/J: Vroon
PC 25+27 (Anderszewski) Warnr 57242, M/J: Vroon
Piano Duets (Bakhchiev & Sorokina) Melya 2252,
J/A: Harrington

Piano Pieces (Gieseking) Uran 121336, J/A: arc,
Becker

Piano Pieces, all (Gieseking) Prof 18026, N/D: Becker
2-Piano Pieces 2 (Perkins & Abbate) Reson 10210,
S/O: Harrington

P Qts (Yang; Alexander Qt) Foghn 2018, N/D: Alt-
house

P Qts (Barenboim+) DG 4835255, N/D: Vroon
P Son 7-12 (Prosseda) Decca 4816567, M/J: Repp
P Son 8,12,14; Fantasia (Okada) Gram 99144, M/A:
Repp

P Son 13+14; Fantasy (Pressler) LDV 34, M/A:
Repp

Qt 14-19 (Auryn Qt) Tacet 972, S/O: French
Qt 14-23 (Budapest Qt) Praga 250360, M/J: Dutterer
Qt 16 (Mields; Salagon Qt) Carus 83470, M/A: see
BOCCHERINI

Requiem (Jacobs) HM 902291, M/A: Greenfield
Sogno di Scipione (Page) Sign 499, M/A: Locke
Sym 25+40; 2-Piano Sonata (Ettinger) Hans 18086,
N/D: Vroon

Sym 35,36,38,41; Posthorn Serenade (Jochum)
Decca 4828414, N/D: Vroon

Sym 35+41; PC 23 (Haskil, Karajan 1955) ICA 5142,
M/A: see TCHAIKOVSKY

Sym Concertant (Ens Allegria) LAWO 1138, M/J: see
SCHOENBERG

Violin-Cello Duos (Miranda & Bramov) Navon 6118,
J/F: Moore

VC 2; VSon K 454 (Wildschut) Warnr 58284, M/A:
French

VC 5 (Griffiths) CPO 555175, N/D: see ROMBERG
V Sons, all (Cotik) Cent 3619, M/A: Magil
V Sons & Variations (Israelievitch) Fleur 58040, M/A:
Magil

V Sons, K 301,304,378 (Lim) Warnr 58395, J/F: Dut-
terer

Wind Serenades (Oslo Chamber Academy) LAWO
1141, M/A: Hanudel

MUHLY: Peter Pears: Balinese (Bartlett) None
567405, N/D: Haskins

MUNDY: Sacred Choral (St Mary’s Edinburgh) Delph
34204, N/D: Gatens

MYSLIVECEK: FC (De la Vega) Penta 5186723,
N/D: see MOZART

NARBUTAITE: La Barca; River Sym (Lyndon-Gee)
Naxos 573618, M/J: new, Faro

NAVAS: Aves, Flores y Estrellas (Musica Ficta) Lind
3037, M/A: Brewer

NETZEL: Piano Sonata (Negro) Daphn 1057, S/O:
see AULIN,V

NIELSEN: Clar Concerto & Pieces (Shifrin) Delos
3527, S/O: Hanudel

Sym 3+4 (Dausgaard) SSM 1017, M/J: Hecht
VC (Lee) Orch 79, S/O: see KORNGOLD
Wind Quintet (Spannungen Qn) Cavi 8553385, M/A:
Pfeil

NIETZSCHE: Piano Pieces (VanVeen) Brill 95492,
J/F: Repp

NIXON: Concert Overture 2; Concert Piece (Hob-
son/Mann) Tocc 373, M/J: O’Connor

NORDGREN: Chamber Pieces (Kokkola Qt) Alba
421, N/D: new, Faro

NORDRAAK: Songs & Piano Pieces (Wold & Asti)
LAWO 1119, J/F: Reynolds

NORGARD: Early Piano Pieces (Sivelov) DaCap
6220590, J/A: Sullivan

Organ Book; Canon (Christensen) DaCap 6220656,
M/J: Roos

NOVAK: Philharmonic Dances (Netopil) Sup 4220,
M/J: see MARTINU

NOWOWIEJSKI: Quo Vadis (Borowicz) CPO
555089, M/A: Hecht

NUNLIST: Qt; Sym Poems; Songs (Various) Navon
6096, J/F: new, Lamper

O’BRIEN: Trios (Kalnits+) Tocc 464, S/O: O’Connor
OBRECHT: Mass, Grecorum; Motets (Brabant Ens)

Hyp 68216, M/A: Loewen
OFFENBACH: Island of Tulipatan (NY Light Opera)

Alb 1678, J/F: Fisch
Overtures (Ang) Naxos 573694, M/A: Fisch

OLSEN: Songs (Bruun) Dacap 8226078, J/F:
Reynolds

ONSLOW: Stg Qns 10+22 (Elan Qn) Naxos 573689,
J/F: French

Wind Qn & Sextet (Maalot Quintet) MDG 9032012,
J/A: Hanudel

PACHELBEL: Keyboard Pieces (Borsanyi) Klang
1519, J/F: Lehman

PACITTI: We Are Beggars (Brandenburg Orchestra)
Rond 6150, N/D: Greenfield

PADEREWSKI: PC & Pieces (Dang) NIFC 51, M/J:
O’Connor
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PADOVANO: Organ Pieces (Scandali) Brill 95259,
S/O: see PELLEGRINI

PAGANINI: Caprices (Hadelich) Warnr 57282, M/J:
Magil

Caprices (Park) BIS 2282, M/J: Magil
Caprices (Simovic) LSO 5083, S/O: Magil
Caprices (Williams) Emec 107, J/F: Magil
Guitar Trios (Harenstam+) Prop 2078, M/A: Keaton
Streghe; Palpiti; Non Piu Mesta (Hossen) Dyn 7797,
M/J: Magil

VC 3; Maestosa Sonata; short pieces (Hossen) Dyn
7808, N/D: Vroon

VCs, all (Turban) Prof 14010, S/O: Vroon
Violin & Guitar (Plotino & Mela) Dyn 7795, N/D: Dut-
terer

PAISIELLO: Zenobia in Palmira (San Carlo) Bong
2488, J/F: Locke

PAL: Starling; Into the Wonder (Post) Anal 9521, J/A:
new, Faro

PALESTRINA: Ave Regina; Song of Songs (The 16)
Coro 16155, J/F: Barker

Mass, Confitebor ubi Domine (Yale Schola Canto-
rum) Hyp 68210, M/J: Moore,C

PALMGREN: PC 4+5; Pastorale (Mertanen) Alba
400, J/A: Wright

PALMIERI: Mass, Buenos Aires (Stotzel) Capr 5343,
S/O: Moore,T

PALOMO: Arabescos+ (Lopez-Cobos) Naxos
573693, S/O: new, Faro

PALUMBO: CC; Con Barocco; Rec Con (Martin) BIS
2255, S/O: Moore

PANUFNIK,R: Choral Pieces (Voce Choir) Sign 519,
M/J: see TAVENER

PARASKEVAIDIS: Wind Pieces (Ens Aventure)
Wergo 7362, N/D: new, Boyd

PARAY: String Pieces (Lawson+) Azur 155, M/A:
Moore

PARK: Choral Pieces (Trinity College) Hyp 68191,
N/D: Greenfield

PARKER: Emily Dickinson Songs (Composer) Goth
49310, M/A: Oberoi

Traveling Light (Salem Qt+) DivA 25146, J/F: new,
Lamper

PARRY: Qts, all (Archaeus Qt) MPR 102, N/D:
Gatens

PART: Lamentate; These words (Davies) OrMt 124,
J/A: Gimbel

Symphonies (Kaljuste) ECM 28132, J/A: Haskins
PASSARELLA: Tangos (Pasarella) Cent 3576, M/J:

Moore,T
PATERSON: 3 Way (Nashville Opera) AMR 1048,

M/J: Reynolds
PATTERSON: VC (Howick) Naxos 573791, M/J:

O’Connor
PAUS: Piano Pieces (Fernandez) Naxos 579019,

M/J: Moore,T
PAVANELLI: Vanna (Re) Bong 2493, S/O: Locke
PELLEGRINI: Organ Pieces (Scandali) Brill 95259,

S/O: Moore,C
PENDERECKI: Sextet (Spannungen Soloists) Cavi

8553384, J/F: see MENDELSSOHN
Wind Cons (Composer) Dux 1274, M/A: Kilpatrick

PERGER: String Trio (Concordia) Cent 3564, J/F: see
ZELLNER

PERGOLESI: Mass & Motets (Ghislieri) Arcan 444,
J/A: Barker

PERLE: Orchestral Works (Morlot) Bridg 9499, J/A:
Sullivan

PEROS: Nocturnes (Kolk) DeoS 54536, J/F: Keaton
PERSICHETTI: Flower Songs (Warland) Goth 49316,

N/D: see ARGENTO
Piano Pieces (Silberstein) Cent 3632, S/O: Haskins

PERTTU: P Son (DeSalvo) Navon 6139, J/A: see
HOWARD

PESCEVICH: Ophelia; Wie ein Bogenstrich (Mar-
guette+) Cent 3608, J/A: new, Faro

PETERKIN: Songs (Rothschild) Lyrit 362, J/F: Fisch
PETERSON: Transformations+ (Rose) BMOP 1053,

J/F: Gimbel
PHILIDOR: Qts, Paris (Ars Antiqua) Nimb 6347, J/F:

Brewer
PHILIPS: Music (Rose Consort) VoxR 4, M/J: Gatens
PIAZZOLLA: 4 Seasons; Tangos (Cotik, v) Naxos

573789, M/A: Moore,T
4 Seasons (Podeur & Bass, hpsi) Mague 358417,

J/A: see GINASTERA
PICHL: Syms (Bamert) Chan 9740, J/F: French
PICKARD: Songs (Williams) Tocc 413, M/J: Moore,R
PILATI: Violin & Cello Works (Manara,v; Signorini,c)

Brill 95352, J/F: Moore
PISENDEL: V Sons (Plusa) Brill 95432, J/F: Moore,T
PISTON: Sym 6 (Friedel SACD) BIS 2118, N/D:

Wright
PIXIS: Trios (Leonore Trio) Hyp 68207, M/A: Dutterer
PIZZETTI: Songs (Hipp) Reson 10209, S/O: Oberoi
PLATTI: Organ & Hpsi Pieces (Molardi) Brill 95518,

N/D: Lehman
POLANSKY: Free Horn (Composer) ColdB 42, M/A:

Kilpatrick
POLDOWSKI: 22 Melodies (Ensemble Mille 904)

Reson 10196, M/A: Oberoi
POLING: Guitar Con 1; Suite for strings (De Chiaro)

Cent 3594, M/J: Keaton
PONNIAH: Sacred Choral (Selwyn College) Regen

495, M/A: Greenfield
POPPER: Etudes (Rummel) Palad 85, J/F: Moore
PORPORA: Cello Concertos & Sonatas (Musica Per-

duta) Brill 95279, N/D: Moore
Germanico in Germania (Capella Cracoviensis)
Decca 4831523, J/A: Locke

POSADAS: Sombras (Diotima Qt) Naive 5442, M/J:
Moore,T

POULENC: Animals; Biches; Sinfonietta (Tingaud)
Naxos 573739, S/O: Vroon

Cello Sonata (Russakovsky) Cent 3596, M/A: see
FRANCK

Chamber Music, all (Various) Brill 95351, M/J: Dut-
terer

Gloria; Motets (Lopez-Cobos; Hunt) Decca 4828798,
M/A: Greenfield

Mass (St John’s College) Sign 489, M/A: Greenfield
Sextet (Stuttgart Wind Qn) MDG 6030287, N/D: see
THUILLE

Sonatas w Piano (Various) Palad 95, M/J: Hanudel
Songs (Deeter) Cent 3577, M/J: Reynolds

PRADO: Cartas Celestes 13,16,17,18 (Scopel)
Grand 747, S/O: Moore,T

PRAETORIUS,H: Mass, Telerunt Dominum (Siglo de
Oro) Delph 34208, J/A: Loewen

PREISNER: Piano Pieces (Van Veen) Brill 95411,
S/O: Haskins

PRICE: VCs (Kahng) Alb 1706, J/A: French
PROKOFIEFF: Cinderella, sel (Harth-Bedoya) FWSO

5, S/O: see MOUSSORGSKY
October Revolution (Karabits) Audit 97754, S/O:
Vroon

Old Grandmother; 6 pieces (Dossin,p) Naxos
573435, M/A: Kang

PC 2 (Matsuev SACD) Marii 599, M/J: French
PC 2+5 (Mustonen/ Lintu) Ond 1288, J/F: French
PC 2 (Rana) Warnr 56460, M/A: Wright
PC 3 (Kapell 1945-53) JSP 684, J/A: arc, Vroon
P Son & Pieces (Richter in Japan) Divox 25252, J/F:
Harrington
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Quintet (Spannungen Qn) Cavi 8553385, M/A: see
NIELSEN

Romeo & Juliet, all (Alsop) Naxos 573534, J/A:
Hecht

Romeo & Juliet+ (Argerich & Babayan, p) DG
4799854, S/O: Harrington

Romeo & Juliet (De Waart) Decca 4828981, N/D:
see RACHMANINOFF

Romeo & Juliet (Jalbert,p) ATMA 2684, M/J: see
STRAVINSKY

Sym 2+4 (Gaffigan SACD) Chall 72779, S/O: Estep
Sym 2+4 (Gaffigan SACD) Chall 72779, S/O: Estep
Sym 2+3 (Jurowski SACD) Penta 5186624, M/J:
Hecht

Sym 7; Lt Kije (Alsop) Naxos 573620, M/A: Wright
VC 2; Melodies; Solo V Son (Philippens) Chanl
39517, M/A: Estep

VCs (Batiashvili) DG 4798529, J/A: French
VCs (Pietsch) Audit 97733, M/J: Wright
V Sons; Melodies (Ambartsumian) Phoen 184, N/D:
Magil

V Sons; Melodies (Pritchin) Melya 2524, S/O: Wright
PUCCINI: Rondine (Munich Radio) CPO 555075, J/A:

Locke
Tabarro (Vienna Radio/De Billy) Capr 5326, S/O:
Reynolds

PUGNANI: VCs (Noferini) Tact 731601, J/A: French
PURCELL: Fairy Queen (Lewis) Decca 4827449, J/F:

Barker
Songs (Slattery) ATMA 2726, J/A: Gatens
Songs for King James II (The Sixteen) Coro 16151,
J/F: Gatens

Welcome Songs (The 16) Coro 16163, N/D: Barker
PUTTLINGEN: Songs (Jahns) Thor 2643, J/A: Oberoi
QUANTZ: FCs (Lamb) Prof 18023, S/O: Gorman
QUILTER: Songs (Vale) Nimb 5969, J/A: Moore,R
RACHMANINOFF: Bells; Isle of the Dead (Slatkin)

MMG 10020, S/O: Greenfield
Cello Son (Sandvik) LAWO 1131, M/A: Moore
Corelli Var (Yakushev) Nimb 6348, M/A: see MOUS-
SORGSKY

Etudes-Tableaux (Osborne) Hyp 68188, N/D: Har-
rington

Morceaux; Chopin Var (Litvintseva) Prof 17032, J/F:
Harrington

Paganini Rhapsody (Kapell 1945-53) JSP 684, J/A:
see PROKOFIEFF

PC 1+2 (Filsell & Conte) Raven 155, N/D: Delcamp
PC 2; Etudes-Tab op 33 (Giltburg) Naxos 573629,
J/F: Vroon

PC 2 (Matsuev SACD) Marii 599, M/J: see PROK
PC 3; Corelli Var (Giltburg) Naxos 573630, S/O:
Vroon

Piano Duets (Guevara-Zhelezova Duo) Cent 3593,
M/A: Harrington

Piano Duets (Hill & Frith) Delph 34191, M/A: Harr
Piano Pieces (7 Pianists) Melya 2542, N/D: Harr
P Son 2; Etudes-T, op 39 (Hu) Ching 0, N/D: Har-
rington

2-Piano Suites; Pieces, op 11 (Owen & Apekisheva)
Avie 2381, M/A: Harrington

Preludes (Lugansky) HM 902339, J/A: Harrington
Songs (Imbrailo) Linn 482, S/O: see SIBELIUS
Songs (Petrova) Nimb 6350, M/J: Oberoi
Spring (Petrenko) Onyx 4182, M/A: see STRAV
Sym Dances (Costa) Lilac 160530, J/F: see MOUS-
SORGSKY

Sym 1 (Philharmonia/Ashkenazy) Sign 484, M/A:
Wright

Sym 2 (Ashkenazy) Sign 530, S/O: Vroon
Syms; Caprice; Sym Dances (De Waart) Decca
4828981, N/D: Hecht

Trio 1 (Petrof Trio) ArcoD 183, M/J: see FRANCK

RAFF: PC; King Alfred Caprice; Springtime (Nguyen)
Grand 771, M/J: Wright

RAMEAU: Guitar Pieces (Proulx) Cent 3603, J/A:
Keaton

Hpsi Pieces, all (Devine [3CD]) Reson 10214, N/D:
Lehman

Hpsi Pieces (Wilder) Cent 3629, S/O: see CLERAM-
BAULT

Opera Scenes (Pygmalion) HM 902288, J/A: 203,
Barker

P Pieces (La Deur) MSR 1654, J/F: see DEBUSSY
Pygmalion (Rousset) Apart 155, J/F: Barker
Temple de la Gloire (McGegan) PhilB 10, N/D: Bark-
er

RAMEY: French Horn Pieces (Myers, Wall+) Affet
1704, J/F: Kilpatrick

RANDS: Vincent (Indiana University) Naxos 669037,
J/F: Altman

RANZATO: V Pieces (Mora) Tact 881801, N/D: Vroon
RAUTAVAARA: VC (Feldmann) Alpha 357, S/O: see

SIBELIUS
RAVEL: Antar; Sheherazade (Slatkin) Naxos 573448,

J/F: French
Cello & violin (Altinos) MSR 1550, J/F: see KODALY
Daphnis & Chloe (Abdullah SACD) Cov 91722, S/O:
Wright

Daphnis & Chloe; Valse (Ansermet) Decca 4824989,
S/O: see STRAVINSKY

Daphnis & Chloe; Pavane (Gimeno) Penta 5186652,
J/F: Wright

Gaspard; La Valse (Taverna) Somm 168, J/F: see
DEBUSSY

Mother Goose (Guevara-Zhelezova Duo) Cent 3593,
M/A: see RACHMANINOFF

Mother Goose (Manacorda) Chall 72757, M/J: see
DEBUSSY

Mother Goose; Tombeau (Les Siecles) HM 905281,
S/O: Wright

PCs (Kozhukhin) Penta 5186620, N/D: see GERSH-
WIN

Piano Pieces, all (Dedova) Cent 3581, J/F: Harring-
ton

Qt (Jerusalem Qt) HM 902304, S/O: see DEBUSSY
Qt (Joachim Qt) Call 1747, S/O: see SZYMANOWS-
KI

Qt (Tinalley Qt) DG 4816906, S/O: see DEBUSSY
Rapsodie Espagnole (Van Beinum) Decca 4825491,
S/O: see FRANCK

Trio (Feininger Trio) Cavi 8553317, J/F: see
DEBUSSY

Tzigane; V Son (Pouliot) Anal 8798, S/O: Dutterer
Valse Nobles Sent; Mother Goose; Sonatine (Koro-
liov, p) Tacet 227, J/F: Harrington

RAYKELSON: Trio 1; Qt; P Son (Borodin Qt) Tocc
315, S/O: Vroon

REALE: Cello Pieces (Cook) Naxos 559820, S/O:
Moore

PC; P Sons 7+8 (Composer+) MSR 1693, S/O:
Haskins

REGER: Men’s Choir 2 (Ens Vocapella Limburg)
Rond 6127, M/A: Reynolds

Organ Pieces 4 (Weinberger SACD) CPO 777760,
M/A: Delcamp

Songs (Langner) Rond 6133, J/F: Reynolds
String Trios; P Qt 2 (Trio Lyrico) Audit 97714, M/J:
O’Connor

REICH: Drumming (Currie) CCR 1, S/O: Haskins
Pulse; Quartet (Intl Contemp Ens) None 565676,
J/A: Haskins

REICHA: Chamber Works (Alpha 369, M/A: Dutterer
Fugues (Lowenmark) Tocc 17, J/F: Repp
P Pieces (Ilic) Chan 10950, M/A: Repp
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REICHARDT: Geisterinsel (Max) CPO 777548, S/O:
Fisch

REINECKE: Flute Concertos & Sonatas (Ruhland)
CPO 777949, M/A: Gorman

REIZENSTEIN: Cello Concerto (Wallfisch) CPO
555109, N/D: Moore

RENDANO: Piano Quintet+ (Roma, Qt Modus) Digr
80, N/D: Wright

RESPIGHI: Church Windows; Botticelli; Tramonto
(Neschling SACD) BIS 2250, M/J: Vroon

REUSNER: Lute Pieces (Waters) Brill 95242, M/J:
Keaton

REUTTER: Chamber Pieces (Lott+) Capr 5336, S/O:
Moore,T

REZNICEK: Benzin (Chemnitz Opera) CPO 777653,
S/O: Fisch

REZNICEK,P: Dies Irae (Brno Philharmonic Choir)
ArcoD 188, M/A: see MARTINU

RHEINBERGER: Organ Concerto 2 (Rohn & Ende-
brock) HD 1701, J/A: see MOUSSORGSKY

PC (Callaghan) Hyp 68225, S/O: O’Connor
V Sons (Schrott) Brill 95635, S/O: Magil

RICHTER,M: Portrait (Dubeau) Anal 8745, M/A:
Haskins

RICORDI: Secchia Rapita (Salvagno) Dyn 7798, J/A:
Locke

RIES: C Sons (Rummel) Naxos 573726, N/D: Moore
PC 8+9 (Lane) Hyp 68217, J/A: Wright
V Sons (Grossman) Naxos 573717, J/A: French

RIGATTI: Motets (Estro Barocco Ens) Uran 14034,
J/A: Oberoi

RILEY: Dark Queen Mantra; The Wheel (Del Sol Qt)
SonoL 92215, M/A: Estep

Palmian Chord Ryddle; Royal Majestic (Guerrero)
Naxos 559739, J/A: Haskins

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Songs (Yurchuk+) Stone
8077, M/J: Moore,R

RIPPER: Viola Concertino; From My Window
(Konkol) Jean 2265, M/A: Moore,T

RITTER: Organ Sonatas (Philippi) MDG 3200866,
M/A: Delcamp

ROBERTSON: Sym; Suite; Var (Armore) Navon
6167, N/D: new, Faro

RODE: VC 11+12 (Eichhorn) Naxos 573474, N/D:
Vroon

RODRIGUEZ: Above All, Women (Amernet Qt) Alb
1724, S/O: new, Boyd

ROLFE: Breathe; Europa; Aeneas & Dido (Various)
Centr 24517, J/F: new, Faro

ROLLA: Viola Concerto (Mazzoli) Tact 800008, J/A:
see BOTTINI

ROMBERG: Sym 4 (Griffiths) CPO 555175, N/D:
French

RONTGEN: Piano Pieces (Forsberg) DB 185, J/A:
Harrington

ROSE: Choral Pieces (Latvian Radio Choir) Tocc
482, S/O: Greenfield

PC; Old Father Time; 25,000 Years of Peace
(Rose+) Navon 6157, S/O: new, Faro

ROSENMULLER: In Te Domine Speravi (Weser
Renaissance) CPO 555165, N/D: Loewen

ROSKOTT: Violin Pieces (Takayama) Cent 3626,
S/O: new, Faro

ROSNER: 5 Koans; Parable of the Law (Palmer)
Tocc 465, J/A: Gimbel

ROSOWSKY: Chamber music; Yiddish songs—Tocc
479, N/D: Wright

ROSSINI: Arias (Rebeka) BR 900321, M/A: Altman
Bianca & Falliero (Fogliani) Naxos 660407, M/A:
Locke

Chamber Pieces (Marangoni, p+) Naxos 573822,
S/O: Dutterer

Chamber Pieces 2 (Marangoni+) Naxos 573864,
N/D: French

Demetrio e Polibio (Acocella) Naxos 660405, M/A:
Locke

Stabat Mater (Zedda) Dyn 7799, M/A: Greenfield
ROUSSEL: Evocations; Suite in F; Printemps (Torte-

lier) Chan 10957, S/O: French
Trio (Neave Trio) Chan 10996, N/D: Wright

ROZSA: Ben Hur, complete (Raine) Tadl 26, M/A:
Fisch

RUBBRA: Sacred Choral (Gloriae Dei) GloD 130,
J/A: Barker

VC; Sym Conc (Wolf; Rubbra) Lyrit 1134, J/F: arc,
Hecht

RUBINSTEIN: PC 4 (Hatch) Cent 3565, J/F: see
BRAHMS

PC 4; Caprice Russe (Shelest) Sorel 13, N/D: Wright
RUEHR: Quartets (Cypress & Boromeo) Avie 2379,

M/J: new, Boyd
RUGE: Chamber pieces (Flatus Ens) Brill 95495, J/F:

Moore,T
RUIMONTE: Villancicos & Madrigals (Grande

Chapelle) Lauda 17, M/J: Brewer
RUST: Sonatas, Variations (Sprosse, fp, clav) DHM

36927, J/F: Lehman
RUTTY: Chamber Pieces (Various) Navon 6145, J/A:

new, Boyd
SABANEEV: Piano Pieces 2 (Schafer) Genui 18612,

S/O: Kang
SABINO: Vespers (Ens Barocco) Digr 50, J/F:

Moore,C
SAINT-SAENS: CCs; Suite in D (Schwabe/Soustrot)

Naxos 573737, M/A: Vroon
Cello Pieces (O’Kane) Champ 113, J/F: see FAURE
Mass, op 4 (Lopez-Cobos; Hunt) Decca 4828798,
M/A: see POULENC

PC 2 (Freire) Audit 95742, J/F: Vroon
PC 4+5 (Descharmes) Naxos 573478, S/O: Vroon
Piano Suite & Album (Patuzzi) Dyn 7796, M/J: Har-
rington

Sym Poems (Markl) Naxos 573745, M/J: Hecht
Sym 3; Carnival (Pappano) Warnr 57555, M/A:
Vroon

Trios (Gould Trio) Champ 140, J/A: Vroon
Violin & Orch (Yang) Naxos 573411, M/A: Vroon

SALIERI: F & Ob Concerto (Milan/Hickox) Chan
9051, J/F: see MOZART

SAMMARTINI: Hpsi Sons (Piolanti) Tact 701902,
M/A: Lehman

SANCES: Dialoghi Amorosi (Scherzi Musicali) Ricer
385, M/J: Moore,C

SANZ: G Pieces (Mesirca) Brill 95396, N/D: Keaton
SATIE: Fils des Etoiles (Horvath) Grand 762, M/J:

Harrington
Piano Pieces 3 (Horvath) Grand 763, S/O: Becker

SAUL: Sonatinas & Bagatelles (Yun) Enhar 32, M/A:
Estep

SAURET: Etude-Caprices 8-13 (Rashidova) Naxos
573843, J/A: Magil

SAWYERS: Sym 3; Songs of Loss & Regret (Woods)
Nimb 6353, M/A: O’Connor

SAXTON: Piano Pieces (Hammond) Tocc 458, J/A:
new, Boyd

SCARLATTI,A: Cantatas (Dart) Decca 4825387, J/F:
see BACH,JC

Sorrow of the Virgin Mary (Velardi) Brill 95534, M/J:
Brewer

SCARLATTI: P Sons 1 (Colli) Chan 10988, S/O:
Lehman

Sonatas (Grondona,g) Strad 37087, M/A: see MOM-
POU

Sonatas (Schenkman) Schen 181, N/D: Haskins
Sonatas (Taylor) Alpha 399, N/D: see LIGETI
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Sonatas (Welch, p) Welch 0, M/A: Haskins
SCARTAZZINI: Edward II (German Opera Berlin)

Oehms 969, M/J: Oberoi
SCELSI: Cello solo (Simonacci) Brill 95355, M/J:

Moore
Piano Pieces (Spinosa) Tact 901901, J/F: Haskins
V Son; Trio; Chemin de Coeur; Dialogue (Daunert,
Gnocchi,Stella) Strad 33808, M/A: Moore

SCHACHER: Sonata Antiqua (Cooman, org) DivA
25168, S/O: Delcamp

SCHEIDEMANN: Keyboard Pieces (Rassam) Brill
95427, M/J: Lehman

SCHEIDT: Motets (Athesinus Consort) Carus 83488,
S/O: Loewen

SCHEIN: Choral Masses & Concertos (Rheinische
Kantorei) MDG 6020169, M/A: Loewen

SCHIEFERLEIN: Trio Sonatas (Pallade Musica)
ATMA 2744, M/J: Loewen

SCHIFRIN: P Pieces (Conti) Grand 776, M/J: Fisch
SCHMITT: Sym 2; Antony & Cleopatra (Oramo) Chan

5200, J/A: Hecht
SCHNEIDER: Goldberg (Kumela & Ruck, g) BR

201603, M/A: Keaton
Sym 5+6 (Albrecht) Wergo 5117, S/O: new, Boyd

SCHNELZER: Cello Concerto; Brain Damage
(Shwartz) BIS 2313, N/D: Moore

SCHNITTKE: Psalms of Repentance (Estonian
Chamber Choir SACD) BIS 2292, M/J: Greenfield

SCHOENBERG: Hanging Gardens (Greenberg)
NewF 192, N/D: see DEBUSSY

Book of the Hanging Gardens (Kerrigan) Met 28560,
J/F: Reynolds

Qt 2+4 (Gringolts Qt) BIS 2267, M/J: Sullivan
Stg Trio (Zimmermann Trio) BIS 2207, J/F: see HIN-
DEMITH

Verklarte Nacht (Ens Allegria) LAWO 1138, M/J:
Vroon

Verklarte Nacht (Prague Modern Ens) Strad 37088,
S/O: see BOULEZ

SCHOLZ: PC (Callaghan) Hyp 68225, S/O: see
RHEINBERGER

SCHUBERT: Arpeggione Sonata (Philippe) HM
916109, M/A: Moore

Choral Pieces for Men 3 (Limburg Camerata Musica)
Genui 17474, M/A: Althouse

Flute Pieces (Labrie) Anal 8787, S/O: Gorman
Impromptus D 899+935 (Berkowitz) Merid 84643,
M/A: Kang

Impromptus, D 899; 3 Pieces, D 946 (Bushakevitz)
Hans 16094, J/F: Vroon

Moments Musicaux; Graz Fant; Klavierstue
(Berkowitz) Merid 84644, M/A: Kang

Octet (Faust+) HM 902263, S/O: French
P Pieces, all [12CD] (Schuchter) Tudor 1640, J/F:
Repp

P Son B-flat; Impromptus (Hamelin) Hyp 68213, J/A:
Becker

P Son C minor; Moments Musicaux (Douglas) Chan
10990, S/O: Repp

P Son C minor; Moments Musicaux (Gryesten)
DACO 769, J/A: Repp

P Son D 485+960 (Martynov) Melya 2504, M/A:
Repp

P Son D 664+784 (Debargue) Sony 46563, M/A:
Kang

Qt 8+13 (Signum Qt) Penta 5186673, J/A: Dutterer
Qt 12-15; Trout (Budapest Qt) Praga 250386, J/A:
arc, Dutterer

Qt 14 (Minetti Qt) Hans 18021, S/O: see MEND
Qt 15 (Artea Qt) Champ 137, J/A: Dutterer
Schone Mullerin (Lautjarvi; Kleemola,g) Pilf 168,
M/J: Moore,R

Schwanengesang (Sanchez) Sound 1086, J/F:
Moore,R

Schwanengesang (Skovhus) Capr 5292, J/F:
Moore,R

Schwanengesang (Thorpe, horn) Naxos 573815,
N/D: Kilpatrick

Songs (Arcayurek, t) Champ 133, M/A: Moore,R
Songs (Bostridge) WHL 91, J/A: Moore,R
Songs (Edelmann) Capr 5331, M/J: Moore,R
Songs (Jerusalem,D) Hans 17012, J/F: see LOEWE
Songs (Sampson, s) BIS 2343, S/O: Reynolds
Songs (Trekel, bar) Oehms 463, M/A: Moore,R
Sym 2+5 (Herreweghe) Phi 28, M/J: Vroon
Sym 3,4,5,6,8; Rosamunde Suite (Van Beinum)
Decca 4825521, J/A: Vroon

Sym 4+8 (Edusei) SoloM 273, M/J: Vroon
Sym 9 (Gulke SACD) MDG 9012053, M/J: Vroon
Sym 9 (Jansons) BR 900169, N/D: Vroon
Trio 2 (Trio Alba) MDG 9032013, J/F: Dutterer
Trio 2; Notturno (Vitruvi Trio) Bridg 9510, S/O: Dut-
terer

Trio 2; Arpeggione (Weithaas+) Alpha 284, M/J: Dut-
terer

Winterreise (Padmore) HM 902264, M/J: Moore,R
Winterreise (Scarlata) Bridg 9494, J/A: Moore,R
Winterreise (Skovhus) Capr 5291, M/A: Moore,R
Winterreise, in English (Williams) Sign 531, S/O:
Moore,R

SCHUBERTH: Octet (Hoffmeister Qt+) Prof 17071,
N/D: see GEBEL

SCHUMANN: Ballade vom Pagen; Advent Songs
(Estonian Phil Chamber Choir) Ond 1312, S/O:
Greenfield

Carnaval; Sym Etudes (Farkas) Hung 32798, J/F:
Repp

Carnaval, Kinderszenen (Mazmanishvili) Cugat 42,
M/A: Repp

Carnaval (Tarasova) Champ 126, J/F: see BRAHMS
Cello C & Pieces (Schwabe) Naxos 573786, S/O:
Moore

Fairy Tales (Benda) Genui 17485, J/A: 173, Hanudel
Fairy Tales & Fant Pieces (Widmann, cl; Varjon, p)
Myrio 20, M/J: Hanudel

Fantasy Pieces; Novelettes (Ivanov) Gram 99177,
N/D: Repp

Fantasy Pieces; Kreisleriana; Night (Uhlig) Hans
17037, J/A: Repp

Fantasy Pieces; Forest Scenes; Kinderszenen
(Yoshikawa) Ypsi 3, S/O: Becker

Intermezzo; Fantasy Pieces; 4 Pieces
(Chukovskaya) Dux 1409, J/F: Repp

Kinderszenen; Forest Scenes; P Son 4 (Mantas)
Claud 6033, J/A: Repp

Kinderszenen (Weder SACD) MDG 9042042, M/A:
see LISZT

Kreisleriana; Davidsbund; Kinderszenen (Baglini)
Decca 4816873, N/D: Repp

Kreisleriana (Gadjiev) Acous 13117, J/A: Repp
Liederkreis; Frauenliebe & leben (Jurinac) Hans
17042, J/F: Moore,R

Manfred (Schuricht) Uran 121345, J/A: 168, O’Con-
nor

Myrthen Songs (Damrau & Paley) Prof 14048, S/O:
Moore,R

Night Songs (Chudak) Antes 319301, J/F: Moore
P Qt (Sudbin+) BIS 2258, M/J: see BRAHMS
P Qn; Qt 1 (Budapest Qt) Praga 250391, M/A: Dut-
terer

P Son 1; Pieces (Golka) FHR 62, J/A: Repp
Piano Sonatas (Uhlig) Hans 16081, J/A: Kang
Qt 1 (Schumann Qt) Berl 1058, N/D: Dutterer
Qt 3 (Gerhard Qt) HM 916108, M/A: Dutterer
Qts (Modigliani Qt) Mirar 346, M/A: Dutterer
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Songs, op 39; Meister (Boesch, bar) Linn 511, M/A:
Moore,R

Syms, all (Thomas) SFS 71, J/F: Vroon
Trio 1 (Shaham, Erez, Wallfisch) Nimb 5968, J/A:
Dutterer

V Son 1; Songs arr (Berlin Chamber Duo) Hans
18027, N/D: Magil

V Son 2; Fantasy (Widjaja) Oehms 1885, J/A: Magil
SCHUMANN,C: PC (Schirmer) Berl 928, M/A: French
SCHUMANN,G: Songs (Nelson) Stone 8079, J/A:

Oberoi
Symphony; Overtures (Feddeck) CPO 555110, M/J:
O’Connor

SCHURMANN: P Qts; V Serenade (Lyris Qt) Tocc
336, M/A: Sullivan

SCHUTZ: Kleine Geistliche Konzerte 2 (Remy) Carus
83271, J/A: Loewen

Psalms (Rademann) Carus 83016, J/F: Loewen
Schwanengesang (Rademann) Carus 83275, M/J:
Loewen

Sym Sacrae II (Rademann) Carus 83274, N/D:
Loewen

SCHWANTNER: Taking Charge (Assem3ly) Alb
1676, J/F: Gimbel

SCHWARTZ: Orch Pieces (Purcell) DivA 25165, J/A:
Fisch

SCOTT: Songs (Rothschild) Lyrit 365, S/O: Moore,R
Violin Pieces (Howick & Ekins) Naxos 573790, J/F:
see BRIDGE

SCRIABIN: PC; Sym 2 (Gerstein/Petrenko) LAWO
1139, J/F: Vroon

P Pieces (Kholodenko) HM 902255, N/D: Harrington
P Pieces (Thompson) MSR 1669, J/A: Kang

SEABOURNE: 16 Scenes before a Crucifixion (Viale,
p) Sheva 136, M/A: new, Boyd

SEGAL: Harp Chamber Pieces (Talitman) Harp
505041, J/A: new, Faro

SEITZ: VC 1-5 (Chung) Naxos 573801, M/J: Magil
SEKHON: Musica Casera+ (McCormick Percussion)

Innov 988, S/O: new, Faro
SHAWN: C Pieces (Neuman) Alb 1626, J/A: Moore
SHISHIDO: P Pieces (Yuka) MSR 1639, J/A: Kang
SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Con 1 (Lidstrom SACD) BIS

2289, S/O: Moore
Cello Son (Sandvik) LAWO 1131, M/A: see RACH
Chamber Sym (Qt 8) (Jurowski) Berl 935, J/F:
Wright

Jazz Suite 2; Golden Age; PC 1 (Griffiths) Klang
1526, N/D: Vroon

PC 1; Sym 9 (Argerich) NIFC 53, M/J: Sullivan
PC 1 (Bozhanov) Prof 17086, S/O: see MOZART
PCs; P Sons (Donohue) Sign 493, M/A: Estep
Qt 2 (Dover Qt) Ced 173, J/F: see LAKS
Qt 7,8,9 (Altius Qt) Navon 6125, J/F: Wright
Sym 4+11 (Nelsons) DG 28595, S/O: Vroon
Sym 4+10 (Pletnev) Penta 5186647, N/D: Estep
Sym 5 (Honeck SACD) Ref 724, J/F: Hecht
Sym 5+6 (Tabakov) Gega 385, J/A: Wright
Sym 6; Qt 8 arr (Jarvi,P) Alpha 389, J/A: Estep
Sym 7 (Masur) LPO 103, J/A: Estep
Sym 10 (Karajan) Praga 250394, M/J: Estep
Syms, all (Sladkovsky) Melya 2470, M/J: Estep
Trio 2 (Briggs Trio) Avie 2390, N/D: see GAL
Trio 2 (Delta trio) Odrad 350, S/O: see AUERBACH
VC 1 (Hemsing SACD) BIS 2366, S/O: see
BORGSTROM

V Son; Preludes, op 34 (Dogadin) Naxos 573753,
M/J: Magil

SIBELIUS: Piano Pieces (Andsnes) Sony 40850, J/F:
Kang

Piano Pieces 2 (Tong) Quart 2123, J/F: Kang
Songs (Imbrailo) Linn 482, S/O: Moore,R
Sym 2 (Kitaenko) Oehms 457, N/D: Hecht

Sym 5,6,7 (Philharmonia/Karajan) Praga 250355,
M/J: Althouse

Tapiola; Saga; songs (Von Otter/Lintu SACD) Ond
1289, M/A: French

VC (Feldmann) Alpha 357, S/O: French
VC (Wang) Acce 30430, S/O: French

SIEGEL: Celebration—DaCap 8226595, J/F: Kil-
patrick

SIERRA: Cello Pieces (Eitzen) Alb 1700, M/A: Gim-
bel

Chamber Pieces (Continuum) Naxos 559849, S/O:
Moore,T

SILVESTROV: Hieroglyphen der Nacht (Lechner)
ECM 27262, J/F: Moore

Silent Music; Moments of Memory+ (Yablonsky)
Naxos 573598, J/F: Hecht

SIMON: Clarinet Chamber Pieces (Simon) Navon
6152, J/A: Hanudel

SINDING: Suiten im Alten Stil (Ringstad, va) LAWO
1133, M/A: see WALTON

SINGELEE: Opera Fantasies (Wood) Cent 3583,
S/O: Fisch

SINIGAGLIA: VC (Marzadori) Tact 861901, N/D:
O’Connor

SISLER: Family Days; Popular Monastics (Keonig,
org) MSR 1666, S/O: Delcamp

SMETANA: Festive Sym; Bartered Bride Overture
(Ang) Naxos 573672, S/O: Hecht

Ma Vlast (Belohlavek) Decca 4833187, J/A: O’Con-
nor

Qts (Energie Nove) Dyn 7817, N/D: Dutterer
Qts & Trio (Prazak Qt) Praga 350151, M/J: Dutterer

SOBKOWIAK: Letters to Chopin (Sobkowiak) Dux
765, M/J: Wright

SOMIS: Solo Cello Sonatas (Il Continuo) Uran 14038,
N/D: Moore

SOMMER: Songs (Heller) SoloM 281, S/O: Oberoi
SOR: Songs w Guitar (Berraondo) Naxos 573686,

J/F: Keaton
SOUSA: Marches (Jarvi,K SACD) Chan 5182, J/F:

Vroon
Marches (Kunzel) MMG 10005, S/O: Kilpatrick
Salute of the Nations; Pan American March (Brion)
Naxos 559811, M/J: Kilpatrick

SPEARS: Fellow Travellers (Gibson) FC 11, M/A:
Sininger

SPOHR: Harp & Violin (Nagasawa & Bernardini) BIS
2302, N/D: Dutterer

Violin Duets (Cooper & Dickenson) Naxos 573763,
N/D: Magil

STEFFANI: Duets (Boston Early Music) CPO
555135, M/J: Reynolds

STEFFENS: 2 Cells in Seville (Greenbriar Consor-
tium) Navon 6174, N/D: new, Faro

STEPANIAN: Piano Preludes (Ayrapetyan) Grand
760, J/F: Haskins

STEPHENSON: Clarinet Pieces (Yeh) Ced 176, S/O:
Hanudel

STERKEL: V Sons (Luthi) Ramee 1701, J/A: Vroon
STIMPSON: Age of Wonders—Stone 8074, J/F: new,

Faro
STOCKHAUSEN: Kurzwellen (Mefano) Mode 302,

S/O: Sullivan
STOHR: Trio; 3 Songs (Roelofs+) Tocc 446, M/J:

French
STOKES: Lyrical Pickpocket; Songs; Qn 2 (Riverside

Winds) Innov 962, M/A: Kilpatrick
STOPFORD: Choral Pieces (Truro Cathedral) Regen

517, J/F: Gatens
STORACE: Cembalo & Organ Works (Cera) Tact

601990, M/A: Moore,C
STRADELLA: Opera & oratorio arias (Jeffery, s)

Alpha 297, M/A: Reynolds
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STRAUSS,E: Waltzes (Georgiadis) MPolo 8225369,
J/F: Fisch

STRAUSS,J: Fledermaus (Krauss 1951) Decca
4827379, M/A: Fisch

Gypsy Baron (Krauss 1951) Decca 4827371, M/A:
Fisch

New Year Concert (Muti) Sony 47700, M/J: Fisch
STRAUSSES: New Year Concerts 1951-54 (Krauss)

Decca 4827363, M/A: Fisch
STRAUSS: Alpine Sym; Frau ohne Schatten suite

(Jurowski) LPO 106, N/D: Hecht
Alpine Symphony (Orozco-Estrada) Penta 5186628,
N/D: Hecht

Also Sprach Zarathustra (Jurowski) Penta 5186597,
J/F: Hecht

Aus Italien (Matiakh) Capr 5344, S/O: Hecht
Aus Italien; Death & Transfiguration (Weigle) Oehms
892, M/J: O’Connor

Burger als Edelmann (Tonnesen) LAWO 1143, M/J:
French

Cello Sonata & Romance (Duo Walning) Cypre
1676, M/J: Moore

Don Quixote; Cello Pieces (Gaillard) Apart 174, J/A:
Moore

Enoch Arden; Songs (Fischer-Dieskau) Hans 16048,
J/F: Moore,R

Heldenleben; Death & Trans (Nagano) Farao
108092, J/A: Vroon

Macbeth; Don Juan; Death & Trans; Festma (Kara-
bits) Audit 97755, S/O: Hecht

Metamorphosen; Serenade; Wind Sym (Aldeburgh)
Linn 538, M/A: Kilpatrick

Oboe Concerto; Wind Sonatina 2 (Concertgebouw
Winds SACD) BIS 2163, M/A: Kilpatrick

P Qt (Staryk+) Cent 3384, M/J: Dutterer
Salome (Magee, Frankfurt Radio SACD) Penta
5186602, M/J: Altman

Songs (Alder) Orch 72, J/F: Moore,R
Songs (Bengtsson) MDG 9222062, S/O: Reynolds
Songs (Gijsbertsen, t) Phaed 292035, M/A: Moore,R

STRAVINSKY: Nightingale (Saraste) Orfeo 919171,
J/F: Hecht

Petrouchka (Hill & Frith) Delph 34191, M/A: see
RACHMANINOFF

Petrouchka; Firebird (Jalbert,p) ATMA 2684, M/J:
Harrington

Petrouchka; Firebird Suite (Tennstedt) LPO 105,
S/O: Hecht

PC; Capriccio; sonata; pieces (Donohoe/Atherton)
Somm 266, M/J: Harrington

P Pieces (Shevchenko) Delph 34203, S/O: Kang
Pulcinella; Noces (Ansermet) Decca 4824989, S/O:
Vroon

Rake’s Progress (Reiner) Datum 90003, M/J: arc,
Sininger

Rite of Spring; Scherzo F; Chant Funebre (Chailly)
Decca 4832562, J/A: Hecht

Rite of Spring+ (Hamelin & Andsnes) Hyp 68189,
M/J: Harrington

Rite of Spring; Petrouchka Pieces (Lomazov-Rack-
ers Duo) MSR 1628, J/F: Harrington

Rite of Spring (Petrenko) Onyx 4182, M/A: Hecht
Rite of Spring (Van Raat, p) Naxos 573576, J/A:
Harrington

Suite Italien; VC; Divertimento (Gringolts SACD) BIS
2275, N/D: French

Sym Winds; PC; Ebony C (Swedish Wind Ens) Nilen
1707, J/F: Hanudel

Sym E-flat; Suites (Kitaenko) Oehms 1888, S/O:
O’Connor

Sym of Psalms; Mass (Preston) Decca 4828099,
J/F: Greenfield

VC (Wang) Acce 30430, S/O: see SIBELIUS

SUK: P Pieces (Plowright) Hyp 68198, S/O: Kang
SUPPE: Ritorno del Marinaio (Rijeka Opera) CPO

555120, M/J: Locke
SVIRIDOV: P Trio; P Qn; Romance (Beethoven Trio

Bonn) Cavi 8553375, M/A: Hecht
Sacred Choral (Latvian Radio Choir) Ond 1322, N/D:
Greenfield

SZECHENYI: Dances (Csanyi) Naxos 573807, M/J:
French

Songs (Ruckgaber, s; Kupfer, bar) MDG 9032019,
M/A: Althouse

SZYMANOWSKI: P Son 2 (Debargue) Sony 46563,
M/A: see SCHUBERT

Qts (Joachim Qt) Call 1747, S/O: Dutterer
Songs (Biernacki) MSR 1608, J/F: Moore,R
VC 1, with Ravel & Rautavaara (Meyers) Avie 2385,
J/F: French

VCs (Little/ Gardner) Chan 5185, J/F: O’Connor
Violin & Piano (Bednarz & Bengtson) MusOm 703,
J/F: O’Connor

SZYMANSKI: Choral Pieces (Camerata Silesia) Dux
1223, J/F: Moore,T

TAKEMITSU: Guitar pieces (Dieci) Brill 95539, N/D:
Keaton

TALLIS: Antiphons (Cardinall’s Musick) Hyp 68250,
J/A: Gatens

Reformation Songs (Alamire) Obsid 716, M/J:
Gatens

TANEYEV: Qt 2+6 (California Qt) Cent 3589, J/F:
Wright

TANSMAN: Wind Concertos (Schembri) CPO
555079, N/D: Pfeil

TARP: Danish Folk Suite; V Concertino (Ringborg
SACD) DaCap 6220668, N/D: O’Connor

TARREGA: Preludes (Palazzesi,g) Cont 124, S/O:
see BACH

TARRODI: Qts (Dahlkvist Qt) DB 180, M/A: new, Faro
TARTINI: Flute Pieces (Mercelli) Tact 692090, J/F:

Moore,T
Small Sonatas 4 (Skaerved) Tocc 363, J/F: Magil

TAVENER: Choral Pieces (Voce Choir) Sign 519,
M/J: Greenfield

TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred (Bychkov) Decca 4832320,
M/A: Wright

On the Organ (Vaughan) Regen 494, M/J: Delcamp
Operas, all (Bolshoi 1936-63) Prof 17053, S/O:
Reynolds

PC 1 (Rana) Warnr 56460, M/A: see PROKOFIEFF
P Sons & Pieces (Meecham) Somm 173, M/A: Kang
Queen of Spades (Jurowski) Heli 9672, S/O:
Reynolds

Rococo Var (Spahn) Hans 18016, S/O: see GULDA
Seasons (Kobrin) Cent 3529, J/F: Harrington
Seasons; Children’s Album (Osetinskaya, p) Melya
2488, J/F: Harrington

Sleeping Beauty (Jurowski) ICA 5144, M/A: Wright
Songs (Petrova) Nimb 6350, M/J: see RACH
Sym 4 (Haskil, Karajan 1955) ICA 5142, M/A: 192,
Wright

Sym 5+6; Voyevoda (Butt) Nimb 7104, J/A: Hecht
VC; Qt 3 (Weithaas, Camerata Bern) Cavi 8553393,
S/O: French

TCHAIKOVSKY,B: Trio; Cello Pieces (Marwood+)
Naxos 573783, N/D: Moore

TELEMANN: Cafe Zimmermann (Freitagsakademie)
W&W 910245, M/J: Barker

Cantatas (Ex Tempore) CPO 555083, N/D: Barker
Chamber Pieces (Herschel Trio) Omnib 5013, M/J:
Barker

Concertos 3 (Tempesta di Mare) Chan 821, S/O:
Barker

Concertos 5 (La Stagione) CPO 555082, J/A: Barker
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Essercizii Musici (Florilegium) Chanl 40118, J/A:
Barker

Fantasies: flute, violin, gamba (Coolen+) Globe
5267, M/J: Moore,T

Festmusiken for Altona (Barokwerk Hamburg) CPO
555018, M/A: Barker

Flute Sons (Cavasanti, rec) Arcan 433, J/F: Gorman
Gamba Fantasias (Boothby) Sign 544, N/D: Moore
Gamba Fantasias (Smith) Reson 10195, J/F: Barker
Hpsi Suites, R 32 (Nakagawa) Naxos 573819, N/D:
Lehman

Paris Quartets (Nevermind) Alpha 299, M/J: Barker
Passion Oratorio (Freiburg Baroque) Apart 175, S/O:
Barker

Polish Dances (Czakow Zarazy) Ayros 1, J/F: Barker
Recorder Fantasias (Rienth) Vanit 11, S/O: Moore,T
Sacred Arias (GSO Consort) CPO 555091, M/A:
Barker

Solo Flute Fantasias (Solomon) Chanl 40617, J/F:
Gorman

Suite in A minor (Baker) MMG 10008, S/O: see
BACH

Trio Sonatas (Bosgraaf) Berl 1006, M/J: Moore,T
Trio Sonatas (Da Camera) Chan 817, M/A: Barker
Tpt Cons & Sons (Hofs) Berl 996, M/A: Kilpatrick
V Fantasias (Augustyn) Cent 3607, S/O: Moore,T
Wind Suites 1 (Orfeo Ens) CPO 555085, N/D: Barker

TERZIAN: Canto a mi Misma; Off the Edge (Lande)
Navon 6088, J/F: new, Lamper

THEODORAKIS: Preludes (Katsaris) P21 57, S/O:
see KATSARIS

THOMAS: Ritual Incantations (Chen) Nimb 6355,
M/J: Gimbel

THUILLE: Sextet (Stuttgart Wind Qn) MDG 6030287,
N/D: Hanudel

TIPPETT: Sym 1+2 (Brabbins) Hyp 68203, M/A:
Hecht

TOGNI: Flute Pieces (Fabbriciani) Naxos 573731,
J/F: Moore,T

TORKE: Unconquered (Macelaru) Ecst 92271, S/O:
Haskins

TOSTI: Songs (Duo Alterno) Uran 14033, J/A:
Reynolds

Songs (Various 4CD) Brill 95429, J/A: Reynolds
TOVEY: Gluck Var; PQn (Ormesby Ens) Tocc 226,

J/F: Moore,T
TRUEMAN: Olagon (Eighth Blackbird) Ced 174, M/J:

new, Faro
TSONTAKIS: Anasa; True Colors (Miller) Naxos

559826, M/A: Kilpatrick
TURINA: Trilogia; Santucar (Maso, p) Naxos 573677,

M/J: Repp
TYE: Consort music, all (Phantasm) Linn 571, J/F:

Gatens
TYMOCZKO: Rube Goldberg Variations (Atlantic

Brass) Bridg 9492, M/J: Kilpatrick
UDDEN: Chamber Pieces (Uppsala Chamber

Soloists) Daphn 1060, S/O: Moore,T
URSPRUCH: PC; Sym (Triendl) CPO 555194, N/D:

O’Connor
P Pieces (Markovina) Hans 16015, J/F: Becker

USTVOLSKAYA: Piano Sonatas 1-6 (Baryshevskyi)
Cavi 8553357, M/A: Gimbel

Trio; Sonata 5; Duet (De Leeuw,p;Beths,v) Hat 194,
M/A: Gimbel

Violin Pieces (Seidel) MDG 6132055, S/O: Haskins
VAAGE: Hogsongen (Collegium Musicum Choir)

LAWO 1140, M/J: new, Faro
VAINBERG: Cello Sonata 2; P Qn; P Sonatine

(Golan+) Stein 30072, S/O: Sullivan
FC 2 (Christians) Hans 16099, J/F: see FELD
Moldavian Rhapsody (Jurowski) Berl 935, J/F: see
SHOSTAKOVICH

P Son 4 (Seifetdinova) Cent 3595, J/A: see KREIN
Piano Sons (Blumina) CPO 555104, N/D: Harrington
Qt 3 (Dudok Qt) Reson 10215, N/D: Estep
VC (Meister) Capr 5310, M/J: Moore

VALENTE: Hpsi Pieces (Falcone) Brill 95326, S/O:
Lehman

VALERI: Organ Pieces [3CD] (Bottini) Brill 95559,
J/F: Moore,C

VALLS: Mass, Scala Aretina (Savall) AliaV 9924, M/J:
Barker

VANDINI: Cello Sonatas (Mostacci) Tact 692202,
M/J: Moore

VANHAL: Quartets (Eybler Qt) Galle 17003, J/F: Dut-
terer

VARESE: Ameriques; Integrales; Nocturnal (Various)
Praga 250416, S/O: Haskins

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dona Nobis Pacem
(Cleobury) Kings 21, M/J: Greenfield

Iphigenia; Electra; Bacchae (Britten Sinfonia) Albi
33, M/J: Fisch

Mass; Sacred Pieces (St John’s College) Sign 541,
S/O: Greenfield

Serenade to Music; ObC; PC; Flos Campi (Oundjian
SACD) Chan 5201, N/D: Althouse

Songs of Travel+ (Gilchrist) Chan 10969, M/J:
Moore,R

Sussex Folk Fantasy; Bucolic Suite; Eng (Steffens)
Capr 5314, J/F: O’Connor

Sym 2; Brass Variations (Brabbins) Hyp 68190, J/F:
O’Connor

Sym 4+6 (Elder) Halle 7547, M/A: Hecht
Sym 5+6 (Manze) Onyx 4184, J/A: O’Connor
Sym 7; PC (Davis SACD) Chan 5186, M/A: O’Con-
nor

Viola Suite (Hong) Delos 3486, M/J: see WALTON
VEIT: Qts 3+4 (Kertesz Qt) Tocc 409, N/D: Dutterer
VERDI: Arias (Calleja) Decca 4831539, J/A: Altman
Arias (Mosuc) SoloM 279, N/D: Reynolds
Luisa Miller (Rebeka, Munich Radio) BR 900323,
S/O: Altman

Otello (Schukoff, Moore/Foster SACD) Penta
5186562, M/J: Locke

Overtures & Preludes (Luisi) PHR 109, J/F: Fisch
Rigoletto (Hvorostovsky+) Delos 3522, M/A: Altman
Traviata (Bulgarian Opera) Prof 17050, M/A: Altman

VIARDOT: German Songs (Alexandra) Oehms 1878,
J/F: Reynolds

Violin Pieces (Kuppel) Naxos 573749, N/D: Magil
VICTORIA: Mass, Surge Propera (Potter+) ECM

26782, J/F: Brewer
Requiem (Musica Ficta) Enchi 2045, J/A: Gatens
Tenebrae (Stile antico) HM 902272, J/A: Gatens

VIERNE: Fantasy Pieces (Patrick) Guild 7802, N/D:
see GUILMONT

VIEUXTEMPS: Viola Pieces (Euler) MDG 9032063,
S/O: Magil

VILLA-LOBOS: Sym 1+2 (Karabtchevsky) Naxos
573829, M/J: Moore,T

VINCENT: Stations of Cross; Gethsemane (Vincent)
ViSo 3, M/A: Haskins

VINCI: Didone Abbandonata (Ipata) Dyn 7788, J/F:
Locke

VIRTAPERKO: Romer’s Gap; Multikolor; Ambrosian
Delig (Matvejeff) Ond 1305, M/A: Kilpatrick

VIVALDI: 4 Seasons (Kraggerud) Simax 1356, M/A:
Magil

4 Seasons+ (Podger) Chanl 40318, J/A: Magil
Double Concertos (La Serenissima) Avie 2392, N/D:
Barker

FCs (Lauzer) ATMA 2760, S/O: Brewer
2-Flute Concertos (Dlugosz) Dux 1333, J/F: Gorman
Recorder Concertos (Temmingh) Acce 24332, M/A:
Moore,T
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Stabat Mater; Concertos (Bach Consort, Vienna)
Gram 99165, S/O: Barker

VCs, Paris (Bernhardt) Call 1740, J/F: Brewer
VIVANCO: Mass, Assumption (De Profundis) Hyp

68257, S/O: Gatens
VOLLRATH: Dragon Land; Land of Lanterns; Bugles

Sa (Vronsky) Navon 6102, J/F: Kilpatrick
VON EINEM: Besuch der Alten Dame (Ludwig,Zed-

nik,Hotter-Vienna) Orfeo 930182, J/A: Locke
WAGNER: Arias & Scenes (Goerne) HM 902250,

M/A: Altman
Arias (Stemme) Orfeo 937171, M/J: Locke
Arias (Volle) Orfeo 904171, M/A: Altman
Flying Dutchman (Bayreuth 2013/Thielemann) OpArt
9043, N/D: Reynolds

Gotterdammerung (Cristofoli) Sterl 1813, M/J:
Reynolds

Lohengrin (King/Kempe 1967) Orfeo 850113, M/J:
Locke

Lohengrin (Bayreuth/Nelsons) OpArt 9034, N/D:
Reynolds

Meistersinger (Christoff, Taddei/Matacic) Datum
12310, J/A: Locke

Orchestral Highlights (Butt) Nimb 7101, S/O: Vroon
Overtures (Markl) Naxos 573414, J/F: Hecht
Rheingold (Elder) Halle 7549, N/D: Reynolds
Ring Orchestral (Falletta) Naxos 573839, J/A: Vroon
Siegfried (Van Zweden) Naxos 660413, M/J: Altman
Tannhauser (Bayreuth 2014) OpArt 9044, N/D:
Reynolds

Tannhauser Overture & Venusberg (Jones) HD
1801, N/D: see BERLIOZ

Tristan & Isolde (Nilsson/Sawallisch 1958) Orfeo
951183, S/O: Parsons

Walkure (Van Sweden Blu-Ray Audio) Naxos 51,
J/F: 245, Chakwin

Wesendonck Songs+ (Bulgakova) Hans 16058, J/F:
Moore,R

WALCKIERS: Flute Quartet (Gallois) Urtex 273, S/O:
see KUHLAU

WALKER: Great Rock; Odysseus; Stone King (Walk-
er) Tocc 283, M/A: Hecht

Sym 5 (Hobson) Alb 1707, J/A: Hecht
WALKER,D: Choral Pieces (Ars Brunensis) Alb 1733,

N/D: Gatens
WALSH: Mass; Requiem; Way of Love (Antiphon)

Willo 49, M/J: Reynolds
WALTON: The Bear (Hickox) Chan 10947, J/F: Locke
Symphonies (Karabits) Onyx 4168, M/A: Hecht
Va Con (Ringstad, va) LAWO 1133, M/A: Magil
Viola Concerto (Hong) Delos 3486, M/J: O’Connor

WEBER: Overtures (Rosbaud) SWR 19040, J/A:
Vroon

WEINBERGER: Wallenstein (Vienna Radio) CPO
777963, S/O: Fisch

WEINER: Divertimentos (Jarvi) Chan 10959, M/A:
O’Connor

WEISS: Early Lute Pieces (Held) Hans 16045, J/F:
Keaton

Lute Sonatas (North) BGS 125, S/O: Keaton
WESTERHOFF: Viola Concertos 1+3; FC (Buntrock)

CPO 777844, M/J: French
WHELAN: Riverdance; Linen & Lace (Galway/Bro-

phy) RTE 155, S/O: Gorman
WHITLEY: Los Cielos; Little White Salmon (Talanco+)

Ravel 7971, M/J: Keaton
WHITTINGTON: From a Thatched Hut; Windmill

(Zephyr Qt) ColdB 48, M/A: new, Faro
WIDMANN: Viola Concerto; Duos; Qt (Tamestit/Hard-

ing) HM 902268, J/A: Gimbel
WIDOR: Organ Sym 7 (Tarrant) Raven 146, J/A: Del-

camp

Woodwind Pieces (Roorda+) Naxos 573764, M/A:
Gorman

WILD: Gershwin Etudes; Sonata 2000 (Polk) Stein
30090, J/F: Wright

Rachmaninoff Transcriptions (Jones) Nimb 5965,
J/F: Wright

WILKINSON: Songs (Lawson+) Sign 516, J/F:
Reynolds

WILLIAMS: Film Score Excerpts (Williams) Decca
6738332, S/O: Fisch

Movie Music (Dallas Winds SACD) Ref 142, N/D:
Fisch

WILLIAMS,R: Sacred Choral (Old Royal Naval Col-
lege) Sign 517, M/J: Greenfield

WILLSCHER: Romantic Suite (Cooman, org) DivA
25168, S/O: see SCHACHER

WINKLER: Midlife (Composer) Eos 1, S/O: Keaton
WITTE: P Qt; Horn Qn (Mozart P Qt SACD) MDG

9432046, J/A: O’Connor
WOLF: Passion Oratorio (Cologne Academy) CPO

777999, N/D: Loewen
WOLF-FERRARI: 4 Rustechi (Liverpool/ Petrenko)

Rubi 1024, S/O: Locke
Venetian Suite (Matiakh) Capr 5344, S/O: see
STRAUSS

WOLFF: Cello Sonata; General Impression (Nunez-
Garces) Alba 422, N/D: Moore

Resistance (Apartment House) NMC 16, J/A: see
CAGE

WORDSWORTH: Sym 8; Orch Pieces (Gibbons)
Tocc 480, N/D: Sullivan

WUORINEN: It Happens Like This; P Son 4 (Com-
poser) Bridg 9490, J/F: Gimbel

XENAKIS: Nomos Gamma, Terretektorh (Tamayo)
Mode 299, J/A: Haskins

Psappha (Innervik) 2L 141, S/O: Haskins
YSAYE: Solo Violin Sons (Malov) SoloM 275, M/A:

Magil
Solo V Sons (Weintraub) Acqua 507, J/F: Magil

ZADERATSKY: Piano Pieces (Nemtsov 5CD) Hans
17035, M/J: Repp

ZADOR: Fantasia Hungarica; Plains of Hungary
(Smolij) Naxos 573800, N/D: Kilpatrick

ZANI: V Sonatas (Rognoni) Crem 4, M/A: Loewen
ZELENKA: Trio Sonatas (Berlin-Prague Ensemble)

Sup 4239, J/A: Loewen
Trio Sons (Pasticcio Barocco) Heris 16, J/F: Loewen

ZELLER: Vogelhandler (Morbisch Festival) Oehms
461, M/A: Fisch

ZELLNER: String Trio (Concordia) Cent 3564, J/F:
Dutterer

ZEMLINSKY: Clarinet Trio (Bandieri) Brill 95394,
N/D: Hanudel

Clarinet Trio (Selene Trio) Sum 723, N/D: Hanudel
Florentine Tragedy (DeBilly) Capr 5325, M/J: Locke
Seejungfrau (Meister) CPO 777962, M/J: Hecht

ZIELENSKI: Rosary of the Virgin (La Tempesta)
Divox 71401, S/O: Loewen

ZUCCARI: Sonatas (Rognoni) Crem 3, M/A: Loewen
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COLLECTIONS

ORCHESTRAL
American Romantics III: Cadman, MacDowell, Burleigh

(Blundell) NewF 166C, S/O: 181, O’Connor
Ernest Ansermet: Russian—Decca 4825003, N/D:

162, Wright
Ansermet: Mouss, Ravel, Respighi—Decca 4824983,

S/O: 181, Fisch
Cinema per Archi: Rota, Morricone, Piovani (Piovano)

Arcan 440, J/A: 167, Fisch
Concertgebouw/Van Beinum: Bartok, Kodaly, Stravin-

sky—Decca 4825563, J/A: 166, Vroon
Contemporaries of Strauss Family 3 (Georgiadis)

MPolo 8225368, M/A: 192, Vroon
Fiedler Encores—Decca 4828792, J/A: 166, Vroon
Jean Fournet: Mouss, Dukas, Borodin, Grieg—Decca

4824959, S/O: 182, Wright
Joseph Keilberth [10CD] Prof 18019, N/D: 163, Alt-

house
Moments of Arrival: Roussanova, McQuillan, Qual-

liontine (Williams) Cent 3456, J/F: new, Lamper
Nordic Dream—strings (LGT Young Soloists) RCA

81881, J/A: 167, O’Connor
Polish Dances: Zarebski, Moniuszko, Lutoslawski

(Boreyko) NIFC 55, S/O: 184, O’Connor
Sanderling Edition: Concertos [13CD] Prof 17018,

M/J: arc, Vroon
Gerard Schwarz Collection [30CD] Naxos 503294,

M/A: 185, French
Short Pieces & Overtures (Bohm) Prof 18035, N/D:

162, Fisch
Stokowski Phase 4 [23CD] Decca 4832504, M/J: 174,

Stumpff+DV
Summer Night 2017 (Fleming/Eschenbach) Sony

42593, J/F: 183, Fisch
Treasures of Poland: Chopin, Karlowicz, Penderecki

(Falletta) BeauF 998500, S/O: 184, Vroon

CHAMBER ENSEMBLES
3x3: Vainberg, Shost, Ravel trios—Melya 2491, M/J:

178, Estep
American Romantics 2 (Gowanus Arts) NewF 166B,

M/J: 177, French
Avery Ensemble: Biber, Mozart, Creston, Schoen-

field—Zeph 2, M/J: 177, Sullivan
Ballad in Red: Caplet, Hindemith, Debussy (Quatuor

Voce) Apart 179, N/D: 171, French
Consonant Chamber Music of 21st Century (Del Pino,

Habemus Qt) Phoen 1807, N/D: new, Faro
Dresden: Fasch, Telemann, Vivaldi (Zefiro) Arcan

438, M/A: 227, Loewen
Eldering Ensemble: Beet, Mend, Spohr—Genui

18607, S/O: 185, Dutterer
Escales: Rach, Martin, Delclaud (Ark Trio) Call 1749,

S/O: 185, Sullivan
Escher Quartet: Tchai 1; Dvor 12; Borodin 2 (SACD)

BIS 2280, M/J: 82, Dutterer
French Trios: Bonis, Hahn, Poulenc (Trio Arkaede)

Leaf 202, J/F: 192, Gorman
Homunculus: Britten, Ligeti, Salonen (Kamus Qt) Alba

409, J/A: 168, Sullivan
Landscapes: Haydn, Takemitsu, Bartok, Part (Schu-

mann Qt) Berl 836, J/F: 185, Wright
Last Leaf (Danish Qt) ECM 27189, J/F: 184, Wright
Millenia Musicae Qt: Strav,Phillips,Douglas—Cent

3572, M/A: 193, Hanudel
Much Ado About Nothing: Beet, Britten, Korngold

(Amernet Qt) Cent 3499, M/J: 176, Keaton
Music in Malta (Khachaturian Trio+) Delos 3545, J/A:

169, Vroon

Oprava Quartet: Shost 8, Tchai 1, Rach—DG
4816876, S/O: 187, Fisch

Preludes; transcriptions (MidtVest Ens) DaCap
8226091, J/A: Pfeil

Quintet: Medtner, Shost, Prok (New Russian Qt)
Melya 2486, M/A: 194, Estep

Rawsthorne & Other Rarities (Solem Qt+) DivA
25169, N/D: 164, Sullivan

St John Quartet+: Brahms, Hetu, Alpaerts—StJn 0,
M/A: 194, French

V, C & Harp Trios: Ibert, Renie, Halvorsen (Bareil,
Milot, Tetreault) Anal 9888, M/A: 207, Dutterer

CONTEMPORARY
American Canvas: Higdon, Ran, Tian (Dolce Suono

Trio) Innov 991, J/A: 210, Faro
Ancestral Voices: Cohen, Jandali, Ferias (Apollo

Chamber Players) Navon 6130, J/A: new, Boyd
Art of Dancing (Desbruslais, tpt+) Sign 513, M/J: new,

Faro
Asia—American New Music: Aucoin, Kosugi, Ye, Park

(Aanmi Los Angeles) Delos 3555, N/D: new, Boyd
Bespoke: Wachner, Ruehr, Friedman (NOW) Acis

442, M/A: new, Faro
Chevere: Cuban composers (Apollo Chamber Play-

ers) Anson 5, M/A: new, Faro
Company: Part, Vasks, Glass (Borusan Qt) Onyx

4171, J/F: 184, Estep
Dedicated to: Aho, Rautavaara, Narbutaite (Ostro-

bothnian Chamber) Alba 414, S/O: 183, Moore,T
Eastern Currents (Ensemble 365) Romeo 7320, J/F:

183, Reynolds
Encounters: Staniland, Lizee, Lau (Shelley) Anal

8871, J/A: new, Faro
Fleeting Realms—Navon 6107, M/J: new, Faro
Garland for John McCabe: 19 composers (Merrick+)

DivA 25166, J/A: new, Faro
Into the Silence: violin sonatas: Stucky, Ko, Palmer

(Dieugenio) NewF 188, M/A: new, Faro
Live in Berlin (German Chamber Orchestra) NeueM

783, J/F: new, Faro
More Field Recordings (Bang On A Can All Stars)

Canta 21136, M/J: new, Faro
Moto Bello (Trio Casals) Navon 6156, S/O: new, Boyd
Nothing Proved (Parthenia) MSR 1635, J/A: 211,

Faro
Outliers (Sybarites) BST 121, M/J: new, Boyd
Paddle to the Sea: Glass, Druckman+ (3rd Coast

Percussion) Ced 175, M/J: new, Boyd
Passage (Longleash) NewF 180, M/A: new, Faro
Prisma: Salisbury, Julien, Kawarsky (Vronsky+)

Navon 6141, M/J: new, Faro
Reason & Reverence: Keyes, De Sena, Van Twillert

(Vronsky) Navon 6166, S/O: new, Faro
Reflections on the Firebird: Lewis, Parks, Bove

(Bechtler Ens) Alb 1675, J/F: new, Faro
Remember (Various) Roven 51218, S/O: new, Boyd
Rhode, Cuthbert, Finch (Grand Valley Ens) Innov

983, J/F: new, Faro
Simplicity Itself (New Morse Code) NewF 189, M/A:

217, Estep
So is my Love: Stockhausen, Daniel-Lesur+ (Ensem-

ble 96 SACD) 2L 140, J/F: new, Faro
Storylines Crossing (Nakedeye Ens) Stark 228, S/O:

new, Boyd
Strong Sad: Muhly, Sirota, McCaffrey (Sirota+) NSaw

0, S/O: new, Faro
Tenor Attitudes (Nichol, sax) BlueG 433, M/A: new,

Faro
Thrive on Routine: JL Adams, Shaw, Burhans (Acme)

SonoL 92211, J/F: new, Lamper
Tomorrow’s Air: Tann, Bakker, Jarvlepp, Perttu (Vron-

sky+) Navon 6108, M/A: 192, Vroon
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Un-Modern: Part, Tavener, Vasks—Sign 532, S/O:
186, Haskins

Vintage Soundscapes: Schiffman, Bell, Green (Lif-
schitz+) N/S 1064, J/F: new, Lamper

Violin Muse: Weir, Berkeley, Nyman (Mitchell) DivA
25160, M/A: new, Faro

Warmth (Babb) Innov 972, J/F: 196, Haskins

BRASS ENSEMBLES

(Kilpatrick unless noted)
Asteria (Seraph Brass) Sum 709, J/A: 169
Brass Septet 5: Ravel, Deb, Faure (Septura) Naxos

573619, M/J: 179
China Horn Ensemble—Oehms 1870, J/F: 185
European Brass: Diversity—Genui 18608, N/D: 164
Festival of Fanfares (Onyx Brass) Chan 5221, J/A: 169
Hornlikes (German Horn Sound) Genui 18493, J/A:

169
NY Trumpet Ensemble—MMG 10001, S/O: 208
Snapshots (Plog) Crys 362, M/J: 178
Sound of the Horn: Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann

(Greull) SoloM 268, M/A: 215

OBOE & BASSOON

(Pfeil unless noted)
Bassoon Images (Canuti) Strad 80013, M/A: 195
Michel Bettez, bassoon: Lachner, Marx, Coenen—

MSR 1648, M/A: 195
Canadian Oboe (LaCroix) Centr 24117, M/A: new,

Boyd
Cantando: bassoon, clarinet (Mickich, Spring) Sound

1089, M/A: 196
Dark Wind (McKay, bn) TNC 1576, M/J: 179
English Oboe: Rubbra, Bowen, Britten, Howells (Lom-

bardi) Brill 95435, M/J: 187
French Oboe (Estevez) MSR 1643, S/O: 197
Hungarian Bassoon (Boganyi) Prof 14007, N/D: 164
Illumination: Daugherty, Morris, McAllister (King)

Equin 144, M/J: 187
David Muller, bassoon—Crys 849, M/A: 195
New Standards (Shoemaker, bn) MSR 1625, J/A: 170
Oboe & Piano: Martinu, Haas, Gal (Wilmsen & Imani)

Cavi 8553386, M/A: 208
Princess & Bear: Strauss, Beethoven, Glinka (Perkins

& Watts) Hyp 68263, N/D: 165
Wings: Reicha, Krommer, JC Bach (Watanabe) Prof

18006, S/O: 198

CELLO

(D Moore unless noted)
EB Bengtsson: Britten, Delius, Lutoslawski—DACO

770, J/A: 170
British Cello (Baillie) Somm 175, M/A: 197
C Sons & Pieces (Duo Perfetto) Brill 95560, M/A
C & Guitar (Duo Villa-Lobos) Naxos 573761, J/F: 190
Cello & Guitar: Schubert, Vivaldi, Gnatti (Gehweiler &

Cvirn) SoloM 285, S/O: 187
Cello Collection (Schiff) Prof 14040, N/D: 166
Cello Reimagined (Muller-Schott) Orfeo 920171, M/A:

197, Vroon
Cello in Wartime: Bridge, Debussy, Faure (Isserlis

SACD) BIS 2312, M/J: 182
Colors: Ravel, Debussy, Gnattali (Hartka+) Becst 991,

J/F: 187
Crysalis: Couperin, Monn, Haydn (Morris) Linn 562,

M/A: 197
Dancing Cello (Vardai) Hung 32807, J/A: 172
Dreaming in Color: flute & cello (Jano Duo) Alb 1677,

J/A: 187

English Gamba Duos (Smith & Pandolfo) Reson
10186, J/F: 190

French Cello: Poulenc, Franck, Stroul (Moreau) Erato
57406, M/J: 180

Elena Gaponenko, cello & piano—Oehms 1884, M/J:
181, Moore

David Geringas Celebration—Hans 16033, M/J: 181
Home: Schub, Schum, Vali (Soltani) DG 4798100,

J/A: 172
Italian Cello: Dall’Abaco, Boccherini, Piatti (Bonomini)

Genui 17468, J/F: 186
Italian Viola da Gamba (Laake) Quers 1710, M/J: 180
Monologos: solo cello, Mexican (Martin) Urtex 272,

J/F: 188
Zara Nelsova: Rach, Kodaly, Reger—Praga 250411,

S/O: 187
Amit Peled Cello Gang: Handel, Schubert, Popper—

CTM 0, J/F: 189
Russian Cello: Prok, Miaskovsky, Liadov, Shaporin

(Van der Heijden) Champ 136, J/A: 171
Short Stories (Schumann) Genui 17458, J/F: 189
Sonic Bridges 2: Barrios, Mozart, Piazzolla (Rotaru,

db) Sound 1093, J/A: 172
Janos Starker: Hindemith, Prok, Rautavaara—SWR

19418, S/O: 188
Tecchler’s Cello: Beet, Barriere, Respighi (Johnston)

Kings 26, J/F: 188
Vladimir Tonkha—Melya 2435, N/D: 166
Travels with Goliath: Vanhal, Hoffmeister, Sperger

(Krotenko, db) Rubic 1023, J/A: 171
Troika: Rach, Prok, Shost (Haimovitz) Penta

5186608, J/F: 187
Unexplored—Tchai, Cassado, Rudnytsky

(Radulovich) Navon 6171, N/D: 165
Viaggio nel Tempo (Racz, db) Gram 99102, M/A: 198
Violon2ello: Cello Duets (GinzelDuello) SoloM 272,

M/J: 181
Valentino Worlitzsch: Ysaye,Beet,Britten,Schumann—

Genui 17463, M/A: 197

CLARINET & SAXOPHONE

(Hanudel unless noted)
Brazilian Sax (Underwood) Alb 1692, M/A: 212,

Moore,T
Clarinet Pieces: Weber, Finzi, VWms, Schumann

(Barrios) IBS 42018, S/O: 188
Clarinet-Violin-Piano (Clavio Trio) ArcoD 204, S/O: 188
Duo Gurfinkel: S-Saens, Ponchielli,Gershwin—Cavi

8553396, S/O: 189
Eloquent Saxophone (Tanner) Navon 6158, S/O: 189,

Moore,T
Full Circle: Gade, Schumann, Reade, Foss (Lee)

Solis 0, M/J: 182
Idylls: Faith, Bauer, Davidson (Fraker, Kirkbride) Sum

719, S/O: 197, Pfeil
Impression of Hungary (Plane, cl) Champ 132, M/A:

199
Irish Clarinet (Finucane) Genui 18495, S/O: 188
Matthias Kjoller: Schumann, Berg, Corigliano—Orch

77, J/A: 173
Meditations & Tributes: Saariaho, Penderecki, Dona-

toni, Husa (Nelson) Sound 1087, J/F: 191
Metamorphoses: Schum, Smit, Francaix (Johnson+)

MMC 122, J/A: 173
Rhapsodies (Yehuda) BlueG 441, J/F: 191
Scenes from Home: Rutherford, Mullikin, Halladay

(Tooney) MSR 1656, S/O: 190
Single Reed Expressions (Caravan [8CD]) Mark

51601-8, M/A: 198
Sonatas: Gustavino, Denisov, Poulenc (Salguero) IBS

62018, N/D: 167
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Songs of Solitude: Messiaen, Berio, Reich (Sallinen)
Alba 413, S/O: 189

TrioPolis One—Fleur 58038, N/D: 167
West Meets East (Qian) Alb 1681, M/J: 183

FLUTE

(Gorman unless noted)
18th Century Naples (Cataldi) Dyn 7819, N/D: 167
20th Cent Silesian Composers (Olkiewicz) Dux 1233,

M/A: 201
20th Century Solo Flute (Barth) Alb 1726, S/O: 190
Age of Ravel (Wilson) Nimb 6344, J/F: 196
All Time Favourites (Meininger) Prof 17062, S/O: 192,

Moore,T
Alla Turka (Berlin Recorder Orchestra) Klang 1527,

N/D: 189, Brewer
American Premieres (Cosmos Trio) MSR 1677, S/O:

191, Moore,T
Baroque Solo Flute (Garzuly-Wahlgren) Genui 18498,

S/O: 192, Brewer
Bavardage (Flautadors) FHR 55, J/A: 175
Brazilian Landscapes (Petri) OUR 6220618, J/F: 195,

Moore,T
Caleidoscopio: Spanish Flute & piano (Ronda) Lind

3036, M/A: 202, Moore,T
Crossings: Flute & guitar: Castelnuovo-Ted, Giuliani,

Piazzolla (Cimoszko Duo) Gram 99143, M/A: 200
Czech Sonatas: Schulhoff, Martinu, Muczynski

(Ittzes) Hung 32778, N/D: 168
Debussy & His Friends (Mattick-Huth) Genui 18600,

J/A: 175
Epigrams: Guarnieri, Santoro, Lacerda (Mezzadri)

BlueG 453, J/F: 194, Moore,T
Exquisite Allegories: Gieseking, Smirnov, Fruhling

(Goldsmith) Tit 281, J/F: 194, Moore,T
Flute & Harp 19th Century Italy (Ortensi & Pasetti)

Tact 800005, J/F: 194, Moore,T
Flute Pieces: Karg-Elert, Reinecke+ (Fassbender)

Prof 18005, S/O: 191
French Flute Sonatas (Ittzes) Hung 32775, M/A: 201
Garden Party: Nielsen, Grieg, Christiansen (Petri,

rec) OUR 6220619, M/A: 202
Idyll: English Flute: Milford, Gibbs, bate (Dutton) MPR

101, N/D: 168
Impressionism: Jongen, Pilati, Ravel (Ittzes) Hung

32776, M/A: 201
Italian Rococo: Galuppi, Paisiello, Giordani (La Cetra)

SoloM 258, J/F: 193, Moore,T
Memories (Meininger Flute Trio) Prof 17080, S/O:

186, Dutterer
Norwegian Flute: Kvandal, Hovland, Mortensen

(Andreassen) LAWO 1127, J/F: 192, Moore,T
Nouvelle Vie: French (Stanley) Navon 6135, M/J: 184,

Moore,T
Paganini of the Piccolo (Beaumadier) Skarb 4179,

S/O: 190
Emmanuel Pahud: Telemann & short pieces—Warnr

57017, N/D: 168
Passion (Besir) Alb 1671, J/F: 193, Moore,T
Rampal in Prague—Sup 4217, J/F: 195
Rendevous: Bartok, Karg-Elert, Schubert (Dabring-

haus) MDG 9032043, J/A: 174
Shelter from the Storm: Jolivet, Takemitsu, Karg-Elert

(Ramirez) Alb 1701, J/A: 175
Siempre Vivo: South American: Machado, V-Lobos

(LaPorte & Saulter) Cent 3549, S/O: 192, Moore,T
Silver Voice: opera arias (Bryan SACD) Chan 5211,

M/A: 200, Vroon
Somnium: Schulhoff, Jolivet, Ravel (Petanova) TNC

1569, M/A: 202, Estep
Sweet Dream: Damase, Mower, Bardwell (Beau-

madier) Skarb 4165, J/F: 193, Moore,T
Vale (Craig) Met 28540, J/F: 193, Moore,T

Viennese Flute Concertos: Wagenseil, Monn, Bonno
(Klingekunst Ens) CPO 555076, M/A: 200, Moore,T

Violin Sonatas for Flute: Prokofieff, Faure, Franck
(Bezaly SACD) BIS 2259, M/J: 183

GUITAR 

(Keaton unless noted)
A Lute by Sixtus Rauwolf (Lindberg) BIS 2265, M/A:

204
Americas (Bardesio) Hans 16090, M/A: 203, Moore,T
Andrea Gonzalez Caballero recital—Naxos 573767,

J/F: 195
Argentinean Guitar (Leone) Brill 95527, M/A: 204,

Moore,T
Bacchianas (Vida G Qt) BGS 130, S/O: 195
Adrien Brogna—GHA 126075, S/O: 193
Canciones (Cicchillitti) Anal 8781, S/O: 193
Corpus (Alki Guitar Trio) GHA 126071, M/A: 203
Danza Rituel: Piazzolla, Bizet, falla (Eos G Qt) Eos 5,

S/O: 194
Duo Noire: Assad, Khayam, Razaz—NewF 210, N/D:

170
Easy Studies 2 (Perqueddu) Brill 95557, M/J: 186
Eos Guitar Qt: Vivaldi, Stravinsky, Farkas—Eos 4,

S/O: 194
Eos Qt 20th Anniversary—Eos 8, S/O: 194
Fantasia Iberica (Staszewski) Dux 1336, M/A: 206
Ghosting (Brazil Guitar Duo) CAG 119, M/A: 203,

Moore,T
Guitar for Segovia (Somoza) Brill 95487, J/F: 199
David Harenstam—Daphn 1053, M/A: 203
Eduardo Isaac: Baroque—GHA 126072, M/A: 204
Italian Guitar (Marx) Genui 18614, N/D: 169
Italian Songs (Eos Qt) Eos 10, S/O: 223
Lukacs Kuropaczewski: Tansman, Jose, Lutoslawski

—Tonar 70901, J/F: 198
Leaves be Green (Vida G Qt) BGS 126, S/O: 195
Xianji Liu Recital—Naxos 573813, J/F: 198
Lute Pieces fr Petrucci Tabulature (Volta) Brill 95262,

J/F: 199
Mexican Guitar (Perera) Naxos 573674, S/O: 195,

Moore,T
Neapolitan Songs (Eos Qt) Eos 3, S/O: 223
New Music 3 (G Plus Ensemble) BGS 127, S/O: 194
New Spanish Guitar (Levin) Naxos 573760, M/J: 186
Nocturnal: Britten, Dowland, Holborne (Lindberg) BIS

2082, N/D: 169
Orfeo Amoroso: 10-String Guitar (Mantyla) Alba 406,

J/A: 175
Paris une Solitude Peuplee (Perroy) Contr 201605,

M/A: 206
Pinpoints (Gantriis-Zimmermann Duo) Alb 1688, J/F:

197
Pittaluga Competition—Naxos 573850, M/A: 206
Raimondo Ms (Gerasani, lute) Brill 95580, M/J: 184
Rappel des Oiseaux: Dowland, Weiss, Bach,

Rameau (Grizard) Scarb 1171, M/J: 185
Alon Sariel, mandolin: Telemann, Abel, CPE Bach—

Berl 934, J/F: 199
Sea (Bulatovic & Nikcevic) Naxos 573943, N/D: 168
South America (Denoth) Sign 538, N/D: 169
Through Green Glass: Heinig, Minen, Hoskinen

(Kleemola) Pilf 150, M/J: 185
Tribute (Mitsaias) Clear 75681, M/A: 205
Tribute to Ida Presti (Milani) Brill 95528, M/A: 205
Stuart Weber Recital—Ravel 7988, S/O: 196
Tengyue Zhang—Naxos 573905, N/D: 170

HARP
2 Bridges: Muhly, Patterson, Akiho (Duo Scorpio)

AMR 1047, M/A: new, Boyd
Cetra d’Orfeo: harp & theorbo (Bonetti & Cantalupi)

Crem 18, J/F: 217, Loewen
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Fantasy for Violin & Harp (Aurora Duo) MSR 1682,
S/O: 210, Dutterer

Harp & Violin: Spohr, S-Saens, Pierne (Broome &
Mason) MMC 123, N/D: 171, French

Harpeggione: Schubert,Bruch,Tedeschi (Perraud &
Tulliez) Skarb 4176, J/F: 189, O’Connor

In the Light of Ravel (Talitman+) Harp 505039, J/F:
201, Moore,T

Spirit of Sound: harp & percussion (Avalokite Duo)
Dyn 7804, J/A: new, Faro

HARPSICHORD

(B Lehman unless noted)
Art of Harpsichord (Schenkman) Schen 171, J/F: 198
Basso Ostinato (Belder) Brill 95656, J/A: 177
Early Masters: Vull, Cabezon, Sweelinck (Ratko)

Klang 1524, S/O: 197
Frammenti del Discorso Amoroso (Hendriksson) Sib

1020, S/O: 196
Kinship: Bach Family Plus (Stephan, clavi) Chall

72764, M/A: 207, Haskins
Le Coeur & L’Orielle: Bauyn Manuscript (Nuti) Arcan

434, J/F: 200
New Hpsi Pieces (Funaro) Alien 1209, J/F: 199

MISCELLANEOUS
Ionisation: percussion—Varese, Reich, Cage, Chavez

(Tetraktis Ens) Brill 95134, J/F: 185, Haskins
Italian Mandolin & Violin (Torge & Hirasaki) CPO

555050, N/D: 188, Brewer
Long Roll: Percussion (U of IL Perc Ens) Alb 1691,

M/J: new, Faro
Shakespeare Concerts 6 (Summer+) Navon 6134,

M/J: new, Boyd
Tiger Dance (Gaines, marimba) Cent 3509, M/A: new,

Boyd

ORGAN 

(Delcamp unless noted)
20th Century Organ: Hindemith, Part (Quinn) Guild

7807, N/D: 173
American & French Muses (Saxton & Olsen) Raven

145, M/J: 188, Vroon
American Impressions: Sowerbym Lloyd, Gawthrop

(Pickering) Raven 158, N/D: 173
American Organ (Peters) Regen 508, S/O: 199
Bach’s Circle: Krebs, Walther, CPE (Cardi) Brill

95649, S/O: 198
Concert Favorites (Chenault) Goth 49305, J/F: 202
Cremona Cathedral Organ (Caporali) Crem 15, J/F:

201, Gatens
Evocations: Church of the Advent (Emerson) ProOr

7277, J/F: 202
French Transcriptions (Frank) Rond 6153, S/O: 199
Kennedy Center Organ: Bach, Alain, Escaich (Shen)

Raven 141, S/O: 200
Moldau: Smetana, Rheinberger, Franck (Van Wijk)

Raven 979, M/J: 188
Thomas Murray in Cincinnati—Rotun 1, J/F: 203
Nordic Journey 7 (Hicks) ProOr 7285, M/J: 188
Orgue Heroique (Farrell) Regen 507, M/A: 209
Rameau, Mozart, Bach (Innocenti) Crem 34, N/D:

172, Gatens
Romantic Resonance: Barnes, Howells, Jongen

(Pajan) Raven 149, S/O: 199
Rosa Mystica, 1600s (Tomadin) Brill 95506, M/J: 197,

Loewen
Russian Organ (Archer) Meyer 7035, J/F: 201,
Sonatas & Variations: Jongen, Reubke, Brahms (Bell)

Cent 3559, J/F: 201
Verus: Garnier Organ: Bach, Bruhns, Schumann

(Fairs) Regen 516, J/F: 203, Roos

Wild Card: Farrington, Still, Vierne (Kim) Raven 142,
J/F: 203, Roos

PIANO
16 Love Songs: Contemporary (Howard) Orch 83,

N/D: new, Boyd
2-P Pieces: Busoni, Poulenc, Satie, Casella (Jacob-

son & Brown) Somm 178, S/O: 205, Harrington
4 Pieces, 4 Pianos: Schubert, Chopin, Liszt, Stravin-

sky (Melnikov) HM 902299, J/A: 180, Haskins
4 Worlds: Grainger, Rach, Horowitz (Chen) DG

4817037, S/O: 201, Fisch
Actitude Tanguera (Bacalov) Uran 14610, J/A: 178,

Vroon
American Composers: Ives, Griffes, Carter, Barber

(Petersen) Stein 30095, N/D: 177, Haskins
American Nocturnes (Licad) DACO 783, S/O: 205,

Sullivan
Americas without Frontiers (Rodriguez) Nimb 6346,

J/F: 207, Moore,T
Olga Andryushchenko: Gubiad, Denis, Silves—Melya

2528, N/D: 174, Haskins
Appassionata: Grieg, Beet, Lund (Nilssen) 2L 142,

J/A: 181, Kang
Auff die Mayerin: baroque: Bach, Fux, Froberger,

Handel (Nuubel) Genui 18492, J/A: 183, Haskins
Bach Unlimited (De la Salle) Naive 5444, M/A: 209,

Haskins
Bach-Chopin-Shostakovich (Deliyska) Capr 5335,

S/O: 202, Harrington
Gina Bachauer Rare Recordings [4CD] Prof 18018,

S/O: 200, Becker
Ludmila Berlinskaya: Beet, Medtner, more—Melya

2526, J/A: 178, Kang
Bounded Binary: Bach & Shostakovich (Costello)

BlueG 463, S/O: 202, Estep
Julien Brocal: Ravel & Mompou—Rubi 1008, S/O:

200, Wright
Michael Brown: Mend, Beet, Brown—FHR 67, S/O:

201, Kang
The Chase: Liszt, Bartok, Prok (Kartvelishvili) BlueG

437, J/F: 205, Kang
Commissions (Stecher & Horowitz) Stein 30079, J/A:

184, Harrington
Cuban Piano (Montero) Grand 758, M/J: 190,

Moore,T
Echoes of Land & Sea: British (Marchant) Somm 174,

M/J: 189, Harrington
Clipper Erickson: Finko, Moussorsgsky—Navon

6170, N/D: 174, Haskins
Feico Solo: Glass, Adams, Lang (Deutekom) Zefir

9654, S/O: 203, Wright
Juan Perez Floristan: Liszt, Schumann, Beet—Naxos

573792, J/A: 178, Kang
For Glenn Gould: Bach, Brahms+ (Goodyear) SonoL

92220, J/A: 179, Kang
France Revisited: Onslow, Debussy, Poulenc (Piano

A Deux) DivA 25132, M/J: 191, Harrington
Lindsay Garritson: Liszt, Schubert, Schumann—LG 0,

J/A: 179, Kang
Emil Gilels [13CD] Prof 17065, S/O: 203, Repp
Glenn Gould in Russia: Bach, Beet, Krenek—Uran

121326, J/F: 205, Haskins
Andreas Haefliger: Mouss, Beet 28, Berg, Liszt—BIS

2307, S/O: 204, Kang
L’Heure Exquise: Poulenc, Dutilleux, Francaix (Lee)

Capr 3006, S/O: 205, Wright
Stephen Hough’s Dream Album—Hyp 68176, S/O:

204, Kang
Innovations: Stravinsky, Bartok, Camilleri (MacLach-

lan & Page) Diver 24167, S/O: 207, Harrington
Inspirations & Dreams: Enesco, Ravel, Deb, Schu-

mann (Borac) Prof 17000, J/F: 204, Repp
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Byron Janis on Tour—Janis 0, N/D: 176, Repp
Diana Jaworska: Beet & Schum—Cent 3590, N/D:

176, Becker
Eileen Joyce [10CD] Decca 4826291, M/J: arc, Becker
Anna Kijanowska: Liszt, Bacewicz, Wos—Romeo

7326, J/A: 179, Becker
Jooyoung Kim: Haydn, Liszt, Rach—MSR 1636, J/A:

180, Kang
Klavier 1853: Liszt, Schumann, Brahms (Park) BlueG

351, J/F: 206, Becker
Karl Robert Kreiten—Cavi 8553155, M/J: arc, Radcliffe
George Li at the Mariinsky—Warnr 58129, J/F: 206,

Repp
Steven Lin: Bach, Beet, Schum, Liszt—CAG 121,

S/O: 206, Kang
Eric Lu: Mozart, Schubert, Brahms—Genui 18603,

S/O: 206, Repp
Maelstrom: contemporary American (Raley) Nimb

6360, S/O: new, Boyd
Dmitri Masleev: Scarlatti, Shost, Prok—Melya 2517,

M/J: 190, Harrington
Priya Mayadas at Jordan Hall: Beet, Liszt, Chopin,

Bach—BlueG 475, N/D: 176, Haskins
Alexei Melnikov: Beet, Liszt. Chopin—Acous 13217,

J/A: 180, Haskins
Metamorphosis: Bach, Mendelssohn (Gees) Chall

72751, N/D: 175, Haskins
Musician: Beet, Liszt, Schubert (Harison) Gram

99139, M/A: 210, Repp
Nasty Women (Goldstein) Cent 3631, N/D: 175,

Haskins
Elisabeth Nielsen: Beet, Nielsen, Schumann—Dana

785, J/A: 180, Kang
Nocturnes (Quigley) Avie 2388, N/D: 178, Becker
Operatic Pianist 2 (Wright) DivA 25153, J/F: 207,

Wright
Opus 109 (Lewis-Griffith) DLG 55261, M/A: 211, Repp
Patriotic Piano (Johnson) Cent 3598, M/A: 210, Becker
Pierce & Jonas: 2 Pianos: Creston, Poulenc, Tans-

man—MSR 1651, J/A: 168, Estep
Poetic Whispers (Gurvitch) Cent 3605, J/A: 179, Kang
Polonaise-Fantasy (Faliks) Delos 3540, M/A: 209,

Harrington
Presentiment: Granados, Scriabin, Janacek (Weiss)

Weiss 0, J/A: 183, Repp
Quattro Mani: Lansky, Ruders, Machover—Bridg

9496, M/J: new, Faro
Leff Pouishnoff [2CD] APR 6022, M/J: arc, Radcliffe
Ragtime Pieces (McNally) River 2246, N/D: 177, Vroon
Ragtime in Washington (Adcock) Cent 3639, N/D:

177, Vroon
Andrew Rangell: Ives, Schoenberg, Nielsen,

Enesco—Stein 30100, N/D: 178, Haskins
Walter Rehberg, 1925-37—APR 7309, N/D: 178,

Becker
Alfred Reisenauer piano rolls—Tacet 221, N/D: 179,

Becker
Manfred Reuthe: Schumann, Grieg, Reger—Bella

312468, M/A: 211, Kang
Richter 12 CD: Schumann & Brahms—Prof 17067,

J/A: 181, Repp
Richter plays Liszt, Chopin, Szymanowski—Prof

18041, N/D: 179, Vroon
Russian Piano (Gilels) Praga 250404, S/O: 203, Harr
Russian Piano 1900: Catoire, Scriabin, Liadov (Zassi-

mova) Hans 18022, N/D: 180, Harrington
Russian Transcriptions (Gryaznov) Stein 30082, N/D:

175, Harrington
Gyorgy Sebok recital 1991—FHR 40, M/A: 211, Becker
Changyong Shin: Mozart, Haydn, Beet—Stein 30068,

J/A: 183, Kang
Sounds of Transcendence: Griffes, Scriabin, Franck

(Tetzloff) Romeo 7323, M/A: 212, Kang

Yekwon Sunwoo—Decca 27008, J/F: 207, Kang
Sergio Tiempo Recital—Avant 1049, J/A: 183, Kang
Tippet Rise 2016: Rach; Scriabin; Abril (Var) Penta

5186660, M/A: 196, Harrington
Transcendence: Franck, Liszt. Enesco (Ritivoiu)

Genui 18601, J/A: 182, Becker
Ukrainian Piano (Shelest) Sorel 11, N/D: 180, Harr
Ukrainian Piano 1: Bibik, Kosenko, Silvestrov (Hoft)

TNC 1570, M/J: 189, Harrington
Matei Varga: Lipatti, Janacek, Bach—SonoL 92223,

S/O: 207, Haskins
Watercolour (Yang) Orch 73, M/A: 212, Kang
Windows: Schumann, Bruce, Matheson (Levingston)

SonoL 92218, M/J: 189, Estep

TRUMPET & BRASS SOLOS

(Kilpatrick)
19th Century Horn & Piano (Frank-Gemmill) BIS

2228, J/F: 208
21st Century Trumpet Concertos: Vizzotti, Scott, Plog

(Richardson) Sum 724, N/D: 181
2BA 2UNES (Gallen) Mark 52098, J/A: 185
Battleground: trombone & organ (Hesby & Dahl)

LAWO 1128, J/F: 209
Before Mozart Horn Concertos (Gemmill SACD) BIS

2315, S/O: 208
Beyond Borders (Cord, tpt) Mark 52984, M/J: 191
Breaking Ground: Trombone (Mannix) MSR 1658,

J/F: 210
Fantasia for Trombone & Organ (Pinson) Raven 994,

M/A: 214
Ghost Dialogues: Cooman, Hulme, Gibson (Gekker)

Met 28572, J/F: 208
Constantin Hartwig, tuba—Genui 17471, J/F: 209
Horizon (Stoelzel) Sum 715, J/A: 186
Horn Pieces: Beethoven, Schumann, Klebe (Vojta)

Cavi 8553383, N/D: 182
Horn Trios: Brahms, Koechlin, Duvernoy (Klieser)

Berl 931, J/A: 185
Horn Trios: Koechlin, Brahms, Wirth (Darbellay+)

Chall 72770, S/O: 208
Illuminations (Lovegrove) Conv 39, J/A: 186
Inner Voice (Hodgson) BlueG 439, J/F: 210
Living on the Edge: Handel, Prokofieff, Moussorgsky

(Hanover Trombone Unit) Genui 17481, M/J: 179
Mysterioso: trombone & organ (Lemonnier) Prop

2079, M/J: 191
Paris 1804 (Denasian, horn) Passa 1032, J/A: 185
Passages: Flute & Horn (Thorntons) Alb 1705, J/A:

187
Romantic Transcriptions (Fehse-Wilfert Duo) Rond

6144, M/A: 214
Russian Trumpet Sonatas (Akhmadullin) MSR 1697,

N/D: 181
Songs of a Sojourner (Ganger) Sum 708, J/A: 186
Kenneth Thompkins—Thomp 0, S/O: 209
The Truly French Horn (Lundeen) Affet 1803, N/D:

181
Trumpets in the Baroque (Hickman & Sautter) Crys

701, J/F: 209
Lucienne Renaudin Vary—Warnr 58883, M/A: 215
Vocalises (Leleu, tpt) Apart 158, M/A: 214
With Renewed Strength (Avitsur, trb) IMN 0, M/A: 213

VIOLIN & VIOLA
Argot: Donatoni, Lutoslawski, Boulez (Mathieu, v)

Navon 6105, M/J: 193, Roos
Dan Auerbach: Haba, Brahms, Mozart—MSR 1618,

N/D: 182, Magil
Axiom Quartet—Navon 6151, J/A: new, Faro
Baroque Violin: Vivaldi, Veracini, Pisendel (Brecon

Baroque) Chanl 39217, M/A: 216, Magil
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Beyond Bach & Vivaldi: solo violin (Lodge) Naxos
573893, N/D: 183, Magil

Bohemia: Czech Violin (Wally-Cohen) Sign 510, J/A:
190, Dutterer

Marc Bouchkov, v: Ysaye, Chausson, Bouchkov—HM
916106, M/A: 183, Magil

British Viola Concertos: Bowen, Walton, VWms (Cal-
lus) Naxos 573876, N/D: 182, O’Connor

Alfredo Campoli 1: Bach, Handel, Tartini—Decca
4825175, M/J: 192, Vroon

Alfredo Campoli 2: Mend, Bruch, Beethoven VCs—
Decca 4825171, M/J: 192, Vroon

Alfredo Campoli 3: Kreisler, Paganini, etc—Decca
4825159, M/J: 192, Vroon

Alfredo Campoli 4: Lalo, Tchai, SSaens, Sarasate—
Decca 4825151, M/J: 192, Vroon

Alfredo Campoli 5: Elgar, Bliss, Bruch SF—Decca
4825143, M/J: 192, Vroon

Alfredo Campoli 6: Sarasate, Wieniawski, short
pieces—Decca 4825135, M/J: 192, Vroon

Caprices: Carter, Sciarrino, Boulez (Arditti) Aeon
1755, M/A: 216, Magil

David Aaron Carpenter, viola: Dvorak, Bartok, Shor,
Walton—Warnr 56976, S/O: 182, French

Ray Chen: Golden Age—Decca 4833852, S/O: 210,
Vroon

Dialogues (Price) Azica 71316, M/J: 194, Magil
Duo Gazzana: Ravel, Ligeti, Messiaen—ECM 28129,

J/A: 188, Magil
English Viola: Bowen, Bridge, Dale (Adrion) Cavi

8553173, S/O: 210, Magil
Enlightened Virtuoso (Pitch, v) Acco 232, M/A: 218,

Magil
Exiled: Korngold, Schnittke, Wellesz, Roslavets (Naj-

far-Nahvi) Gramo 8, J/A: 187, Magil
Finnish Violin: Melartin, Raitio, Leiviska (Kaaas Trio)

Alba 410, J/A: 189, Estep
Flame: French violin (Masin) Orch 75, J/A: 176,

Keaton
French Violin (Chung) Warnr 57080, J/A: 188, Keaton
Funeralissimo (Well) Genui 17486, J/F: 212, Vroon
Galant Viola (Sachse) Cavi 8553312, M/J: 182, Moore
Grand Duo: Strauss, Schubert, Dorman (Kim) Genui

18491, M/J: 193, Magil
Franco Gulli: Beet, Schub, Mend—Uran 121365, S/O:

211, Magil
Humoresque (Fialova-Nouzovsky Duo) ArcoD 178,

M/A: 216, Magil
Jazzettes: Ravel, Gershwin, Tansman (Schoch) Zefir

9652, M/J: 194, Magil
Journey to Mozart: Haydn, Salomon, Mozart (Hope)

DG 4798376, J/A: 188, Vroon
Jonian Kadesha: Enesco, Ravel, Skalkottas—Cavi

8553382, M/A: 217, Estep
Satenik Khourdoian: Ysaye, Faure, S-Saens—FugaL

747, S/O: 211, Magil
Kogan plays Russian Concertos: Khach, Khren, Prok,

Denisov—Praga 250373, J/F: 211, Estep
Let Beauty Awake: VWms, Clarke, Britten (Nisbeth,

va) BIS 2182, J/F: 212, Estep
Irina Muresanu: Around the World—SonoL 92221,

S/O: 211, Fisch
Music for Strings: ARD Competition Commissions—

BR 900715, M/A: 193, Moore
Samuel Nebyu: Composers of African Descent—

BCMD 1, J/F: 212, Estep
New for Violin: Fuchs, Hoover, Kaminsky (Rosenfeld)

Alb 1717, J/A: new, Boyd
Elmar Oliveira: Virtuoso Violin—MMG 10027, S/O:

212, Magil
Parts to Play: Prok, Andres, Zaimont (Lee) Navon

6165, S/O: new, Faro

Pochekin Brothers: Mozart, Haydn, Gliere, Prok—
Melya 2534, M/J: 178, Dutterer

Romantic Viola: Onslow, Kalliwoda, Mendelssohn
(Togawa) Naxos 573730, M/J: 194, Magil

Romantic Viola: Vieuxtemps, Fuchs, Reinecke
(Weissmann) FugaL 750, S/O: 213, Magil

Secret Places (The Twiolins) Prof 17002, M/J: new,
Boyd

Yuuko Shiokawa: Bach, Busoni, Beethoven—ECM
4815767, M/A: 218, Magil

Solo Violin: Bach, Ysaye, Lason (Lason) Dux 1378,
M/A: 218, Magil

Ji Won Song: Mozart, Beethoven, Sarasate—Klang
1523, S/O: 212, French

Suite Case: violin duos (Zanisi & Barneschi) Arcan
448, J/A: 190, Magil

Through the Lens of Time (Fullana) Orch 80, J/A:
188, Magil

True North: Canadian Violin (Mathieu) Centr 24417,
J/F: 211, Vroon

Ayana Tsuji: Sibelius, S-Saens, Stravinsky—Warnr
57029, N/D: 184, Magil

Wandy Tworek 1946-53—DACO 787, S/O: 212, Magil
Violin & Guitar: Carulli, Giuliani, Paganini (Misciagna

& Vitardi) Digr 13, S/O: 211, Fisch
Violin & Piano: Brahms, Prokofieff, Bloch (Kurganov)

Spice 10143, N/D: 183, Magil
Violin Sonatas by Women (Irnberger) Gram 99153,

J/A: 189, French
Violin Soul: Falla, Sarasate, Williams (Wandike) Dux

1318, M/A: 219, Magil
Visions (Adomeit,v) Thoro 2639, M/A: 215, Magil

WIND ENSEMBLES

(Kilpatrick unless noted)
Alchemize: Schwantner, Maslanka (U Southern Mis-

sissippi Band) Naxos 573587, J/A: 191
Art of the Military Band: Elgar, VWms+ (Higgins)

Somm 170, J/F: 213
Austriantime: Bodrov, Khorov, Baiterekov (New

Moscow Ens) Melya 2511, J/A: 174, Hanudel
Belfiato Wind Quintet: Janacek, Foerster, Haas—Sup

4230, M/A: 219, Pfeil
Concertante: Danzi, Mozart, Devienne, Pleyel (Les

Vents Francais) Warnr 57048, N/D: 184, Pfeil
Emblems: Giannini, Hanson, Schuman (US Air Force

Band) Klav 11218, J/F: 213, Roos
From Vienna: Mozart, Beet, Schoen, Zemlinsky (Lon-

don Conchord Ens) Champ 115, J/F: 212, Gorman
In the Weeds: Titlebaum, D’Rivera, Bernstein (Ventus

Machina) MSR 1633, M/J: 196, Hanudel
John Paynter Memorial—Klav 56003, M/J: 194
Latin Winds: Rodrigo, V-Lobos, Chavez (Northern

College of Music) Chan 10975, S/O: 213
New Jersey Wind Symphony: All American—Phoen

185, N/D: 184
Poetics: Daugherty, Dahl, Dooley (U of Michigan

Band) Equil 140, J/F: new, Lamper
Reflections: Strauss, Puckett, Pann (NW Univ Wind

Ens) Sum 717, J/A: 192
Russian Classics (Saxon Wind Philharmonic) Genui

17480, M/J: 195, Roos
Taylor Made (N Texas Wind Sym) GIA 1039, J/A: 192
Up and Away (Sundance Trio) Tant 217, M/A: 220, Pfeil
Variations: Arnold, Francaix, Hindemith, Nielsen

(Mosnier+) Berl 974, M/A: 220, Pfeil
Westwood Quintet: Hind, Stark, Mathias, Janacek—

Crys 791, J/F: 214, Gorman
Wind Concertos: Ticheli, Warnaar, Ranjbaran (Guer-

rero) Naxos 559818, J/A: 190, Hanudel
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EARLY MUSIC
13th Century Violin (Hernandez) Enchi 2047, S/O:

214, Barker
Aeternum: Elizabethan (Le Strange Viols) NewF 912,

J/A: 195, Gatens
Alfabeto Falso (I Bassifondi) Arcan 435, J/F: 216,

Loewen
Altera Luce: Landini, Dufay, Buene (Currentes)

LAWO 1132, M/A: 222, Moore,C
Altri Canti d’amor: 17th Century (Estro d’Orfeo) Chall

72760, J/F: 217, Moore,C
Anime Amanti (Mameli,s & Pianca,lute) Alpha 291,

M/A: 224, Moore,C
Baena Keyboard Method (Forst, org) Brill 95618, J/A:

196, Loewen
Baroque Flute & Bassoon Sonatas (Lauzer & Lussier)

ATMA 2753, M/J: 184, Gorman
Baroque to Fado (Various) Naxos 573875, M/J: 198,

Brewer
Baroque Treble & Ensemble: Rameau, Handel (Min

Ensemble) SignM 526, S/O: 217, Barker
Commedia (Accademia Strumentale) Strad 37090,

J/A: 196, Moore,C
Coplas Sefardies (Levitin) Rond 6155, S/O: 215,

Brewer
Corpus Christi: Valencia 1600s (Victoria Musica) Brill

95263, M/J: 198, Brewer
Delight in Musicke: 16th & 17th Cent (Veldhoven, Sel-

dom Sene) Brill 95654, S/O: 218, Gatens
Early Finnish Vocal (Finnish Radio) Ond 1233, S/O:

214, Loewen
Earthly Baroque: Biber, Williams, Werner, Lampe (Old

Post Road) Cent 3586, J/F: 219, Brewer
English Civil War (Eber Singers) Reson 10194, J/F:

218, Gatens
English Motets: Byrd, Tallis, Morley (Gesualdo 6) Hyp

68256, J/A: 194, Gatens
Eton Choirbook 5 (Christ Church Cathedral) Avie

2376, J/F: 214, Gatens
Fons Luminis—13th Century (Binchois Ens) Evid 51,

N/D: 185, Barker
German Baroque Sacred (Clematis) Ricer 389, N/D:

187, Loewen
Gloriosus Franciscus (Anonima Frottolisti) Tact

250001, J/A: 194, Moore,C
Iberian Recorder (Brisk Recorder Qt) Globe 5268,

S/O: 215, Brewer
In Sorrow’s Footsteps: Palestrina, Allegri (Marian

Consort) Delph 34215, N/D: 191, Gatens
Italian Baroque Cello (Accademia Ottoboni) Alpha

368, J/F: 186, Moore
Italian Garden (Les Arts Florissants) HM 905283, J/F:

216, Barker
Italian Renaissance (Cantar alla Viola) Quart 2125,

S/O: 215, Moore,C
Jungle Baroque (Szaran) Klang 1414, M/A: 228,

Brewer
Lily & Rose: Adoration of the Virgin (Binchois Con-

sort) Hyp 68228, N/D: 186, Brewer
Lord Herbert’s Lute Book (Eastwell) MMC 117, N/D:

186, Brewer
Love & Loss: 30 Year War (Agave Baroque) VGO

1027, S/O: 219, Loewen
Lute Books (Ericson) Daph 1061, S/O: 220, Loewen
Luther in the Netherlands (Camerata Trajectina)

Globe 5270, M/A: 223, Loewen
Medieval & Renaissance Fiddle (Berger) Uran 14037,

S/O: 214, Barker
Medieval Lais & Cantigas (Malandanca) Brill 95689,

N/D: 185, Brewer
Medieval Piper (Schulze) Brill 95566, M/J: 197,

Loewen

Medieval Vielle (Miroir de Musique) Ricer 388, J/A:
193, Brewer

Music in a Cold Climate (In Echo) Delph 34206, M/J:
197, Loewen

Musica Nova 1500-1700 (Savall) AliaV 9926, S/O:
216, Barker

Neapolitan Violin Sonatas: Leo, Fiorenza, Gallo
(Gatti) Arcan 429, J/F: 219, Moore,T

Nostre Dame (Vienna Vocal Consort) Klang 1412,
J/F: 218, Brewer

Ondas (Ensemble Calixtinus) IIIM 145, M/A: 220,
Brewer

Orpheus: 17th Century (Pregardien) CPO 555168,
S/O: 218, Gatens

Pajarillos Fugitivos (Alvarado) Ayros 2, N/D: 187,
Brewer

Parle Qui Veut (Sollazzo Ens) Linn 529, M/A: 221,
Moore,C

Perpetual Night: 17th Century (Richardot) HM
902269, S/O: 218, Gatens

Renaissance Masterworks (Chamber Choir of
Europe) Brill 95662, J/A: 195, Gatens

Rosa Das Rosas (Chominciamento di Gioia) IIIM 144,
M/A: 222, Brewer

Royal Court of Louis XIV (Les Ordinaires) Naxos
573814, J/A: 197, Barker

Sacred Music in New France (Ancient Music Montre-
al) ATMA 2764, J/F: 217, Brewer

Sara Levy’s Salon: Bach Family+ (Raritan Players)
Acis 367, M/A: 226, Barker

Sephardic Songs (Goldstein) Hans 18003, S/O: 215,
Moore,T

Silk Road (Capella de Ministrers) Lican 1743, J/A:
193, Barker

Songs of Orpheus: Italian baroque (Sulayman) Avie
2383, J/A: 208, Moore,C

Spanish Baroque Dance (Concerto Zapico) Wintr
910248, N/D: 187, Brewer

Spanish Baroque Vocal (Ars Atlantica) IBS 102018,
S/O: 220, Barker

Tales of 2 Cities: Leipzig & Damascus (Tafelmusik)
Tafel 1035, M/A: 226, Barker

Tempus est Locundum: medieval (Artefactum) Lind
3035, M/A: 221, Brewer

Think Subtilior: French (Santenay) Ricer 386, J/F:
214, Loewen

Topping Tooters: English Waits (City Musick) Avie
2364, J/F: 215, Gatens

Traditional Valencia (Capella de Ministrers) CdM
1844, N/D: 189, Brewer

Venetia Mundi Splendor (Oktoechoes Ens) Tact
390001, M/A: 223, Barker

Venice 1629 (Gonzaga Band) Reson 10218, N/D:
188, Moore,C

Venice Millennium (Savall) AliaV 9925, M/J: 196,
Barker

Viaggi di Caravaggio (Gould, s) Crem 17, M/A: 224,
Barker

Vittoria: 17th Century Italian & English Songs—Claud
3710, M/A: 224, Barker

Yo Soy la Locura (Aria de Follia) Cont 123, M/A: 227,
Brewer

Zugambe: monastic liturgy (Coimbra) HM 916107,
M/J: 197, Brewer

CHORAL

(Greenfield unless noted)
Advent-Christmas-Epiphany (Church of Epiphany,

DC) Raven 157, N/D: 190, Gatens
American Choral: Kirchner, Lauridsen, Paulus (Santa

Fe Desert Chorale) Avie 2377, M/J: 200
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Arctic Light: Finnish Orthodox (Cappella Romana)
CapR 412, J/F: 220

Canciones del Corazon (Reinhardt University
Singers) ACA 30011, J/A: 199

Dresden Opera—Prof 17031, J/A: 197, Reynolds
Drop Down Ye Heavens (Siglo de Oro) Delph 34184,

J/F: 190, Kilpatrick
Ecstatic Songs (Snow) BlueG 467, J/A: 199
Even Such is Time: Finzi, Howells, Leighton, Walton

(Christ’s College) Regen 511, N/D: 190, Moore,R
Evensong at Eastertide (Dallas Incarnation Choir)

Goth 49308, S/O: 221, Gatens
Evensong at York (York Minster Choir) Regen 506,

M/A: 232, Delcamp
Final Answer (SF Girls Choir) OrMt 126, J/A: 200
For the Queen of Heaven (Marian Consort) Delph

34190, M/A: 230, Delcamp
Gluepot Connection: English (Londinium Chamber

Choir) Somm 180, J/A: 198, Oberoi
Grace Immaculate (Uga Hodgson Singers) Goth

49301, J/F: 220, Moore,T
House of the Mind: Howells, Bednall, Hadley, VWms

(Queens College) Sign 491, N/D: 192, Gatens
I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes (Wm Jewell College Choir)

Alb 1715, J/A: 201
I love my Love—Albi 32, M/A: arc
In the Listening Place (Vanderbilt Chorale) Navon

6142, J/A: new, Faro
King’s Singers Gold [3CD] Sign 500, M/J: 199
Like as the Hart: Templar’s Garden (New College

Oxford) Novum 1392, J/F: 221, Delcamp
Lumina (Westminster College) WCC 1709, J/F: 223,

Loewen
Lux Memoriaque: Contemporary British (Harmonia

Sacra/Leech) Nimb 6349, M/A: 230
Motets: Scheidt, Telemann, Rheinberger (Halle City

Choir) Rond 6158, N/D: 188, Loewen
My Soul’s Repose (Orpheus Chamber Singers) Cent

3560, J/F: 221, Moore,T
Northern Lights (LaLa Ens) Hans 17081, J/A: 198
Norwegian Girls Choir—2L 144, M/J: 200
O Lux Beata Trinitas (Clare College) HM 902270,

S/O: 221
Our Lady Queen of Peace (Tewkesbury Abbey)

Regen 510, M/J: 201, Gatens
Provenance (Kinnara Ens) Affet 1708, J/F: 220
Refugium: Dove, Wilberforce, Tavener (Trinity Boys

Choir) Stone 78081, N/D: 193, Moore,R
Resonant Streams (U of Washington Chorale) MSR

1642, J/F: 223, Delcamp
Rose Magnificat (McCreesh) Sign 536, N/D: 191,

Gatens
Silence & Music (Gabrieli Consort) Sign 490, M/A: 229
Silence into Light (Westminster Williamson) GIA

1026, J/A: 200
Slava: Strav, Bartok, Kodaly, Penderecki (Maitrise de

Toulouse) Regen 513, M/A: 231, Reynolds
Songs of Experience (Perspectives Ens) OutH 702,

J/F: 222
St Louis Chamber Choir—Regen 505, N/D: 193
St Patrick’s, Dublin—Regen 504, J/F: 221, Gatens
Statements: Lash, Lang, Hearne (Yale Choral Artists)

Naxos 559829, J/A: new, Faro
This is the Day (Messiah College) Mark 52962, M/A:

231, Delcamp
Timeless (Cappella SF) Delos 3553, S/O: 221, Loewen
Timeless Light—Estonian Cello & Choir (Kaasik) BIS

1887, M/A: 229, Moore
Touched by Strings (Orpheus Vocal Ens; Bielefeld)

Carus 83481, J/F: 221
Trans Limen ad Lumen: Ritishauser & Giger (Hilliard

Ens) Divox 21702, M/A: 230, Kilpatrick

Under a Celtic Sky (Cantemus) Regen 502, M/A: 228,
Moore,R

University of Washington Chamber Singers—Cent
3602, N/D: 194

Winter (Voces 8) Decca 25736, J/F: 222, Moore,T
Year at Bristol (Bristol Cathedral) Regen 514, M/J:

199, Gatens

VOCAL RECITALS
Susanna Andersson: Songs with orchestra—Orlan

29, J/F: 224, Reynolds
Laila Andersson-Palme—Sterl 1806, J/F: 224, Altman
Pierre d’Assy, bass: Arias and songs—MusW 1683,

M/J: arc, Reynolds
Teresa Berganza 18th Century—Decca 4825836, J/A:

201, Altman
Teresa Berganza: Brava—Decca 4826397, J/A: 201,

Altman
Erna Berger & Hermann Prey: Wolf, Brahms, Schu-

mann—Prof 18029, N/D: 195, Moore,R
Lars Bjoerling—Sterl 1822, J/A: 202, Altman
Sarah Connolly—Chan 10944, N/D: 196, Moore,R
Irene Dalis—Prof 17044, J/F: 224, Altman
Joyce El-Khoury: arias—OpRar 252, M/A: 232, Locke
Sofia Falkovich: songs—Call 1742, J/F: 225,

Reynolds
Kathleen Ferrier: songs—Somm 264, J/A: 204,

Moore,R
Angel Gheorghiu: Eternamente (verismo): Warnr

57802, M/A: 234, Reynolds
Gunther Groissbock: Brahms, Wagner, Mahler,

Wolf—Decca 4816957, N/D: 196, Moore,R
Edita Gruberova arias—BR 900325, N/D: 197, Altman
Thomas Hampson French Songs—Penta 5186681,

M/A: 234, Moore,R
Iris Hendrickx: French arias—Cent 3670, N/D: 197,

Altman
Gundula Janowitz: Last Recital—FHR 56, M/A: 235,

Reynolds
Jonas Kaufmann: French arias—Sony 39076, M/A:

236, Altman
Katherina Konradi: songs—Genui 18490, J/A: 204,

Oberoi
Camille Maurane: Duparc, Faure, Ravel—Decca

4824947, S/O: 224, Moore,R
Bejun Mehta: Cantata—Penta 5186669, J/A: 206,

Barker
Janine Micheau with orchestra: Britten, Ravel,

Debussy—Decca 4824769, S/O: 225, Altman
Gabriela Nani, bar—Andr 9128, M/A: 236, Locke
Mary Ellen Nesi: Gluck, Handel, Porpora—MDG

9092064, S/O: 217, Barker
John Osborn: Duprez tribute—Delos 3532, J/F: 226,

Locke
Sandrine Piau: songs—Alpha 397, S/O: 226,

Reynolds
Ruth-Margret Putz: arias—Prof 18012, S/O: 226,

Reynolds
Anita Rachvelishvili: arias—Sony 80875, J/A: 207,

Altman
Michael Spyres: arias—OpRar 251, M/A: 237,

Reynolds
Nathalie Stutzmann: early arias—Erato 57652, M/A:

225, Barker
Renata Tebaldi: Mozart, Wagner, Verdi, Rossini—

Hardy 6021, N/D: 199, Altman
Jennifer Vyvyan: Haydn & Mozart—Decca 4825049,

J/F: 228, Reynolds
Fritz Wunderlich: before Bach—SWR 19051, J/A:

196, Loewen
Wunderlich: classical arias—SWR 19048, M/A: 239,

Althouse
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Wunderlich: Operetta arias—SWR 19038, J/F: 229,
Fisch

Wunderlich: Mozart contemporaries—SWR 19059,
N/D: 200, Moore,R

VOCAL
2 Little Words (Palmer, mz) Reson 10199, M/A: 236,

Oberoi
A Fancy: English Airs (Redmond) HM 902296, J/F:

227, Reynolds
Agitata (Galou, contralto) Alpha 371, M/A: 225, Barker
Arda il mio Core (Perez, ct) Vanit 10, J/A: 196, Brewer
Awakening: Strauss, Wolf, Berg (Humm, bar) Rond

6143, M/A: 235, Moore,R
Baroque Arias (Aspromonte) Penta 5186646, S/O:

217, Barker
Bass Duets (Moll & Stamm) Prof 18036, N/D: 199,

Moore,R
Black American Art Songs (Dupont) Alb 1735, N/D:

new, Faro
Black is the Color: Berio, Ravel, Falla (Stephany, mz)

Alpha 384, J/A: 206, Oberoi
Brasier d’Etoiles: Ginoux & Tomasi (Michel, s) Magel

358414, J/A: 206, Oberoi
Budbaerersken: Flagstad Tribute (Gericke,s) LAWO

1120, M/A: 233, Reynolds
Calen-O: N Ireland: Harty, Wood, Trimble (Dobbin)

Delph 34187, J/A: 203, Oberoi
Celebrating English Song (Williams) Somm 177, M/J:

206, Moore,R
Dickinson Songs (Delan) Penta 5186634, S/O: 222,

Oberoi
Distant Beloved (Poplutz) Spekt 16153, M/J: 204,

Moore,R
Dreams: Bellini, Donizetti (Yende,s) Sony 43015,

M/A: 240, Altman
Eternal Enigma: Mahler, Martin, Ravel, Klein (Kran-

zle) Oehms 1887, J/A: 205, Moore,R
French Songs (Gelinas) ATMA 2781, S/O: 224, Oberoi
Girl Go Crazy: Gershwin, Berio, Berg (Hannigan, s)

Alpha 293, J/A: 204, Haskins
The Great War (Williams, bar) Diver 24164, J/F: 225,

Moore,R
Hausman Songs (Foulkes, bar) Diver 24162, J/F:

225, Moore,R
Illuminations: Britten, Faure, Debussy (Phan) Avie

2382, J/A: 207, Moore,R
In a Drunken, Beautiful Dance—Thor 2644, S/O: 227,

Moore,R
Klang: Berg, Schreker, Weill (Avanzini) Crem 2, N/D:

195, Oberoi
Cornelia Lanz: Brahms & Schumanns—Thor 2649,

N/D: 198, Oberoi
Liederabend: Berg, Wolf, Hindemith (Jitihovschi)

Melya 2493, M/J: 203, Moore,R
Lights Out: English composers (Various) Diver 24165,

J/F: 223, Reynolds
Lineage: Barber, Carter, Ives (Scarlata, bar) Alb 1679,

J/F: 228, Moore,R
Lost Is My Quiet (Sampson, s; Davies, ct) BIS 2279,

M/A: 237, Althouse
Love Comes in at the Eye: Puts, Balentine, Rorem

(Jones, bar) Alb 1734, N/D: 198, Moore,R
Love’s Embrace: Marx, Korngold, Pfitzner

(Banse/Weigle) BR 900322, M/J: 202, Oberoi
Matter of Heart: tenor & horn (Pregardian+) Chall

72771, M/J: 204, Moore,R
Melody for Love (Senderskaya) MSR 1647, J/F: 228,

Altman
Nostalgia (Behle) Capr 5317, M/A: 232, Fisch
O Gladsome Light: Rubbra, Holst, V-Wms (Wiliford, t)

Stone 8076, M/A: 239, Moore,R

Operetta Magic (Various) Oehms 462, J/F: 230, Fisch
Oriental Songs (Wallfisch, bar) Nimb 5971, N/D: 199,

Moore,R
Permanence: Mahler, Korngold, Reger (Schuster)

Oehms 1881, M/J: 205, Oberoi
Romantic Duets: Mend, Schumann, Cornelius (F-D,

Varady) Prof 17028, M/A: 238, Moore,R
Romanza (Netrebko, Eyvazov) DG 4798110, J/F:

226, Fisch
Sacred Song: Faure, Vierne, Sowerby, VWms (Lan-

caster) Alb 1728, S/O: 224, Moore,R
Sappho, Shropshire, Super-Tramp (Leonard) DivA

21230, M/J: 204, Delcamp
Songs of Dorset (Foulkes, bar) Diver 24163, J/F: 225,

Moore,R
Songs of England (Vyvyan & Procter) Decca

4825045, J/F: 229, Reynolds
Songs of Vain Glory (Bevan) WHL 90, M/J: 202, Fisch
Songs to Geibel texts (Bastlein) Gram 99136, J/A:

201, Moore,R
Stille & Nacht: lieder (Fingerlos) Oehms 1879, M/J:

203, Moore,R
Sunless Loves: Brahms, Prok, Mouss (Safiropoulou)

FHR 52, J/F: 227, Reynolds
Swedish Love Songs (Mossberg) Sterl 1818, S/O:

225, Moore,R
Voyage: Ravel, Britten, Bartok, Obradors (Avramson)

Romeo 7321, M/J: 201, Fisch
Voyages: mostly French (Bevan, s) Sign 509, J/A:

202, Oberoi
With Love from Russia: songs (Neven) Onyx 4193,

S/O: 225, Moore,R

VIDEOS
ALFANO: Sakuntala (Catania) Bong 20037, J/A: Alt-

man
BACH: St Matthew Passion (Rademann) Acce

20408, M/A: Gatens
BARBER: Film—ZenV 0, J/F: Vroon
BELLINI: Norma (Siri/Gamba) Dyn 37768, M/A: Alt-

man
Norma (Yoncheva, Royal Opera) OpArt 1247, M/J:
Sininger

Puritani (Damrau, Madrid) BelA 142, M/J: Sininger
BERG: Lulu (Petersen/ Petrenko) BelA 129, M/A:

Sininger
Wozzeck (Goerne/Jurowski) HM 9809053, N/D:
Reynolds

BERLIN: Annie Get Your Gun (Martin 1957) VAI
8206, M/A: Fisch

BERLIOZ: Beatrice & Benedict (Glyndebourne 2016)
OpArt 1239, M/A: Sininger

Benvenuto Cellini (Elder) Naxos 74, S/O: Altman
BIBER: Mass, Salzburg (Collegium 1704) Naxos 66,

J/A: Brewer
BIZET: Carmen (Arquez at Bregenz) Cmaj 742304,

M/A: Altman
COPLAND: Clar C; Tender Land (Copland) Naxos

2110397, J/A: Fisch
DEAN: Hamlet (Glyndebourne/Jurowski) OpArt 1254,

N/D: Reynolds
DEBUSSY: Pelleas & Melisande (Malmo Opera) BelA

144, M/J: Altman
DONIZETTI: Lucia (Damrau in London) Erato 57920,

M/A: Altman
Mayor of Saardam (Donizetti Opera/ Brignoli) Dyn
37812, S/O: Altman

Roberto Devereux (Devia, Madrid/Campanella) BelA
130, J/F: Sininger

Roberto Devereux (Devia/Lanzillotta) Dyn 37755,
J/F: Sininger
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Sancia di Castiglia (RAI/ Crivelli) Hardy 4055, N/D:
Altman

FACCIO: Hamlet (Bregenz 2016) Cmaj 740704, J/F:
Altman

HANDEL: Arminio (Cencic) Cmaj 744408, J/A: Barker
Messiah (Dubrovsky) Naxos 2110387, J/F: Barker

HUGHES: Music for Silent Films—Metier 103, N/D:
Fisch

JOMMELLI: Il Vologeso (Ferro) Naxos 67, S/O: Alt-
man

KALMAN: Circus Princess (Schlock 1969) ArtH
109308, J/F: Fisch

LEHAR: Land of Smiles (Beczala, Zurich) Acce
10435, N/D: Fisch

MAHLER: Sym 8 (Chailly) Acce 10390, M/J: Wright
MASSENET: Werther (Florez, Zurich) Acce 20427,

J/A: Altman
MONTEVERDI: Orfeo (Arts Florisants/Agnew) HM

906263, M/A: Barker
Return of Ulysses (Villazon, Kozena/Haim) Erato
57381, M/J: Barker

MOZART: Clemenza di Tito (Glyndebourne/Ticciati)
OpArt 1255, N/D: Altman

Cosi Fan Tutte (Bychkov) OpArt 1260, J/A: Altman
Cosi Fan Tutte (Paris/Jordan) ArtH 109338, M/A: Alt-
man

Don Giovanni (Domingo) Cmaj 745304, N/D: Altman
Lucio Silla (Minkowski) Cmaj 743404, M/J: Altman

PUCCINI: Boheme (Noseda) Cmaj 742608, J/F:
Sininger

Girl of Golden West (San Carlo/ Valcuha) Dyn
37816, N/D: Altman

Tosca (Gheorghiu & Alagna) ArtH 109292, J/F: Alt-
man

RAMEAU: Indes Galantes (Bolton) BelA 138, M/J:
Barker

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Coq d’Or (La
Monnaie/Altinoglu) BelA 147, S/O: Altman

Tale of Tsar Saltan (Gergiev) Marii 597, M/J: Altman
ROSSI,L: Orfeo (Lorraine/Pichon) HM 9859058, J/F:

Barker
ROSSINI: Moses in Egypt (Bregenz) Cmaj 744904,

S/O: Altman
William Tell (Finley, Royal Opera) OpArt 1205, M/A:
Sininger

SCHOENBERG: Moses & Aaron (Paris/Jordan) BelA
436, M/J: Altman

SHOSTAKOVICH: Golden Age (Bolshoi) BelA 443,
J/F: Wright

TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker (NYC Ballet) Cmaj
738704, J/F: Fisch

VERDI: Due Foscari (Domingo, Mariotti) Cmaj
742008, J/F: Sininger

Ernani (Vargas, Monte Carlo) ArtH 109344, M/J:
Sininger

Nabucco (Verona/Oren) BelA 148, N/D: Altman
Requiem (Luisi) Acce 10392, M/A: Reynolds
Trovatore (Royal/Farnes) OpArt 1262, N/D:
Reynolds

VIVALDI: Coronation of Darius (Dantone) Dyn 37794,
M/J: Barker

WAGNER: Flying Dutchman (Madrid/ Heras-Casado)
HM 9809060, M/J: Sininger

Meistersinger (Volle, Bayreuth 2017) DG 735450,
N/D: Reynolds

Parsifal (Fischer) Chall 72619, M/J: Altman
Tristan & Isolde (Bernstein) CMaj 746208, N/D:
Reynolds

WAGNER,S: An Allem ist Hutchen Schuld (PPP
Munich) Naxos 2220006, M/A: Fisch

ZELLER: Vogelhandler (Morbisch Festival) Video 23,
J/A: Fisch

Callas & Tosca 1964—Cmaj 745008, J/A: Reynolds

Funerals of Louis XIV (Pygmalion) HM 9909056,
J/A: Brewer

In War & Peace: baroque (DiDonato) Erato 57048,
N/D: Barker

Renee Fleming in Concert—OpArt 1258, J/A:
Reynolds

BOOKS
American Harmony (Cooke) N/D: Bargreen
American Piano Concerto Compendium (Phemister)

N/D: Vroon
JS Bach and His Sons (Olekiewicz) N/D: Harrington
Chopin and His World (Bellman & Goldberg) J/F:

Locke
Exile’s Song (McKee) N/D: Gorman
George Szell’s Reign (Hansen Kraus) J/A: Vroon
The Hard Bargain (Tucker & Spivak) N/D: Vroon
Nationalist and Populist Composers (Schwartz) J/A:

O’Connor
On the Road & Off the Record with Leonard Bern-

stein (Harmon) J/A: Vroon
Opera as Opera (Osborne) N/D: Vroon
Vincent Persichetti (Olmstead) N/D: Haskins
The Prague Sonata (Morrow) J/F: Hecht
The Pro Arte Quartet (Barker) S/O: Dutterer
Reflections of an American Harpsichordist (Kirk-

patrick) J/F: Lehman
Schubert’s Reputation from His Time to Ours (Block)

M/A: Vroon
Songs Without Words (Mangsen) J/F: Lehman
When the World Stopped to Listen (Isacoff) J/F:

Vroon

Editorials
Great Music: M/A
Modernism (from 2000): S/O
Zero Tolerance and Church Windows: M/J
Publicity, Change, Diversity, Ethics: J/A
Orchestral Prostitution, Noise, Holidays: N/D

Word Police
10 misused words: M/A, 241
Alternative: N/D, 161
Bad sentences: J/F, 234
Bios: N/D, 162
Capital vs capitol: J/A, 194
Channel: N/D, 207
Downside: J/A, 200
Emigrant: J/F, 230
Festival of Stupidities: J/F, 287; S/O, 45; N/D, 45
Fraught: M/A, 231
Global: N/D 204
Go to: J/A, 191
How to spot propaganda: M/A, 249
Language inflation: S/O, 85
On route: J/F, 202
Preference: M/A, 254
Prestigious revisited: J/F, 250
Reach out: N/D 222
Share: M/A, 244
Short Takes: M/A, 255; S/O, 239; N/D, 223
Talent: S/O, 195
The way in which: M/J, 162
This and that: J/F, 241
Those (revisited): M/A, 184
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